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THE

METHODIST QUAETERLY REVIEW.

JANUARY, 1855.

Art. I—^IALACHT.

There 13 something peculiarly solemn in the closing book of the

Old Testament canon. The stern vigour of its reproofs, the yeam-

i;;;: t'. ii'lorncss of its appeals, and the sublime s^^ecp of its predic-

u.'ii*. cr.mbino to ^ivc it an intrinsic interest of the profuundest

tharactcT. But this interest is greatly enhanced by its position.

It is the transition-link between the two great dispensations of

redemption—the last note of that magnificent oratorio of revelation,

v.liO'C mailings of sorrow and breathings of hope were soon to give

place to that richer song, which should be not only of Closes, but

al.-o of the Lamb ; and tell not only of Eden and Sinai, but also of

Calvary and heaven. Hence we find sounding through it voices of

the past and voices of the future—the knell of the departing and

the chimes of the coming age. It is, perhaps, in part to this fact

that we owe some of the abruptness that characterizes this prophecy

in so unusual a degree.

Tlie same kind of interest attaches to the personal history of the

prophet. He appears before us with some of the vague mys-

tery as well as the stern vehemence of Elijah the Tishbite; de-

livers his message with an indignant earnestness, reproves the

Pharisaic wickedness of the present, points forward to the glorious

yet dreadful future, and disappears as suddenly as he came. His

very name is by no means certain. The name ]Malachi {7ni/ mes-

senger, or nnj angel) is commonly taken as an apocopated form of

the name " uienseiiger,'" or "angel of Jehovah.'^ I^ut the only

instance of such an apocope given by Gesenius (Uri for Lrinh) is

vory doubtful, if not absolutely erroneous. The invariable sufii.'c in

snch forms is r,-" and not '^- ; and the name would have been Mal-

"chiah, like Zechariah, and the large class of compounded names of

this formation. Hence it was very anciently conjectured that this

Fourth Series, Vol. A^I.—1





10 Mnlachi. [January,

was not the name of the prophet. The Septuagint translates

•^rxb?? n'3 " hy the hand of his angel," or " messenger,'" showing that

they regarded it as not a proper name. The Targum of Jonathan
adds after the word Malachi, "w;//o otherwise is called the scribe

Ezra ;" which, with other conjectures as to his name among the

Jews, identifying him with Ilaggai, Mordecai, etc., shows that Mal-
achi was regarded by them as merely a name of office. Indeed
Haggai is actually called by this very name, " the messenger of
Jehovah," in Hag. i, 13. And as the precise form itself occurs in

chap, iii, 1 of this prophecy, where it must be translated "my mes-
senger," there seems to be a very strong probability that it was
given originally, at least, as an official rather than a personal title.

He was called, by eminence, " the mcssf-nger of God," partly because

he was the last inspired messenger of the Old Testament, and partly

because he came to announce the coming of the great Messenger of

the New, chap, iii, 1. But as there is no other instance in the Old
Testament in which the official title alone of the writer is prefixed to

the book, it is by no means impossible that the official became a per-

sonal designation, as was afterward virtually the case with John the

Baptist, and even the Apostle Peter.

There is less difficulty iu determining the age of the prophet than

in ascertaining his name or jjersonal history. Indeed it may be re-

garded as absolutely settled by Vitringa, who, in his elaborate dis-

quisition, (Obscrvationcs Sacra', lib. vi, cap. vii,) comes to the con-

clusion that ^lalachi prophesied about the time of the second return

of Kchemiah from the court of Persia, which was somewhere between

the thirty- second year of Artaxer.xes Longimanus, B. C. 432, and the

year B. C. 4'J4 ; for Artaxerxcs died after a reign of forty-one years,

and Nehemiah returned the second time to Jerusalem during his

life. Keh. xiii, 0. The temple was evidently built, (chap, i, 10;

iii, 1-10,) which places him after Haggai and Zechariah ; a civil

ruler was over the Jews, which places him before the death of

Nehemiah, who was their last civil ruler; and the crimes reproved

by the prophet, such as mixed marriages, neglect of tithes, (fcc,

were precisely the abuses corrected by Nehemiah. As these abuses

were actually reformed by Nehemiah, we are compelled to assign

the date of the prophet as precisely coincident with the second

reformation of Nehemiuh, or about B. C. 424. He then sustained

the same relation to Mehemiah that Haggai and Zechariah did to

Joshua and Zerubbabel, or Isaiah to llczekiah, and Jeremiah to

Josiah, iu the earlier history of Jsracl. The silence of the Book of

Nehemiah is no valid objection to this view, because it does not

profess to be a complete iiistory of the times, but only a personal
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naimtive of the acts of the author. It is an interesting coincidence,

thorefure. that while this stern Hebrew Avas^ reproving the formalism

anil f.il.-L'hoods of the people of Jerusalem, Socrates Tras engaged in

f a ^iI!lilar work among the mercurial masses of Athens.

I
The characteristics of the times of Malachi are apparent on the

I surfiice of the prophecy. Before the captivity the besetting sins of

i tho .lows were idolatry and superstition. Afterward they were

f
j.roiie to the other extremes of practical atheism and Epicureanism.

There were two elements then at work which afterwa,rd issued in

the frigid formalism of the Pharisees, and the scoffing scepticism

of the Sadducces. But the predominant element, owing to the fact

th:it they were in the transition-state from superstition, was the

rh:irisaic,—a spirit of proud and bigoted self-righteousness that

chiiiiicd the favour of God with insolent haughtiness, at the very

moment that this fovour was forfeited by unbelief and neglect of

Uuty.

The period that elapsed between the return from Babylon under

Jo-!iua and Zerubbabe], and the mission of Kehemiah, (about a

f^'fiturv.) was by no means prosperous. The eftbrts of Haggai and
'/<"c)t'.iri.ih were crowned with only partial success. Indeed, the

|ir'..p;iCcio3 of Zechariah contain manifest indications of much un-

belief ;uid obstinacy among the people, and consequent punishment

fr/^m the Lord. Zech. v ; x, 3 ; xi, G, etc. Having neglected tho

coriiinands of God, they Avere deprived of God's favour; and ad-

versity, instead of softening their hearts, hardened them, and led

thorn to accuse God instead of accusing themselves. This self-

righteous spirit was at the root of all their sins, as will be seen by a
rarcfid perusal of the prophecy. It had wrought its mournful
results for many years preceding the first return of jSIehemiah; so

tliat lie found the people disheartened, the worship of the temple
noglcctt'd, and flagrant abuses encouruged in violation of the law^

TIk'.c he i^artially reformed during his first visit; but having re-

turned to the Persian court, and remained there an indefinite time,

(Neh. xiii, G, 7,) probably from ten to twelve years, he came back to

Jerusalem, and having'found that the people had relapsed into many
of tlieir former sins,—such as mixed marriages, (xiii, iJ3-30.) with-

holding of tithes, (xiii, 5,) and neglect of the Sabbath, (xiii, 15-22,)

—he sot himself vigorously to the work of a second reformation, that

niijjit be more pennaneut than the first. It was then, as we infer,

llut he was joined by ]Malachi, that the special dealings of God with
his ancient Church might be finished, and the canon of Scripture
closed up, until the coming of that great Messenger of the covenant,
"«'ho was to open a new dispensation of the great plan of redemption.
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He thus ends the great argument precisely where the evangelists

take it up, so that a verse of his prophecy is made the introduction

to one of the Gospels. (See Mark i, 2.)

The canonical authorit}' of Malachi has never been called in,

question. It is found in all the authoritative enumerations of the

canonical books, and is referred to repeatedly in the New Testament

as an inspired prophecy. (See 31att. xi, 10; xvii, 12; Mark L, 2;

ix, 11, 12; Luke i, 17 ; and Horn. i.K, 13.)

The prophecy is composed of six distinct portions. Part I

(c. i, 1-5) opens the charges against Israel by laying bare the root

of their sin, an insensibility to the love of God, that had been so sig-

nally unfolded in their history ; and shows, by reference to the history

and condition of Edom, how gi'cat had been that love. Part II

(c. i, 6-ii, 9) addresses the priests, reproving them for their neglect

of the worship of God. and their profanation of his ordinances;

threatening punishment for these sins, and predicting the calling of

the Gentiles. Part ni(c. ii, 10-lG) rebukes the mixed marriages

of the people, and their injurious treatment of the Jewish wives.

Part IV (c. ii, 17-iii, G) predicts the coming of Christ and his

forerunner, and the different aspects in which he will appear from

that in which he is loolccd for by the Jews. Part V (c. iii, 7-12)

reproves their withholding of tithes. Part YI (c. iii, lo-iv, 6)

describes more fully the sinful character of the people, contrasts it

with the character of those wlio fear the Lord, and then describes

the contrast in their dcstiiucs that shall take place in the dread

scenes of the future.

It is our purpose, in further expounding this book, to give first a

literal translation of the several sections in their order, followed

by a comment, which, without going extensively into grammatical

or expository details, shall yet discuss the more important verbal

difficulties, and suggest the more weighty expository uses of the text,

in a way that will make it useful not only to the ministry, but also

to the more intelligent portion of the laity, who may have no
acquaintance with the Hebrew. We have used freely all the aids

within our reach, but especially C. B. ^Nlichaelrs, Piosenmiiller, ]Maurer,

Hengstenberg, and those to whom they refer. Indeed, so little has

been done for this prophecy in the present century, that most
students are at fault in attempting to obtain suitable aids for its

exposition. The ordinary Kiiglih^h expositions arc so meagre that

they skim over most of the ditlicukies of the text, and more elaborate

commentaries arc beyond the reach of most readers. It is our
aim in this humble effort to furnish some aid to the careful stu-

dent, in the absence of better assistance from more competent
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hands If it shall assist, in the slightest degree the student of the

Uvoly oracles, inhis endeavonr to understand the lasc no e of ancient

u lecy or shall stimulate any abler hand to undertake the work
pruj.iKcy, n

i.Wm^ wUI iioh be lost, and our
m... i n^ore thorough manner, our labour will not be lost, and our

wishes not be defeated.

SECTION I, CHAP, i, 1-5.

The Expostulation.

. "A BURDHX.

The ^-ord of Jehovah to Israel by tlie hand of :\Ialac-hI.

2. I have loved you, saith Jehovah.

And vc sav, ' In ^vhat hast thou loved us i

Was not Esau brother to Jacob ? ^aith Jehovali.
.

%c Muxll siv, Groat is Jehovah beyond the boundary ot Israel.

VtT. I contains the heading of the book. The word xr-? we

hsvo rendered "burden," being the motto of the prophecy. 1.

is always prefixed to prophecies of a threatening character, and

desimcd to indicate the fact, that like some dark cloud
^ec:ns

heavy with its pent-up fury, these prophecie^ are sm-charged

witl/the wrath of "God, and hang ready to pom- then- dreadful con-

tents on those against whom they are directed. ^lany modem

commentators give the word the meaning of " declaration r but

Jlcn-stenberg shows clearly (Zechariah ix, 1, Christology ii, pp.

77-79) that its undoubted meaning is "burden," in a threatemng

'

Vcr. -2 3. There is sometliing very touching in the opening of this

message of rebuke. Addi-essing a self-righteous and disobedien-.

people, we would naturally expect an outburst of indignant invec-

tive. IJut instead of this God speaks to them in accents of the

softest tenderness,—though the reproaching tenderness of love. It

is like the language of some weeping parent, who seeks to woo bac.

a prodigal child, by recalling to his memory the love that has been

lavished upon him. And it is in painful contrast with this teariul

tenderness of God's love that we hear the insolent challenge of the

ungi-ateful people, "In what hast thou loved usV" Here they lay

hare the root of their sin,—insensibility to the love of God, and to

their own wickedness. They had been punished, and left to ad-

versity
; but instead of referring these calamities to the love of God,

chastening their sins, they considered themselves unjustly treated.
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and met the tender expostulation of God witli dogged insolence and

hard ingratitude. Their history was cro^vded Avith proofs of God's

kindness in the midst of his chastisements; but with perverse

hearts they looked, not at what he had left but at what he had taken.

But it is too tnie that, in this respect, tlicy onl}' acted as men act

still toward God,—enjoying his mercies with thankless oblivion of

the giver, until some of those mercies are removed, when he is

acknowledged only by murmuring complaints.

It is an additional illustration of the patient love of God that he

condescends to argue the case with them. He refers to the fact that

Jacob was chosen while Esau was rejected ; and that they, as the chil-

dren of Jacob, were enjoying the blessings that followed this choice.

Their history as a people, then, compared with the history of the chil-

dren of Esau, showed wherein G od loved them. " Hated " is used in

a negative, not a positive sense, as in the phrase, "If any man come

unto me, and hate not his father and mother," &c. Paul quotes

this text, Romans ix, 13, in illustrating the dealings of God. The
argument is very obvious. Israel complained that it had not

enjoyed outward prosperity, and hence had no tokens of God's

love. It is replied that Israel had been much more favourably

dealt with than Esau, without any claim to such treatment, and in

this respect had tokens of God's love : Israel was only straitened,

Edom was laid waste. The plirasc ^i^-;?: Tnrb ' is somewhat

doubtful. Maurcr and Gesenius, following the Septuagint and tlie

Syrian version, render it " habitations of the desert."' But there

seems to be no necessity for a rendering so harsh. If we suppose

r.ii?i to be the plural of -jT!, we have a common image of a deserted

spot. See Isa. xiii, 22 ; xliii, 20, 6cc. The fact that it is a femi-

nine form is no objection to this view, for many common nouns

take both forms of the gender in the plural, (see ISIordheimer's

Grammar, § 556, 558.) When a city became a place for the dens

ofjackals, it was a complete solitude.

Ver. 4 predicts the hopelessness of Edom's desolation, in spite of

all the efforts of man to the contrary. Such efforts were strenuously

put forth; but at last the curse of God was stronger than man, and

the lonely solitudes of Petra now remain as monuments of the fact

that God's words never fail. The perpetuity of this desolation is

guaranteed by the fact that the current of eastern commerce that

once enriched Edom, has been diverted beyond all hope of recall

into other channels. Yet when this prophecy was uttered, and for

years after, Edom was a prosperous and powerful country. The
prediction that it should be called " the borders of wickedness " is

strikingly fulfilled by its present condition, for it is one of the most
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dan<^crous spots in the East. It can only be visited witli a strong

escort. Therefore the prophecy thus fur has been fulfilled.

Vcr. r» predicts that these acts of God, outside of the borders of

Israel, vould hereafter produce a giving of glory to him—a predic-

tion tluit has been verified a thousand times in those vrho have

j^azod on the rocky solitudes of once populous and powerful Edom.

The general argument of this section is wider in its application

tlian tiic circumstances that called it forth. God still addresses

men with the same touching appeal, " I have loved you ;" and he

.still nioets the same hard, ungi'ateful response, " Wherein hast thou

loved us V Men suffer many forms of outward evil and inward

grief, because of their sins ; but instead of referring them to the

proper cause, their OAvn wickedness, they impiously accuse God in

their hearts of being indifferent to their welfare. They refuse to

look at the tokens of love strewed all along their history, and dwell

in obstinate ingratitude on the evils that their own sin has entailed

upon them. And yet that history is crowded with such tokens.

IV-tidfS the mmumbcred blessings that each one indivi<Iually has

n-coived, God has passed by our elder brethren, the angels who kept

not their first estate, and provided a salvation for man. Here is a

token of love as high as heaven, and as broad as eternity, that may
be urged like the love of God to Jacob in rejection of Esau, in proof

that t!ie love of God to man is wonderful, and past finding out.

And tlie perpetual rejection of the sinning angels, like the perpetual

desolations of Idumea, stands as an everlasting proof of the goodness

ami severity of God.—goodness to those who had not been doomed

to such a fearful rejection ; severity inscrutable and mysterious to

tliose who have.

SECTION II, CHAP, i, 6-ii, 9.

Tke Sin of (he Priests.

6. " A son honours a father, and a servant Lis master. Now if I am a

father, where i> my honour? and if I am a master, where is my rev-

erence ? salth Jehovah of hosts to you, O priests ! dcspislncr my name !

7. And ye reply, 'In what have we despised thv name?' Oflerincr upon
luy ahar polluted bread. And ye say. ' In what have we polluted thee ?'

8. In your .siyinir, ' The table of Jehovah is contemptible.' And when ye

ofTor the blind in sacrifice, is not this evil? And Avhen ye ofter the lame
and the sick, is not this evil? Ofl'er it, I pray you, to your -jrovt-rnor ; will

he be p!ea-ed with it, or accept your face, saith Jehovah of lu'-ts?

9. " And now, I pray, supplicate the favour of God that he may be gracious

to us, [.v-j/ire] by your hand must this be done. And will he accept your
10. persons, saith Jeliovah of host,s ? "Who is there amoncr you that will shut

the doors, so that ye nuiy not be kindlina fire upon mine altar in vain ? I

have no delight in" you, saith Jehovah of hosts, nor will I receive an offer-

n. mg from your hands. For from the rising of the sun to his going down
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my name shall be great among the nations, and in every place incense
shall he ofiered to my name, and a pure olVcring, for great is mv name

12. among the nations, saitli Jehovah of hosts. But vou are prolaniiig it in
sayina: that the table of Jehovah is jxillutcd, and' of its jjroduce tiTat the

13. f(xxl is contemptible. And ye say, [also,] JJohold wluit a Aveariness!
And ye have snutled at it, saith Jeliovah of liosts. And ve liave brouirht
the stolen, and the lame, and the sick, and have oilorod an otlV-iina;. ^Vill

14. 1 accept this from your hands, saith Jehovali V Cursed be the deceiver
who has a male in his flock, and otlors and sacrifices a corrupt tl/mg to the
Lord

!
for a great King am J, saith Jehovah of hosts, and mv name is^feared

among the nations.

ii, 1,_ 2. " And now to you Ls this command, O priests ! If vc will not hear, and
if ye will not lay to heart to give glory to my nanle, saith Jehovali of
hosts, then I v.ill send upon you a curse, and I will curse your blossinrrs.

3. Yea I have cursed them, because ye lay not to licart [this tfuufj]. Behold
I will rebuke the seed for you, and spread duno: upon voiir faces, the

4. dung of your festal otlerings, and they shall t;ike "you away in it. And
ye shall know that I have 'sent to you this conunandment,' that it mifrht

5. be [a conjirmation of} my covenant w'wh Levi, sailh Jehovah of hosts. My
covenant with him v,as [to f/lce to him'] life and peace, and I crave ihem to
lum, [and on his pari to vie] reverence; and he did reverence me, and

6. feared before my name. I'iie law of trutli was in his mouth, and iniquity
was not found in his li])3; in peace and uprightness he walked before me,

7. and converted many from sin. For the lijis of t!;e priest should keep
knowledge, and the law should they seek from his mouth ; for he is the

8. messenger of Jehovah of hosts. But ye have departed from the way, ye
have caused many to stumble by [>/o,ir] teachin;;, ye have corrupted the

9. covenant of Levi, saith Jehovah of hosts. And lalso will make you con-
temptible and mean betbre all the people, aceonllng as ye have not kept
my ways, and have been partial in [di-'pensoKj] the law."

In this section GoJ reproves the priests for nei^leeting to honour
him, (ver. G,) for ofleving defective sacriiices, (ver. 7-9,) and f(^r flxiling

to vindicate the pui'ity of his house as tliey ought, (ver. 10.) He then
predicts the consequent rejection of the Jewish nation, and the
bringing in of a people from the heatlicn tliat would serve him
better, (ver. 11,) and reproves Avith threats their neglect of duty,
(ver. 12 -ii, 3,) then contrasts them ^vith the former priests, and
threatens severe punishments, (ver. 4-9.)

Ver. G. The priests boasted that God v.as a Father and a Ruler to
them, and hence expected blessings from his hand. God requires
that they show the sincerity of this claim by treating him as they
professed to regard him.

Ver. 7, 8, develop in detail their sin, and show that they treated God
as they would not dare to treat an eartlily ruler, striving to put him
off with the mere shreds and ekings of time, strength, and means, and
then wondering that he does not reward them fur such niggard
mockery.

'^

Ver. 9. The principal question in regard to this verse is whether it

is serious exhortation or irony. Michaclis, (and Rosenmuller of
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course, uho usually transcribes :Micliaelis word for word, except

v.hen ivo is too orthodox,) llitzi^i^ and other?, take it as a serious

exhortation to repentance. The difficulties iii this view are, that

the whole tone of the passage is rcprchensive, and not hortatory;

and that the challenge, "Will he accept your persons?" identical

Willi the phi-ase " accept your face," in verse 8, seems to imply that

(J ml would not listen to them, and hence an exhortation to pray to

him vuuld seem idle. We therefore prefer with Maurer to take it

iroiiicdly: "Go, then, with such ragged offerings and intercede

with God, since this is your duty as priests; and think you that he

will accept such an insult ? I tell you nay. He will fling it in your

tt'cth with, Who hath required it at thy hand, thus to tread my
courts."

Ycr. 10 is taken by our English version as an accusation of a

mercenary spirit in the priests :
" ^Vho is there among you that

u-ould shut the doors for nought .?" as if they were charged with

'.K-ing unwilling to do the smallest service for God without reward,

j
Hut \\m coherence of the passage with what follows reiiuires a dif-

1
fcrriit Interpretation. It is not an indolent mercenary spirit that is

r rvbtikr^d. but a want of zeal to vindicate the purity of God's house.

i. The meaning is, " Where is there among you some Phinehas, who

I
-.vill ri^-e in holy indignation and shut the doors of my house against

I
such desecration, anil prevent this smoking of useless and polluting

f sacrifices upon my altar? Better vrithhold your beggarly apology

) fur religion than insult me, and add to your own guilt by palming it

I upon your conscience as an acceptable service to God." It is, there-

fore, a burst of indignant scorn upon such attempts to palter with

(Jod in the matter of religion. Then, as now, men sought, as for

the philosopher's stone, a cheap religion-—one that would insure

heaven to them on the easiest terms. Hence they made a shuffling

oompromise with duty, compounding for the loAvest possible per-

ccnt.ige of self-denial and effort. God assures them that a cheap

religion, like most cheap things, Avas always deaf-, since it always

cost more than it was worth,—for it was worth just nothing. God
will not despise the widow's mite, but he will despise the miser's

mite,—especially when the blinded man is dreaming that by this

begg.arly shift he is securing the favour of God. As he drops his

jiittance into the treasury of the Lord, a voice comes forth from the

throne. Who is there among you that will close the doors against

this insulting mockery, and tell the starveling giver that he had

hetter keep his miserable apology for a gift, for it was worse than

thrown away when presented as an offering to God. that this

voice of indignant scorn could be rung through the laggard Churches
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of Christendom, wlio are striviuf^ to solve the same impossible prob-

lem in the maxima and minima of spiritual calculus, TN'ith how little

self-denial and active labour a man may reach heaven at last.

The wish that the doors of the temple should be closed, conveys

an intimation that if no one is found to shut them God will do it

himself; or rather will forsake that temple, and leave it an altar

without a promise and a shrine without a divinity. This explains

the force of " for " in the next verso.

Ver. 11 is elliptical, the exact antecedent to "for" not being

expressed. The intimation is : "Eut if there be none Avho will thus

,

vindicate the glory of my name among the priests of my own temple,

i
still that name shall be glorified

; for a people will be raised up from

I

among the heathen who not m.erely in this temple, but 'in every

i
place,' shall offer, not the blind and lame, but a pure offering to my
name." This, then, predicts the rejection of the Jews, and the call-

ing of the Gentiles into the Church. The conversation of Christ

with the Samaritan woman, at Sychar, is a striking commentary

on this verse.

I

And who can tell but that, if we also are faithless in God's work,

{

others may be raised up from the dark places of heathenism, and we
left to perish in our rejection 'i Certain it is that God's name will

be gloriiied on the earth; and if we are false to our duty, he can of

the very stones raise up children to Abraham, while we are shut

out.

Ycr. 12 renews the charge of sacrilege in further detail. The
"produce" of the altiir was the offerings of the people, from which
the priests obtained their subsistence, which the priests despised,

like the godless sons of Eli, perhaps longing gluttonously for more
luxurious f:ire.

Ver. 13 amplifies the charge. The priestly function was to them a
weariness, in view of its imperfect reward; and they "snuffed" at

the provision that was made for them at the Lord's table. Reli"-ion

is still a weariness to many, and the j)rovisions it' furnishes to the

soul snuffed at with ill- disguised contempt.—•i-i's, it, refers to the

produce of the table of the Lord, in verse 12 ; '^-.ta means torn

away by violence—that is, stolen, and not lacerated.

Ver. 14 reproves the people, as Avell as the priests, for withholdin"-'

suitable offerings to the temple. A male victim was more valuable

than a female. It was, indeed, expressly reiiuired by the law.

See Lev. i, 3, 10, A:c. The same intimation of a removal of the

Church to the Gentiles, if the chosen people were unfaithful, as in

verse eleven, is made in the second clause. Alas I how often do wo
keep back the firstlings of our tlocks, the best of our services, and
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I
offer God the shreds of our time, the sseaxj remnant of our thoui:;ht.s

1^ and uflVotioii.s, and tlie nijzgardly gleanings of our means ! It is in

t touching reproach that God refers to the heathen, as if he had said

:

I The very lieathen fear me more than my own people; even now in

f tlu-ir blindness they have more dread of ofl'ending me than those

i \t hotn 1 have chosen. Alas I heathenism in the great day will con-

^
ijrir.n nnich of our Christianity.

. Chnp. ii, 1. Having, in chap, i, 14, turned aside for a moment to the

|; people, he returns to the priests, whom he rebukes for violating the

I
covt-nant of the priesthood : (1) b}* unbelief and disobedience, ver.

I
1*. 3 ; r- ) by corrupt teaching, ver. 4-S

; (3) by partiality in dispens-

I ing the law, ver. 9.

Ver. 2 threatens a curse for disobedience, if it were persisted in.

The phrase n'^rii'-.s t3T is taken by Maurer and others as an emphatic

repetition; but it seems more natural to give S3 its ordinary mean-

ing, and take the verb as a preterite. Then the sense w^ould be

:

" This U no idle threat, for the curse is even now upon you because

of your sin; ye are condcnmed already."

Ver. 3. To rebuke the seed is to forbid its growing. " For you,"

is fur your disadvantage. (For this use of p see Nordheimer, § SGS.)

The spreading of dung on the face is an image of the most insulting

indignity, while the being carried away in it is assurance that this

indignity will be permanent,—a thing that cannot be fled from, but
will cleave to and follow its objects wherever they go.—st-r; is to be

taken here impersonally.

Ver. 4 is susceptible of two interpretations. That of Rosenmiiller

and others makes '-this commandment" to be in apposition with
" the covenant with Levi," asserting their substantial identity ; but
this is incompatible with the words ri-nb which express design.

^Ve therefore prefer that of ^Nlaurer, which takes the last clause as

explaining the design of this commandment, with its threats, namely,
to establish the original covenant with Levi, and bring the priests

back to the purity of their sacred order, and thus effect a complete
reformation.

Ver. 5 explains more fully the covenant with Levi, alluded to in

the fourth verse; and shoAvs, by the mode in which Levi observed it,

how much his descendants had violated it. The grammatical con-
struction of ii",->: is somewhat doubtful. Rosenmiiller and others

take it as an accusative in apposition with the suffix t-, representing

the design for which the life and peace were given. ^Vc prefer with
Maurer to take it as a nominative in apposition with " covenant,"
just as "life and peace" are in the preceding clause, and expressing
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the other branch of the covenant. The sense then would be as fol-

lows :
" My covenant with Levi was this, namely, on my part there

were to be given to him life and peace, and 1 fulfilled my part, and

gave thera to him ; on his part there was to be rendered to me
reverence: and he did reverence me, and fear before my name/'

This furnishes the most consistent sen?e, and requires no unusual

grammatical construction. It states first the conditions of the

covenant on both sides, and secondly the fiict that these conditions

had been faithfully met. This was at once a reproof to the irrev-

erent descendants of Levi, and an explanation of the absence of

those blessings from God's hand which tbey considered to be guar-

anteed to them by the covenant. The covenant refeiTcd to we have

in iS^umbers xxv, 12, 13, "Behold I give unto him my covenant of

peace; and he shall have it and his seed after him, even the covenant

of an everlasting priesthood,"—life and peace.

Yer. G describes yet further the conduct of the ancient priesthood.

The law of truth in the mouth refers to their truthful teachings,

the absence qf perversity in their lips to their upright judgments

in judicial cases. See Deuteronomy xvii, S, 9; xix, 17, where

judicial functions arc expressly re.'ognized in the priesthood.

And as the priests were especially to judge of the fitness of sacri-

ficial orTcrings, the comparis-on becomes yet more bitter as a reproof

To walkvrith God is to follow his precepts, as did Enoch, (Genesis

v, 22 ;) jS'oah, (vi, 9 :) and Abraham, (xvii, 1.) To walk in peace is

so to walk as to please God ; and to walk in uprightness is to walk

sincerely, Avidiout guile. The euect of tliis kind of walking with God
then, as novr, was the conversion of sinners.

A''er. T declares that these were the proper functions of the priest-

hood, and hence those in whom they were wanting were derelict to

their duty.

Vcr. S openly charges the dereliction Intimated in the seventh verse.

They have not only departed from the right way themselves, but

have caused others to do so by their teaching. We have, with

Maurer and Do Wette, rendered nyr, here teaching rather than

law, because it requires that sense in the preceding verses, and

bears it here. Instead of converting sinners, they perverted them

;

instead of teaching truth they tauglit error; instead of keeping

the Lovitic covenant they broke it, and therefore forfeited all claim

to the blessings it promised, exposing themselves to yet additional

punlshraents.

Ver. 9 threatens these punishments, and declares that as they had

violated the conditions of the covenant, God would intiict its penalty.

As they had exercised their priestly functions, judicial and other-
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i irisc, partially, respecting the persons of one class while they dis-

{ rcf^arilcii those of another, God \vould visit them '\vith punishment

(for this itijustice.

The lessons of this section have been suggested in the exposition,

V und need not be draAvn out in detail. The grand lesson is, that

I mm never make anything by attempting to drive a hard bargain

I
with God. Religion is not a thing of bargain, but a thing of love:

^ ntid the moment a man begins to chaffer for easier terms, he shoAvs

that his heart is not right before God. "We may compromise

with conscience for a low rate of obedience; but vre will discover at

hist that God has not endorsed the compromise, and therefore it is

worthless. We have lost not only what we thought we had pur-

chased, but lost also what we paid for it. Let us, then, be Avarncd

by the example of these f\iithless priests, and not bring the refuse

of our good things to God, as if anything were good enough for him

and his service ; but give him the firstlings of our powers and pos-

itessions, with the assurance that no man ever lost anything by scrv-

ia..; God wiili a whole heart, or gained anything by serving him witli

half a one.

SECTION III, CHAP, ii, 10-16.

Nixed Mtirriages.

ii, 10. "Is tbcre not one father to all of us ? Has not one God created lis?

Whorofore, then, do we act treacherously one toward another, [lit. a 7)inii

1 1. toward Ais brother.'] in profaning: the covenant ofour fathers ? Judah acts

tre:icherou5ly, and wickedness is done in Israel and in Jerusalem; forJmlali

l<as profiincd the holiness of Jehovah, which he loved, and has married

12. the (bn;:;httr of a strange god. Jehovah will cut oil' the man who did

this, the v.-atcher and the answerer, from the tiibernacles of Jacob, and him
1.*?. presenting an otl'ering to Jehovah of hosts. And this in the second

place have ye done. Ye have covered M-jth tears the altar of Jclio\ah,

with weeping and crying, so that there is no seeing of your oflering. ur

14. accepting favourably from your hands. And ye say, "Wherefore ? De-
cause Jehovah is the witness between you and the wife of your youth,

toward whom you have acted treacherously, and she your companioa
15. and the wife of your covenant. And did he not niakeone ? And tlic

remainder of the Spirit was witli him. And wherefoi-e one ? Seeking a

seed of Gml. Take heed then to your spirits, and do not act trca'h-

16. erously to the wife of your youth. For he hates putting away, saith

Jehovah the Gal of Israel; and tlie one who covers his gamieut Avith

iniquity, saith Jehovah of hosts. Take heed then to vour spirits, and do
not act treacherously."

The prophet now turns to reprove the sin of mixed mamagcs, which

wc learn from iS'ehemiah was one of the crying sins of the Jews at

this time. The greatness of the sin arose from the fact that it tended

to defeat one of the purposes of the Mosaic economy. God isolated

the Jews from all other nations, that they might be a nursery for the

great ideas of religion that were to be elaborated in the history of
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the vrorld, and a stock from \N-hicli hcAvould bring forth the Messiah.

All minglin;; with other nations, who Lad not been trained in this

way and preserved for this purpose, tended to defeat tliis design.

Especially was this true of matrimonial alliances. Heathen women
retained a natural longing for the indulgences of their own religion,

and easily led their husbands into guilty comphances. The women
of Moab and Philistia, and the wives of Solomon, furnish mournful
proofs of this fact. They led their infatuated husbands and para-

mours into the grossest idolatry. Hence these connexions were
grievous sins against God ; but as they led to cruel treatment of

the Jewish v,-ives, they were also sins against humanity. The
prophet strikes at once at the heart of the sin, and shows that it is

want of fidelity to God that lies at the root of it all. AVhoever

violates the theocratic law, rebels against God who made it.

They, therefore, who chose heathen wives, thereby rejected the God
of Israel.

Ver. 10 opens somewhat abruptly. The argument is this : God
has chosen us as his children, from all other nations, to preserve us

a peculiar people for peculiar purposes. To intermarry with heathen

defeats these purposes, and therefore is a sin against our Father

God. The fatherhood here spoken of is not that of the whole hu-

man race, or the reasoning would be without force, since he was in

that sense the Father of the heathen as well as of the Jewish
woman. The Mord "create" docs not militate against this view,

for it is used exactly as in Isa. xHii, 1, "Thus saith the Lord that

created thee, Jacob," ttc.

The Jewish people were a family of God, and to introduce hea-

then members into it, without permission from God, Avas to violate

both the filial and the fraternal relations.

Ver. 11 specifies the crime by which this filial relation had been
violated, viz., marrying the daughter of a strange god, or, in other

words, the worshippers of strange gods. The filial relation is used
in Scripture to express the relation between worshipper and wor-
shipped. (See Jeremiah ii, 27, " Saying to a stock, Thou art my
father," &c.)

Ver. 12 declares that however lofty or sacred be the position of

the offender, he shall surely be punished. The proverbial phrase
^'^'] 'I?, Gesenius renders "the waking and the answering," sup-

posing that it refers to the watch of the Levites in the temple, when
one kept awake and called and the other answered. The Arabs
have a similar proverbial expression. "No caller and no answerer."
The meaning is, whatever or whoever he may be; being an idiomatic

phrase for universality, like our English one "root and branch."
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Vcr. 13 turns to the human aspect of this sin, and shows the cruelty

that it involvod to the Jewish wives. By a bold and beautiful figure

ho riurcscnts the guilty husbands as covering the altars of God with

tiie (cars and cries of their injured wives, so that the oflfering on the

alu-ir o;uiuut be seen by God. The mute supplication of sacrifice

|: tuns- lisc to invoke a blessing on the offerer ; but above it, and rising

f Jifs'i t') heaven, is the language of injured innocence that calls down
'

a curse on the man who has Avronged the helpless and confiding wife

of his yuuth.

; Ver. 14 opens with a query from the people, Wherefore God thus

I
rt-fuscd to receive their offerings ? The answer is, Because he was

f
o witness to the nuptial contract. Marriage is a religious act, hav-

I ing all the solemnity of an oath ; and God is called to witness this

i couijiact, and therefore to- punish any violations of its terms. This

I
was true, in an especial sense, with the theocratic people, for rea-

I
si.n^ already suggested. The phrase "wife of your covenant"

P nlludcs to the fact that the wife was a daughter of Israel, the cove-

l
iiaiit pn.'ple ; and therefore a sin against her, in this respect, was a

I
kill u-aiust God. The phrases "wife of youi- youth"' and "cora-

I
[liniiou" are thrown in to show the aggravated«aturej3f this offence.

[ "i^he whom you thus wronged Avas the companion of those earlier

'

nii'l brighter days, when in the bloom of her young beauty she

K left her father's house and shared your early struggles, and rejoiced

in your later success ; who walked arm in arm with you along the

pilgrimage of life, cheering you in its trials by her gentle ministry;

and now, when the bloom of her youth has faded and the friends of

her youth have gone, when father and mother whom she left for you

arc in the grave, then you cruelly cast her off as a worn-out, worth-

less tiling, and insult her holiest affections by putting an idolater

and a heathen in her place." There is something very touching in

these allusions to the aggravations of this wrong, arising from the

tender associations and memories of youth.

Ver. la is one of some difiiculty. and has been singularly misun-

derstood by the commentators. Most of the continental interpret-

ers, including llosenmuUer, Maurer, and Hengstenberg, follow

Kimchi, and interpret it as referring to Abraham, and stating an

objection of the Jews, thus making "^nsj! a nominative. "Did not

one (viz., Abraham) do so?" i. e., take a heathen Hagar to wife?

The prophet replies, Yes ; but it was to raise up a godly seed. This

interpretation is so unnatural that it is amazing that it should have

been so generally adopted. It is liable to insuperable objections.

Firpt, there is no reason for supposing an allusion to Abraham here.

He is never called by the name of " the one," nor was his conduct a
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parallel at all to that reproved. The crime reproved here was put-

ting away their covenant ^Yives and taking heathen wives. But
Abraliam did not put Sarah away when he took Hagar ; and he took

her also at Sarah's request, and not, as the Jews then did, in utter

disregard of the wishes of their wives. Hence the cases are wholly

dissimilar. Secondly, this mterprctation gives no sufficient sense

to the words i; n-'^ ',:vii. The tame rendering " to him there was

a remnant of intelhgence" of Maurer, shows how utterly unmeaning
they arc on this interpretation. The idea of "remainder" cannot

be made to cohere with this view of the words. The same thing is

true of the idea of o»c-nes3 that is made so prominent. Thirdly,

in every other case an objection by the people is introduced by the

formula, "ye say," the omission of which here is fatal to this view.

Others, with Calvin, and most of the English interpreters, refer the

words to Adam and Eve. 13ut the cose of Adam and Eve does not

touch the one before us. It would be pertinent if the sin reproved

were pol^-gamy, but not at all so wlien it is the putting away of a

covenant, /. e., a Jewish -wife, and taking a heathen in her place.

'This also, like the preceding interpretation, gives no face to the

o/7c-ness insisted on in the verso as bearing on the question, and

which furnishes the key to the passoge. The cases of Adam and

Abraham have nothing that meet the logical demands of the verse.

The true view of the passage has been brought out by no writer we
have seen except Rev. P. Fairbairn, of Salton, Scotland, in an essay

in the Christian Treasury for IS-IT, (Edinburgh, p. 2ST.) And its

obvious coherence demonstrates its truth at sight.

The prophet at the outset (ver. 10) liad argued the oneness of the

Jewish people from tlie fact that they had one father. They were

therefore one, and these mi.xed marriages that violated this oneness

were wrong. This wrong became more apparent when the reason

for this oneness is regarded. Having then shown that the Jews

were breaking this arrangement and inflicting cruel injustice on

their covenant wives, he asks again, as he did at the outset, "Did
not God make us one V Did he not separate us from other nations

into an isolated unity ? Yet this was not done because the blessing

was too narrow to be spread over other nations, or because infinite

fulness was exhausted; for the residue of the Spirit was with him.

There remained an inexhaustible fulness of spiritual blessing that

might have been given to other nations. "Why then did he choose

but one? It was that he might make a seed of God, a nation which

he should train to be the repository of his covenant and the stock

of his Messiah, a people in which the true doctrine of the unity

of God should be cherished amid sm-rounding polytheism and
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•ni. vJrv polvtUci.ia and idolatry into the chosen people and to

r.ioot liie v.-i\'e.s ^vho Avcre protected by the covenant, ^vas to break

UP Ou. ..ncnoss. and do that ^vhich if persisted in ^"ould amal-a-

n v^- I'io Jewish people Avith the other nations of the earth.' buch

-.j.'sidor to Ifc the argument of the prophet; and its obvious con-

.'ov -lud force its development of the significance of the ^Y0^ds

.

.

,.„."'•' -Remainder," and " seed of God," that are the pregnant

wor.Lsof the sentence, demonstrate it on presentation to be the true

view of the passage.
-, , ., a ^ • ^

XvT. IG. The >vords n?? i^r^—3 are rendered by the bcptuagmt,

VuhTite and Luther's translation, "if he hate her, let him put lier

nway."
'

But as it is a quast putting away that is condemned, a per-

urn^ion to do so in such a connexion would seem to be incongruous.

The ordinary sense of -? is "for," and not "if," as this view de-

iu:ind.s ; and the absence of pronominal suffixes and the form of

Uk- second verb are inconsistent with this view. The form would

Ik- r.:r. the Tret. Kal, instead of the I'iel Inf construct as we find it.

in whicij conjugation it has the sense of divorcing. (See Gesenius,

f. T.) Hence Ve prefer, with most modern interpreters, to take

Jehovaii as the subject of the first verb, and render it, " for ho

[J.'hovah] hates [sifch] putting away," viz., as has just been de-

scribcil. This is given as the reason for the warning to " take heed

anrl Tiot act treacherously to the wife of your youth." The change

of persons from the third to the first is not at all uncommon. (See

Zcch. xiv, '2, C.)

The words Tr--p-;? c^n nspi have been variously rendered. A
common rendering is, "who covers violence with his garment," i. e.,

conceals it. The grammatical objection to this is, that ^? with this

verb alwavs designates the thing covered, and not the covering

itself. (Sec Deut.\xiii, 8; Hab. ii, 14, &c.) Hence we have ren-

dered it, "who covers his garment with violence." The word "gar-

ment" was used among the Hebrews to designate the conjugal

rehtion. (sec Deut. xxii, 30 ; Ruth iii, 9 ; Ezek. xvi, 8,) somewhat

M the word bed is with us. It is. also, so used in Arabic. Hence,

to cover the garment with violence, was to act in a violent and

unjust manner toward the conjugal relation, just as to be nnfaithtul

to the bed is with us to be unfaithful to the nuptial obligations.

This brings the phrase into exact liarmony with the rest of the sec-

tion, and makes a fitting conclusion to this solemn rebuke.

The great doctrine that underlies this section is, that God has a

p<^ople in the world bound to him by special relations, and, by virtue

of this fact, bound by special relations to one another. The violation

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—

2
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of these relations to each other is therefore a violation of their rela-

tions to him. The Christian Church is still such a people, and

although its relations to the AvorUl arc very different from those of

the Jewish people, this law of mutual obligation is still in force.

The Church is one family, and is bound to act thus in all the deal-

ings of its members with each other. And even in the matter of

marriage her members must not bo unequally yoked, but have refer-

ence to their Christian obligations in forming this relation, and

marry in the Lord, i. e., in accordance with the obligations that bind

them to the Lord. The neglect of this principle has caused incal-

culable wretchedness and apostasy in the past, and condemned many

a heart either to life-long sorrow, by the sin of a partner in life, or,

worse still, to a fellowship with that sin and its consequent con-

demnation.
(To be continued.)

Art. n—MR. MAURICE ANY) HIS WRITINGS.

L Grounds for laying before the Council of King'x College, London, Certain State-

meyits contained in a Recent Publicalicn, entitled, " Theological Essays, by the Rev.

F. D. Maurice, M. A., Professor of Divinity in King's College." By R. W. Jelf,

J). D., Principal of the College, and Canon of Christ Church. Oxford and Lon-

don. Tarker and Rivingtons. lS->3.

2. The Word " Eternal," and the Punishment of the Wicked : a Letter to the Rev.

Dr. Jelf Canon of Christ Church, and Principal of King's College. By Fred-

erick Denison Maup.ice, M. A., Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn. Cambridge, [Eng-

' land.] Macmillau and Co. 1S53.

3. Theological Essays. Ey FinoirJiicK Pknisox Mat.-rice, >L A., Chaplain of

Lincoln's Inn. Second IMitiou. "With a New Preface, and other Additions.

Cambridge. Macmillan and Co. 1S53.

4. Examination of Mr. Maurice's Theological Essays. By Robet.t S. Caxdlish,

D. D. London. Nesbit and Co. 1S.14.

Our readers do not need to be informed that in the bosom of the

Church of England there is ever maintained a strife of parties. The

different influences which, three centuries ago, combined to determine

the complex form, and to fi.x the incoherent accessaries of English

Protestantism, as by law established, have, through the circum-

stances of that Church's position, and, above all, through the spirit

and tendencies of her established order, and her many-toned and

sometimes dissonant teachings, been themselves continually repro-

duced and propagated afresh. That is to say, the influences which

determined the form and conditions of that Church have been con-
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tliiuiilly -;oiun\tcJ anew by that very form and those very condi-

tions. 'Hioro has ever been, for instance, a Sacramentarian party,

npi.roxiiniiting in doctrine to the teachings of Rome. There have

indt'ol been periods of universal dormancy, when the principles

<<f this partv have been little more than alive; but they have never

been extinct or quite forgotten. And so, on the other hand, there

hive never been absolutely wanting representatives of the Puritan

. r I'vaij.^ lical scliool, who have held by the doctrines of gi-ace, and

whose stronghold is the " articles," as that of " the other party is the

s.icraniontarservices and the offices of the Church, especially as

perftirmed according to the rubric."

]h\t bc.-ides this distinction of parties there is, and has always

been. anotJier, not indeed so marked and obvious, but scarcely less

important. One school of Anglican divines has been accustomed to

Awf-W more predominantly, sometimes almost exclusively, on the

I
''vs'-'nal history and character of Christ, considered as God incar-

'.-.y \ :iiid. at the same time, as "the Pattern-Man." His life in the

{^v«'i lixs boon their theme of meditation and the inspiration of their

cNyju.nee:—his life as that of" God manifest in the flesh," and his

<?rirh 3!; crowning and consummating that humble, holy, and loving

life; but not his death as the need and hope of man, as the essential

f-x-t -if bis history and of God"s revelation, as the grand centre on

wiiich the eyes of all believing men must be fixed, and round which

all th'^ iiarraony of earth and heaven revolves. Another school,

ng-iin, has probably fixed its attention too exclusively on the death

«'f riui^t, and the results which directly ilow therefrom for the bene-

\\i of sinners, and has comparatively neglected the glorious teach-

ings and revealings of the personal life of Christ, as the image of his

K-ithcr's glory upon earth, as the perfect teacher of pure wisdom,

truth, and holiness, and as the pattern and example of faultless and

(f«Kl-inspire<l humanity. The remote cause of l/iis distinction of

p:irt!<-s, also, may be traced to the formularies of the Church of

Jhigland. The impulse which the Anglican Church received from

tiie.Rofoi-mation would have led it to dwell mainly upon the atoning

character and virtue of the death of Christ, and the doctrines imme-

diately connected with this grand and central truth, which were, in

fact, the very life-blood of the lleformation, and which are strongly

and impressively embodied in the articles and in the communion
service of the Church of England. But the dominant tendency of

tho formularies of the Book of Common Prayer—a tendency derived

fr>jm the originals, out of which these formularies were selected and
prepared, and characteristic of the whole stream of post-apostolic

teaching, down even beyond Augustine, and indeed till the time of
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Ansclra— is to dwell with marked predominance upon the personal

]ife and character of Christ as the incarnate Son of God ; so much
80, that it has been calculated, by a competent and favourable critic,

that " in the whole eighty-six collects for the year the doctrine of

the atonement is only some two or three times explicitly expressed,

and in some of these very cursorily ; while on some of those occa-

sions where a priori we should have most confidently expected to

find it, it is certiiinly not present."

This second division of parties in the Church of England is made
upon a different principle from the former; 3'ct it will, of course, be

seen at once that the section of divines, which, in this latter case,

-makes the atoning death of Christ the main theme and centre of

their ministrations, must coincide substantially with the Puritan or

evangelical party, according to the former division. It will not,

however, follow from this that the two other parties must be identi-

cal. There is this point to be observed, that whereas the doctrines

of the Sacramentarians and of the Evangelicals are essentially op-

posed, and can never blend, there is no such necessary opposition in

the other case. It is only when the incarnation and life of Christ

are so dwelt upon as to ignore or deny the atoning virtue and time

sacrificial character of Christ's death that there ensues any positive

opposition between the two parties in this case. It were well, in-

deed, if these two themes were always dwelt upon in just mutual

proportion. In fact, the tendency to dwell upon the character and

glory of the living Christ, as God incarnate, is capable of being

combined with either Sacramentarian or Evangelical views. We
have reason to know that some of the most luminous, spiritual, and

instructive teaching of the iiigher and more thoughtful Evangelical

school, in both Scotland and England, is strongly imbued with this

tendency; and the best expository preaching of British Metho-

dism has been improved and heightened, in tone and quality, by

a tincture of the same. In the opposite direction, again, the able

and comprehensive work of Archdeacon ^Vilbo^force, on the Incar-

nation, shows how the most highly cultivated, the most thought-

ful and refined masters of Sacramentarian theology can combine

their semi-Popery with the contemplation of the incarnate Son of

God, in his various offices and relations as toward God, and, espe-

cially, as toward man.

This characteristic tendency of theological speculation, however,

though not sufficiently defined or dogmatic to be exclusive of any

other school, is yet in fact sufficiently broad and obvious to have

Becured for itself a separate status, and for its leaders or (shall we

say) its followei's a specific designation. The adherents of this
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thoolc^V arc mainly those .vUo have been, by one of thcmselveg,

.'.rib^^l . s the "Broad Church,-" in contradistinction from the

•.\ll'h Church" and the '^ Low Church," that is, the Saci-amentarians

!aWn,chcals. The coryph.us of this scliod is Uie genia ac

r!'.., h '.4 and erudite Archdeacon Hare, perhaps best known for

h,;vork cntiaed the " Missionof the Comtbrter."
.^^J^-^^^^

.lie and remarkable part of this wk is contained mth^^^^

.hi,-h cn.body a history of the Chui-cKs teaching, and o he

acvcU.pmcnt of doctrine upon the subject of_ the -wk of he

Siurit-' from the earhest period dovmAvard, with a catena
_

of the

choicest and most valuable illustrative extracts, from divines ot

evm- a'^e The monster note, ^ W," (now published separately,)

is the ablest completest, and most eloquent vindication o Lutlier

from the calumnies of Bossuet, and of his modern EnsUsh assail-

ants, which has been yet given to the world. Archdeacon Hare

i. ^ far as opposition to Popery and admiration for the Ketorra-

m mav make him so, a thorough Protestant. His refutation of

Nr«.n:Iii-s <levclopmcnt theory is considered to be as iar superior

U> vwrv ..ihor replv which that work has called forth, as his vm-

.UcAtion of Luther is to every other defence of the great Ketormer.

lu his uutes to the "Mission of the Comforter," also, he continually

n,i.V', with admiration and sympathy, passages of the deepest

ovrin-ciical colouring from the writings of the Keformers, and ot

other evangelical divines; yet, strange to say, it is impossible

tn aihrm on the evidence of his writings, various, popu.ar, a^d

often diffuse as they are, (we refer especially to his Sermons,) that

he i.s a bdiever in the true Protestant doctrine of the atonement,—

Uuit the .leath of Christ was a really expiatory and truly vicarious

sacrifice for sin. He sometimes uses language which might easily

convey the orthodox sense, but he nowhere explicitly avows his ad-

hcrcnce to the Evangelical Reformed doctrine on this pomt; nor

Ul.cs he anvwhere plainly announce this gospel to his hearers, and

ur-.- ii upJn the faith of their hearts. He does, indeed, distmctly

cnouglu reject Sacramentarianism, and he teaches very distinctly,

and with abundant eloquence, justification by faith. But the phases

of modern theolo-v have made it too well known that justification by

faith is not always understood, by those who preach or receive it^ to

mean justilication by faith in the atoning cfficacf of Christ s sufTor-

in.:s and death, in the sense we have just defined.

Another acknowledged leader of this •' Broad Church" school, only

K-cund to Hare in fame and influence, and in some quarters and in

certain respects even more influential than the archdeacon, is, or has

«> See the Edinburgh Review for October, 1S53.
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been, Professor Maurice, to whom this article is to bc^ mainlv de-

voted, and ;vlio is the brother-in-hiw of Archdeacon Hare. He is

not ODly not orthodox in his view of the doctrine of atonement, but

really seems to be widely astray upon every point of experimental

thcolop^y. He believes in the doctrine of the Trinity, and in Christ

as the Head and Pattern of what he speaks of as rep;enerated hu-

manity,—meaning by this phi-ase somethinr;; very difierent from

what evangelical divines would understand by it. P)Ut with his

peculiar and characteristic ideas upon this subject he incorporates

many of the practical vievrs which arc common to those—of what-

ever tendencies in other respects—who love to dwell, in the way vre

have described, upon the thouglit of God incarnate as the Pattern-

Man ; and so far as those liberal and popular sympathies and tend-

encies are concerned v.hich are characteristic especially of the

" Broad Church," he has ever appeared as a leading spirit among

those who represent them. ]\Ian, as such, is the object of his in-

tensest sympathy; and the elevation of the race, especially of the

most ignorant and helpless members of it, seems to be the passion

of his life. Would that he had chosen, as his main argument and

instrument in promoting this godlike object, the old-fashioned " gos-

pel of the grace of God 1"'

Another name, often linked with that of ?.IauricG in this relation,

is that of Charles Kingsley. rector of Eversley, author of " Milage

Sermons," and supposed author of "Alton Locke,"' "Yeast," and

other fictions of a like tendency. His sermons are very earnest

and eloquent : but he preaches a wild gospel, stranger almost than

Mr. Maurice's. His novels arc clever and powerful; but their

political economy is as one-sided as the thcologj^ of his sermons.

He has appeared very conspicuously before the world as the expo-

nent and advocate of a scheme of Christian socialism.

Professor Trench, of King's College, a friend and lately a col-

league of Mr. Maurice, thougii very different in his genius and many
of his view.s from either his late colleague or ^^Ir. Kingsley. and far

from holding extreme opinions, so far as we know, in any direction^

is yet supposed to belong to the general school wc are describing.

In his various and deservedly-esteemed vrorks, (on the ''Miracles,''

"Parables," tS;c..) he brings fully out to view what may be called

the humanitarian fide of the life of Cin-ist: and he sympathizes,

to a considerable extent, with the popular tendencies of the age.

Yet he is certainly not a Low Churchman, and is examining chap-

lain to Samuel ^Vilberforce, Lishop of Oxford, (brother of the far-

gone archdeacon,) Avho. it would seem, is claimed, notwithstanding

his High Churchmanship, as belonging to the Broad Church school.
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Conybcaro. the author of that article on Church Parties in the

I- Uubn 'U review, to ^vhich ^-c have rele^-red, and jomt-author^ith

v'i : on of the beautltul and complete M-ork, entitled, Life

La •rUlos of St. l>auV' is certainly one of t^^^is schoo • as is

J- . vo mc^ume, his eciually accomplished coadjutor and fnend.

SU ll.vion: We may note, in passing, that Mr. Conybeare some

[L n-'o in the same Review, inflicted upon the redoubtable and

t'tt.'r i'.i.hop of Exeter a most complete and terrible, as well as

rirlilv-iucrited, flaoicllation.

•rt above remarks will convey to our readers some idea of the

uian tendency, and yet characteristic laxity and latitudinanamsm,

Tf his
•• B^oad Church" section of the English clergy, whose '"dis-

^nctivc character." Mr. Conybeare says, "is the desire of compre-

hen^ion."" and whose " watch-words are charity and toleraaon. it

,re are asked what is to account for the recent sudden development

of thi. va-nielv-dohned but yet highly-influential party, which, though

ttiU comparaiivolv small, is said to contain a very large proportion

,.f thr i.h.Tul authorship and cultivated intelligence of the C.iurch

cf Kn.lniul. wc can only say, that it appears to be due mainly and

,lirt<rtlv to the influence first of Coleridge, and then of the late

J»r Aniold, who was a thorough English Churchman, and yet a

u-,'.u of most various and comprehensive cultivation, and ot almos

universal svmpathies; and more indirectly and remotely, buc still

In no inconsiderable degree, to the influence of such (.rerman the-

ol,v,::ns as Schlciermacher and ^^eander upon Coleridge and Arnold

thmselves, and upon other leaders of the party. But such views

are also, to a certain extent, as we have shown, indigenous to the

Church of England; and if transplanted to that soil, at any period,

froia o^hcr re-ions, will always there find a congemal habUat.

Dcnnatic precision is not the characteristic of Anglican formularies

Christ live., and speaks there as God incarnate, and as the friend

and pattern of humanity ; but the doctrines of a present justification,

a r<al and vital regeneration, and a growing sanctification, through

"faith in his blood,'' are seldom stated, or even clearly implied. Ihe

"distinctive character" inscribed upon the Church of England, as

well as adopted by the Broad Church, would seem to be "the desire

of comprehension," so far as this is in any way compatible with a

disavowal of Bome, and with general orthodoxy.

Our theme, however, in this article, is not the " Broad Church,"

but Mr. Maurice, whose opinions are so peculiar as to test the com-

prehensiveness of the "Broad Church" to the utmost. AVe cannot

suspect that any of the leading minds of the party of which we have

t^pokcn. except perhaps Mr. Kingsley, (and he is no theologian,)
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would sympathize with Mr. Maurice in most of the peculiar views

which he has expounded in his " Essays." On the doctrine of the

atonement, indeed, there is reason to fear that few, if any of them,

are right. Satisfaction for the sins of a guilty world is a doctrine

which, in the evano-elical sense at any rate, they do not seem to

teach. But this is very far indeed from being the only point upon

which Mr. Maurice is heterodox. The difficulty is to find one teiiet,

besides the Trinity in Unity, on which he is orthodox.

Mr. Maurice was educated a Univcrsalist and Unitarian. This

appears from an interesting letter to a friend, published in the cor-

respondence between himself and Dr. Jelf, the principal of King's

College ; which gives an account of the steps b}' which he arrived at

his pi-esent convictions. AVhen, however, as we learn from tlie same

record, he began to "think and feel for himself," he doubted whether

the Supreme Grovernor Avas the mere personified Good ISature that

Universalists and Unitarians supposed him to be. JS'or could he

accept the Unitarian interpretation, or rather distortion, of the sense

of atcorcog, (eternal or cvcrhistini^,) in ^klatt. xxv. 4G. He says of

himself, at this time, " I despised the Universalist and Unitarian

theories as weak : I do not knovr that 1 found anything at all better."

After a while, he ''began in earnest to seek God for himself;"' and

then found that '' scfftsh/icss'' was the plague of his nature, and that

it was impossible for him " to trust in any Being who did not hate

selfishness, and desire to raise his creatures out of it." Such a

Being seemed to him equality to differ from the "mere image of good

nature" of the Universalists, and from the "mere Sovereign" of the

Calvinists. Such a Being he thought he found in the '• God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." In iriM he could trust as his

Father, and as " one absolute in goodness." Believing thus in the

Father, he could not but accept the Son ; and, believing in the Fa-

ther and the Son, he found himself also compelled to " confess a

Spirit proceeding from the Father and the Son, distinct from them,

perfectly one with them." These convictions, he informs us, " he

did not receive of man, neither was taught them ;" that is to say, t]cie

process was purely subjective. The voice and teaching of revelation

seem to have had very little authority in this matter. He believed

in God's revelation just so far as this seemed to tally with his own
a priori needs and convictions.

Having thus begun by believing in God because, and incrch/ be-

cause, lie believed in himself, it was natural to expect that his fidth

in divine revelation would terminate where his OAvn subjective feelings

or convictions refused any further to follow. Hence, having accepted

as the object of his trust a Being whose character corresponded with
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his or\Ti Pt;UKl:ird nnd idea of ' absolute goodness," he found it im-

^ iKissible to nttributo to this Being any quality or procedure which

I ho eoncclvcvl to be incompatible -with such '' absolute goodness."

<>u tliis ground though he folfc compelled to believe in a God whose

l\v Avars with selfishness, and whose good is ever striving to oppose

and extirpate evil, and who therefore meets and visits selfishness, or

f\r,. (Icriiiswhich, according to him, are precise equivalents,) with

pr.."jciit. counteraction and discouragement, and Avill continue to do

•w) ever and cveryvrhere so long as such selfishness, or sin. shall have

any place in the universe,—yet, the idea of a God of law and judg-

u»<-nt, who visits, in any case, past transgression with present and

fiituro fixed and irrevevsihle punishment, was an idea which he could

not but dif-card as inconsistent with his own conception of "absolute

;rr>oducs5;"' that is to say, he had no feeling for the majesty of law

\n the Governor of the universe. The thought of the Governor was

lo.-t in that of the Father; and the righteousness which awards

jv-nnlties or rewards according to the character and conduct of the

»'itji^«-t«*. bi'caino, to his view, a dark and ungodlike shadow, which

rr.u-ii lly before the face of the divine charity.

rndt-r the inllucncc of such preconceptions as these, we learn,

frjiu the letter to which wc have referred, tliat Mr. Maurice long ago
'!• --idvd against the doctrine of eternal punishment. . But the same
strain of thought rnd feeling led him also, very consistently, to deny
the eternity of rewards as judicially fixed and determined. In a

Word, he seems to have given up, from an early period of his career,

the idea that the present life is a probation, and that hereafter there

will be a judicial settlement of all cases. He has not found himself
able to acquiesce in the all but universal faith and tradition, that

there is to come, sooner or later, a judicial review of the past,

and allotment for the future. The only judgment he knows is a
living, S'.'lf-manifcsting power, which operates perpetually and
universally through the laws, according to which God regulates all

I

" III-
Uiitigs. J ro bat! on, according to him, is either -done avray or it

is protracted through eternity. ]\Ieantime, he cherishes the trust

that, in the end, love will prevail everywhere, and forever, over all

evil.

'J'o reconcile these ideas with Scripture might seem difficult: but,

according to the process of Mr. }ilaurice's convictions, they must be
true, independently of Scripture teaching or authority ; and therefore

•^cnpture rnnsf be reconciled to thr/n. IIow this is to be done we
'"^hail come to see more particularly by-and-by. ^Meantime, we sub-
J'^'in, HI a note, the conclusions at which Mr. ^laurice, at so early a
fctago of his course,—when he " began in earnest to seek God for
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himself,"—had arrived on the points uc have opened, as these con-

clusions are given by himself in the afurc-mcutioned letter.*

At what time precisely Mr. Maurice worked out for himself thus

fiir his peculiar scheme of doctrinal and speculative opinions we have

not the moans of ascertaining;; but it was doubtless before he went
to college, since one of so honest a temper as he—being brought up
a Universalist and Unitarian—would never have undertaken to sign

the articles of the Church of England while still holding Unitarian
views : and we have seen that his adoption of the scheme we have
sketched from his own report, dates from the period of his earliest

earnest thinkings on the subject of religion. But the wonder of the

case is, how, notwithstanding his acceptance of the doctrine of the

Trinity, he could suppose himself, while holding such views, to be
much less disqualified than he would have been as a Unitarian Uni-
versalist for entering the Church of England. Assuredly such

doctrines as his are opposed to those Avhich torm the root and life of

all the doctrinal and devotional jbrmularies of t'jat Church. Indeed,

he must have subscribed to the thirty-nine articles in a sense which
could scarcely have been understood as agreeing with even the most
general meaning and intent of those by whom they Avere drawn up,

and by whom they were adopted anrl authenticated. It appears,

however, from Ids letter in renly to Dr. .Telf. that in the year lS4o he
wrote a pamphlet, in which he argued that it ought not to be held

needful that the articles should be subscribed to in the sense which
they may undoubtedly have borne when thoy were drawn up. And
hence we can the move easily understand l)ov>- lie found himself able

'^ "My daty, then, I fi.cl is thi.'^. 1. To assert tliat Avbicli I know,—thativliich

Cod has revcrtlcd,—his nbyolute, univcrsaHovc, in all possible ways, and with-
out any Umi;ation. '2. To tell uiystlf and all men, that to l;now this love, and
to bo moulded by it, is the blcstini; wo are to !^ock. 'C. To ?ay that this i.s eternal
life. 4. To say that tho want of it is eternal death, u. To say that if they be-

lieve in the S;^n of God tliey have .' tcrnal liio. (!. To .^ay that if they have not
the Son of God th-y h.ive not life. 7. X(,t to say who ha.'i'uot the Son of God,
because I do not know. S. Not to .^.-ly hovr long any one may remain in eternal
death, because I do not know. 0. Not to say that all will necessarily be raised
out of eternal death, because I do not know. 10. Xot to jud.ac any man before
the time, or to judge other men at all, beeause C'hrii-t has said, '.Judge not, that
ye l>c not judged.' 11. Not to play with Scripture, by quoting passages which
have not the slightest connexion with the subject; sv.cli as, 'Whore the tree
fallcth it shall lie.' 12. Not to invent a scheme of purgatory, and to take upon
myself the oCico of Divine Judge. i:k Not to d>'iiy God a rlglit of using punish-
ments, at any time or anywhere, for tho reformation of liis creatures. 14. Not
to contradict Christ's word.-<. 'These shall be beaten witli few, these with many
stripes.' for the sake of maintaining a theory of the equality of sins. 15. Not
to think any punishment of GoJ's so great as his saying, ' I^t them alone.'"
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f ,.Uv;.- u-ifhout scruple, and can estimate the sig-

^Scl'r "^U;:^^^^ pblicatio. issued in the ,ea.

. :^V Iv nraU^ic., a:^ forcible .eniu., l.oldin,; sueh Vle^vs could.

;C" c.r to'voar, Le advanced in the Church, and u innately pro-

t:^ ;Ll^on;of great responsibility and commandmg n.fluenc .

: V von- hall, uhci-e; ^vith a more than ordmary vehgious stnct-

;; .M the Visin'^ youth, and especially the embryo clergy of that

Co re eiv? their mental and moral training. Some.yheve there

airlave been groat laxitv in this matter; ior, though Mr Maunce

L not until recently fully disclosed and developed l^i-^^-^^'^X

Tct it appears from a volume, entitled. " Chnstvna.s Day and othci

ScnuonC published in the year 1843, that so early as the^joar 1^39

he was rcgularlv engaged in delivering to the inmates o.^Tuy s Hos-

pital of ^hich'institutlon he .vas at that time chaplain, doetrmal

rxnn.ition.^ ^vhich ignored the atonement, and explained a^vay the

rJiof h-.naan dopvavity: resolving all the evil that is m mankind

,t,U-> th. perpetual inlluence. oh extra, of the Evil Spirit operating

urK.n the spirits of all men, and taking advantage of their circum-

MancL-^ iu the same volume is fully enougli disclosed that pecuhar

vi-w of the preliminary justification an.l regeneration of humanity,

abnractly and universallv, in Christ, ^vhich will be found so largely

o.xpanded in his '"Essays.-' A little later also he published his

•• Warburtonian Lectures," on the Epistle to the IlebrcAVS; in ^vhlch

volume the doctrine of the atonement is silently set aside, although

Christ's priesthood and sacrifrce are of course largely treated ot.

More rccentlv. a-ain, in his volume on the '' Old Testament, the

doctrine of the f;dl of man is ingeniously and subtilely put to rest:

and a system of doctrine is sometimes laid dov.m. and sometimes

as.<«u!ned. exactly coincident with the teachings of his former works

on the points we have specified. Nov in any of his works will

.-uivthiiij bo found of a contrary character, or of a truly orthodox or

evangelical colour. Much there is that is good, wise, beautiiul, and

elo(pacnt: there is much earnest practical teaching, specially appro-

priate to the civil and economical needs of the present time
:

seldom

has anv one been found who could, by the light of the divme records

of the Old Testament, read more searching, faithful and impressive

U'3>ons upon the subject of relative duties to men of every graac

nnd class ; indeed, as the earnest and eloquent interpvoter ;md spokes-

in.an of the lessons of sacred history, he has rarely been_ equahed^

Never, indeed has there been a teacher more deeply impressed

with the fact, that Jehovah is the living and ruling God of men and
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of the universe, nor one better able and more earnestly resolved to

impress tliis fact as a living tnith upon the hearts of all that listened

to him : yet, ^vith all this, ]Mr. .Alaurice is never and nowhere the

preacher of a gospel of salvation to a guilty and fallen race, through
faith in the atoning merits of Christ's blood. ]N"cvcr and nowhere
does he preach to a sinful world of a future judgment, or exhort man
" to flee from the wrath to come." Whatever else he may preach.

he docs not preach Christ's gospel. In this respect he has been
consistent from first to last. While, to refer to a diflerent but yet a
kindred point, his views on the subject of inspiration—particularly,
of the prophetic inspiration, as developed more especially in his work
on " the Prophets and Kings,"—are so lax and singular, that if they
had been found in the work of a German professor, they would have
been branded as outrageous Rationalism. And yet, notwithstanding
all this, "Sir. Maurice was successively promoted to be Professor of
English Literature, Professor of EcclesiaLtical History, and even
imirahilc diciu '.) Professor of Divinity, at King's College, London.
Long ago, he exchanged his chaplaincy of the maimed and diseased
pauper inmates at Guy's Hospital for the chaplaincy of the learned
and influential Society of Banisters, at Lincoln's Lm.

It was scarcely to be anticipated, however, that this course could
continue forever. Whatever may have been the negligence of the
leading autliorities connected with King's College, they are no doubt,
and have been, strict Church-of-Lngland men ; and whatever maybe
the comprehensive liberalism of that Church, she could scarcely, in
an earnest sca.ion of thought like the present, tolerate in her chief
places of oflicial influence and duty tenets so glaringly contrary to

her system of doctrines as those which we have found that Mr.
Maurice had long held. Negative heresy she might not bestir her-
self to detect or analyze ; but porntive out-spokenness in vital heresy
is a dificrent matter. A century ago, a deist might be a bishop, and
a Unitarian high in preferment in the Anglican Church. But things
arc diiTLTcnt now. Then, out of Methodism, there was scarcely any
earnestness extant, whether in religion or aught else. Now, the
world is full of energy, and the age teems with earnest spirits.

Now, sincerity, whether in error or in truth, for evil or for good, is

counted the •' one thing needful." and earnestness is rated as heroism.
Now, bishops and bishops' cha])lains really examine the candidates

• for ordination in divinity, and expect them to be men of ministerial
habits and bchavioiu-. Clnn-chmen now have convictions and opin-
ions more or less definite.—whether they call themselves "High,"
or " Low," or '• ]>road." The " Broad Church," indeed, may adopt,

as its motto, " comprehcnsivcuess ;" but even this party profess to
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ftilhero. not only fimily, but warmly, to points essential. They

m»!nuin that there is n connnon faith and experience in which real

Chri'ti-iu". of every aj^e and denomination,—Fenelon as well as

i IV'-caI, \Vv;\x Church as well as Low,—agree and coincide; their

V %r*\ Ix-in;; rather experimental and piMctical than doctrinal. All

I
'

fvart!.^ a:::;rcc that institutions must work out their own meaning;

[ af/'l tluit boards and faculties must appoint teachers and professors,

« !... :-!m!1 substantially and fairly represent the views and convictions

of lho.se that appoint them. It was, therefore, impossible, after llx.

M.i'.irice. in his "Essays," had fully disclosed the singularity and

h^'terodo.xy of liis views on every point of theology, (the Trinity, we

Ihink,—so far as the offices of the Persons are concerned,—can

scarcely be considered an exception,) that he could much longer re-

tain his functions as Professor of Divinity in so strict a Church-

<if.Kngland institution as King's College.

Hut how ever came Mr. Maiu-icc to be appointed Professor of

Pivinity in this college? is a question v/hich our wondering readers

vili tt'sk. We certainly cannot pretend to answer this question.

Only we have heard that Mr. Maurice first entered the college under

(hf^ patronage of the iiishop of London ; and his bill of health would

prob.ibiy be considered as establishing his Anglican orthodoxy for

:, I* a few years to come. Then we are sure that Dr. Jelf, the prin-

tipal of the college, has not read (though perhaps he may have looked

into) Mr. Maurice's books. The tone of his letter to Air. Maurice is

suflioient proof of this ; and Mr. ^Laurice even taunts him vrith it,

and tells him he might, ''if he had ever read one of his books,"

have been aware of some of those heterodox views of Mr. Mau-
rice, which, as recently disclosed at full length, have so much sur-

prised and scandalized him, when, in 18-46, he solicited him to

accept the professorship of theology. Indeed, Dr. Jelf did not read

anytliing of Mr. Maurice's famous " Essays" until some considerable

tiino ufter their publication, nor until his attention was specifically

aiid amhoriuitively called to them by his dioce=an, the Bishop of

London
; and even then he only read the last Essay, containing one,

aini that not the most vital or radical, of his many heresies : and on

the merits of this particular Essay, and in reference to this single

heresy, was the case of the professor adjudged, under the direction

of Dr. Jelf, and Mr. ^Maurice deprived of his professorship. And
yet Mr. Maurice has long been a most popular and inOuential writer,

and has dealt in his vrritings with subjects most vitally connected
vriih divinity and the theological interpretation of Scripture. So
much pains had the principal taken to satisfy himself as to the com-
petiincy of his Professor of Divinity I
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Nothing can cxcnso such negligcnco as tliis. We suppose, how-
ever, that Mr. Maurice, having signed twice or thrice the thirty-nine

articles, having entered King s College with the recommendation of

his able and vigilant diocesan,—the same who at length called Dr.
Jclf s attention to his hetcrodo.xy,—having proved himself an accom-
plished teacher, and gained a high reputation among a highly intel-

lectual class, as an earnest and practical preacher, and having
acquired, in a singuLir degi-ee, the warm and afiectionate personal
esteem of those whom he had been accustomed to teach,—was
naturally, and without investigation, advanced from stage to stage in

his official position at the college, till, at last, he was promoted to the
Professorship of Divinity.

The Bishop of London seems to have called Dr. Jelf's attention

to Mr. Maurice's Essays about midsummer of last year, or a little

later. In a note, dated, "Christ Cliurch, Oxford, July 8, 1853,"

Dr. Jelf informs his "dear Professor Maurice" that his "attention

had been called, by high authority, to the conclusion of the last of

his Theological Essays, lately published;" that he had read the

Essay, and Avas of opinion that therein he " seemed to throw an at-

mosphere of doubt on the simple meaning of the w'ord eternal, and
to convey a general notion of ultimate salvation for all." Thus
originated the correspondence between Dr. Jclf and Mr. r'.Iaurice, in

the course of which Mr. Maurice communicated to Dr. Jelf that

iniei-csting letter to a friend, from which Ave quoted some time back,

and in which he recounts ihe process of his transition from Unitarian
and Unlversalist vioAvs to the position Avhich he has since occupied.

After Dr. Jelf, by a preliminary correspondence, had satisfied him-
self as to Avhat Mr. Maurice's meaning Avas in the Essay he had re-

ferred to, he prepared and sent to Ylv. Maurice a long letter, in

which he refutes the views of his correspondent. shoAvs their con-
trariety to the teaching of ^>cripture and of the Church of England,
and intimates to him th.at, on the grounds of the agreement drawn
out in the letter, he should feel it his duty to submit the question
of Mr. Maurice's further continuance in office to the Council of the

college.^' This letter of Dr. Jelfs was comnnmicated to Mr. Maurice
in printed slips, piece-meal, as it avus Avritten, (being considered as
a sort of informal indictment.) in order that he might have full

= In this closing letter. Dr. Jelf says: "A privjlccc, for ^hich there isMio pre-
cedent in our Church, ha.s been nccorded to Kinjc'.s (Jollcrro, namely, that of found-

insr. wit'.i the full sanction of all the hi-shops, a thuo'.ogicul department ; with the
understanding that twenty-six bishojo will accept the certiticate of the principal,

prcscnt'^d by a candidate for holy orders, in lieu of a iinlrersity degree;" and
adds, " A college so trusted and privileged must not permit its orthodoxy to be
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opportunity to prepare a reply to it; and on October 14, after

three months' correspondence and delay, the -whole case, including a

final letter from Mr. Mam-ice, in reply to l)r. Jelf, was laid before

the Council of King's College. The Council, at an adjourned meet-

in", held October 28, "pronounced," to quote Mr. Maurice's own

account, "the opinions expressed and the doubts indicated in the

* Ks3iiy3,' and the correspondence respecting future punishments

and the final issues of the day of judgment, to be of dangerous ten-

dency, and likely to unsettle the minds of the theological students
;"

and " decided, further, that his continuance as professor would be

seriously detrimental to the interests of the college." From that

day the professor's lectures, both on "Ecclesiastical History" and.

on " Divinity," came to an end.

It will be observed, from the above account, that the decision of

the Council was founded upon Mr. Maurice's opinions relating to

only one point—and that, however momentous, not the most central

or essential—of his theological opinions ; a point, indeed, which was,

in tlio original edition of the Essays, only brought in incidentally, or

at least secondarily, in the latter part of his Essays on the " Trinity

in Tnity." It appears that this was the only point to which a

certain "high authority" had called the principal's ati'fenti(m; and

though, at lirst, as v^-e gather from the printed correspondence, the

principal very naturally resolved, and indeed engaged to Mr. i\iaurice,

even suspected." And yet Dr. Jelf rested in ignorance as to tlio substance, ten-

dency, and merits of the theological publications of his Professor of Divinity
;

one singuhir instance of -which occurs in this very letter. Writing of the Articles

of the Church of England, he says : " There are several other theological truths

which are also omitted, because there -was no occasion to speak of them. The
compendium, for instance, contains no assertion—at least in direct terms eo

nomine—of the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ; nor is there any allusion in

the present text of the Articles to the general resurrection of all men, \Tith their

bodies, at Christ's coming: yet you •^TOuld not call those open questions; you
would not say that a theological professor who disputes either of those truths

can be safely trusted to teach the students in the theological department of

King's College." Now, a more curiously unfortunate argumaitum ad hominem
than this, as addressed to Mr. Maurice, it -would be difficult to imagine; for, as

to the inspiration of the Scriptures, it is manifest, not only from the "Essays."
but from several of his previous works, to -which he himself refers in a note to

the " Essays," (p. 323.) and one of which was published many years ago, that

Mr. Maurice docs not believe in this tenet in any other sense than that in which
a Rationalist might profess to believe in it,—that is, he does not believe the in-

spiration of the sacred writers to dlfl'er, in any essential particular, from that
tcacliing of the Spirit of which a pious peasant may be conscious, while reading
those Scriptures ; and as to the general resurrection of all men, with their bodies,

and Christ's second coming, to judge the quick and the dead, these are tenets
which, in the " Essays," Mr. Maurice boldly and altogether repudiates.
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that he would carefully read the whole volume, in order the more

safely and accurately to form his judgment upon the case, yet after-

ward it is evident that he judged it hotter to conhne his attention to

the particular Essay to which he had been originally pointed. On
every account vre think tliis is to be lamented ; the controversy

was thus not only narrowed, but distorted, and a doctrine was made

primary and central which gave ]\Ir. INIauricc every advantage in

the sight of more secularists and half-believers, and which even the

profound believer would always require to be vievred in its connex-

ion with and dependence upon the truly central truths which form

the very heart and essence of Christianity. Very possibly it might

.have been inconvenient to take up the grand doctrine of the atone-

ment, with its associated doctrines of human depravity, justification,

and regeneration, as the root of the whole matter. Perhaps on

these doctrines some of Mr. iMaurice's colleagues, and of the mem-

bers of the Council, may have been divided in opinion; and it might

probably be found even that views were held, as to more than one

of them, by some of the most distinguished of those involved in the

responsibility of this matter, which arc far from agreeing with the

evangelical orthodoxy of the Rcrormers.

There is another thing to be noted. The Bishop of London

thought it his duty to direct the principal's attention to the profes-

sor's'heterodoxy ; but Mr. Maurice is still a fully accredited clergy-

man of the Church of England, within the diocese of the said bishop.

and still holds the chaplaincy of Lincoln's Inn: so that the bishop

is either powerless in this ca?e, or shrinks from an invidious respon-

sibility in his own person which, notwithstanding, he felt bound to lay

on another; or he thinks that heterodoxy, though it may disqualify

a clergyman for a professorship, does not disqualify him for the office

of the public ministry. ^Ve believe the truth to be, that, as ^Ir.

Maurice has subscribed to the Articles and formularies of the Church,

and holds to them, (even to the Athanasian creed,) in a sense, the

bishop is practically powerless. The Gorham case would be a very

trifle to a leviathan aflair like tiiis of Mr. Maurice, embracing so

many particulars of doctrine, and involving distinctions and reason-

ings so subtle and abstract.

To give our readers anything like an intelligible conspectus of the

points included in this case will require a separate paper. Having,

therefore, disposed in our present number of the history of the con-

troversy, we shall devote a subsequent article to an examination

of the subject-matter of the " Essays," out of which this controversy

has arisen.
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Art. III.—the PRINCIPLE OF SOVEREIGNTY.

Halnrt de Iti Soui'crainct6, ou Tableau des Institutions et des Doctrines Politiquts

C^-np<irtft. Par Alfred SUDRE. 1 vol., 4to. Paris, 185 i. New-York : Hector

A DOUBLE advance upon the ordinary mode of treating politics is

promised by tiie title of this work. It announces that the subject

vill not only be viewed liistorically, but that the history also will be

viewed comparativehj. The former of the improvements belongs

to doctrine or philosophy ; the other is methodical or logical. But

both are quite concurrently and characteristically scientific.

In fact, it i3 tiie received character of science, in every subject, to

employ the process commonly called "inductive." But this procedure

is SI consctiueuce of the historical point of view. This point of view,

or principle, attained but tardily in all phenomena, is compassed

Liter in some than others, in proportion to complexity. The order

oJ this succession demands a word of explanation.

In the phenomena of the simplest class, whose laws compose the

tnatlicioatics, the attainment is the earliest, and was accordingly

spontaneous ; whence the prevalent illusion about those sciences as

formed, exceptionally, by deduction or a priori, from " innate prin-

ciples." It may be urged, indeed, that their subject-matter, which

regards the statical phase of nature, must be consequently insus-

ceptible of all historical consideration. Undoubtedly the alteration

in inert bodies is so slow and secular as to elude the observation

and the experience of humanity, and to be safely disregarded in the

constitution of special science. Yet positive knowledge, in even

Buch bodies, implies a history, an evolution, but one restricted to

the intellect itself. The mathematics are the result of a subjective

induction.

To this procedure is superadded, ou passing up into the natural

sciences, the obligation of an objective induction, based on history

proper. In fact, the objects in this organic and animate department

exhibit obviously a rise, a progress, a revolution; in short, a history.

It was accordingly this obviousness of the condition of mutability

that brought the method of induction into predominance in modern

times, and gave the corresponding section of the scale of science

(through Bacon, also) the quite significant but vicious title of

Natural History. On the other hand, the same direct accessibility

to observation served to mitigate the augmentation of complexity.

Yet to entirely overcome it, the simple method of induction had to

Fourth Series. Vol. VII.—
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assume a corresponding complication. This is the origin and char-

acter of the quite recent " Comparative Method," first applied by

Cuvier to zoological anatomy ; even as the corresponding doctrine

of an historical development is scarce established, to the present day,

in this extreme limit of the natural sciences.

There is thus, then, a distinct advancement in extending both

the processes to the supreme and still more complicate domain of

the social sciences. In fact, the laws of this department arc in

reality a combination of the objective and subjective phenomena of

the two lower sections. Their character is then relational, and so,

by excellence, comparative. They offer, also, in like preeminence,

the character of history ; offer it in such excess, indeed, as to be-

come a disadvantage. The variation is so rapid in the social order

of phenomena that they appear to be subordinated to no settled

law at all. The difficulty of synthesis produces here the same illu-

sion as the difficulty of anahisis does in the laws of the mathe-

matics. The very rapidity of the mutation, at one extremity of the

scale of nature, comes to substantially the same effect as does its

slowness at the other, in driving bafficd investigation to imagine

"innate" or mystic principles. I^ot the only case wherein the two

extremes of motion meet, as is known popularly; and as do also,

say some philosophers, the opposites indeed of all things; they

mean, however, doubtless, in relation to the ken of man

—

himself a
cumulative co??ipromisc between extremes. But the difficulty, the

illusion will be one day vanquished, at both the ends, by the recip-

rocal elucidation of the mathematical and social sciences. This,

however, is not the subject now before us. Our object in this brief

explanation was to define the high import, both as a symptom of the

"march of mind" and as a suggestion to future writers, of the title-

page of M. Sudre.

But docs he realize the implied promise of his title in the work?

We are forced to say decidedly that he does not. And, in passing

proof, we can do no better than transcribe his programme in ex-

tenso, as programmes generally are not apt to be more modest than

the performance.

Commencing duly with a definition of his main subject of Sover-

eignty as " the power in general that controls the state, or the collect-

ive powers by which its functions are exercised," he proceeds to add :

—

" Thus far the ajTrcoment is pcneral. The difi'ercnrc is about the portion

or the property of the society to be received as the constituent or the criterion

of the sovereijjnty. Doci the sovereignty belonij to number or to intellect ?

To birth, to property, or to Udent ? To the nation, or to a kin<r V To religion,

or to reason? If to number, is it independently of all qualification of apti-

tude, morality, or stake in the public weal ? If to property and birth, what
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.uamntccs the ^-eak against oppression? If to the ^"S' ^f^tS''^!^
vXnnVo tl'lo to the tlfronc ? If to talent or merit, .vho shall be judge ? If

J n-n.in or r.linon, .vho is their or-an ? A<?iin, are there governments of fact

« w.-U a.-; of ri"l.t V AVhat is the characteristic of legiLunacy in a government i

An> fort-c. frrud, and chance the sole principles in politics, or not rather

vZJv and ri-htV I^ there a form of goverment perfect in itselt, and which

m:..',l bo imposed with reason upon all communities alike ? Or is the good-

Dc^"..r a .^overnmcnt not, in its nature, relative to times, to localities, to man-

ner* ? Mav nations, with impunitv, in organizing their institutwns, consist

l..,t the dictator of their wild will, or of some speculative theory .' Or ought

tJ„.v not to consider their historical antecedents, the conditions ot their terntory,

c^' t'hcir noi-hbours, &c. ? Such are the principal questions which have been

r&lMKi in tJic course of history in reference to the theory and applications ot

the sovereign power."—P. 2.

To set forth questions and the systems they relate to, to compare

them and to search for the peccant part in each,—such is the cer-

tainly imposing project of the author. It is pursued in the present

voUmie only through the period of antiquity, from primal India to

the Roman empire inclusive. But as the views of xM. Sudre in po-

litical philosophy imply that the governments of the modern world

arc tiKTO repetitions of the ancient, there can, to him at least, be no

injustice in pronouncing thus far on the execution, while the mate-

rial!« are only too abundant and too important for a single article.

Now this conception of a reiyetition evinces well the imperfection

Mth which he seizes the true historical philosophy and method.

The insufficiency is shown more fully in the crowd of queries above

recited, and which he places, witli tlie common notion on the sub-

ject, in competition. A just idea of the bare principle of a per-

petual variation, such as all history implies and all societies exhibit,

would have suggested that there might be possibly no rivalry be-

tween the questions, but that the forms, the conditions, the criteria

which they contrast, may all be right or quite the contrary, according

to the circumstances. The relativity to circumstance he does however

recognise, wo see. in the alternative which he proposes for the chimera

of a perfect govei-nment, or one which would be best for all communi-

ties aHke. And yet not one of his other questions but is as abso-

lute and as chimerical. It is, for instance, not more absurd to dis-

cuss the abstract preferability between two governmental forms,

such as democracy and despotism, than between two principles of

Bovereignty, such as force and right, or two exponents of its legiti-

macy, such as religion and reason. As there are epochs of humanity

when mere number must wield the sovereignty in the absence of

broad distinctions of birth, property, or intellect, such as, for in-

stance, among the Hurons of the Six Nations, so are there also,

times when force is a juster principle than right, the latter being as

yet unfelt, and, of course, inapplicable; and when religion is a better

*i
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organ of civil government than reason, because the only reason then

accessible to the goveraed. By like attention to the special circum-

stances or conditions of each people, the various other institutions

which the author finds in conflict, -would fall consistently and even

necessarily into their places back of the line of history. The sup-

posed conflict is but the result of their cross convergence into a

focus, by the narrow intellect that can conceive them only in refer-

ence to its OTvn age, and thus considers them as rival entities all

existing from the commencement. M. Sudre appears to be breaking

free from this common confusion in his recognition of the force of

circumstances ; Avliat he needed, to do it fully, is some conception

of their la^^'s of action. But so profoundly is he here at fault that

his enumeration of the ruling circumstances, namely, territory, time,

tradition, manners, (mrxurs,) omits the greatest, or rather the all-

including element of the diversity, to wit, the grade of intellectual

civilization.

To appreciate his treatise, to authenticate our criticism, and to

indicate the proper principles of all historical interpretation, it will

be therefore indispensable to sketcli this scale of social measure-

ment, in fact derivable from a sound analysis of M. Sudre's own
materials. The illustration of the laws of progress will also vindi-

cate the ways of rrovidence in their consistent imjiartiality to all

conditions of mankind.

In all conditions and at all times, in fact, the vital object of civil

government consists in guaranteeing the common interests against

encroachment by the individual. The means were consequently,

first, direct, or by repressing forcibly the private appetites ; they

became subsequently indirect, in proclaiming volvntarily the public

interests ; they are found, finally, reciprocal, in recognising ration-

ally that there is no real collision between the interests of both

descriptions. Hence three developments of human government
successive, but superposed, and wliich repress—the first Avith force,

and by authority of tho divine will; the next with legislation, and
by authority of human will ; the final with organization, and by au-

thority of science or reason. In history, the foremost corresponds

with despotism; the second with anarchy, or the epoch of "free"

governments ; the last with true liberty, or the future governments

of science and duty.

Though thus so secular in evolution that the second epoch is not

yet exhausted, it must be notfil that all three of the elements exist

in germ in every government which takes its character from the rel-

itive predominance of any one of them. The purest despot must
promulge his will, and even that will is sometimes rational; as, on
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i the ollii^r Irind, the reign of reason will never be brought to a

\- tjcrft'ctiou wherein the government may dispense wholly Avith the

^ use of force. So, ex convcrso, in another aspect, the individual

'' drsirKitiHiu will be always needed in the most consummate organiza-

tion; vliile a species of organization is found in primitive despot-

I t^.jis TTc allude to the iamous system of castes. Were these things

I
otiirnuse, the social system could not be deemed an organism—of

which this primitive conglomeration of its future forms is the deS-

I
uitioii. Accordingly, the primitive despot is judge and priest as

t well a.-? warrior; and it is only toward the second epoch that the

[trij)!o function begins to ramify into our modern executive, judiciary,

juid Ic/islature.

,: This is the dynamic or historical evolution, and it is operated on

f tlic principles of government or sovereignty. The statical, which

I is concerned with the forms, the organization, is operated on the

t:vsis of personalities. Hence this aspect is much the earlier of the

two to bo appreciated—persons being more visible than principles.

^
It is iinaginod even still, by the herd of writers, not to S}>eak of

i: n^adiTH, to contain the entire doctrine of social science. The physi-

t tiiOgy of the social body is but just now breaking on the leading

t jntfilt-'cts of the age. We have, however, in this exposition, placed

I
t!ie latter foremost, as most fundamental, and also as the special

f clow to the construction of the book before us. jNow for the gov-

f
rnimontal forms, or the personal evolutions over each in order of

I
the three principles unfolded.

i Those forms, being determined by the number of governing cit-

I
izens of which the state may be composed, are, of course, indefi-

|- nltc. They thus must be, like all such series, diAided summarily

[:
into three : the governments of the one, of the fev/, of the whole.

The main transitions intermediate are deemed degenerate or incip-

iont forms, according as the thing is judged from one or other of the

type extremes; and the same remark should be extended to the

fv<.iiitif'n of the principles. The three type forms are known as

monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy. But these appellatives were

iinpo.-^cd in the commencement of the middle epoch, and on a prin-

c'plc entirely different from that adopted in the primitive period.

Hero, in fact, it was the notion of generation that prcvaile-d, and

pave the name of patriarchy, which applies generally to the first

fccrics. There were monarchical patriarchies, as, for example, in the

f^xtroinc- East; oligarchical patriarchies, as in Assyria and Judea;

«li:mocratical patriarchies, as iha paterfainilias of the Roman repub-

hc. The diversity of historic titles being thus explained, the Greek
t^'nas Ecem the most convenient to be extended to all three epochs,
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with the addition of a specific epithet commemorative of the several

principles. Thus the monarchy, olitzarchy, and democracy of the

reign of force might be distinguished as patriarchal or theocratical

;

under the principle of human Avill, they might be termed moral or

constitutional ; they may, \vhen passed into the sphere of reason,

be termed natural or scientific.

It is important to consider, finally, the ^vide divergency between

these forms, as to the nature of the government, from one to another

of the successive principles. Thus the democracy of force, -vvhich -was

the nature of the lloman empire, di.Ters widely from our American

democracy of will; as this in turn is no less distant from the gi-eat

repubUc of reason. .^Vnd so of the other forms, the monarchy and

oligarchy, of which the latter becomes finally an aristocracy. Judge

from this of the political knowledge that huddles all those deep

diversities into identit}^ of nature, misled by unity of name I

Postponing the discussion of the various origins assigned to society,

the author opens the historic a::cs with primeval India and Egypt;

of which he sums up the constitution as consisting of the caste sys-

tem in the civil order, and of absolute monarchy, hereditary or elect-

ive, in the political. He coRceivcs both these institutions to be pri-

mordial in the two countries, and the former to be, moreover, quite

peculiar to them. Eat he errs in borli opinions, as vro have shown.

The mode of monarchy in question has in no country been the

earliest government ; ir, on the contrary, is the latest of a long

series, their generalization. Tolitical monarchy, as the great Vico

was the first to proclaim in principle, '-does not spring up suddenly

like frogs after a shower of rain." It was accordingly the result, in

even India and Egypt, of innumerable minor combinations, lost to

history, but which analogy describes as military, federative, patri-

archal—the latter, indeed, continuing to be the character of the great

monarchies.

The allegation that the caste system was peculiar to the same two

nations is alike inacom-ute. at lea-t in principle, or in the sense

of being accidental. It might have been so in point of fact,—that

is, confined to India and Kgypt,—and at the same time be the

result of a imiversal law: but the fact itself is evidently otherwise.

We find this primary mode of social classification in other countries.

even countries so imcounectetl with the preceding as the Xew World.
It appears also in the v.cU-known '•cla::ses" of the Greek and Ro-
man republics, though in a form of duly advanced dissolution. It

was this circumstance of declination, and, on the other hand, of

gradual rise, that misled the author to regard the system as beinrr

peculiar to the countries named, where it is merely observed in cuf
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, ,i .-..Imracht For tbo progressive evolution ivhich produced

t'^^'ru' rtotiou must have been operated by transition as

U,c v:mMU» i-'--""-'™
„,„„nolo-Y -must have embraced a great

:t:%':f'a: it r-e'dSon?' But M. Sudre, .ho kne. not

,

•
:Ltonco of any such law, could not have possibly pursued,

"
i C« at on of its effects, the real identity ol the institution

^f c.^tc?. ami >vas, in consequence, led to conceive it as somethinc

i..i,l;»tcvl and particular.

thff rcco

S L ueh is 'this so that, fronr its presence ,n even the second o

,1,; rccomised cases, he infers an Indian colonization ot K?jpt^

tt the v" y closene s of the analogy would rather argue, we have

«f„ Ac ontrary. For no transplanted institution, and more

rnodSy in a conquered country, can, according to the law of

rr«\"ain the\tamp of the metropolis; whereas a genrf

'Jsrmblance would be the necessary consequence °i -dependent

centres of development at like maturity. For instance, Egjpt tad

be" des colonies, sent numerous customs to ancient G--«^
-*J^^

,0 btilc wa. a likeness traceable that the parentage If b"" »f^°

,,ues.,.,ned; while, on the otlier hand, it is as certain that^he i^evu

,cnt cither colonies or customs to the native Mexicans who. how

sembled her so strikingly at once in arts »d -sti utions

, writers have derived the Aztecs from the banks of theCVIT,

th:tt certaii

Nile, on the same principle as M. Sudre bnngs tl^^^^^^^yP^^.^^
.^ ,, .

the Gan.^es. but in a case .N-bere the absurcUty is rendered phy.ic
>

.ore appreciable. M. Sudre has, indeed the^f^^^^^
.ou^ewhit about his derivation, in view of certain

^--^^f^^'^^^^
onees ^vhich ho notes between the two nations, such as the lanou^ag^

the hieroglvphics. the monuments; and these. m_ truth

^f-^^
decidodh^;^ain5t his case than he even suspects-mdeed so strongly

as to imph-. perhaps, a derivation just the contrary. So mevitable

is thi3 oscillation between errors the most opposite, m those who en or

the maze of history without the leading strings of its philosophy .

Tho principle of caste, and even process of its formation, ^_

ir.av find a fitter opportunity of elucidating more particularly, i

some concrete instance and historic age of the operation. As

the corresponding governments, they were all founded upon torce;

in due conformity with the deductions of philosophy. 1;
or tins was

still the real character of even the theocratic systems
:
distingmshed

merely by the predominance of the priestly caste above the mili-

tarv. thc-v but substituted (by, however, a marked progression from

brute matter) the abstract sanction of the force of gods ior the torce

of men. The inability of those infant people to apprehend a less

Bimple sanction than phvsical force of either men or gods, was tiie

we
in

to



!
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occasion of the uniformity of despotic govemraent in Asia; not

either climate, as Montesquieu thou;:5ht, nor, as Hecren subjoined,

polygamy, nor any other of the various theories which are recited

by our author. Accordingly, the Asiatics, in their emigrations to

the West, are found renouncing despotism beneath a climate no

less oppressive : we mean in the Phoenician cities along the Syrian

and the Libyan coast.

M. Sudre recognises this essential transformation, and proceeds

next to the analysis of this new order of communities. They were

distinguished by the disappearance of all castes, even the sacer-

dotal. They were, instead, enclosed by " fortified cities," and also

formed confederations, as the Greek cities, too, did afterward, and
even lately the American colonies. At first the government was
royal, but strongly tempered with aristocracy. This was the con-

dition of the primitive cities, the Phccnician proper. In the de-

rivative, such as Carthage, the royal remnant disappeared, and the

aristocracy assumed tho sovereignty unrestricted: for the two suf-

fetes were judicial ofiicers, imagined ignorantly to be kings, by
Greek writers, who no doubt were tliinking of the Spartan constitu-

tion. It might be added in corroboration of this Carthaginian

change of government, that the great city owed, by a fortune per-

haps peculiar in social history, its civic origin to a patrician emi-

gration. Its founders were in fact no other than the aristocracy

expelled from Tyre by the predominance of a disorderly democracy
in that sailor city; an event which at the same time left a new remove
from despotism, but one so wide as to be the subversion of all gov-

ernment. The wretched rabble, thus emasculated of its natural

defenders, fell back soon after beneath the yoke of Asiatic dea-

potism.

On the subject of the Phccnician or Aramean cities, as he styles

them, M. Sudre confines his notice to the two or three former char-

acteristics, and even of these gives neither explanation nor coordi-

nation. The latter has been indicated by the order of our statement,

and the addition of the particulars about Carthage and Tvre. We
Bce that, taken in the aggregate, this group of governments presents

a series, proceeding duly from absolute monarchy, through oligarchy,

to democracy. The explanation was above anticipated in our theo-

retic programme, applying as well to the observations of the author.

Thus, the general absence of the caste system was a necessar}'- con-
sequence of the fact itself of emigration, which is an act of libera-

tion. This definition solves spontaneously the liberal pro^-ress of
the governments. These, however, to the last, retained the princi-

ple of force, which we saw, in fact, the Tyrian populace assert
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» 8^inr*i the aristocracy. Indeed, the principle could not be altered

I Uil. lhr«)U;4h pro^iressive emancipations, the social system reached

I ihc consuuimution of its dissolution in pure democracy. Here it

i: «;i.< lio lun;;cr possible to found a government upon force, for all

'

tt-'-i-taiJCo had been destroyed, and force, vrithout it, is a nonentity.

i l{«-.-.iui.se was therefore had instinctively to an abstraction for a,social

r ful'.-rum. From the arm and the appetite of men themselves, or of

t tl.vir •^«>d>. and which were seen in a democracy to be all eager and

I all i-iuj>ty, the source of sovereignty must pass up into a more aus-

\ picious region, where the strife for power would be less destruct-

ive, and its title be less intelligible ; it must spring up in the

h-.oil. and be the will. From this compression, and through the

medium of the theocratic modification of force, arose spontaneously

the moral principle of government. But it could not be in Tyre,

amid the inequalities that still subsisted of wealth, birth, tradition,

rvnd which were attached to the very soil. The thing could germi-

nate only in a people at once transported to a new territory, and in

f Hh'>:n :iU sentiments of aristoerac}'' had been extinguished by pro-

I
tnci'.d servitude. This double exigence will, accordingly, explain

I
|'rccisi.-ly the singularity that M. Sudre is so much astonished at, in

the next polity he meets in history.

The Mosaic polity of the Hebrews, he observes, was founded upon

ior/t]MCt. The covenant with Jehovah, thus the earliest constitu-

twn. was eiTectually an act of the national will. The suffrage upon
wliich it rested was indeed so universal as to embrace not only all

uiale adults, but also the women and children, and to imply even

tlie domestic animals : for the Divine iSource which had inspired it

Wis better aware than human laAvgivers how important is the con-

tribution of these useful creatures to social progress. How comes
it that the Women's llights folks are so ill acquainted with their

Bible as to overlook this most authoritative and a fortiori argu-

ment V It is perhaps because the inspired suffrage was not founded
uji'-'U rii^hts, but, on the contrary, upon duties, as declared in f\tct in

the Ten Commandments.
The Hehrew suffrage differed also from the modern notion in the

mode of exercise. It was permitted to pronounce but once, and the

result was binding upon all posterity. Such, in fact, were the con-

ditions of the covenant with God. But they are also the implied

C'>tidiiion5 of all political organizations, which reckon little on the

UiP.ovations of human progress. Even our own Constitution affects

'^'^ntiai perpetuity. This, however, was not maintained in even
^c compact of the chosen people, who soon relapsed into the nat-
oral course of things. Even immediately after Moses, for example.
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came Joshua, the military chief succeeding to the spiritual ; just as

Romulus V, as followed by ^uima, -with a mere inversion of the order,

corresponding to the origin of the two states. For. as the military

chief had been the founder at Rome, of course the spiritual must

of necessity have been the follower; and vice versa m Judea, or

rathei; Israel, for the same reason. What is essential to both the

cases was, the conjunction of the two elements—the active and the

intellectual—in the constitution of the body politic.

Again, the judges, Avho followed next, and were a sort of presi-

dents of the republic, are the Hebrew analogues of the consuls at

Rome. The very denominations arc accordingly synonymous.

Both were an elective and transitional mode of monarchy, and

ended alike in regal despotism. They took the name from the

main business of a government in barbarous ages, which is known

to be the administration of justice. The Roman senate might be

also thought to have its counterpart in the Sanhedrim. But M.

Sudre denies the organic existence of such a body,—and, we con-

clude, with better reason than he has been able to assign. A council

of this description, as an org;\n of the government, was quite impos-

sible in the absence of an aristocracy; and there could have been

no aristocracy among Pharaoh's escaped bondsmen.

M. Sudre, on this occasion, m.akes another observation, which,

indeed, is the profoundest in his book. The history of political sov-

ereignty concerns, he says, two questions: one the principle or

philosophical doctrine on which the government reposes ; the other

the/o/v7?. the organi::atiou of its powers. " The same principle may
give origin to forms of government v.-idely different, as similar forms

may, in turn, proceed from opposite principles."—P. 33. This

observation, which however he introduces but incidentally, and

leaves entirely undeveloped, is the very thesis of his work. He
should have placed it at the beginning, and endeavoured to deter-

mine the distinctive character, the number, and the series of such

principles, as vrell as also of the corresponding forms. His omis-

sion of this "part of Hamlet" is vrhat we sought to supply above.

Of course we arc equally obliged to supplement his application of

this vague dictum to the deiinirive delineation of the Hebrew con-

stitution.

As to the principle, this constitution was, then, originally, a democ-

racy, yet a government of divine will, and no longer of force. Nor
could it have been othcrv.irfc in the conditions of the people. But

as it formed at the same time a transition to the new order, it rested

partially upon the theocratic termination of the old regime. As the

Asiatic governments were theocratical monarchies, and their Ara-
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menn offshoots >rcrc thcocvatic aristocracies, so the Hebrew consti-

tution, ns tho follo'Aing term of the progression, -was, quite con-

fonuably to theory, a theocratical democracy. This definition is

attcittof oquuUy by well-interpreted observation, and supplies in

fact the key to some singularities of Jevrish histor}'. ^Vho does not

nro^niise, for instance, the infirmities of pure democracy in two

civil M-ar-s, seven foreign subjugations, and five national "aposta-

sies," that is, revolts against the constitution—the Avhole in the

hhort space of three centuries'.' "In those days there -was no king

in 1-rael, but every man did tliat xvhicli ivas righ.t in his own eyesT

Judges xvii, 6.

Applpng our second test of form, the Hebrew commonwealth had

none at all. Tliis, indeed, is the strict character, in any circum-

stance, of a democracy, Avhich, on the contrary, imports denial and

dissolution of all forms. The thing, moreover, was inevitable in a

people incapable of all such abstract combinations. Yet, in the

face of both the logical and psychological necessity, M. Sudre

Ftnnds bewiUlcred at this absence of organization. He wonders
^

l»->w the Hebrews, after having traversed the above reverses, and
|

oven ahered their regal d^^nastics by free election fall three times,
|

nbouid yet have never, to the last, attained a notion of their real f

malady, but been content with changing persons instead of insti- \

tuting principles. He does not know, tlien, that the mass of men,

in even our own " enlightened days," see really little more in con-

.^titutions than tho individuals who arc to v/ork them, only vari-

ously distributed, and, above all, denominated : nay, that the social

laws or powers, of which these agents are the mere exponents.

and in which, however, resides exclusively the true conception of

organization, are not quite familiar to even writers on the subject.

Of this he makes himself again an example, in going so far as to

censure Moses, and to pronounce him the primal cause of all the

8ufr*.'ring.^ of his people. He gave them, says he truly, but a civil

and re!i;jious, not a particle of a political, constitution. In fact,

Moses was too well inspired not to do as Solon did by natural wis-

dom, and give his people not consummate institutions, but such as

they could endure. And the certain sign that he went beyond,

rather tlian fell short of. their capacity, is the posterior and per-

sistent lapse of the constitution toward the rule of force, after he

had led it to at least the confines of its land of promise—the moral

principle.

To give this principle initiation was then the task assigned, in

order, to the following centre of civilization on the line of history.

Upon passing to this Greek era, the author sums up the general
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character of all the previous modes of government collectively as

follows :

—

" Politics indissolubly united to relifrion, and participating in its natural im-
mobility ; the regime of castes transmitting by inlipriUaiice the right to com-
mand and the duty to obey; confiue>t and Ibn-e the normal source of social

power, and success the criterion of right; vast empire:^ succeeding em-
pires, and despots supplanting despots; a predestined people, of its own
-will, renounring democratic liberty; on all .-ides the crimes of tyrants and the
vices of slaves ; no aspiration toward politifnl annMioration ; no idea, no doc-
trine respecting the ends of society, or concerning the organization oi" govern-
ment"—P. 78.

In contrast, he presents the following outline respecting Greece:

—

"To this stagnant immobility succeeds activity aiirl progress; to the mo-
notony, variety of institutions and events; to the v.-orship of despotism, the
fanaticism of liberty; to the instiuctive submission of slaves, the deliberate
obedience of citizens ; to the revolts of the brutalized multitude, the skilled

contention of parties; to mystery and silence, publicity and discussion : men of
eminence arise, classes are establi>hed, the divers governmental forms are
evolved and discussed com[)arati\ely, I'olitical phraseologies are abstracted
from events, and are applied, not upon in-tinct, but upon principle."—P. 73.

The facts recited in this double jiortrait are, in general, correct,

and are to that extent confoniKiWc. it ^vill be noted, to our pro-

gramme. Uut the suggested apjirociations are erroneous by the

same test. For example, the " crimes of tyrants and the vices of

slaves" is little better than the declamatiun of a philosophical ana-

chronism ; or, to speak more .strictly, of the absence of all philoso-

phy in the premises. The alleged crimes v.-ere but the conduct of

natural guardians in all ages, who also have at all times ill-treated their

minor pupils or their children ; the vices, but the forced submission

to this salutary slavery. The state of ignorance required analogous

disciplination in both the cases, but in proportion, of course, pro-

tracted and more severe in the collective infancy. Those who talk

of this as tyranny confound the infant with the adult, and judge

subjectively from their own fcelijigs, instead of objectively from the

facts of histor}'.

Another error of the author's summary is his embodying the

Phoenician government, and even the Hebrew, in the same category

Avith the Asiatic despotisms, as contrasting trenchantly with the

Hellenic institutions. He himself had recogni.'^ed, in ftict, expressly,

a progression from the utter absoluteness of the East to the com-
parative freedom of the African cities, and also furnished some
observations that extend it fin-ther in the Jlebrew commonwealth.

And then the theory which we submitted for the explanation of the

progression presents it graduating equably into the foremost forms
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c.r the Greek svstein, and thus excluding the pretended contrast

from the cot.tu-minous extrenHtics. But these extremities, we say

Za^^s are the highest forms of both the groups, and notthe

r
^

. .nn of the \ram"an and the initial of the Hellenic, as might

ut'l^^a misconception of the process of development

; ; us r spcct Societies are Uke the animal organisms, whie. all

"„ nouco it the lowest term of the series, but in passing upward

1 . !ach nrrosted at the form proper to its species, and therefore

slope into 'that above it at both their limits of perfectioihty

t ue accordance with this explanation, the Grecian states are

,o found commencing with either the prmciple or the disorder

.iemocracy. On the contrnry. the dawn of history presents the

lerreuts'as royal; the heroic monarchies of the Homeric and

th I sodic poems. But they were monarchies no onger of

he Oriental and priestly stamp, but of the mi^-ated and mdi^ar

cvste- whence the absence of a sacerdotal caste, observed m all

Tc U reck communities. The king was still, indeed, of divme birth

but h- mu<t ad.l the human traits of strength and courage; ju=t

an the H.l.rows elected Saul for the physical qualities of stature

a:»d beauty,* to supplement the spiritual qualities of bamuel. ihe

bero-iuouarch, in his triple functions of king, general, and priest was

nl-^o ab^<.hue, was truly " shepherd of the people :" for the assenibhes

„f the boule and the agora, as fomid in Homer, are but subsKl.ary to.

not restrictiveof, the sovereign. The former, as the name imports was

a lu-re ministerial council, wherein the chiefs of the tribes or naaons

met to consult, not to control. The agora was a simple gathering

of the body of the peoplo in the open market-place, {agora,) to

receive ordinances, not to influence them. But these two bodies.

ihou-'h thus as yet in the obscurity of gestation, contained the

gemrs of what were, successively, to seize the sovereignty of power

and progress. . ,

In fact, the monarchies were all supplanted, as we are intormea

bv M. Suire, by oligarchies, of which the Boul6 (become the senate)

M'a.H the organ : oligarchies, first of birth, and later, partly of mere

wealth ; by^vay of yielding a subordinate transition to democracy.

Not democracy, however, was the direct successor, but tyranny;

v^liich, in turn, subverted everywhere the oligarchies. This well-

authenticated fact of history might seem in conflict with our theory.

but in reality confirms it most signally. All transitions, and more

especially in social subjects, from their vast complexity, muso be

effected by more or less of oscillation or reaction. Thus the tyran-

fties of Greece were a return toward the royal form, while in spirit

Wid eOect they were a triumph of the multitude. This is evident
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from bare fact, as well as theory. The tyrant, or rather usurper,

(for the name orij^inally ^vas obnoxious to no implication of oppres-

sion or even misgovernmcnt.) was habitually a member of the oli-

garchy, set up to crush the domination of his own class. But set

up, then, by whom? jSot, assuredly, by the oligarchs. It must be

therefore, of necessity, by the people. In fact, the oligarchies fell

in Greece as in ancient Rome, and medieval Italy, and all the world

over, by their own dissensions. United, an aristocracy would rule

society forever ; but united it never has been, save when too late or

in opposition. A factious member, through ambition or for ven-

geance, calls in the multitude, who, with the concert of some old

adherents, invest him singly with the government. Then, to gratify

the needy appcticcs and passions of his constituents, of course the

tyrant must attack the properties and persons of the oligarchy.

This will soon, with their old rivalry and new jealousy, unite the

latter to subvert the government—unite not only among themselves,

but with the pcoi)le: for the jicople, thus inducted into a knowledge

of their force—at an epoch too v.hen force is the acknowledged

test of right— must be dealt with on terms of equality. Thus

I naturally, necessarily, spontaneously should have arisen what the

,

record of Hellenic history assures us did in fact succeed—the estab-

lishment of the dcuiocracy, and the development of the agora into

the sovereign assembly of the nation.

M. Sudre next proceeds to an analysis of the Hellenic institutions

considered generally. Three considerations are selected to charac-

terize them : the extent of the city or state; the organization of the

inhabitants ; the political couititution and its i>rinciple of sovereignty.

1. The Greek conception of a state was a fortified city, sur-

rounded with sufficient territory to subsist the population. To live

in scattered hamlets was considered a mark of barbarism ; no doubt

a lurking reminiscence of the state abandoned by the Greeks them-

selves upon the establishment of the heroic cities. This conjecture

is confirmed by Thuoydidcs tnnliiionally, and the fact survived long

after among the border states of Greece, the Locrians, the iEtolians,

the Acarnanians, *!tc., who were always viewed as freebooters and

barbarians. So that the G reeks of the primeval ages passed through

essentially the same condition in which we find the English Saxon

and the German Teuton of the middle ages, with that well-known

barbarous aversion to have even their houses joined together, which

our intelligent historians call their " love of independence." And
this aversion explains in turn a fact apparently at variance with the

like normality which we contend for in the opposite sentiment of

civilized Greece. In France and Italy, which were assuredly more
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civiliwKl in even the dark af^cs than the Greek cities of the heroic

ftioolj in question, the prejudice might seem to have been, on the

c >ianirv. aj-.iinst the cities; perhaps the word villain came not from

m/jjt. but meant the resident of a tov.n, (ville,) somev,-hat as villager

i ;>./;;<{';»<.?) came to imply religious opprobrium. The explanation

i-». that both the sentiment and term belonged alone to the barbarians

j;i-t tdiuded to, from the ^'orth, -n-ho, then controlling the South of

K'tn'iH*. loft the designation in the lavrs, whence it has passed into

IJ.-* actual acceptation. Thus the Hellenic connexion of life in cities

with civilization and vice versa is nothing peculiar, as M. Sudre

socm.s to intimate.

Anotlier circumstance which he adverts to would much more jus-

tify the supposition. The Greeks, he tells us, Avere of the opinion

(a mere corollary of the preceding) that the concentration of several

villages within the walls of a single city was the certain sign of an

advance in civilization. And yet, adds he, the concentration of their

Kcvcral " cities" into one state they would have regarded as a relapse

l<.> Asiatic barb;irism. The inconsistency is doubtless curious, but it

Ls .IS univor.-al as human nature. The Greeks appreciated I'ightly the

direction of social progress, so far as guided by their national ex-

pi'rience; nor are they censm-able any more for not perceiving

beyond their mental, than if it were their geographical, horizon.

Their fault of logic lay in concluding that nothing teas beyond

I it. and that their position embraced the limits of the empyrean.

I
Iv.it this is constantly committed by every nation of the globe,

t who all, save one, however, must moreover be less excusable than

I
Were the Greeks. The Greeks at that time held undoubtedly the

fr foremost position of human progress, and so were destitute of all

r correctives by comparison. In the diversity of modern states, the

t foremost only (whichever it be) might plead a similar extenuation

^

of the universal self-conceit. Yet each alike conceives itself to hold,

not merely this present leadership, but even the goal of civilizable

j>iTrt'ctibility. For example, we Americans, if not entirely the first

in title, are very certainly among the first in this pretension, while

even the Russians characterize us as a horde of traders without any-
thing of governmental organization. "What our conception is of

Russia it is not necessary to recite; whereas her own is, that she

is, in turn, the very paragon of sociality. On the other hand, the

two countries are found as confidently of one mind in regarding

"French centralization" as the certain index of decay—the decay
of decrepitude, however, says one ; of despotism, cries the other.

Amid this conflict of pretensions, the only course is to discard as
valueless all estimations of themselves or rivals, as well by nations
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as individuals. They are incompetent not merely morally, but

psychologically. ]S\ations are the constituent links of the extended
chain of social progress, and no such link could, Avith the eyes of
Argus, observe the chain of which it makes a part. The thing is

possible only to the intellect, and from an abstract and extraneous
position, which can alone uniuld the bearings and the gi-aduation of
the social march. This position yields tlic philosophy of history as

sketched above. It shows the march to have been constantly in the
line of centralization. The Greek opinion which has occasioned
this discussion is a proof of llict, as far, at least, as the degree of

community called the "city."' Nay, despite the prepossession
toward this combination as considered final, the actual movement
went a good deal furtiier in (ircek history. The federation of the

Amphictyons is noted as an instance. Eut founded merely, like all

primordial associations, on the religious principle, it could not push
the concentration to a civic fusion of the allied cities. This step

was also accomplished finally, but by the military power—the power
that always, to the exclusion of tiie sacerdotal, ruled in Greece; and
Hellas became a nation in the monarchy of the ^Macedonians.
- But what: exclaims some startled democrat, could monarchy
be a progress upon the glori.nis r^'public of Athens? Yes, there
can be, on the contmry. not the least scientific doubt of it! Oth-
erwise, wc may be certain that the higher union had not occurred.

Those who recognise estalJisiied facts to be the only gro^und of
science, admit their ort/^.v/y necessity and progress: science could
not be certain, that is. could not be science, where there was even a
possibility of accident. Moreover, the advance is very manifest to

observation, in spite of the absurdities of writers on the subject.

The vulgar doctrine of historians holds the Macedonian conquest to

be the cause of the extinction of Hellenic civilization. On the
contrary, it was, in our opinion, but the consequence and consum-
mation of the civilization. 'Jhcre was, in truth, no real extinction

in the case, but a transformation: no other destruction than that

resulting from diflusion. 'J'liis diilusion prepared the world for the

reception of Christianity, which even its opponents owned to have
promoted civilization. IJut the dilTusion could not have been eflect-

ed had the states of Greece mnintained their independence; for,

instead of foreign expeditions, tiieir power was wasted in mutual
massacre. Organic unity is os.-'ential to great external operations,
while severalty suits internal elaboration. Both are equally con-
stituent elements of progress, and prevail by turns. The turn of
centralization had now arrived in the Greek cities, after fifteen

centuries of civilizing agitation, and tliis accumulated culture must
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fin<l a medium of convergence for its energetic propagation into

wi«l(T i^ccncs. Such a medium was supplied accordingly, at the

nick of time, in its three-fold organ, corresponding with the three

great systems of the social body. The same century gave birth

to Sucnites, to Alexander, and to Aristotle: Socrates, the moral

<.r^;>n. to supplant the fact of force and birth, by the ahstrac-

tifiii of will or conscience in civil government, and to originate a

>r!iaol of doctrine for the exposition of this new principle ; Alex-

ander, the physical organ, to prepare this school a central city,

and to throv/ open with the sword (the only argument they could

appreciate) tlie fairest countries of the ancient East to the tongue

and teachings of Greek philosophy; Aristotle, the intellectual or-

ran, destined likewise to pursue the task, but in the opposite direc-

tion of the future and the West, and with the corresponding agencies

of dialectics and dawning science.

•1. The umnicipal organization of the Greek cities was various,

but the following classification was general : slaves or serfs of the

^oil. free subjects, and citizens. The slaves were either barbarians.

Ihnt is foreigners, or of Greek origin, the latter being prisoners of

war or paupers forced to sell themselves and families. The slave

riri.'^s. in proportion, was commonly large, making at Athens four-

fifths of the population, and including not only domestic servants.

but the working people generally, and even mechanics and traders.

This composition of the most republican by far of the Greek

republics should serve to rectify the schoolboy notions about

Greek democracy. In truth, the " demos," at the wildest moment
in which j^Vristophanes besmeared his picture, was a veritable con-

clave of aristocrats. And hence, no doubt, the brilliancy, in arts

and letters, of the xVthcnians ; from whom we, therefore, should not

argue to the modern notion of democracy. The serfs, who also, we
may observe, have been mistakenly imagined to be peculiar to more
modern ages, had been marked more deeply in the Greek republics.

They were found, however, chiefly in the agricultural communities, as

m Sparta the Helots, in Thcssaly the Penestce. in Crete the Perioeci.

In fact, the serf is, in legal language, an "immovable" slave, as

slavery is a "movable" serfdom. The second class, or free sub-

jects, were resident foreigners and freed bondsmen, and were in-

vested with civil and religious, but not with pohtical, rights. The
latter appertained alone to the third or ruling class, the citizens.

It would be easy to point out, between the terms of this social

scries, a strictly equable gradation, which the three stages express

but summarily, if the process did not need a length of explanation

quite inadmissible. Collaterally, too, there would be found a cor-

FouRTii Series, Vol. VII.—
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respondence bctv>-cen the classes in the aggregate and their real

prototypes of the caste system ; the order only—of power or prece-

dence—and the intensity are duly modiried. But "sve must hasten

to an observation of M. Sudrc upon Greek history, which yields

the promised opportunity of throwing some light upon the caste

formation.

Speaking (page 109) of the heroic and Homeric ages, he remarks

that labour and mechanical skill wore held in high consideration.

Vulcan was a god, and Homer sings with honour of the fabricator

of the armour of Ajax and the carpenter who built the (log?) man-

sion of Paris. The hero kings themselves excelled in some indus-

trial art, as Ulysses did in ship-building and ploughmg a furrow

exactly straight, and as Peter the Great and the Chinese emperors

did and do to our own times.

" But -when the heroic monarchies wore overthrown hy the oligarchies of the

noble?, a part of the freemen not nol)le emerged to wealth and asi)ired to power.

On tlie other hand, the larger portion. consi>ting of artisans and labourers, im-

dcrwcnt a correlative fall, and .<nnk. tlirougli u<ury, into servitude. Th'TCupou

industrial labour became a servile rxTupitiou. and deep disdain succeeded the

esteem of which It had been thoreiolijre the object. Tlius, while on the one

side there was a gradual extension of the number of citizens admitted to po-

litical privileges, on tlie other tiure was an oipiaUy progressive restriction of

that of persons enjoying the bemtlLs of bare liberty."

Now, this double operation of the economic evolution, thus de-

positing successive strata toward the two extremes of the social

scale, is that which likewise gave spontaneous origin and ordination

to the mystic castes. The diilci-once between the cases lies in the

matter, not in the manner. The mailer of the primitive man was

completely inert, so to speak, unorganized, degraded mentally through

his superstitions, as well as physically through his appetites; he there-

fore rested wherever deposited with cloddish order and local eter-

nity. But in the emigrant and thus emancipated founders of the

Greek states, the mind at least was fast escaping from the reign of

force and fear. Hence the o{)tion, the variation, the irregularity of

the "classes," which might be called conglomerate strata compara-

tively with the castes, although resulting from the same organic

operation. And hence, in line, the substitution of the moral prin-

ciple in government.

3. We are thus conveyed (lulte naturally to the author's third cri-

terion, the principle and forms of the Greek constitutions. But as

the general succession of tliese forms has been sketched already and

the particular details must be not unfamiliar to the reader, we will

hasten from the author's survey of the institufwns to that of sys-

tems, which will more properly comprise the principle of sovereignty.
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On account, however, of the universal interest of the subject, and

the su;:^cstivene3S of the analogy with our own governmental situa-

tion, wc must transcribe the author's sketch of the democracy of

Athens; yet a democracy of but one-fifth of the population:

—

" All the legislative, executive, and judicial functions are passed into the

Jatvl-; of the jteoplc, -vvho execute them either directly in the general assem-

J !v. (.r iiwlircctly bv committees of that bmly. Xo distinction of birth or for-

tune is n'cognised by the laws. The vote of the lowest labourer has the same

\aliif. in i\\^ecclesia as that of the most rich and noble of the patricians. All

tin- ilti/.cns are alike admissible to all the offices of the republic, on condition of

jTOvinjr capacitv and morality; and most of the places are, moreover, portioned

jiinon'_''"the candidates, thus tried, by lot They are all salaried, doVvn to the

simple attendants at the general assembly. The terms of tenure are all short,

never more than one vear, in some cases not exceeding a single dav "

—

iM7-2.

Besides the equality of vote, the election by lot, and the univer-

salization of salary, the author adds :

—

'• A ''harnctcristic feature of the constitution is the vast extension of the

.-.tirihutioni of the judicial ]-)0wer, which, indeed, is confounded largely with

t!ii- K'^'isLitlvc. Wli.it is no less remarkable is to observe this people, while it

«!<-!»".'at<*s the law-making to a special tribunal, retain itself the executive func-

','v>\\<, the direction of foreign politics, the arbitrament of {(Cace and war, of

fujan.-c and public works ; in a word, reserve to the general assembly the

jsirti'-ular cases, and to the particular assembly the general cases."—P. 172.

The absorption, by the judicial, of the legislative functions, is but

a rpinnant of the primitive character of all governments, which

must, as we have seen, begin by the administration of justice. In

the antitiiesis of M. Sudre about the general assembly, the inversion

is but apparent, the real order is entirely natural. In conduct as in

conception, the people, and indeed its betters, can reach the general

and the abstract only through the particular and the concrete.

Human nature has eyes and appetites for many ages before it has

an intellect. It thus appreciates a salaried office or desires an
(irlixc and immediate influence, long before it cares a button for the

sublime symbol called the law. And in this, as well as most the

other points, Ave sec how little it has altered from the Athenian to

the American democracy.

Instead of seeing, however, these necessities of nature in the

Athenians, M. Sudre sets to excusing them, in the common
"'^^y. hy im[iuting the excesses of the democracy to the oligarchy,

its selfishness, its cruelty, its lack of patriotism. The Athenian

oligarchy had, like all others, its faults, no doubt. Yet its selfish-

ness was but the common tenacity to what the laws declared its

own ; its cruelty arose from its insufficient and therefore desperate

means of holding its power ; its lack of patriotism, in inviting for-
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eigncrs to come to aid it, Avas but a mode of saving vhat it deemed
the country as well as its caste. Democracy has the same vices,

only (from the nature of its composition, Avhich is a final amalga-
mation of all internal antagonisms) tli'nr operation is overlooked,
because thus necessarily exterior. Are not democracies, in fact,

notorious for all these vices in their foroij^n policy—for selfish-

ness, for cruelt}^ for want of the hi-hor patriotism of devotion to
international and intellectual civilization? For example, when
this civilization is menaced seriously, at the present moment.
by a new incursion from the "northern hive," Avith a despot
robber to conduct the swarm, which, we ask, of all the ^^overn-

ments, has forebornc to sti^Tnatizc tlic outrage, and even cherishes
a secret sympathy or a selfish amity with the offender? AVhy.
our own most perfect of all possible democracies. For want of
colonies to realize the proverbial cruelty of republics, are not a
seventh of our i)opu]ation exposed, by law, to worse brutalities than
those denounced in monarchical countries, bj^- laws a'^ainst "crueltv
to animals?" And as to selfi.-ihness and its twin offspring of ''an-

nexation" and unscrupulousness. are we not deemed /aa/e princeps,
not excepting ISicholas himself?

Interiorly, the vices of democracy are dissembled also in another

manner. The people apjio:ir less selfi.^h, because they have less to

sacrifice : more patriotic. I>ecausc tlie country is their caste : in fine,

more clement because less considerate and more impulsive. Yet.

after admitting the extenuation of this double series of discraises, was
not the democracy of even Athens still more infamous than the

patricians for rapacit}'. for cruelty, for ingratitude and injustice, a?

•well as for outrage upon foreign countries and the destniction of
its own? Did it not wantonly provoke the fatal Peloponnesian
war, and the still more fo()li>li Sicilian expedition? Did it not rifle

the pubhc treasury and even ruin the financial system to make the

offices it seized and nniltii»Iied all salaried? "When this had failed

did it not confiscate the private jiropcTty of its fellow-citizens, and
oppress the independent cities which it had "annexed" under name
of allies with the most unscrupulous extortion and even plunder?
Who can forget its congenial deference to the unprincipled buffoon

Cleon, and its reckless disregard of the patriot eloquence of De-
mosthenes; its gitldy exiles and recalls of the clever profliiiate

Alcibiades? Who can forget the greedy fine and the deadly prison
of the conqueror at Marathon; the o.-tracism of Themistocles, of
Cimon, of Aristides ; the hemlock of Socrates and of Phocion ? Can
most of the?e crimes be even pretended to have been provoked bv
the aristocracy ?
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Thus, it %Toro easy to retaliate the imputation of M. Sudre, who

W\.9. as ustial. too much at Athens through the modern medium of

«K'iiu'stic politics, and being a fautor of the French bourgeoisie,

Jrfinds the "demos" whom he deems its analogue. But such

r?v;j-.!»tcal recriminations would be unjust on both sides, and

tt:o>t of the charges are susceptible of explanation or extenuation.

Nf!. Iiowcvor, by the mere statistical or pedagogical manipulations,

|-.r.> >»r c'Mi. employed by Mitford or by Grotc. The right excuse is

to be found, not in evading the facts, but in exposmg their mo-

tives and results. For instance, democracy is rapacious because

relatively needy; it is reckless and unprincipled because compara-

tively iLHiorant : it is cruel because its conscience is dispersed among

A p-cater multitude, and because its task is less defensive than aggi-es-

fJVC ; it is uiigrateful because suspicious of intellectual superiority,

and tlius suspicious from a timid instinct of its own incompetency.

These very natural infirmities provoked the faults of the oligarchy

•jiiito as really as the oligarchical excesses did the democratic. But
the joint result was, in Greece, the beneficial suppression of the

f ».^/ constitution by that of the state, ami the corresponding evo-

lution of the moral principle of sovereignty.

From this survey of the historical institutions of ancient Greece,

tlje nuthor passes to the speculative S3'stems.

The earliest theoretic essay upon government or pohtics of which

wc have any knowledge is of the date of the fifth century before

(."lirist. The constitutions of the primitive lawgivers were religious

mid moral, or, rather, they were mere maxims, such as the sayings

of the Seven iSages. Even codes of riper date and much more
i^ystcm and celebrity—as those of Draco, Zelcucus, Chorandus, ttc.

—advanced no further than merely civil and especially penal in-

elitutions. They said nothing of political organization. And this

analysis of history conforms strictly, we see, to theory.

Ag:un. the theory requires no less that speculation upon pohtics
1m- !ir.-t :ipplied, not to the principle, but to the foryn, of the consti-

tution. It is thus that in the art of medicine, which is the politics

of the •• body corporal," we see the culture of anatomy precede.
hy age.-?, that of physiology. In fact, the object of anatomy is

'juite accessible to sense, is consistent in all its parts, and ex-

tended obviously in space, and the question is to ascertain its

laws of state. The subject-matter of physiology is, on the con-
tr.iry. a pure abstraction, whose parts exist but in succession, and
"f ^^hieh the object is the laws of chauoe. The conception of the
latter, then, requires a vastly riper intellect; and the proportion is
fvcn augmented in the physiology of the social system. This is
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also why the form, the anatomy of government is the preeminent
consideration with the people at the present day; who do not know
that the sa77ie principle (as even our author observes, empirically)
may well assume, and docs, in fact, assume the various forms. But
what the people or the lowest intellectual class must do at present,
the highest must have been subject to originally. And aceordingly
the first political discussion found in Greek Htcrature—we mean
the famous and fictitious conference of the Persian satraps in Herod-
otus—concerns the preference between monarchy, aristocrac}-, and
democracy. We say fictitious, for all three of the forms" could
scarcely at that time have been known in Persia, and very certainly
not criticized with the mature sagacity of the Greek historian. Most
probably Herodotus took this agreeable mode of canvassing opinions
current among the learned of his countrymen.

Accordingly, toward the same period appeared Hippodamus, of
Miletus, who, says Aristotle, was the first speculative writer upon
government. His work is known, indeed, only through the envious
or carping criticism of the Stagiritc, and from a short abstract pre-
served most fortunately by Stobx'us. Prom this, it seems, that Hippo-
damus not only conceived in theory the different forms discussed by
Herodotus, but prescribed the famous modern mixtm-e of the three
as the best government. Put he went deeper than those outward
forms, and analyi^ed the social system with a profundity not attained
generally to this day. It is the advance of the anatomy of Morgairni
upon that of Galen.

" Society, thought IIipj>oilanui>. con/ists of three cs.scntial classes. The first
coni{)n<03 thu in«jn of luuul, \s\w havi; in charoe the aeneral iIltero:^t^; ^the
second, the men of muscb'. wIiosi> pait it is to defend the count^^: the third.
the men of InAno; -who siipiily :f<xiety -vvith its subsistence. Thev are called
the deliberative, the military, and the industrial orders. The deliberative is
the highest in dignity: the industrial the lowest. Each of these throe bodies
is subilivlded into Ihr-e. portions. Thus the deliboratI\e order is compo.-ed of
a preparatoiy commission, a senate, an executive authority. The VuUitarv
order consists of a body of othcors, a reL'ular arnn-, and the mass of the able-
bodied— in iiiudrrn languag.-. tl,.- .^tui]-. tlu: line, the reserve or miUtia. In fine.
t^ie labouring class is ]j..ruuned into a-rleulturlsts. artisans, and merchanLs.
fcmch are, s;iys Ilippo-kunus. the rssndu,/ dancnts of alt societies. The proble-n
of civil government is to devise a method ^vhereby these elements shall work
haruiouiously together.

"This consummation can be but tlie result of three fundamental inHuenr>cs.
namely, doctrines and creeds, manner^ and tanes, customs and laws. The first"

controls and corrects the pa.~sioiis ami directs thmi in the ways of virnie: tl.v
second, which, from its con:rtant actiun, is a .-ecoud nature, shapes tin- charac-
ter; the laws serve eitlier to deter from evil bv operating upon tVr.r or\n
stimulate to good by the lure of recompense. In" fine, these three -ivat sor-ial
forces have a triple object to corresj.on.l : the realization of the honourable.
the just, and the useful. Or in ca^es where the three acfiuisltions oould not
be all combined, the preference bhouIU be given in the order of the state-
ment."—Pp. 227, 2 23.
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M. Sulrc, in tliis analysis of the abstract of Stobaeus, goes on

to iU'tail various precepts of Hippodanuis on the latter head, -which,

»*hjl»- all admirable for the same sagacity, are less essential to the

iHiint in band. We will conclude, then, with concurring heartily

tntli M. ^^ud^c in the observation that "the enumeration, made by

tKo Milrsian philosopher, of the classes or essential functions of

rvrrv hninan association, is more just, more comprehensive, and

!:v.ri' complete than most of its successors ; and that Plato and Aris-

totli'. nmi even tiie modern political economists, (who work exclu-

pjvflv upon the third and lowest of the three. orders,) have never

(NjualkNl it." In fact, the Stagirite, who would be rightly consid-

ered likeliest to have surpassed it, has reprehended, among various

other things, the definition of Hippodamus, for including labourers

(as it had done, and perhaps even the slaves) in the body politic;

whereas he himself proscribed the labourers as well as slaves, and

even the artisans. The difference is, that xVristotle includes the

;T<>vernment alone, gives the anatomy but of the head and of the

anil* ; while Hippodamus comprises also the essential system of

nutriliun. Tiiere is. moreover, a degree of truth in the distinction

of M. Sudre, that Hippodamus divides society into different classes

o{ funrtinns, rather than classes ol persons, as does Aristotle. But

tlt<^ division was in reality not of the functions but by them. The

tunctiMiis were employed in this case but as a general expression or

the exponent of the social organography. Indeed, they could not

have been conceived objectively and as a basis of analysis until the

principles of governmental physiology were developed; but even

the existence of such principles had not been broached until some

time after in the discussion which has given Socrates a duly special

immortality. But before passing to this great era, we must show

more of Hippodamus, who, although so worthily its real forerunner,

in nlmost unknoAvn in political history. " The constitution of »

state." snys this fine observer, "will be truly solid if it be mixed,

tiiat U, c.--mposed of the choicest governmental .forms. 1 must be

understood to speak only of the forms that are natural, and not of

form'^ that arc contrary to nature. For instance, tyranny and

oligarchy are incompatible with a free state. The ingredients to

bo introduced then, are, first royalty, then aristocracy. Royalty
is a sort of imitation of the divine order, and can on this account

be kept with difficulty pure in mortal hands without degenerating

into luxury and insolence. It should therefore be admitted only in

limits useful to the public weal. Still more requisite in the state

>* the aristocratic principle, for it procures not one but many
chiefs inspired with lofty emulation, who yield a range of choico
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and cban;5e in tlie depositories of the government. Democracy is

also of absolute necessity. In fact, each member of the society

should share its honours and its advanta^^es. But too much
influence must not be accorded to the vulgar, because they are pre-

sumptuous, inconsiderate, and ignorant."

"Who does not fancy, cries M. vSudrc, after citing this passage in
his author's terms, that he has been reading an actual portrait of
the British constitution." llippodcmius then is the originator, and
not Cicero or Tacitus, of the conception of a mixed or balanced
constitution. But he erred—and indeed the error remains universal

to our own day—in supposing that such a mixture must be arti-

ficial and exceptional. All three forms are integral elements of
every possible constitution, as llippodamus should have concluded
from his own analysis above exhibited. But he was really not
aware, any more than still is ^M. Sudre, of the fundamental reason
of his trinary divisions, nor that they rested on the same triplicity

of every human organism, as well collective as individual, from
which also emanate the three governments. In fact, it is not the
exclusive presence but the relative predominance of one or other of
these conjunct forms that gives a government its designation. Thus,
our own, in which the democratic element floats fully uppermost, is

called, according to tlie general u?age, a democracy ; while yet the
President wields a far larger share of royal power than Queen Vic-
toria. The same unconsciousness of his own principles it was that
also led llippodamus to consider tyranny and oligarchy as "unnat-
ural." They are forms quite as nalural and even as necessary as
the others; they are only noxious as dci^cuerafions from the main
proportionals of the progression, which, from the human point of
view, are deemed exclusively legitimate. Like ochlocracy or pure
democracy, they are as normal as old age, which from the point of
view of nature is a prereijuisite of renovation. In fine, this over-
sight of principles so much in keeping with the remote epoch, would
seem to show that the unrivalled outline, above transcribed, of the
social system must have been due in part to an artistical divination
of organic symmetry, as the j.oet Cloethe was the first to seize the
botanical theory of development.

Accordingly, llippodamus wa.s by profession an architect, and
was the builder of tlic Biraius and of the city of Khodes. He was
the first, too, to propose the i>lan of laying off cities in recrular
streets, instead of having the hou-es huddled without any order as
they had been hitherto. This should, surely, to a philosopher of less
sagacity than Aristotle, have aff.trded presumption of a capacity for
also recognising social order. He who loves order in one direction
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piioucs it usually in all. Yet Aristotle, on the contrary, makes

f.jK'crin;^ nioaiion of the profession, as if unfitting Hippoclamus to

write on ^^overnmcnt. The probable envy at his success, which

sooius inferable from such a criticism, is still more shabbily sug-

•j.-<ttMl by certain strictures on his foppish dress. In the first place,

Aristfulc was himself quite finical in this respect, though, perhaps,

chn-tiv t<'» supply a particular penury of nature. But, in principle,

t!i^ trait in (|uestion was not inconsonant with both philosophers.

It i.s tlic charlatans who atl'ect slovenliness as a symptom of deep

thought, and whom, on visiting their study, you wdll find immersed in

a chao.s of books. They know that the vulgar, whom alone they look

to. take eccentricity for greatness, and admire exterior self-denial,

of wiiieh they feel themselves incapable. This, in fact, is the phi-

losophy of the monastic filth of all religions. And whenever it is

not aflected, it betokens mental imbecility. Disorder of ideas is

akin to disorder of exterior. V/hereas a clearly comprehensive and

TMOt}io«lical inti.-lligence must needs be simplex viunditiis as well

in bodily as mental apparel. No more conclusive (except, again, to

t\\\\w the contrary of Aristotle's intention) is another stricture of his

oil llippodamus, as "affecting to know all things;" the inference

Ktigircsted being, of course, the vulgar one that he knew nothing.

Such an argument comes ill from Aristotle, who himself wrote books

upon almost all thin^^s—except precisely what he kncAV profession-

ally—and, morever, the abstract truth is, that he wrote so well,

like llippodamus, for the very reason of this generality of his

ac<iuirements. For to write thoughtfully on anything, we must
know something of all things. Your hnmmes specials are only

go<>d for making school-books: for here the Helicon of inspira-

tion is not reilcction but authority, and the object is to inculcate, not

to explain. That Aristotle did not recognise these things betrays,

at least in this particular, the dispos-ition toward his predecessors

vhioh is imputed to him by Lord Bacon, of being unwilling, "like

the Tink."' to bear a brother near the throne.

The lineal successor of llippodamus in the march of govern-

mental speculation, is, as has been said already. Socrates and his

H-liool. As to the views of the sago himself, they can be known
only indirectly, through cither the Dialogues of Plato or the ]Memora-
bdia of Xcuoplion. On the subject of the sovereignty, M. Sudrc
'K-8cribes him, justly, as sometimes making it the heritage of capacity

"f genius, and concluding for the despotism of an individual : some-
'UMfs, also, as recognising in the general will the rightful source
"t all authority and law; and anon aflirming the existence of laws
superior to the will of man and of a justice whereof the origin is
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neither in number nor in genius. (P. 249.) And be remarks tbat

these hesitations ought not to surprise us. " They are," says be,

"explained by the immense difficuhy of the problem, which has in

all times been one of the sboals of the human mind."'

No, they arc not at all cxplainnl, though they may be excused
by such a reason. The cxplanatiDU is a good deal deeper than even
Socrates's observation of the }ii?torical fluctuations of government.
It was suggested in our indication of the three successive grounds
of society and of the position assigned to Socrates as destined

organ of the second principle. This middle position implies already

a double tendency to variation, and, more especially, a hesitation in

him -who took it for the iirst time. Eut the conformity of our theory

to the liistoric traits of iSocratcs Avill be more striking if we remem-
ber the special nature of the position. We have described it, in

fact, already, as the transition of the source of sovereignty from the

divine basis of power or force to the human basis of right or will.

iS'ow the innovator in the source or principle "would attend little to

the ]ioint oi form ; which shows why Socrates was so indiflbrent

about the form of the. government as to prefer a despotism, which
imports the absence of any at all. Then, again, the gifted genius
who was. according to Socrates, to exercise this despotism, is a
mysterious j/h-zzo trrminr between divinity and man. and thus cor-

relative to the transition of tiie principle. The new principle of
will itself explains diri'cdy the second sentiment above recorded of
the Attic sago, as placing sovereignty in the "general will." And
the third doctrine, -which again transfers it to some still ulterior but
unknown source, is sriil more broadly characteristic of the situation.

Socmtes. in fact, in breaking from the ancient principle of gov-
ernment, provoked tlie sophists, wh.o have become infamotis only for

being champions of that odious doctrine. But he Avas forced to

take, in b:jttfring the principle of force, a principle no less untena-
ble itself at bottom—the principle Avhich, in its consequences, is in

turn bccme as odious in the metaphysicians and the Jesuits, those
kindred sophists of the moral epoch. Socrates was then, in princi-

ple, no less a sophist than his malignant adversaries, as was war-
rantably charged accordingly by his accusers. And if this funda-
mental fallacy could iiavc escaped his own sagacltv. his acute

combatants Avcrc fully comj)et»'nt to make him sensible of the weak
side. From one or both of these sources, he was certainly aware
of it. And this, moreover, (with the explanatory versatility of the
true theoiy.) accounts precisely for two additional jieculiarities of
Socrates. One of these -was the famous axiom, that certain knowl-
edge is impossible : whicii is the dictate of chagrined despair in a,
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luiiui that, severed from the general auchoi-age, is forced to recog-

nise, in turn, the instability of its now doctrine. The other vas

the di;iU'ctical ])rocedure of Socrates, Avhicli was so peculiar to

him us to still retain his name. Consisting, it is known, in never

avowing his principle or affirming anything, and but reducing to

absurdity the positions of his opponents, it was just the system for

vk \iv\\\ too honest to aver a principle he felt unsound, and too intel-

li.;«Mit not to perceive his destitution in this particular. It may
bo abided that the negative reasoning, which was the consequence

of such conviction, is a third characteristic of the moral epoch pro-

claimed by Socrates, the epoch of free volition, of destruction, of

metaphysics. But with his knowledge of this inanity of the moral

principle, the ' general will,'" both as a test of truth in general, and

ns a source of political sovereignty, combined with also the deep per-

suasion that such test and sanction must have existence : it was but

natural for Socrates to have recourse to the third conjecture,

of roft-rring vaguely to "laAvs superior to the will of man" and

tiic ligiit of genius, as in f^ct recorded in the above abstract of

his vacillations. This negative glimmer of the final principle of

social sovereignty, which is reason, {Xoyot;,) is, in fine, moreover,

the "unknown God," so often hinted by the same philosopher.

Ages after, St. John makes this kuynr the appellative of the divin-

ity, as the original archetype as well as architect of all things.

Here, then, is a fundamental explanation of the variations and
definition of the innovations of Socrates. And the same prin- i

ciplfs would guide us equally through the derivative peculiarities
|

which M. Sudre leaves as unaccounted for in the disciples of the
|

sage. We need consequently ofier but a few remarks upon his able
|

survey of the three principal disciples, (though the last be such but s

indirectly,) namely, Xenophon, Plato, and Aristotle.
jA first reflection is the strict coincidence between tlie tenets of 1

these three writers and the foregoing phases of the doctrine of the s

inaster. Xenophon is the representative of the " sovereignty of go- !

nius." It is the tlieme of his Utopian Cyropredia. Beyond this.
j

he was, in politics, but a mere statesman, not a philosopher, with
|

expediency for his sole principle and with success for his sufficient 1

sanction. In this he also echoes the scepticism of the master, and j

in prescribing it in practice, was a gentle prototype of Machi-
|

avel. Superior in point of intellect as well as posterior in point of
j

tinir, tlie famous founder of the Academy espoused, cimftn-mably to 1

both advantages, the middle stage of the Socratic evolution, the

ir.oral principle ; and hence we find him the continuator of the nor-

nial mission of the master. While Aristotle, advancini:' hidier in
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the double order of time and intellect, evolves, accordingly, the final

views, or rather aspirations, of Socrates toward a criterion of truth

and sovereignty independent of Avill and genius, and lying exclu-

sively in the recognition of the natural laws of the social system.

So nicely congruous are the counter tissues of philosophy and his-

tory, Avhcre even thinkers can still discern but simple accident and

chaos

!

In the next place, we arc to note the points of progress, in social

science, of the two latter of these philosophers, beyond the position

of Socrates.

Plato is, throughout his writings, \\\ reality, what he professed to

be, the mere expositor of the ideas of his master. He is presented,

by all his Dialogues, in the personngc of Socrates, as maintaining

the theme of justice against the rival principle of force or fraud.

And what is curious, although quite natural, he states the arguments

of his antagonists Avith more al)ility and even eloiiuence than those

that favour his own side. The explanation of this strange proce-

dure is now sup])lied in the foregoing pages: the side of Plato as

of Socrates was the daicning principle of will or conscience, for

which the arguments were unexplored, and of which the advantages

were undeveloped: whereas the interests derivable from fraud and

force were long thmiliai', an<l all the sophisms that could enforce

them had become eloquent common-places in the schools. In the one

case Plato had but to borrow ; in the other he must discover. M.
Sudre, who sees nothing of this however, rates him roughly for the

maladroitness :

—

" lie tiliould have laid down with aullioillv the groat mctapliysical principle

of moral oijligation, rstalp|i-ii''<l that tlic idrji of ricjht and duty is resolvable

into no other, e.xplained and jiistilicd it by tln' mere fact of its existence in

the hmuan eonsi.'ii'nce, ••\inrrd that if controls iva.-on itsdt", Kc. Instead of
following a course thii> truly phili.xiiihic and becoming the i^nbjeet, the oracle

of the Academy launches u'tfint.. subtle di>tinctions, kc:'—P. 280.

Alas: for the -truly ])liil<is<.pbic"' recipe of our author, of Avhose

philosophy and criticism this one passage would show the compe-

tency. In the first place, he jnits Plato completely upon his

own position in relation to the idea of conscience or of right;

and this naive sentiment betrays a curious, but, in truth, the com-

mon preparation for the comprehension of the deeds and doctrines

of a remote epoch. ^Vh^reas. in fact, as we have seen, the age and
even the intellect of Plato bad but a dawning and ilisputed glimmer
of those abstract notions : ami this precisely is why he failed to go

directly to the subject, and w:ts led to "launch ofl' into subtle dis-

tinctions,'' as people always do when out at sea. But, again, besides

1
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t!jiS frro?s over?i^ht of all historical psychology, let us consider what

il would avail if Tlato could have done as thus prescribed him. and

jf ho had laid down, in fact, that '^ great metaphysical principle"

which is it^ own sufficient evidence and "controls reason itself."'

\V(.uld not oven the most thick-headed of the sophists have re-

^iKJiulcd :
" Very well

;
you hold that conscience is the only source

of ;d! aiilhoritv and justice, a source, moreover, self-demonstrative

.n!id incontestable by argument. How, then, can you pretend to

(jiirstion the established right of the bloodiest tyrant who merely

deigns to plead liis conscience in reply ? You will not venture upon

tla* subterfuge of saying such conscience does not exist; for it is

the essence of the notion, as you yourself, indeed, declare to be

c<»gnoscible only by its professed o\\-ner. Will you call it, then.

a fahf conscience 'i But the mere assertion, not to say the proof,

that anything is false or true implies appeal to the test of reason,

which you have repudiated in this subject. So that you see your new

criterion, taken just as you present it, is the very sanction for all

dc.-potical and oligarchical oppressions; instead of being, as you

iiuagiiied. -with your habitual fantastic easiness, the heaven-sent

subverter of them all
!"

And, in truth, not all the logic of the Socratic school together

could fmd escape, we dare affirm, from this overwhelming retort.

JNor is it merely in point of argument that the conclusion would be

irreproachable; it is abundantly confirmed by experience. To men-

tion here but a single instance : Was it not conscience—sincere con-

bcience—that authorized as Avell as erected the "devilish enginery"

of the Inquisition—of that institution whose atrocious tortures are

become the symbol, as they were the epitome, of all the tyrannies

:uvl all the iniquities of history ? The only outlet, then, from this

predicament, which M. Sudre would prescribe to Plato, is through

rejection of the vicious premises, the common notion of the use of

conscience, as applied to political action. Conscience, in its poli-

tical use. is U'^'. the principle of justice, but of revolt. If it Averc

the princijile o^ justice, it must be equally accessible to the ap-

peal of both the parties, the oppressors and the oppressed. But
the consequence of this would be, as has been shown in the

case of conscience, to make justice also self-contradictory—which

will be seen, no doubt, to be absurd. That conscience is but a prin-

cifjle or an expedient of revolt is proved directly by the constant

part which it has played in history. It was by conscience, in the

rudimental shape of "genius," "moral sentiment," »\:c., that the

Socratic school assailed and sapped the tyrannies of physical force.

It was by conscience, under the maturer designation of "private
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judgment," that the Picformation overthrew the tyrannies of spiritual

force. It is by conscience, in the disguise of the " inherent rights

of man," that democracy is getting rid of the political force of the

feudal system. Conscience then, through all these subtleties of

transformation, is a mere instrument, and even an instrument per-

missible only to the side of insurrection. But as this continues still

to be the side of the great majority—-whose mental calibre can

scarce, moreover, extend, in anything, to both sides—the negative

rallying word of conscience is supposed to be a positive and general

principle. It has, however, by those.very projierties, been the great

agent of the revolution that is superseding the reign of force .in

preparation for the reign of reason—which alone will have the divine

prerogative of being impartial and universal.

Eut the point wo were to note of Plato is one in which he makes
a clear advance beyond the elements inherited from Socrates and

Jiippodamus. This fresh accession to social science is called his

Theory of Revolutions. iS'ot that, as promulgated by the author, it

is of scientific accuracy, but that it was the first conception of a

ihjnamic lavr of society. In Plato's notion, the revolution of socie-

ties describes a circle, passing regularly through the following forms

of government : patriarchy, monarchy, aristocracy, timocracy, plou-

tocracy, oligarchy, and democracy, which begets tyranny; then the

cycle is complete, and the state must perish or be regenerated.

Plato farther explains the movement by some mathematical consid-

erations, which are, however, unintelligible to the commentators.

At the same time, seeing that Aristotle must have understood them
perfectly—since he admits, while criticising the assigned 07-dcr of

his master's series, that thoro may indeed be truth in his expla-

nation—in view of this the latest translators. Cousin and Schleier-

macher, justly refrain from pronouncing; upon either the theory or

the expression, and suggest that our difliculty may be ignorance of

the Greek meaning of the technical terms. We shall imitate their

abstinence as to the principle of the movement. Its circv.lanttj

has been refuted by the theory above submitted, which shows that

on a diversity of principles the cycles arc progressive. But Plato's

greatest error Avas the oversight of all progress ; for he considered,

on the contrary, the entire movement a dc^x^neration. This utter

inversion of the truth (which w;!-", however, an exact deduction from

the ancient or a priori point of view) supplied occasion, in its cor-

rection, for the next advance in social science, which was the match-

less contribution of Aristotle.

The philosophy of Aristotle, as well general as social, presents, in

fact, a complete contrast to Plato's by proceeding ii posteriori. This
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is its distinction and its glory. But this, it may be said, was an im-

pp.'VLUU'nl: in mere method. Yes, and so arc all improvements that

!;:ivc advanced largely the human mind, from the time of Socrates

down. The principles to be discovered are in reality few and

>imj)K"; it is the metJiods of detecting and applying them that

aro prohfic. Hence, accordingly, that singular prufundity of Aris-

t-il.'. which filled his writings with views and processes not even yet

r«achod by the march of science. We have only space to mention

nue (ir tv.o on tlie theme before us. Thus, in commencing his com-

parative analysis with a division of governments into three kinds,

lie add.>, '-The thing is not conformable to rigorous realit}-, for the

number of combinations is infinite." But he did not see that it was

precisely this infinitude of the series that rendered normal the trial

divi:<ion which, like Plippodamus, he divined empirically. Again,

in criticising Plato on the Theory of Revolutions, he observes the

fimdamental cause of all political revolutions to be excess of inc-

(lualilij or (f equality. What profundity and justness ! But how

did ho not remark, tlieu, that the cause of all stability must, even

by the rule of contraries, which he employs on this very occasion,

be a regular gradation of social rank between the two extremes".'

He did, however, recognise, although confusedly, the fact itself, in

rcconnnending as the best of governments an aristocracy of merit.

Wliat he saw not was. that the preeminence and the stability of this

medium form proceeds ulteriorly from the hierarchical organization

<.r entire nature. It was the lav,-s of this procession, no doubt, that

Plato sought to formulize, in their reaction of revolutions, mathc-

matiealjy. T'hus the theory of Aristotle was less fundamental than

that of Plato : but, by compensation, it was more specific, as being

more proximate. And this, in fact, is the direction of the march
of scientific progress, which Aristotle pushes further in this explica-

tion of his own a.xioras. " In every state the citizens are all ecpial

in certain aspects, unequal in other points of view. Demagogy
[by wjiich the ancients understood what moderns call democracy]

trprings almost always from the pretension to render absolute and

univer.-Jal an ei[uality which exists really but in some respects ; oli-

pirehy, from the pretension to render absolute and universal an ine-

quidity that exists really but in certain points." The due develop-

ment of this remark would yield a precious treatise on practical

politics. But the intention of the foregoing pages has been accom-

plished in having deduced it. through the filiation of progressive

systems, as the utmost landmark left by Greek intellect.

The Roman governments are next surveyed by M. Sudre, with
the game ability—that is to say, considered from the ordinary point
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of view. But this scholastic view may also, in Koman history, be

now corrected—at least to all Avho have read as carefully—in a sin-

gle line. The destination of the lloniau people was to propagate 171

practice the moral principle evolved by iSocrates and authorized by
Christianity. The result was tiic sole creation of that merely imita-

tive nation—the immortal system of the llomau jurisprudence.

Art. IV.—the ROMAN CATHOLIC PRESS.

That the power of Romanism has grown since the beginning of the

present century is an hulubitable fact. The history of the Papacy
has for centuries been an alternation of periods of advance and re-

treat; we are nov/ in the midst of one of its forward movements, to

be followed, as usual, by a still greater step backward. Amid all

vicis.?itudcs. however, the aims of liOJiie remain the same; and,

imder whatsoever guise pro>onted, they are always inconsistent,

fundamentally, with general liberty, wiiether religious or political.

The Roman Church has achieved her conquests, in every age, by
using means adapted to the time ; nay, even by turning the weapons

of her enemies against theuKSclves. So, at the present time, in

countries where the jtress is the great power, both moral and politi-

cal, Rome finds herself compelled, in spite of the essential antag-

onism between her system auil the spread of general knowledge, in

spite of her own repeated anathemas against books, newspapers,

and printing in general, for the people, to make use of that very

press to further her own end.'?. She handles the uncongenial weapon
awkwardly enough, it is true: but that she handles it at all is one of

the most pregnant characteristics of the age. It is our intention in

this paper to give a brief survey of the principal periodical journals

now published in this country in the interest of Rome. But before

we proceed to details, a few remarks upon the status of journalists

in the Roman Catliolic Ciuireh itself will not be out of place.

The first point to be notict-d is, that journalism has no proper

place in the organization of the Papal Chmx'h; it is an excrescence

upon the system, not its natural outgrowth. By the continuous

efibrts of the popes throughout the middle ages, and by the final

adjustment of the Roman sy.^tem made at the Council of Trent, all

ecclesiastical power was secm-ed to tlie priests, more especially to

the bishops, and preeminently to the pope. According to the Tri-

dentine theory, Christendom o\ves allegiance to an infallible episco-
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j».itc. whose he:i(l is the Bishop of Rome. Islone but the clergy

r,-ore to be allowed to rule, to instruct, to educate the people. Jour-

r.r.ii:?!!! w.'.i at tlint time unknown, or doubtless its functions would

liavo been rccop;niscd in some way. As the case stands, the luckless

Kftii.-ui Cr.thoHc editor, if a layman, is nowhere in the ranks of

(.'hurch functionaries, and can be nothing but the tool of his bishop

i>r hi.^ pope. Tiic Papal journalists of the present age—an age of

jt'.'.f'.i.tu and obedience—acknoAvledge this position, and profess to

be ."-at is (led wich it, proclaiming openly rhat they speak only as they

nro :ui'thorized to speak by the bishop or the pope.

Those statements Avill sufiSce to clear up a few strange phenomena.

In whully Papal countries {e.g.. Italy, Spain, Portugal) religious

journals are almost unkno-^ii. They begin to appear only in pe-

riods of revolution, or of general enlightenment, when the Church
lias to struggle against enemies who know how to conduct journals.

Kvcn where the necessities of the times call forth such journals.

tlicir indiscriminate circulation is not encouraged by the priests:

tlie more piuus and exemplary ecclesiastics prefer that their flocks

should read no papers at all, not even the ablest Catholic ones. In

llonian Catholic countries you may often hear those priests who are

most noted for their devotion to the Papal See dilating upon the

; p'-riloiis tendencies of journalism. They fear (and with rea-

f s^>M) that such an irresponsible power, even though employed for

f
the advancement of the hierarchy, may wax too great and be turned

|,
against the Church. In convents, where, according to Roman ac-

[
Counts, the Church appears in her richest bloom, journals are rarely

I
>een

; the monk who reads them constantly is in danger of making

I
''"'" I'it-ty or his orthodoxy suspiciotis.

|.
\S e can now understand, also, the otherwise inexplicable fact that

I
hardly an in«;tance is knov.^n in v>hich a man, whose whole training

^
and education have been Roman Catholic, has achieved distinction

; M a journali;jt. The youthful Romanist, whoso views arc limited
•.litirtly by the narrow boundaries of the system in which he has
been reared, rarely seeks the editor s chair : or, if he does, however
able and vigorous his intellect may be, he finds himself utterly inca-

f-able of coping with men whose weapons are strange to him. If he

enurges from his cave, the new light dazzles him: if he seeks to

''"Stain the cause of Rome by new ideas, or in a nev/ path, he im-
h-ril.-- his own position as a Catholic, and must either retreat or fall,

binicnnais was the most gifred writer that had sprung from the
'^"om of Romanism for a century: in his earlier career he was de-
v-.U-d to Rome, and was even styled the "father of the Church of
t.K' nimteenth century;" nay, his apologetic works pr.octtred him

loL-RTII SerIE.':, Yol. VIL—5
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the offer of a cardinal's hat. But he continued to vrrite; his ge-

nius developed itself freely—and Rome lost him. We by no means
deny that many of the Romanist journals are ably edited ; the fact

is notoriously otherwise. But wherever you find force, freshness,

vigour, in such a journal, you may almost take it for granted that its

editor became a Catholic in middle life. Plis sinews acquired their

force in another atmosphere. The following statements suffi-

ciently show this. Perhaps the most powerful Papal journal that

has yet appeared—certainly the most scientific—is the '' His-

torisck-politischc Blatter," of ^lunich. It was estabhshed by
Professor Phillips, a Lutheran, who held the chair of law in the

University of Berlin, and afterward passed over to Rome. He is

now Professor of Law at the L'nivcrsity of Vienna. One of the

chief contributors to this journal in its palmiest days was Yarke, au

intimate friend of Phillips, and, like him, formerly a Lutheran. The
ablest political pen now at the command of Rome in all Germany
is that of von Floroncourt, formerly an orthodox Lutheran and now

|
in the service of the Emperor of ^Vustria. The ablest of the French I

Catholic papers—ihe one which wields the widest influence in Europe I

and stands highest in favour with the pope—is the Univers ; its I

editor, Veuillot, was originally an atheist. The editor of the I

Tablet—the chief jioiitical and ecclesiastical organ of the Catholics
|

of Great Britain—is Mi*. Lucas, (now M. P.,) a renegade from the |

Society of Friends. The leading Piomanist journals of this country, |

both as to talent and to the frankness with which they avovr the
|

broadest ultramontane doctrines, are, unquestionably, Broirnson's

Review, the Freeman s Journal, and the Shepherd of ihe Valley;'^

but the chief editors of them all were originally Protestants. The
editor of the Catholic Herald was, if we mistake not, born a Meth-
odist; and M'Gee, editor of the Celt, Avas, in his radical days, as

hostile to ultramontane Romanism as he is now zealous for it.

Let us now turn our attention more in detail to the Catholic press

in the United States. Brownson sa3-s in his Review (for April,

1853) that the pope is nowhere so truly pope, and finds nowhere,

so far as Catholics are concerned, so little resistance in the full

exercise of his authority, as visible head of the Church, as in the

United States. The remark is well grounded. Li no country of

Europe can the Roman Church develop itself with entire freedom:

here she may be as ultramontane as she pleases without let or hin-

drance from king or kaiser. 2s o t piscopacy can be as thoroughly

Papal as an American episcopacy. Few European editors would
dare to write as Brownson and the editor of the " Shepherd of the

' " Now discontinued.
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Vnllcv" liavo done for tlie last few years. Most of the Romanist

ikii»«r'4 in t!ie country have avowedly put themselves under the con-

trol ^»f tlioir fovcrdl bishops; the collaborators of the most important

of thorn arc chiefly priests. Even the bishops find it necessary to

0!;'.<T^*' »>cca.^ion:illy from the sacred gloom in which they generally

•Inrll, and to appear, like common mortals, as newspaper -wiiters.

I'lif rtunately the prelates here, as in Europe, are not often eminent

r.T .>-c!i 'liirsliip: there are only two in the land fHughes and O'Con-

nor) who can dare, without the risk of disgracing the Mother Church,

t.« tntt-r the lists against their more able and learned but heretical

hrctiircu. The bishops, nevertheless., rule the editors. An occa-

sional apparent disagreement between them need deceive no one;

let tiie bishops but give the word, and all the editors are found fight-

ing together. Thus, even in what to the uninitiated appear to be

purely political questions, the Papal press utters but one voice : of

Kurofkcau revolutions, whether in Italy or in Prussia ; of revolution-

ary !».^i.'.ers, whether Kossuth, Mazzini, Meagher, or Louis Napo-

l.i«n; of slavery, Cuba, and the Maine Law, they all think, or at

Icxst speak, alike. So it has been, and so it will be, with regard to

nil «juo.stions which the bishops may choose to consider as involnug

the interests of the Papacy. The priests and the editors who, in

the Aniorican republic, could overlook the perjuries of Louis ZSapo-

Icon and sanction his brutal coup d^i-tat, simply because they hoped

much froTu his success for the cause of ultramontanism in France,

wuuld contemplate with equal complacency a similar usurpation in

Ainorioa, were it ])Ossible, in view of the same end. True, we have

hoard, and may still hear, praises of republican institutions from

lUtnianist bishops and editors; but, unless all history is false, we
niu^t always suppose, along with these uttered laudations, a sup-

pressed sali-d ecclcsiti. Nay, these very men avow that they aim in

thirt irountry, as elsewhere, at the absolute dominion of Rome. This

love is for them the measure of every other. - -

< )KK.>r£S A. BiiowxsoN is universally considered a high authority

among I'apists. The whole American episcopate endorses his Re-

view ; it is reprinted in England ; and he himself has recently been

elected to an Irish Professorship. The ultramontane party in

Europe believe him to be, especially in scientific capacity, the first

reprosontative of American Romanism ; and the Catiiolic press in

Anu-rica generally accepts his dicta as the words of a master. Even
th'.'se to whom his bold and rugged utterances appear perilous in the

<?xtreme. take great care to speak of them most tenderly, if they

'l<ak of them at all. In a word, no thorough Roman Catholic

ciui do otherwise than acknowledge that Brownson's pages are, in
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the main, the truest organ of priests, bishops, and pope, that has

ever been known in America. Very difierently is he regarded by

the so-called "Liberal"' Catholics, a party by no means despicable

in point of numbers, but utterly destitute of ecclesiastical influ-

ence. They write bitterly against Brov.nson and the -vrhole ultra-

montane system: and their arguments are valid enough, but nut

from the Roman Catliolic standpoint. ^Nothing caii be more ab-

surd than the endeavours of some writers of this class to free their

Church from responsibility for Brownson's unrepublican and fonati-

cal sentiments, and to stigmatize as a bad Catholic the very editor

who stands highest in the favour of priests, bishops, and pope.

lu these days, and in this country, any man of Brownson's tal-

ents and culture, who turns ultramontane Jlomanist, may be sure of

soon taking a high place in a Church that can boast few members
combining thorough scholarship with Papal convictions. In the com-

munions to which Bro\Mison formerly belonged, (we know not how
many he has passed through,) he had many equals, both in intellect

and cultivation; but in the lioman Catholic Chm'ch of America he

is without a peer. He has carried into that communion an amount
and kind of knowledge seldom found there; never of native gi'owth.

In dialectical skill ho has no superior in that Church, and very few

out of it. Though he takes the strongest and most unpopular

ground as the very foundation of his ecclesiastical and political

theory, he makes a much more plausible case for the Church than

any other writer of the time ; and he is wonderfully skilful in put-

ting a new face on old arguuients. Keen to detect an open place in

the armour of liis foes, he has the great advantage, besides, of hav-
ing learned that armour it.=;elf both in its strength and weakness.
from personal use. Having passed through so many phases of re-

ligious belief and non-belief himself, it is one of his strongest points

to contrast the dissensions and confusion of the world of free

thought with the seemingly magnificent and durable unity of Ro-
manism

;
and he inakf:s that point often and ably enough. Like all

renegades, he is intolerant and overbearing to a high decree: but
his arrogance, it must be acknowledged, is well backed up by'strength.

Not only in point of talent, but also of the boldness Avith which he
maintains the strictest ultramontane doctrines, is Brownson at the
head of the Papal writers of the age. No writer of the present
century has painted the world without the pale of Rome in darker
colours than he has done in many a graphic picture. The suppres-
sion of religious liberty in Roman Catholic countries is all ri"-ht in

his eyes; nay, there should be no such liberty anywhere if the
Church could prevent it. He believes in " the direct temporal au-
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thority of the pope, as vicar of Jesus Christ on earth ;" and that

the head of the Church has "temporal jurisdiction over sovereigns,

at least, indirect, by divine right." He holds, in substance, that for

Roman Catholic po^Tcrs to kill heretics, as such, is not persecution,

but puuishmcnt. He can " better endure open, avowed Protestant-

ism itself, than stingy, narrow-minded, and frozen-hearted Galli-

canism, always studying to split the difference between Peter and

C;esjir, God and the devil." He hates and reviles those trimming

Jlouianist writers who would detract from the Papal authority, even

in seeming, and from prudential considerations.

" There i?, in our judgmout, but one valid defence of tlie popes, in their

('xcvci>e of temj)oral authority in the mid<lle ages over sovereign:?, and that is,

tliat they possess it by divine right, or that the pope holds that authority by
virtue of his comruii.sion from Jec^us Christ, as the successor of Peter, the prinoe

of the afjostles, and visible head of tlic Church. Any defence of them on a

lower ground must, in our judgment, tail to meet the real points in the case,

and is rather nn evasion than a fair, honest, direct, and satisfactory reply. To
d.'fend thtir fiower as an extraordinary power, or as an accident in Churcii

lii-tr>ry, grnwiiig our of the peculiar circumstances, civil constitution, and lav/s

• •t'tlie liuius, now passed away, perhaps forever, may be regarded as less llktly

to d!<;.h-a.<e non-Catholics and to oifend the sensibilities of power, than to do-

f.-nd it on tlie ground of divine right, and as inherent in the divine constitution

nf the Chun-li: but even on the low ground of policy, we do not think it the

>viM->t. in the hjug run. Say what we will, we can gain little credit with those

we v.ould conciliate. Always, to their minds, will the temporal power of the

poj.e by divine right loom up in the distance, and always will they believe,

liowever individual CatholiLS here and there may deny it, or nominally Cath-

olic governments oppose it, that it is the real lloman Catlujlic doctrine, to bo

reass'-rted and acted the moment that circumstances render it prudent or ex-

pedient "We gain nothing with them but doubts of our sincerity, and we only

weaken among ourselves that warm and generous devotion to the Holy Father
which is due from every one of the faithful, and which is so essential to the

prosperity of the Chm-cb, in her unceasing struggles with the godless powers
of this world."*

In perfect accordance with this theory, he maintains boldly that

the Catholic society in America " is, as under the pagan C-resars,

the germ or nucleus of a neiu Catholic state ;" that our •' American
society is pagan, not Christian," and that it is in process of "con-
tinual decline and corruption." He declares, too, Avithout reserve

or hesitation, that "what the Church has done, what she has ex-

pressly or tacitly approved in the past, that is exactly ivhat she icill

do, crprrsslij or tacithj ajjprnve in the future, if the saiue circum-

stances occur." His political doctrine for America is, papacy first;

the republic, if the papacy tvill it :

—

"But would you have this country come under the authority of the pope?
Why not? But the pope would tike away our free institutions I Nonsense.

* Brownson's Review, January, 18^5+, p. 90.
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But hoAv do you know that? From what do you infer it? After all. do you
not commit a slight blunder ? Are your free institutions infallible ? Arc they
founded ou di\-ine right ? This you deny. Is not the proper question for you
to discuss, then, not whether pajjaoy be or not comitatiblc with republican

goveniment, but whether it be or be not founded in divine right? If the pa-

pacy be founded in divine right, it is supreme over whatever be founded only

in human right, and then your institutions should be made to harmonize with

it, and not it with your institutions. The real question, then, is not the com-
patibility or incompatibility of the Catholic Chiu'<'h with democratic institutions,

but, Is the Catholic Church the Church of (jod ? Settle this question tii-st.

But, in point of fact, democracy is a mischievous dream, wherever the Cath-
olic Church does not predominate, to in.-pire the people with reverence, and
to teach and accustom them to obedience to authority. The first lesson for all

to learn, the last that should be forgotten, i<, to obey. You can have no gov-
ernment where there is no obedience ; and obedience to law, as it is called,

will not be long enforced where the fallibillt}- of law is clearly seen and freely

admitted. But is it the intention of the {Kjpe to possess this country ? Un-
doubtedly. In this intention is he aiiled by the Jesuits and all the Catholic

prelates and priests ? Undoubtedly, if they are liiithful to their religion."

But Brownson was a Protestant too long not to have carried away
vith him into the new camp somewhat, at least, of the Protestant

sentiment. In analyzing the philosoj^hical opinions of his Romanist

contemporaries, which he does with tlie utmost fearlessness, he often

forgets his own principle of suhuiission, and forgets, too, the unity of

Roman opinion of ^Yhich he boa.-ts so loudly. There is hardly any
quarter in which he does not find something to find fault with. Thus,

at one time wc find him assaulting, vi ct annis. Dr. JS'ewman and the

whole school of converted Pusc3'itcs; at another he falls with lusty

blows upon the Univcrs and the A?/ii Jc la Religion; and again,

he turns his spear against the Annalcs dt la Philosophic Chrc-

tienne ; though all are alike sheltered under episcopal and Papal

protection. In the heat of controversy ho often forgets himself as

well in assaulting Roman writers as Protestant ; even the Frcemari's

Journal tells him that he has charged the Vnivcrs Avith tendencies

which that journal never professed. Indeed, he is far from careful in

his statements of fact, or accurate in his appeals to history. "\Vc

have, in fact, very little confidence in his boasted historical knowl-

edge,—especially of ecclesiastical aflairs. Any cultivated man who
has studied loth sides of the c.-ntrovcr.^y between the Papists and

the Protestants, could easily discover from the inaccuracies that

abound in Brownson's pages tiiat he had not been brought up a

Romanist. Apart from this, tlie Trotestant tone of his style is often

offensive even to Romanists. Altiiough as a faithful Catholic he

subordinates himself always to the Church, and especially to his

bishop, and although, not being a j.rit'^t, he writes no article without

presenting it to his bishop for :(i)probation. nevertheless many pas-

sages are found in his pages which seem to owe their origin more to

^
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Ujc mines of modern science than to Catliolic tradition. A stupid

(atliulic pustor in Connecticut was induced by passages of this kind,

and bv others which were beyond his reach, to charge Brownson with

a tcudrncy to atheism, pantheism, and all possible heresies.

As ]'ro\vnson writes all the most important articles of his Review

liim-«ir. it is necessarily very limited in sco{>e. lie confines him-

iv\( mainly to the line of apology for Romanism in the province of

^niicral theology and .philosophy, and can, therefore, not be looked

upon as the representative of Roman Catholic literature as a whole.

J{ut, in spite of this, his Review is undoubtedly the most important

journal of American Romanism, and the only one that can be com-
pared with the more prominent Catholic organs of Europe, such as

the Univers of France, the Civilt'a Cattolica of Rome, the Dublin

Review, the Tablet, and the Historish-poUtische Blatter, before

mentioned. The fact that it is the only scientific journal of Cath-

olicism in the United States shows sufficiently the deplorable state

of Papal literature among us.

A munilily journal (The Metropolitan) was commenced a year

or two ago at Baltimore, but it has obtained no status in the scien-

tific or literary world; indeed, the publishers only promise an effort

to difiuse, at cheap rates, useful knowledge and Catholic principles.

Lot u.=5 now glance briefly at the religious and secular newspapers
published in the interest of Romanism in America. Of these the-

Freeman's Journal undoubtedly takes the lead, in point both of

talent and of influence. The editor, Mr. M'Master, is like Brown-
son. a converted Protestant: and, like him, adopts the strictest Ro-
man doctrines, which he follows to their consequences v.ith entire

ft-arlessncss, and not without a rudeness and arrogance of style ap-
proaching to vulgarity. The a-fsaults of Rome upon human freedom
ill all times and among all nations find in him a willing defender.

No one cries out more lustily than M'Master when any step in

American legislation, or any popular combination manifests even an
ai'pop.rance of operating against Romanism ; but, at the very same
lime, tlie most rigid European despotisms, provided they only sup-
jH>rt ultramontane views, are for him mild and equitable govern-
ments. The Roman Church must have the largest liberty here and
elsewhere

; but for Protestants to seek a modicum of religious free-

dom at Rome is the height of impudence. In dialectic skill he is

"iferior to Brownson ; but ho has a certain adroitness in managing
an argument which serves him, with Ids readers, in place of logic.

l>ro\vnson, even in his bitterest moods, hardly ever fails to write like
a scholar, and seldom forgets the dialect of gentlemen ; but M'Maa-
t(T 8 style is often disfigured by slang that would not be out of place
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in a bar-room. He rarely keeps -within the limits of decency in

^ting of Protestants, and especially of Protestant clergymen.

Nor docs he spend all his gaill upon heretics: even his offending

Romanist brethren sometimes come in for a share of it. A few

years ago the Pittsburgh Catholic, weary, if we remember cor-

rectly, of his intolerable railing, refused to exchange with him. He
has a bad habit of overrating the power of Komanism in this comi-

try in order to overawe the trading politicians ; and in dragooning

ids readers for an election he has repeatedly shown himself a master.

In this matter ho and some of his co-workers are, perhaps, begin-

ning to think the Romanists have gone a little too far. Their gen-

ei-al failure on the school question has, perhaps, given them a salu-

tary lesson.

Zealous and ultramontane as the Freeman's Journal has proved

itself, it is yet by no means a greatly popular paper even among
Catholics. Its want of variety, of system, of organization, is sadly

complained of Its European news consists chiefly of excerpts from

foreign Catholic journals, and of these there is no redundance.

There vras talk some time since of a daily issue of the Journal, but

the enterprise, we believe, has been abandoned.

The Shepherd of the Vallci/* of St. Louis, is also a thoroughly

ultramontane journal, edited by a renegade Protestant. There are

some lemlcr points in Romanist history and doctrine (c. g., the In-

quisition, liberty, freedom of conscience, &c.) which have been care-

fully touched by Papal writers for a century past: but Mr. Phillips

writes for American readers in 1854 as if he were in Spain in 1620.

He tells us openly that whether heretics shall be punished or not is

a question of mere expediency; that Romanist governments are

bound to prohibit Protestantism ; and that should his Church ever

gain the ascendency in this country, religious toleration will soon be

at an end here.

That these are really the sentiments of the Papacy every student

of Clmrch history well knovrs ; but it has by no means been always

the policy of Romanists to admit the fact. Nay, many Roman
Catholic laymen to this day do not believe it; and both I3rownson

and Phillips are denounced by some of them in the public prints as

bad Catholics. But the bishops sanction all that they have written.

The milder Romanist papers do not avow such principles as the
" Shepherd ;" but they entertain them, nevertheless. Some time
since the "Pittsburgh Catholic" censured the '-Shepherd" for the

outspoken freedom of its utterances; but the "Boston Pilot" (itself

belonging to the "mild" class of jomnals) thus remarked upon the

° Discontitine;! since this article wis prepared.
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i{u;irrel : " We arc son-j to find in our valued contemporary, the

• l'itt.sbur;.'li Catholic,' certain strictures upon the ' Shepherd.' ^h:

r.:ik<-\vfll li:is his style of Catholic newspaper \\Titing, our friend of

l'itt>ljur;;h has his, we have ours, and so every Catholic paper has

'i'."* <«'An stvle. An article on religious toleration appeared in the

• .^hi'i'lierd' some months ago : some of the statements therein were

^tro^;.;. //'// /'"'/c. nevertheless. It Avas an article which neither our

fri«Mj'l of I'ittsburgh nor we could have v/ritten, yet it was true

vitluil. i'erhaps if we could have written it, Ave would not." Hon-

estly spoken I Yet this same "Pilot" goes on to add—"If it could

come to the point, we suppose that the editor of the 'Shepherd'

would be one of the last men to hurt the hair of a Protestant head;"

:uid, with still greater inconsistency, declares that "no Catholic

^\isli03 to abridge the religious rights of Protestants."

We must be content with very brief statements with regard to the

remaining Uomanist papers. The United States Catholic Miscel-

lani/ of Charleston, S. C, the Catholic Telegraph and Advocate

of Cincinn-Jti, the Catholic Herald of Philadelphia, the Pittsburgh

('aiJivlic, tiic Catholic Mirror of Baltimore, the Catholic Instructor

of Philadclpliia, the Western Tablet of Chicago, the Catholic Vin-

dicator of Detroit, and the Messenger of Isew-Orleans, are all

weekly papers, published under the authority of the bishops of their

nspective dioceses. !None of them manifest any great force or

possess much influence: in the main they are ill-conducted, so far

as organization goes, but are decent and decorous in their me-

iliocrit}-.

The Koman Catholics of this country who speak the English lan-

guage are, for the most part, Irish, or of Irish descent. While
many among them are thorough Papists of the ultramontane obe-

dience, there is also a lai'ge party—perhaps even a majority of the

whole— who are for Ireland first and the pope aftcrAvard. Indeed,

it has been matter of deep concern to the prelates for many years

ih;it so mniiy Irish Pomanists either become loose in'their allegi-

ance, or shake it off altogether after a few years residence in

America. One of the bishops, in a lugubrious lament put forth

•^ome time ago, stated that if all the imraigi'ants with their f;imilies

\M adhered to the faith of their fathers, the number of Catholics in

t'liis country Avould now number six or seven millions instead of

about two millions. The hulk of the emigrants themselves. hoAV-

<ver, remain Catholics—but Irish Catholics. Put Romanism in

Ireland is a national cause, and is therefore intermingled Avith feel-

«'i,i«^, passions, and interests often discordant Avith the true Papal
spirit. In Ireland almost every county has its own Catholic paper;
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and it is therefore natural enough that Irish papers would be issued
here to meet the wants of the immi-rant population; and most of
those named above belong to this category. Their reports of Irish
news are generally as copious as those w hich they give for all the rest
of Europe, and very properly so in view of the class for whom thev
cater. Among the journals expressly published for the Irish the
Boston Pilot and the Celt, (formerly of Buffalo, now of ]S>w-York

)
perhaps, hold the first place in point of ability and influence. The
Pilot, now in its sixteenth year, has probably a more extensive cir-
culation than any other llomanist journal in the country. In 1S48
It took the liberal view of the European revolutions, for which it Avas
duly chastised, and became in course of time properly penitent But
it lost caste in Europe; and not very long ago the Univcrs, in giv-
ing an account of Catholic journalism in America, excluded the Pilot
from the list of the orthodox. The I'ilot transferred the article to
Its columns, but added, -with great satisfaction," that an American
bishop, lately travelhng in Erance, stated that the paper " had now
become a truly Catholic Pilot." Tiie editorship is now (or was
lately) m the hands of a priest, the Rev. L E. iloddon, who con-
ducts It with a degree of moderation, but who nevertheless keeps itm line (as it boasts) with Brownson and the Ereemairs Journal on
all vexed questions, such as European or African freedom The
editors follow their natural lioman instincts and support despotism
at home and abroad, con amorc. Nevertheless, the Pilot is not fla-
grantly ultramontane; it even sided with the archbishop of Paris
against the Univcrs in their conflict of hist vear. It is more copi-
-0U3 m Its news reports, we think, and is therefore a better source for
the contemporary history of the Church than any other of the Ro-
manist journals. It is also more reasonable and less fanatical • and
as a whole, may be considered as the best of its class. It is oui^
duty to say. however, that in the arrangement of its matter it is an
example of what a newspaper ought not to be.

The city of :Sew-York is the pmpcr centre of the Roman Cath-
olic press in America, especially for the Irish immigi-ants. It is
well known that this portion of our population tends to herd
together; and this tendency is fostered by political leaders as well
as by the Roman Catholic clergy. They have associations of va
0U3 kinds, pohtical, social, benevolent an<l others, in all the lar"
cities; in some of which none but Catiiolics are admitted while hi
all they form the majority. These org:inizations are useful in more
^vays than one; and not their lea^t vuhie lies in the fact that thev
tend to withdraw their members from the immediate control of the
priests, and to habituate them gradually to at least some de-ree of

vari-

in
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iniiopon(ient thouf^ht and action. It is a fact, that at this day Irish

nati<.>nallty and Koman Catholicism are disputmg for the mastery

ttmon>c the Irish emigrants in America. Priests and bishops make

iiianv concessions here that are unknown elsewhere in the domains

vl 11' manisra. A significant dispute arose a year or so ago out

of ihc annual banquet of the ' Tom Moore Club "" of Boston.

Several of the Roman Catholic clergy attended this banquet, and

the editor of the Pilot was among the speakers. It will be remem-

bered that, in his later life, Tom Moore vras anything but a rigid, or

t'vi-n a practical Ilomonist ; and it has. in fact, been doubted whether

he even died within the pale of the Chm'ch. It was, therefore, ac-

cording to Catholic usage, quite out of the way for priests to attend

a banquet in his memory. The ever-watchful " Shepherd of the

\'alley" soon raised its voice against the scandal: '" We do not un-

derstand this respect for the memory of Moore. Catholics certainly

have little reason to venerate the Anacreon of modem Paganism;

and Irishmen, we should suppose, have still less cause to cherish the

memory 'of a man who was ashamed of his country's religion during

life. Moore lived in England and died in England, and after his

tlcath English preachers performed their munmieries over his grave."'

The Pilot bore this sharp reproof with laudable meekness. The

Shf^f ilierd"s views were •" strong yet true ;" but still the Pilot thought

that if his "excellent contemporary knew the young men of the

Association, he would not have written the paragraph quoted above;

and that a little reflection upon the circumstances in whicli Catholic

young men in America find themselves, would suggest to him cer-

tain reasons which might convince him that the Tom Moore Club

docs not deserve his strictures." Another instance of the "for-

bearing" policy.

^'o man of late years, perhaps, has given the Roman Catholic

clergy of America so much trouble as Thomas Erancis Meagher.

Ardcnit, eloquent, intrepid, he is the pride and joy of young Ireland,

and his banishment and sufferings have given him the added glory

of martyrdom. His approach to this country was heralded by

newspapers of all classes, Roman Catholics among the rest, with a

foi-ling second only to the outburst which welcomed Kossuth. But

he had hardly reached our shores before it came to be understood

that for him, at least, Ireland was to be considered before Rome:
and that he did not intend either to abnegate his sentiments on the

i'ubject of religious freedom, Church and state, ».S:c., or to keep them

secret. It was clear that trouble was to be looked for from this new
apostle of liberty. The Irish Catholic papers at first sustained

Meagher, though faintly : at least, they busied themselves in put-
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ting mild interpretations upon his fiery language; in the hope,

doubtless, that he, like the radical M'Gee, might soon be brought

into fitting obedience. But this forbearance was by no means uni-

versal; and a series of bitter attacks on Meagher, in -which the

"Freeman's Journal" led the way, were soon promulgated from
Maine to Arkansas. A very pretty quarrel arose; and, at least,

Meagher went so far as to charge the priests of Ireland with the

failure of the Irish Revolution, and to exhort his countrymen to

emancipate themselves, in all but spiritual affairs, entirely from
priestly authority. But one llomanist newspaper, so fai- as we
know, (the Catholic Instructor of Philadelphia,) ventured to sustain

Meagher in this dispute; the rest, when compelled to choose be-

tween Komanism and Irish patriotism, declared decidedly for the

former, and Meagher was put under the ban. To the credit of the

Irish be it said, that they did not forsake their brave and brilliant

leader; thousands of them, including most of the better educated,

sustained him and still sustain him. A new paper, the "Irish

American," was establislicd as theii organ in New- York, and it has

sprung into popularity at once, if we are rightly informed. The
views of the party are well set forth in the following extract from

one of its editorials :

—

'• Our taitli and rnnrso. p.:,- an nriinn r>C o|union--|v.itii'ularly for our follow-
rountryuiou of Inlaml— i.s to sip;ir;iti- iiIilmou tVuni jiolitici'; tbev ulio en-
•ItMvor ' to o.\ti!ii;in>li us ' live by piracliin;.' up t!ie connexion. We are for
k'M'piiic: Chtir.'h ami ^tatc a-uudor. knuwini,' wliat fviLs the partner^lilp has
urou'^lit and eontinues to pcrprtrare in the old uorld ; tliey po to knit them
(•l(t--idy, cout.Midincr tliat all autliority or )1o^ver should rest in" the former. "We
are for rejuil.liraiiisiii—nition.'.l AuR-ricati ivpuhli.'aui-<ni—everyvfhoro. aud the
triuniph^ of ].op_uIar power over opprer^Mou and tyranny; they are for the
divine n^lit of kin;:shii)—tor nionandiy— tor eon.-^ervatism—for checkini: demo-
eratie tendeui-ie.-—oi.[.o<ed to revolutions, no matter hov.- prolliL^ate or brutal
tlie_ government? revolted a^'ain-t may be. A\'e are for univei-sal libertv, edu-
eation.pro^nss; t!i«'y i\>r <'.rhy_"iit rule, for military desjiotism, for separate
edueatlon, aTid a-jrainvt all ef.mjjhunfs. ellorts. and iipheavini: of the masses.
We oppose the dni'.'.aiiij.' in of n'li;j;ioa upon every occasion, social and politl-
eal, in \\lili h tlie Iri;-lui.an mny ha|ii)i-n to be rn'_ra;zcil. We e«ii«.c!a!lv oliieet
tn sueh a eoiabiuatiuu of wopU as • I 'at!i..lie siijrlicrs,* • Catholic voters."' ' Cath-
olic chairmen of meetiii.:;s.' • Catli<-1!.- speakers,' etc. These distinctions and
denominations in the diseharire of ciii/.en duties are ae.iinst the spirit of tlie

American Co:istilution, whieii ^dvts privilc;rt..; to all without reference to rc-
li-rious belief. We would knnw no political or social distinction between
Protestant, Catholic, Presbyterian, or Jew. "Wc W(Mdd unite them in one
arch of peace, giving to each the I'ulle-t and freest liberty of conscience. We
would leave religion to the Church, at the altar, in the sanctuary, to the familv— not to be contaminated by the thing-; nf this world. Tliev condemn anil
abuse Protc-tantiMU in i-very -\\a]i" and jiha^e of its e\i~teuce—in relidon
in morals—in the family—in liti-ralun'—a cnndenmation and abuse which are
mutual and retorted with Interest by the parties on the oih.er side. We con-
sider the nev.-spaper recriminatiuns ui evil and a cursi-. and never omit an op-
portunity to press the fact upon our readers."
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On this the " Shepherd" remarks :

—

" It is certain tliiit there is a party now orcranizing in this country with the

im.-niioir of doin,:;^ tlio last injury to old Ireland and to Irishmen, by taking

|n>uj the children of St ratrick that faith which has been their supjiort and

td'irv thmuLdi a'-es of unheard-of persecution. It is well that these men should

i«- « xixoed; in ilumselves, ihey are contemptible enonirh, and there is danger

irf" uv»'„'iiiivin<r their importance by treating them with open and serious oppo-

.i'.ioii : but they have on their side the world, the flesh, and the devil, and who

«i>H-!( n')i know that in our corrupt world, children can destroy vrith ease what

Niiiil- and >ages ha\e VN'ith difficulty built?

" NN'hat a mercy of God that these men did not succeed in their revolt I A
fnxll.-.ss republic in Ireland I English rule has been bad enough; but English

nniuny h;n been enlightened benevolence compared with the hoiTors which

iKi-so li'air-brained revolutionists would set on foot in their native land."

But the " Shepherd" is dead, and INIeaghcr survives \ Nevertheless.

thi" end of the civil -^var is not yet; and, indeed, no man can foresee

the issue. The liberal party has the talent and the truth on its

side ; but on the other is the fearful power of the apostate Church,

which has seldom been escaped except by those who utterly abandon

her. 'Ihe prie.st.^ have sought in vain for a champion to equal

Mca;_'hor: such men cannot be had "to order."'

A very brief account of the non-English llom.an Catholic papers

published in this country will suffice. Among these the German
press is. on all accounts, the most important. The vast iramigra-

li<>:i of late years has been made up of Germans, to a far larger

amount than formerly—indeed, the prospect now is that they wilt

far outnumber the Irish, who have, up to a recent period, formed a

l.'.rgo proportion of the emigi-ants. The Protestant G-crman states

Kiii'l us more emigrants than the Catholic : but it is believed that of

t!ie whole number Avho arrive, one-half, or, at least, one-third, were

Uomanists in their native land. • But the losses to Romanism among
the German emigrants are far greater than among the Irish: the

prie.-ts have far less hold upon them in Germany than in Ireland;

and here tlipy often evince a sturdy independence, which, till re-

C'litly. h.as bceu unknown among the Irish Catholics. The condi-

tion of the German Catholic press in America is a significant index

of the comparative weakness of ecclesiastical ties among the peoj>le.

In 185-2 the number of German ncAvspapers in the United States

was one hundred and fifty-two; and of these only five were liomau
Catholic, while eJcvcn were published in the interest of other Chris-

tian denominations. The oldest of the Eomanist journals is the

W ahrhritsfreiind, of Cincinnati, and it is the best, in every
respect, among them. The KathoUsche KiTchenzeitiing (now of
New-York) does no credit either to Rome or to the German
ton;niQ
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Besides the Germans, three other nations of continental Europe
have contributed their contingent to the Jloman Catholic population
of this country—France, Spain, and Italy. The immigrants from
these lands are comparatively few in number, and do not seem to

combine for political purposes as do the Irish and Germans. The
population of Louisiana is still, to a considerable extent, French
and Romanist; and the Propagalcur CuthoUni.'c, of New-Orleans,
has for eighteen years been their organ. It is well conducted, but
ultramontane. The most widely known French newspaper in the
country is the Courricr drs Ehits Unis, of New-York, Avhieh was
formerly a republican paper, and neutral or indifferent in religious
aifairs. Since the usurpation of Louis Napoleon, it has beconie, to

a decided extent, a Romanist paper. The Spaniards have a paper
in New-York and another in New- Orleans, but neither of them is

of much weight. They are first Spanish, then Catholic. There is

no Romanist journal in the United States in the Italian lancrua^e.

Since this paper was written a gi-eat change has come over the spirit

of the Roman Catholic jtress, and of the bishops, too, we opine. The
exultant and defiant tone in which they were wont to insult the Prot-
estant feeling of the nation in l^^-J—just before and after the elec-

tion of President Pierce—pervades their writings no longer. The
spirit of fear evidently possesses them, and well it may. One of
the strongest possible signs of this change is afforded by JBrownson's
Review for July, is:,4, whicii cont;uns an article on "Native Ameri-
canism," and another on "Schools and Education," settinr^ forth
doctrines which no Romanist would have dreamed of promuk^atino;.
except in an hour of dismay. Speaking of the fathers andiounders
of the American republic. Mr. Brownson says :

—

" In all thoy did tlirro \va5 a wise modcnUKm, a so])rictv. and a "-ood sen«o
which proved that thoy had in tlu-m the elements of a I'reat, freefand noble
people. In this rc<pcct. there is a marked difference between them and even'
consdcral.le rla-^ of inimi-nuit.-. rxi-ept tliosc of tlie old En"lish stock The
In<I., owinc: to tlic- ta.'t ut duir Ium.,- Ikch for a-e> in a state of bostilitv to
their jzovcrnmeiit, to their never havm- re-arded the novernment of En-land
over their country as le^Mtimate. or her laws as bindintr upon them in conscienee,
have never acquired the Anieriran re^peet lor law as a civil enactment: and'
though loyal by nature, thev nqi:iie the l:iw to be embodied in a person and
represented by a chief. We see this in their tendency to rrronp around an
individual, and to follow blindly t!ie le.ider who chances for the moment to
possess their confidence. 'Ji.ey are n [uiblican in their convictions—no people
more so

; but they retain in their inferior Hie many of the habits which belonfnHl
to tliem when Ireland Mas nih-d by ci;it t't;iin<. and ca. h s-'pt or clan followed
to the d.-ath the banner of its chief The (iermans have been accustomed to
regard their princes as the li\ iug law, and when they escape from this authority-
if not Catholics, they lose their respect lor the laws, become wild democrat^
and favour either the despotism of the state or the unrestricted freedom of the
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individual, and are socialists or anarchists. But whatever the doctrines they

Lvow or the roal .-nnvictlons of their minds, it must be conceded that the great

bodv'of ford-nors naturalized or .iu^.ly resident among us are not repubhcan

in tk-ir ^nirit, llieir interior habits, and their interior lite and diseipUnc. ihey

hav.- not that inward and abiding sense of the state, of law in die abstract and

of liV-rtv with authority, which is so essential to practical as distinguished rom

ihccm-ti.'-al republicanism. Hence their invariable tendency to contound re-

,,ubli.-anism with democracy, and democracy with radicalism. They lack

.r.i-ti.-al republican training. You feel it the moment you begin to converse

lith th.-n and it is the want of this interior republican di-cipune in unedu-

c-itcd Catiiolic immigrants that strengthens the suspicion that Catholicity is

incomiKitible with republicanism,-a suspicion both unjust and ridiculous, lor

the defect under a republican point of view is the result ot theu: previous

political, not of their religious life."

The entire article, in fact, is a plea for J^ative Americanism.

The Roman Catholics Tvere as much astounded at its appearance as

the rest of mankind; and it was too much to e.^oect of their human

nature that they would take it easily. In a very short time the

whole clan of Irish and German Romanist newspapers was about

the dariui^ editor's ears. An "explanation" was called for and

^riven by Mr. Brownson in the " Catholic ^Slirror," from which the

following extract is taken :

—

"
I had a motive in what I did, and a motive which I supposed would be

lyntrut tuonrjh to ever>i miLllUjcnt Catholic; but it seems that in this I overrated

their "vi-aci'tv, and of course must suflcr for my rai^^takc. The end I had in

view wa'"s, I am sure, such as evcrv Catholic who is, and every toreigner who

wishes to become, a citizen of this 'Union would have heartily approved; and

Mievin-^ that I enjoved the confi<leuce of the Catholic public, I telt very sure

of acrumplishing it.
' But I was mistaken, and by the ha-tiness and passion ot

mv Catholic friends, it has been defeated.

' But allow me, gentlemen, to conclude bv calling your attention to one or

two facts which should be known without my telling them. We Cathohcs are

in a simiU mlnoriHj, and the senlhncnt of the country is strongly anti-Cathohc.

Every measure that we oppose as hostile to us. the country will favour and

adopt ; and every measure we support as favourable to our interest, it will reject.

1 am sorry that i't is so, but so it is ; and t think that in regard to matters which

depend un i)opular votes, and in which we are interested as Cathohcs, the more

fiuiet we keci) the better it will be for tis. You ought from this to under-

utand inc."

Comment on all this is needless. It is clear that the Jesuits are

not all dead. Mr. Brownson gives a more extended and cautious

"explanation" in his number for January, 1854:— '/

"It cannot be denied tliat the immense majority of our Catholic population

have emi-rrated from various foreign states, principally Ireland and (.ennany,

and have'brought with them, as it could not otherwise happen, orei.gn senti-

ments, attachments, associations, habits, manners, and usages. 1 hey bear_ not

on comin- here the stamp of the American mint, and are to the Amencan

people forei<niers in feeUng and character. This is not said by way ot dis-

paragement To either i>artv, but as a fact, and a fact that gives to our Church

something of a forei-m aspect, and prevents her from appearing to the natives

as a national or inte'crral element in ^Vmerican life. They are apt thereforo,
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to couclude from it, uot only that the luaSs of Catholics are foreigners, or of
fortign birth and uianuors. tastes and education, but that Catholicity itself h
foreign to the real American people, and can never coalesce with our peculiar
national sontimeut, or prevail here Avlthout altcrino; or destrovincj our distinc-
tive nationality. This conclu>^ion. all unfounded as it is, is nevertheless hon-
estly entertained by many, and diri'ctly or indirectiv enli-^ts on the side of the
Know-Xothing movemonl, not .sinijily the anti-Catholic bigots and dema-OL^ues
of the countr}-, but a very considerable jtortion of the more sober non-Catholic
body of Americans, who, though they love not our reliirion, would otherwise
stand by the religious liberty recognised and guaranteed by our Constitution
and laT.s.

'•It was to meet this view of the case, that we -wTotc in our last Review the
article on Natirc Amcricnnism. ^\'e saw, or thoni.dit we saw, the sentiment of
American nationality fearfully excited against "Catholics: we saw a storm
gathering and ready to break in fury over our heads; mc saw anti-CathoIio
mobs and riots takiiig place in a large'number of the states; .we saw that Cath-
olics could be attacked, thtir per.-ons and property endangered, and their
churches desecrated or demolished, with impunity; we saw that the authorities
were In most places favourable to our anti-CatholIe assailants, and indisposed
to afford us protection, and that Catliolifs, a feeble minority as we are, could,
however brave and resolute, d.o little to protect ourselves 'in a hand-to-haud
fight. AVc found a secret sympathy v.Iiii the Know-Xothing movement where
we least ervpcctcd it. aud ukm scTrctlv cncouracrin£: It who v-'ould naturallv
condemn it, actuated by dislike to t'-r.-ignism rather than bv any active hos'-
tilityto Catholicity as di>tingui~h.d liom the foreign elements "accidentallv
associated with it. We wrote mainly ibr these, to show them tliat thev had no
reason for their secret or npcn sympathy, for we, a st^iunch Catholic, were a
natural-born Ameilcan citizen, and as trulv and intenselv American as the
best of them.

"Some of our tViinds mistaking our purpose and whollv misconceiving the
dnft ofour argiunent. con trued our r.marks Into an attack on our foreign
I.opi!lation,aml as an esp.-cini in-ii!t to Tri-h Catholics,— not stoppinjr to nflct
that a Cnth..lu- .\n.vn'an iiublici-t votdd not i>o---i!)lv dream of iusultinr.- the
In>h Cathohcs m the riM..,! t^tat, s unless an absolute fool or madman, ne^ither
of wlacii any of our Catholic or no;i-CalhoIIc friends readilv believe us to be
^\'' '^i'l^'-;

'''?•'"' ^''^ mi.-nppivhensio:! of our friends, and their hastv and un-
called-for ditiunciUions of us; because they have therebv, unwittinoTv, plaved
for the mom:-nt into the hands of the Knov,--Xnthings ; because they have, as
far as tliey could, given a practiral rrftitation of our aroument, and confirmed
in the nnndsof our n..n-Ca;hohc .oiMitrynien tlie verV impression which we
wisficd to eliace,— (iK'.t an Amen -an cannot become 'a Catholic, be a ".^od
tatholic. and mamtain his st.inding am.mg his Catholic brethren, without%Ir-
tnalk n-uonnrmrr his natioudity. r.-.-, In- to feel and act as an American, and
mikinghiuL^elt a foreigner iii the land of liis birth, ^\c fear the denuncia-
tions ot us, under the e,reuiu.(.inee>, by the larger portion of the Catholic
press in the Knghsh tongue, will here;it>er. when It is no lon<Ter an object with
them to excite Catholu s against u> personally, be used bvthe Know-Nothlnrrs
with ternhle e!iec-t against t!ie C,itl,.,li,- p.,p„IatIon of the'countrv. We hope,
however, that the eandi-l among our noii-Catholie countrvmen—and we tru^t
that there are many sucli— nill not fail to perceive, what 'is the real fact, thai
these denunciations, after all. do not make anythinn; airainst our position, for
the offence Mhirh our Catiiolic iVimds t.Hik Avaii taken in their qualitv of 'for-
eigners, not in their ipiaiily of ('.iiholir-,."

^

Mr. Brownson goes on at j^rcat length, and A\-ith great skill, to
justify his quasi Native American position. But our reader's
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and pcrljaps some of his—already understand that he, like the rest

of the :'.polo;:^ists for Home, can take any side of any public ques-

tion Y.hon the interests of the Church demand it.

Wc close with an extract from the "Pastoral Letter of the Arch-

bishop and Bishops of the Province of New-York to their venera-

l.!o Iroihrcn of the clergy and beloved children of the laity," with

rcfcicnce to the public press. It will be found to confirm the views

^iwn in the earlier pages of this article, although those pages were

written months before the session of the "council" which issued

the " Pastoral."

- Two otlicr subjects, dearly beloved brethren, have engaged the attention

of the ththci-s in the council which has just been brought to a close. One
is. the indiscriminate reception into your families of journals not at all calcu-

Ltcd to impart, either to you or to those committed to your care, those solid

nuixi'.iis of public instruction which Avould tend to editicatiou. We do not

hen; intend to speak of merely secular papers^ But we do speak rather of

tlio-ie which, t.iking advantage of certain feelings supposed to be ahve in your

br\';i-'s whether in reference to kindred, country, or religion, involve you in

iMiIifii-.il Pflation"! which it would be expedient tor you to avoid; except, indeed.

in the sense, in whii-li it is the right of every freeman to give his vote freely,

I ii:jk iriitj.tii-Iy. individually, as olleu as the laws of the country call upon and
authorize him to do so. There appears to be abroad an ignorance or preju-

«lk-»> on this subject, which it would be our desire and your interest to have

r>-nio\cd. It is to the eirect that every paper which advocates, or professes to

ai»()-ate, the Catholic religion, or which advocates some imaginary ibreign

infen-st in this country, is, as a matter of course, under the duection of the

f rit-.^ts and bishops in tlie locality where it is published, and consequently au-

thori/ed to ?j>eak for and in the name of the Catholic Church. Hence, when
th" rditors of such papers publish their ov^n sentiments, by virtue of their

inii-;iutab!e right to exercise the liberty of the press, it is assumed by persons

ciUt.Mdc of our comnmnion that they speak in the name of the Church, and
under direction of her pastors. Nothing could be more false than this infer-

t-nee. and wc exhort you, venerable and beloved brethren, to leave nothing
unsaid (jr undone to remove every shadow of foundation for this inference, so

•bsuni in itself, but yet so injurious to us."

The cautious language here employed will afford an admirable

cover for escape when any Roman Catholic journalist may happen
to incur public odium by advocating too openly the real doctrines

of the Papacy.

FouKTH Series, Vol. Vll.—
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Art. v.—the RELATION OF BAPTIZED INFANTS TO THE
CHURCH.

Among the many noble traits of the early and heroic age of Chris-
tianity, there is none more conspicuous than its chivalrous devotion
to the Church. The Church—in its unity and complete organiza-

|

tion—stood out from the world with all the prominence of the camp
of Israel amid the wilderness. To the early martyr it seemed not
a mere natural development of the invisible communion of saints, an
optional association springing up around the ministry, with ordi-
nances that were mere arbitrary symbols standing alone and power-
less. To him, the Church, formed by the hand of Christ and
animated by his Spirit, had a personal existence, and went forth on
her mission a conscious powerful being. She was to him as a
mother. She found him lying by the wayside of life, blind and
helpless, and she gave him light and nurture for his infancy in
grace, bore with his waywardness, rebuked his follies, adapted in-
struction to his growing capacity, relieved his necessities, and
cheered him in aflliction and a "martyr's lot. Folded in her arms,
his tremulous soul was safe; cast out by her, he was lost. All the
varied utterances of hor ministry seemed tones of the same voice
of wisdom; all ministrations the kind offices of the same stron^:^
hand. True it was that he looked for all grace from Christ; bu°
the Church was Christ's body—the living form through which his
Spirit wrought its wonders upon the dead world.

At the base of this vivid conception of the Church there lies a
great truth connected with most momentous practical conclusions;
the truth that to the adult world, at least, the Church is the solo
authenticated channel of the grace peculiar to the gospel dispensa-
tion, and that in her organization and institutions we are to look for
the necessary and the adequate means of all the Spirit's savin-
operations. However human infirmity and the craft of Satan ma?
have obscured and perverted this truth, it is a truth still. The finT.

mcnts of an absolute outward unity of the Church—of the talis-
manic power of sacraments and forms—may have burlesqued it

•

yet should the body of Christ never forget that both revelation and
observation attest the general principle that, except as her lips
breathe the word and her hand extends the blessinrr, the sick are
not healed, nor do the dead hear his voice and live.*

"

« Once for all it must be umlerstood that in discussing in these few papeswhatwould require a volume for its elaborate exposition, we cannot guard minute
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In illustrating and guarding this truth we proceed to show

Uiiit.—

I. The Church is an organic body.

The stone -whose strength or beauty attracts us is not an organic

body; its particles arranged once for all by the forming hand of

laturc. are held together by a mere inactive adhesion. Nor is a

tra(<>li an organic body, for although its wheels may be well arranged

to turn its index regularly, it lacks the essential element—it has

mechanism, but not organism. But an organic body is one which,

bv virtue of its own structure, has power to draw new material from

without to perpetuate and increase its substance, and by the appro-

priate and mutual action of each separate particle, to preserve the

iie.iith and active power of every other. Thus, a plant is an organic

body ; its absorbent roots and breathing leaves are organs through

which it imbibes and assimilates new materials, and b}^ the energy

which works through every particle of sap and fibre, each atom is

at ojtcc sustaining and sustained. The continued health of each is

pi.iranteed by its connexion and participation in the general

fttructurc.

Now, we lay stress upon the fact that the Church is an organic

K)dy—not a mere association of individuals, like a sand-heap ; not

even a mass attracted together and compacted by a magnetic sym-
pathy, nor 3'et an association so constituted as to gi^'e concentration

and system to efforts for a given object, like business or benevolent

fricieties, which are rather mechanized than organized; but the

Church of God is a body so constructed that through the pervading

energy of the Holy Ghost, it has all adequate powers for rapid ab-

p'^rption of the world into itself, and by the right action of each

function and of each particular soul, is competent to give health

to every other in its system.

Now that it is only through the action of the Church that the

*orld at large receives the eifectual grace of Christ is obvious at a
;;lance. Nations to whom the voice of the Church has never come,
<'T individuals in a Christian land, shut in ignorantly or Avilfully from
her nunistrations, are, for aught we can see, as devoid of any evi-

dences of regenerating power as though there were no gospel mes-
«'^;:e and no gospel grace. Apparent exceptions can generally be
identified as cases where a straggling or a reflected ray has glim-
jn-rod upon some heart shut in from '' the light of life." The great
H<^;ul of the Church will not give her assurance of any salva-

F->nt« and insert every qualification as we proceed. The general balance and
«7nmetry of the article must serve the purpose.
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tion to the adult world, of ^vhicll she herself is not the in-

etrumeut.

But it is less generally comprehended how the heathen man,

alarmed, convinced of sin, willing to obey the precepts, and relying

on the atonement declared by the Church, and thus prepared to re-

ceive the seal of regeneration, is not now independent of her, but is

still to receive his maturing and perfecting grace through connexion

with the body into which he has been admitted. Her public instruc-

tion and direction of his private study of the word, her open or pri-

vate rebuke of his faults, her incitement and guidance of his active

Christian life, her social atmosphere replacing the poisoned air of

godless dissipation, her seasons of united worship and fellowship of

the Holy Ghost sending a fresh thrill of electric power through

each weary spirit, and her ministry in affliction and death, are the

channels through which daily and sufficient grace is given to mould

the rough and impci-fcct likeness of Christ into a perfect image.

The instance of a heathen convert presents the truth more boldly

but not more strongly than that of any new convert. Rare cases

there may bo, vrhere, in solitude or sickness, the Head of the Church

compensates for the absence of her regular nurture by a larger bless-

ing on the truths already taught and the habits already imparted. It is

true, also, that sometimes amid great irregularity of Church instru-

mentalities and great want of a general spirit of life, some few may
retain a close and living fellowship with Christ; but the majority

^vill fiiil for want of those associated aids and impulses which a

healthful Church alone can supply. jSothing but a special effusion

of divine jiower, restoring the spirit and regular action of such a

Church, could afford a reasonable probability that a new convert

would not relapse, or advance with very doubtful progress. While
alluding to the danger of even a partial withdrawal from the means
of grace concentrated in the Church, our purpose is rather to enforce

the truth that it is in their right use and action that any convert

can attain the manly stature in ChrLst Jesus.

In the light of these truths is not the reason made apparent why
Jehovah, whatever his reserved purposes may be, has only made his

absolute and formal covenants with the organic Church; and, also,

why, in the great commission, Christ only declares that he that be-

lieveth and becomes an integral part of that organic Church—that is,

"is baptized"—shall be saved, leaving other cases as exceptions?

Was it not because, under the actual constitution of human nature

and society, no permanent covenant with men can be carried out, ex-

cept in such organic association properly fulfilling its functions ; and
because the addition of each new subject of the covenant mercy is
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d'^maiided, both for his own probable permanency and perfection,

and in order to perpetuate the whole ?

II. \Ve are now arrived at a standpoint from which we may define

analytically the rationale, or the common sense, of baptism, as be-

. if.;; at once the "seal of righteousness " and the initiating ordinance

ijjto the Church.

1, First, then, there is a personal and present fitness in the believ-

iti;: penitent for the reception of the seal of God's covenanted grace.

Through the atonement, the guilt both of original and actual sin iii

rouioved, and he is justified before God ; and, moreover, the dead

heart is quickened with the germ of a new life in Christ.

•J. There is a relative and prospective fitness for that "seal of the

covenant" in that the heart, so subdued and regenerated, is prepared

for, and introduced to, the action of organic means of grace, which

aro a pledge and vehicle of a continuous salvation—that organic

body being presupposed to be in healthful action. Thus, the cove-

nant is for/.i'iHij made only to a justified and renewed heart, about

to enter circumstances which render probable its continuance in

faith and love. Thus, again, the grounds are,

—

(1.) The present and personal fitness.

('2.) A susceptibility to the preserving and perfecting influences

of the Church.

The signiticancy and efficacy of the rite of baptism, and the ground

of that deep reverence for it which has always pervaded the Church,

are found in this view. In the ordinance standing unconnected there

is no power; but in the long line of Canrch ministrations, of which

it is the pledge and the commencement there is a power to convey

the spiritual grace demanded by the growing Christian until he is

meet for heaven. There is no renovating power in the mere entrance

over the threshold of God's house, and yet that entrance may be con-

sidered as introducing the restored prodigal into those inner rooms

'f in-^truction and ministry which may daily restore the new robe,

and supply the invigorating banquet. If the Church be the body

«'f Christ through wliich he conveys his blessings, then the formula

f>f baptism is but the welcoming word of that same voice Avhich fa

<*> epeak continual wisdom and consolation, and the touch of the

l^ptismal hand is the fir.st kind pressure of that divitie power which

>« to guide unto the journey's end. Fearfully solemn, then, is the

'''P^'usibilityof the Church to every convert on whom her initiating

^*:in(l is laid. As the impenitent man around whom she throws few

awakening influences is himself guilty if he perish, and still his

blood is upon her; so the unfaithful or backsliding convert may be
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dumb before the divine sentence which condemns him, and yet the

Church also is guilty of that destruction, if through her cold and
stammering voice Christ did not warn, and through her self- paralyzed

arm he did not deliver. She has no right to leave her members
to their individual privileges and responsibility. She has no right

to rest satisfied with a desultory and general care vrhich custom or

accident makes easy. She is bound to see to it that a systematic

and complete supervision and instruction should be a check to every

backward impulse, a spur to every onward movement, until she sees

her children "enter into rest."

III. We proceed to apply the principles thus ascertained to the

consideration of infant baptism.

Assuming the divine institution and perpetual obligation of infant

baptism as being fully proved in any of our standard theological

works, we would direct attention to the general principles upon
which it is instituted by God. We believe that it will be found
that the reason and significancy of the rite lie in the same double
fitness of the subject—the first present and personal, the second
prospective and relative, which is the ground of adult baptism.

1. The present and personal qualification of infants for the seal

of the covenant.

It will not demand an extended discussion to remind the Armin-
ian reader that all infants are considered as justified unconditionally
through the atonement of Christ. They have no actual transgres-
sions to be e.xpiatcd, and in whatever sense the guilt of original sin
attaches to them, it is not imputed; and being thus guiltless before
.God, both reason and Scripture assure us that the grace of the gos-
pel is so far bestowed upon them that they are not left to the un-
broken thraldom of a depraved nature ; but while as yet their will

is undeveloped, there is no hinderance in them to the effectual

work of the Spirit, which is invariably perfected if they die in in-

fancy, and which as they grow responsible they may still receive if

they will. The infant thus occupies the same general ground as the
adult convert—he is justified from guilt—his nature is so far re-

newed as to offer no moral obstacle to the sanctifying power of
grace.

The truth thus stated may sound more familiar and be better
defined and guarded in the words of some of our standard writers :—

" AH infants are by-T»;rttire in the same state as it respects moraf condition;
wi^are under condemnation. ' ^ye are by nature children of wrath.' But at

moment when the period of pci-sonal e'xi.stenco commences—at the moment
"«« the identity of the human being \s established, so that it is capable of
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tnnnU happiness or misery—at that moment we consider the soul to come within
i!i_- ^rra'ious provisions of the atonement, which secures unconditional salvation

n all such as die in infancy. All cliiklron, we consider, arc alike in this rc-
»jHvt. All are on a perfect parity of standing ; and, in so far, all arc equally
t li^iLile to baptism, the seal of that covenant of grace by which they are saved.
.\n'l this we regard as the proper, primary ground of" eligibility to this ordi-
ii.-iri'.-e. We know of no principle, either of reason or revelation, wliich au-
tliorizes us to make any distinctions between ditferent children as it respects
moral condition."*

" AH J wish to say here is, that I do not msist upon any peculiar sense of
t:.c word regenerate. The term has been adopted in the followiiifr pacres, be-
fja-e jt conveniently expresses the doctrine of infant salvation. "All 1 mean
l.v it is, that infants arc, whether baptized or not, in a state of grace; that
tlicy are embraced in the provisions of the atonement; that if they die ia
infancy, rliey will be saved ; and if they live, they will come under thegracioud
economy of heaven, and receive the free offer of life."t

So argues Richard Watson :

—

"If it be asked, ' Of what import, then, is baptism to children, if, as infants,
tliev already stand m a favourable relation to Clirist?' the answer is, tliat it h
of the s,inio iniiiort as circumcision was to Abraham, which was 'a seal of
tl.o ^.:Jllfcou<nc^^ of the faith which he had, being vet uncircumcised ;'

it con-
finncd .ill the promises of the covenant of grace unto him, and made the
I hurvhol C.(>d visible to men. It is of the same import as baptism to the
t-unu.-h, who_ had faith already, and a willingness to submit to the rite before
It was a.hnini^tered to liim. He stood at that"moment in the condition, not of
a candulatn for arhnission into the Church, but of an accepted candidate, lie
w;!s iunu'dhj a member, although not formallij so, and his baptism was not
merely a sign of lus faith, but a conrinmng sign of God's covenant relation to
lam as a pardoned and accepted man, and gave him a security for the con-
tinuance and increase of the grace of the covenant, as he was prepared to
r«;cciye it. Thus this precious relation of infants to Chriit, aa accepted br
»i!in, is an argument for their baptism," Sic.%

Thus it will be seen that the fitness of infant baptism lies not in
any regenerating power in the rite itself, nor in consideration
of the faith of the parents; for the covenant is directly with tho
i;lnld, and the parent is only an instrument of God to bring the
child to receive the seal. But the ground of its claim lies ?n its

^^wn present personal state of grace.

2. We consider the relative and prospective fitness of the infant
for tlie seal of the covenant.

Wc hold that, as in the case of an adult convert, the moral pro-
priety of a formal sealing of infants as children of God lies not only
»n present acceptance before him, but in the fact that the heart duly
prepared is now to be brought under those continuous means of
P^ice. through which it is able and likely to persevere unto the end.

** HibbarJ on Baptism, p. 293.

t Ilibbard on Baptism, Preface.

X Watson'3 Institutes, part v, chap, iii, sec. 2.
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Yes, we hold that to the Church into which that child enters, God
has entrusted the glorious power of making it grow up into a devel-

oped and perfected Christianity. AVe hold that whatever grace of

light, and power, and love, the Church can convey to an adult he-

liever for long years humbly and earnestly yielding himself to divine

influences, all that and more the Churcli can convey to the child

growing up beneath her care. And as a healthful, watchful Church

has a right to expect that a sincere and docile convert will not

backslide nor advance with tardy progress, so she has moral assur-

ance that the infant, duly trained amid her pure teachings and ex-

amples, shall not grow up in indilTercnco to religion, or in a low phase

of Christian character, but bud and bloom each day into .a full and

energetic piety.

So Neandcr bears witness to the sentiments of the early Church :

"It is the idea of infant baptism that Christ, throiip;h the divine life which
he imparted and revoalcd in lannan nature, sanctified tliat nature from the

germ of its earliest development. The child born in a Christian family A^as,

•when all tliinus ^vcre as tliev ^Iiould be, to have lliis advantage above others,

that he did not first come to C'hri>ti;inity out of heathenism or the sinful na-
ture-life, but from the first dawniuLf tif consciousness unfolded his pov.ers under
the imperceptible prcventinir inlliicnces of a sanctifying, ennobling religion

;

that with the earliest germination of the natural self-conscious life, another
divine principle of life shouiil be brought nigh to him ere yet the ungodly
principle could cotne into full activity: and the latter should at once find here
its powcrl'ul counterpoise. In such a life the new birth was not to constitute a
new crisis, beginning at some definable moment, but it was to begin imper-
ceptibly, and so proceed thmuidi the whole life. Hence baptism, tlie visible

Dgn of regeneratiun, was to be given to tlie child at the very outset; the child

was to be consecrated to the Uedeeuier from the very beginning of its life."*

Thus the lamented Oliii, in his impassioned appeal in behalf of

religious training:—

_
"To this end (iod intend-; the Christian family to be a school of Christ—to

live in a holy atmosphere in \\hich the children shall be bathed, and baptized,
and nurtured as in a divine genial element. He would have them put on the
Lord Jesus with the first garments of their chiklhood, and drink in Christian
ecntirnents from the mother's loving, beaming eyes as they hang upon the
breast. He intends them to learn religi,m as they le^ru a thousand other
things—from the spirit ami tone of the family—from its vocal tlianksglvin<T3
and songs of praise—from its quiet joyous Sabbaths—from the penitent tear,
the humble carriage, the teufler areents, the reverent look and attitude of the
father, when as a priest he oilers the mf)rning and the evening sacrifice. The
new inamortal that has fallen down into the midst of the Christian family is to

be taken into the soul of its jiiety, Jo U> sanctified by its j)rayer and faith, and
to form a part of that rcasoualiie and aeceptable ollering in which morning
and evening the godly parents lay ail that they are and all tliat thev have on
the altar of sacrifice. 'J'his. witii iHitluuI. diligent Iiistnictious and'restrainta
adapted to the dilfert-nt periods aiul exigeneies of childhood and youth, is the
nurture of the Lord, the right training whiuh, under our gracious economy,

° Neander's Church Hist., p. 311, Torrey's Trans.
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iwofx-jt the c.irly piety of the children of Christian families. They grow up

"l.'hri.-i;>in?. 'I'luy are s-uictifiefl from the wouib. Even their childish prattle

i»''>u!>of dlviru> thin^rs; and tlicy press on to the attainments and functions

ri iiuifurc piety by p;radations so easy and imperceptible that it is not always

in-v>il)lc to lix the "day of their espousals to the Saviour."*

Is it not clear, then, how the baptisnial rite, as a, seal, that is, as

rnfifin/iinir a perpetual covenant, derives its highest ]n-opricty from

tho moral assurance of a continuance in grace, afforded by the

r^.iuic and plastic power of the Church into ^Yhich the baptized is

xiAmcdi

Let it not be objected that the quotations we have cited refer to

the plastic power of the family, and not of the Church. The Chris-

ti.in family is only a subdivision of the Church, as originally each

fjtnily was a Church, and as the Church, when formally organized

under Abraham, was in one family. It was not necessary for Jeho-

va!i to institute the family as a Church institution, for it was already

in existence; he adopted it as part of its organization, and the

parent is as absolutely a divinely-appointed officer in the Church as

any ordained presbyter. He is just as responsible to the Churcii

for neglect of his charge, as is an unfaithful pastor. Through him,

and through her who is one with him in this office, the grace of

Christ i.s to flow in ceaselessly varied blessings of light and spirit-

ual energy to each child's heart. During the earliest years of

cliildhood, the parent is almost exclusively held responsible by

<'hrist as the pastor of his child—and afterward, just so long and so

far as parental authority or filial affection furni.sh a means of restraint

from evil, or a stimulus to good, just so long he has a coordinate

pa5torate and responsibility. The Church can do whatever the

family can do—since it includes it—and the Church, as the entire

ur;^anic body, is bound to see to it that the family is an efficient

school of Christ.

Ikt, as the child grows older, and the privileged but contracted

cirrU- of its home ceases to confine it, and it goes abroad to meet
*'tucr children and other adidt associations, the Church is to see to

»t that it is shut in from contaminating influences, and to a contin-

vu'd lioly atmosphere. In other words, as the Church has sanctified

l-hc family, so it must sanctify society.

_

And, in the first place, the educational associations of the bap-

|:7cd child are carefully to bo guarded. It is not only that from its

ii.^tnictors there ought to breathe forth the same glowing piety

^

*!-ich lias hallowed the home of infancy, giving it to view all knowl-

^dgc only in the light of religion, but the child should also be so
k

" Olin's Work : Religious Training.
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kept from contact -svith other children who have been imbued only

with the spirit of ungodliness and Avorldliness, that its budding
virtues shall not be nipped by the frosty atmosphere. The Church
must control the literary education of her children—provide their

teachers and their companions ; and while Ave may not exclude all

children, except those brought up under Church influence, yet they

should only be admitted so far as they can easily be pcnetratfd and
changed by the pervading piety and gracious influences of the whole.

And, secondly, the Church must regulate the social circle of her

baptized children. Since she cannot expect to transform the char-

acter of worldly society, she must be content to form a society

mainly within herself For a Christian parent to encourage or per-

mit a child to go from a prayerful fireside to mingle with festivities

of a circle entirely irreligious, whether relatives or not, is simply to

dress up a young member of God's household for a sociable visit at

Satan's. The Church is not to withdraw from all association with

the impenitent, but it is to be understood that so far as those asso-

ciations are not of necessity or charity, taey can only be tolerated so

far as the world will submit to the habits and regimen of the Church.

Every element of high and noble enjoyment which worldly society

possesses, the Church has also at command, and she can well afford to

dispense with any companionship or indulgence which she cannot
sanctify, and she must do it.

liut there is a more direct agency to be exerted by the Church as

such. Although fur a time tlie teachings and the motives of religion

may be blended with family intercourse and discipline, yet as the

years come when the child emerge.^ from the family circle and begins
to realize its relations to the world and to God as a soul of inde-

pendent powers and resjjonsibility, the Church, as God's messenger,
is to meet the expanding mind, and officially assume the separate

office of instruction and nurture. Not only is a system of regular

and classified instruction in divine truth to be afforded; not only
are the early sympathies ami energies of the young member to be
directed to appropriate work of benevolence and usefulness ; but,

what is less thought of, a direct provision should be made for the

expression of religious expoi-icnce, for administering of religious

counsel and the exercise of sj)iritual gifts. A child's heart has the

same social impulses and v.-ants as the adult, and demands the same
means of grace: if they cannot be given in conjunction with mature
Christian exercises, they can be given separately.

IV. We may now state emphatically the idea all along implied

:

that the baptized infant is a member of the visible Church of Christ
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in Iho same sense as a baptized adult convert, and is entitled to pre-

cJsolv the same ecclesiastical reco2,nition and training.

Before advancing to a further exhibition of this main principle,

trc Bball relieve the argument from a fe\v objections.

1. We cannot deny that however true and appropriate the insti-

tution of an actual infant membership might be, if the Church were

what it should be, yet our ideal picture finds little to correspond

uith it in the actual"body of Christ. We ourselves avovr it to be a

sad and bitter fact, that'an ordinance of God's house has come to

appear an empty form—a burlesque upon a sacrament; and its sol-

emn words of prayer and of covenant a lie and a blasphemy I Yet

what of all this !

"
Is the Church of God to pronounce His institu-

tions improper and incongiuous because she has failed to convey

the irrace which was meant to give them fitness and significancy?

Kvidentlv the Almighty, in constituting his Church, was compelled

to assign her ordinances either as appropriate to an unfiuthful

Church? or to a faithful one. And it is hard, indeed, if men will re-

iluoe him to t!ve dilemma of cither shaping the portico of his house

in a stylo only suitable to a shattered and dilapidated builiing. or

to hear the discrepancy between the promise of his portal and ihe ful-

filment of his Church declared so striking that he never could have

designed the portal, and it must be hurled to the dust. On the con-

trary, the entire odium of the incongruity comes back oif the laith-

loss Church which has made it. It speaks fearfully of her disorder

and negligence, when a divinely-established seal and symbol of her

hlossings'has not in her the corresponding reality. Let her not hurl

from her sight the reproachful monument; let her not shroud its

iiiscriptions"of covenanted blessings with a veil of flimsy explana-

tions ! Let it stand there until its perpetual witness and rebuke

arouse her to prayer and systematic reformation, and
_

she can

feel that all its meaning and promise is yea and amen in Chnst

Jesus.

2. We meet the observation that the Church, without thus recog^

uising an actual membership of its baptized infants, does much oi

which we have spoken for their Christian training. We admit the

fact ; but she has done it in a random and desultory manner. Her

measures have lacked the connexion and the successive order ot a

regular system. The family is an institution by itself: and where a

pi'jus and judicious parental care has—by religious instinct—been

put forth, there have been its fruits
;
yet there has been no system

of responsibility securing such care to every household. '1 he same

instinctive sense of danger has led many a parent to shield his child

from godless associations and amusements ;
yet if he neglect his
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solemn charge, tlio impression appears to prevail extensively that it

is his business, and the Church has nothings; to say about it; instead

of his being arrested for a breach of trust and spiritual infanticide.

Sometimes during a revival, prayer-mcctings are held for those young

hearts ivhich overflow "with feeling, and Avith childish but spiritual

thought—yet the plan is not kept up as though the children of the

Church were expected to have any experience to tell, or any gifts to

exercise, until the involuntary cry arrests attention. In our own

Church, especially, where an intimate acquaintance of the pastor

with the religious condition of the lambs of his flock is an impos-

sibihty, no adequate substitute is found, except in an occasional

Sabbath-school teacher. Even where one part of the spiritual ma-

chinery is well operated, another is left unused. And thus, because

the relative position of the family, of society, and the organic

Church, v.hich includes and should control them, is not understood

and conceded, each jars against the other and neutralizes its bless-

ings. In some few cases, perliaps, the infant Christian is nurtured

at home, its oj'sening graces sheltered, and a genial social atmos-

phere and a judicious Church culture bring it to full maturity. But
how many pious families there arc who do not believe the answers

to their prayers when they come ; v.dio receive expressions of religious

emotion nn the part of tlnvir cliildren with a suppressed smile of amuse-

ment; who regard their litile ])raycrs and declarations of sin and of

forgiveness as io much harmless play, like their fancies of imitating

all mature experience of business or military life. The formal and
random answers of parents fall coldly on the little heart, Avhich, ten-

der as a tremulous coiivcrt, nec.ls to feel itself fully appreciated and
fiym,pathized with by those it loves.* So we continually break off the

bud of early piety until the soul, exhausted and feeble, beneath the

world's dull sky, puts forth a sickly blossom, or hangs as a barren

8tem. Though a cuvenanted member of God's household, it is made to

consider itself as of the synagogue of Satan, and its acceptance into

grace is made a problem f-r the future to settle, and its motives are

to be drawn, not from what Christ has already done for and in it, but

from fear of the wrath from which it has as yet no reprieve. jS'o won-
der that our children have to be "regularly converted" between the

age of twelve and eighteen. It is as early as the Church Avill let them
have their rights. And for the want of a thorough, comprehensive,

spiritual activity on the part of the body of Christ, that highest and
grandest application of the atouenicnt by v.hich whole generations

should be met at their birth, and, unstained by evil passion, untram-

melled by evil habit, unshaken by doubt and error, rise up to assert

the highest power of redemption even on this scene of our sin and
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fyrsc—this grandest scheme of God is brought to naught, and made

« visionary's day-dream.

3. J>ut, again, and coming to the direct discussion of the identity

of the membership held by the infant and the adult, we meet the

modified view that, although the baptized child is introduced into

ihc visible Church, yet it is not made a member of an^'- particular

branch of that Church, and, of course, has no claim upon the pas-

toral and ecclesiastical care of any particular Church.

*' A person mav be a member of tlie catholic or universal Cliurch of Chri^
whilir he is not a member of any particular Church. Baptism introduces a

iwrwjn into tiie cathoHc Church of Christ. Baptism alone does not constitute

hiin a member of any particular Church. To become a member of a Presby-

Ji-ri.m Church or a Methodist Church, &c., something more is required besides

U-\u^ baptized. Therefore, when an infant is baptized, although he is intro-

ilticeil by baptism into the Church of Christ, he is not thereby constituted a

lix'nibcr of any ])articulav branch of Christ's Church; and, if the baptism be

r»Tlbrmcd by a Pre-bytcrian or Methodist minister, he does not baptize him
liv virtue of his being a Presbyterian or a Methodist, but by virtue of his oOico

!»* a minister of Christ. lie does not, therefore, by virtue of his oiKce, intro

<i'!>o Liiii into llio Presl)ytcrian or Methodist Church. But he does introduce

bini, by Uipli.--m, immediately into the Church of Christ."*

Novr, so far as all this means that no baptized person is by that

baptism bound to believe all the minor opinions of any denomina-

tion, it is certainly true: for ho is bound only to faith in the great

fundamental doctrines of the one Chuich, and to a submission to

^•uch disciplinary rules as are adopted by the particular Church -with

which he is brought in contact. A denomination is only an associ-

nlion of separate congregations of the one Church, who, agreeing

ui aomo unessential matters, find it pleasant and profitable to main-

t-iin an intimate connexion. But just as ten men, heads of fimilies

in one parish, who may form an association based on agreement in

matters of opinion, cannot compel their baptized children to mem-
bership in that clique, and yet nmst consider those children as mcm-
luTS of their respective family organizations, and hold themselves

rc.<ponsible for them to the Church in which they are enrolled ; so

a few congregations of the catholic Church may form a society and

agree in minor matters, but they do not thereby lose their character

ur their responsibility as parts of the Church general; and although

liioy cannot claim that a person by baptism becomes amenable to

tlieir socicf.ij, yet they must hold him amenable to tlieir particular

Church con^reo:af.ion as that section of the one Church into contact

'*ith which God's providence has brought him. So the family in

*h:ch a baptized child is placed, and the congregation of saints of

® Sandford on Baptism, p. IS.
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which that family is a part, and any larger section of the body of
which that congregation is an organic part, are responsible for the
nurture and training of every soul they admit by baptism, as much
as if the unity of the Church were not in appearance broken by
distinctions which God utterly ignores.

Indeed, the Church of God is awaking, and, in many instances.

her practice is in advance of her theory that she has no right

to hold either adult or infmt members bound by her general sen-

timents on unessential points, although the general profit may be
best consulted by letting that sentiment colour the ministrations of
her pulpits. No section of the Church has a right to begrudge en-

trance to full Church privileges to a Christian dissenter; and even
a regard to her peculiar harmony cannot entitle her more than to

recommend him to union through another convenient and less dis-

sonant congregation. The idea of admitting a person into the

Church visible, and yet not nuking him a member of any visible

section of that Church, is absurd. What is not found in any of the
parts, is not to be found in the whole.

Of course, these views arise from a proper conception of the
organic and plastic nature of the Church. Of course, the grains of
a sand-heap may be in that heap, and yet have no definable connex-
ion with any ether grains of sand. If the Church were nothing but
a loose catalogue of baptized pi.'oplo, it might be left in uncertainty
where any particular name fell in. Eut if every member of the
visible Church is to receive his nurturing grace through connexion
with the body of Christ, some .section must hold him in living unity,

and be the particular channel of his grace. So with the adult con-
vert; so with the infant member. So no man can be a member of
the visible Church, except by his right to membership under some
particular denomination, and in some separate " congreo-ation of
believers."

V. The same great principle which thus authorizes the baptism
of an infant, both, or even one of whose parents are Christians, utterly
condemns that unscriptural way into which some ministers of our
Church have wandered—of baptizing the children of ])arents that are-
both irreligious and who are living without tlie pale of the Church of
God. The error has sprung up in the new light of Arminian senti-

ment, which declares tlio equality of every infant in moral character
and relation to the atonement. Standing in contrast to the idea of a
reprobated infancy, or an infancy entirely unsanctificd until baptism
conveys regenerating grace, this doctrine of the universal gracious
state of. the infant race is a glorious advancement in theological truth.
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IJiit it 19 clear that personal character, although the fundamental, is

tjut the only qualification for the seal of the covenant, but that there is

rr-.inl to a prospective tuition and membership in the Church of the

covenant. There were many infants in Abraham's day equally worthy

111 themselves as his own, and yet the fortnal covenant was made
with those of the patriarch alone, on the express ground of their

a})Solute subjection to religious teaching and discipline,
—"For 1

know him that he will command liis children and his household after

hi:u, and they shall keep the way of the Lord and do judgment and

justice." So the confirmation on the day of Pentecost was—" For

tiie promise is unto you and ijour chiWreh," &c. This great idea

of God's institution cannot be impugned by that other truth which

serves as a platform upon which it builds. If his ministers venture

to go beyond their commission, they will only find that his wisdom
in the limitation was greater than theirs in the promiscuous appli-

cation of his covenant mark, seeing that Jehovah recognises two

pent facts or principles, while they neglect the most obvious-^the

facts atid hvw.of spiritual nurture. Their course will sap the ordi-

uauce of its inmost truth and meaning. The child of an Olympian
boxer and of a bacchante was as intrinsically worthy as any

child, and yet God gave no orders to put his seal upon that

child if its parents chose to let him receive it in momentary
mockery. And because the unsanctified nature of the parent

may not, under our social restraints, be exhibited in such glar-

ing excesses, there is no compromise in God's covenant system
with a more moral heathenism. How can God, through his Church,
a-ssume a formal and visible charge over a child Avhen the only officer

through whom that charge can be exercised is not found in the

Church—when the conducting chain of the sanctifying power is

wanting? Now an unconverted parent, although living in a Chris-

tian land, is a heathen in all ecclesiastical relations. The more he
know.s—the more he associates with the Church and yet refuses

a'-Icgiance to God and his Church, the more clearly is he marked as

one •' holding the truth in unrighteousness." The Church may have
more or less control over his children, but there is no natural guar-

ftntee for it. JNeither civil law nor the law of natural influences per-

ttiits the Church to exercise that nurture which is the essential ground
of her character as an organic body. It is true that the child may
w.' as yet of the same regenerate nature as the Church itself, but
tlic parental unregeneracy and heathenism come in between it and
t«i*.' visible body of Christ, and cut it out from a vital union. In-
6tc;ul of humouring the worldling into the notion that his children
w*<J uotlxing ecclesiastically by his wilful separation from the Churcli,
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the occasion should be seized to muke him apprehend how cruelly he

himself is debarring from his offspring that covenant reality, of

which a consistent Cimrch only refuses the sign. Thus, Avhile the

Church does all that it can for his children, it should endeavour to

awake him to a personal consecration, or the redemption of the vows

of other days. The Church may not stoop to the mockery of wel-

coming a child over the threshold of God's household visible, and

putting the seal of a perpetual shelter on its brow, when the very

next minute it must be let go unprotected, to the world, the flesh,

and the devil.

VI. The history of the obscuration of the great principle which

"we arc illustrating, may serve to show how deeply its original mean-

ing has penetrated the sense of the Church in all ages. In the

apostolic era we have but little said about infant baptism, but much
expressed in regard to the relation which they bore to the Church.

Before long a material philcsopli}' began to encrust the simplicity

of early faith, and inspired a tendency to reliance on the ma'dcal

pov>-er of sacraments and forms. Forgetting its deep meaning as

the pledge and first link of the long chain of ministrations through

which power should come, Christians regarded baptism as a talis-

manic rite, conveying hy itself a cleansing power. Yet, even with

all this, a recognition of tlio curly and true idea remained in forms
which, even beyoiid the Scriptural requirement, asserted the pros-

pective rerorcnce to Church training as an essential ground of the

administration. The introduction of sponsors could have regard

only to the fut iro. P.y admitting tlicm, whether a useful innovation

or not, the Church recognised the obligation of early and incessant

watchfulness so fully, that even in advance she provided against the

death or apostasy of the parental Church officer by engaging another

to take his place. The early Church thus bore witness to all after

ages that it dared to affi.v the seal of a covenant mercy upon no
child over wliom. as the instrument of that mercy, it was not to

have continuous supervision from its baptism to its frave.

But when at the Reformation the doctrine of baptismal regenera-
tion was abandoned by the rontinental reformers, another doctrinal

error came in to obscure the meaning of the ordinance. According
to the Calvinistic theologj'. all infants were in a state of unmiti-
gated depravity, and therefore baptism could have no basis in their

personal ciualification. Many or most infants were assuredly repro-
bate forever, and therefore the rite could have no meanin*^ as seal-
ing anything to them individually, in view of future influences Thus,
those theologians who expected to baptize the children only of those
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wlio. as adults, assumed fully their early vows—that is, believers

—

dix'brcvl those children baptized " on the faith of their parents."

While another class, considering^ as Church members ackno-^Ndcdged

unl>o!ievers who had grown up in it, and their children canonically

t-ntitiod to baptism, explained the anomaly of sealing a reprobate, by

niscrting the seal to be merely general in its import of a covenant

to those who were not reprobate—the invisible Church of the elect.

Hiving thus destroyed the significancy of the rite, the}' proceed to

nhow that the Church membership of reprobates—so long as they

art' not openly immoral—is a definite expedient in God's organiza-

tion of his Church to keep her in money, protectors, and material

for conversion in the generation to come. The fact, therefore, that

the simpler theory of infant baptism and Church membership which

\vc advocate is not recognised by so large a section of the evangeli-

cal Church, is explained by their rejection of another truth—the

universality of the atonement.*

In the Church of England there lingered a large element of the

Honiish theory of baptismal regeneration from a natural state of

wrath. But, by the more evangelical of this day, there is always a

prospective reference to the future contact with the Church means

c-f grace. Thus, they consider the benefit of baptism to consist,

^.••t in a change of heart, but in a change of place,—in an admission

t-J this contact with the saving nurture of the body of Christ. And
tliis idea, in connexion with the intrinsic qualification of infants, is

iho true principle.

.^iethodism has been at great disadvantage in attaining a clearly-

'!. fmcd theory and uniformity of action in respect to this whole

matter. With new views of the spirituality of religion flashing on
tcT conscience, and a rejection of the gross theory of baptismal
rf(generation, she also had to adapt her system to the enlarged views
of infant salvation which her doctrine of the atonement involved.

.Ku'l while her early theologians held views substantially coirect and

':nf,!ying the theory of this article, yet the relics of High Church
•«!ct,s and language have obscured its full lustre.f

1 hen, the circumstances under which Methodism has grown up.

^ve been imfavourable to an early recognition of the whole truth.

i or many years it was not a Church, but a society ; and the spirit

*' the society has characterized many of her ecclesiastical arrange-

i-Tits. Her mission was for a long while almost exclusively to

* -"jH^—the work of the evangelist rather than of the pastor. Able to

'^ >f<*ry little at first toward the systematic nurture of our children,

° Mason's Works, 1832, vol. It, Church of God, part vi.

t See "VN'esley and Watson on Baptism, parsim.

t-oiRTH Series, Vol. VIL—7
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and accustomed to see those around us, in Churches or not, growing

up almost universally into a godless maturity, she has not realized

what the pov.er of a sanctified nurture would effect. She has shrank

from tiie idea of any practical Church membership, and has quailed

before the irony of Anabaptist cavillers. She had not recognised the

prospective reference of the ordinance, but rested its propriety en-

tirely on the intrinsic qualification of the child, and thus has been ,

sometimes betrayed into promiscuous baptism. I

But as years have brought several generations under her care,

our Church has been reverting to the true idea. The only standard
writer on the subject protests against promiscuous baptism, although
mildly, and teaches the implication, in the rite, of a Church training,

although less boldly than it should be stated.* Mr. Gregg, from
the western Church, echoes the sentiment with still more eamest-

• ness, but with a less thorough discussion of the subject than the

title of his book would intimate.t The fragments of a complete
system of training have been gradually created or adopted as occa-
sion made their respective necessity apparent in different districts

or congi-egations. And now thousands of members are calling aloud
for some more intelligible theory of infant baptism and membership
than they have seen recognised, and many an humble pastor is call-

ing, as we do now, upon those whose work it is to give the Church
its full organization, to combine her desultory exertions into one
comprehensive system.

A'll. "We bring this discussion to a close by suggesting briefly

the measures which may serve in our branch of the Church to give
infant membership its full recognition and nurture.

1. And, first, we ask the express avowal of the truth which we
believe

:
that our children are not under God's frown, but in a state

of grace, and are to be expected to keep in it under the means of
grace vouchsafed; that while baptism does not inake a child an heir
of God and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven, yet it does seal
him as a prospective member of the kingdom of grace and of glorv.
In the light of this blessed truth, parents should be made to feel
their fearful but high responsibility as Church officers, and their
responsibility to the Church. And the Church must inquire more
unshrinkingly into the fidelity of this the most powerful ministry
within her limits.

2. The next ecclesiastical arrangement—easily effected by a
modification of our Sabbath-scliool system—would be to require, as

" HibbanJ on T^aptism.

t Qregg on Infant Church Membership.
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well as to eiiconrage, every child to be placed under Biblical and
cauchctical instruction.

.'J. 'J'hirdly—and here we enter upon new ground and a direct

n\^A<rnition of infant membership—the children should be divided

Into classes under judicious spiritual leaders, who may act as sub-

pastors, develop their religious experience, and give them a constant

mprrvision, and under whose direction social means of grace adapted

t'l their years may bo provided.

There has been an approximation to this system proposed, and,

so far as adopted, crowned with great success in the Wesleyan
(.'liurch of England. The children of the Chmxh between the ages

of ten and sixteen are divided into classes, under the charge of so-

called catechists, who weekly meet them in a private room for Bibli-

cal instruction. In so far, they resemble our Bible class ; but they

liave elements of power which it has not. In a private room, with

hut few together there is a sense of freedom and a personal appli-

cation of the truth : the heart of the cateehist is brought into closer

coiit.iot with his pupils than can easily be done in our larger and
crowded school-rooms. There that little band sing and pray together
w eek by week, and over their daily life as well as this occasional hour
their leader has a close but sympathetic eye. Thus the claims of per-
^ouA religion arc continually urged upon a heart subdued by the at-

Tifospherc of a living piety. We find that in our protracted meetings,
« vcn in presence of adults and strangers, our young people, as soon as
the fust restraint is over, are very easily impressed, and disposed to

yield to religious nurture and decision. And if the same earnest
and immediate invitation and sympathy could be shown week by
veck--as it cannot in a Sabbath- school room—no limit can be
a-iJigned to its power. The published results of the British experi-
lucnt confirms this conclusion, for although there is not as much
direct religious address as might be used, yet the report is very
remarkable. The memoranda from one appointment of Leeds
Second circuit say, " By taking the average, we perceive that one
yut of every eight catechumens has joined the Church in one year.
I his is a large result for the second year of the operation of the
'-techumen system, and may wc not calculate upon having still

^T'-'itcr success?" "The rate of increase experienced here would
y:ei<l an annual increase of thirty-seven thousand members to the
' hurch from this source alone." This new movement, not yet fully
*";*iblished as an organic operation of the Church, although sanc-
tj'-iu'd by conference resolutions, had been subject to great fluctua-
t»o!»s from the change of ministers who are not equally interested
«« the system. We cannot speak of its present aspect after the
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distractions -whicli have for a few years afflicted the British

Churches.

But our plan would differ from this system:—!. By taking the

children at an earlier age. It -vrill be noticed that these catechumen

classes are composed of any youth accessible, many of whom had

previously enjoyed little or no direct religious training. But larger

results might be anticipated if while yet more susceptible, and just

emerging from pious fimily instruction, the}'' were brought into

these class associations. The Church would thus supply the next

link to parental nurture. And, -1. We would make these classes like

our adult classes, prayer-meetings, and conversation-meetings, etc.,

developing the graces of those 3'oung hearts in privacy, and where

n.0 evil eye could inti-ude. \sc are convinced that even in the

present rchgious state of the Church, a very heavy proportion of

our children would nranifest a valid religious experience under such

nurture; if each fimily were right, nearly the whole. We insist

that, believing as we do the child to be " in grace,"' the true way to

ctmfirm and elicit the child's e.Kperience is to give it exercise and

expression, exactly as with adults, only guarding a childish sim-

plicity against spiritual pride and levity. We see reason to think,

moreover, that some, at least, of our English brethren regard their

plan only as an advance toward a full recognition of the claims of

their Church children. But the position of that Church as a mere

s^-'ciety fur so many years has, as in our own case, been unfortunate

for an early adoption of the truth entire.

4. ThtTC follows, as a matter of ecclesiastical prudence, and as a

precaution adopted by the entire Church of God, however various

errors may have gathered around it. a second and public reception

into adult membership. The rite of confirmation, as practised in

many Churches, by laying on of episcopal hands and the supposed

conveyance of any new or confirming grace to the child, we of course

reject. ]3ut it docs not follow that we should not have a special form,

occurring at a given ago ot" childhood, to recognise as faithful mem-

bers those who choose so to remain. The principle on which rests

the propriety of such a di-tinct service being applied to these young

members, without impugning their general, or even universal fidelity,

may easily be made apparent.

According to our !\lethodistic theory, all infants, although by vir-

tue of their descent from Adam utterly depraved, are yet, by their

redeeming connexion with Christ, in a state of grace, justified.

and susceptible of spiritual influences; yet this state of grace is

held unconditionally, and by virtue of an unconscious involuntary

connexion with the second Adam. But the time must come, as they
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p-ow older, vrhcn, although their state of acceptance and expanding

rv'oncrativc experience rcraaius the same, the tenure upon which

•Jjey hold it is changed. They are to retain their interest in Christ

by a personal and voluntary yielding to him and reliance on him;

tho free inflowing of spiritual influences, all barriers against which

were removed by their position as part of the collective world re-

(K'omcd by the atonement, must be continued by the same absence

<f all obstruction, caused by resolute opening of the heart by the

developed personal will. So the infantile hand of faith, hanging

iulploss, not in resistance, but in undeveloped power, was gi-aspci

by Christ's strong hand, and by his action alone it was held and

siistvainedl Now, that "strengthened hand must give a responsive

pressure, and only as it cleaves to Christ will he retain his hold.

The ti-ansition is assuredly the most momentous crisis in the eternal

hi5tory of that soul. It were natural that the collective Church, how-

ever assured that the solemn moment v,-ould be gloriously passed,

should yet mark that entrance on a personal voluntary Christian life

by holy thankfulness and earnest intercession for the young voyager in

his now indcj)cndent bark. If, in each chikVs experience, the precise

moment could be definitely detected, each might come alone. Eut if

all that the Church can do is to mark the average of the ages when
the transition from a state of collective to a state of personal grace

\i complete, it were well to mark the event, if not the precise date,

b^o that even if the Church had reason to expect the invariable con-

liimance in grace of each of its children, there would be high pro-

priety in calling them at a given age to avow before the Church
their confirmation in grace and hope.

liut while as Methodists we assign to infants a larger grace than
i» accorded by any other Church in its avowed standards, yet vre

held also their liabilit}'- to fall from grace as the will becomes ma-
tured and independent. Especially, therefore, in a state of the
Church, in which she fails to convey to her children the full spiritual

ifiliuonce for which God formed her as the channel, she must be pre-
pared to see the effect of her short-coming in the bhght of many a
*>iossom on the tree of life. While, therefore, she welcomes those
*h() draw not back unto perdition, she must, as a matter of ecclesi-

astical discipline, mark her rejection of those who will not hold fast

'n tiio gift vouchsafed. Those who do not give satisfactory assur-
lace that they will by personal adhesion perpetuate their allegiance
|o hrist the Head, must, of necessity, be repudiated by his visible
^-hIv on earth;' and in love, and sorrow, and ceaseless expostulation,
**»<? Church should make them feel their position, not merely as
'^ranting to come to Jesus and his Church, but as wilfully breaking
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away from his embrace, and from the shelter of the earthly home in

•which he has thus far kept them.

5. While thus noting the transition from infancy to youth, it ma3'

be well to allude to the sacrament of the Lord's supper, since from

its obvious inappropriatencss to infants there has been forged an

argument against infant membership. But, in answer, it may be

said that the sacrament of the Lord's supper is in its very nature

an ordinance for the second stage of experience. It docs not. like

baptism, require a passive recipiency as a seal, which the Church at

the command of God can affix, but it implies an exercise of faith in

a remembrance of Christ as our atonement. It is only, therefore,

at that stage of life when such a personal faith is reached that it is

appropriate to admit to such a rite. Thus, while membership de-

pending on the state of grace is equally appropriate under cither

condition of its tenure, this personal remembrance involved in the

second sacrament is only designed for the second stage—that of

adult experience.

In conclusion, we reiterate the remark, that the narrow limits of

this article exclude a full and accurately guarded illustration of these

views. The great truths of the organic power and responsibility of

the Church; of the actual membership of every baptized infant, and

its right to be considered and trained up as a child of God ; these

we are most anxious to redeem from an obscurity into which they

have fallen through circumstances above explained. "We could not

feel Ics.s dee{)ly, yet perhaps we might have spoken less strongly

and hopefully had we not reason to know that many a parental and
ministerial member of our wing of God's household would welcome
any effort to rescue our theory and our practice on this momentous
question from the vague desultoriness which has hitherto marked it.

Let the Church arise cheerfully to perfect her organization, as she

has nobly done, as each new phase of her mission has been devel-

oped. It may be long before she finds her theory met by her prac-

tice and its results ; fur only in proportion as the family, society,

and those more direct ministrations included in the idea of a Church.

are in harmonious cooperation, will her power be complete. Still

may there be a rapid approximation to the glorious fulfilment of

that saying of the prophet Esaias, "And all thy children shall be

taught of God, and great shall be the peace of thy children."
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Akt. VI.—METHODISM IN AUSTRALIA AND TOLYNESIA.

Journal of a Deputation from the Wesleyan Conference to Australia and Polynesia,

mdudins Notices of a Visit to the Gold Fields. By the Rev. Eoeekt Yocno.

I/jndon. 1854. 12mo., pp. Hi.

IIhsides the general interesfc of this volume as a description of a

Lirgo uiid very interesting portion of the earth by an intelligent ob-

jicrvor, it has also a special value for the Christian public. Com-
iiiii^sioned by the Wesleyan Church to "set in order" the affairs of

the missions established by that body in the various islands of the

South Seas, Mr. Young had the best possible opportunities for ob-

serving the real religious state and prospects of those attractive

regions to which uncounted throngs are hastening, and he has given

the results of his episcopal visitation in a clear, comprehensive nar-

i-aiive, abounding in incident, but simple, unadorned, and manly in

iti style. Jiating occasional redundance and prolixity, the work

is highly creditable to Mr. Young's powers as a writer; but its

value i.s altogether independent of merely literary considerations.

It is a repository of facts for the edification and encouragement of

the Church in her missionary labours, and for her instruction and

guidance in future aggressive enterprises in behalf of the kingdom

of Christ on earth.

There is a certain period in the history of Mission Churches, as

of colonics, when it is proper for them to be set free from the con-

trol, and made independent of the support, of the parent stock. It

ib necessary, as well as fitting, that they should, as soon as possible,

uvt only provide for themselves, but also contribute to the further-

:uice of the gospel in "the regions beyond." The time of "tutors

and governors" cannot last forever; the adult cannot thrive on the

food or submit to the discipline suitable to infancy. The Mission

<-'ljurches of Australia, including Van Diemens Land, had reached

this important period in their history, according to the judgment of

ihc Wesleyan Missionary Committee and Conference, in the year

I'^oO; as it was believed that they then possessed "adequate pecu-

niary resources to supply the means for the accomplishment of this

:vrrangemcnt, and piety and intelligence rendering them capable

*-'f taking with advantage this higher position among the Churches
<^f Christ."

In order to make the necessary ai-rangements for so great a
Ciiange, the Missionary Board determined to send out a commis-
*ioiier with ample authority to effect it in a constitutional way.
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The Rev, Robert Young vras selected for this office, and the results

of his mission abundantly prove the wisdom of the choice. The
volume before us contains the account of his voyages to Australia,

the Friendly and Feejee Islands and back, Avith an account of the

Churches and missions under the control of the Wcsleyan Church

in the sourhern world. It is our purpose to give a brief summary
of its interesting contents, allowing ]Mr. Young to tell his own story

in our pages. We have only to regret that he has nowhere

given a full and distinct statement, in a separate form, of the statis-

tics of the Church, and of the new organization under Avhich they

are hereafter to work; nearly all the information we can gather on

these points has to be culled from the diary in which they are jotted

chronologically.

One of the most remarkable features of ]\Ir. Y^'oung's enterprise

was the peril and embarrassments that attended its beginnings. On
the loth of October, 1852, he embarked at Plymouth in the Mel-
bourne royal mail steamer. On the 17th she "rolled her masts

overboard, lost part of her bulwarks," got her spars and rigging en-

tangled in the screw, and was thus, in a few minutes, completely

disabled.

" When thu day dawned the disister became more manifest, and I perceived
that several ot"tlu' pa-^sen^HTs had ])nt on thoir ' lii'i.- preservei-s,' and, from their

very anxious couiuenance.s, wore evidently expecting to have a plunge. One
person had hung a bag ot'sovort'igns around his neck, and seemed detemiined
to save his money, or to perish Avitli it. Another individual, under great alarm.
incjuired anxiou.-ly of one ot" tlu- ofii.-ers as to the safety of the liVe-boat, and
being iidijnib.d that one of tlie sailor.s had let't the ])lug out of it when at Plv-
niouth. his alarm was nrnvh incn'a-ed. I'lie w;igglsh son of ZSIeptune, who had
been in many a slonn. and who feared no danger, seeing the effect of his state-

ment, very coolly .said to his trembling inquirer, tliat the case was not so bad
as he appeareil to think it, lljr the first oliicer, having found out the defect, had
with great promjititude i>ut a plaster of strong brown paper upon the hole, to

meet the present emergency."

On the 20th the vessel was again in sailing order, but on the very

next day she sprung a leak, and the captain determined to put in at

Lisbon, which port was reached, with difficulty, by the 24th. It was
well that these mishaps occurred at the beginning of the voyage, for

the ship was ill-built, ill- ventilated, over- crowded, and unwholesome.

Ilad she even survived the perils of the seas, it is more than proba-

ble that her passengers would have been decimated by disease in

the tropics. The ship was refitted, and a few of the passengers,

who could not help themselves, went forward in her; but Mr. Youn^r,

with othei^, returned to England, reaching Southampton on the 27th
of l^ovember.

There was every reason to anticipate a fair and prosperous voyage
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iQ the "Adelaide," a new and beautiful iron screw steamer of

ci^hticn hiuidrcd tons. She suilcd from Plymouth, December 19th,

•.!i ^aHtiiit style; but, during the night, the water broke into the

fjn-part of the ship, and the stream, according to the captain and

ith'TS Avho saw it, "was as large as a man's arm," and as it gushed

in with irresistible force, that compartment of the vessel Avas soon

tj-.iitc filled. The ship refused to obey her helm, and there was

r.'t'.hing for it but to put back to Plymouth. All this was enough

M di.-^courage ordinary men; and there Avere not wanting interpre-

;'.Ts of Providence to advise Mr. Young that "the Lord was against

lii.s voyage to Australia." Happily, he was not one of the "weak

'-retlircu;" and he only waited for the repairs of the ship to sail

A'^i'wi on the second of January, 1853. But certainly there was

never a more unlucky ship than the Adelaide. On the first night

out, a heavy gale struck her and flooded the cabins, and three days

after tiie coal on board took fire in the midst of a storm. Mr. Young
ilescribos the scene well, especially its comical side :

—

" Onn iiv.i!i appeand on deck in his night-dress. 2;iit about by his lite-prc-

«orvrr, i-nciiiiilhrt'd witli dollars, and witli an nmbroUa in his hand. It appears
h<> was atraid that the weight ot" his cash might sink him, notwithstandin;r his

W'h oC safety, and tlierefore took his umbrella to act as a sail, and make him
more Liioyantl Jn tiic confusion whicli ensued, he by some means lost a por-
•; w > \ his s^ilitary garment, and appeared in a more pitiable plight than I),'.-

M'l's andia-.sadors on their return from Ilanun. Another, >vho in the hurry
'li' '.he moment had been deprived by a fcllo7.--pa5£enger of a part of his attire,

' ."ii'd aloud fur the missing article, exclaiming, 'I am prepared to meet death
iki^- a Hriton, but I wish to die in my own breeches !'

"

On the 17 th Mr. Young landed at St. Vincent, Cape de Verd,

vhere he expected to meet his friend and fellow-traveller, the Rev.
Mr. Kirk, who had gone thither from Lisbon to wait for the Ade-
laide

; but he had lost patience at the long delay, and returned to

Kugland. To add weight to this disappointment, no coal was to be

had iit St. A^incent, and the ship was detained eighteen days wait-

'"-: \ii airival from England. Again the supply of coal taken in

«»•? short, and the unfortunate ship stopped at St. Helena for an-

••iher fortnight'. ]?ut the chapter of accidents was not yet cx-

huuBtod; the wretched ship took in water at her ports in every

^*-; the cabins were generally uninhabitable ; many of the passen-
;-'vn< were quarrelsome gamblers : and nothing seems to have gone
" -1 Well. On the third of April the coal took fire again, and, on the
'"di. ia a heavy gale, the shij) became so leaky that the passengers
'•'«d to aid the crew at the pumps for m\mj hours. At last, on the
•"unh of May, Mr. Young lauded at Adelaide. The steamer was
*uortly afterward surveyed, and was pronounced unscaworthy

;
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indeed, it was thought to be little less than a miracle that she
reached port at all. All these mishaps, it will be remembered, hap-
pened with "English royal mail steamers;" had they been even
American merchant steamers, the world Y>-ould have rmig with
accomits of American recklessness and cupidity.

The land in which Mr. Young hail now entered is, as our readers
Avell know, a rival wonder to Oalifurnia. The length of Australia
from east to west is two thousand two hundred and twenty- seven
miles, and its breadth from north to south one thousand six hundred
and eighty miles, while its area is estimated at two million six hun-
dred and ninety thousand eight hundred and ten square miles. It

contains four British colonies—New South Wales, Victoria, South
Australia, and ^Vestern Australia. On the south of Australia lies

the large island of Van Dieineir? Land, or Tasmania, also the seat

of flourishing colonies, ^\'c shall follow ^Ir. Young rapidly in his

missionary journeys through the several regions composing this vast
portion of tlic territory of Great Britain.

The colony of South Au.-traliu covers an area of three hundred
thousand square miles—more than double the dimensions of tlie

British isles. Its capital, Adelaide,—a city not yet fifteen years
old,—has risen with American rapidity. " The plan, including both
South and North Adelaide, i.s well arranged; and, when filled up,
will form a most beautiful city, with the river ToiTcns flowing
through it, comprising several squares, and surrounded by a mag°
nificent j.ark. At jircsent, however, it is but a skeleton, containing
not more th;in fourteen thousand inhabitants; but around the cit}^

in various directions, are scattered villages with from fifty to two
.hundred or three hundred inhabitants, and bearing names familiar
enough,—such as Kensingt(.)n, Islington," <kc. Here, as every-
where, Mr. Young fuund Wcsleyan ^chapels, with large congrega-
tions, and all the machinery of Methodism working as at home.

Mr. Young next proceeded to the colony of Victoria, of which
Melbourne is the capital. 1 lis ideas of the worth of money received
a sudden start from the cabra;u» who refused to take him' from the
landing to the town—two mile.^ and a half—for less than fifty shil-
lings, (§1-J.) And, to show the rapid changes in these magic lands
of gold, when he returned to Melbourne, six months fater, he
found omnibuses running everv hour and takinrr pas'^enf^ers for
25. GJ. each.

In 1S3S Melbourne consi.-ted of a few huts, two or three shops.
a couple of small inns, and a wcoden building used as a place of
worship for all denominations. Jt has now a population of not less
than eighty thousand; its principal streets are finelv built with
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phowy houses of brick and stone; its public buildings rival those

«.f provincial towns in England; and the river Yarra, on which it

Iks, has a subs^tantial stone bridge with a single arch of one huu-

lim'l and fifty feet span. The village of St. Kilda, two miles dis-

t:jiit, has a population often thousand. There are twelve Weslevan

rhajjcls in the town and its vicinity, most of which are substantial

aii.l rven handsome structures, and all flourishing, both temporally

and .spiritually; five more are in process of erection, and thirteen

ad.-litional sites have been secured; thus providing thirty Wcsleyan

(hurchcs within a circle of seven miles from the centre of the city.

Mr. Young found himself at once amid the ordinary associations,

duties, and enjoyments of a Wesleyan minister; his accounts of

' hreakfast and tea meetings," missionary anniversaries, collections,

6cc, might almost have been written for Bradford or Leeds. Kot

a few of the rapid fortunes of ^Melbourne have been acquired by

Weslcyans. "Mr. P , an excellent man, who has a large estab-

!i.>4luno"iit, told me that he could name ten persons, just around him,

wh.) had each realized £30,000, and five or six others who had each

:i.-(Mimulatcd a quarter of a million since the discovery of gold in

Victoria." And from the liberal contributions of some of them to

Christian enterprises it appears that gold has not spoiled them all.

IViccs of all sorts were after the California standard, if not, indeed,

b'.youd it: coals XiJ per ton; butter -is: a pound; turkeys '2ls.

lach, c\:c.

"
I louse rent wa.s learfuUy high ; on an average not le-ss than a thou.^and

i^-r fciit. upon the amount paid in London. I was truly ^Ulrtlcd at the rent

'>!' sliops, which in souie ca.ses readied .i: -2,000 per annum; and I found thut a

family could not obtain two small rooms, in the cheapest and mo.st unoomfbrta-

^!'- part of the eity, for le.ss than from d3s. to 405. per week, and the rent paid

in -vlvance. A friond of mine hired two small rooms, miserably furnished, not

in the business or best part of the city, for which he paid £-i per week."

The " Wesleyan Immigrants' Home" is an admirable institution.

*h!ch we should be glad to sec copied in New-York and San Fran-

cisc.0. It has a large building beautifully situated in one of the

ino.st elevated and healthy parts of the city.

" It contains one large dining-room, which is also used as a place of worship;

'me >lecping-room for single men. with an adjoining dressing-room; one r.>oni

Tor Mngle females; seven'rooms for families; two rooms for those who may be

i'"k, one for males ami one tor females; a larae store for immigrants' Uicrgage,

»fvl various other appendages. The buikling cost .i:4,u00. of which ?um
'-\.(>uo lia.s been reooivcd from the trovernment. and the rest contributed by
tW Wcslfvans and their friends. The ' 1 lome ' will aecommoJaie one hundred
*'"1 fifty persons, and is <rencrally full. It was opened on D.-rrmber r,[h, 1852,

"**! in five months it had aflbrded shelter to one thousand and twenty-six \,er-

**»«• It U not intended to pauperize the Wesleyan immigrants ; but to aflbrd
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taom a comfortable homo at the lowest possible charge, and to secure for them
jtastoral ovorsi!,'ht and direction. The ' Kulcs and Kogulatious' are excellent.
Altlioiiiili the -Home' is Intended for Wosleyans, ye't other i)arties, of gooii
moral ciiaracter, who -will observe the rules of the institution, are accommo-
dated when there is room; and houce it had n-ecived, duiing tlie time above
spcoilied, four hundred and sixty-eight ^Velk^a^s, three hundred and seventy-
ionv Episcopalians, seventy-six independents, sixty-one Presbvterians, thirty-

three Baptists, eight Lutherans, four Koman Catholics, and two Jews."

This noble example v,as soon followed by the city; and, to the

honour of the people of Melbourne, they have prepared an estab-

lishuiont, at an immense cost, to afford accommodation to those

immigrants -^lio may require it on their arrival at this port, and in

other respects have exerted themselves to meet the wants of help-

less strangers. The police arrangements for this purpose are ad-

mirable :

—

" On tlic anival of a government immigrant ship, the official agent proceeds
on board, and re«iuosts the master to make immediate arrangements lor land-
ing the unmarried females. "W'lu'n landed, tiiey are, with their lu"oranre^ (.qh.

veycd to die initllntion pn-paicd Ibr tlieir reception, and placed^ umler the
care ot' the mation. Tiiry are ji.iniitted to remain there for some days after
their arrival, and pro\ideil with all conveniences necessary to enable them to
wash tlioir clothes, an(l jiut tiiemsrlves in a state of readiness for taking ser-
vice. While in t!io institution, tliey receive religious instruction from the
chaplain attached to the dcjinrtment. v.Iio^eduty it il; to pertbrm divine senice
twice a day, aivl to \i-it in ilic iulli-mary such ot" the imniigiants as may be
removed there tor nudlc.d attention, lie is also requested to attend at the
hiring of th.- young wonirn. and to as-i-t in procuring them suitable employ-
iiiont. The i_nmat.-s wito Inloug to tli.- K'.iiiish Church are visited bv their
[»ne-t< and sisters of charily. When the young women are prepared for
entering into si-rvice. a day i-* then named ibr hiring them; and, in addition
to its being published in the Covernmcnt (iazette, it is notified in the daily
newspapers. Not oidy are publicans and i-ersons keeping houses of entertain-
ment proliil);red from hiring serv;ints-at the institution, but all others are
obliged to o!»tain onhi-s of admission iiitd tiie hiring-room, bv application to
the authorizrd awnt; an.l persons avIioiu lie does liot know are required to
produce letters of intnrlu<'tl.i:i from a dergv-man or magistrate. Thus is sreat
.solicitude manifestotl to shield the young women from evil, and to place them
in suit;d)le ]i.-Itions-. .Vfter being placM] in service, the protection of govern-
nient is siill ...miniu-d \'> iIumk If ih.^y brcoine invalided, thev are admitted
into the infirmary, and maintained there at the public expense until their re-
covery, when they are again recived into the in.stitution, and provided with
other situations. Should any of thom he improperly treated in service, they
secure i-eilress at the police-court."

Mr. Young next bent his steps to Sydney, the capital of New
South Wales, where ho arrived on the llth of June. Its magnifi-
cent harbour—Port Jackson—.surprised liim. as it docs every trav-

eller, with its wealth of beauty, 'flic history of the colony, from
its foundation in 17 SS as a penal settlement for convicts, is full of
romantic interest, but wc cannot dwell upon it. The capital city,
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Sttlney, is nearly enclosed on three sides by the waters of the

harbour.

"The streets generally arc laid out at right angles; thirty-four of them have

vxh ."x oarrla"c-road, of riOt less than thirty-six feet wide, and a foot-path of

iUi:ii twelve" foL't. Their length varies from one to three miles. ]}.Iany are

wril paved or macadamized, regularly cleansed, watered, and liglited with gas.

(MMnre-street and Pitt-street have continuous ranges of handsome cut stone or

l.nrk edifices, with shops that would do no discredit to Kegeiit-street or Ox-
fml<tieet, London. The new Goveniment liousc, which stands in a con-

»ni.uous position, overlooking Sydney-Cove, is a very handsome structure,

boilt of white freestone, in the Elizabethan style of architecture, attd forms a

»!nkiug feature from the harbour, of which \i commands a fine view. The
otntraft is very great between this princely mansion and the canvass house of

l!if first governor of New South AVales, or the wretched wooden tenement in

a*f for several years. The different denominations of Christians have here

thfir respective places of worship, many of which arc spacious and highly

«>rnamentcd; and the Jews have a synagogue. There is nothing of a foreign

a->[>ect about the city. As I v^•alked through its bustling streets, 1 could hardly

rralizc the fact that I was not in my native laud. The houses, the shops, and

other buildings, bear the English impress; the carriages, including stage-

«-(k,iches, waagons, cabs, and omnibuses, are all constructed as in England ; the

bj«v jvjpulaion, too, arc all English, or thoroughly Angllfied; and so arc the

\;i.n<)Ms cuHoms of life. In the "goods displayed in the "shops, in tlie furniture

Jound in t!ie houses, in the grates with their coal-fires, and in the style of liv-

ing, and mo'lc of cooking,—you have England, and England only. The po^
uiition of this very interesting capital, including its immediate suburbs, is

5apposed to be about seventy thousand. It is rapidly increasing, and doubt-

!' -" destined to become an exceeding great city."

Our readers will be deeply interested in the following account of

the progress of Methodism in 2s ew South "Wales :

—

••Tlie first class-meeting was held on the Cth of March, 1812, and the first

love-feast on the 3d of April following. In July, 1812, there were three classes

in the colony,—two at Svdney and one at Windsor. Each of the three classes

h;i.l six members: so that the principal society in this part of the world, formed
l^foro the arrival of a minister, consisted of eighteen members. About the

tun.- of the first love-feast, the members of society consulted on the most
tlT.vtual means of procuring a minister from England; and determined to

ftl'lres.s the Missionary Conmiittee with that object, and also to provide ways
and means for the minister's support.
"The oiHcial letter written in pursuance of this resolution is without date,

b:it was received by the committee in March. 1S14. In compliance with this

•amest request, the conference of 1814 placed New South "\'\'a!cs for the first

''int; upon the list of missionary stations, appointing the Rev. Samuel Leigh

^^l*
tlie first Wesleyan minister in the infant colony. Ish: Leigh sailed from

Liigland on the 2'8th of Eebruary, 1815, and arrived at Sydney on the lOth
o*' .^ugu^t following. In his first'lctter to the committee after arriving in the

«^'l"ny, and dated 2d of March, 1816, ^Ir. Leigh tiius describes tlie state iu

*5>ioh he found the society, and the steps he touk at the outset of his minis-
'•i"t.d libours. 'My next busiiiess was to in(n;lrc after the das-es that had
•'-n mentioned to" you, and I was grieved to find that Satan had entered
"-ni.,ng them, and had scattered the feeble few. But, thank God. I tijund one
<•».«, consisting of six persons, who have since continued to meet; and I hope
"»e fear of the Lord is anion" them of a truth, and that thev will show forth
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his praise continually. August 24th.

—

1 met a fnw men and "women -who pro-

fessed a regard lor Methodism, and wished to enjoy its privileges. I explained

to tliem the rules of the society, and Ibnned two classes, containing six mem-
bers each. Since the 24th we have i;ad tlic pleasure of seeing three classes

established, in addition to the three above mentioned,—one at Paramattii, one
at ^Vindsor, and one at Castlereagh. The number of members of society is

at this time forty-four. Eligible leaders have been chosen. We have likewise

a steward, one local preacher, and one cxhorter. My circuit extends one hun-
dred and fifty miles, which distance I travel in ten days. J preach at fifteen

places ; and iu every place there appears to be a desire to hear the word of

God. All that I can do is to prcarli once in three weeks In each place. This

Is comj)lained of as being too seldom. But what can 1 do? Come over and
help us, ye servants of tlie ]\Iost Iligli I'

'•At the conference of 1817 the Itev. Walter Lawry was appointed as Mr.
Leigh's colleague. Toward the end of that year Mr. Lawry sailed from Eng-
land, and arrived at Sydney on the 1st of May, 181S. The first Wesleyan
chapel erected In Australia was the one situated In rrinccs-street, Sydney,
built at the sole cost of the late Mr. James Scott, and by him nobly presented
to the society. This neat and substantial place of worship was opened on
Sunday, the 1 Itli of March, 1819, by I\Ir. Lawry, and Is to this day (having,

however, been much enlarged) in consUmt use and in excellent repair.
'* In 18:io ?>Ir. Leigh sailed for England, on account of ill-health, but returned

to the colony tlic following year, and proceeded thence to Xew-Zealand, to

commence a U't>sleyan mission in that country. AVhile ^Ir. Leigh was ou his

homeward voyage, two mis?Ionarics were sailing for the late scene of his la-

bours,—the Itev. B. Carvosso. v.ho anived at Sydney the Sth of Mav, 1820,
and the Rev. ]L Mansfield, who arrived on the 24th of the Ibllowing Septem-
ber. l>oth of these inis?ioiiaries landed at Van Diemen's Land, and preached
at Ilobart Town almost every day during tlieir stay, thus laying the founda-
tion of We-ieyan Mothodi-m in thai brautit'ul island.

" Tlie work now advaiu-ctd with greater rapidity; and the Allowing statistics,

kindly tuniished by the Rev. R. ^^Ltnsficld, -vnll give some Idea of Its progress,
as v.-ell a.s that of other religious communities :

—

RKUGION.
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Pan
Weslcyan Methodists 287-16

Flomanistfi 7605
Church of Scotland 64-37

Church of England 40-35

Mr. Young sailed on the SOtli of August for New- Zealand, but

ns he returned to Australia in December, we prefer to finish our
yurvoy of that region with him. His six months' absence had
.-ulliced for great changes; in Melbourne he found buildings and
improvements going on with wonderful rapidity. Several new
streets had been formed ; many substantial and even elegant build-

ings erected: and some large plots of ground entirely covered, on

^\hich not a house stood six months before. After a few days of

rest he set out for the gold-diggings in company with the Rev. Mr.
Jjutler, one of the most indefatigable of missionaries. It was the

iii.M of December ; but the travellers were provided vrith blue veils

to protect them from the swarms of flies and showers of dust even

at tliat .season. The roads were terrible; the prices of all comforts

I'liormoui—horsekecp for the night 1(}s., a feed of corn Is. Qid., and
other things in proportion. In short, the whole description might
have been wi'itten for CaUfornia, as California was a few years ago.

*• Tlio dijrgers in large numbers were at tlieir work, and the grotesque fi^-

uit's which many oi them exhibited made no common demand on the risible

!-u-u!ties. Anxious to see the whole process of o;oM digiring, I inspected sev-

eral holes from ten to twenty feet deep; saw the aurit'erous earth dug from
i!n ui, and wituesscd its washing, cradling, &c. The first washing I saw com-
j)ri>c'<i eight tubs of earth, which yielded one pennyweight of gold, and that
^*~>.^ kindly presented to me. After breakfast Ave went throu<ih the whole of
Korest Creek diggings, and also visited those in Campbell's Creek, where the
J-nt-s were more numerous, and the fields more productive. I saw the whole
JT'X-ess of gold seeking often repeated, and conversed with several diggers.

Al one hole I met with two men who had arrived a few weeks previously from
jxjndon, and they were covered with clay, their very beards being clotted with
«'•• After a few preliminary remarks, the following conversation took place

:

* How do you like this country ?' ' 2s ot at all.' ' Have you been successful in

'!i-'L'ing for treasure'?' 'We have got a little, but at great labour.' 'Have
y-u tL-lt disappomted in your anticipations'?' 'A'ery much so; the state of
t.migs here h;is been greatly misrepresented.' ' What is your intention as to
''»<-• future?' 'To got back to England as soon as possible, to let the people
iiij'jw the truth.' ' Perhaps if you were to get your portraits taken ds you
'"»w appear, and send them home, they would give tht; people a better idea
«j| a digger's life and position than anytliing else' ' Bless you, sir, were we to
d'» tluit, our own mothers woidd not know us.' To this I readily assented. "On
piarking the whole process of gold digging, I was forcibly reminded of gold being
in more senses than one 'filthy lucre.' "—Pp. 3JS, o59'.

Everywhere among the dig^gings Mr. Young found Methodist

preachers at work—where are they not'? In the Mount Alexander
gold-fields there were five Wesleyan chapels, or tents, one capable
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of accommodating seven hundred persons, the others of smaller

dimensions, " all supplied by Mr. Currcy and fourteen local preach-

ers." At the White-IIills a "tea meeting" was held in a tent-

chapel, which was numerously attended by Cornishmen, and the

tea, " with its saffron- cake," was got up in the best style of Corn-

wall.

Not fewer than a hundred conversions to God had taken place in

connexion with the Bcndigo dry diggings, and the old members had
been greatly quickened and invigorated. One person told Mr.
Young he had come in search of gold, nnd had found the "pearl of

great price." l^ut there were other individuals who had proved
unfaithful, and become dissipated. " One of that class," says Mr.
Young, " came to mc in a state of intoxication, and described the

great benefit he had received from my ministry. He moreover

urged me to preacli from a certain text, and offered to give me a

tumbler full of nuggets if I would do so !" Mr. Young reports the

moral condition of the gold region as vastly better than it was a few

years ago; thefts and robbery arc comparatively unknown, thanks

to the preaching and to Colt's revolvers, which are foimd in every

miner's tent.

Leaving the gold region, Mr. Young next visited A^an Diemen's
Land, arriving at ].aunceston, the capital, on the 4th of January,

1854. We cite the following for the sake of its application:

—

" On Uinding nt Lnum-c.-ton 1 .i.-kod the way to the Wesleyan chapel, and
the rt-jK'Ctabiu iiidiviilnal lo whom 1 spoko, iii(|iiircd, 'To what denomination
of ChrisUatis tioos that i-kiprl li-.-lo-.i": V 1 went on, and repeated my inquirv
to another per.~on. and, alter ruU.inir his forehoad for some time, as if to awaken
his ideas, lie sent nin to the Scotch Chnrcli. From these casual occurrences
I concluded that ileihwlism had not filled Launceston with its doctrines'."

—

P. 375.

Our " application " is, that from our own experience, this kind of

ignorance is a way Englishmen have, not merely in Australia, but

at home. In the month of .lune, in this very same year of grace,

1854, we landed at no loss a city tiian Liverpool on a Sunday; and
the first "respectable individual" of whom we asked the way to a
AVesleyan chapel could give us no information whatever; the next

du-ected us to Dr. llaflles' church ; and, after inquiring in vain of

at" least ten persons, avc at last found a cabman who drove us to a

"street called Wesley-place." where he "thought" there was a

Wesle.tn chapel. Whatever is an Englishman's "business" or

"duty," you will generally find him thoroughly acquainted with;
but beyond that they are an uuinquiring race.

Mr. Young gives a very intt-Tcsting sketch of the rise and prog-
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re^s of Methodism in Van Diemen's Land. Mr. Carvosso stopped

there on liis ^YaJ to 2s>w South Wales in 1820, and preached in

IIobari-Town on the steps of a small building then used as a court-

house, i^ouio months after,

'• n f<'W pirtus soldier?, belonging to the 48tli regiment, who had been brought

o til." knowledge of the truth in New South A\'ales, arrived in Ilobart-Tawn.

N > ''xii'iT WL-re the.se pious men settled in the barracks than thcv saw that the

wickvdii.'-s ot'the place was very great, and they immediately began to innuire

for !>otne convenient place in which to hold a meeting for prayer. Jn this they

at liii:.'tli succeeded, but were ere long called to endure persecution for right-

iMMjsness' sake. The meeting of the praying soldiers soon began to excite

attention : many of the town's-people found their Avay to the humble sanctu-

arj-, and some were convinced of sin, and brought to a knowledge of the truth.

At this Satiui began to rage. Many of the people 'of the baser sort' assem-

bled around tlie cottage at the hour of prayer; and by loud and boisterous

uliouting, throwing stones at the door, and breaking the windows, attempted

to daunt the humble worshippers, and destroy the infant cause of the Re-
dfi-m»'r. In this they were mistaken; for the more they opposed, the more
miu'Ktity grew the word of God and prevailed. Tidings of these wicked pro-

i-ri-dii'.LTS s)ou reached tlie ears of the Lieutenant-Grovernor; the persecutors

WiT«' fil"-nf<-d. ]>eace restored, and from that time to the present no attempt at

o{R-.n upj«»aiUon has ever been made in IIobart-Town."

The first class was formed in 1821 ; there are now twenty-three

cliapels on the island, most of them substantially built of stone or

brick, and all entirely free from debt. The success of Methodism
even ainoni^ the convict part of the population has been very great.

Thousands of 'them have heard the missionaries: many have been

deeply convinced of sin, and soundly converted to God, who have

maintained their integrity through life, and have died well.

Returning to A^ictoria, Mr. Young met all the ministers and cir-

cuit stewards of the colony at Melbourne, and had full conferences

with regard to the proposed separation of Australia from the home
Church, and its organization as an independent body. The subject

had, of course, been fully canvassed in all the local meetings for

months before ; -and the final result was a unanimous concurrence in

the propriety of the measure, and the immediate adoption of vig-

orous measures to carry the plan into successful operation.

The following account of the progress of the Church in the colony
of Victoria affords a wonderful example of rapid development. The
first sermon was preached by the Rev. Joseph Orton, on the 2Gth of

April, 1S3G, to a mixed congregation of Europeans and natives:

—

" Some apprehensions were entertained lest the service should be inter-

rupted by the restlessness and loquaciousness of the untutored savages who
fonned the greater part of the congregation ; but during the whole time they
Were remarkably quiet and attentive. I'hcre were then not more than three
nouses and three or four sod-hut.s in IVIelbourne. Toward tlie end of the
some year a few persons arrived from Van Diemen's Land, who established

l^URTU Series, Vol. VII.—8
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meetings for Christian communion and prayer, -which -svere held in a '-wattle

and dab' hut. In April, 1839, the Rev. ^lostrs. Ilurst and Tuekfield, -nho

had been appointed by the Wcsleyan .Missionary Committee in London, to the

AboriginjJ ^lission in Buntingdale, arrived in the colony, and engajied to visit

Melbourne as frequently as their other engagements -^vould permit till some
more satisfactory and permatient ariangement could be made. Early In the

same year the society received ellicicnt assistance by the arrival of several

excellent persons from Engbnd,—ilessrs. Parkes and Dredge, and others who
were sent Irom home as the protectors of the aborigines. On the 14th of
May, 1810, the foundation-stone of the present chapel in Collins-street -was

laid. It was opeui'd lor public worship on the 24 th of June, 18-11, and In

1850 was enlarged to nearly twice its original size. It was then, and for a
long time afterward, the largest Protestant place of worship in the colonv.

The first quarterly meeting of the circuit was held at the Mission-House. ]Mel-

boume, on Friday, January •_'8th, 1811. pearly the same year the Eev. S.

Wilkiusou was appointed to llie charge of the circuit, and relieved the Rev.
J. Orton, who had temporary charge for a fe-w months previously to his de-
parture f .>r England.

" Since that period the cause has advanced, and, lately, with much rapidity.

Four years ago we had but one cha{)el in Melbourne, then in the course of
enlargement ; one at Geelong ; and seven other small erections In different

parto of the colony. AV'e had aUo one mission-house, and three ministers.

The e>tiniated value of the whole mission property was between £G,000 and
£7,000, and there were debt> upon It amounting to £1,900. 'At present,'

says the Rev. W. Butters, ' we have twenty-two chapels and thirty-seven other
preaching places, some of which are used as schoolrooms, and othei-s are tem-
poraiy erections on the gold-fields. There are also seven mission-houses. The
cost of these erections at the present time would beabout £52,000. There
arc al.-o several ])ieccs of l;uu!, on wiiioh it is Intended to erect with all possi-

ble speed, chapi'ls and miv-ion-housc-". We have nine ministers, and expect
eight more iri a lew days.* Uur prtsent number of Church members is one
thousand six hundred and twenty; scholars, two thousand eight hundred and
twenty-cme ; raemhers of o;ir cDiigregations, fifteen thousand four hundred.
TTie entire dehc on our mis.-ion jirupcrty, chielly on our houses, Is about
£2,000, and that will shortly 1>.- liijuidated. Our state, financially. Is good;
and oar prospects as to the future, as respects progress and splri'tuaiity, are
encouraging.'

"

We must now retrace our steps, and, in company with Mr. Young,
leave Australia for jNcw- Zealand. His commission embraced all

the missionary stations in tlio South Seas, including the great mis-

sions in the Friendly and Feejec Islands, all of which he visited.

Although the portion of his work which treats of these islands is in

some respects more interesting than any other, we shall not quote

go largely from it, as our readers will find ample information with

regard to this field of \Veslcyan labour in that valuable part of Mr.
La^^Ty"s Journals which have recently been published at the Meth-
odist Book Concern.f

Mr. Young landed in New-Zealand on the 9th of August, 1853,

** These have since arrived, and others are about to be sent.

t Missions in the Tongfw and Focjce Islands, as described in the Journals of

the Rev. Walter Lawry. (Ne-?r-York : Carlton & rhilUps, 12mo.)
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nhorc he ^vas received with open arms bj that eminent missionary
the Tiev. W. Lawry. Auckland, the capital, is beautifully situated'
it h:i3 some fine streets and public buildings, and a population of
ab^^ut five thousand. It has a Wesleyan chapel, accommodating six
hundred persons. Mr. Young spent a month in New-Zeafand
fttt^'nding faithfully to the duties of his mission, and institutin^T
close and minute inquiries into the state of the Churches and of the
c.uiitry. He has incorporated into his narrative several valuable
reports from the missionaries, from which we make the followincr
.'.vlracts

:
" The population has been variouslv estimated from sixty

ihousaud to one hundred and twenty thousand. I think it nearer
the higher than the lower figure. It is my opinion that nine-tenths
have embraced Christianity. Indeed, there are very few who do
liot consider themselves as belonging to one or other of the follow-
ing denominations

: namely, Wesleyans, Church of England Ro-
wanists and Germans. In many cases, however, their Christianity
IS merely nominal. They feel not its saving power "

'I he general results of missionary labour in New-Zealand are
well stated m the following passage from a report by the Eev. Mr.n hiteley :— "^

,.,u-^rr?l!fr
>;'^'1^S° ^"^

"^^'TP
^-orshlpped in a room ten feet square : they

Ca^^. K V^'f
*'''^ Vl "-"^'^"" Hundreds. Then, tbere ia. bat oZ

r ;!• Tl^n t,^
"^^ "^°''? ^T'^^ ^^""'^^y- "°^^-' ^^^ '^«^'« them bv thou-

.Zrf :--^'-^r^
""'^^'' ^''° constant bondage of tapu: now. that 5V3-

... ^ were either eonstantlv at war or preparing for it; now. their tbrritications

llJl nnl ' •?.
^'"'"^'.th^'^

P'-^' ^'^ abandoned, thoy are quietly eultivatln.^

biul L^ • •

^'''^^f«°''^*
exception? arising out of contiicting clainrs to the

ex .;
.' ""

""''"f ^ P"^'"- '^^''""^ cannibalism was practised to a fearf-ul

^oro : "^^"''/f^ 'VT'^''
""'^^"'^ ^" ^"-^' P^^'t of the country. Then, they

U-lLvp S ,f
*

T
'^,^ °^ 'r' ?»Pe^*titious or imaginary ^Atua:' now. thev

Tl n t.

'' ^^?''^ ?V ^^^-^ ^^ "^"^ Lord, and that 'the Lord, he is God?

Lv uAll
^' ^'^^^ ^^•^''^i-^^ly clad in dirty mats and filthy rags; now, they yery

tn n?'
'"'''''

^"^'^P*^''*^ clothing. Then, they were regarded as tliieves and

h.M.,ir, )
' ^y^ /""cbants entrust them with goods on credit to the amount of

HlK-n' r?"- ^l'^"'^^^^^
ot pounds. Then. j,oIygamy an<l concubina._'e evorv-

nJnvr.f
!•'''" "^

i

'"'•''' ^^•^ '"^'^ '^^ generaUy the hus!)and of one wife. Then,

t.^r^r o? r! ""^^ "?
''"'''' '^^'^ ^""^^ ^" bondage as slaves, and subject to the

to th •• r •
V"'^'^^^!''^';

"ow, they have either been lilx-rated and 'sent home

"txTflvn ..'f"''*' ^^,' ^y intermarriages, liave been incorporated with Xhv re-

cLntr.
'^'^•. -•-^'^"' the natives probablv had not a -rain of wheat in ;ho

>.'i nm '

l^*^''''

'* '^ universally and extensively cultivated. Then, tliev had

Anl „ P?">' f=^^"c their oven-houses, pigs, muskets, war canoes, little Roi.m.n^,

A.H Trf
' ^^1^'' "°'''' they have vessels, mills, horses, cows, oxen, ploa'-h*.,

'>.... -^.TP'' ,

.'*-'"• they had so little to do, and spent so much time in idle-

*.iv \
' ,""'^;^'"?' that tor a full pipe of tobacco you inidit got thcni. in their

^•*n'n„^?-? ,"" *^'"°''^ °f "^^^'^^ "<^^' thcv are so fuHv en-aged with their

--V0 or m. ' J^"^
*^^" scarcely get them to do a day's work, either for

l^th \raori a^d E r h"
^^' ^^'^ ^''"'^' P"'*-'^>' '^^''''"'' "°'^' ^^*'>" ^^^« ^"^^
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The following illustration of the power of the gospel in an indi-

vidual case is perhaps more striking than any general statements

as to the results of our missions upon the mass of the people
could be :

—

*' I had the pleasure of an intf-rview with William Naylor. or Tawaiti, at
tlie residence of Mr. La'vv-rv. He is princii)al chief of VVaingaroa, and has
l>oen one of the mojt celebrated -warriors of modern ]\Iaori history. Often
has he led on his tribes to deeds of blood and cannibalism, and distintrnished
himself above his fellows in time-! of war. He was one of the principal chiefs
in the wars on the Taranaki people ; was often engaced in slaying the weaker
tribes of that district, feasting on the bodies of the slain, and'enslavinf' their
•women and children, a very great number of whom were held in bondage by
Lim and his peojile before tlie\- embraced Christianity. When the gospel
reached him, he luid a nmnljer of wives, mainly brought from Taranaki? On
embracing the truth, he put them all away, save one, to whom he was married
according to Christian custom. He was one of the first of the native chiefs
who returned their slaves to tlieir homes. When he received the truth, and
was tolil that slavery was contrary to GckI's word, he gave all his slaves libertv
to return home. ]\Iost of tliem did so, and he was the means of induciniT
other chiefs to do the same, lie is a fine character,—naturally shrewd, intel-
ligent, and courageous. Chri.-tianity has sanctified his intellect and brouaht
out the tinuness and energy of his character on the side of truth and justic-e.
"William has always been ready to promote peace and good-will among men,
to defend the oppressed, and maintain the cause of the injured. Manv^a lon^^
journey he has travelled to make peace l)et\veen contending parties, or'prevent
the shedding of blood. He lias even fuUowed heathen parties to the remote
district of Tar;in;iki, wlio Ii.ivr gone on expeditions of blood, to prevent their
kllhng and eating tlie peoi>le ; and not unfrequently brought them home, hav-
ing succeeded in defeating tli.-ir object. Jn this way he has made some little
re-^titution for liis former d.'cds of cruelty, llu embraced Christianity about
eighteen years ago,an<l has had a nii--i(jnary living with liim for at least fitteen
j-ears. lie is. nmch respected among tiu; tribes, and exerts a most salutary
jaflueuce through the ^\'a!kato di-trict.''—P. 200.

Mr. Young testifies to a high degree of intellectual capacity on
the part of the New-Zcalanders. Their quickness shows itself

especially in eloquence—the common gift of higher races in their

earlier stages of development. Speech-making is with them as

•with our own American people, a staple article of enjoyment, both
for speakers and hearers. " A New-Zealand audience listens to the
speaker with the utmost attention ; nor is there any chance of his

meeting with interruption : on the contrary, he will be listened to

in the most profound silence, so long as he may continue to address
them. To make up for the want of a platform, which obtains for

our speakers the better attention of the audience, the New-Zealand
orator secures an opening in tlie assembly, so as to permit him to

advance and retreat for the space of ten or twelve yards. A sen-
tence is delivered while he advances, ample room being thus (^iven

for all the energy and effect which the united powers of mind and
muscular exertion can accomplish; and when he retreats he finds

1
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time to arranc];e his thoughts, as well as to obtain a temporary rest

fur his musclos. In this way they continue alternately advancing

and retreating until they have exhausted their ideas. When their

<il>cech is of much importance, every sentence is repeated."

I'erhaps there is no greater bigot on earth than a thorough-bred

I'uscyite priest of the Church of England. Most of us have had

occasion to smile at the Chinese exclusivencss of these people in our

own land ; but when the same spirit is manifested in heathen land?,

at tiie peril of immortal souls too ignorant to detect impostm^e, it is

matter for grief and sadness rather than ridicule. For many years

tlie Wcsleyan and Episcopal missionaries worked together in entire

hannony ; but the arrival of the Puseyite "' Bishop of ]S'ew-Zealand''

some years ago was the signal for discord and strife. This unhappy

man (who is now, we believe, enjoying himself in England—long

may he stay there) very soon " astonished the natives with the (to

them) unheard-of assertions, that the Wesleyans were a 'crooked

branch,' a ' fallen people,' and that they had no ' Scriptural minis-

tors;' that they Averc 'schismatics,' their ' ordination invalid," aui

their baptisms at most the 'acts of la^-men.' One of the bishop's

missionaries rebnptized several parties previously baptized by Wes-

levan missionaries, marking them with the ' sign of the cross,' and

had thereupon admitted them to partake of the Lord's supper, see-

ing that • now their baptism was complete.' The missionaries in a

letter to the bishop complained of this, but no remedy was provided

against its repetition, as the offending individual continued the prac-

tice. Disastrous results followed. Perhaps one part of the flimilyW been baptized into the Episcopalian, another into the Wesleyan
Church. The bishop appeared among them, telling them that they

must no longer worship together, but separately; that the teachers

of the one party were no longer to be allowed to instruct the other;

tbit they were a distinct communion, and that all the distinctions of

iJie Church were to be rigorously observed. And what was the

<-ffcctV Why the Scripture was literally fulfilled, that 'a man's foes

shall be they of his own household ;' and the fearful spectacle was
W'cu of father and son, mother and daughter, hating and opposing
iKich other."

Mr. W' hiteley, a missionary of eleven years' standing, was forbid-

<l':n by the natives (acting under the direction of his " lordship")

frijin preaching in a village which absolutely owed its erection to

hiin'jpjf, and among people whose lives he himself had saved in a

I'Stivc war ! The result is, that instead of regular Christian teachmg,
y»e^o natives get no European instruction, except what they may
"nperfectly derive from the quarterly and half-yearly visits of
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Church ministers, -who as yet are unable to address them in their

own lan^age.

The following account of the cession of Kew-Zcaland to the British

crown is quite apropos to certain proceedings now going on in the

Sandwich Islands :

—

" On the fifth of Februarj-, IS 10, it uas proposed, at a great meeting held

at the Waitangi, that the rights and powers of sovereignty over the -wliole of

Kew-Zealand Islands should be ceded to Her Majesty the Queen of England.
This proposition, so novt_d and slartliug, cdicitc'd (kttjruiined and Auolent oj)j-)0-

sition. The speeches of the opivoscrs were clever and impressive ; and Her
^Majesty's representative began to fear for the result, when, behold, Taniati

Waka stepped forward. He had been instructed, gained, and baptized by
the We^leyan missionaries; and now, in a strain of natural and powedul
eloquence that surprised the Europeans, he subdued the opposition, and
removed the unfavourable impressions of the previous speakers. Addressing
his countrymen first, ho callecl ujion them to remember the degraded position

in which they had turmerly been, and how much their character had become
exalted 1*y their intercourse with Europeans. He reminded them that they
could not govern themselves without fre([uent wars and bloodshed; and he
advised them to receive tlie Brlti-li as their rulers, and to place confidence in

their promises. Having thiLs done his duty to liis countrymen, the noble

chief then turned to the quei n's representative, on whose gratitude he had
estabUshed such claims, and, appf.iling to him as a witness of what had passed,

said, ' You must now be our father. You must not allow us to be enslaved.

Y'ou must preserve our customs, and never permit our lands to be wrested
from us.' The die was cast. Ne"*v-Zealand became a portion of the British

empire."—P. 207.

We do not know that any Methodist minister will be concerned

either in forwarding or consummating the marriage between the

Sandwich Islands and the United States ; but, whether or no, we
hope that our British friends, imitating our conduct in the case of

Isew-Zcaland, will not forbid the banns.

The Friendly Lsl.^nd.s contain a population of about 30,000,

according to ]Mr. Youngs estimate. A Wesleyan mission was
begun in Tonga in 1822; and now almost the entire population is

imdcr the influence of Christianity. " It is true that all have not

been savingly converted; neither do they observe all the obligations

of the Ciiristian religion: but T.UUO arc the accredited members of

the Wesleyan Church; 7,270 children and adults, in 185 schools.

are receiving education ; S,000 of the people, at least, can read, and
many more are learning to do so : while 5,000 can also write, and.

in many cases, even elegantly. Throughout the islands the Wes-
leyans have 109 chapels, 5i!7 local preachers, and several catechists,

and other native agents. This work, as a whole, accomplished in a

quarter of a century, is, perhaps, unequalled since the days of the

apostles. It is " a nation born at once."

Mr. Young devotes a large part of his volume to the mteresting
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friendly islanders ; but, for the reason above-mentioned, we shall not

fuilow him at length. We are so much struck, however, with the

- King of Tonga," as he appears in Mr. Young's pages, that we

must make our readers better acquainted with him. This '" Cliris-

ti.in king" and "devoted Methodist preacher," is described as a

fan?, manly person, Vrith a powerful frame, and an intelligent and

thoughtful countenance. Though rich in goods and povrer, King

(Jeorge's wardrobe is not of the completely imperial sort; for when

.Mr. Young inviied him to take a voyage to Sydney in the mission-

y\\\\>
" John Wesley," the slight difficulty occurred that his only

pair of trousers were at Haabai, some ninety miles off. But if the

royal wardrobe was deficient, the larder was amply stored : when

the ship was getting her stores ready, he sent aboard, as provisions

for the voyage, five and a half tons of yams, fifteen hundred and

forty-eight pounds of pork, upward of two thousand cocoa-nuts, and

nearly si."^ hundred fowls !

A dinner, sent from the royal table as a present to Mr. Young,

consisted of si.\ large native puddings, four baskets of tare, sundry

cocoa-nuts, and two baked hogs ! And the man's heart Avas as large

as his gitls. Mr. Young .had abundant opportunity of testing this

reclaimed savage during three months at Tonga and on the voyage

{ ' Austraha ; and, in all that time, found nothing inconsistent with

liis profession as a Christian and a minister; but, on the contrary,

everything to admire, both in his manliness of mind and character

and religious life. "What an example for a converted heathen chief

;ind his wife to set before their people is shown in the following

passage :

—

'•Oct. 23f?.—Sabbath in Tongatabu. At half-past five o'clock, A. M., the

Wll of the chapel summoned the inhabitants to worship. It was a meeting for

prayer, and attendsd by about three hundred persons. The king and queen
*vrv present, and both engaged in prayer. The former took a review of

(tcxi's mercies to them as a people, contrasting their present with their former
•"iKiIitlon, noticing the arrival of missionaries, together with the Book of God
^ tK<-!r own tongue; and describing in grateful language, and with much hal-

'••wt-d feeling, the happy results they had realized." He then referred to my
arriyal, and spoke of it as a further evidence of the love of God, and of the

'"luUtians in England, to him and his people. And the 'John Wesley'
laving brought several cases of the New Testament, he also alluded to that as

* v.Tv great boon bestowed upon them : and when he thanked God that the

lA'^cs had arrived, were in the bay, and would soon be lauded, tliere was from
'^iTv part of the chapel a burst of joyous feeling. The Scriptures arc so

\Aluod in those islands that a sovercign'would not have purchased a copy of
itn*. New Testament before our arrival. Many possessed the holy treasure,

''•u esteemed it more precious than gold, yea, than much fine gold, and would
f» no account part with it. The queen', in her prayer, also gave thanks for

«»« arrival of tlie S-riptures, and said the book was valuable, not because of
^ paper and iuk, but because it brought good tidings to sinners, and from
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Genesis to Revelation was full of tlic Saviour. xVnd wlien she in a tremulous,

but earnest and melodious voice, thanked God lor his book, the response from
every part of the chapel told that she had tuuchod a tender chord, and elicited

the grateful feelings of many a heart."—P. 215.

In the group called the Feejees there are one hundred and fifty

islands, of which above one hundred are inhabited. The population

is estimated at about 200,000. The AVesleyan Mission in these

islands was commenced in 183.3 ; and although its results have not

equalled those reached in the Frion'lly Islands, they have been v,-ou-

derful, considering the terrible character of the people. There are

now in Feejcc ninety-two chapels and preaching-places, one hun-

dred and six native teachers and local preachers, two hundred and

forty-four class-leaders, more than three thousand Church members,

and four thousand scholars.

That the Fecjecans were cannibals is well known ; but it is not so

generally understood that they are still such, when not under the

influence of Christianity. Mr. Young learned that the evil was
daily practised in some parts of the country ; that a victim was
sometimes put into the oven alive, at other times mutilated, and
made not only to witness the cooking of his own flesh, but also to

feed upon it; that men sometimes killed, cooked, and ate their own
wives ; and on one occasion, very recently, at Tokai, on the island

of Ovalau, four miles from the mission-house, a man killed his wife,

and, fearful to relate, mutilated the body, and filled two baskets

with the parts ; and, a.s his lu'lplcss child that stood by, witnessing

the horrid oj»erati.>n, began to cry, he sought to soothe the sorrowful

one, by offering a. portion of the mother's flesh, saying, " Take that,

and bake it."

Some of Mr. Young's statements are, if possible, still more fear-

ful :—

vho haa e-\ton.sive knowledge of the Feejeeans, informed me
Avho tfild his wifi- to gather some sticks, and she did so; he

" Joel Bulu, who haa

he knew a man
then directed h:T to h.-at the oven ; "^ivnd on that being done, she inquired
when- til.-. f.j.Hl wa'i that he ini.ihl.d to bo cook.-d ; when the brutal, fiendish
man, replied. ' You are the food ': H.- then clubbed her, and placed her in
the oven. Joel said the man was still alive. ^Vll the=e cases of cannibalism
were of very recent occurrence. - ^

'-
It is everywhere prevalent, e.xcept

in the few places where Christianity lia.'» been embraced,—there it is entirely
extinct. The missionaries have never known an instance of a professing
Christian eating human i\<-<\i. Tliey believe the case never occurs. Whatever
else Christianity may do tor this d(irra<l.'d, yet interesting people, it wipes this
stain from their character. *I hi lieve,' s^iys one of the missionaries, 'not
less than five hundred pers<j!is have been eaten within fifteen miles of mv
residonee, during tlie lar,t five vi'ai-s : but no Christian has tasted the horrid
morsel. Indeed, they never think of siieli a thing, as far as we can learn.'
The Feejeeans are undoubtedly among the vilest canniUals. j\Iany of them
have assured our missionaries that they greatly prefer human flesh to'any other
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aninial food ; and those who Jiave abandoned it cannot but speak in the same
«i»!K> of its buiwrior excellence as an article of food. It is common among
ilu-m. when tliey see a fine man, to s;iy, ' What fine eating tliat man Avould

lx' I' in till" same way that we should speak of an ox. It is (juite a mistake to

vjt.pfiso tli.it they cat human flesh merely from revenge. jNIany of them have
(iiilv oil.' re.'von, namely, because they prefer it to other food ; others eat it

fr>m» |iri<Ic; others, no doubt, in time of war, from revenge. It is positively

.-itiiniu-tl by the natives themselves, that, in some parts of Navetelavu, the

jK-nplo oat raw human flesh, and even chew it in their mouths, as sailors do
t. :h.i--„. Simctimes a man is cooked whole, and brought to the chief with a
wi^ and a ht-iul-dress on, in a sitting posture, witli a club, or something of the

ki.'id, ill his hand, so that in the distance he can scai'cely be distinguished fronj

A living being. On some occasions they eat their own friends. If a fine young
iiviii is shot in war, his own party wiW secure him,, if possible : they will have
a nio:k funeral, and bury him ; then dig him up in the night, and eat him.

This, however, I believe, is not common. The priests at Bau are not allowed
to cat human flesh. Women sometimes eat it ; and they take a pleasure in

grva-ing the mouths of litde children with a portion of it, to prevent a disease

to which they are subject. Some districts in the group do not eat human
fle.di, for the same reasons that some will not eat fowls, fish, kc,—these thinnrs

U-iug the shrine of iheirgod, in Avhich he is supposed to reside when not in
* Hiilu,' the world of spirits. Sometimes a man is mutilated, and cooked by
t.iccvmcal, while still nlive ; and instances have been known of a part of the
\>tf\y 1h lug cut otf, and the person himself being obliged to eat it. Seru cut
ft m.-iii up liy piecemeal, and roasted the pieces on the coals, and, shocking to
r<!.tt<', ate tiiera in the poor fellow's presence; and the late King of Rawa cut
triV the arm of one of his servants, and compelled her to eat a part of it ! ' Wc
kiiMir.' s.iysone of the missionaries, 'that these are both facts;' they are not,
Iiowi'vcr, common occurrences; but I could state worse, very much worse
things than these, that have occurred in this land of darkness and blood ; but
1 dare not write them, they are too horrible to be told."—Pp. .309-311.

Here, as in the Friendly Islands, Romish priests have introduced

themselves ; and their influence, so for as good is concerned, is, per-

haps, a little worse than that of the Puseyite bishop of New-Zea-
land. Mr. Young gives some amazing specimens of the spontaneous
adroitness with which the native preachers sometimes foil the priests.

A priest at Tolongo tried to convince one of these native agents that

he would lose his soul among the Wesleyans; but failing with the
man. he tried his eloquence on the preachers wife, in his absence.

He went at once to the priest, and informed him that he understood
he had been to see his wife, which was certainly very like the serpent

going to Eve when Adam was out of the way, and that he had now
come to hear anything the priest might wish to say to him. After

answering many questions, the native teacher requested permission

to ask the priest one question. "Hoav is it," said he, '' that a priest

in your Church has not a wife?" The priest replied, " Has God a

wife?" This question, bordering on profanity, was doubtless de-

signed as a poser; but it failed to be so, for the native promptly
replied, "Does God eat? If you are gods, or claim to be as God,
W consistent throughout. If it be because God has no wife, that
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you have not one, do not cat, because God does not eat; do not
drink, because God does not drink; do not live in a house,' because
God does not live in a house; do not ^vear clothes, because God
does not ^vear them : be as God throughout !" This was indeed an-
STvenns a fool according to his folly. I^till better is the following :_

"It appears that about two years ago there was a gracious revival of rehcnon
at Lakemba. ]Many ot the voun:: p..„pk. .v.ro convinced of sin, and some ofthem ened out because ot the dis.iuictudc of their souls. This cireumSfnce

Sro'r- .?^"'"
U--'

""'-/! ''" ^'^'"""'^ ^'''^^^' ''^''- "'^''^ r-'=tence ot 2 e^nterest.n the .vcUare of the young pcopk, urged the king to put a stop to

ot the de^i
. ^^o\l said J w.ncyau. ' I an) not much acquainted with «uchtbng., neither do I pretend to be a teacher of priests; but to mv mind that

on tl T 7p '^' ""'^ f ^''r
'^^^•''' '^"^" '"^y -"^h lik^ wl,at "ok p aceon tne day of Pentecost, v.-hcn those pricked in their heart s.iid to Petei andthe re.t ot the apostles, •• Men and bn-thrcn. what shall we do?- WeU mi.htone of he pnests s;xy .-.s he is reiK.rted to have said, ' We came triaJ^Jothese Inlands: we ought to have been here before the Scrlptures.'"--RII4

^

A very import;uit c,uo<tlon. with regard to missionary operations
in general, is asked and answered in tlie following passage :—

f'h'rSn, •i'J-o °\'T'? ^,^'^^Z
*° "^^^^'^ the natives, before the^• embraceChnsnnnuy .- I thmk not • W e have not been able to succeed in anv de-gree m nnproymg the cond.aon of the people ' .ays one of onv inissionarS

'excepting so tar as we have been the n.-ans of th.:ir conversion. AVe canno
ev.-n p,.>u:u!e t.em to send u.-.r children to schook until thev have abandonedheathems,n. Ihey can see no use in- education, except for relisrious purposesand oppo.e this u>t step to cn-.h.ut.on 0,1 ti:e ground of its l>eing unnece^^arv iJhe Mn;e rennrks wWi app! v to decent .-lolhing. One of the .^reat objecibiho heatuen m hesc parts have to Chd^tianity is, that the persons prite1?°; |Jt .^ear a decent drcs.. in-.^d ot the mere apology for one which L, wea"^

^

ihe nat.vcs. howevcT. s.-on acqu.re a taste for civilization, when theiW^, ,
,

,'
;•-.• - -^" -M "i a u.>u; lor eivuization, when thev ha^abandone. heathemsu,; but unt.l then they dislike anything, that is not Fe

J ean. 1 hey w,!l coMonn to the cu.ton.s of others on board a ves.el, or in 3the hou»e ot a m,^HM,..ry: but they wuald have a stroncr objection a^ain" fadopting taose customs as the.r own. 1 l,,Iieve, from alfl hive heard and I^en that no nnpresMon of a really t;.vo.u.ble kind ean be mT. J^c^^'t "m I

nil Monan... to d.. v.h,,t th.y ran to mduc. Hu-m to embrace the -o.,,el. It i. 1mt one an.ona many way. „! d-n,:: t!..m good.-it is U.e onlvwayto be relLlon. Commerce may improve th.n.
:
but then it depends on "the .vay it is cin- Jdiic.ed.

_
One ship w.l n,:<e them a little from their degradation; another, bv Isanctioning many ot their present ev,l habits, will sink them lower 'We Ihave not seen, says another of our mis.^onarles, ' the good eifects of foreigners I

residing among the na ives. I ou.-ver long they reside, they leave them much Jthe same as they found diem. —1*. olj.
^ x^u^u

|

Our last extract from this interesting volume contains Mr. Young's fmature views upon the results of his mission, and upon the prospects

'

of Methodism in Australia and Polynesia, under its new and inde-
pendent organization.
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" Australia is doubtless designed to occupy a pronunent jx)sition in the

WDrM's futum history, and to become the centre of light in the southern hem-
iij.licro. The Australian Wesleyans being aware of this, are evincing an
«Ariu'st and noble solicitude to increase the number of their faithful ministers,

that Wcslcyanism may take its full share in giving a Chiistian impvcs.s to the

in^titutions, and in directing the destinies of this great country. Many of them
.Ari« wciilthy, and arc also bberal. During the last twelve months, in audition

1-) contributions in support of local objects, they have coutnbutcd £l,?.Ju to-

ward tlie outfit and passage of additional ministers, besides upward of £3,000
t> the funds of the Parent Society; and I am happy to say that on the ^\'os-

!--y-m Churches in Australia being formed into a distinct, though afiiliaterl con-
iii'xiun, tliey will cheerfully undertake to support all their miui^iors, maiiiUiin

their own institutions, and contribute a handsome sum annually lor purely
missionary purposes.

"it has sometimes been said that the British Conference will sacrifice the
cause of Christ, rather than part with any of its power. That witues-s is not
true. It possesses power in Australasia and Polynesia, legitimately obtained,
and hitherto wisely exercised, but now proposes to give up that power. And
whyV Not as the residt of any pressure trom without, for tliere has been
none; nor yet at the request of the parties concerned, for no such request has
U'cn made; but simply because it believes that the time has arrived when it

ran transfer its power to other hands with advantage to the cause of religion
;

thus sulx)rdinating its power to the interests of the Redeemer's kingdom,—

a

principle up<-)n which, as I believe, it invariably endeavours to act, wJiatever
inay Ini said to the contrary.

" This arrangement will invest our mission Cliurches in Australasia and
Polynesia with gieat responsibility; and some have anxiously inquired, Are
they suinciently qualified to undertake that responsibiUty ? I believe they
;ire. Put are the ministers not too juvenile to occupy a position so important ?

I think they are not. In Australia alone there are nineteen ministers who
have sustained the sacred office from eighteen to thirty-three years ; and there
an^ several others in Xew-Zealaad and Polynesia of equal standing. Coni-
I'lri-on here would be improper; but there are ministers in these regions, of
•it ep piety, ardent zeal, sober judgment, noble enterprise, and considerable
'nental power, equal to any emergency tliat may arise ; and among whom will

doubdess be tbund the Thompsons, Barbers, Pawsons, and ^Mathers of tlie

Australasian connexion. ]Xor is there any lack of enlightened and able lay-
men to cooperate with the ministers in rendering the contemplated arrauge-
iiient a blessing to the Southern "World. I have no fear lest they shouhl
wlray the generous confidence about to be reposed in them, or disappoint
iho expectation formed of their ability to manage their own afflurs."—Pp.
<03,404.

°

We take our lca,vc of this unpretending volume with increased

respect for its author's head and heart ; and with renewed admira-

tion of the zeal, fidelity, and success with which the Wesleyans of

I'^n^land have prosecuted the work of Christian missions in ])a2an

l^nds. "When the " ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to

'''ion." multitudes shtill rise up from the far-off isles of the sea to

"CiiH them blessed,"—the devoted and heroic men who have sacri-

Sood all that civilized life holds dear, and often life itself, in order
to carry the name of CimiST to the ends of the earth.
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akt. vii—short reviews and notices of books.

(1.) Our stock of geograpliical and statistical iutbrniation is always growing,

and there is constant need of new works to keep us '' up with the times.''

Every few years new maps, new charts, and new gazetteers are needed : the

old ones bocomc like yesterday's newspaper, only valuable historically. We
welcome, therefore, most heartily, the appearance of " Harper's Staiigtical

Gazetteer of the World, v:ith Special Rrf, rcncc to the United States and
British America," (1855, 8vo.,) of which we liave received six numbers. In

preparing this book, the editor (]\Ir. J. C. Smith) has employed not only the

existing manuals of the subject, but also the latest sources of information

including the most recent censuses made in both hemispheres, and also the

newest books of geogr.iphy, travels, and statistics. The work is to be com-
pleted in ten numbers, and illustrated by seven maps prepared expressly for it.

It will be the Gazetteer of the a;re.

(2.) TiiK most highly-finished git"t-book for the coming year that we have seen,

is '^ JerusalciJi a)td its Vieinily. by the Rev. W. H. Odenheimkr, A. M."
(Philadelphia: E. H. Butler & Co., 1855 ; l'2mo., pp. 218.) The text consists

of a series of familiar lectures, on " the Siicred loc;dities connected with the week
before the resurrection," delivered by Mr. Odenheimer to his congregation,

and describing his own personal impressions of a visit to the Holy Land. With
these are interwoven the reflections proper to a Christian congretration, in

contemplating the .<cencs and the times of our Master's sufferings and triumph.
Mr, Odenheimer has a greater fund of credulity with regard to the traditions

of Palestine th;iu we can box-t of; and certain veins of thought in his lectures
adapt them rather to an Kpi>eopaI congregation than to any other : but there
is a great deal of beauty in his descriptions, and much piety in his aims. The
work is finely illustrated by steel plates.

(3.) " The Nemesis of Power, by Jamk3 A. St. Jonx" (1854 ; ISmo., pp. 254)
is an attemjit 'at unfolding the causes and forms of revolutions. Mr. St. John
believes that the future hi.-U)ry of the world, during many centuries, will be
little but a record of civil contoLs. A bitter hater of arbitrary power, he
selects its worst abuses and disgraces and crowds them into his small canvas
with terrible elYect. He hates the Church of Rome with the most cordial
hatred, too; holding it as th.; great aU-ttor of despotism througliout the world.
lie believes the English constitution to be the model of a free^ state, compli-
cated, indeed, and incomplete, yet advaneing constantly toward perfection.

(4.) Messrs. Appletox & Co. have reprinted " Russia, translated from the
French of the Marquis dc Cusliner (l.s5J

; l2mo., pp. 499.) Its reissue at
the present crisis cannot but be acceptable, as the work is, in many respects,
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lli« Ih'sI description of lwu^sian society, especially in the higher classes, that

tx-* yet appeared. The present edition leaves out some unessential details

—

{crvjrial to M. Custinc—but all that is substantial in his graphic descriptions

and e3.sv narrative is retained.

(i.) ^^f>:moirs of Celebrated Characters, by Alphoxse de Lamartine."

(New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1854; 2 vols., 12mo.) M. Lamartine has

Ivuiid his forte; he is eminently a ^v^iter of sketches: he -writes hi-^tory but it

ts hL^iory in portraits and pictures. The -work before us is the first in which he

b.-i< really given play to his proper powers to the fullest extent. His object is to

rxliibit the human race in action ; to illustrate history by exhibiting the great

nu-n and trreat deeds, the deep shadows and great lights, the great perversities

and high moral periections of the race.

"Now to give the general reader this exhibition of the human race in action,

it is not necessary, as it might be supposed, to evoke a multitude of historic

names nrul povsonagos from the catacombs of literature. No : the human is

«a.st, but not intinite. A hundred principal actors, at most, are sufficient to

n-l-rescnt, und.r the pen of the historian, the drama, sometimes varied, but

cHou.!- unifonii, of human vicissitudes. Everything depends on a judicious

chi^i'.-o (if characters.
" There are also two ways of choosing them. They may be selected iu respect

to the greatness or importance of their conventional rank in the world, the nobility

of thilr race, the brilliancy of their reign, the immensity of their empire, the

magnificence of their title, the multitude of their subjects, or the prowess of their

;'.nnip<. {)n the other hand, they may be chosen in regard to their nfitural ability,

the extent of their ideas, the influence which their appearance exercised upon

human intellect, the greatness of the personal part they acted, the holiness of

their lives upon earth, their labours, their persecutions, and sometimes their

l-ath; fir such is often their only reward for the truths they brought into the

•urlii. They must especially be selected for the epic or dramatic interest of

tl.cir lives. In this point of view, the more one of these great actors of the

'irama of existence has been maligued, the more unhappy he is, the more_ he is

}<Tsccuted, the more there is of toU, vicissitude, tears, and blood in his history,

ihe more there is also of interest, love, passion, and devotion in the feelingof
Ji'^terity .oward him, and the more strongly he impresses himself on the im-

Ohination. From this point of view in the human heart, which is that of the

iai'i>fs, Socrates is more historical than Alexander, Christopher Columbus than
t'Larles the Fifth, Torquato Tasso than the Medici, or than Francis the First.

"These are the characters we have sought out for our biographies. AVe do
r, t l„s,. cinriit, of the immense ascendency given by rank, royalty, militiny power,
»-! hcrediti'.ry dynastic authority to the leaders of nations and shepherds of the

P<*ple iu mo<-lern times. An exalted destiny is the foundation of a high intlu-

•nc. lie same natural abilities which, when placed by fortune at the bottom
t-f the scale, only shine for a narrow circle in the mediocrity of common life.

dlutrdno the whole human race when Providence places them on high. A great
''i^-a dies unborn in an obscure man without power, while it produces great

fp-ults in one who sits upon a throne. We must be blind or envious to deny this

«"ith. A man's social position is one of the conditious of his aelion on his

frHows. l^ank is an initiation to glory. AVhcn we have met with p.rsoual valour
in Roven-iirns or royal legislators, we give them the first place in history; but
***•" Wi' have seen m other, obscure ranks of life, men, superior in themselves.
lyt u«u:dly neglected, or placed in the lowest ranks by distributers of fame—
^. lor instance, prophets, philosophers, poets, orators, histcrians, artists,

»^ti«.Mi.«, martyrs to a faith, useful in the world—we have restored to these
titntally great men the position, which of right belongs to them, among the
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masters and models of our race. History, in our opinion, is like Michael Anpielo's

La.st Judgment, ia which people appear bet'ore God, not in their own costume,

but in that of nature."

The sketch of Xelson strikes us as the best in the series; the only draw-

back upon it is the levity with wliiih the crimes of the great captain are

treated.

(6.) " TAc Cihj Side: or. Passages from a Pastor's Portfolio" (Boston:

Phillips, Sampson & Co.; ISmo., pp. 297.) is a picture of the bright side of

clerical life in Ahierica. It shows aptly, however, that the bright and dai'k

shades are thrown in, to no small degree, by the character and habits of the

minister liimself; that the man is as much as, or more than, the cir-

cumstances.

(7.) Most of the English wTitcrs on religious topics are troubled "with the

disease of prolixity. We cannot entirely e.xonerate from this charge ^'Scenes

in the Life of St. Pcfer,hy the Kev. Daniel "West," (London: A. Heylin,

pp. 380;) bu-t some excuse may be found in the fact that the volume consists

of a scries of lectures delivered by the author in the regular course of his min-

istry, witliout reference to publication. The substance of the lectures, more-

over, as ^vell as their dress, is much better than the common run of such

writings: the book is Scriptural in doctrines, graphic in description, and
pungent in exhortation. It deserves reprinting here.

(8.) Mn. JI. "\V. DoPD has reprinted, in a neat duodecimo, (pp. 276,) Dr.
Cumming's " ^fan'u^l of JVildc Ei'ulcurc for the People." As we have before

commended the book on its merits, it is now only necessary for us to announce
tlie reprint.

(9.) Messrs. Cakter & Biiothers ofler us, in a neat and handsome form,

a new c<lition of Duncan's " Sncrt d Philosophy of the Seasons" (4 vols., 12mo.,

1855.) To tho^•e who arc acquainted with this excellent work no commenda-
tion of ours is necdetl : to those wlio are not, it may suffice to say that the four

volumes form a series, the object of which is to demonstrate the existence and
the atti-ibutcs of Cod in th.- %arious j.heiiometia of Spring, Summer, Autumn,
and Winter. The matter is disiributcd into brief heads marked for daily

readings. The work thus fo.nns an admirable companion series to Jay's
" Morning and Evening Exercln's-;" the one illustrating the relations of man
to (jci from the book of nature, as the other does from the book of revelation.

(10.) M. Cousin has entered upsn a work the most foreign, as he himself says,

to his ordinary labours. It is nntliing l.-ss than an illustration of French life,

in court and couveut, during the seventeenth century: the first instalment
of which is offered in ''The Yuuth of Mndnrnc de Longueville, translated by F.
W. Ricord." (New-York : D. Appleton & Co., 1851; 12mo., pp. 402.) M.
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Counin flncn not pretend to vrrite the life of this fairest of the race of Conde

;

brr lii"»t'irv h.t'^ Ivcn jjivcn, formally and infonnally, often enough before ; but

btf niuK to unfold more of the causes «f things—to reveal the springs of life

v.yMv iiitimatolv—than the gossipping French Memoirs are ever wont to do.

(Vftainl) the lK>ok is admirable as a picture of the most brilliant French

i«c»<-i\ in one of its most brilliant periods; but it is also, we are sorrj' to say, a

rrrrbtiuti. on M. Cousin's part, of a want of that dehcate as well as stern moral

p^uf i»liich discerns vice as clearly and rebukes it as strongly in lace as in

(U ) " KiiJizas and Nebraska, with Directions to Emigrants, by Edward E.

IIai.k." (Boston: PhiUips, Sampson & Co., 1854; r2mo., pp. 256.) This

timely work oflcrs, perhaps, as good an account as could be given at present

of the lii<fory, geography, and physical position of the territories of Kanzas

a«d Xchraska. It is furnished also with an original map, from the latest

ftutlwfritii «i, and of a brief account of the societies recently established to aid

«nii.'r.it!on to the new territories. The information here given is general

r»:li< r tlian •"jx'cL-il; but a minute knowledge of the country has yet to be

k-ij'/iTU'd. It is to be hoped that the book will contribute its share to nullify

li»<> j-'j^a of the pri'sent American government to spread slavery over the vast

U-Jtv*>ry roTcrcd bv what is known as the " Nebraska Bill."

(I'i ) Osr. cf the best books on hygiene, diet, regimen, &c., that we have ever

K« n, I* •' I'rcfrrvntion of Health and Prevention of Disease, by B. N. Comings,
M. D." (New-York: D. Appleton & Co., 1854; r2mo., pp. 208.) The work
u not a treatise on family medicines, but offers a practical and common-sense
^icw of the causes of disease, with the simplest and best means of avoiding it

by pixxl habits of life. It contains also a clear account of so much ofphysiology

M ii necessary for everybody to know in order to live with a reasonable pros-

j*"<-t of health. The plates by which this part of the work is illustrated are

remarkably well done.

(13 ) Chryso?tom Ls, perhaps, of all the Church fathers, the one in regard to

vh..-e lite and eiiaracter there e.xists the least of partisan feeling. His was so

eminently a practical character, that dogmatists find comparatively little in his

writinjr« to dispute alx)ut. Often as his life has been written, both in the

Church liisUiry and in separate monographs, we have yet had no good
biojrraphy extant, in English, adapted to popular reading—the translation

of Neander's Chrysostom being yet unfinished. The want is now sup-

plie<l by the " Z//e of Chrysostom, translated from the German of F. M.
Pkhtuks, by A. Hovey and D. B. Ford." (Boston: Jewett & Co.; 12mo.,

pp. 239.) The work, in the words of the author. Is neither a romance, nor a
hiMf.ry In the form of a romance, but a simple effort to exhibit the true facts in
Uio hie Rf Chrysostom, with their relation to the times in which he lived. We
B*«-e not the original at hand, and therefore cannot speak of the fidelity of the
traiuUtJon

; but it does not run as smoothly as such a narrative should.
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(14.) Thk Sunday-School Union, under Dr. Kidder's direction, is reprinting

an admirable seiies of short stories from history, originally published by the

English " Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge." We have before
us the '' Stones from the History of England, Italy, France and Mexico," each
in a neat 18ino. volume, and commend them as prepared in the best and most
skilful method for children's booki. They have all the interest of fiction without
Its risks

;
attracting young readers by grapliic narratives—the only reading that

really does attract them—and stimulating their tastes for wider and closer
historical study. With more than ordinary earnestness, we commend these
volumes to the notice of parents and Sunday-school teachers.

(15.) Thkre is no more .satisfactory index of the public taste than the lists of
new books. Tlie announccinenLs of holyday presents for the present sea.^on

show that the pcopk- have got beyond the old standard of " Annuals," filled

with vapid verse and stujjid stories. Bolter still, most of the books now offered,

especially those uf the highest chiss, are illustrations of the Bible, or of the
Bible lands. One of the most excellent of them all, both as to its form and
matter, is •• T/,c Parables of th>- X, w T,.stament Practically Unfolded, hv the
llev. AY. B.\cox SrKVKX.s, D. D." (Philadelphia : E. H. Butler & Co. ; Svo.,

pp. 33G.) WTiile Dr. Stevens has wisely avoided any display of critical

learning in his expositions, they bear evident marks of resting, in the main, on
a basis of scientific study ; and at the s;inie time they bring out the practical
lessons of the jiarablcs with gr.'at eUarness, and enforce them with the most
evangelical earnostni'ss. In outward execution the volume is superb; its

admirable typography, artistieal iIlu>tration, and beautiful binding, are highly
creditable to the iniblishers. No better Christian "gift-book" than this could
be devised or desired.

(16.) ''Synonyms of the Xcw Tstamcnt, by the Kev. R C. Trench."
(New-York: Pa-dfield, 1.^.^.-1; l?mn., pp. 250.) This volume contains the
substance of a course of lecture.'! delivered by Mr. Trench at King's College.
Like bis book on " Words," and on " Proverbs," it is suggestive rather than
systematic and popular In form, tl.u:, d, resting on a scientific groundwork of
study. There is no acces>i'ole Ixx.k extant on the subject, except a poor
translation of Tittmann

;
and although this treatise goes but a short way into

the subject, it will be very a.-ceptable to all earnest students of the original
text of the New Testament.

(17.) IVIrss Sewell's stories all bear the charm of naturalness of manner,
though they are prolix oft^n to tirLs..m.Mio.s.s and some of them are so plainly
proselyting in their aim as to detract from their general usefulness. From
this latter fault, " Ka'lumnc .-UUnn " (New-York : D. Appleton & Co.; 2 vols.,
12mo.) is almost entirely free; it is only here and there that the sectarian
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prfjudicc of tho writer peeps out. The book is an admirable lesson of

Chrisdin patience, submission, and self-denial.

(1«.) Mrssr.5. Cartkr & Brothers have done good service to the

Cliun-h nnd to societi", in printing a cheap edition of '• Pearson's Prize

r.r'N.iv on Infidelity," (iSmo., pp. 628.) By the use of small type and a oom-

ja.-t ]K\zo, thcv have condensed the u-iiols of this valuable -work into a small

1 xino., which they offer at a very low price, (sixty cents.) We hope it -will be

placed in the hands of every reading man (old or young) in this country-.

(19.) "Jeonic Morrison" (New-York: Carter & Brothers, 1855; pp. 348) is

the ston,- of an orphan girl, -nho was adopted by a kind family, became a good

Christian, sulferod many misfortunes, kept her hold on Christ, and was happy

at la>t It may be safely placed in the hands of children ; indeed, it is far

ft'ovc the average of storj' books, both in its religious value and literary

merit.

(i'>.) To write a sustained allegory is a task requiring the highest genius.

Wo cannot say that '• The Emigrants, by the Kev. Wesley CocnRAN,"
(Auburn : W. J. Morris, 12mo., pp. 191,) is successful as an allegory ; but it is

a p!crL>ant book to read, and abounds in religious instruction.

(•21.) " TA? Seven Wondcis of the World and their Associations." (New-

York: C.'iriton & Phillips, 1854; l-2mo., pp. 300.) In this volume will be

fuund a summary of the fragmentary statements that exist in old books about

the marvels of the ancient world, known by the designation of the title-page.

It gives also whatever may be found in the accounts of modern travellers to

confirm these older statements, and brings together, under the head of

*' a.ssociations," a number of interesting historical and mythological illustrations.

In this way a very ple^mg and instructive book is made out of very scanty

materials.

(22.) " 77<c Poetry of Germany, by Alfred Baskerville." (New-York:

Garrigue; 12mo., pp. GGl.) This volume contains selections from upward

of seventy of the most celebrated poets, translated into English verse, with

the original text in the opposite page. As the work aims at giving a complete

outline of modern German poetry, it necessarily contains many specimens that

have been before translated ; but, in the main, Jlr. Baskcwille's vei-sion will

compare favourably with even those of his most eminent i)rcdecessors. Con-

ceiving, justly, that the only perfect translation is that which preserves, as far

as possible, at once the letter, the f v m, and the spirit of the original, he has

preserved the German metres, even at the expense, occasionally, of some
degree of litcralness in the version. To all students of German, as well as to

all admirers of German poetry, the book will be a welcome gift.

Fourth Series, Yol.'VI1.-9
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(23.) TiiK newspapers have from time to time given reports of a new

that of fish-breeding—as cultivated successfully in France. The French

government has taken hold of the subject; and the inquiries made under its

direction have shown that we can as well enliven our rivers and watercourses

with fish as we can cover the fields with grain. Several books upon the

methods and prospects of this new art have appeared in France and

England ; but we have had no reprints of them, and no original or com-

piled work on it till the appearance of " ^ Complete Treatise on Artificial

Fish-breeding, translated and edited hi/ W. H. Fry." (New-York : D. Apple-

ton & Co., 1854 ; 12nio., pp. 188.) Mr. Fry has executed this task—as he does

anything that he undertakes—thoroughly and conscientiously. The small

volume here presented will be found to contain a summary of all that is valuable

in tlie various works, oflicial and other, that have appeared in Europe ; and it

13 so clearly arranged and expressed that every farmer who has a watercourse

in his vicinity may make use of its lessons.

(24.) "Lives of the Queens of England be/ore the Norman Conquest, by Mes.
IMattiiew Halt.." (riiilade!i)hia: Blanchard & Lea; 12mo., pp. 469.)

These volumes present, as tlic preface states, the first connected outline of

the history of roy.il women prior to the Norman conquest. If this be matter

of credit to the author, she should by all means enjoy the fame ; but we sus-

pect shrewdly, that the reason why no one has undertaken the work up to

this late date Ls that it was not worth doing at all. Those who are fond of

legends may find pleasure in the book ; for our own part we desiderate no more
histories of " royal women," merely as such.

(25.) " Sermons designed for the Sick Room, Family Reading, and Village

Worship, by Jarkz Burns, D. D." (London : Houlston & Stoneman, 1854

;

12mo., pp.435.) This volume contains sound advice and some good theology;

but, like the other iKwks from the same author that have fallen under our

notice, it has no particular merit of thought or style to justify publication.

(2G.) Thk assailants of Christianity use all sorts of weapons—but very few

of them are newly forged. The principal objections now made to the Gospel

records—the discrepancies in the narratives, the apparent want of chrono-

logical accuracy, &c.—were made in almost the same form by the heathen

opponents of Christianity in the first centuries, and have been repeated from

age to age. One of the latest rehashes, seasoned with a very few novelties,

is " Christian Records, by tbe Rev. Du. Giles." (London : Whittakcr, 1854
;

8vo., pp. 300.) The book proffs^cs to be an historical inquiry eoncernlug the

age, authorship, and authenticity of the books of the New Testament ; but it is,

in fact, simply an attempt to invalidate their historical character entirely, wlillc

the writer professes to hold tliat Christian morality is wholly distinct from the
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rtowrtiou of tlie divine origin of the Scriptures. His capacity for historical (I)

inve.«ii"ations Uuiy be seen from an extract or two. He tells us that " even

in Ki! "land, a hundred years ago, the labours of Bishop Marsh led that learned

tlivine to conclusions" almost heretical
;
yet Bishop Marsh died in 18.39 ! We

6r>> informed, too, (p. 58,) that Justin Martyr, Irenseus, and Clement of

Alexandria, lived at the end of the second century. And the man -who uses

- a-nturics " in this way is to fix for us definitely the dates of the apostolical

CJH»tlc8-

{??.) *' Parttj Leaders, by J. G. Baldwin." (New-York : D. Appleton & Co.,

1855; 12mo., pp. 369.) The aim of this volume is partly historical and

partly biographical. It contains sketches of Jefferson, Hamilton, Jackson,

ILindoIph, and Clay—the representative men of American politics since

;^00—and of course involves most of the great questions that have agitated

iho republic since the organization of parties. The author tells us that he

K.W sought to perform his task " in entire freedom from all partisan bias ;"

a ftx^rdoni not difficult to attain, now that the old party questions and the old

parties themselves have passed, or are rapidly passing, into historj'. He does

not attempt research into the sources of history, but aims merely to present its

prominent facts in a form attractive " especially to young men ;" and in tlus,

too, he has succeeded well. His power of grouping is strong; he describes

Well ; he tells a story well ; indeed, he has some of the French aptitude for

"memoir writing." At the same time he abounds too much in eulogy; the

'-atalogue of laudatory adjectives is hardly abundant enough for his lavish

prtiise.

(?«.) ^Iessus. Carter & Brothers have reprinted " The AutoUographj

^f the Rev. William Jay, edited by George Kedford, D. D., and Joux
ANotLL James," (New-York, lSo5; 2 vols., 1 2mo.,) in a form much superior

Ut tluit of the English edition, with the addition ofmuch new matter. The work
« divided into five parts, of which the first contains Sir. Jay's Autobiography;
*Jiil the second a supplement, bringing the life down to its close. Part IH.

includes Mr. Jay's " Reminiscences of Distinguished Contemporaries ; Part IV.

" m.vie up of selections from his correspondence ; and Part V. his literary

•• "u-uns. This brief outline Is enough to show how rich a store of information

")c volumes promise. No stronger testimony to Mr. Jay's excellence as a
l^n. and as a minister, could be furnished, than the fact that he preached to

tlx" same congregation in Argyle chapel, Bath, from 1791 to 1853, a period of

Kxiy-two years! In looking over this long pastoral relation he says:

—

** It is worthy of grateful acknowledgment, especially considering the restless
is<l ili-;organizing times in which we have lived, and the discords and divisions in

^^
»)auy Churches, that the harmony of this religious interest has never been

^f'S'n. Yet there have been considorable differences of judgment with regard
*^' &-tn<' measures, and of opinion with regard to some subjects ; and we have not
•'••y haii mixed eommunion, but have extended full membership, and even office-

1*
inn?, t,) our Baptist friends. Yet there has been no jar. ' The dipj>ed and the

•l^nnklcti havt dwelt in peace.' Bigotry on either side is not to be conquered by
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bigotry on the otLer, but by an opposite disposition. Tliis continued state of

things is very honourable to the members and the deacons of the Church, and shows
that tli^ir religion has reached the temper as well as the understandinc:, and
inspired them with the meekness of wisdom to pursue 'thinjrs by which one may
edify another.-* Should it, in any degree, serve to commend the pastor, it may,
perhaps, under God, be ascribed to his preferring influence to authority, and
resolving to take no share in any party differeuces whatever."

(29.) " Outlines of History, hy 'Mxiicivs Willson." (Xcw-York: Ivison 5c

Phinney, 1854; 8vo., pp. 8!5.) This work is presented to the public in two

forms,—the school edition and the university edition, of which we have seea

only the latter. It is divided Into three parts: Ancient History, (ISS pp.,)

Llodcrn History, (-110 pp.,) and the rhilosophy of History, (245 pp.,) thus

giving, in a single volume, a survey of the whole field, for the use of students.

We have examined the work in part, and, so far as our scrutiny has gone, we
find little in It to condemn except certain errors in orthography, for which, how-

ever, the author may perhaps plead Noah Webster's sanction. The style of

the narrative is clear and often vicrorous; the spirit of the work is Christian;

the matter is well condensed, \\it!i judicious reference to the importance of the

respective periods and events. Tlio work is furnished with numerous geographi-

cal and historical notes and maps, which add greatly to its value as a test-

book. A full index is still wanting to its completeness.

(30.) " FJan-^ntf of the PhUoyopJni of the Human Mnd, by Dcgald Stewtart,
revised and abridged by Francis Uowk.v."' (Boston : James Munroe & Co.,

1354 : 1 '2mo., pp. t W.) It is will remarked by Professor Bowen, in the preface

t) this vohmio, that althouL-li Stewart h^ts hardly attempted to solve the more
abstruse and intrl«ite prol)lems of the Philosophy of IMind, he has done
nmcb to render It intelligiljlo, popular, and useful. In the power of statlnfr

clearly whatever he hiin?olfhad thoroughly grasped, no writer has ever excelled

Stewart. Considered as a sUUeaiont of the chief facts of psycholorr}-, this is

an excellent text-book—perhaps the best that could be placed in the hands

of college students; but as a yhUofophij of the human mind it has no peculiar

merit.

(31.) Wk have received, too late for adequate notice in this number of our

journal, the '' History of the Orijin, Formation, and Adaptation of the Con-

stitution of the United Stat'.s, by (Jkouc.k, Tickxou Curtis." (New-York:
Harper & Brothers, IS.Vl ; Vol. I, Svo., j.p. .018.) This first volume embraces
the Constitutional History of the L'nited .Stitt-s, fmm the commencement of the

Pevolution to the assembling (f iht? Con\ erition of 1 787. It is naturallv divided

into three periods: First, to the ailoption of the Articles of Confederation.

in 1771 ; second, to the Peace of 1 7S:i
; third, to the Federal Confederation of

1787. Thus the book treats of the darkest period of the historv of the
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country, and the period at the same time in which our state and national

institutions wore fonncd. Tlie wants of the country gave birth to the Constitu-

tion ; it was liuriii^ the i)orlod above referred to that these Avants became ?o

ohvious and so cbinorous that the attempt to supply them could no longer be

dolayt'd. The «econd volume will treat of the process of forming the Constitu-

tion itself, as shown in the official records, and in Mr. iMadison's debrites.

Hach a work as this has long been a national desideratum; but at no time

ro'.ild it have been more acceptable than in the present period of political

nnnrt'hy. We shall endeavour to do justice to the substance of the work, and

to the doctrines it inculcates, more at length on the appearance of the

toc-ond volume.

(32.) KonERT Cakter & Brothers have brought out a new edition of

" Palry's Evidences of Christianiti/, vnth Notes and Additions by Charles

Murray Nairne, A. ^J.," (one volume, 12mo., pp. 501,) in bold, clear type,

fiir j>;ij.er, and })lain binding. The work needs no recommendation, for it is

nnivtrsidly known, and is above all praise. It must continue to be a standard

».« loiip; as tht-rc exist in the community a love of truth, and a capacity

V r»|«i>riviatc sound arguments. The " additions " of Professor Nairue con-

»i*t cliicdy of an introductory essay on "the Claims of Divine Revelation,"

*i«h « nnmlxT of elaborate "Notes" on various topics discussed in the te.\t.

The (,'<lition is a good one, whether for a text-book or for the librarv.

(''.'!.) One of the most beautiful and useful publications that has been issued

frum the Methodist Book Concern is " The Pictorial Catechism of the

M^hoilist Episcopal Church." (New-York: Carlton & Phillips, 1855, square
Rvo.) The volume contains the Catechism of the Church in its three forms,
(No. 1, 2, and 3,) bound together. As a specimen of typogi-aphy the book is

almost faultless ; it is la\-ishly illustrated with wood-cuts, executed and printed
in the verj- best style of the art. Our views of tliis Catechism have been
rep-'ntnlly given to our readers; we repeat our conviction that it is the best
now extant in any of the Churches, and that it should be a household book in
evt-ry Methodist family. In its present shape—its external attractions
h'lnnonizing with its excellent substance—it will be a most appropriate
pirt-book for the holidays.

(S<.) "Morning and Evening Exercises, by William Jay." (New-York:
H. C.-krtpr & Brothers, 1854 ; 4 vols., 12mo.) This book is already so well
Knr.vvn that It is almost needless to notice it, except for those who have grown

"LL"'"'
'^^ *""'' °^^^^ ^'''~' P"''^"'*^^^'°"- -'^^ a ^ook of daily readings for the

cJo^t or the family it remains without a rival. It treats of Chri.>tian doctrine,
txpcnencc, and practice in the best way for edification, by deducing them
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simply and directly from Scripture. Of all ^Ir. Jay's "writiDgs we consider

these Exercises tlic best and the most useful.

(35.) E. H. Butler & Co. (Philadelphia) have published a new and revised

edition of" The Scholar's Companion, by Rufus "W. Bailey," (1855, r2mo.,

pp. 310.) This well-known and \cry useful school-book will be more accept-

able than ever in this inijiroved form.

(36,) The theory of verbal inspiration, though of comparatively recent origin

in the history of theology, finds many wann supporters at the present day.

We have before us a small but able treatise in favour of the doctrine, entitled

"Verbal Inspiration, by the llev. .losKruliAYhTLi:,!).!)." (London: Seeleys, i

1S54; pp. 74.) It constitutes part of the course of Lectures on Exegesis
|

delivered by Dr. Bayloe, \vlio is Principal of St. Aidan's Theological College, |

Birkenhead. Jt treats first of the nature of inspiration, then of the distinction
^

between ordinary and extraordinary inspiration, in which the writer prepares the l

way for his thesis, that every word, and every syllable, and everj- letter of the
j

Bible, is just what it would be had God spoken from heaven without any 3

human intervention, lie gives up the argunu-nt from a supposed necessity
|

or a paramount utility, so strongly insisted on by several recent wTiters, and I

rests the case entirely ujuui the purj)0se of tlie Bible, its spotless purity, and ;

the declarations of the inspired writers themselves; but he does not, in our
|

judgment, sueceed in making out his case. Verbal inspiration is a plausible I

theory, but not mure so than that of the Church's infallibihty, for which, indeed, i

it is in many minds a substitute. I

(37.) "2^Ac Illustrated Natural History, by the Rev. J. G. WooP, M. A.,

(New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1854 ; 12nio., pp. 524) is a classification of

the mammals and binls. In the order of the Catalogue in the British IMuseum,

with a brief account of the insects. Within these limits it is the best descrip-

tive work on the subject, for young persons, that has fallen under our notice.

It is illustrated by four hundred and fifty original designs, admirably engraved

and printed.

(38.) " What, where, and tcho is Antichrist?" (London: Bagsters; 12mo., pp.

63,) contains the substance of four lectures delivered during Lent, 1854, by

the Rev. II. II. Beamish, A.\. The author's conclusions are that the Roman
empire is the seat of anticlirist; that the Roman city is the mctropohs or capital

of his empire ; that the Pope of Rome, Mearing the triple crown, and claiming

universal spiritual and temporal supremacy, is the " antichrist" /i^r the time

being; that his system of mo<k Christianity is the antiehristianism of the day,

and " the mother of harlots and abominations of the earth ;" that the " antichrist

"
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u< to be revealed, "tl»e man of sin," and "son of perdition," vs-iU be a full

cn»l>fxliment of all the distinguishing principles of the papacy ; and be, more-

o>«r, in Lis mysterious personality, the counterparallel and infernal mimickry

cf " Jjnmxmuel," an incarnation of him who conquered the first Adam, and

who is emphatically described in his fidl-grown bestial form, as " the dragon,

tiud old serpent, which is the devil and Satan." Eev. xx, 2. "We do not think

that his argument sustains these weighty conclusions.

(39.) " The Elements of Agriculture, by George E. "Warixg," (New-York:

I>. Appleton & Co., 1854 ; 12mo., pp. 288,) is the book for young farmers, anJ for

old ones too. It treats clearly and briefly of the plant, the soil, of manures,

of mechanical cultivation, and of the analysis of soils, in language at once

K-icntific and intelligible. Ko farmer should be without this book and
" Thomas's Farm Implements." It is a melancholy fact that the major'dij of

the cultivators of the soil in America are working at a trade which they do not

understand, because they have never learned it. The basis of thorough farm-

ing will be laid by every man who masters Mr. Waring's book. It is provided

with questions for the use of schools.

(40.) ^^ Advanced Course of Composition and Rhetoric,h\ G.T.QvACKT.yjiOS,

A. M." (New-York: D. Appleton & Co.; 12mo., pp. 450.) This work is

intended as a sequel to the authors well-kno-\m " First Lessons in Composition,"

which has met with great favour among practical teachers. It is divided into

five parts: First, the History of the English Language ; second, Punctuation;

iKIrd, Rhetoric ; fourth. Prose Composition ; and fitth. Poetical Composition.

This comprehensive outline is so well filled up that the book deserves

to be considered a thorough elementary manual on the topics nsmied. We
recommend it to the notice of all instructors of the better class.

(41.) ^Mary Dundas, or Passages in Young Life" (New-York: R. Carter &
Umihers, 1855; ISmo., pp. 299,) is a simple and beautiful story, designed to

'!)nw that education and associations are insufficient, without fixed Christian

pnnciple, to prepare the young for the world's temptations. It may be safely

placed in the hands of children, and will be sure at once to attract and instruct

them.

(42.) '^^faxinls of Washington, Political, Moral, Social, and Religious, col-

l<-<ti-d and arranged by J. F. ScnROEDER, D. D." (New-York : D. Appleton
^ Co., 1855 ; 12mo., pp. 423.) This book contains a golden treasun'. Tliere

»* lio lurm in which the les.sons of wisdom are so impressive and so dllFusible a3
>n aphorism

; and many of the passages quoted here are worthy of that name
u» lue best sense, from the terseness and point of the terms in wliich a single
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weighty tliought is conve'>-ed. Dr. Schrocder's ta^k has been well accom-

plished : we hope the book will become a vade-mecum for the young men of the

land. If Young America were imbued with its deep political wisdom, and its

high moral tone, we should have less fear for the future of the republic than

has been habitual with ns in these late years of political and private

profligacy.

(43.) " Tender Gra.^s for Little Lainhs" (Xew-York : E. Carter & Brothers;

square 12mo., pp. 255) illustrates temptation, repentance, redemption, and faith,

by narrations adapted to the capacity of children. This is a second series by
the same author, who succeeds better than most writerii for children.

(44.) The Unitarian view of human nature is, in many respects, very

attractive. It cherishes high conceptions of the natural and social virtues

which adorn our common humanity, and which are too often depreciated (arn

parently, at least) by the orthoilox theory. Its error consists in rejecting the

doctrine of depravity as inconsistent with the tact that unconverted men often

exhibit beautiful manitestations of virtue, and this not spasmodically but con-

sistently. That there is a diflicuRy here is unquestionable ; and we have no
doubt that many, not Unitarians, stumble at it continually. Books have been
written to remove it ; b\it nono so gix>d, that we have ever seen, as " Xatural
Goodnts.^, by the Rev. T. F. K. MKacKix." (New-York: Carlton & Phillips,

1854
;
r2mo., pp. 2SC.) The writer treats his subject with great logical skill,

and at the ^amc time with a moral sagacity and pcneti-ation even more admir-
able than his logio. Admitting to the full all that can be said In praise of the
natural and?0(-ial virtnos. he shows that their existence and development is one
ofthe ncce.<sitie.i of a .ttate of probation, and form, in fact, part of the divine plan
of redemption to reach the dejiraved soul. This mode of presentinij the sub-
ject is new to us; and it is, perhaps, one of the most striking and original

fcatiares of a book which is thnjughout original and searching, to a dei^ree rare
in these days. "We coumiend it most heartily to the attention of ourreaders;
they will find it no commonplace repetition of old things, but a work of mauly
thought and noble aims. An fxtcnd.:d review is in preparation for our April
number.

(45.) Ix no one branch of literature has there been greater improvement of late

years, especially in America, than in classical text-books, for use in school and
college. One of the best of tlic.-e tluit has come undtr our notice is " Ihrodoti
Oriencalia Ardiquiora, by II. M. .ToiiNsox, D. D." (New-York : D. Apple-
ton & Co., 185 J ; 12mo., pp. 1S5.) Tw text comprises mainly such portions
of Herodotus as give a connccl.'d history of the East to the fall of Babylon,
and the death of Cyrus the Great. This selection is a very happy one, not
merely from the new interest which recent events and discoveries have thro-n-n
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about the regions treated of, but also from the fact that the ground is not

covcrx'd at all by the Greek ami Roman Avriters commonly put into the hands

d" •itudentf'. The general execution of the book is equal to the felicity of its

conc«'plii)n. 'J'lie text carefully follows the best editions, though Dr. Johnson

iloi'.H not hesitate to use his own judgment in all doubtful cases, giving the

Tarit>u9 re.adings in the notes. The notes are well adapted to the class of

»Juiienl.H for whom they are intended, avoiding bareness on the one hand

aud the more common fault of excessive explanation on the other. A novel

f.-.iUiru is f.Hiial in the historical and topographical remarks, which. Instead of

U'intj sfattercd through the notes, are condensed into separate paragraphs at

llii- end of each chapter. Many of these are, in fact, compact dissertations

tijion diUicult points of history and chronology. The only fault we have to

find with the work is an occasional carelessness and obscurity of style in the

notes; but the blemish is otibj occasional. We commend the work to the scru-

tiny of instructors, confident that if they only give it a fair examination they

will speedily put it into the hands of their students.

(!<;.) The tenth volume o? ^^ Harper's New MontMy Magazine" commenced

with the December number. Its circulation is now greater than ever, approach-

inj; n»i>iiily, if we are rightly informed, to the vast number of one hundred and

f!l\v thou^and monthly. No thoughtful mind can fail to inquire anxiously

into the kind of reading furnished to these multitudes. The youth of this
.

^onemtlon— the grown men of the next—will carry with them into active life

n;o<les of thought and feeling, due, in no small degree, to the monthly visits

of the Magazine. But what thoughts and what feelings ? The contents of

the Magazine are made up, the publishers tell us, "with constant reference

to the wants and tastes of the great body of the American people, rather than

those of any particular class or profession." This general statement is no doubt

true : the first aim of the journal is popularity ; and this aim it has achieved to

an extent unparalleled in the history of periodical literature. But if it had no

higher claim than this, it would get no commendation at our hands. There is

one \Y\ri of the Magazine, at least, which seeks not merely to gratify "the

tastes of the American people," but to elevate and refine them. We refer to

the Kdi.'or's Tabic, which has given, within the past year, a series of papers of

the highest das?, upon topics involving the profoundest, and at the same time

the most practical questions of the age. . The general drift of these papers is

rminently conservative ; but they abound in large views of life, in compre-

hensive grasp of great questions, and, most happily, in taking Christian ethics

as the rule and law for man, both in public and in private stations. This

ringlc feature entides the ^Magazine to a high rank amonj the educating inilii-

•ncos of the country and the age. We have betbrc spoken of certain features

^ il>o journal that do not, according to our notions, add to its charatter ; and
mu^t again s;iy that its semi-comic cuts and fashion plates seem to us sadly out
of pI.Kc ill such a journal.

.

• •
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(47.) " GoERRES, Gesammelte Werhe, berausgegeben von Marie Goerres."

(Regensburg, 1S54) ; "Goerres, ein Denkmal ausseinen Schriften auferbaut."

(Aachen, 1854) ;
'• Sepp, Geschichte dcs Ileidenthwns." (Regensburg, 1853,

3 vols.) Joseph von Goerres, who died a few years ago, was undoubtedly a

man of remarkable energj- and vast erudition. In his youth, a fiery politician,

he despaired in later years of bringing on a reformation of society by means of

polities; a prominent adherent of the first philosophic system of Schelling, he i

found in the abstruse speculations of German philosophy no elements adequate
3

to content his restless spirit of investigation. lie was then swept away by that |
current of conservative Catholic restorationism, which, in the early part of the J

present century, carried a number of German politicians, historians, and poets
'

into the bosom of Romanism. I.,ikc most of them, Goerres never regarded
|

Catholicism as it appears in the light of histor}-, but invested it with all the |

brilliant features and colours of tlic ideal religio-political society which he had
|

previously conceived in his own mind. Still, under the intluence of his former |

studies, he went down to the deep grounds of mysticism to discover there a |

light in the darkness, which he had found besetting the sources of all sciences.
|

He persuaded himself that he had made there a great discovery in finding
|

new and wonderful relations between the fables and myths of paganism
|

as a shadow, and Catholic Christianity as the full truth; between the a

mj-riads of mysteries in all sciences, and the Catholic doctrine as a key to dis- I

close them. At the beginning and end of every science he posted a Catholic I

dogma as a watchman ; by it he measured all the manifold inventions of our

age, boldly pretending that everything true in them came from and pointed to

a Catholic truth ; and then he called upon the youths of his Chiurh to rewrite

from this standpoint the history of every science, since it had been too long

monopolized and disfigured by Frotestant erudition. All this, set forth in

mystic, self-confident, and [)a->.-io:iate language, could not fail to attract general

attention on th<' part of his t«religioni.<ts. The intluence of d^erres was so

much the great.r, as he made hiniselt", at a critical moment, also the political

champion of Romanism, principally through the " historiscJte-politiscIie Blaettcr,"

of Munich, a periodical edited, although not under his name, yet under his

guidance and controlling superintendence. We hazard nothing in sayinj that

Goerres hasdonc nearly as much lor consolidating in Germany the forces of strict

Romanism as all the Catholic episcopate together. His works, therefore, and
lxx)ks on his life will find within and beyond the boundaries of Germany a

large cirele of readers.

In one thing, however, GoeiTcs wiis greatly disa2:)pointed. He found many
readers, hearers, and admirers, but on^v a very few disciples. They could not

master the sense of their teacher's wonls; a bad omen, indeed, for his antici-

pated dominion over the literature of the world. 1)k. Sepp is the sin^^le indi-

vidual among his puj)ils who has distinguished himself By attendinir Goerres's

lectures for many years he learned to imitate his style, to follow him into the

dark labyrinth of conjecture-^, to rival his aerial (lights, and to jet some hear-
ing for himself in literary circles. His (ir>t work wasa" Life of Jesus," in seven
volumes, introduced by the ma.-ter himself, ami pretending to refute Strauss ir.

a new and the only way possible. " The History of Paganism," whose full
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liOf tf given above, is his second work, valuable as a copious repository of Pagan

wylholo^ry, but remarkable, at the same time, for the forcible and arbitrary

r^TOtortioris of facts, in order to discover a relation to the pretended truths of

hi» Church.
"

(AS.) The Rev. T. H. Stockton has long stood in the first rank of preachers

;

but heretofore he has only been known from the fame of his discourses as spoken.

>Vo .^ro now glad to welcome " Scrmom for the People, by T. H. Stocktox,"

(I'itt^burgh: A. H. English & Co.. 1854; 12mo., pp. 420,) a volume amply

PutTirient to indicate the ground of Mr. Stockton's popularity as a preacher. It

contains no artistically constructed sermons, judging by the ordinary standards

of rhetoric ; it aflbrds no new views in theology ; it sho^vs no remarkable pro-

foundness of thought. But it has qualities far higher thau any of these, and far

more necessary to success in preaching : it shows a strong faith, and a thorough

religious experience- in the preacher, who speaks from his heart out in every

tomion ; it displays a minute knowledge of the springs of human nature, and

of the best and most appropriate means of touching them ; it manifests a teem-

ing fancy and a bold imagination—faculties not often found in combination ;

and while tlie substance of thought in the discourses is always ample for popu-

lar teaching, and the argument adapted for popular ciVect, both iliouglit and

Argument are interfused in the fires of a noble passion that gives animation to

the whole composition. As discourses spoken, or to be spoken, we have seen

ft>w superior to these ; and it is in this view only that they should be judged.

^\^' should be glad to give some illustrative quotations marked in our reading

(f the volume, but our space will not allow it, and we nmst content ourselves

with commending it to our readers of all classes, as containing a series of warm,

Jtirring, and at the same time spiritual and eloquent " Sermons for the

Teople."

(O.) We have received the seventh volume of" The Works of Shakspeare,

t'ilted by the Kev. H. N. Hudson, A. il.," (Boston : James jMunroe & Co.,

1S.VI ; 12mo., pp. 522,) containing Richard HI., Henry ^^II., and Troilus and

Crcssida. We have before spoken of Mr. Hudson's careful and scholarly

*.ny of editing: and this volume shows the same skill as the preceding. Four

iiiure volumes will complete the work.

(50.) "^ Pictorial Gatherings for the Young" (New-York: Carlton & Phillips,

••inare 12mo.) is the prettiest gift-book for children that has come under our

notice this season. Its wood-cut illustrations are abundant, and are in the high-

«*t«tyle of the art.

(il.) ''Plane and Solid Geometry, to which arc added Trigonometry and

ifrfuuration, by Geokge R. Perkins, LL. D." (New-York : D. Appleton

& Co., 1855; 8vo., pp. 445.> This book consists of three parts, of which the
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first treats of the theoretical principles of geometry-. Much use has been made

hero of bourdon's Vincent, the selections from Avhich are suitably modified

for use in American schools. The second part treats of Plane and Spherical

Trigonometry and ]Mensuration ; the third contains all needful logaritlimic

and'' trigonometric tables. It is a compa<'t treatise, admirably prepared for

practical use, by a mathematician whose acknowledged eminence is of itself a

sufficient guarantee that his work is well done.

i

(52.) " OuGAXic Chkistian-ity" is the singular title of a book whose object 4

is to show that the Chri.-tian Church has Httle mote organization than a sand-heap.

Its full title is ''Organic C/ir!slla>iit>/,or the Church of God, with its Offices and

Gova-iimcnt, and its Divisions and Variations, both in Ancient, Mediceval, and

Modern Tivies, err.hradng a Thorough Exposition and Defence of Church De-

mocracg, by LEiCKSTi:r. A. Sawyf.r." (Boston: J. P. Jewett & Co., 1854;

12mo., pp. -155.) The book is, in rcality,as the latter part of the title indicates, a

plea for Congregationalism. In this respect it is not of much worth
;
but it has

decided raluc as a summary account of Church polity in A'arious ages and

countries, presented with as fair a degree of impartiality as could be expected
j

from the peculiar stand-point of tiie author. Considered in this light, it

|

deserves a place in every minister's library.
• i

(53.) " The Elanents of Intellectual Philosophij, by Francis Waylakd."

(Boston: Phillips. Sampson & Co., 1854; 12mo., pp. 426.) In this volume

President "Wayland gives the substance of a course of lectures which he has

been aceustomed to deliver for several years past to his classes at Brown

Universitv. It is, in fact, a good licw of the recognised facts of psychology,

—presented in ;i clear and easy style, but with too much diffuseness for a text-

book. This fault is duo, doubtless, to the fact that the lectures were origin-

ally prepared for oral delivery.

(54.) " The Land of the Forutn and the Vatican, by Newman Hall, B. A.,"

(New-York: U. Carter & Brothers; 18mo., pp. 4G2,) is an account of three

montliT sjic'.it in Italy, in is.'il, by an int^'lligent Englishman. It is not

intended as a polemical treatise ; but as it contains a record of things seen in

the Roman states, and of inferences from them, legitimately drawn, it

could not fail to be strongly anti-papal in its tendencies. The work will,

perhaps, be more useful from the fact that the ivriter carefully avoids bitter and

uncourteous language.

(55.) " The Principles of Animal and Vfgflalle Phusiologi/, by ,J. J. BuSHMAN,
^I. 1).," (Philadelphia: IJlanchard & Lea, 1S54 ; 1 2mo., pp. 2.^4,) is a clear and

succinct treatise, for popular use, on the functions and phenomena of organic

life. It is illustrated bv over one hundred wood-cuts. Prefixed to the work
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H an excellent survey of the field of liuman knowledge and of the connexion

vi" ih.' sciences, in which Dr. Bushman takes the only true and safe ground in

t.-M-ntiric pursuits, namt.'ly, that from the phenomena of nature and of the

buman mind, the superintendence of an infinite and personal intelligence can

he iH completely exhibited as that of the existence of any of the so-called

iiwt of nature. We commend the book to teachers as v/ell as to general

rmdcnt

^iO.) Ok the following pamphlets we regret that we can give nothing but the

lumcs :

—

ITic Stranger in the Synagogue, by Simon Luska. Rochester : E. Darrow

k Brother, 18M.

Ilcport of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian

Iti.'itjtution, on the Distribution of the Income of tlie Smithsonian Fund.

U'ashingtoh, 1851.

Iwailroads, History- and Commerce of Chicago. Chicago, HI., 1854.

First Annual Report of the Young Men's Christian Association of San

Francisco. San Francisco, 1851.

Increased Mental Activity of the Age ; its Causes and Demands. By E. O.

Haven, 1). D. Ann Arbor, 1851.

Iloportof Hon. James Meacham, of Special Committee ofBoard of Regents

of Smithsonian Institution, on Distribution of Income. "Washington, D. C,

A Lecture on the Human Body. By John A. Parsons. New-York: C.

Shepard & Co., 1854.

First Annual Report of the Washington City Y^'ouug Men's Christian Asso-

' alien. Wasliington, 1854.

Tlie Two Views of Episcopacy : Old and New, Philadelphia : Stavely &

M'Calla, 12 Pear-street, 1S54.

Edinburgh Temperance Tracts, No. 1. By Rev. II. Boner. New-York •

\i. Carter & Brothers, 285 Broadway.

Cataloiue of ^Miitewater College, Ind., for the year ending Jimc 28, 1854.

• .Vnlreville, Ind.

A lieview of the Controversy respecting the Proper Rendering of Elohlm

A::d Ocor into Chinese. London: Werthium & INIacintosh, 24 Paternoster

'^jw, 1854.

Tliirtcenth Annual Report of the Philadelphia Sabbath Association.

Iliila-delphia, 1854.

I'lurtecnth Annual Report of the American Baptist Publication Society,

lai^. Philadelphia.

Catalogue of Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa., 1853-4. PitL-burgh: W.
^ llavcn, 1854.
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Akt. VUJ^LETTERS on recent FRENCH LITERATURE.

letter iv.

Paris, 1854.

Ensaijs on General Criticism is the title of a pompous project just inaugu-

rated by a volume of over six hundred octavo pages. (Essaii de Cnnque

Grneride. Premier essai : Analyse general de la connaissance. Bornes de

la connaissiinee. Plus unc appendioe sur les principes generaux de b Langue

ct des MatliematKiucs. Par Cn. Renouyikk. Paris: Librairie philosophique

de I>.-idrar.ge. New-York : Hector Bossange et Fils.) This ample speeLmeu

of tlic pt.Tfi>niiance is far from answering the lofty purpose. Yet as a purpose,

of ibJclf, may indicate a real advancement in the meirch of thought—which is,

you know, the guiding principle of my selections for these running notices

—

1 deem it useful to acquaint your readers with the author's object and even

his pt>silion.

1"he precise nature of the object will be stated hereafter, in his own exposition.

In general, it is no other than to constitute the universal science, or, to speak

mure familiarly, perhaps. Bacon's p?iilosophia prirria. I say to constitute, for

the translation above presented of the title has made some sacrilice of com-

plete accuracy to our idiom. It is, in strictness, not essays " on," but essays

of, the subject treated that the author has intended and accordingly expressed

—attempts not merely to criticise, but to create.

As to his pliil(is<jphical position, the author franlcly himself declares it to be,

on the one hand, tliat of " continuator of Kant," while, on the other, he '' ac-

cc\)L* a fimdaiuental formula of Positivism—the reduction of all our knowledge

V) tli<.- laws of phenomena." To lop from Kant the floating basis of his outo-

lod'-al metay>hysi<-s, and to add to Comte the theoretic complement of his as

iiii^fticiil iimr.iricism—such, in fact, appeai-s to be the writers aspiration. And
this undoubtedly !•< the true direction to a philosophj- of the sciences.

It may, on this account, be worth remarking that this middle tendency is

rcpix'sentetl by a young and entsrprising school of thinkers in this city. Most
of its meinbers had their ominous origin in what are styled the Humanita-
rian*, of which the dreamy Pierre Leroux was the patriarch. But, they seem
minds of V>o much vigour not to have emerged from that swampy source.

In fact, they oj>encd their distinct career with a collective publication entitled

the Encydnpedie Nouvelle : for men who really have any stuff in them, must,

of necessity, commence ambitiously, although their schemes are left in conse-

quence unfinished, as occurred here too. Thus did Bacon, Pascal, Leibnitz,

who each projected, in his teens, a reconstruction of the entire system of hu-

man knowledge. But, without meaning in the least degree to push the parallel

fuggcstcd beyond the daring undertiiking and final failure of the new cyclo
pedists, I have to note to you that the present writer is a leadingmember of the

whool. His previous writings have attracted notice beyond the precincts ot

the sect, which is rather diihcult in this community of scientific exclusivism.
The earliest was entitled " ^Manuals of the History of Philosophy ;" then, the

I

i
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article " Philosophy" in the said aborted encyclopedia. With these presump-

tioos and jih'jxirations for more than ordinary competency, backed by, also,

^h^^ comhiiiod tendency of the group of thinkers above alluded to, the under-

taking of M. Itenouvler is quite important as an attestation, and perhaps even

AS a dt'-ii'Miation, of the mental requisite of the age. But in the article of exe-

cution it will be easy to evince his failure.

IkTri""""? properly with the foundation, he sets to filling up the Kantian

ch-vmi c.illoil the " absolute," or, " things in themselves." The easy refutation,

*hli;h fills the opening fifteen sections, is not only quite effective, but, in many

IMiinti", ingenious; as where he shows the famous sophism of Zeno, concerning

motion, to turn merely on the conception of the latter as an entity. In order

fully to appreciate the merit of the observation, the reader should remember

the contortions of the acute Bayle (Historical Dictionary, Art. Zeno) in his

vain endeavour to supply a sufficient solution. And, in our own day, IVlr. Mill

(see chapter " Fallacies" in his Logic) remains, despite the new philosophy of

rtlativity, no less incompetent The general conclusion of the autiior, from

his disfjuisition, is, that nothing can by possibility be known of anything " in

it.t*'lf ," that, to us, all knowledge and even reality consist alone of " repre-

w.nUition." This relative notion, with its two abutments, the "representor"

and '• rt-prusentee" (represente)—term3 which he also substitutes for E^nt's

Kil>jecli>e and objective—such are the sole and solid basis of human knowledge.

Tl»cre is little to object to this account save the neology ; but innovation of

tlic verbal sort is only justified by strict necessity. It militates against the

fundanienUil requisite of perspicuity. Even the personal advantage of an

ap[)ari-nt originality is more than negatived by the prejudgments of the dis-

ccniing, who will not fail to suspect a writer, who begins with novelties of lan-

guage, of being but scantily engrossed with novelty of ideas. And the sus-

picion will, in fact, be well founded in proportion as the subject treated lies less

remote from the foundations of human knowledge. It is only on its surface

and, so to say, its superficialities, that innovation of expression can be neces-

sary. It is only at the siumiiit that the tree acquires new branches ; the trunk

and limbs, although enlarged, remain identical perpetually. However para-

do.\ical, profundity of thought is therefore normally correlative to popularity

of language. Accordingly, in the present instance, we have the familiar word

nlntiou, wliicli, together with its double substrate, conveys the meaning of the

author. Nay, it denotes it not only more familiarly, but more fully and phi-

losophically. While rehtion expresses solely and universally a fact, repre-

sentation iuiports an act, implies an agent, suggests a cause—which is to shove

our author back into the chasm of the " absolute." The things related will be

also no less admirably designated by the epithets of subjective and objective

;

which, as derived from popular language, will, despite the author's repudia-

tion, remain, perhaps, the latest relic of the Kdnigsberg philosophy.

These two terms of aU relation, or, if you will, representation, compose,

»''»'onling to the author, in the point of view of science, a complete division of

all U-ings into a " double series of functions, progressively more general, of

one another. Conscience, memory, and the other mental fqiculties with the

wgans of the senses, make up the human functions; but these resolve them-
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selves into tlic larger (functional) orders of matter and tliouglit." In profess-

ing to follow Kant, the author promised us to do much better than Kant, and

more especially in clearness of expression. And this, indeed, is a prerogative

of both his countrymen and his language. Yet I submit that the passage just

cited has scarce a rival in Jacob Behnien for obscurity, confusion, incom-

pleteness, and even for stark ignorance. The fact of the obscurity is but too

sensible to the reader. The confusion is seen, for instance, in the conjunctiou, on

the one hand, of the menUil Ihcultios and sensuous organs in the same category,

and then in resolving, on the other hand, this single class into the wider functions,

mdiscr'nninately, of matter and of tliought ; tor these two notions are intended

by the author, on the contrary, as being respectively the summaries of the

antagonistic scries. The incomj)leteness is grossly visible in the omission of

the least. attempt to sketch the complcmental functions of the material scries;

also in the imperfection of the rude synopsis of the human ; furthermore, in

the fliilure to give relation itself a place in this systematic enumeration of all the

elements of knowledge. In fine, the ignorance, besides the specimens implied

in all the foregoing cr^idcne^ses, attains a climax in the author's express notion

of the serial order ; for wlicre lie states the two series to be functions of one

another, in an order more and more general, he should have said the very

contrary; the order is from general to particular. The example he himself

adduces shows this contradiction to his ex})ression ; for " consciousness, mem-

ory, and the other mental faculties" are each progressively more particular

than the former. But, of progress in any form, the author knows, and indeed

says, nothing; he has truly taken from rositi\-i5ni nothing but its bare ne-

gation of metaphysics.

Let us try, however, briefly to cxtnvct his meaning from the foregoing jum-

ble. All phenomena are resolvable into relation, with its two abutments.

These abutments are themselves, in turn, analyzable into relations, but may
provisionally be regarded as tiic '• substances" they seem to be. They are

resolvable, as even such, into the* dual substances of mind and matter, of

which respectively they arc denominated faculties and forms. The former

the perceiving element, the latter the impressing, they embrace inevitably the

whole realm of the cognos<'il>K>. The serial order of their mutual action, that

is to say, of their relations, (or what the author means above by their being

"functions of each other,") allords the proof as well as principle of universal

classification. In fiivN the rca~-on of tliclr corresj)ondence—which is no other

than the fact that both the series are but one, instead of being in opposition

—

explains a problem to which the author next proceeds, with hke uncouthness.

In the premises, however, I CMiieelve his meaning to have been, in substance,

as thus elucidated, argued, and coini)let«l; and it at all events presents, I

think, in fundamental outline, the definition, distribution, and demonstration of

human knowledge.

The nature of this knowledjo, as distinguished from consummate science,

is the point which our j.lillosoj.her with due propriety prw>eeds to next.

Representations are all seized, he says, by knowledge in " confused svnthesls,"

which arc developed in the j)rogn>ss of experience by analysL>. The passage

then to science from knowledge is the result of analysis. To ktiow (connailre)
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15 to possess a rude notion of general laws; to study is to labour to unravel

antl arrange tlioni; to know {sucoir') scitntijically is to reconstruct tliem, thus

ik'fincd, plienomcnon by phenomenon, and law by laAv, in their natural order.

Tliis is also like t!ie preceding, correct in substance, although crude in form.

The observation that will first present itself is the comj^arative superiority

of the French idiom, which here, as elsewhere, has distinct expressions that

ours has not. To kiwic as a savage and as a man of science are still the same in

Anglo-Saxon. This is due in part, no doubt, to the fact that the French dialect

came out of Roman civilization ; and the fomous " Saxon" out of the forests of

(icrmany. But to return to the author. ^Miat he calls " confused s}-ntheses "
is a

confusion of synthesis with induction. There can in truth be no synthesis but

<is a consequence of prior analysis, which is what renders it the method proper

of strict science. The main defect is, however, the absence of the rationale

of this procession, which we saw emerge spontaneously from a preceding rec-

tification. The mental order being, in tact, a complicate continuation of the

material, our knowledge necessarily commences at the lon-er end of the phe-

nomenal scale. This is seized then by rude induction, on the basis of mere

resemblances, not by synthesis, for the mind but taheSy and does not put. the

things together. Coming afterward to mark their differences, it is carried, by

analysis, back to the simple and thus accessible extremity of the scale. And
having thus obtained the clew, it turns back into the upward course, described

correctly by the author as that of science and of synthesis.

r>ut it were idle to expose his vagaries on the prime article of method, of

wliich he has in truth no philosophic notion. Accordingly, he speaks of it but

incidentally, and In a passage where the particular sciences are distinguished

from the universal. I shall dismiss him with a compact abstract, presenting

both these points at once, and which will also give an improved specimen of

the contexture of his composition.

The scientific knowledge alx)ve defined presents degrees, as the operation

of synthesis is limited and progressive; hence,. a multiplicity of sciences, or

rather fragments of science. These partial sciences do not sound the depths

of general laws ; they are founded on vulgar data of experience ; they confine

themselves, in their respective spheres, to explaining facts. To explain a fact

is to refer it to other facts more general, to assign its place in an aggregate of

related phenomena; the result is to evolve a law. The law may be resolved

itself into a still higher law, an "enveloping function." In this way the

sciences tend to gradually fill up their intervals, and may be hoped to merge

at last into a universal science.

But while the particular sciences have drawn their data from vulgar knowl-

edge, the general science requires a principle which is not given by it and

cannot be. Hence it takes the humble title first of philosophy or study of

science ; later, of scepticism, which is also an inquiry ; finally, of criticlsni,

•which is its present appellation. Here we see the author's explanation of his

title. " The problem of the sole science was to construct a sole synthesis.

Tlic problem of general criticism is to trace the bounds of scientific knowledge
in e«?a>-ing to constitute this universal synthesis, after assembling all the dis-

f'osable elements of that construction."—P. 89. But is such a synthesis possi-

FouRTH Series, A'ol. VII.—10
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ble, and is ciiticlsm the true means ? The author answers both the questions

by proceetling to the tiisk.

The special sciences are established in the midst of laws and of phenomena,
without examining the fundanienUil problems; they repose then upon mere
obsercatlon. The data which this observation proceeds upon are of two

sorts : one, more general, such as number, measure, space, time, composing

tlie mathematical sciences ; the other, more " enveloped," and thus less open

to observation, such as llio phenomena of heat, electricity, organization. The
latter require the " methods of systematic experimentation, with the auxili-

aries of hypothesis, analogy, induction." Jieyond these, the human noiud con-

ceives no method lor the si)ecial sciences. What shall be, then, the meth^xl

of the universal science ? The analysis of the " representation" itselt" in dis-

tinction from the mere acceptance of the data represented, wliich were the

object of observation, experiment, &c. Tiie result of this transcendental

analysis is a system of categories, and the method self-inspection, psychology!

Here we see the author lUling tlatly into metaphysics, where I conse-

quently leave him and his project. The very notion of representation, which

he conunenced with recognising iis the final element of possible knowledge,

he here proposes to " analyze !" And this, moreover, he calls psychologv,

•which me;ins analysis of the maul, that is to say, of one alone of the tcmu

represented! Uut here he knows no more than others what it is he says or

does. He was quite tolerably comprehensible and even substantially correct i

for eighty pages, while he moved on what he took from Positivism. His first

attempt to step beyond this narrow strip of terra fii-ma, in the endeavour to

construct the theory (which C'omte omits) upon the void, has but the result of J

precipitating him headrnrouKist into Germanism, for which his subde but not J

solid intellect presents indeed a ijuite un-French affinity. |
His mental character, in fact, is manifested also in his style, which is dis- A

jointed, uncircumst.intlal, sj.a.-modic, in a word, unnatural. I say unnatural, i

because in coullict with the continuity of the v.'orks of nature. ^Vithout the J

power to grasp this ])rofomid order, which inspires both amplitude and geni- |
ality, this sort of style es>ay3 to counterfeit a logical clearness by the gram- 1

matical. It chops its sentences into brief, blunt, and categorical enunciations. |

•which are quite intelligible individually, but make a chaos if conceived together.
'{

No doubt the readers it is really destined for have small propension to coherent |
thinking, and hence tlie re:i>o!i of the existence of the fashion ; its harsh abriq.t-

\

ness they take for earnestness, its vulgarity for vigour, its penetration tor pro-
J

fundity, its peremptorlness for proof. It is the style, in short, of revolutionary— |
known as ' popular"—literature ; the style of newspapers, of novels, of p;un-

|
phlets ; a conjoint product of our current epoch of destruction, not construction, \
and of the advent of the nuiltltude to be the arbiter of books. But to the

thoughtful it is like fortifying an empty stomach with alcohol—a knowu
illusion of tlie populace alike in literature and in life.

]3esides the menUil Insutliciency, the author's position is inauspicious ; for, bein^

eclectic, It is essentially disorderly. But these things stand in the relation of cau:-<'

and consequence to one another. There is no instance of an intellect of the

first order being eclectic, or condescending to be the " continuator," any more ;
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tlwii tlic footman of another. Tlils is the province, as it is the index, of the

jKinu-itic grade of niinJs which feel incapable of standing by themselves.

lij fine, the worst is, that M. Kenouvier has leaned upon a void. In

fonHiiiicnco, he llountlors aimlessly in the abyss of Germanism through

ihe suroeetlln;: three hundred pages in definition of his categories. Their

nouiriu-latiire alone -will serve for comment upon his success. It rims: IS'um-

Imt, Tii^ition, Succession, Quality, Becoming, (devenir,) Causality, (though he

U'.nu by n-jocting causation,) Finality, Personality: to which are added the

"antithesis" and "synthesis" of each of these, the foregoing terms being the

" til. •'!•*" of the trinal aspect. All this, which is already, it is seen, of Kantian

f irniidablcncss, is further bristled with algebraic formulas—another symptom of

iiicoiniietency. In fine, he closes with what it would appear more logical to

luve commenced vdth—the refutation, as he styles it, of tlie " only tour phi-

lo.-opherswho had preceded him in systematically putting forth a code of cate-

porios; namely, Aristotle, Descartes, Kant, and Ilegel. His discussion of these

fatnous tliinkers has, I assure you, nothing new. It is only worth remarking

th.-\t. though filling half the volume, it is presented in the form of an Appendix

;

nnotlHT index of the writer's fitness to construct the universal science ! You
nwy conclude a man of long appendixes, or prefaces, or introductions, to be

tiuuli less master of his subject thau mastered by it.

InfcUx operis summa, quia poiiere totum

_
Nescict.—HoKACE.

In fine, the tide of a Crllicism, which Reaouvier gives that science, proves

how curi-ectly his mental portraiture and position have been dch'ncated. For
tf ritcrs of this class have one consistency at least, to wit, consistency or uni-

formity of dborder.

And yet the author of this lame performance (which a Boston savant might

perhaps have fabricated) makes this naive declaration at page 381 :
—" I am

confident of having done better than my predecessors, [aforesaid, that is, Aris-

totle, Desrart(>s, Kant, and Hegel,] owing chietly to having gTOuped all the

categories under the common- notion of relation, and thus excluded the delu-

sive idol of sulistance. In this, I have been the first to give a positive char-

artor to the study of the human understanding." Some of your readers may
l*.' awa:e that, in the "\'c.<ti(jcs of Civilizalion," the general notion of relation

had Ix-en laid down some years before as the foundation of the study, not

alone of the human mind, but of every other knowledge whatsoever. It vraa

there also made accordingly the firm basis of a theory which gives to Positivist

pragmatism the proper character of a philosophy, and even constitutes the

universal synthesis. Not that I tax the French philosopher with plagiarizing

from this work, with which he doubtless is unacquainted, and has nothing in

coiiimon but the great design ; its execution in one small volume would, in

tjft, afford the best of comments on the promised series of his corpulent
oi-tivos. But the coincidence even in design was worth remarking as an
nu«'Maiion to the opportunity and perhaps truth of the conmion project—

a

pr^'jeet emanating on the one hand from the metropolis of civilization, and on
lt»e other from the woods of America.
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Anothf-R writer 6f tbc same school, or, at least, certainly of the like char-

acter, has also given his lucubrations on a thoinc substantially the same. The
title of this volume is, the "Theory of the Human Keason;" (Theoric de la

liaison Ilumaine. Par CiiAr.LKS Bailly. Paris: LaJrange. Xew-York:
Hector Bossange et Fils ;) much the same, it is remarkable, as that adopted

by an English namesake, to ^vhom your Quarterly paid, some time ago,

the special compliment of castigation. The British Bailey meant, however,

by the " Theory of Ili-asouing," the practical procedure of the faculty ; -while

the French author would sound especially its pnnciples or foundation—a point

of difference somewhat Illustrative of their respective nationalities.

The latter writer begins his theory of the human reason, like Ilenouvler,

with an express repudiation of the absolute. Human knowledge can, he says,

pretend, in neither it:> iirlnciples, nor axioms, nor other starting-points, to any-

thing of this perfection. The, fo-called axioms are but propositions respecting

one of three heads: 1st. Objects, or the congruities of external phenomena;

2d. Differences among those objects; 3d. Combinations of the two preceding

classes. Human knowledge In all three can only rest on the relation between

the '' Fgo" and those objects of the outer world. The writer, thus far, is in

concert with his fellow thcori^t a!x)ve expounded, and both in consequence are

so, presumably, and, I think, jR>sitivoly, with the truth. But M. Bailly is, in

all besides, more vagrant still than his competitor.

It was sufficiently pretentious In him to commence with the profession of re-

casting the under?tandlug, in the daring fashion of a new Descartes. But the

procedure of M. Bailly, In his style of writing, is still more impudent. His

comjwsltion is as categorical as If it were a revelation. His sentences are all

delivered oracularly, and make a "concourse" not a whit less chaotic than

did the atoms of Ki>icurus. I explained above the system, or, at least, the

source, of this spasmo<iio writing In rebuking It in the more mitiaated exhi-

liitlon by Kenouvier. Jt has it.- origin In the endeavour of the writei^s to be

clear, and In their confusion of merely grfimniatieal with dialectical perspi-

cuity ; and it finds its encouragement in the acceptance of the generality of

jrcaders. I may here add that the expedient, systematic or sincere, reveals,

in turn, the collective character of the philosophers in question.

The method of these various aspirants of the " Young France" of specula-

tion consists in studying (Germanism Instead of nature. All truth is to be found,

they doubt not. In Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel ; the only thing is to

extract it from these labyrinthine writers. Now, foV this process, the French
language is jast the instrument required; a hnguage In which all good

Frenchmen believe that nothing can be writ or rendered Avhich, ipsofado, Is

not only clear, but must be also sense and truth. Upon this basis, then, our

exploileurs proceed to paraphrase the German oracles; takIn<T care, however,

to commence with a repudiation of their mysticism. This precautionary

preface, which seems often but an artifice designed to propitiate the " old

fogies" of French science, Is sometimes also, no doubt, a product/of the

rational spirit of jTOsItivIsm. But It Is In either case the mere frontispiece;

the body of the edifice remains Teutonlcally dubious and disorderly. Indeed,

the darkness and disorder are augmented by the French copyist. The winding

1
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•ontences of the original give the appearance of connexion, their and misty

.tinjilitiule Ix-ars the consistency of substance to German \-isions. "Wliereas,

when ehonjx'd up into French apotlicgms, botli sense and logic are a rope

«if >and. For the French language has the precious property of all pellucid

\>Oi\W\-, and lot.s a charlatan be seen behind it as well as a genius.

'riii.^ explanation suits exactly, you perceive, the style and matter, as above

ilc<»-ril>ed, of those two samples of the new school; and It would equally char-

acterize a kindred scphist in another line, Avith whose more mischiovnv.s

tnnorities you arc acijuaintcd: I mean Prcudhou. ^M. Bailly, like Kenouvier.

niiikcs a plausible commencement, and proceeds a little Avay upon a nearly scien-

tific kisis. He has even a quite novel notion of the nature of science in gen-

eral, which, though ridiculous as he enunciates it, shows a dim perception of a

profound truth. One of his axioms is, that " every science is a cone ;" in other

words, a triangle revolved upon its perpendicular. He should have added, to

become intelligible, that, in all its systematic measurements, the mind proceeds

as when it measures land—by inangulatinn ; and that, while in the latter

instance it has to investigate but one dimension, In the world of science it

must explore all three—which rounds the cone. But the advanced notions of

M. Ilailly being not the consequence of comprehension, being scarcely other

than a ni^-re instinct of the situation of the age, they arc always jumbled with

the nwi jireposterous of metaphysical anilities. Here, for instance, is his

••eries of the nda^ces: "Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Statics, ^lechanics,

.Xstnmomy, Mnaic, the Arts, Poetry, Morals, Theology," &c. ! You sec the

up|>er part is fair enough; but from the middle downward a monstrosity.

^I. Jules Simon, a professor of distinction, and even a philosopher, at least

of the eclectic order, has lately published a work on Dut\-, {Le Devoir. Par

Jl'i.i:s Simon. Paris: Ilachette et C'ie. iNew-York: Hector Bossange et

Fils,) which has just attained a second edition, and has besides received the

hnprimalur of a crown and prize from the Academy. Yet in the face of both

this |«j[)ular and Academic commendation, I must think his treatise does not

put Pariretius, as transcribed by Cicero, In the shade. There is nothing, in the

first place, of the elegant arrangement or deductive ratiocination of the hea-

then ; a defect which I must try to remedy, if I would hope to give you,

bricdy, the means of judging If there be Christian superiority in even the

jirinciple. *

IIk'sl' principles are liberty, the love of God, and of mankind—the latter

two lieing final, the first alone the efHcient, cause. Liberty, political and civil,

iv>ts on moral treedom. It ought to be defined, not the power of doing or of

not doing, but rather the power of n-iUinr/ or of not willing. The right of citi-

.'cnship must depend, then, on this moral pci-sonality, itself a result of the free-

dom of the will. The freedom of the will is thus the general foundation, and

is susceptible, the author says, of '-demonstration." To this effect, he then

i«ln<hcs all the commonplaces of this threadbare theme, of which the following

nuy W cited as a specimen: '^ If any one think that my will is not free, let

hini lay me a wager of one thousand crowns that I will not witliin an hour's

orkV-c lift up three times my hand." Is not this a naive species of demonstra-
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tlon ? Such as it is, however, it goes, evidently, right against the arguniont.

The ^^'iih to "win one thousand crowns could be uo light weight in the volential

balance. It would not be, indeed, equivalent to physical necessity. But the

difference is only matter of mere derjrce. And most of the sophistry upon the

subject is omng precisely to inadvertence to this graduation of refinement in

the motive—from the coai'se compulsion of material force up to the light

caprices of moral influence. The apparent diminution and disappearance of

the constraint take place, in fact, not in the Hne of efficacy, but of evidence.

Another sample of the "demonstration" is, that will or mind helkvss its

freedom. But this being not contested, the question was, if there be no illu-

sion ? Xone whatever, says the author, /ur the creed is " common to all man-

kind, with the exception of a few sceptical philosophers." Xow all mankind,

until some three ccnturios since, and full seven-eighths of them down to this

day, believe the sun to move around the earth, instead of vice versa. "Was

this belief, though unopposed for countless ages by a single "sceptic," and

respecting, too, a simple and external fact, the less illusory? !Xor could it

mend the argument to add, that the belief in free volition is held by savages

and children. This were to say that iguorance is the best guarantee for knowl-

edge; instead of being, according to intensity, the sport of necessary error.

Such are the conseciuences of Cousin and ontological eclectism, in its default

of gradation or progression.

But if the author does not, we see, " demonstrate " the freedom of the will,

he, on the other hand, goes for to demonstrate the contrary. "A human
action," says he, (p. 11,) " compvi^cs tour elements. In order to act it is

necessary to will, and in order to will it is necessary to know both what to Avill
|

and why." Kow here arc even two necessities—the knowledge and the mo- J

tive—to which volition Is, it seems, subjected, under pain of permanent inac- 4

tioa, or, more properly, of r.ot existing in any form ; for the famous free-'^nll 5

ot" inditlerence is a negation of volition—the very essence of the will consist-
|

ing solely in activity. ^I. Simon is full of instances of this unconscious self- |
refutation. Xor, with his odds and ends of doctrine, and his husk and shell

of language, would strict consistency have been well possible to a Spinoza or

a Chillingworth.

M. Simon ha^, however, a lucid interval of robust reasoning, though the

conclusion be, I fear, as usual, in opposition to his purpose. I cite the passage

in eriaifo Ixith on account of its own sngaestlvengss and as an act of far-

fetched equity toward the \vriter. He is removing from his "demonstration"

of the freedom of the will the grand objection of the foreknowledge of the

Divinity.

The force of this objection proceeds, says he, from our assumption to know
the attributes of thi; Divinity, and place among them his being in time. For

if the Deity were really subject to the condition of duration

—

"Divine forcknowl.' l,£,v wouM become insoluble, and human liberty impossible.
On the one haml a Divinity wlio should exist in time would be imperfect iinl

contradictory, and by cousc-iucucc impossible"; on the other, ho would serve to

give the reason of ndtLiujr, and the world. like its God, would be a riddle. Thit
a God in time is quite imp,-)ssible will be evinced by tlie rctlections :

—

" That the notion of time implies divisibility, and the notion of infinity indi-
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Tjjiliility; whence it follows that .in infinite or eternal time, if it existed, would,

al !ho .<iimc time, be both finite and infinite, which is absurd.

"That tlic JJcity, if lie endured, could never have the plenitude of beinrr, since

be would always lack the part of it -which was to follow in the course of time.

••That hid thouglits and acts would succeed each other, and Avould constqutntly

moilifv him; that thus the God of yesterday would not be strictly the Gc-l of ti>

day; whereas it is a contradiction that there could be two perfects, or thit the

eainc p^;rfect could be perfect in ditTerent ways.

"That the notion of a beginning and termination of the world would assign

U) the existence of the Deity three distinct phases; that God would be at first a
ikuUtary, then a Creator, and that he would finally relapse into inaction and
tv'.itu le.

"That the infinite would be divisible into integral parts ; that the commonce-
lueiit and end of the world would mark an hour in eternity, a change in the

n-.«o!utions of God, a revolution in his thoughts, a modification of his being;

th-.it God would have a histor}-, and similar to man himself, devoured incessantly

I'y past and future, would pass away and be no more.

"That God, by entering the sjihcre of time, is made to enter the world itself;

that there no longer is any reason for not confounding him -vrith the world, and
conceiving him as subject to its laws; and then who will be author of those

laws? Vi'ill it be said that they are necessary? Well, if they are, where-
fore a God? What would become of the creation if the Deity were to rcsem-

tleus?
"It is humiliating without doubt to avow that God is incompifehcnsible ; but,

|
p.l-o, it must be owned that with a God who was not incomprehensible, the world f
nnd all its contents wouhl be so. Incomprehensibility is the definition of the ^

infinite. The infinite intelligence of infinite iuiLdligence is infinite iutcUig- oce.
|

(L'inUUigencc iiijjjue de VintcUigciicc infinie est VintcUtgoice wfinic.) All the means
|

tf comprehensihility—time, space, motion, number—commence on this side of I

the Divinity, and with liis works, of which they make a part. f
"Nor is it only the divine prescience that is objected to human liberty, but, also,

|
the omnipotence of God. Who speaks of omnipotence must speak not only of a f r>,'e :

which nothing can prevail against, but, too, a force against which nothing dois
^

prevail Whence, if the Deity be omnipotent, it is not sufficient to say, that |
niithing comes to pass against his will; we must admit that all things haprt-n in

|
conformity with his will, or rather through the agency of his will. And in thLs <

CHSf, I pray you, show me, in the whole universe, a place for liberty 1 or give a I

Iwhrable explanation of moral evil!
_

I

"The sole answer to this, as to the other objection, is the incomprehensibility
|

of God and his creation. The existence of man is as incompatible with that of
|

G'xl as the liberty of man is with the omnipotence of God. If God l>e indeed |

iill-p.jwerful, it seems impossible to comprehend a free agency exterior to his be-
|in?; but, if this being be omnipresent, it seems equally impossible to compre- I

htud how the existence of a single being can have place external to it. We must
|

therefore either deny the world—which is impossible, or the perfection of God

—

|
*hi-h is impossible, or maintain the coexistence of contradictories—which is im- f

I*j--"d'le, or acknowledge that the Deity is utterly incomprehensible ; and this

ailantted, we may say with Bossuet, that all 'impossibilities disappear." —
^

1*?. 62-55. i

No doubt this manner ofphilosophy was quite convenient to the popish prelate,
|

^ogh his flat profession of it was a platitude in such a thinker. "U'hat is it, then,
|

in M. Simon, to produce a file of those iinpossMiUes, resulting all from the

k'nimjition of free-will, and then to think to save this freedom from the nver-

*lielmlng alternative, by the mere arbitrary supposition of incomprchcnsJ'dilij
.'

Tlic worst that I can say is, that it is th.e genius of metaphysics, of a ph.ilosophy

*hich founds its principles on mere nepration; whereas, in JJossuct, the same

<*'tpc<liont was at least affirmative, although imaginary.

And if our author would only keep to his asylum of the incomprehensible

!
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But no; he makes anotlier somerset, pretends to pierce the veil himself, and

jiursue the Deit\' behind the curtala of time. "If the distinction," says he,

"of past, present, and future disappear, and give place to a coordination of

cause and eflcct in the divine knowledge, then will prescience be no longer an

obstacle to liberty, for prescience will no longer be prescience—it will be omni-

presefice."—P. 52. Here, you see, is a deliniiion of the darkest property of

the same Divinity in whose "incomprehensibility" the author just had taken

refuge ! But, again, the omnipresence is declared in the preceding extract to

be, on the contrarij, annihilative of free-will and even mail's existence I And,

iifter all, the substitution of the omnipresence, or the omniscience, (which was

possibly the author's moaning.) for the "prescience" of the Divinity, would be,

in fact, a puerile juggle upon words; for though the divine presence or the

«livine knowledge were a universal now and here., the human will could none

the easier escape the infinite control I

You must have now, 1 think, sufficiently the mental measure of IVI. Simon,

in the matter both of metaiihy-flcs and of logic. Before passing to his moral

principles, let me interpolate an explanation. In thus exhibiting his grotesque

failure to prove tin- freedom of the human will, I must not therefore be sup-

posed to conclude for necessity. !My business is not here conclusion, but expo-

sition. The object of these Letters is to keep your readers in possession of

the current progress of European intellects, by select samples from its various

sections. Thus, in the present, the pretentious enterprise of M. Eenouvier

•will represent the state of general philosophy, and the academic essay of il.

Simon the stite of ethics. I wished, besides, in the analysis of M. Simon's

incoherences, to show, moreover, the impossibility, to metaphysicians in gen-

eral, of simply linking thrc^ propositions without collapsing into contradiction.

Con'-i-(ling to M. Simon his thus "demonstrated" free-will, the various mo-

tives which are to act.uati' it are first passions, then ideas. The part of passion

is to hnpcl, as of will to assent, and of intelligence to conceive. Ideas cannot

determine amnion in <.>i)position to passion ; they do so only through the pas-

sions which they stimulate antagonistically. Being, however, thus the causes,

although indirectly, of the result, they may be taken as the basis of morality, and

ai-e much preferable to the pas^ion3, which are more unstable and indefinable.

All the passions arc referable to pleasure and to pain ; which are intensified

sensations, agreeable or disagreeable. The sources of all ideas are reason, con-

science, and pen.optiou. 'J"he several objects of the latter are: God, self, and

the eternal world ; lliL-ir c<jahtiou with the passions produces reUgion, selfish-

ness, science. For you must remark that M. Simon is a rationalistic deist, to

whom it is " the same to see into God and to see into the truths of reason."

—

P. 193. Despite this ])rimary position which he gives to religion or the " love

of God," he allows, however, that the love of self is at the root of the most

generous actions. But he argues, in extenuation, as follows: "If I reflect, in

doing my duty, that Got! will recompense me, have I, on that account, done

any less my duty?" Yt'S, you have, according to your own standard, which

derives morality from motive. You have not, according to the test of science,

•which places morals in the act itself, that is to say, in its conformity to the

economy of nature.
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As the intellect can rule tlic passions but through opposite pasc-.ions, it

t!U};ht be easily supposed tliat the latter are the true i)riiicip]cs of duty. Ac-
.t>nlingly, in fact, most moralists, botli heathen ar.'d Christian, and many who
v.crc neither, such as Hobbes, Fourier, and Adam Smith, have based their

r..--tc'nis upon selfijhness, the sentiments, the passions ; to the exclusion of tliu

i.ilvlligence, of ideas. The author objects, that they jiive no origin for these

tlieir moral criteria; an omission Avhich he would supply by the sole alterna-

tives of God (reason) or force; he does not see that he reverses the hist^jri;;

onler of these extreme tests, and overlooks a third criterion of transition

intervening—the Ycrj- principle s\hich would explain to him all the niorai

^\stems which he flouts so shallowiy.

Not sentiments or adverse passions, then, rule the passions, but iduis. The
>olc idea that does so is justice. " All men perceive justice because all possess

reason, and because it is an abstract form of the love of God." The author

;rrounds it thus on sentiment, after defining it to be an idea, and only proves it,

in tlic usual fiishion, by a pretended universality. He tries to palliate this crude

confusion by saying that science itself begins with faith: Toule science com-

m nee par unc act de foL He deludes himself by the •Kor^fait'h, which is ap-

pli<.'d to different things. There is a faith of imagination, a fliith of induction,

.-. faith of demonstration, the latter only being the faith of science. ^Moreover,

science docs not commence with acts of faith of citlicr kind, which is c-"?!.'!!-

tially an act of more or less imperfect inference : the starting-ground of science

i:< acts of feeling or perception.

Then follows a chapter of common-places on the " nature of justice," of

v.'.ru-h I copy you a single passage, by way of sample of its fresher bathos ; alyj

.13 an illusti'ation of the mongrel pantheism whereinto the Cousin metaphysics

is at present vanishing in France :—" Reason is the sense of the absolute.

'Hiere is no other reality besides God and tlic world, and in the world th.ere

are but individuals. But the ideas of reason are God diversely perceived,

iii'cordiug to the relations we ascribe to him with the world," &c.—P. 267.

Could this have been transcended in perspicuity or philosophy by your

.\morican or Emersonian illuminati? And yet this sluiF has, I regret, re-

' civcd the double approbation of the literary public and the Academy. Not,

however, it is right to note, of the Academy of Sciences, but of the Academii'.

^-''ranraise, of wdiich the province is confined to style: and the style of Simon,

.utliough pedantic, seems indeed as passable as well could be, with such a med-

i'.'V incoherence in the thought.

Not to dismiss him with unmingled blame, I quote, in fine, another pas-Mge,

f^it! only one perhaps in the whole volume to be approved without restriction.

I* s^xiaks of the majority as a criterion of right or truth. '• A people that h.is

'•'-'Uic to make public opinion a moral law is necessarily sceptical in nioniU.

!•' no longer has belief in anything when it affects to believe in nKyorities.

li f'lhmits itself to thi^ coarse tutelage hat throurjh the tvant of an;/ principle.

't is a cowardly abdication, for it is the abdication of reason to force."

—

V. 3'>o.

^0, not cowardly ; for it is a result of necessity.
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AfiT. IX.—RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY IIsTELLIGENCE.

®l)ecjlogical ar.ii xUligious.

Professor \>. Essee, at the C'atliolic

Academy of Muuster, has recently put

forth a manual, entitled " I'lijcJiolojk,

l.Theil. Erlcnntniiivcniwrjenr (Munstor,

185i, pp. 3G3.) The author is an ahle pu-

l>il 01 the late P.-'jiVssor Kcnrius: and al-

though the system which nursed his youth

has been condemned by the Roman see, he

yet remains, lite almost all the other

Hermesians, a faithful adherent of his

Church, to certain doctrines of \Yhich he

endeavours to m:ike his jdiilosonhic

argumentations subservient. The Hcr-

mesiaa scl'.ool, not many years a','0 pre-

doniinatin;j iu the Catholic Church of

Northern and Miil.lle Germany, is now
fast disa[ipearinij ; but works like the one

meationed will secure to it a la-ting'

place in the hist'^ry of Catholic as well as

philosophic literature. It has been justly

praised for two peeuli:irlties—for pLlinul,^s

and cleurnLSs I'f lan,'ua;:;e ou the one

hand, and for lilnTal Catholic views on
the other. The work of Professor F.sser

is a wcll-arran^rod, clear, and complete

text-b^' 'k, ..• .viTiii.; the whole rr.u-e of

psycholo^'tcal science. As theolo-ians,

the Ikrmt-siins .it one time paid a par-

ticular att- ntit.n to pra'-tical and moral
<[uesti.iU3, sii"Ai.da decided o^ipositiou to

many of tlie l;r.»sse^t absurdities of mod-
ern Cathdieism, fvs particularly to tlie

immacul.itcci.njeptio'.i.i und were ea^'erly

Btrivin;,' u> k. cp on tl-.e hei.;ht of science.

It is a bmuniibK' fact, th.\t such a school

should b,' doomed to swell the number of

so many others, which, iu spite of t!ie su-

perior t:.l<:i)t-i and \irtu-s of their mem-
bers, havv' fa '.-.d av. ay uudt-rthe withering

hand of P.-.,.\l p-..\,..r.

CErsiAXY h.'.s I.jul: ha 1 a fair num-
ber of csei.ll<.-nt seieiitiiic periodicals,

reviewing and tlui> ^iviug a history of

contemporaneous literature. All of them
belong to rrotestani (lermauy ; the Catho-

lic Church, althougli tlie maj.jrity of the

German peo;jle is un kr its liominion, had
until lately u^jm. Se.'--ral utt.-mpts have
been made to uu-et this univer.-,ally felt

•w.int, but all have been unsucocsiful. At
the instiiiati:.'!! of the " I'iu = Asiociations "

established iu ISIS, it uill now be tried

agjvin, whether Catholic Germany is pos-

sessed of sufficient interest in -^-eneral

literature to support oue siuu'le Catholic

literary gazette. It is a signilicaut cir-

cumstance that the new paper {Katholische

Litcratur-Zeitiii>(/, hernwrjigrlifu von Dr.

Brischar, Vienna) is publisl'.ed in Austria,

which hitherto has always stood aloof

from literary movements iu Catholic Ger-

many, but now diselobci more and more
its intention to make itself considered the

protector and patron of German Catholi-

cism. The editor of the new pai)er. Dr.

Brischar, is a pupil of the school of Til-

bingcn, and was some years ago engaged in

continuing the Cliurch history of Count

HoUberg, of which he has published two

or three volumes. It promises to re-

view, from a Catholic standpoint, the

literature of Germany and the promi-

nent works of other countries. Germany
is indisputably the scientific stronghold

of Ilomanisni ; some of tlie contributors

of the new paper :ire names well known
beyond their Church and their native

country. The first umiiber appeared in

August, 1854.

Bkowx's " History of Missicns " has

long been a standard work. A third edi-

tion of it has rt'Oontly appeared, 'IlUtc-i/

of tk'- Prupajntuni <if Cn-i-itiaiut;/ among
the Heathen. Edinburgh ; 3 vols., 8vo..) in

which the modern missions are said to be

fully treated. ..

A3io:;i.'r the points made by the Tubingen
v.riters against the erirly date of John's

Gospel, was the assumption that no allu-

sion to it could be foiuid in the Clemen-

tine Homilies. Professor Dressel has set

the matter at rest by the publication of a

complete copy of the Homilies found by
him among the Ottobouiau manuscripts

iu the Vatican library : ClrnKiitis liomani,

qnre fcrmttnr, komili'v vkjinti nunc iminum
inteijnx. l\\vtiiiii ad Codicei:i OttoLonian-

11.71 cunstituit Ik. M. Dr.ESSEL. Getting

:

1853. In the 19th homily will be found

the following citation from the ninth

chapter of John : "To those who asked

about the man blind from his birth and
restored to sight, whether this mau sinned

or his parents that he was born blind, our

Teacher replied, Neither did this man do

some sin, nor his parents ; but that by
him might be manifested the power of

God healing the sins of ignorance."

Thus one by one all tlie positions of the

opponents of John's Gospel, that have

even a plausible show of foundation, are

taken away.
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TifF. second edition of the first volume

of Mr. Alford's "(rrerk Testcmu^it" (Lon-

don: bvo., pp. 93G) has appeared. It

diliers from the first edition, iu being

conformed to Mr. Alford's second volume,

as regards the revision of the text and the

digist of rarious readings. This latter

h:i< been entirely rewritten, and the text,

l-cin:;; now revised on the critical prin-

cimU's announced iu the jirolejoniena to

l!ie second volume, differs considerably

from that in the first edition.

The: twenty-first volume of the Corpus

liffnrmntonim, now in course of publi-

cation in r.runswick, contains " Pkllippi

M'lanrthoui« Loci Tlicolwjici" (Bruusv.

Schnetschhe : 1854, -Ito., pp. 550.) This

convenient and cheap edition of a work
so hi^'hly valued as iJelancthon's Loci will

bo very acceptable to theological students.

T}iK Chi-ech of Kn-olaxd is agitated

by proposals of change and innovation on
many sides. Should the general cry for

Convocation be successful, we may look

with certainty, in the course of a few
years, for radical modiiications, and sooner

or later, for disruption. Archdeacon
Wilberforce, who has recently resigned

his clerical functions, and gone over

to Rome, has issued an " explana-

tion," in which lie impiires how far the

p'">pular principle of subscription to the

tiiglish formularies is compatible with
the rule of Church authority. The sys-

ttui he believes to be altogether bad,

while it has not even the merit of being
able to settle the difi'erences which ex-
ist among individual Churchmen. He
s.iys :

—

" The difficulty hecomes greater when
it is considered that the clergy are di-

vided into various parties, who are widely
opposed to one another in almost every
particular. It may be allowable, perhaps,
to employ the phraseology of a recent re-

viewer, who has distributed them into

three classes, which he designates as
High, Low, and Eroad. The last may be
expected to be comparatively inattentive
to matters of doctrine, regarding the
Church chiefly as a social institution,

•Iciigned merely to raise the standard of

morals and ameliorate the manners of
>ntn. P,ut the High and Low agree in
fne pi.int, if in nothing else, that to con-
S'-nd fur the truth is the first duty of
Christians. They dillor, however, re-

«;'eoting almost every point of doctrine.
One boiievcs the Chiirch to bo the body
of Christ, inhabited by his Spirit; the
t'thi.r supposes it to be little more than

a religious club. One believes in b.ipt;<!-

mal regeneration and in the real pres-

ence ; the other speaks of tlio sacraments
as if they were only acted sermons. One
affirms Christ to speak by the voice of his

priests, and that deadly sin renuires al>-

solution ; the other allirms that the priest's

words are no more elfeetive than those of
his parish clerk. Yet both parties, as
well as the Broad, whu lie lietueen thom^
subscribe to the same formularies, which
they interpret avowciliy in Cdntradirt.TV
senses, and from whicli they deduce the
most opposite results. If all this docs
not arise from the laxity of those who
subscribe, but from the ingenuity of those
who devised our formularies, they must
certainly have been the greatest masters
of equivocal expression whom the world
has known." Subscription to the Eiiglisli

formularies, he says, was originally im-
posed, and is still rendered by High
Churchmen, on the principle that the

Church's judgment should guide liernu-ia-

bers ; but the Goriiani case showed that

the Church of Ku^'Umd lias tr.iusfcrred

the decision respec:ing doctrim.-^ to tiie

civil power, and tliat the most opjioiito

statements respecting matters of faith arc

taught under her sanction.

Another striking symptom is t'le for-

mation of the "Liturgicnd Kvvisii'u .'^.h

ciety,"' from whose "Declaration of

Principles and Objects" we extract the

folbwing:—
III. The preface to th.c Book of C'jm-

mon Prayer asserts, that " it hath been

the wisdom of the Church of linglaiid,

ever since the first compiling of her j'ub-

lic liturgy, to keep the mean betv.ecn the

two extremes, of too much stiti'ness iu re-

fusing, and of too much easiiuss in a.l-

mitting, any variation from it." <>n the

maxim thus presented for their guidance,

the members of this society desire to act.

and are moved by such " weighty and

important coushlcrations " as arise fr^m
" the exigencies " of tkcac prcsLui tintLt, t >

seek further " changes and alterations

therein ;" some of w hich, as the most

necessary, they now proceed to sjn cify ;

—

1. The Rubric : the word prie,t to Le

changed.

2. "The Ordination Service: wi.rJ'*

abused to the pur[io-^es of sacerdotal as-

sumption to be .".hcred.

3. The Visitation of the Siek : the ab-

solution to be omitted or .lualiiied.

4. The Ihiptismal Oftices : words as-

serting the spiritual regeneration of each

recipient to be r.ltered.

5. The Catechijin to be revised.
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C. The Turial .Strvlcc : general language

to be employed in expressing' hope for the

departed.

7. The Athauasian Creed : the dam-
natory clauses to be omitted.

S. The Apocryphal Lessons to be re-

placed by Scripture.

IV, \ careful ' examination of the

changes here specified vill illustrate tho

chief aim of this society, which is to

brine: the Book of Common I'raj-er into

closer conforrnity with t!io v.rittcn word

fif God and the principles of the Ilefor-

mation. by excludin^r all those expres-

sions v.hiv.h have been assumed to

countenance Komauizii;!; doctrine or prac-

tice. It is believed this object will be

greatly iidvanced by the coiiibinaiion of

numbers, and the abandnnniont of desul-

tory for systematic aciicn. All, therefore,

who are friendly to the cuu.^e of I'rotest-

antisiii in our Church— all who would
gladly sec the letter of our formularies,

which have been altered for the worse
more than ouca since the Iteformation,

brought ;igaiu into harmony with the

rpirit of th.it L'li.ri'T.s ep,.i.h—are invited

to cooperate in this wiik, and to aid the

society with their contributions, their

jnrtucnce. and, above all, tlieir j)raycrs.

V. As the r.ouk of Common Prayer in

its pri>'.;it f. rill is " ;:irt .niul p;irc<.l " of

tho law oi tlie land, iiiid change in a
sinirle rub:-;.- .-itiV i.'tt the .Vet of Iniformity,

not tlie i.li'.-l:t--.t nlt.-ratii'U can liqtUt) be

Iliads' in it, it If u-li men- tlian one ilUgnl

change is to be found in its pages,)

without the e.incurr<ii'-e of both houses
of jiarliau-.int. and the s::netiou of tho

crown. With a view, therefore, to ob-

tain such a rovisiuu of our liturgy as

shall meet the wants of the age, tlie

meinUrsof this society projiose to collect,

digest, and ciroubifo. as >\i.lelyas their

means will allow, iufi.rn.ation connected
with the subject of liturgical reform; in

the h.jje of :iv.:ikiMiiii,- tlie jail Ho mind
to a more ailo^uate ^^.n>-e of dangers,

j>resent and imminent, which encompass
the rrotcstiiit Church of our fatlars

;

nndof coiiipiiheiiding « ithin that Church
many earnest C)iri-ii:ui>. who are now
couicieiitiouily d-.terred from her com-
munion. They will attLiiipt this by
means of tracts and occasional papers

;

by deputi;ig trustworthy rcprescnt.uives

of their principles to aiMriss public or

other n\ietings. wherever thi>f shall be

called for; by prepaiiui? peiitious to par-

lia-.aent f.-.r geiieri'.l siu'n-ttiire ; and by
such other constitutional nx'ihods as oc-

casion shall fiiruish or suggest.

VI. "With the divine blessing npon
these endeavours, and on the discussions

and inijuiries which they may be expected

to produce, it is hoped that, parliaraeuu

may, at no very distant period, be in-

duced to address the crown for the ap-

pointment of a royal commission, in

which laity may be combined with clergy
;

so that what is for the good of all classes

may be settled by the wisdom of all, and
a proper basis laid for sound liturgical re-

form. ^\'itkout such reform the members
of this society are convinced that no
ecclesiastical changes, however well in-

tended, can possibly reach to the root of

existing evils, whether of -priestcraft or

funnaliim, or can render the Church of

England w hat her martyred reformers un-

doubtedly intended her to be—a faithful

witness to the truth of God as it is in

Christ Jesus, and a diligent keeper of his

holy word in its integrity and undivided

authority.

Among the new^ works recently an-

nounced on the continent of Europe are

the following:

—

Corneiii a Lapide in Scripturani Sacram
Commeutarii, editio nova, Tiriui in Job
Commcntario nee nou Bellarmini in

I'salmos explanatione aucta. (Paris : 10
vols., Svo.)

Der Brief Judac dos Apostels und Bru-

ders des Ifcrrn. Histurisch, kritisch,

cxegetisch bctrachtet von !\I. E. llampf.,

d. Theol. Doct. u. llcpot-tor im erzbis-

choli. Clcricalseminar zu Ereysiug. Sulz-

bach, l>-."i4: pp. 432, Svo.

Disquisitio Critica et Histurica de de-
mentis Homani priore ad Corinthios

epistola, quam etc. publico ac solemn!

examini submittit Ecco Eeker. Trajecti

ad llhenum, 1SJ4: pp. 137, Svo.

Dor Gottmensch. Tie Grundidee der

Oftenbarung in ihrer Einheit und ge-

schichtlichen Entwickelun'4 dargestellt

von Lie. Dr. C. W. Ed. .N;;gelsbach. 1.

Band. Der :Mensch d"-!' Natur. Xiiru-

berg, 18-51 : pp. 441), bvo.

Haud«6rterbuch f. den historischen u.

doetvinellen Beligiousunterricht. Xach
i}.i:\\ neuesten und besteu Quellen bearb.

u. untcr MitwirkungMehvcrerherausgeg.

von //. KtiUcrw. L. Srhui'ihuh. Mit eiu.

A'oi worto vou Dr. W. Thilo. 2. verb. u.

\evm. Anil. Leipzig, 1>.J4 : pp. S16, Svo.

Charakterbilder aus der heil. Schrift

im Znsanimenhatiu'O einev (Jesehichte des

tioittsruichcs dargestellt uud fur Lehrer

und Leser des Bibelworts verfasst von A.

(.h-ube. 2. 'J'hl. : Das Neuc Testament.

1. Abth. : ])as Leben Jesu. Leipzig,

Ifioi: pp. 4U0, Svo.
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Biblia Veteris Tcitamenti ^tluoplca,

in V tomos distribute, ad libr. inss. tiileiu

i.<l. et ni)i)aratu critico iustruxit Prof.

l>r. A. Diilmaim. Tom. I, s. Octateu-

cbus opthiopicui. Fasc. li, qui cont.

Nunicros et Ifeuteronomium cum apj>a-

ratu critico. Lipsitc : pp. 1!'S, 4to.

liiehm, I". l)io Gesetzgebung Mosis im
LauJo Moab. Y-in. Beitrag zur Einlcitung

iiii alto Testament. Gotha: pp. 13G,

Svo.

Hiuck, W. F., Die Reli^non der HoUo-
nen aus den Mythen, den Lehren der

rhilosophen und dem Kultus entuickelt.

II. IM., 1. Abth. : Der Gotte^dienst und
die bfi'entlichen Feste der Hellencu.

Zurich : pp. 328, Svo.

(ieschichto d.^r letztcn Propheten. F.iu

Roitrag zur Geschiclite der bibl. OfTen-

barunj von Lye. Prof. Peter Scliegg;.

2. (letzte) Abth. Kegensburg : pp. 214,
Svo.

Religion (do la) du nord de la Franco
iwant le Christianisme

;
par Louis de

/Aifc/.vr. Lille : Svo.

Histoire de rEglise de France, com-
Iios:''e sur dcs documents originaux. et

autlicntiques, par Fabbe Gucttec. Vol. I.

a IX. 9 vol. Paris : Svo.

Histoire de la philosophie dans scs

r.ipports avec la religion depuis I'ere

ehrctienne, pi'.r M. ^Litter, conseiller ho-

noraire et aneien inspecteur general dj

I'instrBction publii^ue. Paris: 1 vol.,

I"2mo.

We continne our summaries of the
cijutents of the principal theological
journals :

—

Oiurcli of EiKjland Qnarlerli/ Jicvicvr,

iLondon,) for October :—I. Freedom of

Inquiry : II. The Last Historical Problem :

III. Phases of Modern Unbelief: IV. Ec-

ekiiastical Courts : V. 'Wonders of the
rv.-cp : VI. The Second Coming of Christ

:

VIL Quarterly Report of Fact's and Prog-
ress: VIII. Literature of the (Quarter
classified and reviewed.

Journal of Sacred Literature, (Lon-
•lou,) for October :—I. Milman's History
t'f Latin Christianity : 11. The Historical
^Vi2:in of the Passover : III. The Songs of
IVgroes : IV. The Resurrection of Jesus :

^'- Tlie Attestation of Miracles: VL
•Veptical German Theology : VII. "Was the
I-ord's Supper a Paschal Feast ? VIII. In-
M'iration and Infallibility, &c.

Christian ll'-mcmbranccr, (London,) for
October :—I. Milman's Latin Christianity

:

IL Convocation Taterature : HI. Life of
Mr*. Sherwood: IV. Liguori's Theory of

Theft: V. Bunsea's Philosophy of Lan-
guage : VI. Census of Education.

Ed r(ir Review, (Jjondon,) for Oc<ot<;r :

—

I. De ()uincey: U. Schaff's Church His-

tory: III. Van de Velde's Journey thruU','h

Syria and Palestine: IV. Raider—bv tlio

Author of "The Roman": V. Whewell's
History of Moral Philosophy: VI. Ma-
hou's History of England: ViL Dove's
Elements of Political Science : VIII. Na-
tional Education—State of the (Question.

Xorcmher:—l. The Greek Church: H.
The Tartar Conquerors: HI. Hungarian
Sketches in Peace and War : I\'. Tlic

Pentateuch and its Assailants : V. \ inet's

French Literature of the Eighteoith
Century : VI. Autobiography of the Rev.

W. Jay : Ml. Muichisou's Siluria : \iU.
The Decimal System in Money, "Weights

and Measures.

Lcmdon {Jlctliodiat) QuaHerh/ lierine,

for October:—I.Theodore Parker aiid the

3IoJern Deists : II. Life in Aby.-iinia

:

III. American School of Ethnology : IV.

Jerome Cardan : ^. Methodist Epi-copal

Church of America : \1. New Educational

Measure fur India : MI. Recent Roman
History—Farini : VIII. The Danes and

Northmen in Britain : IX. The Crystal

Palace.

Onarterhi Review, of Mcthodi>:t Epiw^jxif

C/i^rfA.^Sr/cf/j.iRichmond,;! for October :—
I. The Theologie;d Works of Thomas
Paine: IL Piiy^ical Geography—Mrs.
Somerville reviewed: III. The Life and

Writings of ArmLuius : IV. "Judaism

Unveiled :" ^'. Wc-vleyan Methodisux in

the Nineteenth Century.

The Free -mil Jhptitt Quarterly;, (Prov-

idence, R. I.,"l for October :—I. Christian-

ity—Our Help and Hope : II. The Minister

ill the Pulpit: UL No better than ue

should be : IV. Support of the Ministry in

the Freewill Baptist Denomination: V.

Latter Day Revelations : VI. The Church:

VII. Contemporary Literature: VIII. Pe-

riodical Literature.

Ecangdieal P.ci-icw, (Gettysburg. Pa..)

for October:—L Justin Martyr: II. The

Genealogies of Jesus, in the Evan-eii^ts

Matthew and Luke.: IIL Notes on Proph-

ecy : IV. Faith and Utilitarianism : V.

Intidelity—Its Metamorphoses and Pres-

ent Aspects : VL Reminiscences of Lu-

theran Clergymen : VIL -Manual of Sacred

History.

S-JUtheni Fr<»h<jU:>-iau H.ncic, (Colum-

bia, S. C.,^ fovC'etober:—L The Doctrine

of the Trinity, Practical and Fundamen-

tal : II. The Living Baptized for the rv?ad :

IIL The Phases of Society : IV. The Lunar
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World : V. The Authority of F.cclcsinstical

Rulers: M. Kloqnoace : VII. I>utics of

Masiers : Vlil. Life of Archibald Alex-

audcr, D. D.

iUrcerihitrg Quaiirrli/ Bevinc, (Cham-

bersbur,', I'aJ for October:—I. Questions

coucernlng the Church : II. TIiu Pcison

of Christ^ III. Modern Athens and the

Monunieuts on the Acropolis: IV. l^iiur-

gical Contributions: V.Christian Cultus

—Its Nature, History, and Relations : VI.

America.

UrtivemiUtit Qiiartrr!;/ Ilcvlcxr, (Boston,)

for Octo])er :—I. N'ou-Vork and tlic Crys-

tal P.iiace : II. Revelation I'rop-cssive :

III. :-rini<tLri:il Culture and Thculccrical

Schools : TV. Records of Rtibbltton Par-

ish : V. Prayer and Providence : VI. Re-

marks on tlie Rlind and their Education:
YII. Personal Identity with reference to

the Future Life.

C/(rj*tian i:.rlnr, (\cw-York,) for

October:—L The Vi'lue of Church His-

tory: II. Chriiiian Courtesy: III. Tlie

English Lan..'iia.-e: IV. The R.di,'i..n of

Turkey: V. City Missions : VI. Reli'.'ious

IVogress of the Mississinpi Valley : VII.

The Covenantj.

Rihllothcca Siicrtt nnd Amcrlcnn I}ihlic<tl

Ji'^j.ofitory, (Andcver.) for October:—!.
Notes of a Tour fnnti Damascus to Raal-

becaiiil Kuiu: II. UurS.Lvimr's Pi-iiouise

in the Syna'.;n.;ue at Ca[ierna;un: IH. Ail-

s' Itn's l)octrine uf tlic Incarnation and
Atonement: IV. S^'Ccial Divine Interposi-

tions in Nature : V. Paganized Ecclesias-

ticisiu. the Chief Antasronist of the

Modern Missionary : VI. Notes upon the

Geojjraphy of Macedonia.

The Biblical Repertory and Prir.rrton Re-

ri'w, {oT October :—I. India—Its Past and
Future : II. Ori-in of Writing- : III. St.

Ignatius and the Jesuits: IV. The True

Barrier against Ritualism and Rational-

ism : V. Thoughts for the Ministry.

Amoxc. the new books in theology and
kindred sciences recently announced iu

Great Britain are the following :

—

Chronology of Creation ; or, Scripture

and Geology Reconciled. By Captain

Thomas llullon. Svo. :—Vestiges of Di-

vine Vengeance : or. The Dead Sea and
the Cities of the Plain. Bv V/iUiam

Fife Taylor. Small Svo. :—History of

the Council of Trent. Y>'ith the Author's

last Corrections and Additions conirau-

nicatcd to the Translator. By L. F. Bun-
gcner. Crown Svo. :—History of the

Church of England, from the Reforma-

tion to the Present Time. Ev the Rev.

W. Litton, v.. A., Author of "The His-

tory of the Church of Christ." Svo. :

—

The Various Denominations of the Chris-

tian World, from the Earliest Ages of the

Church. By the Rev. J. B. Marsden,

A. M., Rector of St. Peter's, Birmingham.
8vo. :—Christianity Viewed in Some of

its Leading Aspects. By the Rev. A. L.

R. Foote, Author of " Incidents iu the

Life of our Saviour." Fcp. Svo.

(ClnGsici-.l aixh rtliQccllanccnG.

Two volumes of " The Co'lrctrd Wor':»

nf Dn-jihl St--^r<irt," edited by Sir William
Hamilton, have api-<vired. Tlio whole
work will contain nine volumes. All

that the editor undertakes is to give an
accurate .and complete text, nnd to add
everythin::: from Stewart's unimbliihed
manuscripts thrtt is of value. The first

volume cjutains tlie eekbrated " Disser-

tation," with sot.ie additions, of which the

editor si>eak3 as follows :

—

" In the present edition of the IHsser-;

tation, besides the concluding chapter of

Part Third, and its relative note, whieli

now appear for the first time, there are

criven numerous and extensive additions,

both in the body of the work, and in the

notes. These, as inserted, are all marked
bv their enclosure v.ithiu 1,rackets.

They are, however, to be divided into two
claexcs, as derived from ditt'erent sources.

In the first place, Mr. Stewart's ov.n in-

terleaved copy of the ori-jinai edition of

o')th parts of the Dissertation contributes

various corrections and amplifications.

These have all been made use of, and
their insertion is simply indicated by the

brackets. In the second place, the other

authorities, from which new matter has

been obtained, (but for Part Second only,)

stand on a less favourable footing, in so

far as whatever they atibrd, was, after

being written, omitted by Mr. Stewart

hims;elf from the Dissertation as pub-

lished. These omissions, however, seem
to have been made under an anxiety to

bring the work, as connected with the

Enryrlopftdiui within a narrower com-
pass, (see ]). "JOl,) and not in consequence
of any rejection of the passages as in

themselves -either erroneous or redund-
ant. Their insertion is, therefore, now
marked, not only liy the brackets, but
expressly as rtslomtiom, and though
printed without other distinction, it

should be mentioned that they also are
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foui- !•• 1 rn riro several documents. They
«rc

I

:ir;iv tikcn from the ori'^inal ;jroo/of

tiic l'i>vv. rtutiou; it beiii:: explained that

Air. ^'.v-Aart w;'..s iu use to have the whole,

or a l.ir^'e iKiriiou of au extended pub-

licativ^n, set up at once in type, and on

tlii*. at his kisure. he raade any alter-

ations which he thought expedient. Such
ft ji.'.Mjf of I'art Sjcoud is preserved, and it

siip;li<8 much that is new and valuable.

.\^Min, tlii-re remains of the same Part a

Ct'py of the au:hor"s orijuiil ntauMcript,

uliich evhiliits, iu like manner, many
passau'es which, thou,'h unpublished,

merit i)rcservation. Of this, it indeed

»I>pfars that ilr. Stewart was fully sen-

•illc."

The mere ojyinion of such a man as

I'rofessjr Owex is worth more, in a ques-
tiiiu of science, than long-drawn argu-

ments Ly such novices as many of the
rcc.-nt writ<;rs against the unity of the
humau race—csvecially of such iguoram-
nses as "Gliddun and X.tt." At the
tv.fnty-f.jurth matting of the British As-
soc! ituii for the AdvancenKut of Science,

i'rof.-s.sor Uwen delivered a lecture on the
•* Antiiropoi I Apes,'' In which, after in-

dicating the distinctions that separate the
u:o>t authropoid of these apes from man,
he sh'iwed that tbtre was not any other
character than th.^se founded upou the
developments of loae for the attachment
of muscle r, which was known to be sub-
ject to change throngh the operation of
external causes ; niLtMeiithi, therefore,
of the diiiertnces. especially those very
striking ones manifested by the pelvis
and p.-lvic extremities, which Professor
Owen had cited in his '• Memoirs on the
Oraugi and Chimpimzees," published in
the Zor,l,;ic<\l Tn.itt'^actiom, as distin-
guishing the groat chimpanzee from the
human species, must stand iu contraven-
ti..n ..f the hypothesis of transmutation
and

i
r-ressive dcveb)piaeut. uutil the

•upporters of that hypothesis are enabled
to adduce the facts and cases -which de-
monstrate the Conditions of the moditica-
tions of such characters. There was the
same kind of dithcuky in accounting for
the JTstinctive characters of the dirfcrent
•pecies of the orangs and the chimpan-
zees, as for those more marked distinc-
tions that remove both kinds of aiies
from man. And with regard to the iiura-
«er of the known speciesT Professor Owen
remarked. It is not without interest to
observe, that as the -eiieric forms of the
Wu;i.iruniana approach tlie Bimanous or-
<Jer. th.-T are represented by fewer species.
ihe gil.byus ^Uylobates) scarcely number

more than half-a-elozen species ; the
orangs (Pithecus) have but two species,

or at most three ; the chimpanzees
(Troglodytes) are represented by two
species. The unity of the human species

is demonstrated by the constancy of
those osteological and dental characters
to which the attention is more particu-
laDly directed in the investigation of the
corresponding characters in the higher
Quaelrumaua. Man is the solo species of
his genus—the sole representative of his
order : he has no nearer physical relations

with the brute-kind than tho-e which
arise out of the characters that link to-

gether the great group of placental
mammalia, called " Unguiculata." In con-
clusion, the professor briefly recounted
the facts at present satisfactorily ascer-

tained respecting the antiquity of the
Quadrumana and of man upon tlie surface

of the earth. At the time of the demise
of Cuvier, iu 1S32, no evidence had been
obtained of fossil Quadrumana. and the
baron sujiposed that buth these and the
Bimiinu Were of very recent introduction.

Soon after the loss of that great re-con-

structor of extinct species, evidence with
regard to the fossil Quadrurjana was ob-

tained from difierent quarters. In the
oldest leoceue) tertiary deposits in Suf-

folk, specimens of jaws and teeth were
found, that unerringly indicated the for-

mer existence of a species of monkey of

the genus Macacus,' (Mnoicns coc^tih?.)

About the same time, the tertiary depos-

its from tlie Himalayan Me'Untaius gave
further evidence of the Qua.iiumana

:

jaws, astragali, and some other parts of
the skeleton, having been found com-
pletely petrified, and referable to the genus
called Semuopithecus, which is now re-

stricted to the Asiatic continent. Dr.

Lund discovered in Brazil fossil remains
of an extinct platyrhine monkey, surpass-

ing any known Cebus orMycetosiu size;

the platyrhines are peculiar to South
America. Lastly, in the middle tertiary

series in the south of France was discov-

ered a fragment of the lower jaw, proving
that at that period some species of the

long-armed ape (Hyloliates) must have
existed. But no fossil human remains
have been found in the regularly deposited

layers of any of the divisions lUot eveu

the plioceno) of the tertiary scries. Hu-
man bones have been found in doubtful

positions, geologically considered, such as

deserted mines and caves, in the detritus

at the bottom of clills ; but never in tran-

quil undisturbed deposits, participating in

the miueral characters of the undoubted
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fossils of tliose tleposits. Tlio petrified
negro skeletons in the calcareous con-
cretes of Guadaloupe are of comparatively
recent ori-in. Tlius, therefore, iii refer-
ence both to the unity of the human spe-
cies, and to the fact' of man being the
latest, as he is the highest, of all animal
forms upon our planet, the interpretations
of God's works cuiucide with what has
been revealed to us as to our own ori-in
and zoological relations in his word. Of
the nature of the creative acts by which
the successive races of animals wore calKul
into feeing we are ignorant. I'.ut this wo
know, that as the evidence of unity of
plan testifies to the oneness of the Crea-
tor, so the modifications of the plan for
the difieruiit modes of e.\i.,tenee illustrnte
the beneficence of the designer. Those
structures, moreover, which are at present
incomprehensible, m adaptations to a
special end. ;ire made comprehensible on
a higher jtriuciple, and a final jiurposc is

gained inr.dation to human iiitclligc-nce ;

for, in the inst:inc('s whiTe the analogy of
lium.iulyinv. :i'ad machines fails to" ex-
plain the structure of a divinely-croated
organ, such organ does not exist in yain.
if its truer comprehension iu relation to
the divine idea lead rational beings to a
better conception of their own origin and
Creator.— .!'Ar„,,.-i.,-,i.

Amomj the works recently announced
in Great 15rit:iui aro the folljwin,' :—

History of rreh.h Literature^ in the
Kighteenth C :itury. I'.y I'rofossor Vinet,
Translated by the llev. .Tames I'.ryce.

!>vo. :—Lord Carii^ile's Diary in Turkish
and Greek Waters. IVst nvo. :—Jlemoirs
of James Monfiromery : Including Selec-
tions from his Correspondence and Con-
versations. Ly Joiiu Holland and James
Everett. IVsi --vo. :—The Lev. R. L Wil-
berforce's Inquiry into the iViuciples of
Church .\uthority ; or, Jtc.asons for re-
calling his Subscription to the Koval Su-
premacy, -rvo. :_-pio,-;M!iIIy to IV-ra. Lv
Capt. Oldmix..n. L. X. Whh Illustrations
in Colours. Lost ^ro. :—The Laltic and
the White Sea. By the Rev. T. Milner,
M. A. With a Map of the L^Jtio Sea!
Post 8vo.:—Thirty Years of Foreign
Policy ; or. a History of the Seen-tar°y-
ships of the Earl of Aberdeen and \'iscount
Palmerston. I'.y the Author of the Bi-
ography of Mr. l»israeli. Svo. :—The
Geography of Herodotus Do\eloi.ed, Lx-
plained, and Illustrated from Mc.iera Ue-
searches and Liscoveries. J!y J. Talbovs
Wheeler, F. R. G. S. 8vo., w iih maps and
plans :—The Second Volume of Chevalier
Bunsen's V.'ork on Ancient Kgypt. Trans-

lated by C. H. Cottrell, M. A. With many
Illustrations. 8vo. :—Turkey : its His-
tory and Progress : from the Journals
and Correspondence of Sir James Loner,
Fifteen Years Ambassador at Constanti-
nople

; contiiiued to the Present Time,
with a Mem.Mr of Sir James Porter, by his
Grandson, Sir George Larpeut, Bart.j Ac.
-* vols. Svo., with illustrations.

Amoxg the new works in classical and
general literature recently announced on
the contiuent of luirope'are the follow-
ing :

—

Histoire dc I'admiaistraticn monarchi-
que en F'ranco depuis Philippe-Augnste
.jusqu'a Louis XIV aiS0-17i:i)

; par
M. Chirud. maitre de conferences a
I'EcoIe normale superieure (oavra^e
couronni' pur ITnstitnt.) 2 vols., Svo."

Dante ct les oriirines de la langue et
de la litterature Italienues. Cours fait a
la Faculie des lettres de Paris

;
par 3L

Faui'M. Paris : 2 vols., 8vo.

Essais de critique generale. Premier
essai. Analyse generale de la connais-
sance. Lornes de la conuaissance. Plus
nn appendiee sur les principes generaus
de la logique et des mathematiques; par
Ch. Jienotirier. Paris: 4 vols., Svo.

^
Manuale juris synojiticnm in quo con-

tinentur Justiniani Institutiones, cum
Gaii Ir.stitutionihus e regione oppo-
sitis perpetuo collatro uecnon L'Ipiani
Fragmenta, Pauli Sententi;e, Vaticana
Fragmenta et alite plurimna veterum juris-
consultorum reliniiiie. Concinnavit et
recognovit '"'.

.!. Pe/lat. in Parisiensi juris
Facultate juris romaui professor et de-
canus. Paris: 1 vol., ISnio.

Lexicon pcrsico-latinuni etymologicum
cum Unguis maxime cognatis Sanscrita
et Zendica et Pehlerica comparatura.
Accedit appendix vocum dialecti auti-
quioris, Zend et Pazend dictie, auct. J.
A. Vullers. Fase. IU. 4to. (pp. 401-632.')
Bonn (Marcus.)

Lopp, F. Vergleichendes Accentuations-
system nebst einer gedriingten Darstellung
der grammatischen Uebereinstimmungen
des Sanskrit nnd Griechischen. Berlin :

pp. 304. Svo.

Handbnch der Sanskritsprache. Zum
Gebrauch f. Yorlesungen u. zum Selbst-
studium. Yon Thd. Benfey. 2. Abth.
Aueh u. d. Tit. : Chrestomathie aus
Sanskritwerken. 2. Thl. Glossar. Leij^
zig, 18.51 : pp. .",71, Svo.

Sanskrit-AN'orterbuch. Yon 0. Boht-
lingk u. Pud. Roth. Herausgeg. von der
kaiserl. Akademie der Wissenschaften.
2. u. ?,. Lief. St. Petersburg, 1854:
imperial 4to.
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Art. L—MALACHI.

SECTION ni, CHAP, ii, 17-iii, 6.

The coming of Christ and the Forerunner.

ii, 1 7. " Ye weary Jebovah with your words. And ye say, * Wherein do wo
weary him '."" In your saying, 'Ever}' one who does evil is pood in the

eves of Jehovah, and in them he delisxhts :' or, ' "Where is the God of

judgment .'

ill, 1. " Behold, T send my messenger, and he shall prepare a way before me,

and suddtuly there shall come to his temple the Lonl, whom ye arc

seeking, and the messenger of the covenant for whom ye are longing.

2. Behold he shall come, saith Jehovah of hosts. And who shall endure the

day of his coming ? And who shall stand in his a[>pearing ? For he

3. shall be as a refiner's fire, and as a fuller's soap. And he shall sit, refin-

ing and purifying the silver, and shall purify the sons of Levi, and refine

thL'm,as goldand as silver, and they shall be Jehovah's, otiering sacrifice

4. in righteousness. And grateful to Jehovah shall be the sacrificial otienng

of Judah and Jerusalem, as in the days of old, and as in the years of the

5. past. And I draw near to you for judgment, and I will be a swift wit-

ness against the sorcerers, and the adulterers, and those who swear to a

falsehood, and those who defraud the hireling of his wages, and the widow,

and the orj)han, and those who oppress the stranger, and who fear not

<»• nie, saith Jehovah of hosts. For I am Jehovah, I change not, and you

(therefore) sous of Jacob are not cousumed."

^
Chap, ii, 17. Here opens another count in this solemn indictment,

^fi charge of an Epicurean scepticism, or a denial of the providence

*jf God in human affairs, so far, at least, as their own condition was

<Xinccmed.

There is no attribute of God more wonderful than his lonf];-suffcr-

^^'^ It has borne with a sinful world for six thousand years, vrith

tjr.wcariod patience, and is even now waiting to be gracious. Hence
*heji ^ve read, as we do in this verse, that this attribute is exhausted,

*^*-' infer that the wickedness which possessed such power as this,

ifiu^t have been very flagrant. What then is this enormity? I^ot

i''ofiiTu Series, Vol. VII.—11
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murder, or lust, or any of the most atrocious crimes of the human
standard of guilt, but the abuse of the long-suffering itself as an indi-

cation that God was indifferent to sin. To pervert this very kind-

ness into a pretext for so blasphemous a thought exhausted the

kindness itself, and extorted from the prophet the indignant accusa-

tion, " Ye Aveary Jehovah •with your words." The extent of their

depravity is evinced by the mode in which this charge was met. It

was not met with penitent regret, or even silence, but with the

insolent challenge, '""Wherein do we weary him?" What have we

done so much worse than others that God charges us with -wearying

him? The prophet replies, that it was in saying that either God
loved evil-doers, or there was no directing hand of a righteous God
in the affairs of men.

The cause of this ungodly challenging of Divine Providence lay

in the existing circumstances of the Jews. After they retm-ned

from the caj)tivity, they continued, in spite of the efforts of Haggai

and Zechariah, to neglect the more important duties of religion,

while they discharged other lesser ones with superstitious punctili-

ousness. Because of the discharge of these minor duties, they con-

ceived God as laid under obligation to prosper them. But because

of the neglect of the higher duties God did not prosper them, even

as much as t^urrounding' heathen nations were prospered. Instead,

however, of inferring thvit their peculiar privileges above the heathen

brought aftiT them peculiar guilt in the neglect of these privileges,

and demanded peculiar punishment, they looked only at the few-

points of their obedience, and inferred that they were unjustly dealt

with in not being rewarded for them. They therefore came to the

monstrous conclusion, that either God loved and rewarded the evil-

doer, like the suirounding heathen ; or if not, " Where is the God
of judgment".'" "Where is the proof that there is any directing

hand of God in Imman affairs? Either there is no providence,

or it favours the wicked. Hence they longer.! for the coming of

that Messiah whom -the prophets had promised, and Avhose coming

was to bless the chosen people; supposing that when he came
all these apparent anomalies would be rectified, and prosperity

return to Israel. These delusions are corrected in the remainder

of the section, when it is shown that this Messiah shall come;

but his coming, so far from bestowing reward upon them in their

sins, would only hasten their punishment, and bring about that

final rejection which should scatter them like autumn leaves, all

over the earth. The state of mind, therefore, which the prophet

addresses, is not that of scepticism as to the ultimate coming of

Messiah, as interpreters generally assume ; but false views as to the
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purpose and result of that coming. This is proved by chap, iii, ],

wliore they are said to be "seeking" him, and "longing" for his

advent, not doubting it. It was not doubt about his coming, but

dehision that he would correct. " He shall come as you expect, but

nv)t with the results that you expect." Such is so clearly the drift

of the passage, that it is surprising that the other view should have

obtained such universal prevalence.

Chap, iii, 1. In regard to this important verse several ques-

tions arise. Who is the messenger sent to prepare the way'i

Who is the Lord? Who is the messenger of the covenant? And

what is the connexion of this passage with previous prophecies in

the Old Testament, and the references to it in the IS'ew? An

answer to the last question will aid us greatly in reaching an answer

lo the others, and therefore we address ourselves first to its con-

sideration.

This passage is evidently founded on Isaiah xl, 3-5 :
•' The voice

of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the

Lord," &c. This was probably a favourite passage Avith the Jewish

people at this time, from which they drew their hopes of a Mes-

siah, who should rectify all their anomalies and grant them a

«i;!Tial prosperity. Hence they looked anxiously for the promised

f'..i-erunuer who would herald his coming. .
^Malachi assures them

tliat this prophecy would be fulfilled—the forerunner and the Lord

would both surely come as they were predicted. The voice was to

cry from a wilderness, not in a literal sense so much as a figurative.

The condition of the chosen people would be that of a wilderness

—

one of desolation and ruin. IS^ow when that desolation was darkest

and wildest the voice of summons should be heard calling upon them

to prepare for the coming of the Lord. This voice is applied

expressly to John the Baptist in Matthew iii, 3; Mark i, 3 ;
Luke

i, It); iii, 4; and John i, 23. But the question arises, Is John alone

rcf*'rred to by this voice? Hengstenberg, Olshausen. and other

<^:trositor3 of note, say that he is not the only one referred to, but

only the last one of a series. This is inferred from the use of the

phiral "our God," and from the fact that this preparation was really

<Ji^- work of all the prophets who prophesied until John, and not of

Jyhn alone. The cry was the same, but it was taken from lip to lip

»J''n- the whole line of prophets, until the last and greatest of them

fouhl say, " Behold the Lamb of God '."

^a the citation of this prophecy in Mark i, 3, it is preceded by that

t-f Malachi iii, 1, and there is a difficulty in the quotation that does

^^ meet the eye of the English reader. The received text reads

"M it is written in the prophets," which, as the quotations are from
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both Malachi and Isaiah, presents no difficulty. But the true read-

intr is admitted to be " as it is written in Isaiah the prophet," and

hence the question arises, How can the -passage from Malawi be

referred to Isaiah? Hengstenberg explains it by the fact that the

passage in Malachi rested on that in Isaiah, and hence the original

was quoted, as it was the greater, as well as the older prophecy, to

indicate this connexion. Thi.s is very ingenious, though Olshausen

(on Matt, iii, 3) remarks, that it seems forced. The fact is. that as

the minor prophets were regarded as but one book, they were rarely

quoted by name, and where they were cited with one of the major

prophets," the name of the latter was naturally given, especially as in

this case, when the other evangelists had cited the major prophet by

name. The omission, therefore, of the name of Malachi, is unim-

portant.

It is then plain from this brief reference to the relations of this

text to Isaiah and the Gospels, that "the messenger" here predicted

was John the IJaptist. Mark quotes it with several verbal altera-

tions to adapt it to his purpose in the use he makes of it. Christ

expressly refei-s it to John the Baptist in Matthew xi, 10, and Luke

vii, 27. Hence there can be no doubt in the mind of any believer

in the claims of Christ, as to the proper reference of this text to

John the B:i])ti5t. The only question is, whether it refers to him

exclusively, llengstenberg and others say here also, that it does

not. Their reasons are, (1) the connexion with Isaiah xl, 3, where

not an individu:il but a series is meant: (2) the word "behold," iuti-

matiiig a nearer connexion with the time of the prophet than the age

of John ; (3) the connexion of this passage with chap, iv, 5, that pre-

dicts the coming of Elijah, which, as we shall see, is the strongest

reason of the three. By this interpretation the word "mes-

senf^er" is applied to that long series that ended in John, to all of

whom this preparatory work was assigned. The prophecy was really

fulfilled in .'ohn, thougli not exhausted by him, but possessing a con-

tinuous fulfilment all along the history of the past. The work of

John was. too narrow to meet the sweep of the predictions of this

prophecy. Hence, when he appeared in the wilderness, fasting, and

clothed in the wild garb of the old prophets, he appeared rather as

a symbol to 2:ather in his own case all the scattered delineations of

prophecy, and explain tlieir meaning and application, than as him-

self the" end and object of tlicse prophecies. His appearance was

not so much a mere fulfilment of prophecy, as a reexistence of all

its awful and dorious voices, couched under obvious s}-mbols. The

Jewish people^were in a state of desolation, all the bloom of their

civil and spiritual life withered, and their hearts as hard as the
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jvsrchcd Tvilderness. Hence, when John took up his abode in the

• ildcnicss, he presented to the people a vast and silent symbol of

Uifir condition. He came, clothed in a garb of penitence, like the

« ! lor prophets, and eating a diet of penitence, to present a symbol

i/f ihc. great duty of the people, 7-epentance. He then proclaimed

U)0 near approach of the Messiah, thus gathering up the three great

Uipics of prophecy, sin, repentance, and salvation, and presenting

ilaiii for the last time bt-fore the coming of the expected One. His

ministry was therefore a symbolical epitome of all that had gone be-

fore, in the prophetic teachings of God to the Church; and hence

be was, as the last representative of this long line of embassadors

from God, preeminently the messenger.

Who then is meant by "the Lord" "^^n^n? We reply, God; be-

cause -^-iiN with the article always has this meaning. See Exod.

x.viii, 17; xxxiv, 23; Isa. i, 24; iii, 1; x, 16, 33, etc. In Dan.

ix. 17, it seems to mean the Son, where the prophet prays to God
to grant his request, for the Lord's sake. The fact that God is the

ypeaker proves the same thing; for after declaring the way shall be

prepared "before 7/?c," he adds that the Lord should come, thus

i'ientifying the Lord with himself

There is now but little difficulty in determining who is meant by
Ui(.' " messenger of the covenant." The authority of the iS'ew Tes-

tament settles it to be the Messiah, Jesus Christ. The " covenant"

here does not mean any specific outward transaction between God
Mi'l the Jews, but that deeper inward relation which he has to the

wIk'Ic Church, involving, as it does, the great purpose and plan of

rcilemption, of which Christ Avas the executive agent. In distinction

from this national covenant, Christ is called " the Mediator of the

new covenant," Heb. xii, 24 ; in allusion to such passages as this one,

J'T. xxxi, 31, &c. He is called the " messenger" or "angel" of the

^>vonant, in allusion to Exod. xxiii, 20, where the Jehovah Angel
i* T'romised as the guide of the people. This angel is thus identified

*"itii the Shekinah, that went before the tribes, dwelt in the taberna-

•f'e. and afterward in the temple, through which all the manifesta-

lions in the Old Testament were made. This text, compared with

Mirk i, 2. identifies this angel with Christ, proving thus, that all the

*^^fphanies of the Old Testament were through the Son, who be-

«n)o flesh, and dwelt nmong us. Those who wish to pursue this

•''•'cn.-sting theme more fully, will find it very ably discussed in the

l^^'^nures on Divinity, by Principal Hill, of St. Andrews. (Book
«ii. chap. V. sec. 1-3.) The bearing of this point on the Socinian

«»>ntroversy is obviously very important, for if this is established,

«t follows irresistibly that Christ is God.
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The words "for whom ye are longing," show clearly that the state

of mind existing then was dehision and not doubt, as is commonly

stated. They longed for Messiah to bring those temporal blessings

which Jehovah had not bestowed on them yet, and the prophet cor-

rects their error as to the purpose of his coming. To assume, as

the expositors do, that only the pious portion of the people thus

longed for him, is perfectly unauthorized and arbitrary, for the very

persons longing tlius, are these re]iroved for sin, and threatened with

his coming The temple here is not necessarily to be limited to the

literal temple, any more than the wilderness in which the other mes-

senger was to appear. The theocratic people, the Church, is some-

times called the temple of the Lord. (See Jer. vii, 4; and especially

Zech. vi, 1:2, 13, 15, which is exactly parallel to this passage.) The

Church is frequently so called in the New Testament. (See 2 Cor.

vi, IG; 2 Thess. ii, 4; Hev. iii, 12. etc.) The literal temple was

only a symbol of this spiritual temple, built on the foundation of the

apostles and prophets, with Jesus Christ as the chief corner-stone.

Vcr. 2. " The day of his coming." and his " appearing," are not

to be limited to the first advent of Messiah, but to his entire work,

including the wiioie dispensation that shall end with the judgment.

The " day of his coming" is parallel to " the day of the Lord" men-

tioned so freciuontly in the prophets, (see Amos v, IS; Joel ii, 11,

«Itc.,) and afterward called " the great and dreadful day of the Lord"

in chap, iv, ;">, where it is obviously identical with the day spoken of

here. Tiiis is further proved by the allusions to this text in the

New Tostaiiiciit. r. i^., Luke xxi, o4, 3G; Eph. vi, 13; and Rev.

vi, IG, 17, where this " standing" at his appearing is referred to a

period yet future. The mission of Christ is regarded as a whole,

from the manger of Bethlehem to the throne of judgment, and de-

clared to be for the fall as well as for the rising of many in Israel,

a work that should separate the pure from the impure, just as the

refiner's fire and the fuller s washing Ije, or potash. This process

began during the lite of our Lord on earth; it has been going on

ever since; and will continue until the final separation, of which we

have so solemn a description from the lips of Christ himself in

Matt. XXV, 31-4G.

Ver. 3 takes up the metaphor of verse 2, and, slightly altering it,

gives it more distinctness, and presents us with an image of exqui-

site beauty. When the ore is cast into the glowing crucible, it

•seems as if it were to be destroyed, and coidd it reason, it would,

like Christians when put into the furnace of affliction, infer that the

result and design must be destruction. But when the process is

ended, that which Ment in cold, sordid, and impure, comes forth
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brij^ht, glowing, and unalloyed. And the refiner is beautifully rep-

resented as coining and sitting do^vn beside the crucible, that the

fire way not be too hot, or the process left incomplete. He bends

in patient love over the furnace, until, (in the rule given to the Man-
chester ladies, Avho sought an illustration of this text in a refiner's

shop,) when he looks down on the liquid metal, he can sec his own
image perfectly reflected there ; then the process is completed, and

tlic fire removed. The Old Testament images of " sons of Levi,"

"sacrifice," etc., are here used to express New Testament facts

with obvious propriety. nSn'b means belonging to the Lord, inclu-

ding their own joyful acknowledgment of this fact.

Yer. 4 declares the result of this process, that the offerings of the

people shall be grateful to God. These sacrifices are of course eu-

charistic and not expiatory, such as are mentioned in Horn, xii, 1

;

1 Feter ii, 5, &^c.

Ver. 5 refers to the godless cavil of chap, ii, IT, "Where is the

God of judgment?" as if he was totally removed from all notice of

human aflairs. God says that he is near to them for judgment, and

a swift Avitness against their crimes, committed against their helpless

wives and dependents. He may seem not to notice sin, and to delay

its punishment, but all the time his sleepless eye is noting the sin-

ner, and his thunder but grows hotter the longer it sleeps. While

these impious cavillers were inferring that God did not hate sin,

because he did not punish others, they would suddenly receive a

proof of his justice in his punishing themselves. The first three

crimes were against their wives; sorcery was connected with the

idolatrous worship to Avhich their heathen wives allured them, and
was a common practice among the later Jews, as appears from Act*-

viii, 9; xiii, G: and also from Josephus, (Arch, xx, G; B. Jud. ii;

12. 23,) quoted by Hengsteuberg. The other crimes were against

tlic unprotected, of whom God touchingly represents himself as the

protector and avenger; oppression of the helpless is defiance of God.
'I he root of their crimes is traced in the fact that they do not fear

God—a crime Avhose folly seems even greater, if possible, than its

wickedness.

Ver. G. The e.xact force of "^^ in this verse is somewhat obscure.

It must be taken as a causal particle, introducing a reason for, or an

"iference from what precedes. The connection is probably as fol-

lows :—In view of this prevalent wickedness, there were two conclu-

"''-'Hs that might be drawn. First, that of the sceptic—that God had
ceased to punish sin, since the sinning people still continued to cx-

^t; and secondly, that of the timid believer—that with so much sin,

israel must be destroyed. God replies that neither of these conclu-
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sions is coiTCct. " They are spared and not consumed, because I

am Jehovah, the covenant God. of tlicir fathers, and they, sons of Ja-

cob, to whom I am bound by covenant; and while I spare them, I

will also punish them, and while I punish them, I will also preserve

them from total extinction 1" The stress of the verse, then, is found

in the meaning of rorri, which was the covenant name of God to the

Jews, as is clearly proved by the remarkable—and on any other hy-

pothesis inexplicable—passage, Exod. vi, 3; and is l>ere used in

antithesis with Jacob, the covenanting head of the visible theocracy.

So when the Church grows cold, and there shall be no faith on the

earth, the hope of the Christian must be founded, not on the visible

tokens of either impunity or gathcnng doom, but on the unchanging

love of God, Avho will not allow the gates of hell to prevail against

her. The immutability of God, then, is at once the guarantee that

his people shall be cast into the furnace, and also that they shall not

be consumed.

Some of the solemn lessons of this section are, that one of the

greatest sins we can commit, is to infer that the inequality of human
condition is a proof that God is indifferent to human conduct. The

inference is unfair on a sufficiently extensive induction of facts, if

we know nothing of God, but most atrociously wicked, even if more

plausible, in view of what we actually know of him as a righteous

ruler. Chap, ii, 17.

The remedial dispensation of God's mercy in Christ has two as-

pects—one of wrath, the other of love. The Angel of the Covenant

is the same that led the people out from Egypt; and like that cloud-

girt presence of Jehovah, it has an aspect of terror to the foes of

God, while it has an aspect of love to his friends. The gradual dis-

pensation of the gospel is separating the gold of the earth from its

dross, in the mass of men, and doing the same refining work in every

Christian heart. When the separating process is complete in the

one case, the world will end ; when in the other, the fire will be put

out in the furnace of aflliction, and the purified spirit brought out of

the crucible. Chap, iii, 1-3.

It is not enough to desire the coming of Christ. Many desire it,

to whom it will be a dreadful apocalypse of wrath. Chap, ii, 17.

The helpless, who have no human protector, have a mightier and

surer one in God He may allow them to be oppressed for a time,

but in the end will visit swift and terrible judgment on their oppress-

ors. Chap, iii, 5.

Let not the Christian heart grow timid in a time of prevalent

wickedness and unbelief, in the fear that the ark of God may perish.

The sons of Jacob shall not be consumed—the seed of Christ shall
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not perish. The unchanj^eableness of God is the sheet-anchor of the

Church. He will be faithful to his Son, and to his word, hovrcver

disheartening:; external circumstances may appear to our wavering

faith. Chap, iii, 6.

SECTION IV, CHAP. Hi, T-12.

Neglect of Tithes and Offerings.

iii, 7. " From the days of your lathers yc have departed from my statutes, and
have not kept them. Return unto me, and I will return unto you, salth }.

8. Jehovah of hosts. And ye say, ' "Wherein shall we return ?' "\\'ill a man
|

defraud God ? Because ye have defrauded me. And yc say, ' Wherein
|

9. have we defrauded thee ?' In tithes and otlerings. Ye are cursed with I

10. a curse; for me have ye defrauded, the whole nation {of ijou). Bring i

all the tithes into the house of the treasui-y, and let there be food in my I

house, and prove me, I pray you, in this, saith Jehovah of hosts, if I will
^

not open to you the flood-jrates of heaven, and pour down upon you a hU'ss-
|

11. ing perpetually. And I will rebuke for you the devourer. and it shall not f
destroy for you the fruits of the ground, and it shall not blight for you the i

12. vine in the field, saith Jehovah of hosts. And all nations shall pronounce |

you blessed, for ye shall be a land of deliijht, saith Jehovah of hosts.'' I

3

Vcr. 7. It is a principle in God's government, that the sins of the
|

fathers should be visited upon the children, in order that parental ^

affection may be an additional restraint against sin. iS^ow the Jews :

having begun their wanderings after returning from captivity, at the I

point where their fathers had left off, instead of repenting of and for-
^

saking their sins, this law of hereditary guilt was allowed to take its
|

course. God, however, assures them that if they return to him in
|

penitence, he will return to them in prosperity. They then, with
|

the same stolid impenitence that they have all along shown, ask
\

wherein they were to return—as if the accusation of departure was a f

calumny. "' ^
j

Ver. 8 answers this insolent question with a burst of indignant in-
|

vective. What, when the cry of your injured wives, the ruins of
|

the holy city, and the neglected altars of the temple, are all telling
^

of your having withheld from God his dues, do you ask wherein you

must return? Will a man defraud God, and yet think that he has
;

nothing to repent of? The word r^;^ having the radical sense of

covering or hiding, is properly to dpfruud, rather than to rob. The
\

force of -«3 seems to be as follows :
" Can you think that sacrilege is j

not a crime to be repented of? Yet you have committed that crime,

^uise ye have defrauded me." Again the hardened insolence of
j

the people rears its brow, and demands Avherein this frami had been
\

<»mmitted? And God answers, "In tithes and otlVrings." The
j

IJthes required by the Mosaic law were, first, a tenth of all that re-

^aained after the first fruits, (which belonged to God and must be
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given to him,) ^Yhich tenth ^vas God's, as the original proprietor of
the soil, and ^vas to be paid to the Levitcs for their maintenance
Lev xxvn 30-32. Secondly, from this tenth the Levites paid a
tenth to the priests, ^um. xviii, 2G-2S. Thirdly, a second tenth
was paid by the people for the entertainment of the Levites and
their own families at the tabernacle. Dcut. xii, IS. Fourthly another
tithe was paid every third year for the poor, widows, orphans dsc
Dcut. XIV, 28, 29. The first three classes of tithes are specially
reterred to here, as appears from the context, though the fourth was
also withheld as we would infer from chap, iii, 5. " The offerincrs

"

are referred to in chap, i, 7-14.
°

Vcr; 9 states that, because of this defrauding of God, the people
were cursed, as already stated in chap, ii, 2. The position of " me "

we regard as emphatic, designed to intimate the enormity of the at-
tempt to defraud God. For the syntax of n, which is'here taken
causally, gee Nordhcimcr, § 1093, 6, e. a.

Ver. 10 contains God's challenge:' Be foithful to God, and see
whether he will not be faithful to his promises. "All the tithes-"
(sec under ver. 8 uhat these were.) The phrase ^vv"-i? has
been variously rendered; literally it means, "until a failure of suf-
licicncy. and the interpretation depends on the exact reference of
sufhc.cncy. Our vcr.<ion understands sufficiency of room to receive
the blessing: but it seems most natural to refer it to the source of
this suniciency. viz.. God. This makes it preciselv analogous to
the corresponding passage Avhere this idiom occurs/(Psa K°xii 5 )
" Lntd a ladure of the moon," i. c, as long as the moon endures
winch was equivalent to saying perpetually: so here it would be
eqAiivalent to. "as long as the sufficiency of God endures;" and as
this sufficiency ,s infinite, it means perpetually. We have preferred
to translate the idiom into its proper equivalent in our language.
Ihc reasoiung ,s. that constant obedience will produce a constant
Shower of blessing; the exact meaning of the phrase hom^^ perpetu-
xty of blessmg. rather tlKin ahnndance of blessing, as it is commonly
rendered, a thought which Mas sufficiently expressed by the words
pour down" and " llood-gates of heaven."
Ver. 11. "The devourer" is not any specific kind of destroyer

but any and every one, rational or irrational. The allusion is to the
threat of chap, i,, 3. which is here specifically revoked, on condition
ot repentance and obedience.

Vcr. 12 promises a blessing in the same form in which it is pro-
mised in Deut. xxxiii. 29: Zech. viii, 13.
The doctrine of this section is, that the man who defrauds God

defrauds himself-the Christian who keeps back the time, the toil.
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and the treasure that God claims of him, will be in the end the

in-eatest loser. We fear that there are many tithes yet withheld

from the treasury of the Lord, and that this is one gi-eat cause of

the barrenness and deadness of the Church. The flood-gates of

spiritual influence are closed, and the heavens are to us as brass, bc-

cau.se we have defrauded the Lord's pensioners and the Lord's house.

Let Christians only take God at his word, and prove him in tiiis

jQ^ttcr—be whole-hearted and whole- handed Christians—and seo if

the cloud will not rise over Carmel, and the heavens grow black wiih

rain.

SECTION V, CHAP, iii, lo-END.

Reproofs and Warnings.

13. "'Your worJs have been violent actainst mc,' saith Jehovah. And yc

14. say, ' What do we say acialnst thee ?' Ve say, ' It is vain to serve Go<J. and

what prolit (i> it,) that -vvc have kept his observances, and that we have

1j. -walkc-d nioarutuUy botbro Jehovah ofliosts ? And now we pronoiinc.- tiic

proud haj-py ; they are built up, the workers of iniquity-: also, they tempt

GfKl, and cs'.-ape.'

IG. Tlicn they wiio feared Jehovah, spake, every man to his neiglibour ; and

Jehovah attended and hi^ard : and there was wntten a hook of rmi-in-

branee before him, for tliose wlio feared Jehovali, and for those who thought

17. upon his name. And they shall be mine, saith Jihovah of hosts, in ilie

day in which 1 shall make up my possession, ami I will spare tlieui, as a

18. man spares his sou that serves him. And ye shall return and discern

(Jhe ditferencc') between the righteous and the wicked, ami between h\m

iv, l.who serves Jehovah, and him who serves him not. For behold 1 the dav

comes ! burning like a furnace I and all the proud, and all the doers ot^

evil are ehatl'I and the day that comes, burns them, saith Jehovah ot

2. hosts, who will not leave to them root nor branch. And then shall rise

on you who fear my name the Sun of riichteousness, and healincr in his

3. wings, and yc shall go tbrth and leap as calves of the stall. And ye_ shall

trample down the ungodly; for they shall be ashes under the soles of your

4. feet in the day whieiri m'ake, saith Jehovah of hosts'. Remember the law

of Moses, my servant, which I commanded him in Horeb, for all Israel,

statutes and judgments.
y Behold ! I send to you Elijah the prophet, before the day of Jcliovali

5. comes, the great and the terrible ! And he shall return the heart ot the

fatliers to the sons, and the heart of the sons to the fathers, lest 1 come

and smite the land with a cur.se."

The passage (ver. 13-15) repeats in a more aggravated form, the

^in of the ungodly Jews, reproved in the previous portion of the

prophecy. That sin was—charging God with partiality and injns-

tico. because he did not reward them for their mercenary and imper-

fect obedience, Avhile the heathen seemed to be so much more pros-

perous. There is a sort of climax in the utterance of their feelings.

At first, their murmurings were such as to cause God to say that he

had no pleasure in them. Chap, i, 10. Then their unreasonable
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pertinacity was such that their words wearied him. Chap, ii, 17.

But now their insolence arises so iiigh as to amount to audacious

violence. Chap, iii, 13. The error, lying at the root of all this, was

a mistake in regard to the nature of God's service, and converting it

into a mere mercenary kind of worldlincss, supposing that, if it did

not rcMard, in the good things of this life, all those who performed

its outward observances, whatever was the motive of these perform-

ances, it was a failure. Thoy mistook, at once, the spiritual motives

and feelings required, and the eternal rewards promised to those

who served God. This selfish estimate of religion, and disposition

to test it by the worldly prosperity it confers, is one of the tenden-

cies of the human heart that did not~cease with the calculating reli-

gionists of the times of ^lalachi.

Ver. 13. pTn with >? is literally to be strong upon anyone, i. e.,

to be violent. It represents the aggravated insult contained in the

words of the Jews, as if they really forced God to punish them.

'i:')^-:;^ being the Is'iphal form of the verb, has the reciprocal

sense of this conjugation, (see Nordheimer, vol. i, p. 94, § 141, 3,)

and implies that tlu'sc tilings were said—not directly to God—but

of God, to one another. For this meaning of the word, see Ezek.

xx.xiij, 30, where it is fully explained in the context.

A^er. 14 expresses the corrupt feelings, the utterance of v.hich had
so insulted God. They had engaged in the discharge of duty, not

from any love to God, but from a hope of being well paid for it ; and
when they found that (lod did not pay them as they expected, they

murmured, and charged him with being unjust. Their error, how-
ever, was not in tliiuking tliat God would reward those who faithfully

served him, but in thinking that sucii beggarly services as theirs,

arising from such ignoble motives, had any claim on God's favour.

"To walk mournfully" was to assume the garb of penitence, which
was the garb used by mourners. They had even submitted to fast-

ing and humiliation, and yet had not been paid for it, forgetting the

teaching of Isaiah Iviii, in regard to the fast which God had
chosen.

Yer. 15 is a continuation of the conversation of the people with

one another. "And now" expresses the inference they stated to

each other, as to be drawn from their adversity as compared with

the prosperity of the heathen. " Since we are not rewarded, who
serve Jehovah, and the proud heathen flourish in prosperity, we must
now pronounce them the favourites of God, and say that he builds up
the workers of iniquity, and allows them, who dare him to punish

them, by breaking his laws, to escape." This atrocious insinuation,

that God favoured evil-doers, was the highest insult they could have
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ottered, and was that wliich, as it >Ycre, drove God to inflict his
|

judgments upon them.

Ver. 16. It is a cheering thought that no defection from the truth

has ever been so Avide spread, as not to leave a remnant Avho never

boAved the knee to Baal. Such ^vas the fact here. Amid tho

a.stounding -wickedness of the people, there were still those who were

fiiithful to°God. Their character is described as those '• who fcured

Jehovah." This fear is not the fear of terror or guilt, but tho fear 1

of a love that is always tremblingly alive to the possible alienation i

of its object. Their conduct is also described :
" They spake one to I

another." While the wicked spake to one another words of daring
|

scepticism, they who feared the Lord were speaking to each other
|

words of encouragement and faith. Maurer and Ilitzig endeavour |

to show that the persons referred to in this verse are the same with
|

those spoken of in verses 13-15. But the promises in verses IG, 17 I

are plainly inconsistent with the hea\7 condemnation implied m I

verse 13.
^
The reward of this fidelity is then stated. The kings of I

Persia were accustomed to enter in a book the names of tli.jse who
j

had rendered any special service to the king in order that ihey might
j

be duly rewarded. See Esther vi, 1. This, or the books in Daincl
|

vii, 10, may be referred to here, to express the fact that their tidchty
|

wo'uld'not be overlooked. The iaintcst whisper which they utter in 1

the ears of each other will be heard and recorded in heaven.
j

Ver. IT. The word nb^o in the English version is rendered
j

"jewels;" but it strictly' means "a possession," implying some
j

special value, though without limiting it to the precise kind of
|

valuables indicated by the word jewels. It will admit of two con- J

structions. The first is that preferred by :Maurer and the older
|

interpreters, which connects it with ^i> ':^-^, and gives the sense,
|

" They shall be my possession in the day that I shall make." This
\

construction is at variance with the accents, and does not give that

|

fulness of significance to the promise that seems to be demanded by
]

its terms. Hence the other construction is preferable, which declaims :

that in that great day of final adjustment, when God shall make uj.
j

his own peculiar people from the assembled millions of the eiirtli.
|

then these humble and fearing followers of Jehovah, in the midst ul i

abounding wickedness, shall be his ; and when the threatened wmui }

begins to°consume the enemies of God, ho will spare them with all
|

a father's yearning fondness for a docile and loving child. I bus the i

prophet carries the mind forward to the mighty adju<tnu-nts ot the

future, in which all the seeming anomalies of the present shaU be

fully explained and wholly removed forever.

Ver. 18 expresses this fact :
" Now you murmur at the ways ot-
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God as unjusfc in seemingly confounding the righteous and wicked
thus refusing to him the justice you concede to a man, not to con-
demn an unfinished plan, because it seems to you to be objectionable
It is in part to test your disposition to trust God in spite of ali
appearances that perplex, and to make your service of him less mer-
cenary and selfish, that this blended state of facts is allowed Eut
when the_ experiment has been fully made, and it is thus seen who
will be faithful in the face of perplexity, and who will be otherwise
then shall you see clearly that there is a difference between the
righteous and the wicked as broad as the abyss between heaven and

Chap, iv, 1. In this verse we have a prophecy that requires the
application of what we may call the principle of successive fulfilment
Ibis is one of great importance in interpreting the Bible if we
would avoid confusion. There are a number of statements by the
sacred writers that are designed to apply to distinct facts success-
ively occurring in history. If the words are limited to anv one of
hese facts they will seem exaggerated, for no one fact can exhaust
then- significance. I hey must be spread over all the facts before
their plenary moaning is reached. There is nothing in this princi-
ple that 13 at ^.inunce with the ordinary laws of language. The same
general use ot phras-s occurs repeatedly. Thus Berkeley", celc
brated line. - W estward the star of empire takes its way," is fulfilled
with ev-ery nejv advance of occidental greatness, and^includes the
smallest as well as the greatest facts of this nature. The expression
Iheschoohna<ter IS abroad," has its fulfilment in every successive

teacher of youiu who goes forth to his work. Every la;guage con-
tains thqse formulas which refer not to any one event, but a series
of events, all embodying the same principle, or resulting from the

Wt^tl rr-
?'"' '"" " "°'"°S in this principle a°t variancwim the laws ot iangua'e.

So ptm os^
1 he prom.se ni reganl to the - Seed of the woman." (Genn lo,) refers to no one event, but runs along the whole stream of

history, and includes every successive conquest of the religion of
Christ. lie same tlung is true of the promise, that men shall beat
their words into ploughshares; and kindred predictions of the
peace that shall ensue in Messianic times. They refer to every ad-
vjince that is made m the peaceful tendencies of the religion of the
Bible, and await their fullest fulfilment in the future

There is a class of predictions in interpreting which this principle
1 eminently important. It is that which refers to what the old the-ologians called the novissima, to which this verse belongs When
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Christ speaks of these last things, he does it in terms that obvious! v

refer to the destruction of Jerusalem, and yet as obviously transcend

that event. This has led to the Universaiist doL^ma. thatthere is no
day ofjudgment, except in that indefinite sense in which every judi-

cial visitation of God is a day of judgment, just as every gracio'us vi.^-

itation of God is a day of grace. Relying on the indefinite use of the

word day in Scripture, they seek to eviscerate these prodictiuiis of

a future day of judgment of all the tremendous signiticanc.^ tii.it

they have commonly possessed. They refer to tlie fact that iV-tir

applied Joel's prediction of the day of the Lord to the events of l\ji-

tecost, in Acts ii, IG ; and from thence infer that the formula '• day of

the Lord" cannot be applied to a future judgment, as it is commonly
held. The difficulty which they press, however, can be wholly

removed by adopting this principle of successive fulfilment. It i.s

true that the deluge, the destruction of Sodom, Babylon, and Jeru-

salem, and all subsequent visitations of God's wrath, were days of

the Lord, and in each one of them the proud and evil-doers were ^%

chaff. But as each one did not e.xhaust these ominous pn'difti..ir-<,

so all together have not yet met the full reach of the terrors, v.hii-h

will only be done in that future day in which the Lord shall descend

from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel and liio

trump of God, and the drama of earth shall be ended. All prcviMuj^

judgments were but reddenings of the dawn, that betokened th*.'

coming, but did not unfold the terrible brightness of that awful day.

As the prophet in this verse gazes upon its distant rising, he ex-

claims, as if in breathless emotion, It comes I burning like a furnace

!

the wicked proud arc chaff! the day burns them! There is some-

thing very forcible in these abrupt exclamations, as if the pp<{'hrt

was elevated on some mount of vision, and actually beheld this ter-

rible pomp come rolling up the distant skies, with its redih-uing

pathway of fire and blood. The finality of this day is distinctly de-

clared in the utter ruin that it is predicted to bring.

Ver. 2 presents the situation of the righteous in this future d;iy

of terror, as contrasted with that of the wicked. To the wicked, tlie

day should come fierce and consuming as a furnace ; to the ritihtf. m<,

it should dawn in peace, and the sun that should illumine it w.niUi

be, not one of condemnation, but of " righteousness."—not one of de-

struction, but of "healing." Wings are attributed to the sun. jiMot-

ically, in allusion to his apparent motion, just as we read of •• the

^viugs of the morning," in Psa. cxxxi.x, 9. The iiua.v of the ^un

seems to have been suggested by the expression "day."' used in tlio

preceding verse, in order to make the contrast more striking be-

tween the day of terror to the wicked, and of gladness to the right-
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cous. The phrase " Sun of ri<^hteousness " is generally applied to

Christ in popular language, and if the ultimate ground of this future

gladness and righteousuess is brought in view, the phrase is un-

doubtedly applicable to him. But -we cannot think that the prophet

here meant to predict Christ personally by this phrase, or indeed to

look at the ground of this righteousness at all. His object was to

show the contrast that this future day would present to the right-

eous, from the aspect it would present to the wicked ; and while it is

true that the foundation of this contrast rests on Christ, yet it is

the contrast itself, in its bright and joyous character, rather than

the foundation that is here contemplated by the prophet. To leap

as a young animal, which after confinement exults in the joyousness

of freedom, is a striking image of the joy that the righteous shall

feel after being kept so long waiting for deliverance.

Ver. 3 is designed to meet the perplexity of the righteous, in

view of tlie prosperity of the wicked. That prosperity would be

brief, and soon reversed. The image of ashes refers us back to that

of fire in ver. 1, which was to consume the ungodly.

Ver. 4 expresses the condition on which this future blessing would

be bestowed, namely, obedience. Obey the law already given, and

at the proper time it shall be found, that in the end it shall be well

with the righteous, f .r the reward of his hands shall be given him.

Ycr. 5. The main dilliculty in this verse, is, to answer the ques-

tion, ^Vho, or what is Elijah? Is he the Tishbite, who is personally

to reap j)(.'ar on earth ? t^o the J ews, and even some of the early Chris-

tian iathrrs, th<niglit. But the reference by Christ himself of this

passage to John, proves that this could not be its meaning. Indeed,

the fact that he is called " the prophet," and not " the Tishbite," im-

plies that it is his official, and not his personal relations, that are

here contemplated. If, then, it is not Elijah personally, is it John
personally that is here predicted under the name Elijah? This

view of the case is contradicted by the express assertion of John.

When, in evident allusion to this passage, he was asked, (John i,

21.) "Art thou EliasT' he replied, "I am not;" and then, as if to

meet the supposition, that he might thus only mean to deny that he

was Elijah reappearing on the earth, when he was asked further,

" Art thou that prophet "r" (the article here must be taken as emphat-

ic,) he replies, "]So," thus asserting that none of these prophecies

found an exhaustive fulfilment in him individually. The Jews sup-

posed that this prophecy would be fulfilled finally in a single individ-

ual, and that when this individual would come, the time of Israel's

glory was near at hand. It was this false view of the passage that

John denied, and not any reference of it to him. He must have
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known, from the communication of the angel to his father, (Luke i,

10, 17,) that this prophecy had a reference to him, and his adoption

of the costume of Elijah proved the same thing; hence it could only

have been the exclusive application of the text to him that he meant

to deny.

In what sense then is Elijah predicted? The fact that John, to

whom the passage is applied b}"" Christ, calls himself "the voice

crying in the wilderness," which we have seen (Mai. iii, 1) to bo

identical with "the messenger" then predicted, proves that Elijah is

here to be understood in the same sense with " the messenger." We
are here therefore presented with another case of successive iulSlment.

such as we found in ver. 1. Indeed, this is expressly intimated

when we are told that John was to come in " the spirit and power

of Elijah." Luke i, IG, 17. As Moses in the preceding verse was

taken as the representative of the law, the preceptive revealings of

God, so Elijah is taken as the representative of the prophets, or the

prophetic revealings of God. This was done again in tlic transfigu-

ration, where these men appear in their representative and not in

their personal character. This use of Elijah is not unknown to the

Old Testament; in 2 Chron. xxi, 12, it is said that "a writing from

Elijah the prophet" came to King Jehorara, when Elijah had been for

many years in heaven. This can only mean a prophecy, in the spirit

of Elijah. So in 1 Kings xix, 15, 16, it is predicted that Elijah

Fhall do acts that in fact were done by Elisha (2 Kings viii, 13)

and one of the young prophets. 2 Kings ix, 13. This also implies

that Elijah was taken as a representative of the prophetic order, or

more strictly, of the spirit of prophecy. This prophetic mission was

to reprove, to instruct, to warn, and to predict. The general fact,

then, that is predicted, is, that before God comes in his terrible mis-

sion of judgment, he will send agencies to revive and reform his

people, so that they may escape from the wrath to come. Were

it announced to us that before God would cut off an apostate Church,

he would send a Luther, we should instantly comprehend the meaning

of the prediction, and see no confusion of language, but rather a greater

clearness in this use of a typical or representative man. Tims. then.

>t is predicted, that before God sends wrath, he will send messengers

to summon to repentance. This was done before the downfall of the

Jewish people. John, as the first of these sent messengers, had espe-

cial prominence, but he was not the last: others followed with the

'^mc message, " Repent, for the day is coming!" And in cv. ry sub-

sequent revn-al of religion in the Church it has been so. in the re-

formation of the sixteenth century, Elijah came in the burning words

of Luther, Calvin, and Knox ; in the eighteenth, in the fervid spirits of

TocRTH Series, Vol. VIL—12
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the Wesleys, Whitefield, and Edwards ; and now that we are verging
upon yet more fearful unfoldings of the wrathful visitations of God
on the earth, we look for Elijah to come forth again in some new and
mighty awakening ofmen to repentance. Indeed, to everyregenerated
soul there is essentially this coming of Elijah, this summons, " Repent,
for the day is coming!" And as the faithful minister of Christ goes
forth, it must ever be in this same spirit, calling on men to repent,

and pointing to the lurid flashings of that dies ires, which, when once
perceived by the startled eye of the soul, will lead it to flee to the
only refuge from this wrath to come. We thus see, that instead of
a narrow prediction that is exhausted by its application to a single
man, and that confuses us by this restriction, we have a magnificent
formula of the spiritual world, that stretches like a law over all its

phases, and gives unity to them all, from the most mighty to the
most minute.

Ver. G describes the work of the preacher of repentance. The ex-
pression, "return the heart of the fathers to the sons, and the heart
of the sons to the fathers," has usually been explained to mean the
restoration of domestic harmony among the people. But this is a
very meagre sense of words that close up the utterances of God
to his people for twelve generations. Want of domestic concord was
not OTie of the sins charged upon the people, and its removal would
hardly be the great wurk assigned to the Elijah messenger. The
meaning is suggested in the words of the angel to Zacharias, in Luke
i, IG. 17 ;

where, instead of the clause, " the heart of the sons to the
fathers," is put, "tlie disobedient to the wisdom of the just." This
paraphrase indicates that the hearts of the devoted ancestors were to
live again in the obedience of their repentant posterity, and that the
backslidden sons were to be restored to the piety of their fathers.

The piety of the fathers had been referred to repeatedly before, (see
i, 2; ii, 5, G; iii, 4,) and the promise is, that this piety should live
again in the children, under the Elijah call to repentance ; and it is

threatened, that if this is not tl;e result, the land shall be laid under
the teiTible harem. This was a devotion to destruction, such as was
done to the Canaanites by the judicial act of God. As these guilty
nations were cut off because of their sins, so should the people who
had taken their place on the soil of the land of promise, or those who
in turn would take their place on the covenants of promise, if they
imitated their sinful example. This was fulfilled five hundred years
afterward, when the ch-scn people were finally rejected, and the aw-
ful blood was upon them and tlieir children, according to their o\mi
imprecation. And to this hour, the soil that was wet with that blood
lies under the terrible hare/n, and will so continue, until that Elijah
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call that shall bring back the heart of David, of Isaiah, and of Na-

thanacl to their exiled posterity, enablin;^ them to sec him whom

they have pierced, and to cry, " My Lord and my God." And by

the same principle of interpretation that -we have applied to the prc-

vioiis verse, do we extend this warning to every age of the Church,

and find in it the germ of the solemn admonition of Paul in discuss-

in" the same subject, (Rom. xi, 20, 21,) "Be not high-minded, ht;t

fear; for if God spared not the natural branches, take heed, lest he

also spare not thee."
_

'

The reproofs and warnings of this section are eminently applica-

ble to our Epicurean age. There is the same tendency to challenge

the dealings of God now that there was then, and there is the same

need to point men forward to the mighty adjustments of the future,

in- which all these apparent anomalies Avill be rectified, and to urge

them to listen to the heavenly voice that calls them to repent,

believe, and obey, assuring them that if any man love not the Lord

Jesus Christ, he is Anathema, Maran-atha ! And it is suggestive

of much solemn thought, that the last utterance of God to the Church

and to the world, before the coming of the Messiah, the word that

was to sound through four hundred years of history, was that awful

word " curse

!

"'

Art. IL-CURTIS'S HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUTION.

IlUtory of the Origin, Formation, and Moption of the Constitution of the UnUrd

Slates, xcitk Notices of its Principal Framers. By Gkorge Ticknor CruTis. In

two vols. VoL I. New-York : Harper & Brothers, ISJi. Svc. pp. -ISS.

The English Constitution is the aggregate of all the fundamental

laws, usages, and institutions under which the people of England live.

The Constitution of the United States is something very difTore-at.

It is not the a.ggi-egate of aU our hiws and institutions, nor even ot

the larger portion of them. The law with which we most frequently

come in contact, which governs most of our ordinary transaction^,

and to which we oftcnest have occasion to appeal, emanates irom

the particular state in which we reside, and is not at all affocte-l by

the circumstance that we are also subject to another jurisdiction^ and

to a sccon.l fundamental law, which regulates the remainder of our

ordinarv concerns. There is a division of the matter of sovereignty,

not of the sovereignty itself, between two distinct powers, which touch

us. so to speak, on opposite sides. The one is not superior, and
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the other inferior ; each, within its o^Yn domain, is absolute sovereign.

The state, for instance, cannot interfere with a law of Congress

regulating commerce ; Congress, on the other hand, cannot interfere

with a state law regulating the descent of property. The state can-

not coin money; the United States cannot train the militia, nor

appoint its officers. Even the matter of the punishment of crimes

is divided between the two authorities ; sometimes a man is hanged

by the United States marshal and his deputies, sometimes by the

county sheriff, who is a state officer.

Such a double-headed government is an auomal}^ among nations.

Nothing like it exists auywhcrc else upon earth, and nothing like it

is recorded in history. It is not a mere confederation of otherwise

independent states, such as existed under the Amphictyonic Council,

the xVchaian League, tlie empire of Germany, or such as now exists

among the several cantons of S\Yitzerland. The essence of such a

league is, that the states themselves—the several political communi-

ties in their corporate capacities—are the only parties to it; the

regulation of tlie league all'ectiug these states alone, and never touch-

ing the individuals who make up any one of those states. A con-

federacy, or league, is an association of states ; a government implies

an association of individuals. Kow the United States in their col-

lective capacity form one government, just as the authorities of

^lassachusetts con.stitutc anotlicr
;
yet they are not, properly speak-

ing, two governments, but one government, as they work together,

each supplying tlio dericiencics of the other, and both affecting the

same individuals. Yet ouch part is fully organized, having its dis-

tinct departments, its separate executive, judicial and legislative

bodies, and all the machinery of government complete.

Such a political system is not only anomalous; it is complex and

intricate. At the lirst view, it seems open to grave objections ; it

is operose and artificial, lacking unity, and liable to be thrown into

confusion by the clashing of the two parts of which it is composed.

It is even difficult to be understood: English politicians, historians,

and speculatists having but a very imperfect notion of it to this

day. They seldom speak or write about it without falling into gross

blunders, such as holding the national government responsible for

the action of individual states, or one state for the action of another

state. No political spcculatist, no constitution-monger would have

devised such a system, and recommended its adoption. Even the

Abbe Sieyes, who had a new constitution for France in every

pigeon-hole in his desk, and who succeeded in causing half a dozen

of them to be put to the test of experiment—a test which was very

quickly fatal to them—never imagined what he would have called
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EO fantastic a contrivance as the Constitution of the United States.

Yet this complex and anomalous system works well. It has stood
trial for two- thirds of a century, during which time the political

storms, which have shattered most of the constitutions of Europe,
have passed over it unharmed. Under its protection and gnid.ince,

the people have made greater progress in population and opulence

than any other nation on earth. And if a check should ever be put

to this extraordinary prosperity—if the Union, for instance, should

fall asunder—the check must arise, so far as Ave can now sec, from
causes extrinsic to the Constitution, and not from any defects in the

instrument itself, or from any dissatisfaction with it considered as a

scheme of government. In other words, the practice of the govern-

ment, not the theory of it, is the great evil we have to apprehend.

How came such an anomalous yet prosperous political system

into being? This is the question which Mr. Curtis proposes to

answer in the work now under review. To adopt his own language

in the preface, he proposes to show " how the Constitution of the

United States came to be formed; from what circumstances it

arose; what its relations were to institutions previously existing in

the country; what necessities it satisfied; and what was its adapta-

tion to the situation of these states." Only half of the work is as

yet published ; but it affords ample evidence of the careful research,

the rigid impartiality, and the sound scholarship with which the autlior

is prosecuting his labours. He writes neither as a rhetorician nor

a partisan ; there are no unreasonable flights of eloquence, and no

attempts to smuggle the political controversies of the nineteenth

century into a giave history of what belongs only to the eighteenth.

In conceiving the plan of his work, and devoting himself to its exe-

cution, Mr. Curtis had the countenance and encouragement of the

great senator from Massachusetts, whose recent loss the whole

country still deplores. To write a "History of the Constitution"

was one of the favourite day-dreams of Mr. Webster's mind.—

a

dream which he abandoned only when the shadov'.-s of the dark

valley had begun to thicken around him; and then, kindly, but

solemnly, he made over the task to one of his young associates

and disciples. The mention of these facts suggests rather a

damaging comparison for Mr. Curtis ; for one who opens his volimjo

almost involuntarily asks himself: " How would Mr. Webster have

written such a work?" But as this thought subsides in the inter-

ost of perusal, the reader will learn to do justice to the care, dis-

CK'tion, and ability, the soundness of opinion and unifurra good

taste with which the present undertaking has been executed.

Going back to the question first propounded—How came our
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intricate and anomalous Constitution into being?—the ans^Yer read-

ily suggests itself to every attentive student of the history of our

revolutionary times. This answer is, that the Constitution natu-

rally and necessarily grew out of the circumstances of the period

in which it had its birth ; it was moulded in all its important fea-

tures by the grave exigencies of the case. The leading provisions

of it could not have been different from what they are, without the

whole project perishing in its inception; as either the people would

have rejected it, or the great evils and perils which then weighed

upon the nation with a paralyzing force, finding no check or remedy

in an imperfect instrument and half-Avay measures, would have re-

duced the nation to disunion and anarchy. We do not mean, of

course, that there was no merit on the part of those who fashioned

the instrument, and secured its adoption. Hamilton, Madison," Jay,

Morris, Pinckney, and King, Avere the ablest statesmen who have

ever had the guidance of our ship of state, and a lasting debt of

gratitude is due to their memory for the sagacity with which they

discerned the exigencies of the times, and the wisdom with which

they shaped their measures to meet those exigencies. Still the

credit due to them rests not upon the ingenuity with which they

devised such constitutional jirovisions as seemed to them best in the

abstract, but upon the manliness and practical wisdom which they

manifested in giving up their individual opinions and preferences,

and submitting to be guided by circumstances. They adjusted the

details only ; causes wore at work which shaped the main features

of tlic instrument in spite of them. Strictly speaking, when the

Constitution was completed, in its first draft, it fully satisfied no-

body, either in the convention or out of it. "No man's ideas,"

said Hamilton, "were more remote from the plan than my own."

At the close of the convention, Dr. Franklin said :
" I consent to

this Constitution because 1 expect no better, and because I am not

satisfied that it is not the best. The opinions I have had of its

errors I sacrifice to tiie public good." Six delegates refused to

affix their signatures to the instrument. The convention itself, in

its circular letter recommending the Constitution for adoption by

the several states, spoke with singular difladence and modesty of

the result of its labours. " The Constitution which we now present,"

it remarked, " is the result of a spirit of amity, and of that mutual

deference and concession which tlie peculiarity of our political situa-

tion rendered indispensable. Tliat it will meet the full and entire

approbation of every state is not perhaps to be expected ;" but
" that it is liable to as few exceptions as could reasonably have
been expected we hope and believe."

I
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Thus, though the Constitution of the United States is what has

been reproachfully termed " a paper constitution,"—though it was

devised and reduced to writing, as a whole, in one deliberative

assembly convened for the purpose,—it still offers no exception to

the general remark, that "constitutions are not 7nadc, but grotv

by an inherent law of progress and adaptation to changing cir-

cumstances." This is only another form of saying, that consti-

tution-making, if successful, is not man's wisdom, but God's wis-

dom. When we say that the leading features of all successful and

lasting systems of government are moulded by circumstances, and

not by man s device, we mean that they are but a part of the grand

scheme for the moral government of the world by its Creator.

What is in-esistibly controlled by events, is his ordinance, who
ordereth all events for good. Any other view than this is paganism.

It is in this sense that we interpret the noted remark of St. Paul, i

which has been so wofully perverted by the advocates of passive I

obedience: "For there is no power but of God; the powers that

be are ordained of God. Whosoever, therefore, resisteth the power

rcsisteth the ordinance of God."
j

According to this view, when we compare the different portions
.|

of the Constitution with each other, we may expect to find that .]

those which have worked best, which have been most regular and
|

beneficial in their operation, are precisely those which were forced
j

upon the framers of the instrument by circumstances, and which
]

they accepted, not of their own free will, but as necessary conces- I

sions and compromises ; while those parts which have worked ill. i

or have become obsolete, were the choice inventions, the darling
J

projects of those who had spent most time and thought upon the
j

system. Take, as an instance of the former class, the equal rcpre-
|

sentation of all the states in the Senate,—an arrangement which I

gives as much vreight in legislation, in making treaties, and in
|

appointing the subordinate officers of government, to Delaware.
|

with less than one hundred thousand inhabitants, as to Nev.'-York.
*

with more than three millions. Apparently, nothing could be more s

anomalous, unequal, or unjust; and nothing but the stem necessity
|

of reconciling the conflicting claims of the larger and the smaller
j

states could have induced the convention to propose such an article.
|

or the people of the several states to accept it. The arrangement
|

was literally forced upon us by circumstances ;
yet experience has

|

proved it to be one of the most useful and beneficent features of the
|

whole scheme. It has created no discontent ; it has southed state

pride, and harmonized the mutual relations of the different members

of the Union ; it has supplied the necessary check upon sudden and
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injurious fluctuations of popular opinion as manifested in the lower

Louse ; it has given stability autl dignity to the legislative and ad-

ministrative action of the government. If the Constitution -were to

be made over agijin, this feature in it -would probably be reeuacted

by unanimous consent.

As an example of the latter class, take the mode of choosing the

president—not directly, by popular vote, but through the medium
of an electoral college—with the several contrivances to secure the

purity and freedom of action of the electors. Theoretically con-

sidered, this is one of the wisest provisions in the Constitution.

All abstract considerations arc in favour of it ; and it was adopted

by the convention and i\\Q several states on its own merits, no
pressing exigency of the time forcing such an arrangement upon the

country against its own will. The strong arguments in its favour

w^ero thus ably set forth by Judge Story, in his excellent Com-
mentaries on the Constitution :

—

"A small number of pcrson.s selected by their fellow-citizens from the
general ma^^ for this special object, [of choosing the president,] -would be
most likely to fKi.«se.-^ the information, and discernment, and independence
essential for the prupordi-charireof the dut}-. It is also highly important to
afford as little opportunity iis nossible to tumult and disorder. These evils are
not unlikely to occur in the election of a chief magistrate directly by the peo-
ple, considering the strong excitements and interests which such an occasion
maybe naturally prc-iuu. d to produce. The choice of a number of persons to
forman iiit.Tniudiat.; bodv of electors v.-ould be far less apt to convulse the com-
munity with any e.Ktraordinary or violent movements, than the choice of one
who was himself tlic fmal obJLrt of the public wishes. And as the electors chosen
in each sUite are to a--r-rnible and vote in the state in which they are chosen,
this detiichcil and tlividi-d situation would expose them much less to heats and
fennenL>, which might be cumnuinicated from them to the people, than if thev
were all convened at one time in one place. The same circumstances would
naturally lessen the dangers of cabal, intrigue, and corruption; especially if
Congress should, as they undoubtedly v.-ouhl, prescribe the same day for the
choice of the electors, and for giving their votes, throuahout the United
States. The scheme, indeed, presents every reasonable guard against these
liatal errors to republican governments."

°

But what is the lesson of experience respecting this provision,

80 unexceptionable in theory and so strongly coihmended by argu-
ment? Practically, this notable contrivance' has been a dead letter

ever since the formation of our government. It has produced no
effects at all, for the very good reason that it has been practically

nullified and blotted out of the Constitution. Every one knows
that the form of voting for electors, instead of voting directly for a
president, is a mere farce. The electors being in-edeemably pledo-ed
beforehand to vote for a particular candidate, and this fact beTn^y

universally known, every voter practically casts his ballot directly
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for tlie man of his own choice to be chief magistrate. The electors

do not protend to deliberate or to choose ; they are tied hand and
foot by their previous engagements, and have no office to perform
which might not be as well discharged by wooden automata as by
human beings. The presence of the electors' names on the ticket

which the voter casts into the ballot-box, is only an indirect mode
of ff.cUing the name of Clay or Polk, Taylor or Cass, Pierce or Scott.

The electors are mythical personages to the voters, just as John Doc
and Richard Roe are to the lawyers. The president is chosen
directly by the people in spite of the Constitution ; and not one of
the predicted evils and abuses of this direct vote has actually hap-
pened.

According to the view now presented, the Constitution of the

United States in all its important characteristics had its origin, not
in human wisdom, but in the force of circumstances and the provi-

dence of God. This fact lends peculiar interest and value to the

history of the circumstances which preceded and attended the form-
ation and adoption of the instrument. Such a history offers the only

materials for interpreting and judging the Constitution. The mean-
ing of each article is best perceived in the exigency which led to it,

and in the purpose which it was designed to accomplish. The gen-
eral character of the whole instrument is best seen in the history of

the circumstances which called it into being, and fashioned its lead-

ing provisions. The heresy of nullification, for instance, is not more
fully confuted by the plain language of the Constitution, than by an
exposition of the weakness, and the failure of the confederation, and
tlie consequent determination of the statesmen of that epoch to sub-

stitute a government for a compact, and to consolidate the Union^
instead of altering the terms of a league. Mr. Curtis's work is al-

most as much a commentary upon the Constitution as a liistory of it;

or, rather, it is a commentary because it is a history.

Wc do not attempt to analyze the book, because no abstract of its

contents could do justice to its merits. It is written in a grave and
inipartial tone, suited to the dignity of the theme, and it bears the
daiks of deliberate consideration and careful research throughout,
ii^ginning with the outbreak of the Revolution, we have a plain and
iuccinct account of the nature of the revolutiouviry government, which
*fa9 at once established by imiversal consent, of the various at-

*<'inpt3 that were made to strengthen the central power, of the ob-
stacles which impeded these efforts, and of the final establishment
of the confederation. Here is a htcid explanation of the position of
«Je colonies with respect to each other, when they first assumed an
•iiitude of resistance to the authority of England.
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" The statements which have now been made are sufficient to remind the

reader of the, important fact, that, at the commencement of the Kevolution,

there existed, and had long existed, in all the colonics, local legislatures, one
branch of which was composed of representatives chosen directly by the peo-
ple, accustomed to the transaction of public business, and being, in fact, the real

organs of the popular will. These bodies, by virtue of their relation to the peo-
ple, were, in many instances, the bodies which took the initiatory steps for tlic

organization of the first national or continental congress, when it became neces-

sary for the colonies to unite in tlie common purpose of resistance to the mother
country. But it should be again stated, before we attend to the steps thus

taken, that the colonies h:ii.l no direct politi^'al connexion with each other bo-

fore the Kevolution commencerl, but that each was a distinct commurJtv, with
hs own separate polirieal organization, and without any power of legislation for

any but its own inhaliitants : that, as political communities, and upon tlie prin-

ciples of their organizations, they possessed no power of forming any union
among themselves, for any purpose whatever, without the sanction of the crown
or parliament of England. But the free and independent power of tormina: a
union among themselves, for objects and purposes conuuon to them all, which
was denied to their colonial condition by the principles of the Enirlish consti-

tution, was one of the chief powers asserted and developed by the Revolution;
and they were enabled to etfect this union, as a revolutionary right and meas-
ure, by the fortunate circumstance of their origin, which made the people of
the ditferent colonies, in several important senses, one people. Thev were, in

the first place, chietly the descendants of Englishmen, governed bv the laws,

inheriting the blood, and s])caking the language of the people of England. A.s

British subjects, they had enjoyed the right of dwelling in any of the colonies,

without restraint, and of carrying on trade from one colony to another, under
the regulation of the general laws of the empire, without restriction bv coloni-

al Icgi-lation. They had, moreover, common grievances to be redressed, and
a common indcpendeneo to esUiblish, if redress could not be obtained : for al-

though tlie precise grounds of dispute v.-ith the croMui or the parliament of
England had not ahvins been the same in all the colonies, vet when the Rev-
olution actually broke uut, they all stood in the same attitude of resistance to

the same opprc'^sor, making commou cause with each other, and resting upon
certain great prineij)ler; of liberty, which had been violated with regard to

many of them, and with the further violation of which all were threatened."

The revolutionary union had its origin in the pressing necessities

of the contest. Only in united means and united effort, in unity of

command and a vi^rorous central poAver, ^yas there any hope of re-

sisting the arms of England. AVhile the excitement of the original

quarrel v.ms frc>h. an<l tbo patriotism of the people -was high, before

the states were e.\hau?tcd by their efforts, or the alliance with France
had given hope of external aid, a spontaneous and undefined union,

and an extemporized central government, were enough. The revolu-

tionary congress was an anomalous body, exercising anomalous

functions. It had no constitution, no grant or limitation of its pow-
ers, beyond what it established for itself, and what it supposed the

people and the states vrould tolerate. It had no authority but what
it assumed. Urgent as the necessity was, for united and harmoni-
ous action, there is evidence enough, that the several states or groups

of states, even at this epoch, were jealous of each other; and that
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con'n-ess ^Yas obli,^ed to temporize, and to humour the popular feel-

in" which it could not control. In the notes to Mr. Curtis's volume

are presented some curious passages from the secret history of those

times, especially in relation to the appointment of a commander-in-

cliicf.'and the arrangement of measures leading to the Declaration

of Independence. A great deal of the real work seems to have been

done out of doors, in private consultation and agreement; the formal

votes, in full session, sanctioned what had previously been arranged.

In fact, as the congress had no power, and no occasion to enact laws,

its functions were executive rather than legislative. It was not so

much a deliberative assembly, as an executive council. It appointed

general officers and ambassadors; it conducted diplomatic corre-

Bpondence ; it recommended certain measures to the states. Its ses-

sions were secret, and there was little or no occasion for debate.

Most of the work was done in committees, or through the agency of the

president or the secretary of congress. We doubt if any measures

excited much formal discussion, except the memorable one of declaring

independence, and the perplexing task of arranging the articles of con-

federation. And the debate on either of these difficult and import-

ant themes could not have occupied more than a day or two. Pri-

vate consultation among the members took the place of open discus-

eion. We hardly need say, that a body could not have been more

unfortunately constituted ibr executive purposes than this congress.

Unity, energy, secrecy, and dispatch, are the most important quali-

ties of a national administration ; the revolutionary congress did not

possess one of them, though it made an awkward attempt at secrecy,

by holding its sessions in private. Fortunately, the members had

sense enough to follow implicitly, as a general rule, the advice of

the illustrious leader of their armies. They lent the weight of their

authority to the recommendations of Washington ; and, at the dark-

est period of the strife, as if from a sense of their own incompetency,

they wisely gave him full dictatorial power.

For a while, however, as we have intimated, this anomalous and

extemporized scheme of government worked tolerably well. The

8pirit of the people, the pressing exigencies of the hour, the wisdom

of the commander-in-chief, supplied all defects. But when exhaust-

ion, weariness, and gloom succeeded the first burst of enthusiasm

*fid patriotism, the intrinsic evils of the system became manifest,

»t»d a change became inevitable. It was a dark hour to arrange the

t^Tins of a league, and to substitute an administration of Icgitunate

authority, with well-defined powers and a regular organiz:ition, for

the improvised executive council which had hitherto nominally held

Ibo reins of affairs. Unluckily, too, when the hour came to devise a
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scheme of confederation, congress "svas no longer -what it had been,

at the opening of the contest, in respect to the zeal, abiUtj, and influ-

ence of its members. The men were changed : as the authority and

influence of the body had declined, the most eminent patriots had

Bought and found another sphere of action, in which they could be

more serviceable to their country. Adams and Franklin had gone

to Europe on public missions; Jefferson, Hancock, Rush, Hopkin-

son, Rutlcdge, and many others, had gone home to direct or inspect

their respective state governments. iSecond rate men vcere dele-

gated to fill their places ; and even these felt so little interest in the

exercise of their narrow and ill-defined powers, that with difnculty

could a sufficient number of them be kept together for the transaction

of business. All were not even honest ; or, at any rate, they lacked

wisdom to show their honesty. Cabal and intrigue began to appear

among them, and to the pressure of public difiiculties were added all

the evils of personal jealousy and ambition. The machinations of

Gates and Conway found more countenance and support in congress

than in the army.

The articles of confederation, framed by such men and under such

circumstances, were as wise and good as could reasonably have been

anticipated. To some extent, they substituted system for disorder,

a legitimate for an assiiincd authority', and strictly limited powers

for vague experiments and feeble recommendations. The great mis-

take in framing them, appears to have arisen from the belief that it

was enough to give form, precision, and legitimacy to powers al-

readv- exorcised by assumption, without materially enlarging the basis

of the government, or adding to its means and authority; congress

under the confederation could legally do about as much as congress

had already done by general consent. The confederation was a for-

mal league for general defence and protection ; such a league had

virtually existed by common assent, ever since the beginning of the

contest. Undor the new system, congress could deterniine how

many men and how much money each state ought to raise; and

under the old system, or want of system, it had done precisely the

same thing. In neither case, had it any power to enforce its recom-

mendations. In some respects, congress, under the confederation,

was even weaker than its predecessor. The mode of voting was the

same, each state having one vote. But in the revolutionary con-

gi-ess, any question that could be decided at all, could be decided by

a bare majority of the states ; while under the confederation, treaties

or alliances could not be formed, money could not be borrowed or

appropriated, bills of credit could not be emitted, the quotas of the

several states could not be ascertained, and many other impoi-tant
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functions could not be exercised, except by the assent of nine states

out of thii-teen ; frequently, two or more states being for the time not

represented at all, the assent of nine out of ten or eleven was neces-

sary. In fact, little could be done except by virtual unanimity ; con-

gress had no power of taxation, no conti'ol over commerce, no means

of enforcing any of its measures upon a recusant state.

For a masterly account of the manner in which the defects of the

confederation were developed by experience, and of the evils and

exigencies which demonstrated the necessit}' of a more perfect union

3Ik1 a more efficient government, we refer our readers to Mr. Curtis's

volume. For our own part, what seems most to need explanation in

the history of those eventful times, is the strange reluctance of the

states and the people to acknowledge the difficulties of their situa-

tion, and to accept the obvious remedy for them by creating a vig-

orous national government. Now that we have been living under

the federal constitution for two- thirds of a century, and have expe-

rienced from it nothing but good, the country having been prosper-

ous beyond all expectation, and our attachment to the memory of

those who framed the instrument having risen to absolute venera-

tion, it is difficult to go back to the period of its formation, to enter

into the feelings and opinions of the men of those times, and to un-

derstand why they regarded with so much jealousy and dread the

proposal of a more perfect union and the institution of an etl'ective

central government. To state the question plainly, Why did they

need to be ivhipped in to the adoption of a measure, the good eSects

of which were almost instantaneous, and the expediency of which at

this day does not seem to admit of a doubt ? Perhaps Mr. Curtis

might profitably have devoted an additional chapter to the answer

to this question. It is hardly enough to say that the states were

jealous of each other, because the confederation had made them ri-

vals rather than friends, so that there had been a good deal of retal-

iatory legislation between them. Why should not this mutual jeal-

»^usy and dislike have been allayed, rather than enhanced, by the

prospect of a more perfect union, and the establishment of a central

sovernment to act as umpire between the contending parties? We
can allude very briefly to but two circumstances which may assist us

'n resolving this problem.
I* irst, the exertions and sacrifices of the states and the people du-

'"ig the war had been enormous, and a feeling of languor and ex-

fi'vnstion, an invincible disinclination to do or suffer anything more,

hiid become well nigh universal. Industry had been unproductive,

*hile the drafts of men and money had been fearfully great. 'Agri-

^ture had been impeded, commerce had been destroyed, manufac-
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tures were not yet in being. The paper currency having ceased to

exist, because its value had fallen to nothing, the private debts, which
had been contracted in this depreciated paper, had to be paid in gold
or silver—that is, thirty or forty had to be paid for one. In lookinp-

back to those times, we remember that the government of the con-
federation was bankrupt and in distress, but we are apt to forget

that the people were bankrupt and in distress also. The state le>-r-

islatures were besieged with a].iplications to pass tender laws, stop
'

laws, appraisement laws, and a hundred other contrivances to relieve

poor debtors ; and many of the legislatures yielded to this pressure.

An open rebellion broke out in Massachusetts, the sole object of which
was to shut up the courts, to disable the constable and the sheriff,

to hang tlie lawyers, and thus to render the collection of debts im-
possible.

Certainly it was right and just, that the claims of the army should
be liquidated iu full, that provision should be made to pay the inter-

est, and gradually discharge the principal of the public debt, that

payment of the debts due to JJriti^h subjects before the war should
be enforced, and that many other things should be done to maintain
public faith and private credit. It was well understood that the im-
mediate effect of the establishment of the new Constitution Avould be
to enforce these claims and di.>charge these obliirations. The ex-

hausted and impoverished people, partially demoralized by the war,
looked forward with dismay to the new burdens of taxation which
would thus be placed upon their shoulders. They were well aware,
also, that the new administration would enforce payment of private.

as well as public debts ; th;it the stern action of thc"^ federal judiciary
would sweep away the whole fabric of tender and appraisement laws,

would enforce the obligation of contracts, would prevent the states

from issuing any more paper money, and thus, on every side, would
increase their didiculties. They naturally shrank from a political

change which would have such results. It is a humiliating but un-
questionable f'.ct, that the anti-federal feeling of those times de-
rived much of its strength from the general desire for a repudiation
of debts, and for public and private bankruptcy.

The second cause of aversion to the change was more honourable
to the people, for it arose from an ill-directed and unenlightened
attachment to liberty. They were fiercely impatient of anythinr'

which should seem to limit their newly acquired freedom. They
had gone through all the dangers and sacrifices of the war to release
themselves from a foreign yoke, and to secure the inestimable privi-
lege of being taxed only by their own state legislatures. Were they
now, of their own accord, to bend their necks to a new yoke, and
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submit to be taxed, to be restrained in their commerce, to be de-

prived of half of their legislative povrer, to have the tribunals and

the officers of a new-fangled government introduced among them ?

As well might they return to their former state of colonial vassal-

age. It mattered not, that the offices in the new administration

were to be filled by men of their own choice ; in the federal elec-

tions, the will of any one state would he overborne and beaten

f\f>\\\\ by the united voice of the other twelve states. Each furred

to find itself in the minority ; each was apprehensive that it would

bo a vassal of the new government, rather than a member of it and

& sharer in its privileges. In so far as the federal rule was a

novelty, an untried experiment, it seemed foreign to the people. It

was not a direct emanation from the state authority to which all

were accustomed. It was a stranger in the land, coming to establish

itself by the side of the dominion which all respected, and to rob it

of half of it3 sovereignty. No wonder that many of the people re-

sisted the change with as much earnestness as they had withstood

British tyranny.

Again we must refer to Mr. Curtis's volume for a clear exposi-

tion of the causes, the pressing necessities and dangers, which
finally overcame this reluctance, and established the new Constitu-

tion over the people almost in spite of themselves. We had pro-

posed to say something of the character and labours of the eminent

men to whom the formation and adoption of the new form of gov-

ernment are chiefly to be attributed ; but our remarks have already

occupied too much space, and wc must close them with an extract,

as a specimen of our author's manner, from his sketch of the char-

acter of Hamilton.

ion.cliurU to introduce and establish principles tondintr to consolidate the Uni
has been largely occupied with the reeled of his opinions, e.xertions, and pro ._
lent iiilluence. Beginning with the year 1780, when he was only linve-an<i-
Iwenty years of age, and wlien he sketched the outline of a national govern-
Di';nt strongly resembling the one which tlie Constitution long aft'-rward

esliihhshed
;

passing through the tenii of his service in congress, wh.n his

*«lmirable expositions of the revenue svstcni, the commercial power, and the
fJtio of contribution, may justly be said' to have saved tlie Unlim fium dissolu-
tj"n

; and coming down to the time when he did so much to bring al)nur, first,

l-'c meeting at .-Vnnapolis, and then the general and final convention cifail the
|U»tes—the whole p riol is marked by his wisJom and filled with his power.
»>c did more than any other public man of the time to lessen the force of state
»tta'-hiuent3, to create a national feeling, and to lead the pu()li<; mind to a com-
rTchensioa of the necessity for an efficient national sovereignty.

" Hamilton's^ relation to the Constitution is peculiar. lie had less direct
|agency in framing its chief provisions than many of the other pr:nci])al porsons |

*no sat in the convention; and some of its provisions were not wholly accept- |
able to him when framed. But the history, which has been detailed in the '\

I-n-vious chapters of this work, of the progress of federal ideas, and of the ;
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" Indeed, he was the first to perceive and to develop the idea of a real union
of the people of the United States. To him, more than to any one else, is to

be attributed the conviction that the people of the ditlcrent states ^vere com-
petent to establish a general irovernmLUt by their own direct action ; and that

this mode of proceeding ought to be considered within the contemplation of

the state legislatures, when they appointed delegates to a convention for the

revision and amendment of the existing system.
" The age in which he lived, and the very extraordinary early maturity of his

character, naturally remind us of that remarkable person who was two years

his junior, and who became prime-minister of Jiln^land at the age of twentv-

four. The younger I'itt entered jml/lii: liie with almost every possible ad-

vantage. Inheriting "a great and celebrated name," educated expressly for

the career of a statesman, and intrcKluccd into the House of Commons at a

moment wjien power was just ready to drop into the hands of any man capa-
ble of wielding it, he had only to prove himself a brilliant and ]'0werful de-

bater, in order to hccome the ruler of an empire, whose constitution had been
settled for ages, and was necessarily administered by the successful leaders of

regular parties in it.^ legislative liody. That he was a most eminent parliamen-

tary orator, a eon>unuuati' taetleian and leader of J'arty, a mini^ter of singular

energy, and a statesman of a verv' high order of mind and character, at an age
when most men are scann-ly beginning to give proofs of what they may be-

come,—all this Ili.-.tory has deliljcrately and finally recorded. "\\'hat place it

may assign to him among the statesmen by whose lives and actions England
and the world have bcii materially and permanently benefitted is not yet set-

tled, and it is not to the pre-ent purpose to consider.

"The theatre in whieh Hamilton appeared, lived, and acted, was one of a
character 50 totally dilh rent, that the comparison necessarily ends with the

contrast which it inunedi.idly suggests. Like Fitt, indeed, he seems to have
been born a statesman, and t.) have had no such youth as ordinarily precedes
the nianhocMi of the mind. I»ut, in the American colonies, no political system
of things existed tliat was fitted to train him for a career of usefulness and
honor: and yet. wlun the yi'ars of his bnylmud were hardly ended, he sprang
forth into the troubled allhirsof tlie time with the full stature of aV.atured and
well-furni=hed sl.ite'-maii. He. In truth, shelved himself to be already the man
tlmt was wanted. l>.riyiliini: v.as in an unsettled and anxious state';—a state

of change and transition. There was no regidar, efficient government. It

was all but a state of civil war, and the more clear-sighted saw that this great
di.saster was coming. He w.is compelled, therefore, to mark out for himself,

step by step, beginning in 1774, a .>=ystem of political principles which should
serve, not to administer existing institutions with wisdom and beneficence, but
to create institutions able to unite a peoj>le divided into thirteen indeper.dent
sovereignties; to give them the attitude and capacity of an independent
nation ; and then to carry tli. ni <.n. ^\ith constantly increasing prosperity and
power, to tlieir just j'laee in the all'airs of the world. It was a great work, but
Mr. Hamilton was equal to it. He was by nature, by careful study, and by
still more careful, anxious, and earnest thought, eminently fitted to detect and
develop those resources ot" i>ower ami progress, which, in the dark condition of
society that attends and fallows an exhausting period of revolution, lie hidden,

like gcneror.s .«eeds, until some stmn'j hand ilisencumbers them of the soil with
which they had been oppre.-sed. and gives them opportunity to germinate and
bear golden fruit. At tlie age of three-and-twenty he had already formed
well-defined, pro.''ounil. and comprehensive opinions on the situation and wants
of these states. He had ele.irly di-^fern..! the practicability of Ibrming a con-
federated government, and adaj)ting it to tlieir peculiar condition, resources,

and exigencies. He liail wrought out tor himself a political system, far in ad-
vance of the conceptions of his contemporaries, and one which, in the hands
of those who most opjwscd him in life, became, when he was laid in a prema-
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lure prave, the basis on which this government was consolidated ; on which, to

the pri'^ont day, it has been administered ; and on which alone it can safely

n-st in that future which seems so to stretch out its unending glories bc-
(OTV US.

'•ilr.JIamilton, therefore, I conceive, proved himself early to be a statesman
of ^.atcr talent and power than the celebrated English minister who~e youth-
ful success was in the eyes of the world so much more briHiant. and "wh'>se

early death was no less disheartening; for none can doubt, thnt to build up a

frt'C and firm state out of a condition of political chaos, and to irive it a pov-
iTiiment capable of developing the resources of its soil and jjeople, and of in-

juring to ii prosperity, power, and permaneuce, is a greater woik tliaii t'>

administer with energy and success—even in periods of severe trial—the < on-
ttitution of an empire whose principles and modes of action have been settled

for centuries.

Anx. m.—ME. MAURICE ANT) HIS WRITINGS.

1. Theological Essays. By Fi-j:def.ick Desisox ^Iacrice, M. A., Chaplain of

Lincoln's Inn. ScounJ Edition. AVith a new Prefiice, and other AJJitions.

Cambridge, (England.) Macmillan and Co. Ib'jS.

2. Tfit Unity of the Xav Testament : a Synopsis of the First Three Gofiieh, and

cf the Epistles of St. James, St. Jiide, Si. Peter, imd St. Paul. I'y Frf.dkrick

De-MSOX Maurice, M. A., Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn. London. John W. I'ar-

ker and Son. 1854^.

S. Examination of Mr. Maurice's Theological Essays. By Robert S. Candlish,

D. D. London. Nesbit and Co. 1S5L

The first of the works on this list is the manifesto of Mr. Maurice's

p'^culiar views, set forth systematically and pretty fully, and was

the occasion of his dismissal from the professorship of divinity at

Kinr^'s College, London. The second has been subsequently pub-

lished
;. but appears in substance to have been, for the most part,

previously prepared, and contains no allusion, we believe, to the

controversy and events which followed the publication of the " Es-

^ys." Our business in this article is primarily with the former

^ork, and we shall only refer to the latter where it may afford pe-

culiar illustration of views expressed or implied in the fonner. The
third work on the list—Dr. Caudlish's examination of Maurice's

Essays—has been of some service in assistiuj^ us to form our judg-

njpnt of the views propounded in those Essays.

^'o one at all acquainted with the previous writings of Mr. Mau-
rice can doubt that the body of doctrines contained in the *'Es-

*\vs'' had long been formed in his mind. Indeed, from his

C'jrrespondence with Dr. Jolf it is certain, as we have seen in a
former article, that for many years—even, as it would seem, from the
period when he first emerged out of Unitarianism and took a deter-
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mined position as a Trinitarian—he had held a system of opinions,

partly negative and partly positive, identical in its main points and
essential principles with that contained in these " Essays." The
occasion, however, which led to the' actual publication in a system-
atic and developed form of his theological system was peculiar and
characteristic.

A lady, once a member of the Society of Friends, left by will a
sum of money in charge of ]\Jr. Maurice in order that he might
be enabled " to write, or procure to be written, some book espe-

cially addressed to Unitarians." Of course the object of such a
book would be to win Unitarians over to Trinitarianism. From
the antecedents of Mr. I\]aurice it might be expected that such a

task Avould have a special interest for him. The work to be ac-

complished, also, might seem all the less difficult in his case, inas-

much as he would not conceive that in winning them over to Trini-

tarianism it would also be needful to convert them to orthodoxy.
He is himself as much opposed to evangelical orthodoxy as any
Unitarian c:in be. He rejects as strongly as any follower of Priest-
ley or of Bclsham can have ever done the evangelical doctrine of
atonement ma<le by the blood of Christ. Though he feels no diffi-

culty and sees no contradiction in the natural mystery of the Trin-
ity, yet his heart refuses to accept the moral mystery of a guilty
race and of atonement through the sufferings of a Divine Substitute;
\Thereus the evangelical Christian receives in implicit faith both
mysteries equally and alike on the supreme authority of the word
of God. Tiiis, again, brings into view another and a fundamental
point in regaid to which ^Iv. Maurice would feel himself to be agreed
with the Unitarian.

Though Mr. Maurice has changed the faith in which he was
brought up, he has not abandoned the ground of Rationalism on
which that faith rested, both as positively and negatively defined.
lie stands upon the same ground as the Unitarian°in rejecting the
faith of evaugelical orthodoxy

; he still stands, or supposes himself
to stand upon the same in accepting the doctrine of the Trinity.
According to his own statement, in his letter to a friend published
in the correspondence with Dr. Jelf, it was on certain a priori
grounds of reason, not on the authority of divine revelation, that

he embraced the doctrine of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost;
so that Mr. Maurice and the Unitarian will not fundamentally dis-

agree as to the method to be observed in theological controversy.

An evangelical believer, when arguing with a Unitarian, finds it

essential, in tlic first place, that the divine authority of the reve-

lation contained in the Scriptures should be established; and then,
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upon this basis, he rests his faith in all the doctrines of revelation.

But, on this point, Mr. Maurice seems, on his own showin;::. to S

JKivc never been anything different from a Unitarian. All, there- I

fore, that he has to do, in arguing against Unitariani<m, is to show f

iliat the Trinitarian doctrines—as apart from the cvar.gelical doc- J

trine of atonement—are accordant with the reason, consciousnt'??,
|

and necessities of man. If he can make this good, he has gained *

his point.
;

Certainly, as a supplementary buttress of the Christian faith, an |

.irgumcnt making this good would, in some respects, be very valua-
\

bio. So far as Mr. ^Maurice may have done this in any part of his
|

volume he deserves the thanks of the Christian world. But it is
|

important to observe that even if this were done to the conviction ]

of all gainsayers, comparatively little might notwithstanding be ef- i

fected. After all, the 7/2 ere faith in a Trinity in Imity is not ^

Christianity. A man who simply receives this abstract doctrine
|

upon certain grounds of speculation and argument is very little
^

more than a heathen philosopher. Apart from the humbliiiir, yet i

exalting, doctrin -s of sin and gi'ace, of guilt and atonement, tlicre is
j

DO true Christianity. Even the doctrhie of the Trinity loses its

peculiar and transcendent glory when received apart from the rela-

tions of the Godhead—Father, Son, and Holy Ghost—to tlio re-

covery, sanctification, and final salvation of man; and the incarna-

tion, apart from the atonement, becomr'S comparatively unimpres-

give, and, in many respects, altogether unintelligible.

We have already indicated that Mr. Maurice is, at bottom, a

nationalist. His " Essays " amply illustrate this. Throughout

the volume he appeals, in evidence of the doctrines which he teaches,

and in opposition to those which he denies, not in any case to the

authority of Scripture, but always to human reason and conscious-

iiess. Scripture he occasionally uses in illustration of his views;

l>iit this he does very seldom, and he lets it be clearly seen that

'<lien he docs, it is onltj by Avay of illustration, not of autlu-ntication

Ihe structure of the work, however, is not at all argumentative, nor

the texture of the " Essays" by any means logical. The " E s.'^ays " are
|

tliroughout didactic. Mr. Maurice explains, teaches his system. '^

He lays out his views in order, and exhibits their harmony with

*-'^ch. other, and, as he conceives, with human consciousness. Srimc-

^•uic.s, also, though never very formally, he endeavours to show hov.-

th(y agree with the teaching of Scripture. But he doc,> not h'gio-

^'ly deduce them from any premises or principles laid down ; far

'f'ss does he derive them by any evident process from Scripture.

* hat he merely expounds his views, however, and shows their rela-
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tion to the common tbouglits and feelings of humanity, does not

make him the less a Rationalist. He contemptuously discards

logic as his instrument, it is true, but still his appeal throughout is

to consciousness, to the voice of man's spirit, and thus to the final

verdict and judgment of man's reason, of Avhich the logical faculty

is but a form. " The question," as he says (in the Preface to his

Second Edition) in reference to himself and certain opponents of

the new Unitarian school.
—

" The question at issue bet'ween us is.

not whether they are good reasoners and 1 am a bad one ; but ^Yhat

gospel they have to bring to mankind, what light they have to

throw on all the questionings and yearnings of the human spirit.

On that issue I am willing to put their creed and mine."

It is no objection to this general view that many parts of these

" Essays " seem to be vague and m3'stical in their teaching. As the

present bishop of Hereford (Dr. Hampden) says somewhere in

his Bampton* Lectures : 'Olysticism is but an insane nationalism.''

Faith appeals to the word of God—leaving to reason the office of

apprehending the evidence which attests the divinity of that word

—

i

and faith, so far as it is a religious faith, rests alone and implicitly
|

on that word; whereas Rationalism, whether it be logical, intui-
|

tional, mystical, or to be described by any other epithet, relies not
|

on the authority of God. but on the wisdom of men.
^

It has been matter of universal complaint that, though the sti/Ie i

of the " Essays," as of all ^Jr. Maurice's writings, is exceedingly
|

simple and purely English, yet the sense of many passages is ex-
|

tremely dubious, and the general purport of the volume, in a posi- ^.

live sense, almost impenetrably obscure. Its negative and destruc-
J

tive sense is generally plain enough. We soon find out that there

are a great many things which Mr. Maurice strongly dislikes, and

in general that he cordially detests and almost everywhere misrep-

resents the peculiar doctrines of evangelical orthodoxy. His sneei-s

and sarcasms are, for the most part, plain enough. But what Mr.

Maurice himself believes it is by no means so easy to make out.

He does not deal in definitions; indeed these could scarcely be ex-

pected from a writer who repudiates logic. His descriptions about

a thing and its relations are often eloquent ; but all the while we

have not been able to ascertain the precise nature of the thing it-

self We may know what ideas we have been accustomed to asso-

ciate with the name by which ]\Jr. Maurice calls it ; but Mr. Mau-

rice has probably denied and denounced most of these, and given us

to understand something very different from what we have been

taught; yet he has never plainly told us what, in his judgment, it

really is. lie has perhaps told us where it is, when it is felt or
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socn ; he has also told us what, and where, and when, and how it

is not ; but all the Avhile—our old notions being put to flight—we
are only the more puzzled and perplexed as to what it is. One
reason of this vagueness and obscurity in these " f]s3ays " probably

is that Mr. Maurice's faith is much more strongly defined nega-

tively than positively. He knows what he dislikes and rejects, but

has not clearly defined on some points what he actually accept.s or

admits. But the main reason is the real abstruscness of tlic prin-

ciples of his Christianot3rped philosophy. Some of his views arc

scarcely susceptible of popular statement. • They require to be sci-

entifically defined. But if thus defined, their scholastic abstrusc-

ness would repulse popular readers, while their lack of logical evi-

dence would leave them powerless for the scientific thinker. A
man can scarcely understand astronomy, even in general, \nthout

some systematic study of the elements of the science. So some
logical and philosophical training is requisite if we would enter into

the abstruse refinements of the Bealistic philosophy. Now, strange f

to say, the doctrines of Platonic Realism lie at the bottom of all |

Mr. Maurice's vague speculations, and form the substratum of tjjose
|

discursive " Essays." For years past Mr. Maurice has been en- 1

deavouring to prepare the mind of Britain's earnest and intelligent I

youth to receive, in a popular form, these doctrines. But for :=UL-h i|

doctrines to be received with any degree of real intelligence and
|

conscious mastery a different sort of preparation is needful. Even I

ihe genius of Mr. Maurice cannot put into popular form what is so i

essentially abstruse. Hence the "Essays" have come upon a pub-
|

lie still unprepared to receive them. No doubt the destructive I

criticism (if anything so unmethodical may be called criticism)
|

which they contain will do much harm—their sarcasms upon doe- s

trines long esteemed venerable will unsettle some minds—but the |

positive system of speculative heresy, (as we do not scruple to call I

it,) which they are intended to teach, will find few prepared to ap- I

prchcnd, much less to receive it. i

We have implied that Mr. ilaurice is a Realist, and that a phi- ^

iosophy of Realism lies at the bottom of all his theology. Of course f

wc have no intention here of entering into the depths of the soho-

Ja3tic controversy between the Nominalists and the Realists, which

<^upied the over- subtle intellects and sharpened the everlasting

logic of the great schoolmen of the middle ages. Let none, how-
*'vcr, imagine that these obsolete controversies have no j.resent or

permanent interest for us of this age. Dr. Hampden has made it

abundantly evident, by his Bampton Lectures, that scholasticism

^as the forge in which the forms and phraseology of modem Church
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doctrines were shaped. Realism, in particular, forms the ground

-upon which the Popish and An.::;lican high-Church doctrines of sacra-

mental grace and efficacy are -woven. Mr. ^Maurice's Realism, how-

ever, is not derived from the scholastic doctors of the middle ages,

but from Plato. " Plato," says G. R. Lewes, in his Biographical

History of Philosophy, '" was the first Realist, Pierre Leroux is the

last." He is, however, mistaken. Mr. Maurice is the latest Real-

ist we knovr, and is a true inheritor of the spirit of the old pagan

Platonism. This popular modern is endeavouring to introduce into

the circles of English society in the present age the pre-CIiristian

and anti- Christian ideal philosophy of Plato, well trained, however,

to use modem phrases, to accommodate itself to modern prejudices

and sentiments, and to speak with a pure English tongue.

We should despair of rendering Realism thoroughly intelligible.

even in its general principles, to any one who has not been more or

Jess trained in metaphysical habits of thought. We may say, how-

over, briefly, that by this philosophy, what metaphysicians call an

objective rcahtij is assigned to the general notions of the mind.

There is held to be an actual original corresponding to every abstract

idea, by direct participation of which original any subject becomes

invested with the attribute or quality denoted by such idea. Every
distinct faculty and ipiality of human nature, for instance, as origi-

nally constituted, is supposed to have its separate archetype and

original e.\i?ting from eternity in the nature of Deity, by direct

derivation from which it exists.

"_ Thu.* all [Kiwer. or M-isdom, or goodness observed in the luiiverse were actual
derivations of mialitirs. intrinsically re.^Iding in God himself, and going forth as

it were out of liiin into t!ie works of his creation, not simply the cricknces of
the e.xisteuce of such (nialiti<'s in him as their Author and Giver; but the rea!

presence of the divine (lunlities themselves analogically denoted by those
terms. So again, tlie ri'latiuns of human life, as that of Father and Son, were,
according to their view, not original, as existing in human nature, but founded
on their archetyws in God."—Di:. ILvmi'DEX, (Bampion Lectures, Lect. iii,

p. 109.)

This was the Realism of the schoolmen, but the description

equally serves for the Realism of Plato, from whom undoubtedly
this prime part of the scholastic philosophy, by means of Avhich, as

applied according to the logical and deductive method of Aristotle,

such wonderful speculations Avere wi-ought out in the middle ages,

was originally derived. That we have not erred in laying down this

as a fundamental principle of Mr. [Maurice's philosophy will be at once

apparent from the quotations we are about to give. They occur in

a sermon on the Creation, being the first in a volume of sermons on
the Pentateuch, the first title of which is, " On the Old Testament."
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Our readers ^ill be puzzled by the passages as they read ; but let

them ponder them well. They -will see that they make the Mosaic

creation to have been a creation not of actual material things, but of

the ideal archetypes of all things.

«' First of all ' God made man in liis own image ; male and female created ho

tliom ;' aflcnmrd it is said he made ' a man out of the dii>t of the £rround,

and breatlicd into /*;.•; nostrils the breath of life.' If -we follow the kltor of

these passages, and do not endeavour to put any notions of our own into ihcm.

we shall be led, 1 think, naturally to the conclusion that tlie former wunis h.ivf

to do with the species as we should say. if we must have logical fjhrases, f'whidi

J would rather avoid if it were possible :) and that the other has to do with ai>

iiidkidual—with the first man of the race AV'hat 1 wish you

rartlcularly to noUce is, tliat the part of the record which speaks of man
nieally, according to his place with reference to the rest of the universe, ac-

cording to his position v,-ith reference to God, is the part which expressly 1)0-

longs to the historv of creation ; that the bringing forth of man in tliui sense

is the work of the si.xth day."—Pp. 3, 4.

" Extend this thought, which seenis to rise inevitably out of the stor>- of mnn '\

as Moses delivei-s it, to the rest of th.at universe of which he regards man &s <

the dimax, and we are forced to the conclu-ion that in tlie one case, as in the
|

other, it is not die visible material thing of which the historian is spe.iking— <

tut that which lies below the visible mat^-rial thing, and constitutes the sub- I

stance which it shows forth "We are compelled, then, to cn!i«ii]cr \

creation of herbs and flowers as well as the creation of beasts and binls and
|

fishes, which is recorded in the previous chapter [in chap, i] as the briiv_'ir.'> 1

forth of kind and oixkis such as they were according to the mind of G.kI, no; i

of actual separate phenomenal existences, such as they present themselves to
J

the senses of man."—Pp. 5, 6. I

Subsequently—but our space forbids us to quote more from this ,-

sermon—ho teaclies that the days and the week spoken of in Gon. i

j

refer not to real, but ideal time. It is fit that the ideal creation (!)
j

shoidd take place in ideal time, "which, of course, as indeed Mr. i

Maurice tells us, is no time at all. I

Now this is pure Platonism, and Moses is thus made to speak
]

Platonism to all men. Our readers will probably think it unintel-
|

li^Mble ; so, we must confess, do we : but it is Platonism notwith-

standing. We do not wonder that an uninspired and heathen phi- i

losopher, matching his intellect, noble as it was, against the deep
|

mysteries of being, and struggling in vain to solve them, should i

have invented speculations such as these. But we cannot but won-
|

der at an English clergyman of the nineteenth century not only with I

the Bible in liis hand, going back to Platonism, but positively find-
j

ing his philosophy in his Bible.
|

But in what sfphere have these invisible and impalj>able " intelli-

giUes"' (as Plato used to call them) been resident? fc?ome of the

neo-Platonists held them to have had an independent subsistence

from eternity; some even conceived of these abstract ideas as living
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beings (!),* and as everlasting gods. Plato himself sometimes

speaks of them as " eternal gods." CudAvorth, however, Mosheim,
and Maurice himselfj "will not allow that Plato believed in anything

so absurd as that these " intelligible ideas" had an independent ex-

istence. They were brought into being, and had their being, in the

mind of the Deity. This mind of the Deity, the Divine ^'ous, is,

moreover, so spoken of by Plato as to lead Cudworth and many
before him, especially such as have themselves been inclined to

Platonize, to conceive that Pluto believed in a plurality of persons

in the Divine 2sature. Indeed it has been a not uncommon, though
it may well be doubted if it is a just opinion, that he believed in

something tantamount to a Christian Trinity,—The One or The
Good, The Mind or Acting and Governing Reason, the Soul
(Psyche), or Animating Principle, being the three hypostases of this

Platonic Trinity, and the ideas of which we have spoken being un-
doubtedly connected by him especially with the Divine 2sous, as

their original, hnvo been supposed to be, in the language of Cud-
worth, " all of them really nothing else but the noemata or concep-

tions of that one perfect intellect, which was the second hypothesis
of the Platonists.; ]Sow Mr. Maurice, undoubtedly, holds a cor-

respondent view. Being a Platonist, he finds no difficulty in believ-

ing in what he calhs a Trinity. With him the Son of God corre-

sponds to the Divine Nous. In him all these preexistent ideas are

su])poscd to have been contained, and with him to have been iden-

tified. In particular, humanity is considered as having had its

original in him, bcfure all worlds. Mr. Maurice even speaks of all

men as having been "created in him!" though, of course, this could

not be e.Kcept he were created. But in fact there seems to be no
true idea of creation in the case. This philosophy is not one of

creation, but of emanation. Kothing that exists is ever out of the

Son of God, or separated from him. Hence Mr. Maurice uses, in

the work from which we have been quoting;, such lanc^ua<^e as the

toUowing :

—

" I aik joii not to believe that a man was able to frustrate the purposes of
God, not to think that tlie wr.rl<i was <Tcatc(l in Adam, or stood iu his obedi-
ence, when the Scriptures of the New Testament, illustrating those of the Old,
teach us that it stood and stands in the obedience of God's^well-beloved Son,
the real image of the Father, tin' real Iwnd of human society, and of the
whole universe, who was to be manilested in the fulness of time, as that which
he had ever been," &c.—Pp. 40, 41.

^ Hence Butler, in Iludihras—" If bcnum be an animal."

t Moral and .Mot. Philosophy. En., .Metrop., New Ed., vol. i. pp. U6, 149.

Throughout this work Maurice appears as the advocate of the Platonic philoscphj'.
t Intellectual System, ii, 350. Toii;;'s edition, with Mosheim's erudite and in-

valuable notes, translated by Harrison. Loudon.
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Hence also the Son of God is spoken of as "He in whom God

formed all men to be brethren, so that he Avho sheds the blood of

another, sheds his own," as "he from ^vhom came the life, the faith,

tlie hope, the love of all who had strength to believe that God was

their Creator, and Preserver, and Deliverer," "in whom (Jod

could look upon them, and they could look upon God."—Pp. oS, oO.

IJut many more and much more remarkable passages in the sume

sense will be found in his latest works, and a few of these we siiall

^ive by and by. One more quotation from the same volume wc

give here, the meaning of which some deeper Platonist than our-

selves must give.

" Do not be fiL-htcned bv the word anthropomorphism, for there mav be tlic

deepest reason in" the natiife of things, in the laws ot the universe, why God

should only be known in and through a man."—Ip. iS, 'i.
^

What we have now said will help our readers to understand our
|

meanincr when we say that the fundamental principle of Mr. I

Maurices speculations in his two famous " Essays," is that all men
^

are by a real physical identity, one with the Son of God. 'ihe

original of human nature, by direct pai'ticipation of which all laen
|

are^en, has from eternity been with and in the Son of God. Ub-
|

scure hints of this doctrine had been given in some of Mr. Mauiuc-s^s
|

former works, especially, as we have seen, in some passages ot his
,

volume " On the Old Testament." But the " Essays" show how it

j

is related to his whole scheme of speculation. It is not indeed ex-
|

plicitly assumed, or definitely stated, in any part of the " Essays
;

j

but it underlies the whole and gives shape to every part. It is per- i

petually coming out in such expressions as, that the Son of God is

" the root and ground of our humanity." Perhaps nowhere m the

compass of one or two sentences is it so clearly implied as when Mr.

Maurice says of St. Paul, on his receiving baptism :—

" How impossible, then, wa.s it for him to receive baptism as if it were more-

Iv the outwird bad.e of a profession, a si^n wh,oh
^^P^^^'^^^^V . ( hri ,i n

Nazarenes from other Jews or other men ! It it marked hun out as at 1
r^tun,

that was because it denoted that l.e'rL-ouM no-more be the '"^»^*^;-;/. ""'
^V/;

ofanyparlial sodet>i u-hatcver, ami that he ^^«% ^^'''"'''i^ ^''^7? '^cf that
:Son of God, the Head of the whole human race. It nms ^^^P^^^J^ .^^^ ^^^

^^

THisSoN OF God and xot Ao.or, was the trck cot ^ '"
^'^^W'^'

THAT /rom him, AXD SOT FROM ANY AXCESTOKS, l-ACU MAN DKKIN KP

«I3 LIFE."—P. 20-2.

So he says, (p. 94,) "7/2 him (the Son of God) and for him

were created.'' To learn, however, the full force of such language

this, when used by Mr. Maurice, it will be necessary to trace tlic in-

fluence of the principle we have stated upon the whole tissue ot his

speculations. No isolated sentence or statement will fully express

we
as
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even its own meaning. There is generally more or less ambiguity in

the mere words, which only an attentive consideration of the whole

scope and context can altogetlicr remove. We do not presume to

say how far this ambiguity is designed ; but it characterizes most

of the volume. The ordinary reader feels himself to be in a per-

petual maze of uncertainty, as if he could scarcely ever fix Mr.

Maurice's sense or get at the bottom of his purpose. Only the ini-

tiated can see the principle and plan which consistently pervade

the volume. In Mr. ^laurice's later work, however, on the " Unity

of the New Testament," he speaks occasionally more plainly if not

more boldly. Perhaps there is less reason since his separation

from King's College, why he should in any way veil his meaning.

The whole of Mr. Maurice's general exposition of i\i(i Epistle to the

Ephesians, in this volume, is full of the principle we have laid down.

Wc shall have occasion hereafter to quote from this exposition some

passages illustrative of the effect of this principle of Mr. Maurice on

his general scheme of doctrine. ]\Ieanwhile the following brief but

pregnant extracts will throw light upon our present point :

—

" Here, [in the ci)istk' to the Ephesians,] if anywhere, we may expect to

find tlie ground of a sj.iritual society whicli has a deeper foundation than the

Jcwi.sli calling or covenant, which has its foundation in the nature of God
liimscif, which expLiins and suyiports all human relationships, v.hich has all

spiritual cneuii.'S to i'l-iit with .-ct t'urth," &c.— Uniiii of the 2^. T., p. olC.
" What St. Paul a.<scrts on behalf of himself and the litde band of those who

had turned to Go<l and believed in Christ, was a share in the privileges of

humanity as that is friat''d, eliM-led, known by God in Christ."— 1'. 52G.
" It had been shown hiui [Paul] that the Gentiles are \_not should be, ac-

oording to our version] t<-ilow-heirs and of the same body. Beginning from
thai hiii.'irs( (/nniml lij',,rt> Ute. fall, before Vua creation, he had seen God creat-

ing all things in Chri.^t, Gml purposing to gather up all things in Christ, men
standing onbj in virtue of < !od's election ofthern in Christ. So tlie truth dawned
upon him that all men, of whatever race or tongue, do constitute one body in

him; that out of him, wln-thfr circumcised or uncircumcisod, they must be
divided; since in iiiin. vhetlur circumcised or uticircttmcised, they are one,

BY TiiK L.\w OF TiiKii! ci'.KATio.v, and bccomc actually one, when they be-

lieve that lav, and submit to it. Here was the foundation of a gospel, the gos-

pel irith vhi'-h St. J'mi! "v/v inlrusleil ; good news to men, not of something

which was coming to them, but of their aanal state, of that state which belongs

to theiTi, but which thcg do not recognize."~~Tp. 53G, 537.

So, in his analysis of the Epistle to the Romans, especially of

the fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters, the same principle underlies

the whole.

" I look," says Mr. Mauriee, " upon Christ's death and resurrection as

revelations of the Son of (Jod in whom all things had stood from the first, in

whom God had looked upon his creature mixn from the first."—P. 367.

Elsewhere, in the same work, when giving his view of the general

purport of Matthew xxiv and xxv, Mr. Maurice says :

—
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«•
It' we do believe that the Son of nian is hiruselt" best able to tell us what

jittiii" ou the throne of his gloiy and the gathering before him of all nations

are fet us listen to his own teaching; let us think that irhcn he ullers the

fi'^mls,
* hiasmurh as ye did it to one of the leant of these ye did it to me' he

prodaimed that which is the very truth of human c.ciMenre, that with which it

iiiti'il be eternal life to be in conformity, and eternal death to be at variance.

Ilf actually is one irilh ecery man. He has come to proi-laini that he is bv

his incarnation and his death. He did judge the old world according to this

law."—Pp. 219, 220.

So af^ain, speaking of the connexion between the passovcr and

the cucharist, he teaches that

—

" Beneath the Jewish kingdom there did actually lie another and a deeper

one ; its national sacraments contain the idea of some more real sacrament

grounded upon an actual relationship between the Son of God and [not, be it

vbserccd, believers, but'} human creatures, of the most intimate kind which Ian-

(/uage can express, a relationship implyinj the closest communion of inward

life, of inward love."—Pp. 146, 147.

And here, to end these quotations, is a remarkable bit of Platonic

Realism, directly bearing upon our present point. Mr. Maurice is

commenting on the text, "In heaven their angels, iScc," in the

eighteenth chapter of St. Matthew, and observes :

—

" The little child, the humblest human creature, was dear to his Father in

heaven. He did not look upon it merely as a fliUen corrupted thing. Il^

angel, its pure original type, that ivhivh it was created to be, trns ever present

u-iih him, was ever looking up into hi.-; face. To bring it to this state was his

will."—Pp. 205, 20G.

This, viewed by the light of the other passages we have cited,

and connected vrith the scope of the whole volume, can only mean

that every separate child, or human creature, had from eternity its

archetype and original; that all these archetypes meet in and are

identified with the Son of God ; that in him they all—all these

' angels "—are ever present with the Father, ever looking up into

liis face ! Our readers will now perceive with what justice we iden-

tified the teachings of Mr. Maurice, notwithstanding his popular

and somewhat fashionable air, with the abstrusities of a Platonic

Kcalism.

We have been thus particular in establishing our fundamental

position, partly because it wore a strong prima facie appearance of

improbability when held in regard to a writer so opposed in style

and method to anything like philosophical abstruscness as Mr.

Maurice; partly also because, so far as we know, none of Mr.

Maurice's many critics hitherto has appeared to be aware of his

Hcalism and Platonism, and it might be imagined, therefore, that

we could have no sufficient ground for our assertions : and partly.

^p<\r\, because, this position once established, the work of anything

like fundamental refutation of speculations resting on such a basis
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is, as we conceive, rendered superfluous. There may still remain

to be corrected misrepresentations of that evangelical doctrine

•which Mr. Maurice, of necessity, rejects; but the main ^vork need-

ful to dispose of Mr. Maurice's speculations will be to show how all

these logically flow from the one principle we have explained ; we
say logically flow, for though Mr. ]\Iaurice eschews logic as an in-

strument of conviction or as giving method to exposition, we must
do him the justice to say that there is a real and close logical con-

nexion between all the parts of his theory. Mr. Maurice no doubt
has acted vriscly in avoiding a logical exposition of his views. To
have done this would have compelled him to define, in bare matter-
of-fact terms, the fundamental principle on which the whole of his

speculations rests. But we imagine that this would at once have
been Hital to his cause, since the modern public are hardly likely to

concede so unaxiomatic a postulate as the truth of Platonic Realism.
It Avill at once be seen how incompatible such a principle as that

which has been explained is with the whole tenor of orthodox
Christian theology. It displaces or essentially alters every pecu-
liar doctrine of Scripture. The first and most obvious effect is, that

the relation of the Father to the human race is altered. It is no
longer even that of a creator—properly or precisely understood

—

unless indeed the Son were created, or the human nature of Christ,

as one with the Son, were created anterior to the formation of
Adam, one of which suppositions would really seem to be required
by several of the expressions we have quoted.=i= It is not by any
means that of a sovereign ruler—it is merely that of a Father.
The analogy of providential rule is no longer that of a general
goveramcnt under law, according to the will and mind of the ruler,

and for the common weal. It is that of a family under the eye of
a father. JS^ay, the relation between human creatures and the Fa-
ther of our Lord Jesus Christ becomes, on this hypothesis, even
dearer, more intimate, and more unchangeable than this analogy
might seem to ini{)!y. All men are essentially and always bound
to the great Father in the unity of his infinitely worthy, endeared,
and glorious Son. None of them possesses a separate and merely
individual relationship to the Father. The being of all is one with
the being of the One. ^'one can be finally disinherited, because
none can for a moment be severed from that One. The Son of
God is and ever must be in and one with every man. This, as we

'^ For example: "In Him we were created." " irumauity is created, elected,
known, by God in Christ." " Before tlie creation God created all things in Christ."
So also at p. 20-t of the Essays it is said of all men, as men, that " they are
created, redeemed, justified in Christ."
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shall by and by see, is not only a corollary from the fundamental

principle of Mr! Maurice s theory-it is the express, reiterated, uni-

form doctrine of the " Essays." Law and justice, as the oracle and

arm of the Divine Governor, are thus done a\Yay ;
love only re-

mains. There may be disapprobation of acts, but never condem-

nation of the person. There ^vill, therefore, be no great assize—no

judgment- day. And if there be no general judgment, there can be

no general resurrection either. So Mr. Maurice teaches ; so, on his

principle, he must teach. We may particularly refer to Essay.s

II IV, Y, and XII, on " Sin," " The Sense of Righteousness in

M'an and their Discovery of a Redeemer," "The Son of God," aud

the
'' Judgment Day," in proof and illustration of the representation

wc have now given. Of course the doctrine of the atonement van-

ishes on this theory. Mankind have never been far off, and there-

fore have no need to be brought nigh. All they need, as Mr.

Maurice constantly teaches, is to see how near they are and ever

have been. IScither could the Son of God become, by special cov-

enant the substitute for those with whom he is by natitre and from

eternity physically identified,—in the strictest and most mtinrate

sense already one. " Christ is actually the Lord of men, the kiug

of their spirits, the source of all the light which ever visitedthcm,

the person for whom all nations longed as their Head and Dclivort-r,

the root of righteousness in each man. The Bible speaks ot his

being revealed in this character; of the mystery which had been

hid fi-om ages and generations being made known by his incarnation.

// w^e speak of Christ as taking upon himself the sins of men by

some artificial substitution, we deny that he is their actual rep-i-e-

sentative:'—Yss3.ys, p. 144. Indeed, not only the evangelical doc-

trine of atonement by the vicarious sufferings and death of Christ is

done away, but no part of the Scriptural doctrine of Christ's media-

torship remains. ISIr. Maurice does, indeed, regard and speak of tae

Son of God as mediator. But this is not in consequence of the cove-

Tiant of grace. In his view, the mediatorship is not grounded upon

the incarnation, but the incarnation is the manifestation in time and

on the earth of that mediatorship which had existed before creation

and before time. The Son of God has ever been the mediator between

God and man, in virtue of his original relationship to both, liuh

my.<.tery, in the language of our last quotation, " was hid irom ages

and from crenerations, but was made known by the incarnation.

See Essays°Y, YI, and YII, on "The Son of God," " ihe Incarna-

tion," and " The Atonement."

Of course this relationship is not affected by what we call the fall

of man. Had Adam never fallen, Christ would still have been me-
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diator, in the same sense that he is now, and would equally havebecome n.camate^ A careful reader will find that this is assumed
throughout the " Essays." In the " Unity of the x\ew Testament ^
It IS very clearly implied, thou;rh ;ve do not find it anywhere in somany words, affirmed.

• ^^^r-S
however, particularly refer to the former part of the analy-

Vwif'l rl''f
^^' ^^''"'"'' ""^ ^' '^'' Scnoral tenor of that of theLpis Ic to the Ephesians. Mr. Maurice strongly and altogether rejects

the v.ew tha. ' St. Paul's thcolo.^ starts from the idea Sf human dt
pravity; that he looks upon Christ and all the acts of Christ The
Mr. Maurice, is almost afraid of using protane languase, but knows
not how to avoid it,] as mere provisions a-ainst sin." Of course^e do not re^gard the mediatorial arrangements as ;. ere provisions
agamst sm; but Mr. Maurice intends to deny that they were in any
sense e.^pressly adapted to meet the conditions and needs of a fallen
world. Indeed, according to him, fall, in our sense, there has been
none. 1 here have been sins and evils; and these have, in many

TetoTr rr''"-'",'"^
^""^'^ ^^ ^™^' ^—lited fromage to age. Ihcre is also an evil spirit whose temptations havebeen the occasions of sin. and who has ever been prompt to take ad-

But nof >l""r"T''"''u '^ ^^'""^''° ""'"'^ P^^^^^^^S his temptations.
But, notuithstan.hng all th.s, righteousness has ever been morenative and essential to n,an than sin. The Son of God has evbeen in and with those whom he created in his own ima^e • more

than the ^pint of evil, however the evil spirit might, for a time seemto trmmph over them. This is the doctrine e%ressly tau4t by

RHi^^:;;;": in M ^^--,^'f\--y«.-those o'n '.The Sense of

"Th T T^ ?,*^';\ '"'^ ^'' Discovery of a Redeemer," and in

been fi" ot V^' T^ i"'^
'^'^ ^^^^^^ ^' ^^-- --^^ has

.

been felt to be particularly obscure; we have not met with any of

^e^l^r? ''t '''T\ '' ""^^^^^^"^ ^'-^ but the key wenave guon vill be found to unlock its mcanin-

(Esfavs IY';.ntY'^r''M' c"
'' J"^tifi^^^ion and regeneration.

It I :\ ^ 'V"'^'
"^ """'•^^' correspond with hi? views on

S^lf "'';•'"" ^^' thoatonemen't. The justificZn f

of a nl ' r"T I

"'"'' ^''''''^^ ^"-^ ^^^^^^'l^- ti^ Justification

dead l^J . . T? r''^"^
^'' S^^ ^y ^^'^^°S him from the

D 20O TAV^'''^':1
''"" '''' ^'' ^-^^^'^ ^^hrist died," (Essays

P^ 202,) Christ bemg "the actual mediator between God and man'His resurrection declared that God confessed him in that cl Icter'a^d thereby confessed men to be nghteous rn h^mr (Ibid p O03
)BO that "It must be the right and duty of men at ail t mes to^tul to
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him in whom they are created, redeemed, justified."—P. 204.

•• St. Paul," wc are told, " takes it for granted that this justification

of the Sou of God and the Son of man was his own justification

—

his own, because he was a man ;" he " was assured that his justifica-

f lion was the justification of each man."—P. 201. And as all men
arc thus justified, collectively, in Christ, so humanity also derives

from the incarnation of the Son of God a collective regeneration.

The manifestation in the flesh of the Son of God, the root, and head,

and exemplar of humanity, dates a new era for the race, and becomes

the spring of new and mighty influences. " The Son of man ....
Jias come to claim men as spiritual beings, capable of this spiritual

life, inheritors of this spiritual kingdom. Baptism declares this to

be their proper and divine constitution in Christ. All who receive

it, claim the kingdom which God has declared to be theirs. They
take up their rights as spiritual beings. He bestows his Spirit

upon them, that they may enjoy these rights." . . . .
" The

light of God's countenance is shining upon them ; the Spirit is with

them to open tlioir eyes, that they may take in the light of it."

—

Es-

says, pp. 229, 230. So we read of " the Church's faith in its divine

birth, in its regenerate position, in God's calling," (p. 242,) and

that " God has regenerated the world in Christ."—P. 244.

This being the state of the case, there being for men " this right-

eousness, a righteousness for them one and all, not as separate crea-

tures, but as members of a body," (Unity, &c., p. 543,) all distinc-

tions between justified and unjustified—regenerate and unregenerate

— men are done away. Only some may recognise what- others as

yet are not aware of. " The gospel with which St. Paul was in-

trusted was good news to men, not of something which was coming

to them, but of their actual state—of that state which belongs to them,

but which they' do not recognize." " The danger lay in their think-

ing that they were to create a state for themselves, instead of accept-

ing one and abiding in it." " All the exhortations which follow to

.
the very end of the Epistle [to the Ephesians,] assume as their

groundwork, that the true state of man, and, consequently, their

state, is now revealed in Christ ; that a divine illumination was all

about them and within them; and that if they did not live in it, if

their lives were not clear and orderl}', it was because they were shut-

ting their eyes."— Unity, &c., pp. 530, 537, 540, 541. It follows from

this, that there is no Church distinct from the world; no Spirit given

to the Church, as he is not to the world; no inspiration of one class

of men, distinct in kind from that granted to others, and, in some
fcnsc and degree, granted to all. So Mr. Maurice teaches, though
his meaning is often involved in a strange mist, in the Essays on the
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" Unity of the Church," oii the " Holy Spirit," and on " Inspiration "

(XY, XI y, xui.)
We have seen that Christ's death, on Mr. Maurice's theory, was

no atonement for guilt, no price of redemption, in no sense the mer-
itorious and procuring cause of life for the world. It was but a no-

ble and holy example ; the last and crowning act of a life of self-sac-

rifice. We have seen, moreover, that the mediatorial dignity and
glory of Christ are not to be considered in any respect as the re-

ward of his '^obediouce unto death, even the death of the cross
;""

but;

as appertaining to him, because of his aboriginal and (we might al-

most say) natural relationship, before all worlds, both to God and
to man. " The glorious ascension " of Christ to the right hand of
the father, loses, therefore, on this hypothesis, all its peculiar sig-

nificance. It is no installation into office and dignity won by suf-

fering and death ; it is no assumption of royalty over a purchased
people ; no declaration of victory and dominion over the vanquished
power of hell ; it is no longer a glorious enthronization, which looks

back to Lethlehcm and Calvary, and forward to the final day of

judgment; it is not to be dated in heaven and in earth as the com-
mencement of a reign of surpassing glory, during which Jesus, the
Son of God, is to bring to a full accomplishment all the dirine pur-
poses in regard to the race of man on earth ; until, the last enemy
having been dostruved, and the number of the elect being complete,

he shall, as the closing act of his mediatorial royalty, gather all na-
tions and ages into one concourse, to pronounce for everv soul its

final award, and then, delivering up the kingdom to God' even the
Father, shall hiinsclf become subject unto him who had put all things

under him, that God may be all in all.

We say, on Mr. Maurice s theory, the ascension of Christ is

no longer related to any such dominion or glory as we have been
trying with stammering lips to describe. AYe cannot wonder
then, that, as Dr. Candlish shows, Mr. Maurice reduces and de-

grades this ascension to a mere passage from a visible to an invis-

ible condition.

The ascended Christ means Christ removed from the conditions

of sense and time. His throne is in men's hearts, but not in any
local heaven. He descends as Judge continually into the thoughts

and spirits of men, but will never be seen, in the presence of all

worlds, and at the consummation of all things, as the universal Judge,

nor thus appear to his saints the second time, without sin, unto sal-

vation. In perfect accordance with all this, and with his whole theory,

heaven and hell, as separate places of abode, are discarded by Mr.
Maurice. Christ and his saints, Satan and his angels, may be any-
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where and everywhere ; they may be continually intermingled with

each other, and both may, at this or any moment, be mingling on

earth with men. Thus is Christ invisibly, yet really and corporeallij

present, Mr. Maurice would have us believe, at the eucharist; and

thus the doctrine of the real presence is met Avithout any approach

to transubstantiation. See Essays VIII, XI, and XII, on " The
Kesurrcction of the Son of God, from Death, the Grave, and Hell,"

on " The Ascension of Christ," and on '' The Judgment-day."

We have said that Christ is invisibly, but corporeally prcsciit.

This naturally leads us to speak of another of Mr. Maurice's pecu-

liar notions. As there will be no general judgment, there will, of

course, be no general resurrection. We cannot imagine an appointed

period for the dead to rise again with their bodies, unless this is in

order to judgment. Mr. Maurice, accordingly, does not beheve that

our bodies—that is, what other people call bodies—the flesh and

blood we wear—will ever rise again.

According to him, our death is our resurrection—the last trump is

the last warning of coming death— " the moment, the twinkling of an

eye," is the instant when the spirit parts from the flesh. When our

spirits pass, they go forth in refined vehicles, with and in which they

shall live forever, and which Mr. Maurice chooses to call our " body.''

Thus our bodies rise. This " flesh and blood," this " corruption."

this " disgraceful " appendage to our proper selves, which is laid in

the grave, will never, under any form, nor will any equivalent for it,

rise again. Mr. Maurice tells us that this has been added to us for

our sins; see pp. IGO, 1G9, of the "Essays;" though, how this

should be, in a world which he will not allow to be, in any proper

sense, fallen, we cannot understand. From this theory it must fol-

low that the body in which our Saviour rose from the grave was not

the very flesh and blood with which his disciples had been familiar.

So startling a consequence, Mr. Maurice, indeed, does not state ;
but

this must be his real and secret doctrine. It agrees well with all

the negative indications of the Essays in the matter of our Lord's

resurrection ; and it also agrees, as we think, with the following ex-

tract from the work on the "Unity of the New Testament." We
must premise that Mr. Maurice very explicitly makes in the Essays

that distinction between what he calls the body and this corruptible

flesh and blood, which we have stated above, and that in quoting the

sixteenth psalm as a prophecy relating to our Lord, he reads, '* nei-

ther his body [not/c.s/0 did see corruption." See pp. 1*>0, lOO. ISO.

The passage from the " Unity. &c.," to which we have referred, is

M follows ! " The sense of a body," [the body of our Lord, considered

M the type and exemplar of the human body in general,] " delivered

Fourth Series, Vol. Vil.—14
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from the chains of death, essentially the same as it "was before, using

naturally, as its own, powers which had been hidden, or had only

occasionally come forth, is one part, not the only, or perhaps the

chief part, of the revelation. Its capacity of vanishing and of reap-

pearing is felt to indicate the possibility of a spiritual presence,

which may be continually near, and in which men may be meant

ever to abide."—Pp. 301, 30:2. See on the subject of this paragraph,

the Essays last referred to—YlII, XI, and XII.*

As to the doctrine of the Trinity in Unity, Mr. Maurice believes

in it, much as it appears to us, as a Xeo-Platonist might have done,

apart from all f;iitli in the evangelical relations and offices of the

three persons. Hence he can afford to postpone his Essay on this

subject (Xo. XVI—and in the first edition, the last) to the very

close of the volume.

The concluding Essay, with reference to the teaching of which

Mr. Maurice was dismissed from King's College, is an expansion of

"what was the last part of the sixteenth Essay. The subject is

" Eternal Life and Eternal Death." Of course Mr. Maurice cannot

believe in the final and judicial punishment of any. This Essay,

accordingly, is an attempt to separate from eternal death, as spoken

of in Scripture—and if from this, also frofa eternal life—the idea

of finality and cvcrlastingness.

The moral basis of all this theological scheme, Mr. Maurice at-

tempts, as might be expected, to establish in the divine " charity."

"Charity," accordingly, is the title of the first Essay. But the

charity of which he sjioaks is not merely an attribute, the nature of

which he docs not define, but one in regard to the true idea and

character of which he says, plainly, he does not think it needful to

raise a point with any one, whether infidel or believer. A vaguer,

weaker, more unsatisfactory essay than this first we never read. Of
course, the argumentative worth of that Avhich argues nothing, and

attempts to define nothing, cannot be much. Evangelical divines

also would found any theological scheme they m.ight lay down upon
the moral basis of the divine "charity," or love; but then, they

>Y0uld take care to define what is to be understood by this.

In a necessarily restricted article like the present, it is impossible

for us to give a fuller outline than we have now done of the scope

^ There is notliing against vrhioh Mr. Maurice more frequently speaks in his

Essays than against Gnosticism ami I'antheism, except, indeed, evanjrelical ortho.

doxy. Yet those who arc acquainted with th^; characteristics of Gnosticism Tvill

at once recognise in such views as are referred to above, some curious points of

coincidence with that early heresy; and as to Pantheism—his doctrine of the

identity of all m?n with the Son of God is a manifest approximation to PantheisoL
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and contents of Mr. Maurice's volume, or to attempt to establish

and illustrate the correctness of the outline we have given by ade-

quate quotations. But those Avho have the "Essays" will easily

test the accuracy of our representations ; and, indeed, the general

sicope of Mr. Maurice's doctrinal innovations is by this time so well

known, that intelligent and well-informed persons will be able to

judge, in general, of the consistency and probability of the view we
hnve given. We shall proceed now to notice more particularly a

few selected points.

We have said that, on Mr. Maurice's theory, God does not appear

characteristically or properly as the Creator, or the Lawgiver and

Ruler of men, but merely as their Father—their Father, not by grace,

but by nature—and the Father equally of all, inasmuch as all are

equally identified with the Son of God. In illustration of this, we
shall proceed to quote some passages from >\lr. Maurice's second

Essay on " Sin." Here Mr. Maurice first misrepresents—distorts,

we must say—and brands with harsh words, and biting sneers, the

common theological view of sin, as an offence committed against the

law of God, which God is bound to visit with punishment, (pp. 10-

21,) and then he proceeds to give us his own impressions upon the

subject. We wish we could give the whole of the passage in wliich

ho does this ; it possesses much eloquence, much plausibility, and

some truth, though it seems to be often more truthful than, taking

Mr. Maurice as his own interpreter, we are at libeily to believe it

really is, and the impression it produces would be very much weak-

ened, if Mr. Maurice had not, according to a common device of "new

lights," used orthodo.x language, such as finds an echo in every sin-

licr's breast, to convey his own unorthodox sense.

But our limits force us to compress, and to quote nothing but what

is essential. When Mr. Maurice says that, at some moment, the sin-

ner "may be forced to feel, '1 did this act, I thought this thought;

it was a wrong act, it was a wrong thought, and it was 7nine
;' " he

of course expresses a truth of which every man is consciou.<;, but

throws upon this truth no light of his own. When ho says, tiiat, " at

such a moment, there will come a sense of eternity, dark, unfathom-

able, hopeless," we must remember that by eternity Mr. Maurice,

JLS he explains in his last essay, very particularly understands some-

thing out of and above sense and this world, but with which no idea

of cverlastingness, or of duration, in any sense or degree, is associ-

•it<^d. Whcn'he tells us, that, to the awakened sinner, "anything is

t>ettcr than the presence of this dark self," and that "to be dogged

by that night and day " is " torture and death," we must remember,

that, a few pages further on, (p. 29,) he defines the "sense of sin"
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as " essentially the sense of solitude, isolation, distinct, individual
responsibilit}'."

"When we read, that the sinner having thus " arrived at the con-
viction, ' I am the tormentor—evil lies not in some accidents, but in
me,' is no more in the circle of outward acts, outward rules, outward
punishments"—we are to understand the plain sense to be, that the
convinced sinner has no sense of an outward objective law, the law
of God, which he has violated, and that he has no apprehension of
any outward punishment for the violation of that- law. He is in " a
more inward circle—a very close, narrow, dismal one,"—that is, he
is shut up to and in himself; he has a dark sense of solitude, isola-
tion, distinct, individual responsibility," as to what he shall become,
what he shall make of himself, whether he shall be lonely, or at large,

selfish or loving, by and for himself, or one with God and with his
fellows. Out of this circle. Mr. Maurice tells us, " he can only emerge,
when he begins to say, ' I have sinned against some Being—not
against sociery merely, not against my own nature merely, but
against another, to whom I was bound.' xVnd the emancipation will

not be complete, till he is able to say—giving the words their full

and natural meaning—

'

Father, I have sinned against thee"—
Pp. 22, 23.

^_«' Think of aiiy sermftn of a Mothodist proaclier. which roused the heart of a
Kiugswrtxl co!lii-r, or <.!' a dry. hani. Ibrinal man, or of a contented, selt-right-
eous boaster of his n-Ii-ion, in tlio list century. You will sav the orator talked
of an infinite j.-ini^hment, which Cd mi..j;ht 'inflict on them' all. if thev contin-
ued di>o!)odi.jnt. ]lc iiuiy liavc talked of that, but he ^vould have talked till
doomsday, if h,,- had not sj)okon anotlier lancuaire too, -which interpreted this
and mto ^vhicli the consci-nce nipidly trandated it. He spoke of an infinite
«n; he sfiokc of an infinite Im-e ; he spoke of that which -was true then,
whatever mipht become true hereafter. He said, ' Thou art in a wron-r state •

hell IS about the.-. Cod would brin- thee into a riuht state: he -ft-ould save'
thee out ol that h.-ll.' The man believed the words; something within him
told huu they were true; an-l tJiat tbr the first time he had heard truth, seen
truth, been hunseli true I cannot tell what vanities and confessions miTht
come to him allerward, Irom his own dreams or the crudities of his teachers"
•—Pp. 2C>, 27.

This, then, was the secret of the amazing power and success of the
early Methodist preachers ! No single objective truth of Christ's
gospel had anything to do with it. It was not the preaching of the
law which was the means of awakening sinners ; it was not the proc-
lamation of salvation through the ransom price of Christ's blood,
which brought these awakened siimers to faith and pardon. These
things were but the " crudities " of the Methodist " teachers." No,
it was the mere abstract truth tliat God is love. Love without law,'

pardon without satisfaction to holiness—this is the gospel which'.
Mr. Maurice says, roused the hearts of colliers, and of fbrmalists and
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Pharisees, whether dry and hard, or contented boasters. Docs Mr.

Maurice rcall}' know anything of the history of Methodism, that ho

thus speaks ? or, can a man who knows anything of human nature

believe that thus to exhibit the supreme Ruler, as a " mere imago

of good nature," will either awe or win any, whether publicans or

Pharisees, to repentance and righteousness ?

Throughout this essay, God is represented only as a Father. lie

is called by no other name but God and Father, '' the Father of a

family," (p. 20,) "a Father, actually related to us," to all alike, "by

the closest, most intimate bonds," (p. 31.) This is what we were

prepared to e.^pect. The Scriptures, however, while they represent

him as the Father of all who believe in Christ, represent him also as

"the righteous Judge," "the Judge of all the earth," as him who is

"just, and the justifier of him who believeth in Jesus," as the " Holy

One," as " glorious in holiness."

If Mr. Maurice holds such views as to the nature of sin, it will,

of course, be anticipated that he is quite as remote from evanj;el!cal

orthodoxy on the subject of depravity. lie does, indeed, admit tliat

there is a universal prevalence of sin, that there is in all men '• ])ravity

as a fact ;" nay, having subscribed the thirty-nine articles, he does not

hesitate to employ in his own sense the phrase " infection of nature,"

and to admit that this belongs to all men. But yet he denies dc-

pravif/j of nature, in any sense ; he will not allow a con-natural bias

in human nature, as fallen toward that which is evil. In a word, ho

plainly implies that men are born, essentially, in the same moral

condition in which Adam was created; that human nature is the

same, not only in its elements, but in the proportion and balance of

those elements, as it was originally. Hence, in order to reconcile

this position with his admissions as to the actual prevalence of sin,

he throws all the blame and burden of the world's universal sinful-

ness at the door of the evil spirit.

"When I speak of the belief in the existence and presence of an evil ypint,

as characteristic of the Gospels, I mean this :—that in them, first the idea of a

spirit, directly and absolutely opposed to the Father of lights, to the God ol

absolute goodness and love, bursts full upon us._ There first we are tnu-ht

that it is not merely something in peculiarly evil men, which is conteu'iinp

a^'Jiinst the good and the true ; no, nor something in all men :
that Go<l ha^ an

antagonist ; and that all men, bad or good, have the saiue. There, lir-t, this

ant;\lronist presents himself to us, alto'jcther as a spirit, Avith no vi.-iblo >h:i]><- or

elotiiing whatsoever, &c. With tlicse^discoveries, another is always coniu-.:t«Ml

:

that this tempter speaks to me, to mvself, to the will ; that over ibat he h.u« es-

tablished his tyranny; that there his chains must be broken; but that id. things

in nature, with the 'soul and the body, have partaken and do iiartake of the

slavery to which the man himself has submitted."
_

" I simply state these propositions ; I am not going to defend tliem. If they

cannot defend themselves by the light which they throw on the anticipations
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and difficulties of the Luman spirit, by the hint of deliverance they offer it, by
the horrible dreams which they scatter, my arguments would be -worth noth-
ing."—Pp. 44, 45,**** «*»*»

" When men in the old time would have said bravely, meanin-T what thev
said, ' We are engaged in a warfare with an evil spirit, he is trying to separate
us from God, to make us hate our brotlu-en :' wc talk of the depravity of our
nature, of the evil we have inherited fmni Adam. Now, that every child of
Adam has this infection of nature, I must entirely and inwardly believe.* But
to say that this infection forces us to commit sin, is to say what the Jews of old
said, what the prophets denounced as the most liagrant denial of God :

—

]Ve are
delivered to do all tJicsc nhominations. And it is the very close approximation
which we make in some of our jxtpular statements to this detestable heresy,
which has called fortli an indignant and a ri-jrhteous protest from many classes

of our countrymen, the Unitarians being in some sort the spokesmen for the
rest. ^VllL'n we try to avoid this censure, it is by the very feeble and pusil-

Inninious course of introducing modifications into the broad phrases with which
wc started, modifications that make tiiem mean almost nothing. We maintain
the 'absolute, universal, all-pervading depravity' of human nature; but then
there are 'beautiful relics of the divine image,' 'fallen columns,' &c. ;—pretty
metajihors, no dmibt ; but who wants metaphois on a subject of such solenm
and personal interest V'—Pp. 48, 40.

Mr. Maurice's theory, however, as Dr. Candlish has well shown,

will not account for the facts of the case. How can it be that in the

case of every man, if human nature still retains its integrity, " the

tempter has established his tyranny over the will," so that "all

thiiig.s in nature, with the soul and the body, have partaken and do
paiiake of the slavery to which the man himself has submitted?"

]\Ir. Maurice attempts to explain ignotiim per i^notius. We appre-

hend that to account for so " universal " and " absolute" a submission

to the t^-ranny of the evil spirit, it will be needful to presuppose

something equivalent to a " universal " and " absolute " pravity of will

and nature in mankind.

Essays 11 and III, on " Sin" and the "Evil Spirit," are naturally

followed by Essay IV, on " The Sense of Righteousness in Men,
and their Uiscuvery of a Kcdeemer." We have already intimated,

that, in reference to the principles and bearing of Mr. Maurice's

peculiar theology, this is the most significant and suggestive of the

"Essays." We can only, however, afford to quote from it very

sparingly. The whole essay is founded on the book of Job. The
experience of Job is considered as substantially representative of the

experience of every sufferer; and therefore, since all men, more or

° "Infection of nature." This is the phrase he has subscribed to. See the

ninth article of the Church of JinjrlaniJ. t'oinparc with this sentence what imme-
diately precedes, and also the latter sentences of the quotation. Compare also

what is said betore, (p. 4G,) "Neither body nor soul can be in itself eviL Each
is in bondage to some evil power." But Mr. Maurice can go very far in using
orthodox phrases.
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less, are sufferers, of the experience, at some time and in some meas-

ure, of every man.

" Every thoughtful reader of the book of Job must have been struck by two
characteristics of it, which seem, at first sight, altogether iucousistent.

' The
ButVoring man has the most intense personal sense of his own evil. He makes
abo' the most vehement, repeiited, passionate, protestations of his own right-

eousness."—F. 54.»*******
*' I believe most clergymen, most religious persons, who have convcrycd at

all seriously with men of any clas<, from the most rcflued to the mo.-t ignomiit. j

in any state of mind, from that of the most contented Pharisee to tliat of the

lowest criminal, have another test of the authenticity of the book as a record of

actual humanity. They hear from one and ail, in some language or other, tin-

assertion of a righteousness which they are sure is theirs, and which cannot

be taken from them. They may call themselves rai?erable sinners; some of

them may feel that they are so; some may tremble at the judgment which
tliey think is coming upon them for their sins. But in all there is a secret

reserve of belief, that there is in them that which is not sin, which is tlie very

opposite of sin. AVhen you tell them the feeling is very wrong, tliat ' (ioJ

be merciful to me ' is the only true prayer, that God's law is very holy, that

they have violated it, and so forth,—they will listen—they may assent. From
prudence, or deference to you, they may suppress the offensive jjhntse, or

change their tone. Those will not be the be-t and honestest who do so." ....
" I^ach man has got this sense of a righteousness, whether he realizes it dis-

|
tinctlv or indistinctlv, whether he expresses it couracreouslv or keeps it to 9

himself."—Pp. 60, 61.
-

^

i******•" 1

*'"\Vc say, we wish to bring the sinner, weary, heavy-laden, and hopolis>, to 1

Christ." .*. . . "Do we not really believe that Christ was, betbre he t«x>k {

human flesh and dwelt among us ? Do we not suppose that he actually con-
J

versed with prophets and patriarchs, and nuide them aware of his presence ? 1

Or is this a mere arid dogma, which we prove out of Pearson, and which h.-u ?

nothing to do with our inmost convictions, with our very life ? How has it i

become so ? Is it not because we do not accept the jSi^ew Testament explana-
J

tion of these appearances and manifestations ; because we do not believe tliat J
Christ is in every man, the source of all light that ever visits him, the rwt of ^
all the rlofhteous'thoughts and acts that he is ever able to conceive or doV"

—

i

Pp. 63, 64. I

" "We say boldly to the man who declares that he has a righteousness which 3

no one sha'll remove from him— ' That is true, you have such a righteousness. 1

It is deeper than all the iniquity which is in you. It Hes at the very ground
\

of your existence. And this righteousness dwells not merely in a l.aw which 1

is condemning you, It dwells in a Person in whom you may trust. The right- I

eous Lord of man is with you, . . . nigh you, at your heart.' "—P. CG.
|

The same idea underlies the following essays (V and \\) on
|

"The Son of God" and "The Incarnation," and is in some parts. \

especially pages 81-84, and page 117, very explicitly restated. We
|

cannot, however, attempt to trace the line of speculati^-n which runs
j

through these essays; neither shall we analy7.e the foll'jwing essay
j

on "The Atonement." We have already indicated the position
j.

which Mr. Maurice of necessity maintains on this subject. Per-
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haps, however, this may be the fittest place to refer specifically to

those sad and shameful misrepresentations of the evangelical doc-

trine of "atonement," Avhich so unhappily distinguish this work,

and abound in every part of it. At page 126, Mr. Maurice speaks

of evangelical views on the subject of the relations between God
and man, as " dark and horrible thoughts respecting our Father in

heaven and our fellow-creatures on earth, which exist among us, and

which we have adopted from heathenism." This is about an aver-

age sample of the phraseology which Mr. Maurice is accustomed to

employ in stigmatizing the views of the vast majority of earnest

Christians throughout the world. In this sort of thing Mr. Maurice

is a worthy follower of Priestley and Bclsham. So far, indeed, from

having, when he left the fellowship of Unitarians, lost their princi-

ples and animus in reference to the peculiar evangelical type of

theologj',—the theology of Cowper, and Wilberforce, and Buxton,

and Archbishop Sumuer,—he gives ample proof in this volume that

he has fully inherited their spirit, and highly cultivated his inherit-

ance. We may |)articularly refer, in proof of this assertion, to pages

xiii, xxiii, x.w, 10, I'J, OO, 48, the whole of the essay on the Atone-

ment, to pages 205, 20G, and the concluding essay on Eternal Life

Vid Eternal Death. Tlie most Antinomian type of ultra- Calvinism,

as conceived and adnptc<l by men of the grossest minds and the

most fierce and fanatical tempers, does not come up to his repre-

sentations of the ordinary doctrine and feelings of evangelical

Christians of the nineteenth century. We shall not take upon our-

selves the irksome and disgusting task of quoting his misrepresent-

ations ; but shall merely give one admirable passage from Dr. Cand-

lish's examination of the essay on the Atonement, in which most

of them are britdy but sufficiently corrected :

—

_
" There is notliinjr new in these objections against the doctrine of a vica-

rious or expiatory sairificc. Thty liavc been urged by Unitarians, and fully

answered, times without number. The novelty Is to find them in a defence
of tlie doctrine of the atonement: and the surpassincr wonder is to see an
Kngli>li theologian, at thi-; hour, so thorouglily ignorant of what really is the
doctrine of ' Archbishop ^Magce,' and those who hold in substance his views,
and at the same time so dogmatic in claiming for himself the authority of the
Bible and the creeds, witluuit once glancing at the texts, or at the" articles

which directly bear upon tlie (juestion at issue. (P. 148.) Let the case be
fairly stated for the defenders of the current evangelical belief We do not
hold that Christ, in any sense, changed the will of the Father. We do not
hold that the atonement nioveil the Father to love the world, but that the

Father so loved the world as to provide the atonement. "We do nut admit
the sulistitution of Christ in th.- room of the guilty to be artificial ; we believe

it to be real and actual ; we believe it to be tlie gracious appointment of the

sovereign will of God ; and we believe that, because Christ is the actual repre-
sentative of men, he is on tliat very account qualiOed to be their substitute.

We do not put Christ's endurance of inconceivable suifeiings as our substi-
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tute, Instead of bis entering into our actual uilserios and bearing our eriefs

;

wo believe both. "\Vc believe in the sympathy of Christ with us, as well aa in

tbo substitution of Christ for us ; and we believe the sympathy to be all the
more tender and true on account of the substitution. AVe do not believe that

Ik; rescued men out of the hand of Gcm.1, by paying a penalty to him ; but as

Hstle do we believe that he rescued them out of the pov.crof an cncinv by
vieldiug to his power. We believe that he did not yield to the em-niv's power,
Lut tiiumphed over it. lie yielded to death, not because the cncmv had anv
power over him, but because the Father gave him the cup to <irink. Wv <io

not put 'penalty for sin' instead of 'sin' in the passage about tin- F-ninli of
God taking away the sin of the world. But we ask, what persons aei-u.-iumid

to the sacrificial language and ideas of the Old Testament would undei>tand
by that phrase ? And we ask, what that other passage means, ' Christ hath
reileemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us V We do
not suppose that Christ has destroyed the counexion between sin and death.

We hold, that he Las ratitled and confirmed it more emphatically than it' ;Ul

sinners had perished. The Holy One, taking the responsibility—the cruilt

—

of our sin upon himself, accepted the wages of sin, which is death. We do
not .say that the law must execute itself. The Lawgiver must execute his own
bw; and it is for him to judge if, in any instance, a substitute may stand fur

tlie guilty. We do not represent God as satisfied by the punishment of sin.

Wc speak, indeed, of the justice of God, or liis holy law, being sati-fiotl,—its

claims being met.—its violated majesty being vindicated,—when sin I- jiun-

isbed. But this is a very dillerent thing from representing God as fe'-liuL' a
porso!ial satisfaction in punishing a sin; which is clearly Mhat the autiior

means to ascribe to us. We hold strongly, that God can be sati-fied only

when be beholds bis own image in man, as he did at first, and in Clirist Jesua

docs again.. AVe believe, finally, that the death of Christ is a sacrifice, Ixnh

because it is the entire surrender of the whole spirit and body to GikI, and
also because this surrender implied that be bore our sins in bis own person

on the cross.' We believe that it is not a sacrifice of man to God, but a sacri-

fice for man ; the sacrifice, the vicarious and expiatory sutlerlng of the repre-

sentative of man, the substitute for man,—the man Christ Jesus, who gave
biniself a ransom for all,—who gave bis life a ransom for the many.

'*
' It moves one's deepest sorrow to see a man like this author trying to gain

bis case by mere abuse of the opposite counsel. Let it be granted that iu

popular statements of the doctrine of the atonement unguarded expressions

may be found. Surely one so learned an<l so charitable ought to know tliat

be is fighting against a wooden Sohlan,—a mere man of straw; and tluit be is

oflciisivcly caricaturing a beliet", which to the very many poor afflicted ones is

the very lite of their souls- Is be not aware, that the true and only idea ho

J'as to deal with is the idea of substitution ? Let him expunge that idea.—not

lo(jsc declamation about it,—not ignorant perversions of it,—but the Idea itsell,

—out of the Bible, out of the creeds. Let him expunge it out of the great

conscience of mankind. Then bis cause is vfon.' "•^Candlish's Examination,

pp. 228-23L

Passing over all the intervening essays, VIII to XVI, on the

Resurrection, Justification, Regeneration, the Ascension, the .lu.lg-

mcut Day, Inspiration, the Holy Spirit, iha Unity of the Cliurch,

aJid the Trinity in Unity, we come to the last, the subject of ^vhich

»8 " Eternal Life and Eternal Death."

On this subject the only question with us is, " What srvith the

Lord?" The problem of the government of the universe is too
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vast for us to undertake to investigate it a priori. When the Divine

Governor has himself revealed to us his method and principles, we
think a posteriori arguments may be found to justify the ways of

the Almighty. But such arguments should always be kept in their

right place ; and the ablest and most comprehensive system of argu-

ment must always leave very much unconsidered—because there

must ever be very much unknown by us in our dim and distant

seclusion—that is most essential to a right understanding and satis-

factory determination of the whole question. Besides, if we were

disposed to discuss this question with Mr. jNIaurice, we should at

once be stopped by the fact that ho and we disagree upon funda-

mental principles. It is certain that he must reject the doctrine of

the eternal punishment of the wicked, because he does not believe

in punishment at all. In fatherly chastisement he does believe, but

not in punishuicnt. On his principles, the government of the uni-

verse is carried on without law—in the proper sense. He knows
nothing of any outward objective law ; the only law he believes in

is an inward, instinctive, impulsive principle of love. His scheme
does away with probation in any sense, unseats the Supreme Judge
from his tribunal, and resolves into powerless metaphor and peri-

phrasis the judgment day. Judicial sentence and punishment can,

therefore, have nu place in his theory. The eternity of punishments,

then, is not the question in controversy with Mr. ^laurice.

Mr. Maurice does not plainly state this. To discuss or argue is

not his vocation—only to teach ; as he thinks his audience may be
able to bear it, and to denounce what he dislikes. He follows in

this c.^say his usual plan. With fearful profanity he exhibits a

gross exaggeration and caricature of the most repulsive and mate-
rialized type of supralapsarian Calvinism, and denounces this as the

common faith of evangelical Cliristendom. Thus he endeavours to

effect his purpose by a most unfair and discreditable argumenturn
ad invidiam. In this, however, there is nothing new. It is the old

device of infidels and semi- infidels in every age. It would not have
been surprising in a coarse Unitarian of the last age. But it is sur-

prising—in this re.=;pect it is something new and passing strange

—

in a cultivated clergyman of the orthodox Episcopal Chm-ch of Eng-
land, in the middle of the nineteenth century.

The only point in Mr. Maurice's last essay which calls for notice

from us in this article, is the criticism, if such it may be called, by
which he endeavours to explain away from tiie word eternal—par-

ticularly as used in Matt, xxv, 4G, to designate the life of the right-

eous, and the punishment of the wicked—any idea of everlasting-

ness.
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Mr. Maurice admits that the word a^vtoq would very naturally

have conveyed the sense of everlastingness to the ordinary Greek

;

but inasmuch as it is used in Scripture to designate the nature of

(Jod, and of that life which consists in the knowledge of God, he

holds that the signification of everlastingness must be quite inade-

quate to the word as employed by the sacred writers. Js'either will

be allow that, as applied to the nature of God, the word may iuive

the high sense of '• without beginning as well as without end,'' and

in other cases merely the sense of " endless'' or " everlasting." lie

affirms that, to whatever subject applied, the adjective must of

necessity signify the same quality. He therefore contends that the

true sense of the word eternal, as used in Scripture, is that icJdch

is fixed and absolute, above and apart from tijne, altogether aloof

from the idea or sphere of duration, change, or succession. This

is the eternity of God ; this is the eternity of holy life; this is the

eternity of punishment for the wicked. But, surely, Mr. ^Maurice

does not think that the same quality of fixedness and absoluteness.

apart from and above all change, succession, or duration, which

belongs to the self-existent God, also belongs to the derived life of

the saint, and to the punishment of the wicked. If this could be

the case, we do not see how the prospect would be at all less dark

for the wicked than on the common interpretation. But the idea is

most-incongi-uous and monstrous. Let Mr. Maurice try as he will,

he must apply the word eternal in a different sense to the life of

saints and to the punishment of the wicked, from that in which he

would apply it to qualify the nature of God. Mr. Maurice's proof-

tc.xt from Scripture in favour of his view is John xvii, 3 :
" This is

hfe eternal, that they might know thee the only true God," t'cc.

Here he assumes that eternal is defined to be that which consists

in the knowledge of God. If this were the case, it would utterly

upset his theory; since how can the punishmerit of the wicked be

eternal in this sense, or how can the eternity of the Father of spirits

be said to consist in such knowledge ? But, in fact, all that St. John

teaches us is, that the knowledge of God is life, and that this life, as

it stands essentially related to the immortal spirit and the etenial

God, is in its nature and reach eternal.

As for the assertion that the popular sense of eternal is modem,

ind owes its prevalence to the sensational philosophy of Locke, it

is too futile to require examination. Indeed, Mr. Maurice's admis-

sion, that aiuH'iog in Greek and cplernus in Latin bore this sense

in ordinary, is a sufficient refutation. Mr. Maurice's sense of

eternal was never the popular sense, and never could have been.

Scholastic philosophers and divines have often propounded some
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such sense ; but the popular mind has never been able to con-

ceive it.

We need scarcely remark that even if Mr. ^laurice had suc-

ceeded in invalidating the force of that one text, (Matt, xsv, 46,)

Tft'hich so distinctly teaches the everlasting punishment of the

wicked, the doctrine he wishes to get rid of would still remain

inextricably bound up with Scripture teaching. The abiding con-

tinuance of future punishment—the hopelessness and helplessness

of all who die in impeuitency—is taught in a multitude of passages

in Scripture, v/here no word equivalent to eternal occurs ; and, if

wc den}' this, we must cease to seek for our doctrines in the revela-

tions of Scripture.

]\lr. Maurice declines to say distinctly whether he believes in

universal salvation or not. The fact is, he hardly can say, because

he does not believe in damnation in any sense. On his theory, pro-

bation is prolonged indefinitely, if we should not rather say that

probation is altogether done away. Men may be rebellious children,

and therefore unhappy ; but they are never condemned, and never

incapable of turning to God and being happy. At their worst

estate, the Son of God is with them and in them. The following

remarkable passage has a bearing upon this subject. It occurs in

Essay A""!!!, in the course of Mr. Maurice's explanation of our

Lords descending " into hell."

"I accept [thcve word.-] as news that there is no corner of God's uni-

verse over whirli his love has not l)roo<lcd. none over whith the Son of God
anil the Son uf man has not asserted his dominion. I claim a ricrht to tell

this news to e\ir_v pca-ant and bcLigar ot' the land. I may bid him rejoice

and give thanks, and sing merry songs to the God who made him, because

there is nothln? created wliich his Lord and Master has not redeemed, of

which he is not the King."—P. 162.

We feel tempted to remark upon the fact, that such views as we

have now exhibited have emanated from a clergyman of the Church

of England, who holds by and expounds in his own sense the Creeds

and the Articles; but we must come to a close. Our readers will

understand that we have only followed the main line of thought in

this scheme of heresy. There arc hundreds of slanders and falla-

cies which were lodged—often in shoals together—in every direction,

right and left, of our course ; but we could not go out of our way to

refute or expose them. Those who wish for a detailed examination

and refutation of these should procure Dr. Candlish's able volume;

the only fault of which is, that having filled to perceive the principle

which lies at the bottom of Mr. Maurice's theosophy, as we think

we may call it. the writer has not enabled his readers to attain to

a synthetic and comprehensive view of the whole scheme.
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Art. IV.—WlLLLUl JAY.

TSe Autobiography of the Rev. IVilliam Jay; with Reminiscences of some Dis-

tiiis:uisheii Contemporaries, Selcctioiisfrom his Correspondence, and Literary Re-

naint. Edited by Geop.ge Redford, D. D., LL. D., and John Angell Jame-s.

Ncw-Vork : Carter & Brothers. Two vols., 12mo., pp. 418, 330. lb5J.

In the preface to the Lite of Eev. Cornelius Winter, ^vrittcn by liis

c-arly protege and steadfast admirer, William Jay, of Butli, is

fiuud the following significant sentence:
—"For the purposes of

blogi-aphy, those lives are the most eligible that are the most

imltable; and these arc derived from characters that belong to

our own community, that are formed in the same relations and

conditions with ourselves; whose circumstances make us feel, for

the time, the emotions which would be excited by the same good

or evil happening to ourselves; whose attainments, while they re-

sulted from the divine blessing, appear not to have been preter-

natural, but were made under no greater advantages than our own;

whose progress was not less owing to the stroke of the oar than the

favourableness of the wind; whose excellences, while they do not

discourage us by their perfection, animate us by their degree ; whose

success teaches us, not how to be great, but how to be good and

happy; -ft-hose piety is not fluctuating, but steady; not visionary,

bill producing a beautiful correspondence to all the claims of the

station in which they are placed." This ideal character Avhich tlie

admiring young biographer supposed he saw so nearly realized in

his subject, found a much more complete realization in himself, as

he now appears in the records of his protracted and well-ordered life.

An active ministry of seventy years, and an uninterrupted pasto-

rate over the same Church and congregation of more than sixty, are

themselves things of very unusual occurrence in our changing and

'^iccrtain times. But wonder is changed to admiration when wo

learn that the subject of this unusual stability and continuity of ac-

tion so husbanded his resources and concentrated his efforts upon

his high calling, that with only moderate natural parts, and in s])ito

<^f a very inadequate early education, he not only attained to cmi-

^'"nce as a preacher of the gospel, but became a voluminous writer

;

*'•» that when now his voice is hushed in death, he still speaks to

i-''ultitades of the way of salvation. When the present generation

c-ime upon the stage of action the minister of Argyle Chapel, in Bath,

*fi-^ in the strength of his manhood, and had already attained to

cuiiucuce and notoriety, to which increasing years, without dimming
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the lustre of the reputation before attained, only added the soft

radiance of a long-delayed summer's sunset.

Such a character presents an unusually inviting theme for the

pen of the biographer. The -^hole Church has a heritage in the

memoirs of such a man, and universal humanity presents a claim

to those to whom the Avork belongs, for a properly prepared record

of his illustrious career. But the very excellences of character

which invite us to contemplate and admire, render the task of just

delineation especially difficult. Ordinary themes may be treated

by moderate talents, but greatness in the subject requires correspond-

ing qualities in him who would portray them for our admiration.

And as those objects Avhosc beauty consists in the symmetry of all

their parts rather than in some single striking feature require the

greatest skill in their delineation, so a character distinguished for no

one striking trait, but great in the possession and exercise of what-

ever contributes to a perfect man, is less easil}'- sketched than that

of the hero, statesman, or orator, whose characteristics are given in

a single word. It is not wondciful, therefore, that although the good

old man has gone to his final recompense, leaving an admiring world

gazing upon his vacant place, or contemplating his memory, as yet

no biography of him, at all answering to the demands of the case,

has been given to the public.

In making this remark, we intend not to express any disrespect

to the volumes named at the head of this paper. They are, indeed,

a valtirtble contribution to religious literature. But whoever shall

take them up. expecting to find in them a history of the eventful

career of their nominal subject, and a satisfactory estimate of his

character, is doomed to be disappointed. A little more than half of

the first volume is made up of what purports to be an autobiography

of ^Ir. Jay, but is rather a rapid sketch of his early life, and some
remarks upon his manner of life as a preacher, a pastor, a student,

and an author. These remarks, and the particular information they

convey, must be very satisfactory to those who, 'like the persons to

whom they were addressed in the form of familiar letters, were

already well informed as to all the general facts of the writer's his-

tory; to all others they cannot fail to be unsatisfactory. Some
atoends for the manifest barrenness of the autobiography are made
by the appended "obr^ervations" by the editors on the character of

the subject, as a preacher and a writer.

Greatness comes seldom by inheritance. It is sometimes innate,

but oftener accidental, or at best incidental. With Mr. Jay it was

certainly not of the first, for his ancestry is unusually obscure. In

entering upon his autobiography he felicitates himself that he has
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*' uot to trace a long and proud lineage ;" and adds, " If any great and
illustrious individuals have been found among my ancestors, they have

not- been ascertained in my famil}^ in my own time." The name of

Jay. so renowned in American history, is well known to be of French
origin, the family being descended from a branch of the banished

Huguenots, who, nearly two hundred years ago, found an asylum in

tlie new world. It is not altogether improbable that the family of

the good old man of Bath was from the same original stock, but

removed to England by an earlier emigration.

Ills father was the son of a small farmer, but was himself a

mechanic,—a stone-mason ; and both the parents of our subject

are described as persons of ordinary natural endowments, of hum-

ble education, and plain, practical common sense, " upright;, consci-

entious, kind, tender, charitable according to their means, and much
beloved and esteemed in all the neighbourhood." It is not at

all wonderful that such a son should conie of such parents. Not
only does Providence disregard our artihcial social distinctions in

the endowments of the mind, but, on account of the simpler and

more inartificial modes of living which prevail among the moder-

ately poor, they often enjoy peculiar facilities for a vigorous mental

development, whenever opportunities are aflurded them. \Vhcre-

cver society is left free to adjust itself according to its own inherent

laws, there will be a steady elevation of the lower (not the lowest)

classes, and a like deterioration of the higher; while frequently

individuals, outstripping the tendency of their own class, Avill either

ascend or descend out of it, according to their own peculiar

tendencies. Of this rule, on its better side, Mr. Jay's case is an

illustrious example.

The story of the early school-training of celebrated scholars,

statesmen, and divines, often affords strange and deeply interesting

lessons. Of Mr. Jay's education, beyond the family circle, or rather

of the two great agencies of that education, the Church and the

fchool, he gives this account :

—

"Tbe Presbyterian minister on whom we attended was a Ciarkian Arian,

(but he never dealt much in doctrines,) a very <lry and dull preacher, but a

l<^vely character, and exceedingly tender-hearted, kind, and generous
From my eai-liest remembrance he kindly and gently noticcil me, and when
1 Was able to read he presented me with the first two publications I cvfrralliil

"'}' own Books were then very scarce in villages ; at Ica.'-t few

^^me in my way.
" Tlie ("•hoofing of the village was of course very limited, and had noihJn;T

^^5 awaken or expand the mind beyond the commonest clomi-nl> i-f reading,

frilitig, and vulgar arithmetic. In this humble education I sliaivd ; bnt I

^n say nothing more : to any literary or intellectual advantage or excitement
i ^as a stranger."—Pp. 21, 22.
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His early life gave no indications of his future career. He
learned to read Avith difuculty; and having few opportunities to
advance any further, this Avas for a time the extent of his attain-
ments. He -was a lover of nature, as are most chikU-en ^yllo are
kept from vicious indulgences and associations; and his childish
fancies, like those of others, amused themselves in building airy
castles of future greatness. At this point it seems probable he
'would have remained fixed, to live and die as his predecessors had
done,—unconscious of the powers within him, unknowing and
unknown,—had not an occurrence, quite accidental as to hims° If in
its procurement, arrested his attention, and thenceforth permanently
detei-mincd both iiis character and course of life.

The state of religion in Tisbury, at the time in question, as
in the generality of English villages at that date, was not pros-
perous. Yet the awakening which had begun to be felt a quarter
of a century before in various parts of the kingdom, and had
now reached almost every hamlet, had come to this place also. A
wealthy gcnth-man, furmerly a resident of the village, aware of
the spiritual destitution of its people, procured and licensed a place
of worship in it, to which the itinerant evangehsts, then becomino-
somewhat numerous, and all known by the common name of
Methodists, were invited. ^Vith this event the early religious
history of our subject is intimately connected. But before ""pro-
ceeding to the statement of facts in the case we will pause to" con-
sider a passing remark, giving his own views of the subject thus
brought to our notice :

—

" Some people love to talk of being bom again, and of their bein^r made
new creatures, with a kind of physie-al certainty and exactness : and refer to
their conve!-siou5, not as the real commencement of a work which is to con-
tinue increasing through life, but as something which may be vkwe4 as a
distinct and uni.ine experience, immediately produced, originated, ar.d
finished at once

: and pc-f.-ctly determined as' to its time, and place, and
mode ot accomplishment

; but I hope this is not necessary, for / hai-r no
surh ,m,-raurc or n ms'y r to njjur,!. A distinction is not alwa'vs made between
deprave.l n:Uure and actual tran-jrcs-sion. All are sinners, and all have come
short ot the glory of God : but all are not proHigate, nor, in this sense do aU
speak of thcui.elvcs as they had been the chief of sinners. ReMraint from
evil IS a mercy, as well as san-tili.ation and aood works. I cannot sr.eak, as
some do, of going great lengths m iniquity, and thercbv rendering- a work of
grace more sure and inore divine. I bless God, I was from my childhood free
from [gross] immoralities."—P. "20.

Probably some who have read, or may hereafter read this para-
graph, will be offended with its seeming superlicialncss, and espe-
cially with its apparent reflection upon the experience and confes-
sions of others, whose convictions for sin have been more pungent
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than his seem to have been, and whose sense of the change, -when

partlon was sealed upon their hearts by the divine Comforter, w;\s

uiorc clearly and pointedly indicated. The subject is worthy of a

careful examination ; and its proper adjustment requires the exer-

cise of mutual candour. Mr. Jay's language in this case may bo a

little unfortunate; but we are unwilling to believe that anything is

intended that ought to offend any real child of gi-ace. The toniKS

"born again" and "made new creatures" are certainly Scriptural

expressions, employed by divine inspiration to indicate a most im-

portant fact in individual religious experience. The terms them-

selves, therefore, as well as the facts and phenomena which they

necessarily imply, should be accounted sacred, and carefully pre-

served from contempt. But it is plain, beyond a question, that many
of the phenomena of religious experience are variable, and subject

to great modification, both from original constitution of mind and

from the facts of individual history. Some minds are more sus-

ceptible to conviction than others, and especially is there a wide

difference in the emotional exercises of different minds, under the

influences of such convictions. Perhaps there never was a case of

religious awakening in which its subject was not somewhat

instructed in the gospel way of salvation, so that the bittorne:-s of

remorse and the anguish of guilty fear were modified by the hfvfH-s

of forgiveness, and the assurance of the divine placability. In ;ill

Each cases there is a conflict between the desponding and hcpcful

tendencies of his nature, and the prevalence of the one or the other

is affected by a variety of facts and circumstances. With the fear-

ful and hypochondriacal the sense of guilt often produces the most

fearful agony of spirit, while the more hopeful and buoyant look

with a comforting assurance to ' the provisions and promises of

grace. So, too, where the natural depravity of the heart has been

but partially developed, and where the conduct has been steailily

imdor the influence of moral restraints, and the character partiriUy

furmed on the basis of truth and right, we may not expect the same

deep compunctions and self-condemnations as in the case of an

awakened profligate, or long-practised trans,gi-essor. And as in

that case the outward change of manners is less remarkable thnn

in this, so, since the internal conflict is less violent, the point of

transition will be less surely determined, and even the sjtiritual

revolution will not be so clearly a matter of immediate con?cious-

liess. These remarks, however, can be applied only gen-'rally, as

doubtless there are many cases to Avhich they would not be perti-

nent. We are far from pretending that the operations of the divine

Spirit are all governed by laws as fixed and invariable as the forces

Fourth SEr.iEs, Vol. YII.—15
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of nature. " The wind blo^yeth wliere it listeth .... so is

[it with] every one that is born of the Spirit."

It is certainly no cause of surprise, nor just occasion of doubt as

to the genuineness of his conversion, that the experience of our

young villager was not marked by those clear and sharp outlines

that have distinguished the moral transition of others. And while

we extend this candour to his case, we claim the like for those

whose experience has taught thorn that such references to the time

and circumstances of their conversion deserve better treatment than

they often receive. That there was formerly, especially among
the old Puritans, and to some extent among the early Methodists,

both in England and in this country, a tendency to an excessive

valuation of the mere incidents of conversion, is gi-anted; but the

time of danger from that cause is wholly past. Our cause of fear

lies now on the opposite extreme—the tendency to treat only of

generalities in this thing renders it dangerous lest the speciality of

that great work, in which lies its essence and only value, should be

overlooked and forgotten.

The causes that led immediately to his making a profession of

religion, according to the evangelical notion, are thus stated :

—

" The private dwelling wliitli Mr. Turner had purcliased and Iieen.sed -was

first ii?ed fjr \vur>liiiw>:i the Suturday evening. 1 attended. The singing, the
extoni|)oi-aneou!?ne>s i.t' the addn-s.s, and the apparent airectiou and "earnest-

Bcs? ol' the sjieaker, jieeuliarly alleeted me ; and uhat he said of the ' faith-

ful Mving and vnrlliy of all a'l.eptati.m, that Je.<us Christ eanie into the
worKl to Nive' sinner.-;.' \va< liki> rain upon the mown grajs, or eohi water to a
thirsty souh J i^arcely blept that night for weeping and for jov."—P. 27.

He now continued to frccjuent the humble chapel, and soon, of

course, came to be recognised by its little society as a professor of

Christianity, after the new way. He mingled with them in their

social devotion, and was presently* called to lead in the exercise of

prayer ; and by his zeal and the correctness of his life he presently

attracted the notice of tln^sc who were more specially charged with

the oversight of this little baud of believers.

It was some time in the year 17S3, when William Jay was about

fourteen years old, that the Rev. Cornelius Winter, of JNJarlborough,

who, according to the practice of many evangelical ministers of his

time, itinerated through a considerable region of surrounding coun-

try, having his "appointments" arranged in a continuous '"circuit,"

added Tisbury to the number of his preaching places. Here the

youthful mechanic was among his constant and deeply interested

hearers—often attending in the same dress in which he prosecuted

his trade—and, by his apparent interest and evident intelligence,
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attracted the good man's notice. Among other methods of doing

rood, Mr. Winter was accustomed to receive a few lads of promising

character into his family, to be educated for the ministry. As ho

was from the first very much prepossessed in favour of the boy, he

presently proposed to himself and his parents the project he had

formed of removing the lad to his free seminary, or, more properly,

clerical gymnasium. The proposed arrangements AVt^re not diilicult

of accomplishment,—for poverty makes all changes easy,—and the

youthful stone-mason became an inmate of the dwelling of the itin-

erating evangelist—the youthful William Jay was domiciled with

the family of°the good Cornelius Winter. From the beginning, the

attachment between the two seems to have been unusually strong

and steady, and quite reciprocal. The instructor fancied he saw iu

his youthful protege the germs of future greatness, while he in turn

seemed to see all manner and degrees of excellences in his patron

and benefactor. The biography of Mr. Winter, the result of Mr.

Jay's earliest attempt at proper authorship, is a monument of their

mutual and deathless affection,—recording at once the excellences

of its subject and the lively gratitude of its author.

In his new position, young Jay was apprenticed to a new calling.

He had laid aside the hamm'er and trowel, and taken up the word of

the Lord. He was now to be taught and disciplined to become a

wise master-builder—building up the foundation of prophets and

apostles. And as his instruction in the rudiments of the matenal

art had been rather practical than theoretical, so now he was to

Icarn the business of preaching the gospel less by didactic instruc-

tions than by actual practice. At sixteen, such had been his pro-

ficiency, that he was regularly employed by Mr. Winter upon his

"circuit," and everywhere his coming was hailed with admiration

and pious joy. . . -

At nineteen, impelled by his poverty to make some provision tor

. his OAN-n maintenance, he reluctantly consented to assume the rcspon-

elbilities of pastor of the little Independent society at Christian Mal-

ford, in whose obscurity he hoped to be hidden till increased age and

experience should fit him for a wider field. But his concealment

was very imperfect. He was frequently called to olhcmte m the

larger to^vns of his vicinity ; and at length, having made the acquaint-

ance of the celebrated Rowland Hill, then at the height of his repu-

tation he was invited to preach in Surrey Chapel. The occasion ol

})i^ advent to the metropolis was one of no little interest b.,th to

himself and his audience. His fame had gone before him and ex-

pectatiou was on tiptoe. So great was the eagerness to hear him

that only a moiety of the congregation that assembled could gam
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access to the interior of the vast edifice ; yet they lingered about

the doors and windoT\'S, and after the services Avithin he was per-

suaded to address the multitude ;vithout from one of the -windows.

But few young men could escape such temptations with impunity.

We yield to the temptation which the subject ofiers, and turn aside

from the narrative to consider the question suggested by it, as to

the best manner of preparing for the work of the ministry, and the

propriety of allowing partially educated men to assume its functions.

It has been so often and steadily asserted, almost entirely without

dissent, that scholarship is highly desirable, if not absolutely essen-

tial, as a qualification for the sacred office, that to call it in question

may seem like temerity, if indeed it escape the suspicion of madness.

Nevertheless, we venture the opinion that great scholarship is neither

needful nor desirable for one whose chief business in life is to fill the

offices of a Christian pastor. That the Church needs scholarship in

her ministry is granted ; and that all ministers should " study to

show themselves approved workmen that need not to be ashamed,

rightly dividing the word of truth," is also conceded. But it is not

a legitimate inference to assume that therefore all ministers ought

to be ripe scholars. The pastoral office is itself a work sufficient to

fill the hands and the heart of any man; but he who would be a

scholar must make study the <^Qi\l business of his life. A man may
be an able minister of the iSew Testament without such an amount
of study as would seriously interfere with his pastoral duties; but

to become a scholar that shall be worth}' of the name, or successful

in his scholarship, he must sacriiice his pastoral work to his studies.

On the question of permitthig young and partially educated per-

sons to preach, Mr. Jay sugrjosts certain considerations, which, on

account of their practical wisdom, we copy and commend to the read-

er's consideration. After granting that some disadvantages result

from this course, especially among very young men, and with stu-

dents, he gives the following list of "compensatory advantages" :

—

' FfViV, Iloreliy pood was done in tlie conversion of sinners, in many in-

stances, some of which were very striking ; and what is the gain of the whole

•world to the value of one soul V

" Secnnilhj, The usajre tcn«lcd by its exercise, and by the preparation for it,

to keep the'niinds of the ?tutlcnt.- in things of God.
" Thirdhj, It was a great advanta^r,. to the young pupil to begin before he

knew too much, to fec-l certain diiricuhics, and to gain confidence and facility

by practice. And thus, ihouijh the scholar was injiireil, the preacher teas

benefitted"—P[>. U, 4-2.

These views were the settled convictions of their author, which

the observation of a long life, passed in circumstances pecuharly

favourable to the formation of a correct judgment in the case, seemed
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cnlv to confirm. In a letter to a friend, written m 1846, he re-

marks :

—

" Our preaching is too commonly of a cast, I am sorry to say, nottlio mo^t

cnlcubted to do good. The mathematics and classics arc good in their pla<-os;

but unless men have s.omething else, they will never make minislcrs of the New

'JVstanient."

After a little more than a year's residence ab Christian Mr.U<.rd,

uhile on a visit to Bristol, he became acquainted with Lady M;w-

well, to whom belonged Hope Chapel, at the Hotwells, then recently

opened. At the earnest solicitation of her ladyship, :Mr. Jay con-

sented to supply the pulpit temporarily, which he accordingly did

for nearly a whole year. He was strongly urged both by the ludy-

patroness and the principal persons of the congregation to become

the settled pastor, which at first he was inclined to do, but after-

ward changed his purpose. According to the usage of the times,

a "minister's house"' was attached to the chapel, at which the patron-

ess kept a kind of family establishment, residing there herself when

in those parts, and leaving it in the charge of a governess in her

absence. This governess Mr. Jay believed quite transcended her

rightful authority, and interfered with his by meddling too fredy

and dictatorially with the spiritual affiiirs of the society .and congre-

gation. In recording this part of his history he confesses that tlie

fault in the case may have been mutual, and confesses the many excel-

lences of his fair antagonist, but adds significantly :— *' With all my

regard for the sex, and submission in domestic affairs, I do notj.k-ad

for female ecclesiastical rule, whether supreme or subordinate."

While Mr. Jay was yet at Christian Malford he was called to fill

the pulpit of the Independent chapel at Bath, during the temporary

illness of its minister, the Bev. Mr. Tuppin, where he found great

favour with the people. The next year Mr. Tuppin's health entirely

gave way, and Mr. Jay was again often in his pulpit. During^ the

period between the two seasons of his temporary service at Bath.

Argyle Chapel was erected for the accommodation of the largely

increasing congregation that had been gathered by Mr. Tuppm's

ministry Tand when it was completed, its opening was for some time

delayed on account of the sickness of the minister,—it being xh<^

common wish of his people and himself that he should perform that

service. But as his recovery at length became ([uite despenuo it

was deemed inexpedient to wait any longer, and, with a km-i of pro-

plu-tic fitness, that service devolved on Mr. Jay. Soon after this

event occurred the demise of the good pastor, who with his expir-

ing breath named the young man from Bristol as his most eligible

euccessor, a nomination which the ofiicers of the Church and the
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society and congregation heartily approved; and the invitation that

soon followed was accepted without much hesitation by the pastor

elect. The ceremonies of ordination and induction took place without

unnecessary delay, and the hitherto young itinerant and village

preacher became, once for all, the pastor of Argylc Chapel, Bath.

The Rev. Mr. Winter, who for seven years had watched his upward
progress as that of a star of peculiar radiance, now seemed to see

his fullest expectation realized, as he offered the prayer of consecra-

tion and delivered the usual charge to his beloved son in the

gospel.

Hitherto the life of Mr. Jay had its share of vicissitudes ; but

thenceforward to the end,—a period of more than sixty years,—his

history is as barren of startling incidents, as it is rich in treasured

memories of unostentatious goodness, and the records of a life of

almost unparalleled ministerial usefulness. Into the details of that

history we do not purpose to enter, though it might be agreeable to

retrace a history so replete with blessings, both domestic and social,

and a ministry so abundantly crowned with the blessings of Heaven.

Few men could with equal propriety appropriate the language of

the ninety-first l*salni,—especially its closing declarations.

Our further rcwuirks must be confined to the consideration of the

more general features of the subject before us,—his character as a

man and a preacher, and especially the means and agencies by
which he achievcil such wonderful results.

In examining Mr. Jay's character, one is not so much struck

with any one commanding feature as Avith the symmetry of the

whole, and the almost perfect harmony of its parts. His intellect-

ual powers, though respectable, were not extraordinary. No one

capable of forming an intelligent opinion on the subject, would set

him do\m as either a profound thinker or an acute reasoner. In

these particulars ho made no pretensions himself, for he knew him-

self, and seldom or never ventured beyond his measure. Nor, as

has been shown, was he a man of much learning. His early

opportunities (if that term can be applied to the provision for

instruction enjoyed in his childhood) were exceedingly meagre

;

and when at fourteen he went to reside with Mr. Winter, he was

rather apprenticed to the business of preaching than put to school

to learn the sciences. Of scholarship neither he nor his preceptor

had any very precise notions : while he learned from the Bible and

a few books of devotional theology, and from the conversations of

his revered teacher, the matter of which he made up the body of his

village sermons. Before he had reached the years of his majority

he was charged with the care of a society, which, with constant
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preachlnjr, afforded him but little opportunity for general rcadinp;

and study. And these things, made probable by his early circum-

stances, are abundantly confirmed both by his subsequent history

and by his Avritten works.

Yet in one particular evidently his mind -was strongly marked.

lie had great steadiness of purpose and a commendable degree of

independence of character, and this gave him great efficiency of

action. This is observable in every part of his history, and tom-

pcred, as it was, by a sincere though not remarkably ardent pioty.

it made him really a greater man than many others of greatly

superior parts. To this trait of his mental character his physical

constitution contributed its part. The child of plain and honest

parents, he inherited a sound frame of body, which served him as

the efficient agent of an earnest and active mind; and by the

healthful flow of life's current his spirit was raised above hypochon-

driac vapours, and his capacity for both action and enjoyment

greatly enlarged. Men are generally but imperfectly aware of the

extent to which the condition of the body iniiucnccs the states uf

the mind, fashioning the character and determining the career of

the person. "NVe accordingly find that during his long Hie Mr.

Jay enjoyed a large share of good health,—that he was accustomed

to take hopeful views of airsubjects,—to see the bright si<le_of

every object —and so by expecting only good, as well as appreciat-

ing the present possession, he was fitted at once to contribute to the

happiness of others, and to accomplish his own purposes. To

these things we are doubtless to look as some of the chief causes

of his success in life ; though others, while acting a subordinate

part, aided essentially in that work. Gifted by nature with a

pleasing elocution, he found a ready access to the hearts of the

people,—for nothing so readily secures the favour of the hearers to

the speaker, as to be enabled to listen without effort, and to under-

stand without study, and at the same time to be gratified with

beauties, and have the mind elevated and carried forward by a

pleasing succession of images. Probably his want of profound

learning rather helped than hindered his acceptance with lii3

hearersT for people who have never taught themselves to think.—

that is all but one in a thousand,—do not wish to be cotnpclk-d to

the unwelcome duty, nor will they be interested with discourses

that rise far above or extend much beyond their own narrow range

of thought. Thev who watch for souls, ought to remember that

most persons will not consent to be taught much at once; and if

the preacher, taking advantage of his position, attempts so to teach

them, they in turn will avail themselves of their liberty of with-
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holding their attention or attendance from trie unasked-for lessons.

Readiness of utterance, a chaste but active imagination, and a

genial but not exuberant fancy, all aided in making him a favorite

with the "common people;"—and distinguished by this trait of

character, that class is almost universal. But happily for the per-

manence of his popularity, 2^1 r. Jay did not rely upon these

fortuitous advantages to the neglect of mental culture and steady

efforts to store his mind with the needed intellectual furniture.

Upon tliis rock many a promising young minister has made ship-

wreck. Elated with the manifestations of public favour, and for-

getting the evanescent nature of their means of commanding it,

—

that beauty soon cloys, unless it is associated with intrinsic worth

—that the fascinations of youth quickly pass away, and that the

crowd which has been drawn together by. novelty and occasional

excitement, can be detained only by something more substantial,

—

how many have studied only to please with meretricious beauties

when they should have been chiefly solicitous to profit by whole-

some truth, while the starving multitude have been fed on flowers

instead of fruits, and made to breathe delicious but enervating per-

fumes instead of the life-giving breath of heaven. A career con-

ducted in this wise is duomed to a speedy and inglorious termina-

tion ;—a descent more rapid than their ascent is as certain to all

who rely on such means of popularity, as the relations of cause and

effect,—a result that cannot be long delayed by the repetition of

worn-out anecdotes, and overwrought figures of speech, and a pro-

fuse use of high-sounding expletives, set off Avith a due proportion

of pro tempore emotion. Of this worse than folly William Jay
was never guilty.

Aware of the defectiveness of his education, and stimulated by
the favour shown toward his preaching, he from the beginning of his

public career made his preparations for the pulpit the great busi-

ness of his life. For this end he thought, and conversed, and read,

and wrote. He who, if any man might do so, might have relied on

his peculiar gifts, conducted himself as if he was ignorant of pos-

sessing any such unusual attraction. Each Sabbath found him in

his pulpit with a message to the people prepared for that occasion.

The constant attendants upon his ministry heard at each coming

what they had never before heard, and the stranger who heard him
for the first time discovered an earnestness and freshness in the

discourse that made him desire to listen again to the same voice.

Perhaps he had an ambition to be great ; but it was at once a lofty

and a holy ambition, and well did he choose his course to accom-

plish its purpose. " lie clearly saw," says one who both knew and
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apprccinted his character, " that, if he would do one great thing

well, he must concentrate his powers upon tJiat, and make every-

thing; else give place, or become subservient to it." This he did,

and the result is seen in his extensive usefulness and eminent

success. Had he divided his efforts, and sought to be a man of

general information,—a scholar as well as a preacher,—ho would

probably have attained to eminence in neither. And is there not

cause to suspect that the opposite course is too often the one pur-

sued by the more active and intelligent portion of our young

ministers, to the detriment at once of themselves and of their con-

gregations ?

A reference to some of Mr. Jay's characteristic peculiarities as

a preacher, w^ill illustrate both our general subject and the point

more specially under notice. As to his via?iner, we avail ourselves

of the remark of one of the editors of these volumes :

—

"iMr. Jay's voice was certainly one of the charms of his preachin";. It was

sonorous, but not load, alternating between bass and tenor; stronp: yet «ofl;

musical and flexible ; and more adapted to give expression to wliat is ten<lcr,

pathetic and solemn, than to what is lively, impetuous and impulsive. If it

did not stir you as with the blast of a trmnprt, it soothed and delighted you,

a.s with tlie soft tones of a flute. This indeed was the general ehanicter of

his preaching, in which the manner was suited to the matter."—Vol. ii, p. 290.

Mr. Jay was evidently, in the fullest sense of the word, an inde-

pendent minister. -He belonged to no particular class or order,

cither in manner, doctrines, or specific Church discipline. In

prayer, his manner was the very opposite of that which distinguished

the old Nonconformists, and still more the public exercises of many
of their successors. Here again we quote from the editors' remarks

with approbation :

—

"Occasionally there is too much of preacldng in prayer; too much of

[Joginatic] theology ; too little of petition and confession We
uo not wonder that Church people of refinement who occasionally pttcnd

dissenting worship, complain of a want of solemnity and devout feeling in

our prayers; yet v.-cva'' extempore inixycr pertlinned as it should be, they

would retire with a conviction of its supeiior appropriateness, earnestness and

a'laptation to the various classes of the congregation, and the cluingeful

exiKJrience of the Christian heart."—YoL ii, pp. 291, 292.

In preaching too he was equally his own model. Indeed, ho

probably heard very little preaching in his whole life-time, since

from very earlj'- youth he was constantly engaged in preachip.g to

others ; and because he always had a purpose beyond the mere

Performance of the work, he gave less attention to the manner of

t'xocution than to results. He preached for effect, and so intui-

tively adopted the most effective modes of address. Hence he

hcc^ame eminently a natural speaker. The inflections of his voice
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and the motions of his body Averc all quite inartificial ; and as nature

is always consistent with herself, his naturalness found a response

in every hearer whose tastes and feelings had not been vitiated by

a fiilse education. Herein consisted that faculty which he possessed

in so eminent a degree of interesting and pleasing at once the most

refined and cultivated, and the most unlettered and rustic hearers.

He spoke from nature, and nature responded to his voice.

Another fact that no doubt contributed largely to his ministerial

success was his method of comprehending but a little in a single

sermon. Generally a single point or truth constituted the matter

of a discourse,—except when he made no attempt at sermonizing,

but simply gave a running commentary upon the sacred text,—and

this was presented in its various aspects and viewed in its several

relations, and the whole presented and urged upon the hearts of the

hearers as "a faithful saying and worthy of all acceptation."

Especially were his discourses rich in illustrations from fiimiliar

objects in nature,—things familiar to and therefore always appre-

ciated by the unlettered, and suited at once to arrest their attention

and inform their understandings. His editor remarks :

—

" This Lilcnt for illu>trntivc allusion was extraordinary. His sermons -were

not only, by Ins iK-aiitifiil I'ancy, illuminated like the ancient missals, but illus- ;

tratod like modern book?, by dc-criptlvc scenes. They contained all the

glowing colourln;^ ol ilu: one, with the more coiTect and araceful forms of the

other. Here his ii;ituralness constantly appeared, and in close resemblance
to that of our Lord, who drew liis similes and metaphors from the works
of nature and the relationships of humanity."—Pp. 29G, 29 7.

Intimately related to the foregoing, and equally felicitous in its

effects, was his constant and free use of Scripture facts and Scrip-

ture language. It is wonderful how strong is the veneration of the

mass of a Protestant community for the very words and phrases of

the sacred volume. Its language, though used only by accommodation,

and its facts, when introduced merely as illustrations, are generally

more decisive than the niost perfect logical demonstrations ; so that

the preacher who deals freely in Scripture quotations and illustrates

liberally b}' the facts given in the Bible, is almost sure of the assent

of his hearers to the matter of his sermons. This was Mr. Jay's

foi'te, continues the last-quoted writer.

" This great preacher throw a sacred charm over his sermons by a profusion

of Scripture phraseology, and alhi-iun to Scripture facts. They were adorned

with the beauty anrl rcilolcnt with the fragrance of flowers culled from the

garden of in-piration. Indeed, the beauty and the perfume were almost in

excess. The passages were uut <o uiui:h selected for proof as for illustra-

tion ; they were brought forward as classic quotations are by public orators,

to grace a speech and to convey the speaker's "idea in the apposite language

of a high authority."
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But all these things would probably have failed of their purpose,

had ho not used his characteristic discernment and independence,

by eschewing the fashion of his times and associates, of delivering

their sermons from manuscripts. A congregation of scholars

might possibly find both pleasure and profit in written sermons

;

and those who do not listen at all, and they who render all their

religious services as a kind of penance, may tolerate such a substi-

tute for preaching. But to have public discourses attractive, so

that they will both arrest attention and directly move the sensibili-

ties, sermons must be delivered ex tempore. This was Mr. Jay's

course through the whole period of his ministry, and on no other

particular, in the method of his public ministration, did he lay more'

stress than on this. He remarks :

—

" Persons of education mav be approached through the int^^Uect, but the
poor generally are like women, whose heads are in their hearts. They are
like poets, Avho feel before they think. Application is with them an effect

ratlier than a cause. They attend not to feel, but must be made to feel in

order to attend."
" Extemporary speaking will always be more effective than what is read fmm

composed docuuieuts, or doled ibrth from mere recollection. Animation is de-

sirable, and with ordinary minds no other quality will fully supply the want of iL"
" Nothing that requires a lengthened connexion of argumentation will suc-

ceed with ordinary hearers. They are not accustomed to unbroken trains of
thoughts or discussions. "With them, if the ])roacher be wise, he will fuid out

acceptable words: for the words of the wisu are as goads and as nails. The
mass are not mathematical ; they are not logical. The deep and the subtle in

reasoning will commonly escape them. Yet there is often in them largelv the

princi{)Ie of common sense ; and they are capable of takin;; in even a prolbund
proof or argument if it be despatched with brevity and plainness."

—

Autobiog-
raphij, pp. 158, 15D.

It must be further noticed that Mr. Jay's independence of charac-

ter extended further than to the manner of his public ministrations.

In forming his creed he called no man master ; and accordingly he

seems to have belonged to no school or class of theologians. He
was indeed commonly reckoned a moderate Calvinist : but if so, his

Calvinistic creed had been most thoroughly eviscerated. It was like

the play of Hamlet with the part of Hamlet left out. But some peo-

ple, who are very fond of the name of Calvin, have little favour for

whatever is peculiar to the Geneva theology, and so, extending the

name of Calvinism over the entire body of the doctrines of the llefor-

niation, they are able to strip their system of all its offensive pecu-

harities, and yet retain all that is really excellent under its name,
'hit this cotirse is equally disingenuous and unwise. A system of
theology, distinguished by some specific name, must retain its specific

traits, or forfeit its just claims to the name so used. Judged by this

nile, Mr. Jay was not a Calvinist. From his associations and bis
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reading, bis forms of expressions were often borrowed from tbe
terminology of that school of thcolo-y ; but he either steadily ignored
or else explicitly disavowed the peculiarities of that system. He
confessed, as every ^vise man will, that there are mysteries in the
divme administration which he could not solve; that the absolute
sovereignty of God, and the free moral a-ency of man were both
truths plamly taught in Scripture; 'and while he confessed that he
could not explain the mode of their harmonious co-exi^tencc he
ne\^rtheless believed both, and left the matter of their adjustment
to Him who sees and knows all thing«^. Hence the God whom he
worshipped, and whose law and grace he proclaimed, was to him and
to his hearers at once glorious in his perfections, and infinite in
mercy and goodness.

Most hearers dislike controversial preaching, and are not very
scrupulous about points of doctrine. This is perhaps a fault and it
presents one of the dijliculties with which a faithful minister is often
called to contend. It is y.robable that Mr. Jay, in too irreat a de-ree
lell in With this unwise but prevailing scntiment,-not,1iowever from
any temporizmg spirit, but for the want of more definite convictions
of the utility ot the better course. Yet, though this defect detracted
Irom the value of his ministry, it doubtless contributed much to its
acceptance with liis hearers.

.\nother element of success in Mr. Jay s preaching is liable to a
still more direct reprdiension than his want of definiteness in doc- ;
tnnal statement. We allude to his not unfrequent violations of the |gravity and decorum that become the house of God. and the worship \

ottho sanctuary, by quaintness of manner and expressions and by \
evidently studied attempts at small witticisms-a habit which ^tcw \upon him with his increasin^^; years-indulged, it has been thoucrht ?
to compensate for the decline of his mental vigour and the force of \
his imagination. Such a habit, if involuntary, is at best an unhappy |tendency of m.nd-if cherished and cultivated, it becomes a fault I
deserving our deeded condemnation; for no momentary applause
can excuse for such deseci-ations. The apology which h^ offers for
this infelicity of manner, in his Preface to his*" Short Discourses"
IS lame and unsatisfactory. We quote it for his benefit :—

JLTT^\ ^? t''
""^^

f''^'
to i>"l"l?o a ba.l taste, tbe ai.tbor avouM everrcmeinbor that the prcnrher oM.,rl,t to have enmpos.ion on the i^-nc-nnt an.lon them that are out of the way. That whi.b U too smooth oasilv Hdes off

good, h i. desirable to .^a-t .om-.hu.i: that .vi!I s'nkr ami o/n,/. ; son.ethin:^ thatrecurnn. ajra.n an.l a.am. .-ill emplnv the tho,,d,t.s and the tomn o andl
'

^ s eannot be accomrhshod .n certain Instance, [except] bv mode's of address^h^ perhaps arc not cla..cally justifiable, .houfd not'a minister preferSv
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It is not true that quips and oddities help to the recollection of

the accompanying gospel truths: they rather unfit the mind for

useful meditation at the instant; and also, either cause the entire

for-'cttinf of whatever of good Avas uttered, or else, by associating it

with the strange and ludicrous, actually bar its future efficiency. To

resort to their use, therefore, is not to " prefer utility to famv.-," but

ollen precisely the rev^n-se. It may be laid do\\-u as a general rule,

with very few exceptions, that whatever tends to excite the risibility

of the audience in public worship, is, in so far, an evil to bo depre-

(Xited both for its own sake and for its effects, in opposition to the

•better tentiencies of the accompanying services.

We have written the more fully on these defects or infelicities of

this great preacher, from the conviction of danger, that so great an

example might be plead in their favour, especially of the latter.

Unhappily, imitators generally copy the worse rather than the better

traits of their pattern; and as there is a fearful possibility—one

indeed too often realized—that buffooneiy may be mistaken for wit,

and a grin construed as evidence of successful pulpit oratory, it

becomes all who have any regard for the honour and efficiency of

God's house to sedulously guard them against this form of desecra-

tion.

These defects were in him, however, so overbalanced with groat

and commanding excellences that they seemed comparatively of little

account—though they were not altogether unlike the " dead flies
"

in "the ointment of the apothecaries"—his hearers much more fre-

quently wept than smiled, and oftcner remembered their own sins

than the preacher's witticisms. A few specific points we have ven-

tured to reprehend, while, as a whole, we admire and reverence the

character here presented to our contemplation—entirely coinciding

with the following observation, with which we close this paper :

—

"If the publication of iMr. Jay's life should serve no other purpose

than to stir up the ministry to a more earnest and anxious endeavour

to excel in this, their momentous sphere of official duty, and to pre-

sent to them a model which they shall aim to copy, then it will be

a subject of congratulation and thankfulness, that to the world has

been given this memoir [though imperfect] of one whom Foster

de.sigiiated the Prince of Preachers.'''' ^
Im-'Iaxa Aseury Uxn'EP.siTY, Jan. 20, 18-55.
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Abt. v.—liberal and evangelical CIIFtlSTIANITY.

Natural Goodness : or, Honour to uhovi Honour is due. Su<^s;cstions toirard an

..ippreciativc View of Moral Men, the Philosophy of the Present System of Morality,

and the Relation of Natural Virtue to Eeligio7i. By the Kev. T. F. Randolp}i

Mepxei.v, M. a. Xcw York : Carlton A- Phillips. 18,j-t.

We give a hearty wclcorDe to this volume. In the way of pro-

fessional criticism alone, wc should find a great deal in it to

gratify our sense of intellectual merit. The spirit of secular

literature, seeking the aroma of art for the simple sentiment of

pleasure, might enjoy the present cfibrt for its manly and graceful

characteristics. There are thoughts here that certainly rise above

the common region of mind. There are indications of analytic

power, of subtle penetration, of far-reaching perception, that deserve

the warmest appreciation. But apart from this the work has other

recommendations. It addresses a refined, Christian taste, a sound.

Christian scholarship, a truthful. Christian sympathy. Throughout
the book there is a sensitiveness to the claims of honest thinking

—

a fraternal kindliness of temper—a gonial air, that we admire exceed-

ingly ; and, at the same time, it is free from those amiable excesses,

which so often make dangerous concessions to the latitudinarianism

of the age. There are peculiarities in it that remind us of the clear,

keen eye of Fletcher, of the muscular grasp of Chalmers, of the lib-

eral culture of Arnold, of the sturdy strength of Foster. I3ut nev-

ertheless, it is marked by a tone of decided individuality. The inde-

pendence of the volume is one of its prominent features. It follows

its own line of argument as distinctly as a river traces its channel

to the sea. It is not difhcult to see the effect of contributing influ-

ences. Along the map of its course, we can locate mountain- springs

and valley-streams, that have swelled its volume of waters, but they

are tributaries only; the strong current flows from its own fountain

and determines its own progress to the awaiting ocean.

First of all, then, we like " Natural Goodness" because the

author has evidently laboured to be a just and a generous thinker. If

any man supposes that these attributes of thought can be separated in

the higher contemplations of the mind, he has been betrayed into the

servitude of a selfish and debasing philosophy ; for no one sentiment

is a sufficient guide to the intellect. The claims of justice are not

to be settled without reference to the cultivated instinct of benevo-

lence, nor is benevolence to assert its authority with an eye blinded
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to the stem requisitions of justice. Where the mind is most open

to the mutual hiterests of these great principles, acting in full view

of their respective demands, and striving to conform to their wise

precepts, it is best fitted to discover and enforce truth. The man

of narrow views cannot appreciate this acute sensibility to vvhatcver

is broad and catholic in literature. And yet it is one of the funda-

mental conditions of all spiritual power. There is a chivalry in

intellect as well as in life ; there is a sense of others' rights—a lofty

bearing, in which the most genuine humility takes the dignity of

moral grandeur—a grace of manner in the sharpest thought and the

boldest utterance that is worthy of cordial praise. jSoble feelings

always inspire noble sentiments ; the imagination transfers tne heart

into the brain and animates the reason with its borrowed fervour.

And especially is this the case in polemical writing; if the polemic

is to be subordinate to the man, if the casuist is to be controlled by

the philosopher, if the enthusiast is to be directed and restrained by

the Christian, the whole nature of the writer must be brought under

the dominion of truth and love in all their multiplied relations. Our

author impresses us as a man of this cast, lleverencing the stand-

ards that we have been taught to venerate, and yielding nothing that

might compromise the strict claims of Christian doctrine, he is yet

modest, temperate, and charitable in his discussions. Whenever

difficulties are apparent, they are frankly acknowledged and calmly

considered; objectors are heard with fairness and patience; antag-

onists are treated courteously ; and in no case does the author resort

to those low arts which are sometimes honoured with the name of

logic. Indeed, his constant aim appears to be to remove the subject

out of the domain of scholastic logic, and unfold it on the ground of

a simple and sincere Christian philosophy. His method is singu-

larly free from the taint of suspicion. There is no studied effort to

depreciate opposing views, or to ridicule hostile arguments. There

is none of the strategy of literature in his tactics. The stealthy art.

tliat kindles the flilse camp-fire or mufiles its footstep in the advance

of death on the enemy's line, is righteously disdained.

The spirit of the volume has, therefore, reached our heart. It is

C'pen, manly, ingenuous: it practises no cunning evasions; seeks no

subterfuges; relies on no doubtful dexterity; avails itself of no dis-

guises. It must be classed amon;]: controversial wiitings, but it is

exempt from those vices Avhich have defaced so large a portion of

^^lis department of religious literature. jMen have brun slow to

learn that malignity can give no real strength to the intellect, if

^hcy look at the truth in its native excellence, armed with the

etreugth and adorned with the beauty of God—mighty, alike in its
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energy and repose—they are ready to admit, that in itself it is an
all- conquering force by the emanations of birth and the glory of its

commissioned ministry. Eut the moment it becomes their'instru-

mcnt, they are too prone to forget that they are God's agents. The
warfare is reduced to carnal rules ; and, in the heat of conflict, the
religion of the understanding is often violated. The evil here is

two-fold; not only is there a sacrifice of Christianity on its own
altars, but the intellect engaged in the defence of its truths is posi-
tively weakened and practically dishonoured. It is a tacit confession
both of ignorance and imbecility to use such weapons. Lo-ic and
argument cannot dispense with feeling, but they are enfeebled by
earthly passions. Selfish prejudices and morbid desires curse the
mind whenever they are permitted to affect its operations. The
lessons of material nature are never more eloquent than in those
silent teachings that point out the firmament high above the world
as the throne of light—a serene glory that the turbulent eaith can-
not interrupt. Is'or docs our planet hold the ascending clouds firm
to its gravitation without an expressive symbol of the tranquil sanc-
tity of that circling sky which dwells apart from the fellowship of
things beneath. ' And yet Christianity is far nobler than these: it

is God's image in thought and love—a perpetual witness of his
moral majesty. .^len must employ it as such, or its vigour and
blessedness wither in their hands. If, indeed, the authority of
Christianity as a revealed religion were to be set aside, and the
intellect were merely to deal with it on the conditions of human art,

it would be absolutely necessary to bring to its doctrines and pre-
cepts, a gentle, humble, loving temper; for in no other w'ay could it

act upon our instincts and quicken our comprehension. Wherever
beauty, sentiment, truth in love, and truth in aspiration are to be
embraced, the intellect must put off its earthliness, subdue its grosser
passions, and rise into a purer atmosphere. It is the law of success
in art no less than of obedience in religion; and hence we are sin-

cerely gratified to find this volume conformed to such correct prin-
ciples of taste as well as Christian virtue. The spirit of which we
speak, may not of itself discover anJ exhibit the wonderful breadth
and harmony of the gospel ; but nevertheless, it is an invaluable

power; for it does so order and arrange the action of the meditative
mind, so discipline its faculties, so suggest the paths of heavenward
inquiry, as to place it in the best possible position to acquire a sound
and substantial and satisfactory knowledge of the wisdom of God.
Let it even go beyond the limits of clearly-revealed truth and enter
into the mystic realms of devout speculation, and there, amid the

dim nebulae of forming worlds, where chaos is repeating its ancient
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fetrag^^les, and light is sloAvly evolving its drapery of splendour for

the adornment of new spheres, it will trace the footsteps of Jehovah

by the sure tokens of its own quick instinct.

Another feature of this volume is worthy of notice ; it is written

from the right point of survey. Believing that tho doctrine of de-

pravity, as held by evangelical Christians, is the doctrine of the Bible,

and that the facts of experience are in perfect agreement with it, the

writer endeavours to show the ground on which they meet and sup-

port each other. If one wishes to treat this subject properly, he must

take such an attitude, for in no other can he embrace all its connex-

ions. The statements of the Scriptures are authoritative and final

;

no appeal can be made from them. But they address our active

faculties ; they invoke attention, carefulness, and intelligence in our

investigations; they put the working mind on its best processes

and tax its profoundest skill. Every man is obliged to recognise

his senses, experience, and consciousness in the study of the Bible,

for these are constituents in his existence, and elements in all his

calculations ; and every man is equally bound to harmonize the facts

of the one with the facts of the other. The relations of truth are

parts of the truth itself, and hence the earthly and the divine aspects

of Christianity are both to be estimated and felt.

We have, then, two classes of phenomena: side by side they are

arranged before us. Revelation and reason—miracles and common
facts—naturalism and supernaturalism—God above nature and God
ill nature—are in strange association. A system is developed, that

emerges from m3'stery and enters on the clear, open field of human
cognizance ; it introduces itself among the most familiar objects of

<lnily interest; it meets us in the street, in the marts of business

and pursuits of knowledge, at the fireside, in the sanctuary, in all

places and at all times ; it never changes its tone, demeanour, syra-

^"ols; it never abates its claims or compromises its sovereignty:

i!"l yet, amid all this freedom of intercourse, intent on ceaseless

companionship with mortal men and conversant with their minutest

"oiicems, it maintains its two-fold relation to earth and heaven ; it

i* with God and with man at the same instant, in tho same perfeo-

^lon. And in consequence of this singular position, our minds are

|""ought into connexion with two worlds. The facts are apparently

JTeconcilable. But it is just here that the great work of intellect.

i'Takened and cultivated by Christianity, is found. The discord is

^' bf healed; the seemingness of contrariety is to be explained;

<i:«turbing forces are to be adjusted; and the new machinery, redu-

<^in.^' the will of the race—the science of the race—the power of the

f^co—into subjection to the authority of God, is to exhibit its beau-

i'ouRTH Series, Vol. VII.—16
'
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tiful union -with the universal system of moral government. It is

man's task to ascertain and demonstrate this harmony between

Christianity and the facts of his condition. Philosophy has no
right to ask Christianity to explain this enigma. There is no rea-

son why Christianity should undertake to do such a work ; there is

every reason against it. The only thing that it could rationally be

e.xpected to prove is its divine origin. If it furnish evidences of its

heavenly birth; if it wear the robes and show the stamp of an

unearthly royalty; if it speak the language of eternity and command
the resources of infinity in authenticating its claims on the rever-

ence, faith, and service of mankind, it has thoroughly exhausted all

demands that sober reason can have. No sooner has this been

accomplished than it takes its position among the common phenomena
of the world, in so far as its connexions are involved, and the oflSces

of intelligent science are then to be exercised in establishing its rela-

tions with other known and accepted truths. And precisely such is

the method that God has ordained in the history of Christianity.

Miracles were wrought to show the presence of omnipotence; to

exhibit its alliance with those august and majestic forms of power
that everywhere signalize the material universe; to arouse the mind
by its sensibility to exceptional instances of wonder and amazement,

and to fasten its sublimities deeply in that sense of mystery, of

neanicss to a surrounding awe, of involuntary sympathy with what-

ever transcends the limits of human measurement, which is so active

a sentiment in our constitution. On this external proof Christian-

ity was founded. Its title to a place in the phenomena of the uni-

TCi-sc was thus made good; its location was determined; its pater-

nity was put beyond all doubt. If, now, in this primeval period of

Christianity, an inr|uiring intellect should be suddenly thrown on

the profound moral sentiments of its creed, how w^ould it act?

Suppose that some mighty grief, cleaving its affectionate nature as

•with a lightning sliaft, should reveal a hitherto undreamed depth of

tenderness ami love, or any other summons, like a blast from a dis-

tant sphere, should intensify its sense of affliction and transform the

whole universe into a symbol of woe; it is obvious that its Christian

sentiments would receive a terrible shock. And why? Because

its taste, feeling, and hopes, had just before been vivified and ele-

vated by the cardinal idea of fi;oodncss in the governing authority

of the world without anu adverse experience to counterbalance the

primary ctnotion. l>ut in a healthy state of the mental fiiculties,

it would soon recover itself, and a counterpoise, springing from the

play of interacting elements that did not previously exist, would be

established. Such a mind would have the fresh recollection of mir-
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aclcs to restore its equauimity. It would have a gi-eat fact—one

that came to it with more pomp and sii^nificance than anything in

its earlier histor}^—to lift itself up before its \Yaveriug faith and
silence its anxious questionings.

But let us imagine a different state of things ; let us take the man
of our day. There is a distance of nineteen centuries between him
and the miracles which were displayed in the East, for the attesta-

tion of Christianity; but, nevertheless, they are evidences for him.

A wonderful literature, contained in a single book, pregnant with

every form of earnest and inspiring life, confirmed by numerous

outward incidents, and holding a scarcely disputed mastery over all

that is elsewhere magnificent in thought, preserves the testimony of

those who were the chosen witnesses of these signal events. And
yet assurance is still further strengthened. For the existence of

Christianity in a hostile world—a foreign power, creating its o\vn

hospitality, and receiving no friendship that it does not originate

and keep alive—is the daily repeated miracle of his observation.

iS'ow, it must be apparent, that such a man will be exposed to his

peculiar temptations, growing out of the circumstances of his posi-

tion. If there be any debate in his mind, it will be on the ground

of reconciling Christianity with the facts of experience and con-

sciousness. The cause of the struggle may, probably, be explained.

The constant tendency of Christian experience is to withdraw its

subject from the outward world—to weaken the dominion of the

senses—to familiarize him with spiritual conceptions—to secure a

firm and cordial sympathy with those ol>jects that derive the grand-

cur of a transcendent importance and the charm of a most attract-

ive loveliness from the interests of eternity. And by these means,

as the processes of inward life are continued, there is a steady

enhancement of consciousness, a vigorous quickening of individual

relations to the divine economy. One would not think that this

cultivation of consciousness would involve danger. But the deep

'I'sight that it gives into the soul; the lofty aspirations it excites;

the earnest strivings for the perfect mastery of its cherished sen-

timents that it maintains ; the painful contrasts between the purity

promised and attained, which are ever recurring in its meditative

t'jurs; and, above all, the frightful enigma of evil, following its pro-

;;»"»-'ss. challenging its study, baftling its skill, and mocking even

«^'Velation itself press sorely, heavily upon it. Hence, it would

*"'' in that the development of consciousness, raising man to u higher

s<-'iisft of his inheritance, renders him more sensitive to the mysteri-
ou-^ facts of his existence. A passing breath of wln<l plays upon
liis heart-strings, and a portentous meaning comes from the strange
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music ; but if that breath had not proceeded from heaven, what more
|

"would it be than the idle zephyr of a summer eve?
|

The moral world must consequently be the battle-ground of Chris-
|

tianity. The gi-eat chord was struck when Nicodemus asked, '' Hoiu
|

can these things be ?' A thousand times the heart repeats that
^

memorable question—not only about the new birth, but in respect |

to every wonder with which Christianity makes it acquainted. The
^

real problem of life is the reconciliation of Christianity with the •

phenomena of the moral world, and Providence devolves this task
\

on us as the surest method to train us to the final comprehension
|

of its purposes. ISowhere are there so many seeming contradic-

tions—such sharply-defined inconsistencies of appearance—such un-

remitting warfare between light and darkness—such discordant ele-

ments—as here ; and nowhere are there so many effective instru-

ments to discipline us to the intelligence and virtue of Christian

character. And how does Christianity propose to conduct this

struggle? It distinctly asserts the incompetency of knowledge to

settle the difficulty, and announces the partialness of its revelations

as a fixed principle in its administration of human affairs. We
" k?ww in part,"—"prophesy in part,''—is its declaration. ^Yhere.

then, are the compensations? Where are the operative forces,

girded for the migiity aciiicvemcnt? " And now abidcth faith, hope.

charity—these three." A divine emphasis is laid on " these three.'''

And because of this law—the law of ''these three,''—all the conflict

and trial ensue. If in the place of faith we had the knowledge of

reason—if for hope we had certain possession, and for charity, the

Idgher forms of angelic love, the sources of perplexity and distress

would be instantly removed. The nature of these principles evinces

the painful strife to which the progressive mind, imbued with the

spirit of Christianity, is doomed. Unbelief, despair, malignity—

these three—are the mighty ministers of evil. Tlicse three are the

emissaries of perdition; thrse three arc the oily-tongued sophists

and veiled deceivers of iniquity; these three are the shrewd specu-

lators that wander on the shores of dark and stormy oceans, and

throw the line into fathondess depths ; tJiese three—what allies of

the tempter, what ruthless intruders into the sanctuary of sorroAV,

lirrhtinf the dim eye of grief with a wild glare, and adding a keener

pang than bereavement to the anguish of a desolated heart! No

wonder, therefore, that the moral world gives birth and scope to such

a fiery contest; no wonder tliat unresting feet press its burning

Bands, and feeble nerves quiver in its terrible whirlwinds. "Wie

legions of heaven and hell meet on this field, and that combat which

• decides the results of the incarnation, life, death, resurrection, and
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glorification of Jesus Christ, Mediator between God and man, and
princely Head of the universe, is here conducted.

Our remarks on this point have been extended, because we believe

that the indications of the age show a strong tendency to transfer

the argument of Christianity to this ground. Intidolity can never

gain any advantage from physical science: for, just in proportion as

gcicntific truth advances, it is found that the human mind is ad-

vancing in the same line of movement with Christinnitv. Tlie

present forms of scepticism are generally marked by the traces of

Bpirltual solicitude, which no art and ingenuity can disguise; and
whatever may be the dangerous fascinations lurking in them, no man
can mistake those violent revulsions of soul, that never fail to occur

whenever the foundations of belief, solace, and strength are over-

thrown. Infidelit}^ is ordinarily a reaction from the course on which

Christianity is proceeding, and hence it is not difficult to read the

progress of the one in the historic exhibitions of the other. The
angles of the shadow must correspond with the angles of light; and

as Christianity enters on any given portion of our diversified nature,

it must provoke a counter struggle in the same department of

thought and experience. Nor is this awakening of resistant forces

limited to infidelity. The latent elements of unbelief, ready at

any time and in any wa}- to break forth in the partially sancufied

Christian, are easily quickened by those modes of meditative inquiry

which a cultivated period encourages. Materialism cannot disturb

them. The difficulties of physical science arouse no doubts and

fears. A single sublime sentiment, a moment of divine communion,
a glimpse of the better glory, lifts them high above these mole-hills:

for in such a debate, if debate it can be called, the spirit asserts its

superiority to sense, and claims the security of its birthright. l>ut

it is otherwise when the soul is arrayed against itself If instinct

rebels against instinct, sentiment against sentiment, there is set up
the most painful and perplexing warfare that the human mind can

possibly undergo. We witness this spectacle in our day. And the

reason is obvious. It is an age of earnest and general culture. It

J3 an age of profound spiritual thought and anxious reflection. It is

an age in Avhich the reason of piety is more than ever cousidtred,

anil the heart prefers its claims on the intellect. Signs areabonnd-
'ng that it is a transition age, in which devout men are pas.-ing

from a religion of education to a religion of conviction—from forms
to realities—from outward machinery to inward life; and con-

sequently their faith must be subjected to new tests : for who can
ascend the mountain without feeling the chill air and the encompass-
ing cloud? Who expects not, that at intervals he will lose the f\\ir
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prospect and the ample horizon, as he toils upward to the summit of

furthest vision and brightest sunlight?

The specific object of Mr. Mercein's book is to examine '^ the facts

of human life and consciousness,'' in their relation to the Scripture

doctrine of depravity. Taking the moral man, Avho discharges the

duties of ethical propriety "with a f^aithfulness, devotion, and beauty
that must be acknowledged, and iinding that he cannot enter into the

meaning of those strong and vehement declarations of guilt and
wickedness which abound in the Bible, he states fairly and fully the

circumstances of his position—the difficulties, inseparable from
character and condition, under which he labours in accepting the

broad and unerpiivocal statements of inspiration—and the corre-

sponding claim which he has on the intelligent forbearance of Chris-

tian sympathy. The first essay, on the " Injustice done to Moral
Men'' is an admirable presentation of the obstacles which prevent

the moralist from appreciating the evil of his situation, and the influ-

ence which they ought to exert on our charity. The severe denun-
ciation, in which so many writers and pulpits indulge, is justly

condemned. The more philosophical and religious mode of treating

this subject, as illustrated by Butler, Chalmers, ]\rCosh,"and others,

is mentioned ; and the necessity for careful discrimination, directing

the shafts of discussion to the right point, is earnestly urged. The
bearing of this essay is worthy of being thoroughly weiglied : for

to our mind it is perfectly clear, that the Church is not sufficiently

sensible of the duties which it involves. There is a twofold reason

for this appreciation of " moral men.*" If we ask ourselves the ques-

tion, -'Does Christianity sympathize with them?" there can be but

one answer: It does feel for them. It takes account of their virtue,

though it is earthly virtue : and while it regards them as sinners by
nature and by practice, it nevertheless displays a considerate esti-

mate of their character. Not that Christianity ever confounds this

type of worldly excellence with the fruits of genuine religion, or even

intimates that it is the vanishing line of a divine portraiture : but it

is viewed in its own connexions and recognised on its own grounds.

If such men were not the occupants of a redeemed sphere; if no

Providence were over them ; if the institutions of a refined and
graceful civilization were not continually acting on their tastes, senti-

ments, and habits-, in a word, if none of the indirect and.secondary

agencies of Christianity were operating on their minds, they would
be utterl}'- powerless on the score of social morality. Can any one

suppose that Christianity would discredit any portion of its work?
If it has diffused its serene and mighty influence through the

economy of Providence, penetrated physical law, affected hereditary
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dispositions, Ts-atched over the infant in its cradle, the youth at hia

eports, and the man in the commerce of the city, it is surely not the .

suicidal system that would dishonour its own gifts, and brand con- >

temptuously its own favours. Admit these facts, and both interest
|

and duty arc plain. The more vital and intimate our sympathies

are with Christianity, the greater degree of intellectual and spiritual \

strength will be produced : and especially will our social j^owcr be

au-^m°nted. If we rendered justice to " moral men," it would have i

a good effect on them, for it would, in most instances, relieve them
j

of°an antagonistic attitude ; they would cease to defend themselves

:

.

and thus freed from the su].posed necessity of a constant war of
|

resistance, they would be better prepared for the impressions of the
j

gospel. And certain are we, that if the pulpit were more con-
\

siderate of natural virtue, it would be far more effective in its rebukes
|

of vice The interests of Christianity are now suffering m the most \

serious manner, because of the inability of the Church to extend her

sway over " moral men ;" and we know not how the growing evil w I

to be remedied but by the introduction of a wiser philosophy and a
|

truer courtesy in our conduct toward them.
, • „ • 1

The second essay, on the " Unconsciousness of Deep Guilt," is |

one of the clearest, strongest essays that we have ever read. Apart i

from everything else in this thoughtful and suggestive volume, it has

a definiteness, a pungency, a force in its reasoning, that would give
|

Mr. Mercein a high position as a moral writer. There are some
|

golden paragraphs in this portion of the work, to which any one who
j

has read them will be glad to recur in his most receptive moments

The more formal and logical parts of the argument are exceedingly

well e.xpressed, while the illustrated branches of it are really glowing

with genius. The object of the essay is to show, that the general

unconsciousness of deep guilt affords no presumption against the

doctrine of utter depravity. Scripture seems to exhaust language

in representing the natural condition of man. The boldest state-

ments, the most ample variety of diction, the most scathing rebukes,

theaptest figures run through every form that literature can assume.

It is expounded in didact'ic instruction, and conveyed in poetic

imagery. Biogi'aphy, narrative, history, song, prayers, praise, ser-

mons, exhortations, letters, visions, prophecies, are full of this mighty

burden of the heart and thought of iScripture. Nor is this alb 1 ho

external universe is a vast whispering gallery, where voices of

wretchedness and woe, breathing forth in silence and s-.itude their

melancholy wail, are evermore repeated; and as the tones return,

there sprinc^s a deeper sense of the gigantic misery which has every-

where seized the world as its inheritance. And yet, the unregen-
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erated man does not respond to the divine utterance of his guilt.

The severe declarations of Scripture are not attested by ordinary

experience. Guilt is treated as a fact, as a prominent fact, as a most

affecting fact, in God's world ; but men refuse to admit and feel it.

Why? The same cause that creates guilt, creates insensibility, and,

therefore, according to our present constitution, depravity is as con-

sistent with unconscioupncss as innocence itself The simple fact

is, that consciousness in all Christian relations has to bo awakened

and cultivated by divine grace, and hence it is a fatal folly to trust

its spontaneous dictates. Like the rest of our nature, it has sunk

under the spell of carnal slumber—the sleep of death is there ; and

only the voice of God can rouse it to life. But My. ]\lercein advances

a step further. The consequences of sin are mercifully hidden

from us in this world ; remorse is held in abeyance ; the flaming eye

is veiled, lest the full perception of our transgressions and their

demerits should utterly and forever overwhelm us. Probation

demands this condition of mind. Mr. Mercein is coiTCct in this

view. For moral motives to be motives

—

such motives as Chris-

tianity employs,—there must be a careful limitation to the circum-

stances and organization of man. Such an excess of action on the

sensibilities of our nature as any other theory would imply, could

only result in the introduction of force into the realm of intellectual

and spiritual life, if every act of iniquity were to flame out its

frightful features aizainst the calm sky ; if, indeed, the countenance

were to picture, like the painting of the sunbeam, the moral physiog-

nomy of the soul ; if, in a word, men were to be made fully aware

of the awaiting punishment— the conditions of appeal, entreaty,

volition, would be radically changed. The facts of the gospel might

be called '• molnes," but in no proper sense, for their power would
be so intense, so subduing, so irresistible, as to establish the reign

of fatalism. Heaven, therefore, follows the law of reserve. It offers

sufllcient reasons for repentance, faith, and holiness. It m.akes

Christian culture attractive and ennobling. It proclaims the approach-

ing judgment, and i)oints the wicked to their awful destiny. But
in all this, the most studied respect for the organic processes of the

mind is observed, ^'o courtly ceremonial could be more rigid and
exact. Kot only is our planetary home insulated from proximity

to other orbs, but the message that reaches it from the throne of the

Eternal is characterized by a wise deference to the circumstances

and provisions of our being.

The next essay proceeds to consider another presumption, which
men are disposed to indulge. It is the presumption against the

idea of deep guilt, afforded by God's temporal blessings upon
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natural virtue. Mr. Mcrcein admits, that the mind intuitively con-

nects holiness and happiness. Nor can this be doubted ; for the

two are correlatives. The idea of the one is incomplete without the

other. But are the temporal rewards of morality the "Inspectors

brand, marking its soundness T' They are not; and Mr. Slercein

proceeds to show that these consequences do not evince the moral

character of the agent. I\Ien practise these different moralities and

are rewarded for them, but it is impossible to reduce them to any

system. The reason is apparent: no common principle underlies

them. A man may be virtuous in one of these relations and vicious

in another; and thus he may be blest in the former and cursed in

the latter. So much obedience—so much recompense—is the

decree, that daily life executes. It is analogous to physical law.

A man may obey the law of gravitation, but could he argue from

this fact that the lightning would not strike him ? Let him guard

his stomach from intemperance and gluttony: let him attend to its

health ; and a certain good result will follow : but it would be sheer

folh'- to dream that this regimen would prevent the dust from

inflaming bis eyes, or an undue exposure to cold from irritating his

lungs. Mr. Mercein has not pressed this argi;ment as far as it

would bear, nor is its full force brought out as effectively as it might

have been. The moralities of life are matters of temporary rela-

tions rather than of permanent principles, and hence they take their

place among the same arrangements that reward the agriculturist

or the mechanic. We work and are supported ; we sow the seed

and reap the harvest; we act honestly and are trusted; we love

and are loved in return ; we perform a magnanimous deed and the

community honours it. The world is constituted on this plan. Its

conservative and socializing agencies are impregnated Avith this

sentiment, and if it were set aside, the whole organization would

crumble into nothingness. Viewed in a strictly philosophic light,

it is a mere economic temporality—a regency rather than the higher

furm of government. If these moralities could be combined into a

Rystem, then a common sentiment, a common spirit, would animate

them, and, as a necessary result, the development would be uniform,

^'.gular, and consistent. A good father would make a good neiirh-

bour, a good citizen, a good philanthropist, a good merchant, a good

h-inker, or any other good. And why? Because character would
be exercised and matured as character. The springs of inward life

would be reached and the fundamental nature would be rertified.

^{ut such is not experience and observation. The moral law of

Christianity can be summed up in love to God and love to man

;

love Ib the synonyme of all the commandments : but the worldly
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moralities that adorn life are incapable of any such abbreviation

80 long as they are contemplated as mere moralities. Each one

for itself—each one in its own distinctiveness—each one in its own
place—must be set down in the formula, and by no possibility can

the worth of one be transferred to the account of the other.

The aim of Mr. Mercciu is to show just here, that the earthly

moralities, whatever may be their utility and beauty in the present

arrangements of life, cannot involve the higher and purer morality

of the gospel. Their rewards ofler no pledge of its reward. ""When

these earthly rewards," says he. page 76, "and their virtuous acts

and the relationships which called them forth have passed away, the

question of eternal moialili/ and eternal reicards will stand, as it

does to-day—alone—to be determined by its own evidences."

Hence, he comes to the conclusion, that " ivhatever the temporal

hlessins; and curse which attend liunian action may indicate, it

certainly docs not indicate any such regard for the vioralist as

shall secure him from eternal punishment in the future icorld."'

And this conclusion is supported by the fact, that God bestows his

benediction on actions in this world simply as actions, and Avithout

any respect to motives. Imperfect as this scheme of recompense

is, it nevertheless serves to express the moral relations of God as

the Governor of the worM. and to intimate the duties and prospects

of mankind.

The progress of the argument through the fourth essay is to

examine the presumption against the idea of deep guilt which is

afforded by the comparative rectitude of human conduct. The
secondary motives to morality, derived from prudential considera-

tions, and their effective action in the existing economy of nature,

are most admirably unfolded. There is in this section of the work

not only a great deal of logical power, but an unusual degree of

subtle and minute force. Nowhere is the steady hand—the exact

eye—of the marksman more distinctly visible. The embroidered

veil is lifted from the nigral world, and its deceptive anatomy is

laid bare. Mo heart, touched by the plastic finger of Heaven, is

here,—no desires, burning for their native sphere,—no aspirations,

ascending with humble i)rayer as the fragrant incense rises with the

smoke of the sacrifice. J^ut the reader must not suppose that

these inducements, flowing from a wise regard to interest and wel-

fare, are depreciated. Far from it. If a man will not surrender

his spirit to the play of the select and sanctified motives of Chris-

tianity, he acts well in not abandoning humbler incitements. "If he

is not a saint, it is honourable not to be a fool." Mow this is cer-

tainly the correct view of the case. Men cannot live in society
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t without feeling the pressure of social necessities. A tliousand ties

\ bind them to a thousand objects. The strings of the human heart

—what a net-^York are they, spreading out and abroad over myriads

of things, connexions, purposes, aims, ambitions, and projects,

fTiiI>racing land and sea, island and continent—intertwined with the

wealth of the mine and the harvest of the field—and laced around

country, neighbourhood, and home ! "What urgent and pathetic calls

' to sobriety, honesty, uprightness, in the love of the fireside and the

\ responsibilities of M'edded life I ^Vhat sermons for every 'weck-day

on the nobleness of vork, \i\\Qn nature spreads her sacrament

beneath the encircling sky, and pledges her sunshine, rain, and dew

to compensate the industry of muscle and nerve ! Amid these gor-

{;»»ous scenes, bearing still the beautiful tracery of a purer age,

where the memory of Eden is casketed in gold and jewelry, -where

the busy light Avreathes its silver drapery for unseen forms of'match-

Icss grace, where the heavens and the earth meet in SAveet embrace

find repeat as of old the nuptials of their birth; amid these scenes,

where God yet walks and gives to our listening ears the echo of

his footsteps if not the precious salutations of his voice; amid

these scenes. Avhere Christianity emblazons its symbols wide over

the firmament and across every teeming landscape,—Avhcre the

wiiitening harvests, and the bending lilies, and the soaring birds all

recall the image of Christ ; amid such scenes, sacred by their memo-
rials, tlioir prophecies, and their joys, how could 7;?cn live and not be

nicllowod and moved 1 Not parsimonious is that hand which has

multiplied its benefactions here. Heaven has its selecter and more

plorious splendours ; earth has its lesser charms. The cursed world

Ja not deprived of all its resources. It is God's "footstool''—
worthy of being so much a portion of his throne. The benefits of

intelligence, truth, and love—the institutions of refined civilization

—the diflusive mercies of Christianity—are all here in rich pro-

fusion. And they must operate through every channel of human
existence. "Whether recognised or not, they must obe}' their

inherent law and e.xert a meliorating influence over mankind.

Insensibly, silently, calmly, they find their way to hearts that own
them not. A reflected light, such as the moon gives from the sun,

^^ distributed from their thoughts, sentiments, affections, and con-

duct.

It is easy to see, then, that there is a provision for
" cornjnrative

'"'tthule'" in the present economy of nature and provid-^ncc—

a

«v-«tem of life, enterprise, and sensibility, outside of Christianity,

in which all prudential motives, all shapes of personal and relative

ttnotion, may be intensely active. Such a "rectitude" has a
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name—a status—a vitality that cannot be disputed or denied. Fear

and pride are its most common constituents. It lacks the cardinal

and central element of Christianity—love to God and man—and

hence, whatever else it may be, it is not religion. However far it

may remove a human beinpi; from a demon, it does not bring him

to the companionship of an angel. " Social instinct " cannot be

viewed as a " moral perception," and motives that consult general

expediency, and circulate only v.ithin the narrow circle of immediate,

tangible, remunerative interests, arc not such motives as can sustain

the spirit in its heavenward flight.

Passing to the succeeding essay, (No. V,) Mr. Mercein elaborates

the beauty, gracefulness, and service of the " natural virtues."

There is an eloquence here that is both attractive and forcible.

Passages there are of gentle picturesqueness—like valley-landscapes

set within mountain-enclosures—and passages too of great warmth
and throbbing heartiness. A full, cordial, and cheerful acknowledg-

ment of the numerous and gratifying offices of the "natural vir-

tues " is made : the spontaneous and disinterested impulses are duly

credited with all their sublime exhibitions, and their presence in

benevolent institutions, literature, and other commanding forms, is

honourably and gladly appreciated. Aware that these excellences

have been made the theme of abuse and reproach, the author seems

to be anxious to award them the fullest share of justice ; and his

tribute, dictated by a truthful and generous heart, is eminently success-

ful. The charge of the distinguished Dr. Channing, that a rigid ortho-

do.yy has often ' exaggerated the sins of men, that the need of an

infinite atonement may be maintained," is felt, and the author

labours to put himself beyond its application. How, then, are these

''natural virtues''' to be managed—where are they to be located

—

and what are their final issues '1 The view presented by the cele-

brated Dr. Chalmers, in which the claims of God are brought

before "the complacent moralist,^' and he is made to realize his

spiritual bankruptcy, no matter how well he has discharged his

duty to man, is introduced and examined. A brief extract

from Dr. Dewey, with a sensible criticism, is given. "The very

nature of true excellence," says Dr. Dewe3% " in one form is a pledge

for its existence in every other form." INIr. Mercein turns the

principle back upon the doctor with decided skill. The very nature

of tiTie excellence in one form being a pledge for its existence in

every other form, then, of course, '• its absence, unregretted, unre-

sisted in any form, argues its absence in every other form, whatever
" there may be of its semblance.'' The point is well stated. Stand-

ing then on this ground, without a direct appeal to a consciousness
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of neglect or enmity toward God, Mr. Mcrccin finds that the
•' natural virtues " are deficient in a central principle, and hence

are wanting in the " symmetry, regularity, and uniformity " which

attend a true love of rectitude.

Tlic field seems now to be cleared. The sixth essay comes to the

'•Relation of Morality to Religion.''
,
It is the most masterly sec-

tion of the Volume. For clear, compressed, consecutive thought

—

, for ar,c:;uments that move and march in lustre—for breadth and com-

pass of outline—for apt, striking, felicitous illustrations—and above

!ill, for concentration on the single point in contemplation, we shall

not hesitate to express our warm admiration for this brilliant and

profound essay. It indicates a thinker of extraordinary acuteness

and grasp—a man of abstract and generalizing power, who is capa-

ble of ascending above the mediocre levels of religious meditation,

and taking large and original views of his theme. The idea which

Mr. Mercein elaborates, is, that '' so7nc preliminary steps are

requisite" before any practicable offer of salvation can be presented.

To a certain extent, the sensibilities of the mind must be restrained:

the idea of sin must be toned down to the degree demanded by the

tranquil working of thought and emotion; the "violence, the sweep,

the frenzy of passion " must be checked ; in brief, a repressive force

is to be exerted on 2)as$ion equally with the sense of i;uilt, shamr,

and danger. The mind is thus put in a probationary position.

But what then? The soul is destitute of pure affections ; how is it

to be trained to appreciate excellence ? How are ideas to be com-

niunicated, emotions excited, aspirations enkindled': If the soul

cunnot, says Mr. M., "have virtuous affections, it must be impressed

with parallel instincts.''' The conclusion is therefore reached, that

"a fair platform for further operations. may be obtained by these

three measures : a deadened consciousness of guilt, repressed pas-

sion, and the affectional instincts. These instincts, supported by the

iyatems of rewards and punishments administered in this life,

^''onld preserve a t?-ue probationary condition."

Had we space, it would afford us pleasure to extend our examina-

tion of this theory of the ''relation of morality to religion." We
nnist content ourselves with a few general observations.

First, then, it may be remarked, that the view advocated by Mr.

Morcein, locates morality in the natural world. Its virtues are

f^'garded as a sort of outfit for the duties of earthly life, in the

immediate sphere of its appetites, tastes, desires, actions. It is the

archetype—the original pattern—on which the present lallcn sucial

ftate is organized. It is the idea out of which friendship, home,

philanthropy has grown. It is the moral capital of business,
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industry, enterprise. Taken in this connexion, it is a part of the
|

vast system of Divine Providence for the government of the human
|

race, varied from its other forms so as to suit the wants of a rational
|

being, and direct his agency toward the attainment of the benignant 1

ends of Infinite Wisdom. Sccondhj. Morality points to a higher
\

economy. Operating through the intellect, it suggests purer thoughts i

than it can realize ; through the will, a need of strength tind purpose
\

it cannot attain ; through the affectional instincts, a fuller experience \

of beauty, trust, and joy, than its own objects can supply. Its tend- \

Cncy, if not interrupted, would be to educate man to look for some- \

thing beyond itself, and by means of the influence exerted on it, to
|

stimulate him to seek it. In brief, it is a practical institute of I

types and adumbrations, foreshadowing every moment, and in all its
|

manifestations, the divine remedy for its own Aveaknesses and guilt. I

Thirdly. Christianity avails itself of this providential instrumen-
|

tality to effect its own specific work. It adopts its sentiments and
|

oflSces as illustrations of its plan and regimen. Words that prima-
\

rily belong to its relations are adopted into its vocabulary, and feel- a

ings that interchange between man and his fellow are purifiec\ and I

transferred to new claimants. The direct purposes which morality
|

subserves are temporary and mundane ; but it has a farther and I

a nobler capability. \Vhen its immediate ends are reached, these 1

ends may become means to a still ulterior purpose. i

It strikes us that there is a great deal of discrimination and force
|

in Mr. :Mercein's views. One of the difficult points in theology is
{

to define the exact position of the •'natural virtues:' A stern and -i

severe ortiicdo.xy freiiuently hands them over, in a mass, to Satan,
|

and treats them as nothing more than his splendid disguises. They,
\

are supposed to bo worse than valueless in the sight of God. Positive
j

counterfeits of the true currency, they only suffice to purchase damna- i

tion by a most costly investment, giving scorpions for ^j.z^, stones I

for bread, in this worM, and terminating in the worst of ba^nkruptcy
\

in a future state. One extreme provokes another. Disgusted with ]

this roll of infamy, in which the ''natural virtues'' are°regi stored,
|

a latitudinariau theology, claiming to be liberal by speciardistinc- I
tion, seizes the tablets of heaven, and records these "virtues'' in

bewitching loveliness on their spotless marble. According to its

theory, human nature is not essentially and radically depraved. It

labours under an o})pressive weakness; but the pri'^nciple of moral
health, perpetuated from our original creation and designed to be a
constitutional element of the immortal mind, has been preserved.

The aid of divine grace is not rejected. Watchfulness and prayer,

self-denial and self-sacritice, are held to be necessary. But, never-
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ihelcss, religion is a mere outgrowth from a native germ ; all that

Christianity does is to create a genial climate, to give the brightest

funsLine and the most fertilizing dews for the stimulation of its

fibres and juices. If, now, a cultivated Christian mind, divesting

itself of all partisanship, contemplate these two systems in the ordi-

nary forms, which they present it cannot be insensible to the fact

that they both appeal to certain sentiments in its nature. Ortho-

(io.\y may be rigid; it may sometimes extend to harshness; but

there is a power in its doctrines, a pungency in its appeals, a point-

cdncss in its dealings that must be acknowledged. Sin and guilt,

driven from paradise, and doomed to the trials of toil and the tears

of tribulation ; shrieking in the fast-ascending waters of the deluge,

and shivering before the terrors of Sinai ; enacting their tragedies

of woe in every age, and fraternizing with hell and ruin ; erecting

splendid temples to Satan, defying God, crucifying Christ ; such sin

and guilt stand out before its eye. It feels the awful moral of the

scene. Not Avith words of courteous compromise, nor with parlour-

eticjuette, can it deal with the gigantic evil. Men are perishing.

The heart of Christ was pierced for them—shall they pierce them-

selves through with sorrows that eternity cannot assuage? The
blood of the Lamb of God—the only Lamb in the fold of the uni-

verse—was shed for them ; and shall they float away from the cross

on a deluge of their own blood and plunge into perdition ? No wonder,

then, that it is so earnest, so emphatic, so intensely excited in mus-

cle, nerve, heart, and brain ! The danger warrants it—the danger

inspires it; and whatever may be thought of its occasional viola-

tions of good taste, its fiery zeal, its persistent purpose, its unyield-

ing exactions, one thing is certain, and that is, it grapples mightily

with the profoundest sympathies and strongest sentiments of our

nature, and comes home, with terrible vehemence, to whatever in us

takes hold on the impressive realities of eternity.

But turn to another picture. "Liberal Chrisfianifi/,'" as its friends

term it, adopts another style of argument and appeal. It si)eaks to

man as the child of misfortune. The accidents of education and

example have misled hhrt: A wanderer from the right way, a vol-

untary exile from goodness and love, he is cast abroad among tempta-

tions that often subjugate his native independence. It is a dark

^orld, a sad world, a sinning world : but does not our planet belong

^ the same system as the sun? Moral agency exists under disad-

vantages, and Christianity has been sent to strengthen and expand
>t. The element of competency is in us, but it requires a favoura-

tle combination of means and circumstances for its development.

Christianity mainly supplies the want. It is the divine helper—the
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gracious sj^mpathizer—the heavenly benefactor. Regeneration, m
the sense of a new creation, is not taught. It has. faith; but it is

simple confidence in the paternal goodness of God. It has repent-
ance

;
but not such grief for sin, not such scalding tears as come

from the vivid apprehension of a sacrificial death for a redemption
from the bondage of iniquity. It binds man to a strict accounta-
bility, and demands of him a beautiful, thorough, earnest " self-cul-
ture'' that shall make him Avorthy of his sovereignty over this lower
world, and vindicate his title to the " image of God.:' Such is our
imperfect outline of " liberal Christianity." If it has any errors.

we hope to be forgiven. Just thinking is the crown of intellectual

excellence, and on no account would we invade its claims.

That '•liberal Clirisfianit/j" addresses a certain order of senti-

ments within U3 cannot be doubted. If any refined and generous
mind can cahnly study the religious system of ^VilIiam Ellery Chan-
ning and Orvillc Drwey without feeling that it touches several sides
of his nature, we envy neither his piety nor his wisdom. "Liberal
Christianily" has made a truthful, eloquent, indignant protest
against various forms of popular ignorance and religious passion.
It has offered a vigorous resistance to Calvinism on the score of
moral philosophy. Jt has defended the freedom of man. The social
relations of Jesus Clirist as a perfect man; the great duty of cher-
ishing his serene spirit and imitating his illustrious example ; the
claims of humanity and philanthropy as religious considerations;
the obligations of -self-culture;" the minor morals of Christianity,
which are so oft«--n disregarded; the spiritual connexions of litera-

ture, science, and art. it has stated, amplified, illustrated, and
enforced with remarkable clearness, beauty, and force. For this

work it deserves our gratitude. Any man of thoughtful habits must
see that these departments of religious intellect—these far-spread-
ing fields of scholarship, taste, and elegance—have been shame-
fully neglected by orthodo.xy. The mind of the Church has been
engaged in unfolding Christianity as a transaction between God and
man, and, particularly fur the last century, the greater part of pulpit
talent and lay ability has been occupied with this aspect of the sys-
tem. But who can doubt that, meanwhile, Christianity, as a social

law and a social life, has been strangely thrown into the background?
The moon turns but one side of her orb to the earth ; but is that the
symbol of Christ's religion V The sense of ideality is a true ele-

ment of the intellect. Not in vain have the fair and o-raceful forms
of the material universe been created ; not in vain have the stars

kindled a festal splendour, and the landscape been robed in a beau-
tiful livery. All these things are far deeper than eye and ear.
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Poetry cannot satisfy the claims of this universe for expression.

There are sights it cannot see, sounds it cannot hear. It cannot put

a soul into the vast mysteries rising, swelling, darkening, all around

us. Never! Creation—its magnificence, glory, terror—are closed

to every creature. Its profoimdcst meanings are sure to escape us.

Its most godlike emblems are the first to elude our search. But the

universe exists for Christ. It was made /or him as well as by him :

aud Christianity is his sole representative to interpret the wurielcrs

crowding the heavens and the earth. It only can use them so as to

insure Christian instruction and pleasure, and render them an illu-

minated commentary on the page of Holy Scripture. The same

remark applies to all the relations of Christianity to the affections

of daily life. Here are these select ministers of earth's hallowed

courts, anointed for pleasant and useful service, waiting the call of

any token, glad to anticipate a wish or to suppress a half-uttered

sigh; but Christianity has too often been suffered to withhold its

influence and refuse its benediction. Men have not been taught, as

they should have been, what a wealth of beauty and joy lay around

them. Imagination has not been invited to the feast of munilicence

which the divine hand has spread on its royal boards, and sensi-

bility has been left to seek its bliss where best it could find sympa-

thy and cheer. And yet more. The law of labour, the toils of

business, the enterprises of commerce have not been appreciated as

means of moral and Christian education : nor, indeed, has the ma-

chinery of society been made to revolve with those '• wheels within

wheels" which sweep before us in the visions of prophecy. Ortho-

dox Christianity has limited its field too much, and hence a speciality

liaa been provoked into existence.

Let us not be misunderstood. We prefer no charges against

orthodox Christianity on the score of earnest sincerity, sound doc-

trine, pure morals. It has witnessed a good confession. It has

translated the ritual of heaven into the language of childhood, youth.

3ud age. It has taught jurisprudence its wisdom, and government

its creed. It has proclaimed the cross far and wide as the only

li'^pc, the sufEcient hope, of the world. A ministration of power

"^ad purity, a co-worker with the Holy Ghost, it has home a saving

t<^3timony to the majestic truths that are embodied in the New Tos-

•irncnt. The precise point is this, viz. : The individual relations of

Christianity to the higher forms of earthly sentiment ami personal

culture—its authority in literature, art, business, and intcrc^iurse—

*t8 bearings on the great out-door realities of practical existence

—

have been too much omitted ; and in this way another system has

^^n developed into life and activity. ''Liberal Christianity " has
r'ouRTii Series, Vol. VII.— 17'
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undertaken to supply this felt deficiency. It has summoned men to

consider the authority of reason ; emphasized the strength, loveliness,

and honour of sensibility: elevated the affections of home, kindred, and

race ; dwelt on the capacities of mind, and carried agency through all

the wide circuit of endeavour, struggle, suffering, and heroism. Had
we to contemplate it in these aspects alone, it would win our warm-

est admiration and call forth our most cordial greeting. But the

religious idea of the system— its provisions for a fallen, ruined,

guilty race—will press themselves on our attention. Here, we feel

its utter feehleuess. Here, its pretensions stagger confidence in its

most amiable moods. Here, we are unable to resist the oppressive

thought, that it has forsaken the central seat of Zion and occupied

a remote hill-top on the outskirts of the world's province. Here,

in a word, our consciousness assures us, that it does not represent

Christ where Christ most truly and fully revealed himself—in the

garden of Gcthsemane, on the cross of Calvary, on the mount of

heavenly intercession.

The history of '• liberal Christianity " throws light on these

suggestions. We speak particularly of its history in ^^ew-England.

Commencing as a reaction against the Puritan theology, resisting

its supposed exclusiveness. harshness, and bigotry, and demanding

a freer atmosphere, a broader horizon, and a more genial compan-

ionship, it went forth mildly but boldly into the realm of intellectual

and speculative in<juiry; it accepted the Bible as God's book, and

its interpretation of Christianity as God's religion. Behoving in

the necessity of a divine manifestation, it received Christ as the

great teacher and inspired e.\-ample to the human race. It did not

Bet aside the supernatural element in Christianity, but acknowledged

the miracles wruught in attestation of its claims, and preached the

operation of a heavenly iniluenco to assist the struggles of our frail

nature. The sanctity of jjrivate reason and the injunctions of Cath-

olic charity, were liroughr out in special prominence. It was the

champion of free-will, free- thought, free-utterance—the firm oppo-

nent of creeds and dogmas ; it Avas jealous of associations and com
binations, lest they should fetter the individual, and monopolize the

influences of the age; no stranger to the woes of humanity, it cher-

ished a tender sympathy with human sorrow, and offered its balm

to bleeding hearts ; the degradations of the race awakened its phi-

lanthropy, and stirred its deepest sensibilities. Poverty and naked-

ness, ignorance and crime, misfortune and calamity, were more than

spectral shapes mo\ing in wild dismay and savage fury before it.

Dread realities were they on which the sunshine of God lay pale

and lustreless. And then, beside these, but in a lower wretchedness,
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the spiritual nature, so forgetful of its pi-incely birth, so unfaithful

to all its better instincts, so heedless of the myriad voices calling it

to high communion, so sunk in oft-occurring bestialit}'-, moved its

emotions to interceding prayer and eager effort. It chose its modes

and means of action. Endowed with intellect not surpassed ; en-

riched Avith learning, scholarship, and literary arts ; alive with Anglo-

Saxon blood, and proud of Anglo-Saxon traditions, it entered the

pulpit, employed the press, discoursed at the fireside, and brought

all other honourable instrumentalities into its service. No exi)ei-i-

ment was ever tried under more propitious circumstances. Its dissent

shut it out from no offices of place and power. It was under no

state ban. Tiie field was Avide open; it could have the whole

sweep of the horizon and multiply converts in any direction.

If, now, any system, rejecting the divinity of Jesus Christ, the doc-

trine of a vicarious sacrifice, and the work of the Holy Ghost in

renewing our fallen and helpless nature, could reach the heart and

reform the world, it was 2sk'W-England Unitarianism, for it was

Unitarianism in its most attractive and effective form. The rej-ul-

sive features of English and Continental Unitarianism were softened

down to the utmost extent of which the distinctive tenets were

capable, and apart from that, a class of persons became its adherents

and disciples in our country, whose tastes, habits, and circumstances

would con-ect, as far as practicable, the excesses of the system.

And what have been the results? A few of its advocates have

reached the border-land of infidelity, j^umbers have welcomed

Transcendentalism and its egregious follies; idealism, speculation,

and extravagance have misled others. But, confining our view to

those who still represent original Unitarianism, Avhat tidings do they

ofier of its strength, progress, prospects ? A careful study of its move-

ments and effects cannot fail to demonstrate that it is a feeble religious

creed. It has no centrality—no staminal trunk, out of which the

vfirious branches can grow ; it has no ground of Christian sympathy,

lirotherhood is one of its favourite sentiments ; but this is such a

??^neral principle, diffused over so large a surface, and supported by

^nch inadequate motives, as to be a practical nullity. Cordial

Christian union—fraternal feeling, as begotten by a common inter-

"st in Jesus Christ, and the constant habit of dwelling on the s:ime

object and with the same associations—is unknown to it. In ag-

;^ressivenes3 it is equally lacking. To push its way among the

l:aiints of men, to storm the battlements of hoary corruption, to gain

trophies from the very vicinage of hell are, apparently, beyond its

''<^ope- It has laid a decided stress on insight, and yet, strange to tell,

no literature is so deficient in penetrating the soul, tracing its dark
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labyrinths, exposin:T its endless mazes, and forcing; its darling delu-

sions out into the glare of the sunshine. Insight ! AVhat is there in

all the compass of its rich and diversified literature to compare with

the microscopic eye of John Banyan ; the deep, silent, earnest search

of Philip Doddridge ; the philosophic peuetrativeness of Jonathan

Edwards? If these are facts, then, what is the lesson of ''liberal

Christianity r It seems to us that it proves the absolute impos-

sibilit}' of reducing Christianity to the conditions of art. It fur-

nishes the most convincing evidence that " CJirist crucified " is by

the laws of philosophy, by the instincts of the soul, as well as by the

provisions of the gospel, the only doctrine that can humble human
pride, teach human reason, rouse conscience, change the heart, and

regenerate society. P>ut is this all? No; it teaches another lesson:

it delivers a message to orthodox Christianity ; it instructs us that

the beautiful, the tender, the truthful, the noble in our nature arc

not to be neglected or despised.

!No middle ground is wanted ; the foundations of Christianity can-

not be changed. " Christ crucified" must be preached; without it

there is no hope, no pardon, no peace. The view of " natural vir-

tues," presented by " liberal Christianity,'" cannot be incorporated

into Christianity as we hold it, for that view entitles them to the

rank of dormant religious germs, awaiting the process of mere de-

velopment and superseding the necessity of a regenerating work of

grace. Put, nevertheless, a great advance in the conceptions of

evangelical persons, and especially in the temper of their minds on

this subject, would be (•tToctcd, if the hand of the Divine Husband-
man were traced in the growth and cultivation of these '' virtues"

Justice to these "'virtues'' does not require them to be recognised

as the incipient principles of vital religion, nor, on the other hand,

does it bind us to treat them as the offspring of Satan. The essen-

tial elements of heaven and hell do not appear in those sensibilities

out of Avhieh the beautiful forms of social humanity spring. First

of all, therefore, the distinction is to be broadly laid down between

the social nature and the moral nature of man, in regard to the law

of responsibility, and the awards of the final judgment. If that is

clearly apprehended, the next point is to consider the "natural
' virtues" in their relation to the plan of redemption. Are they

connected with the mediatorial economy ? The fact seems to be

indisputable. They exist in the human heart because Jesus Christ

died ; they are a portion of the benefits of his assumption of our

guilt: they arc under the care of Heaven, for purposes ulterior to

themselves. The whole system of earthly providence is founded on
|

them, and by ^eans of their operations conscience is awakened to |
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SCO the need of a divine guidance, infirmity is taught to seek the

aid of Christ, self-righteousness is convicted of folly and guilt, and

salvation by faith in the atonement is revealed to the heart. Such

views practically tend to enhance the power of Christianity in our

hands. The strength of rebuke—that mighty agent in the minister

of the sanctuai-y—is left untouched, and its loyalty to the commis-

sion from above is maintained in undiminished vigour. Sympathy

is likewise encouraged. A gentle, tender, affectionate spirit, finding

so much amid the ruins of human nature to gladden its eye and cheer

its hopes, deepens the fervours of entreaty and inspires the elo-

quence that beseeches men to be reconciled to God.

On the one side, decision is guarded from the extreme of dogma-

tism and malignity ; on the other, charity is preserved from laxity

and weakness. In brief, it impresses us that the line of thought

adopted and enforced by Mr. Mercein is admirably fitted to define

the boundaries of morality and religion—to relieve these subjects

of much of their perplexity, and make them more tangible to certain

orders of thinkers. No greater service can now be rendered to

truth, than to give distinctness and boldness to its features—to pre-

sent its substance in a sharp and angular manner—to linut it with

exact justice to its own ground by preventing its encroachment on

foreign soil. Whoever brings out obscure ideas into full relief, and

teaches us the precise bearings of their foundations and forms, con-

fers a !zreat benefit on the hiirhest interests of science. It is not

the most showy and splendid sort of originality; so, at least, tlic

world thinks; but, in our estimation, men of this class, searching

among the approved verities of familiar meditations, clearing away

their false incidents, and unfolding the entire complement of their

relations, are worthy of the lofty praise of intellectual benefactors.

The remaining essays in the volume are devoted to the consider-

ation of the religious principle in man, the process of conviction,

repentance, faith, and kindred topics. All of them present the

strong characteristics of an earnest, logical, forcible mind.

The observations on self-culture, in connexion with religious

experience, are exceedingly sensible; but we wish that they had

been extended. We have long been satisfied that there is a seri-

ous defect in our preaching and literature on this subject. The

<'me has come for Methodism to pay more attention to its duties

and means; it has given special significance to the supematural

«^hmeut in Christianity, and urged with uncommon abiUty the car-

dinal doctrine of the Holy Ghost's influence. N'ot the slightest

abatement of this supreme truth do we wish to see ; but rather, as

time advances, and the Church expands her field, let it be exhibited
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with increasing zeal. The genuine idea of self-culture accompanies

this divine agency. Religion, as a constant education, as ministered

to bj all the offices of daily life, as the universal absorbent that is

to draw upon everything with Avhich we come in contact,—religion

every moment, everywhere, in every connexion, is the urgent want
of the times. Few there are who continually feel that the charms
of home, the pleasures of friendship, the grace of intercourse, the

meetings on the street, the commerce of business, the thousand
objects acting on us, are the materials of Christian spirituality.

Who think of the lessons of Heaven written all over this wide-spread

world? Who realize that the beauty of childhood, the endearments

of filial love, the oneness of marriage, the greetings of the market-
place, the honours of confidence, and the other experiences of

earthly history are instruments to promote our growth and strength?

The whole system of creation and providence ought to be classed

under " means of grace.'' And the reason is obvious : personal

Christianity has its earthly side as well as its heavenly side; prayer

and praise, sanctuary service and sacraments, Scripture and medita-

tion,—these are inseparably identified Avith all the emotions of the

heart in their worship of tlio Invisible, in their homage to Christ, in

their preparation for heaven. But where arc the thoughts, born in

these serene and sacred hours, to find their companionship V Where
are these seeds to vegetate and bloom? The relations of social

existence have a vast work to perform within us. Business, relaxa-

tion, literature, art; whatever a<ldrcsses reason, taste, afiection;

whatever disciplines the sense to skill—the heart to virtue—the

conduct to energy, patience, fortitude, belongs to God. They have
been ordained for our improvement, and never can we enter into the

full meaning of Christianity UTitil we learn to make everything con-

tribute to our moral and spiritual progress. Is it a fictitious fear or

a profound reality, that the transition from an experimental Chris-

tianity to a sentimental and mystieal Ciiristianity is an easy process?
The heart cannot be too frtijuently and pungenlly appealed to; but

may not the appeal be too r.rclvsive ? If this is the fact, where but

in the provisions of self-culture, as derived from the regimen of

common life and the open universe, are we to seek the safe corrective,

the sure and unfailing balance to emotional and reflective piety?

Is it all a fable that Ant;vu3 must fall back upon the earth to

recruit his strength?

There is one other remark that may be worthy of notice. The
habit of inward etlort to enlarge the scope of reflection, to strengthen

conviction, to penetrate deeply into the reasons of things, to purify

feeling, to expand the intclieet by largo thoughts and the heart by
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generous sympathies ; and above all, the constant exercise of our

active faculties, Avhether of perception, will, or sensibility, in finding

the auxiliaries of religious nurture in every phase of human life,

ore peculiarly demanded by the fact, that in this age of popular

interests and general movements, we are peculiarly liable to what

may be called the formative povrcr of religious machinery. ISur-

rounded by a vast "' apparatus " of spiritual energy, our creed faith-

fully and fully expounded on each returning Sabbath, our prai.-c

embodied in printed hymns, our prayers led by others, our social
]

meetings adapted to a regular order ; in brief, a continued succession \

of precisely the same forms and a ceaseless direction of the mind
^

in the same channels, we are strikingly exposed to the operation of
|

those circumstances which tend to diminish freshness of impressions, •?

force of personal effort, independence of individual aims, and sturdy
|

robustness of sentiment. Such dangers must remain. The best |

earthly economy is inseparable from them. But a safeguard has
j

been furnished in the agency of self-culture. By its instrumental- i

ity the associations of the multitude furnish materials for solitary j

study, the fellowship of the sanctuary heightens the charm of self- \

communion, the familiar routine perfects our individual freedom, and
\

we attain the stature of men in Christ Jesus.
|

The religion of the New Testament is now thoroughly vocalized. I

It is sung in choirs. It is melodized in concerts. The swell of the |

organ floats the sound of human voices on its aerial waves and
\

shakes the sanctuary with its triumphant exultations. Christianity
|

is articulated in every variety of tone and modulation ; whispered, «

shouted, thundered; "from lively to severe," if not "from grave to
|

gay," it runs through all the gamut of utterance and holds the car \

in firm captivity. Here is the logical voice, cold, dry and hard—
|

here is the metaphysical voice, dull and dreamy—here is the philo- •

sophical voice, contented, calm, complacent—here is the didactic

voice, firm and fearless—here is the descriptive voice, following the

quick glances of the organ of sight, and beating time to the palpita-

tions of the eyelids—here is the voice of denunciation, storming

the citadel of sin—here is the voice of pathos, tendeniess, expostu-

lation, and love—all fulfilling their province with wondrous variety,

skill, and success. It is certainly the speaking age of the Church.

And we rejoice in it. But can we disguise the painful truth, that

thousands depend on vocal instruction with too much satisfaction. j

^nd rest in it as a sort of intellectual finality 'I Faith comes by

he:iring. So argues the apostle, and so believe all Christians. But

how does it stay / In what way is it to be matured and perfected?

'i'hc action of preaching mind on hearing mind is absolutely essen-
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tial; but it has its fixed limits. 'No amount, no excellence of oral

instruction can full}'- develop character. Its use is to inform, to

quicken, to transmute itself into recipient natures ; and whenever

that is done, the individual man must convert its influence into the

means of personal power and progress. After all, it is a mere trib-

utary to self-culture. Its specific design is to put the sympathetic

spirit in the best possible position to exert its own faculties and

build itself up in the knowled;j;c and service of Christ.

Alluding to the charge against the Church of a want of interest in

the philanthropic schemes of the day, Mr. Mercein proceeds, after

repelling the false accusation, to make some remarks on the general

subject. '• Perhaps the irreligious philanthropists may see more

clearly the outward and material machinery to be used in regen-

erating society, because their attention is not distracted to the

•want of that spiritual life in the world's heart, without which it can-

not receive and perpetuate the new forms which it is proposed to

give it. Earnest and enthusiastic spirits, men of noble enera:y and

daring, need a field of exercise and display. A secular philanthropy

is the chivahy of the nineteenth century." (P. 270). We wish

that this view had been extended. If secular philanthropy had been

satisfied to present its merits as philanthropy, if it had prudently

and wisely confined it?elf within its own precincts, there might have

been an occasion for honest differences of opinion ; but there would

have been none for differences of feeling. So far from adopting

such a course, it has too often taken special pleasure in choosing an

antagonistic attitude in respect to the Church. It has taunted,

mocked, insulted ministers and members. It has even proclaimed

its narrow, local, fugitive creed, with "pictures to match," as a sub-

stitute for Christianity. Don Quixote showed a glimmering of sense

in selecting a windmill fur attack, but they dash against the battle-

ments of Zion. It is shocking to any moral sensibility to contem-

plate the vindictive niuliguity, the furious fanaticism, the wanton

sacrifice of the finer, nobler traits of our nature in this fierce assault

on the evils of society, A philanthropy of this sort profanes its

own name. It can never do God's work. Whatever schemes of

usefulness may be devised and executed, the first consideration is

the effect on their own immediate adherents. They are viewed as

exponents—as witnesses; and hence, if they are transformed into

bigots and zealots, nothing can save their cause from odium and

disgrace. There is a generous martyrdom that we all admire ; but

the martyrdom of courtesy, refinement, truth, and virtue, for th6

sake of consummating a benevolent enterprise, excites our commise-

ration, if not contempt. The influence of these movements on the
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Church has been, in some instances, exceedingly disastrous. Good
nicn have conceded too much to them. The attention of the Church

has been frequently diverted to their measures, and its patronage,

tacit or active, has been extended to them. Have wc to learn at this

late day ^vhere our strength lies ? If our guns have been mounted

for ages, have we now to dismount them for the purpose of proving

tiieir metal ? No moral in Church history is plainer and fuller, than

tliat the power of Christianity is in its concentration, in its as.sertod

and vindicated supremacy, in its complete and perfect adaptation to

the regeneration of the world. The simple reason why Christianity

is comparatively inert and feeble in our hands, is because we fail to

trust it. Our unbelief multiplies false auxiliaries, and in turn they

educate our scepticism still further. Even where the institutions

are not obnoxious to serious charges, is it not to be apprehended
that we are distributing our capital into more forms of business than

we can manage effectively ? If the Mississippi were drained of its

waters as the Ciiurch is drained of her intellectual and moral

resources, it Avould need a number of Ohios and Missouris to pour

a strong, full, broad current into its tropical gulf.

Had the plan of the work permitted, ^Ir. Mercein would, doubt-

less, have been gratified to exhibit the doctrine of the atonement in

its relations to the scheme of redemption. The great truth of a

vicarious offering, a sacrificial death for us, runs through the work

both by necessary implication and formal statement; but, never-

theless, it is not developed as fully as we could have desired. The
philosophy of the atonement may embarrass minds that accept it as

a divine fact. Coleridge was an instance of this perpiexity ; and

yet we tliink that the habit of dwelling on it as an expression of

governmental |\rinciple is highly beneficial. Apart from this, it is

60 intimately connected with the condition and circumstances of our

fallen, ruined, condemned nature in its moral suggestions, its spiritual

significance, its prodigious weight upon the conscience and sensibili-

ties, that we like to see it brought out in marked prominence when-

ever depravity, restoration, and eternal life are under review. We
beg not to be understood as finding fault. It simply occurs to us,

that the " natural virtues" have a terrible account to render with

this event, even on the ground which they propose to occupy. Any
theory of goodness, claiming the name and sanctions of religion,

inust insulate the death of Jesus Christ from all ordinary phe-

nomena. The wickedness of the Jews is not sutlicient to account

for it. Alone must it stand among all the tragedies of earthly his-

tory. If it were a mere seal of martyrdom, it does not confer a

particle of strength or interest on the truths which the inspired
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teacher tau<iht, nor does it set off -uith any more distinctness and
adaptability the actions which he performed as our example. These
rest on totally different grounds. Confronting that amazing spectacle,

the ''natural virtues" must feel, in moments of subdued thoughtful-

ncss, that there is something found here, differing in kind, in pur-

port, in significance, from all else in the universe ; nor can Ave con-

ceive how it is possible for noble and generous instinct, for manly
sentiment, for responsive sensibility to suppress the rising sugges-

tion, that there is a divine meaning here which penetrates the pro-

foundest depths of om- S]>iritual being.

The patient reader, who has accompanied us through this article,

ueeJs not to be assured that the subject of human depravity, actual,

total depravity, has a peculiar interest for our thoughts. Were
it a mere earthly thing, it would press itself on our consideration;

it would be a mystery, calling in no uncertain or feeble tone for

prompt and satisfactory solution. Never could we look into the

eyes of chiMh'iod, never watch the deepening shadows on the hearth-

stone of home, never tread a silent churchyard, never commune with

midnight stars, never scan the many-coloured panorama of life,

without feeling that evil demanded explanation. Eut when we take

it in all the dread relations of immortal existence, shaping those

huge images that rise up from the rolling surge of eternity, and as

silently sink back into its recovering waves, there is a terrible

fnscination in it.s iniluencc that cannot be resisted. No sooner had

man been expelled from Eden than this torturing idea began to

agitate his .-uul. It expounded the curse. Fiercer than the fiery

sword guarding the gates of Paradise it gleamed before him wherever

necessity and sorrow bent his footsteps. The oldest annals, the

remotest tra'litions, the earliest usages, present it to our contempla-

tions. The records of patriarchal and Jewish life are full of its

facts. The ancient books of the Brahmins, the speculations of

Eastern Pantheism, the mythology of Lesser Asia, the symbolic

parable of Prometheus, the fable of Cupid and Psjxhe, all assert

its preponderance in the minds of men. Heathens have given it

their most anxious thoughts; deists have struggled with it as a

mighty nightmare. Not peculiar to Christianity, it is yet essential

to its scheme of redeeming grace ; and hence it is unfolded in the

New Testament with a frenuency, a force, an exhaustive fulness

proportioned to its commanding importance. In every age it has

been the foremost theme ; in all philosophy it has been the return-

ing enigma ; in all culture it has proved itself to be the most pro-

found science. Poetry has struck every string in its harp to its

melancholy wail. One generation bequeaths it to another, and the
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sorrow rolls on in an unabated tide. What a literature it has 1

written! See Sir Thomas Browne musing over it in his Urn- I

IJurial, Blair in his Grave, Hervey in his Meditations among the
|

Tombs, Foster in his mournful questionhigs, Bascal in his devout |

contemplations! See Goethe and Byron throwing the quick, sharp
\

glances of their bold imaginations into its massive gloom!—see |

philosophers like Coleridge, orators like Robert Hall, thinkers like
|

Chalmers, divines like Wesley and Fletcher, yielding to it their \

most earnest studies, and breathing over it their most believin;»
|

prayers !—see patient watchers at the hidden gates of heavi-n—
j

watchers like Cowper—waiting for the awful mystery to depart

!

\

It is not pain, it is not suffering that thus torments the mind.

No ; it is SIN, it is guilt that oppresses our anxious hearts.

Art. VI—the DOGMA OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. I

1.
" Letters Jlpostolic of our Most Holy Lord, Pius IX., by Divine Providence Po,>r. t

concernim: the Dogmatic Definition of the hnmaadate Conception of liie Mother ,f

God," given at Rome the sixth of the Ides of December, IBoi. i

2. J. Perrone : Dc Immaculato B. V. Marine conceptu, etc. [Can the Immaculate
^

Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary be defined by a Uogmatic Decree? A
,j

Theological Disquisition, by John Terrone, of the Society of Jesus, rrofessor

|

of Theology in the Roman College.] 18-18. i

3. Joannis Launoii, Constnntiensis, Parisie?isis Theologi, Opera Omnia, ad sclectum
j

. ordinem revocata. Ill Tom. fol Colon, 1731. [Tomi Primi Pars Prima, ',

pp. 9-U: Praescriptiones de Conceptu B. Mariae Virginis, IG.G: with the
|

motto, from Bernard, " Virgo Pvegia falso non eget houore."J 3

4. Versucheiner Geschichte dcs Marien-und-Jnnen-Culius inder Kalholischcn hnc'^.

|
vonCLFrantz. 12rao. Halberstadt. ISot.

|

5. Legends of the Madonna, as represented in the Fine .irts. Forming the I hud i

Series of Sacred and Legendary Art. By Mrs. Jameson. London. 1n3l'.

During the seventeenth century, but not before, " Our Lady of the

Immaculate Conception" was one of the favourite subjects of Chns-

tian art. Guide depicts the Virgin, crowned with twelve star.>«.

standing on a crescent sustained by cherubs, with seraphim on c-ulier

hnud, floating between heaven and earth. Murillo, the greatest of

Spanish artists, illustrated the devotion of Spain to the homn-c ot

Mary, by twenty-five pictures; the grandest of which is the •* Great

Concept'ion of Seville," a city which became frantic with joy, when,

in 1G15-1T. Paul Y. sanctioned the office of the Immaculato Coucep-
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tion, and forbade other teaching.* The idea of these pictures is taken

from the woman in the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse, " clothed

with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a

crown of twelve stars ;" this groat " wonder in heaven," the symbol

of the Church, is made to be the mother of our Lord, instead of

that "Jerusalem, Avhich is the mother of us all."

In the Catacombs, and the mosaics before the sixth century, the

mother of Christ is always represented as standing in a subordinate

position, usually veiled. In the course of the seventh century, higher

honours cluster around her radiant form ; she is imaged forth as the

bride of the Bridegroom, the type of the Church ; as queen of heaven,

of the angels, and of virgins. Even in the West, before 600, she is

depicted as sitting on a throne, the queen of heaven. In medi-

aeval times, her coronation by Christ becomes predominant; her

sceptre is a sceptre of mercy, while our Saviour is seen in contrast,

under the likeness of a stern judge; the mother is full of all com-

passion, the Redeemer becomes lenient for her sake. She is also

the mother of sorrows, the " mater dolorosa," bearing the sword in

her bosom, and as such she appeals to the tenderest and deepest

sympathies of our nature, and feels all the woes of those who flee to

her for succour. As the mother of the Redeemer, she exercises

over him the rights of her divine maternity: through her interces-

sion the grace of the Lord distils as dew upon the faithful.

All the acts of her life have been the themes for ihe painter, the

sculptor and the poet. Apocryphal Gospels, none of Avhich are older

than the fourth century, supplying by inventions the silence of the

JS'ew Testament, make .loachim and Anna to be her father and

mother ;t tell us that our Saviour was born in her fifteenth year,

and that she lived eleven years at p]phesus with John, dying at the age

of fifty-nine. Another tradition relates, that her tomb was opened

three days after her burial, and that her body could not be found,

but only a fragrant odour ; that she was translated directly to heaven

;

and the festival of the assumption honours this miraculous and un-

witnessed event. Though her death is assigned to A. D. 63, yet in

no subsequent canonical work are these marvels recorded. But

these fictitious biographies nan-ate all the details of her nativity, her

presentation in the temple, and the scenes of her marriage, as well

as the Scriptural facts of the annunciation, of the nativity of our

Lord, of her purification and the flight into Egypt; legend and

^ See Mrs. Jameson, pp. 45-oS.

t Nicephorus's Eccl. Hist., 2,3; Cotelerius ad Constit. Apostol. 3, 6. Thilo,

Codex Apoi cr. Nov. Test., Eyangclium dc nativitate S. Mariac, Hiatoria de nativ.

Mariae, pp. 319-400.
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Hiblc carry ber through the final scenes of earth, to her triumplial

coronation in heaven. There is a perhaps unconscious, yet manifest

ittenipt to make out a complete parallel between the successive

events in the history of the mother and the stadia in the life of our

Lord ; she is as a woman, "svhat Christ was as a man. And all of

these AYonderful legends are received as genuine by the Ivomau
Catholic Church ; it vouches for their verity, and celebrates festivals

as a perpetual memorial.

In the Papal Church the veneration of the Virgin is the central

point of the whole system cf creature-worship, with which that

Church itself, as now constituted, stands or falls. The working of

the " mystery of iniquity " in that corrupt communion is nowhere

more apparent, and in no point more capable of historical elucida-

tion. Its paganizing tendencies are here open to the day ; its invo-

cations to Mary are more bold, more rapturous, more tender, and

more universal, than to any other of the saints ; and these religious

observances have grown with each century of its history. Rome
has here been consistent; and she has just placed the crown upon
the completed system of idolatry by the dogmatic declaration, that

the "blessed Virgin ^lary was conceived without the infection of

original sin," exempting her from the common heritage of the human
race; thus, in yet another point, making her to be like our Lord,

breaking down the last barrier to her full worship.

Mrs. Jameson, in her beautiful Legends of the Madonna, gives only

the ideal and poetic aspect of this cultus; Mary is the type of

womanhood, of which each nation, and each great school of art, hfis

its special ideal. This work contemplates the subject ^chiefly from

the resthetic side. But the very fact that this worship is so fair iu

nrt is but another evidence of its peril. It is the most seductive

and alluring aspect of a system, which is essentially pagan in its

origin, its developments, its festivities.

The first trace of the worship of the Virgin, Avhich history records,

is the enumeration by Epiphanius,* among his eighty heresies of tlie

festive rites of the CoUyridiancB, a company of women in Arabia,

in the last part of the fourth century, who paid divine honours to

Mary, partaking around a table, adorned with m^'rtle, of small cakes,

(colli/ris,) in the same manner as Cybele, the ?no<j;na ?/uitcr dn'tm,

bad been worshipped in these regions and in Phrygia. The discus-

sion of the heresy of Nestorius in the first half of the fifth century.

condemned by the third general council at Ephesus, in A'o\. turned

upon attributing to the Virgin the title of deoTonoq, Dcipara, after-

Ward changed into the phrase,
" Maler Dei'' the " mother of God."

^ Epiphaniua, Ilacres., Ixxviii, Ixxix.
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It "vvas not in honour of jNIary, but to maintain the reality of the

Incarnation, that this term ^Yas first used ; but it gave a gi-eat impulse

to her veneration. Effigies of tlic mother and Son become frequent,

as sacred symbols, and supplant the cross. Christ begins to recede

and his mother to come into the front rank of popular veneration:

to Cyril of Alexandria, the chief op})onent of iSestorius, is ascribed

the introduction of the prayer, '' Holy Mother of God, pray for us,

poor sinners, now and in the hour of death." The angelic salutation

"Ave Maria," becomes a popular greeting. Her perpetual virginity

and divine maternity arc tests of orthodoxy. The first traces of

festivals in her honour soon follow ; the Festival of the Annunciation

(March 25, the season of the o])ening spring,) cannot be traced

beyond the last part of the fourth, or the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury;* her Puritication (Feb. "1) follows in the sixth.f favoui-ed by

the Emperor Justinian, and Gelasius, Bishop of Rome ; the Festival

of the Assumption, on the 15th of August, already foreshadowed in

the fable, follows in the course of the eighth and ninth ccnturies.t

It is a singular coincidence, that at this time of the year, Astrasa,

goddess of justice, and Ceres, mother of fruits, and the Egyptian

Isis, had been worshi{)ped with special rites by the heathen of old,

and sometimes depicted as rising from the earth to the sky. At the

end of the seventh century, in the P^ast, Mary's nativity had already

been generally celebrated on the Sth of September; it follows some-

what later in the West ; the testimonies for an earlier observance are

insecure. John of Damascus, in the eighth century, says, that "the

centuries contended for the honour of her birth." These festivals, to

which others.of less importance were afterAvard added, gave such splen-

dour to her cultus, that Pope Sergius (c. 700) could boast of the

superiority of the worship of the " bride of God," to that of Proser-

pine, " the bride of the god of the infernal regions ;" and the Koran
calls Jehovah, Christ, and Mary, " the three gods of the Christians."

The first vestiges of " offices" for the public cultus are found among

the Ijeucdictines; from the eighth to the eleventh century, these

are fully developed; the Cistercian order observed them daily, in

° First expressly mentioucJ in Council of Toledo, A. D. G50, of Guericke 2, s. 48.

t Aiigusti, DenkwiiriJigkcitcu, Band iv, Bede, Ilom.o, in circumcis, mentions it

as long extant.

\ See Gieseler, 2, s. ]o8, note 12. Gregory of Tours, at the end of the sixth cen-

tury, gives the legend in its fullest detnihs. Jerome had already spoken in

favour of tlie assumption, and .\ugustinc declared that "he feared to say, that

the blcjscd body in ^Yhich Christ had been incarnate, could become food for the

•worms." Pee Frantz, "Gcsohichte des Mariencultus," s. 37. The Assumption has

r.ot been pronounced a dngma; it was sanctioned in the Wc«t by a council at

Aix la Chapelle, 818, and by Leo IV., who made it a general festival.
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seven canonical hours.* The Festival of the Visitation (July 2,

lo."5l) completes the sacred seven. The golden period of her ^vor-

ship is identical Avith the height of the Papal power in the middle

ages, from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries ; the rosary of

Mary was introduced in the eleventh century;! the chivalry of the

crusaders was inflamed with ardour by the belief in her presence;

orders of knights vowed to defend her iramaculateness with the

sword ;i poets sang her glories in the most exalted strains ; art iiuve

visible embodiment to all the legends of the past: the psalter itself

was rewritten, so that all of its one hundred and fifty psalms should

celebrate only the praises of " Mary, mother of God," " queen of

Heaven," source of mercy, prevalent in intercession, the joy. the

hope, the confidence of the faithful. § To crown the whole, the very

hut in which she lived was transported by angels from Galilee to

Loretto.||

Into this period, which marks the acme of her cultus, fulls the

beginning of the controvers}^ as to Clary's immaculate conception,

which has been continued for seven hundred years, and is now
declared to be dogmatically decided by the Roman pontiiT. Tliat

decision is no accident, no arbitrary matter; it was necessary to rlic

" See Frantz, s. C3. In some cloisters, five i>.salnis were repeated crcry <,l.iy,

whose first letters formed the name Maria; viz., " Magnificavit," Pia. cxxv, ;};

"Ad Pom." Psa. cxix, 1 ; "Retribue," Psa. cxviii, 17; "In," Psa. cxxv, 1 ; "Ad
te," Psa. cxxii, 1.

t Sec Xiedner. Kirchengeschichte, s. 41S.

I Thy Spanish order of St. lago took the oatli :
" We swear to believe and

defend, in public and private, that the Virgin Mary, oar lady, was couccivoJ

without the stain of original sin." The Spanish order of Calatrava took a .sim-

ilar vow, with yet greater theological precision.

§ This Psalter has been ascribed to Bonaventure, and is published in his wrrka ;

l*ut it is probably from another source, though nearly contemporary, in t!;o thir-

teenth century. Its praise of Mary is idolatrous, and its parodies of the P.^alms

ire most irreverent: '-The heavens declare thy glory, Mary;" "Hear u?. (»

lady, in the day of trouble;" "Oifor unto our lady, ye sons of God, olur arit.i "Ur

lady praise and reverence." See So. Presb. Rev., Jan., IS-j.j; ou the authorship,

compare Gieseler.

il The holy house of Loretto. the " casa santa," the cottage in which Mary i«

&aid to have lived, was borne by angels in I'iDO. after the crusadi-rs had lo.-t their

last possessions in the Holy Land, at first to Dalmatia, then to ilecaa.iti in

It-tly, and the next year to Loretto. By order of Sixtus V., it was ench-»v-«i in a

Fraud cathedral, built by the architect Bramante. It is thirty-two ftvl h.nz,

thirteen high, and nineteen wide; it contains the very window tlirru'.h which

Mary received the angtlic visitation. The angels must have h.ui grifv.uis lul^.ur

i«» carrying it through the air; but nothing is impossible to f.iith, ns Anhbi-'hop

Kenrick of St. Louis has shown in his work on the " Holy House," whi;h is s.oid

to be too little known.
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completeness of the Papal system of saint- worship; and it shows
most clearly wliat that system really is and demands. Contrary as

is the new decree to Scripture, to tradition, and to reason, involvin'T

as it does the claim to an infallibility wiiich must be omniscient, it

is still a decree demanded by the very necessities of the Papal
system, exposin;;; its true character, and prophesying its fate.

If Mary be not free from all taint of original sin, she cannot be the

object of such worship as the Papal Church sanctions and enjoins;

and in the dogmatic declaration that she is thus exempt Scripture,

tradition, and reason are superseded by Papal infallibility.

Before proceeding to examine the decree itself, and the arguments
in its favour, we will present a cursory history of this celebrated con-

troversy. The festival of the " ivnnaculate " conception was not ob-

served until more than a thousand or eleven hundred years after the

birth of Christ. Perrone thinks it may have come from the East,

but adduces no evidence. In the controversy between Ratramn and
Radbcrt, in the ninth century, upon the Lord's supper, the question

raised was as to tlic natural or supernatural birth of our Lord, but

did not reach to the specific point of Mary's immaculate conception.*

The first introduction of the festival is usually assigned by Roman
Catholic wn'ters to England, and to the influence of Anselm, Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, about the year 1070; but this is wanting in

historic certainty of evidence.t The true point of time for the

festival and subsequent controversy is the attempt of certain canons

of Lyons, in France, to introduce a ''Feast of the Immaculate Con-
ception" in the year 1140. P.ernard, Abbot of Clairvaux, the saint

of the century, the opponent of Abclard, the great orthodox name of

the times, resists this festival as a " novelty," with the pertinent

inquiry, " How have you come to make the discovery, that 3Iary

was conceived witliout sin?" He was enthusiastic in his reverence

for the A'irgin, yet declares that " reason does not approve, nor an-

cient tradition connnend" this novel rite and doctrine. He cri-ants

that she was " sanctified in the womb," as were Jeremiah and John
the Baptist, while asserting that " Christ alone was conceived with-

^ Radbert is clainu-J on the silc of the immaculate conception, by Perrone,

p. 83, sq. But his chief controversy is upon the matter of Christ's birth, T^-hether

Mary at that time vrus free from siu. In his Tvork on the " Birth and Perpetual

Virginity of Mary," he says, "that Mary was free from all original sin;'" but

when -was the thus free? In her conception ? That he does not assert. She ^vas

free when Christ TTas begotten. He .says that " she was sanctifud and purified by
the Spirit." Cf. Gicseler -', 1, 9. ll-'O.

t Anselm introduced into England the Festum Conceptionis Domini, sive An-
tunciationis Mariae

;
yet even this was ridiculed and opposed. See Gieseler,

Earchengesch., 2, 2, a. '174.
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out sin."* No distinguished theologian of the twelfth or thirteenth

century defended the dogma. The festival of the "conception"
was increasingly observed in England and in France, but it was not
termed the "immaculate" conception. That the ".sanctification,"

and not the "conception" of Mary was the original deject of the
festival of the Sth of December, is the probable 0{.inion, .Mipportcd

by the authority of Aquinas and Bellarmine, and by the c^ntcnipo-

i-ary acts and statutes,! from the twelfth and thirteenth t-Lhiunc*.

Thomas Aquinas, Peter Lombard, Durandus, Bonavcnturo, a!l the

great names of these times, opposed the new and extreme opinion,

as we shall hereafter see; but it was in the necessities of tiio sys-

tem that it should prevail; it gained in popular applause wiiat it

lacked in theological authority. Duns Scotus, " the subtle doctor,"

was the first of the scholastics who defended the opinion; but even
he expresses himself with great reserve. He says :

" Deus potiut

facere, quod ipsa nunquam fuisset in peccato originali, potuit eti.'im

fecisse, nt tautum in nno instanti esset in peccato; potuit otiam

facere, ut per ternpus aliquod esset in peccato, et in ultimo iliiug

temporis purgaretur;" (In Sent., lib. iii, dist. 3, qu. i, § 0:) and bo

adds, " which of these three is actually true, God knows ; if it is not

opposite to the authority of the Church or of Scripture, it seems

probable that we should attribute to Mary tliat which is morvi ex-

cellent." Yet he also admits, that if the Virgin Mary had not had
original sin, she would not have needed the grace of Christ. Duns
Scotus, it is also reported, defended the dogma before the Univer-

sity of Paris, against two hundred Dominicans, and brought the

university to the decree, that "none should be admitted to the

scholastic degrees," who did not mahitain this "pious opinion:" but

Scotus died in 130S, and the first report of this disputation \^ from

Franciscan authorities, nearly two centuries afterward,j and iu the

acts of the university there is no account of the matter. As late

as 13S0, the university speaks only of the '^Festival of the Concep-

tion," and in 13ST it declares the immaculate conception to be "»

° Bernard! Epistola 174 ad Canonicos Lugdunenscs : "Our Loni Josu« Chriil

alone was conceived of the Holy Ghost." Dulaeus, in bid '• History of the Tui-

n-rsity of Paris," says that the canons of Lyons affirmed that tli.\v h.i I a Joctj-

toent from heaven, prescribing the observance. Bernard telb tb^rn that Ititnc

b.is not sanctioned the observance.

t Cf. Gieseler, 2, 2, s. 47.j, note 16, containing extracts from tlic »'"iin-il of Ox-

fjrd, as late as 1222, and from French statutes of the thirtociitli (• :it-;rr.

+ The Franciscan, Bernardinus de Biistis, about 14S0, ami IVlb.'irtui IVmosU-
fius, about loOO. See Gieseler, u. s. " The later Franciscans,".saysGie*elcr."are

•urprised that the 'subtle doctor' says so little of the matter, but corir!..h; then-
selves -with the belief that his chief works on the subject have been lost."

Fourth Series, Vol. YIL—18
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probable opinion," in opposition to the vie-R-s advocated by the Do-
minican, John De Montesonus, Avho maintained that belief in the

immaculate conception was a sin against the faith. The above
decree as to the " degrees " -was not made until 1497.

From the time of Duns Scotus, the controvcrs}^ assimied a more
defmite form, and it is made more spicy and inveterate by the hos-

tilities of the rival orders of the Dominicans and Franciscans, the

former supporting the opinion of Aquinas, the ''angelic doctor," and

the latter of Scotus, the " subtle doctor." Kew miracles, revelations,

and proofs, as ^yell as popular fanaticism, urge on to a further

decision. The anti-Pope Clement \U., in the exile at Avignon, in

13S9, follov/3 the lead of the Uidvcrsity of Paris, and expresses an

opinion favourable to the doctrine, by condemning the views of the

Dominican Montesonus. St. Bridget has revelations for the Do-
minicans, and St. Catharine of Sienna has difterent ones for the

Franciscans. The Council of Basle, in 1439, controlled by French

influence, declared tliat ]\Iary "was never actually subject to original

sin," but did not affirm it to be an article of positive faith.* This

decree was passed while the council was in conflict with the Pope

;

consequently it is not recognised as having authority.

A new stage in the history of the dogma is marked by the so-

called
'• Constitutions " of Sixtus IV., himself a Franciscan. In the

year 1477 he i.ssued a bull, recommending the celebration of the

"conception of the immaculate Virgin," not of the "immaculate

conception "' of the Virgin ; and in 14S3, in another bull, the " Grave
nimisj' he condemns those who assert that the defenders of the im-

maculate conception are heretical, and also those who maintain that

the advocates of the opposite opinion are guilty of the crime of her-

esy, or of mortal sin ;
" cum nondura sit a Romana ecclesia et Apos-

t-olica sede decisum." Such is the substance of these famous " Con-

stitutions," after which the Sorbonne becomes still more zealous

against the Dominicans: in 1509, four of that orderf were burned

at Bern, giving new confirmation to the "privilege of Mary." The
Council of Trent did not venture upon a final decision, though urged

" Cone. Basil. Sess. xxxvi, d. xv, KaL, Oct., 1439 : " Nos vero o » « dootrinam

illam disserenteni, gloriosam originem doi genitricem Mariam praeveniente e:

opcrante divini numinis gratia siugulari nuuquam actuiliter subjacuisse originali

peccato, scd imniunem semper fui!;.-o ab omni originali et actuali culpa ~ ^ t.in-

quam piam, etc., tcnt.-ndam - "^ difiinimus et declaramus."

t The Dominicans at licrn set up an image of the " mother of God," which

•wept bloody tears ; they received letters directly from heaven, and practised ab-^m-

inable impositions, in advocacy of their views. Cf. Hotticger, Hist. EccL, P. Y.,

Haae, Kirchengeschichte, 8. 339.
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to do so, but merely confirmed these Constitutions, declaring that

"in its decree concerning original sin, it did not intend to include

the blessed and immaculate Virgin Mary, mother of God."* This

left the whole question still open.

Pius v., in 1570, confirmed the Constitutions of Sixtus by con-

demning certain propositions of Bains, in his bull, " Si/prr Sjircn-

htm ;" he says expressly, that the Council of Trent " gave each party

permission to hold either side of the question," and forbirls all pop-

ular controversy ; he also first inserted into the Roman breviary and

reformed missal, an office for the "conception of the Virgin Mary,"

to be read on the 8th of December, changing the word "nativity"

into "conception;" so late was this change made even in Rome
itself.t Pope Paul V., in 1016, and Gregory XV., in 1622, left the

matter undecided and forbade dissension, though urged to a decision.

Bellarmine, the greatest of the Papal controversialists, declares,

" non haberi apud Catholicos pro re certa et explorata ac fide Cath-

olica tenenda, beatam A^'irginem sine peccato fiiisse concoptam;"

and adds, " banc opinionem non esse ullo modo h;x>reticam vd cr-

roneara judicandam ;" as also " non esse temerariam scd piam

admodum ac probabilem atque adeo contraria sententia longe proba-

biliorem."! Pope Alexander VII, in 16G1, in the bull, " Sollintudo

oynnium" again forbids dispute ; he also commends the piety of those

who defend the privilege of Mary, and speaks of the " immaculate

conception of the Virgin," in distinction from the "conception of

the immaculate Virgin. "§ Clement XL, in 1708, reestablished the

festival, in the bull " Commissi nobis'' but he calls it the "concep-

tion of the immaculate Virgin." The " Christian Remembrancer"

contends that this bull decided the controversy, and made the pres-

ent action of the Pope needless ; but this bull relates to the festival,

and terms the Virgin, and not her conception, " immaculate."lf

° Launoy.Trrescriptioncs u. s., contests the authenticity of this decree of the

?y!ioJ of Trent, asserting that it is not found in the original e-Utions of the nets

of the Council ; but he is probably incorrect. The decree is alleged to have been

passed in the session of June 17, 1546.

t See Perrone, p. 29. Our citations are from the German version.

t Amiss. Grat. 4, lo. See AViner, "Comparative Darstellung." s. o7.

§ The "Letters Apostolic" of Pius IX. say that Alexander's wonb are "cTi-

Jeuily decretive ;" they certainly are almost identical with tlie form cnf .reed by

I'ius L\. : " Vctus est Christi fidelium erga ejus beatissimain Matrcm V. .M. pio-

Lv*!, sentientium ejus animam in primo instanti crcationis atque inlu!«iouiB in

corpus fnisso special! Dei gratia et privilegio, intuitu merituiniia J'.-<i < iin^ti

»Jus f.lii, humani generis redcmptoris, a macula peceati origiualls p;.> -iTvatam

iwiuunem, atque in hoc scnsu ejus conceptionis festivitateiu soUmni ritu colea-

*^um et cclebrantium." Cf. Deuzinger, Enchiridion, p. 249.

I Sec Christ. Rembr., vol. xxiii, p. 403, sq.
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Gregory XYI., in 1834, at the appeal of French bishops, in conse-

quence of a movement begun by a remarkable coincidence again at

Lyons, where the controversy in 1140 had its origin, ordered that

the designation " immaculate " should be inserted in the preface to

the mass of the conception: and in 1844, that INIary should be

invoked in other litanies as " queen conceived without original sin."

Such has been the development of this dogma to the time of the

present pontiff. For the last century and a half it had excited com-

paratively little discussion. The Roman Catholics seemed con-

tent to leave it as an undecided point, a matter of indifference. The

French clergy showed little zeal, and many of her theologians were

opposed to it ; even the ardour of Spain was relaxed. But the

revival of the Papal claims in new vigour, the pressure of the ultra-

montane influence, superseding even in France the traditional Gal-

lican liberties, the necessary and consequent excitement of popular

superstition, have pressed the matter to what is esteemed an author-

itative and final decision. The apparition of the Virgin to the

herdsmen of La Salctte, even now vehemently contested in France

itself;* the " miraculous medals " distributed by millions throughout

Europe; the revived zeal of the "-Sodalities," for the worship of the

Virgin—have all, within the last twenty-five years, inflamed the pop-

ular ardour, and served to bring out most clearly the inljercnt and

necessary tendencies of the Papal system. The Jesuits have lent

their ubiquitous aid to tliis work, and it falls in with all the plans

and asjiiratiojis of the ultramontane party, who seek for power

through superstition, and gladly welcome a decree which fosters

superstition and exalts the prerogative of infallibility in the mouth

of the Pope alone.

Pope Pius IX., during his whole pontificate, has shown himself the

most devoted of the worshippers of Mary. In 1847, he confirmed

the decree of Gregory X\\., in respect to the introduction of the

term " immaculate " in the liturgy, especially in the preface of the

mass for the '' Conception," with additional privileges to the order of

Preachers for their zeal. I In his exile at Gaeta, in 1849, he addressed

his famous " Encyclical, on the Mystery of the Immaculate Concep-

tion," of the date of February 2, to the patriarchs, primates, arch-

bishops, and bishops of the whole Catholic Church, affirming the exist-

ence of " an ardent desire throughout the Catholic workl that the

Apostolic See should at length, by some solemn judgment, define that

the most holy Mother of God, the most loving mother of us all, the

Immaculate Virgin Mary, had been conceived without original sin."

"These desires," he adds, "have been most acceptable and delight-

° See " The Christ. Times," LonJon, Dec. 20, 1854. t See Perrone. pp. 337, 333.
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ful to us, who, from our earliest years, have had nothing; dearer, noth-

iug more at heart, than to revere the most blessed Virgin Mar}^ -with

an especial piety and homage, and the most intimate affections of our

heart, and to do everything which might seem likely to procure her

greater glory and praise, and to amplify her worship." From such

a declaration he anticipates signal blessings to the Church, to<y(^l to

and fro, and fallen upon evil times. He says he has commitud the

investigation of the whole matter to a special congregation of cai'ii-

nals and selected ecclesiastics, illustrious for piety and wisdom, and

versed in divine things ; and he invokes the prayers and coun.-rcl of

all the bishops to whom the Encyclical is addressed. '' You know

full well, venerable brethren, that the xuhole ground of our confidence

is placed in the most holy Virgin," since " God has vested the

plenitude of all good in Mary, so that henceforth if there be in us

any hope, if there be any grace, we know that it is from her tliat it

redounds for such hath been the will of Him who would

have us possess all through Mary."* A commission was appointed

for the examination of the question, under the presidency of Cardi-

nal Fornarini ; Cardinal Larabruschini produced his Tract, and I'cr-

rone the work at the head of this article ; Passaglia has also written

a large essay, and the results of these renewed investigations are

issued by the Propaganda press, in two large quarto volumes. 'I'lie

special commission reported, in a full conclave of the Sacred Col-

lege, 27th May, 1S54. Answers had come from six hundred and

two bishops, all of them favourable to the dogma, though fifty-two

doubted the opportuneness, and four the possibiUty of a decision.

y

The "special congregation" demanded the definition with alacrity

and zeal. A Consistory of consultation was proclaimed and held at

Rome, November, 4, 1854 ; it was not a general council, nor was

any authority attributed to it. Fifty-four cardinals, forty-six arch-

bishops, and about four hundred bishops are reported to have been

present at these deliberations : five hundred and seventy-six votes

are said to have been cast for the dogma, and only four against it

;

among the latter were the Archbishop de Sibour, of Paris, on the

ground, that the pope had no power to decide such a question ;
and

also the bishop Olivier of Evtcux, lately deceased, who sent in Ins

vote by proxy. On the 8th of December, in iSt. Peter's, in the

luidst of the celebration of the " Conception," in the presence of

wore than two hundred ecclesiastical dignitaries, and in answer to a

Petition presented by the dean of the Sacred College of the Cardi-

* Cited from Gregory, de Expos, in libro3 Regum.
t These letters, -with others from sovereigns, orders, and associations, are

priat«d in nine volumes.
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nals, the supreme pontiff, ^vith a " tremulous " voice, read in Latin
the following decree :

—
" Wc declare, pronounce, and define, that the

doctrine which holds that the blessed Virgin Marj, at the first

instant of her conception, by a singular privilege and grace of the
omnipotent God, in virtue of the merits of Jesus Christ, the
Saviour of mankind, was preserved immaculate from all stain of
original sin, has been revealed hy God, and therefore should firmly
and constantly be believed by the faithful."*

The cannon of the castle of St. Angelo, the joyful chime of all the
bells of Kome, the enthusiastic plaudits of the assembled thousands,
the magnificent illumination of St. Peter's church, and the splendour
of the most gorgeous festive rites, gave response to the infallible

decree. It was a grand pageant, befitting an idolatrous enthusiasm.
The pope himself, with "trembling joy," crowned the image of the
Virgin

;
medals of Australian gold were struck, and distributed in

her honour.^ "Tvome," say the beholders, "was intoxicated with
joy." An infallible voice had spoken ; a new article of faith was
announced by " divine " authority ; the people rejoice in hope that
Mary will be yet more "propitious," that her "prevalent intercession
will give peace and plenty, will stay the power of infidelity, put an
end to insurrection, and crown Rome with higher honour and suc-
cess.'' The controversy of seven hundred years is brought to a final

decision; Rome is committed irrevocably to the worship of the
" Virgin mother of God, conceived without original sin." " Roma
locuta est," and doubt is now heresy. The work begun by the third
general council at Ephesus, in 431, proclaiming .Mary " the mother
of God,"Js declared to be consummated by the'Papal decree of De-
cember 8, 1$54, asserting the privilege of her immaculate concep-
tion, on the authority of Peter's chair.

What, now, are the gi-ounds, what is the proof of this dogma of
the immaculate concei)tion, to which, as we have seen, the whole
history and the very necessities of the Roman Catholic system,
have forced tliat corrupt communion to gravitate V Can it be proved
by Scripture ? Is it consonant even with tradition ? Can theologi-

•=* See the "New-York Frt-omau's Journal and Catholic Register," Feb. 17, 1S55.
which contains in full the " Letters Apostolic." Immediately following the ahovc
definition are the worJs of •' infallible " warning. " Wherefore, if any'shall dare
—which God avert!—to think otlierwisc than as it has been defined bv Us. thev
should know and understand that they are condemned by their own judgment,
that they have sufferod shipwreck of the faith, and have revolted from the'unity
of the Church

;
and besides, by their own act they subject themselves to the

penalties ju.«tly established, if what they think they should dare to sipv/y by
word, tcriting, or any other outward ineam." The claim of Papal infalUbility has
here reached its acme.
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cal or rational arguments of suiScient cogency be alleged in its

favour? Or, is it merely the full development of an evil inherent

in the ^vhole system of that apostate Church, and supported as a

dogma in the last analysis, only by the bare and irrational claim of

papal infallibility?

The work of Cardinal PeiTone is one of the most authoritative and

complete exhibitions of the papal view, and is accompanied with

the papal sanction. The author is now "general rector of the llo-

man College," and is styled "the prince of contemporary theolo-

gians." He was born in 1794, at Chieri, a village near Turin; at

twenty-one years of age he joined the company of the Jesuits ; he

succeeded to the chair of Eellarmine, Suarez, and Yasqucz, in the

lloman College in 1823, where he has ever since taught, with

the exception of a few years of absence. To great learning he adds

no mean dialectical skill. He is honoured as are few of the Italian

theologians ; he is a member of the Congi-egation charged with the

examination of the provincial councils, and the revision of the books

of the Oriental Churches; he is also an official "consultor"' of the

Congregations of the Propaganda, of Rites, and of l^xtraordinary

Ecclesiastical Aflfairs ; and he Avas a member of the special commission

appointed to examine the dogma of the conception. His " Pr.tlec-

tioncs Theological," nine vols., Ptome, 1835 sq., have been throu_^h

twenty- five editions; portions of it have been separately published; |

an abridgment of this work, in fom* volumes, has had some twenty \

editions. Perrone is also the author of a " Synopsis of the History
|

of Theology compared with Philosophy,'' Ptome, 1S45, and of a work 1

on " Protestantism and the Eule of Paith," published in three vols., i

in 1853, a complete storehouse of all the arguments and all the I

calumnies against the Protestants. The " Two Pn^scriptians "of '

the Jansenist, John Launoy, contained in the first volume of his col-

lected works, were written to expose the groundlessness of the argu-

ment from tradition, urged in favour of the dogma. They breathe

the spirit, and exhibit the learning of the old Gallican Church.

Perrone honours them with especial polemics. They present an

array, by one of the ablest and most learned of the French Churcli,

of those authorities which the new decree tramples under foot. 1'he

summary of Launoy's argument is, that before 1300 the Church

knew no other doctrine than that Mary was conceived in original

sin; that Scotus's reasonings are futile; that the early iranciscans

themselves rejected the dogma; that the same was the case with

Loyola and the first Jesuits, and that seven popes have declared

a^'^ainst the dogma. The remainder of the " PruKcriptions," so

called in imitation of Tertullian's work, is devoted to an examination
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of. the attitude of the University of Paris in respect to the doc-

trine.*

Perrone states carefully the point and aim of his whole argument

in the question, which makes the title of his work: " Can the Imma-
culate Conception of the blessed ^'irgin be defined by a dogmatic

decree?" That is, Is there sufficient ground or basis in Scripture,

in tradition, and in theology, for declaring it to be an article of faith 'i

Or, in yet other words, lias the doctrine of the Immaculate Concep-

tion always been of the faith of the Church ?

He is also correct, and gives an accurate statement of the real

question, in asserting that it is a question offact ; not of theory, not

of possibility, not of necessity, but simply of fact. Has it been

divinely revealed, as a fact, that ]Mary was exempt from all taint of

original sin V The question is not at all of a probable opinion, nor

of a speculative possibility, but about a fact, which only Omniscience

coidd know, which only God could reveal.

'What is now this alleged fact ; or, in other words, What is the

dogma of the Immaculate Conception ? Before proof can be brought,

or testimony weighed, the doctrine itself must be clearly stated.

And upon this point there is no uncertainty. The decree of Pius

IX., already recited, states the point with sufficient clearness. Were
it not for some misapprehension, it would not be necessary to say,

that it has nothing to do with the conception of our Lord, whether

he was himself without sin, or Mary without sin when he was con-

ceived in her womb. 2sor is it, among the Romanists, a question as

to whether 3Iury was actually sinless in all her life; for, whether

with or without proof, this point is conceded by all lloman Catholic

divines ; it was as earnestly maintained by Bernard as by Scotus, by

the Dominicans as by the Franciscans, as was also her perpetual

virginity. IS or is it a question as to whether Mary was " sanctified
"

in the womb, for the disputants agree, whether with or without evi-

dence, that she was thus sanctified, and in the womb of her mother;

Catherine of Situna, who prophesied for the Dominicans, says that

this occurred '' three hours after her conception." But if she was

sanctified, then she needed to be sanctified, that is, she was in a sin-

ful state, under the dominion of original sin, for a time, longer or

shorter, as it is said were also Jeremiah and John the Baptist. The

question is not, whether she was " sanctificata," but whether she was
" sancta ;" not whether she was an immaculate virgin, but whether

" Besides these vrorks, Tve have made use of the collection of testimonies upon

the Buhject contained in Pctavius's great work, "dc Theologicis Dogmiatibus,"

vol. iv, lib. xiv, c. 2, and of the copious and authentic citations in Giestler's

" Kirchengeschichte."
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she was immaculate iu lier conception—whether her conception was

immaculate. The question is, Was Mary ever in the least degree,

or for even a passing moment, under the taint of original sin, or

wholly and ever exempt, from the first instant of her conception,

through a singular privilege? The dogma asserts that she was
exempt, and asserts it as a fact. This is her " prerogative ;" this

is the "pia sententia."

Only one other point needs to be stated in the way of pri.'liiain:iry

explanation; and that is, what is meant by the "first instant of con-

ception." Here, again, the declarations are precise. Koman Catho-

lic theologians usually distinguish between the "active" and the

"passive" conception, and make the question, as does Perronc, refer

exclusively to the latter.* The former, the " active conception," is

the marital act, the formation of the body ; the latter, the " passive

conception," is the infusion of the rational soul into, or its union

with the seed or body ; and the dogma declares, that in this "'passive

conception" the soul of Mary was sinless, freed by special privilege

from all taint of original sin, which, but for such privilege, would

have been her lot. Perrone compares it, following Eellarmine and

others, to the liberation of a prisoner from prison before he has been

put into it, a comparison which both illustrates his position, and, as

we shall see, shows some of its difficulties.

The question which Perrone and the other advocates of the " pious

sentiment" undertake to answer in the affirmative, is just this: Is

there adequate evidence to establish the fact, as divinely revealed,

that Mary, in the above sense, was conceived immaculate ?

The three chief sources of argument to establish this alleged fact

are Scripture, tradition, and the theological proofs, including the

argument of congruity or fitness.

The Scriptural argument for the dogma is exceedingly slight, and

is virtually abandoned by PeiTone himself.f He rejects as insufficient

the mystical application of the personified Wisdom, and the types and

figures which many of the fathers so freely apply to the Virgin. Even

the angelic salutation, (Luke i, 2S, sq.,) he concedes, derives all its

"'weight, not from itself, but from the interpretation of the fathers

:

"in itself considered it gives only a conjecture." But why even a

conjecture? The greeting runs, XaT^e, Kexapiruitsv/] ; it implies

K.i'ace; it says and implies nothing about her original state. J5ut

the passage claimed as having argumentative force, " tiic only one,"

-^ajs Perrone, is Genesis iii, 15 : "And I will put enmity between

thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed ;
it [she]

" Some -writera distinguish three acts in the conception, .a.-< Gonzalez, cited by

rerrone. | Perrone, pp. 35-38, o7-G4, 112-116.
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shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel." The argu-

mentation here is carious. The received Vulgate reading, not found,

however, in all the copies, is "ipsa," slic; •while the Hebrew reads

itin, he, or it ; Jerome, too, reads " ipse ;" Sixtus V. edition of the

Septuagint reads avrog. And then PciTone contends, that it is

indifferent which reading is adopted, because, at any rate, i\Iary

could not have had the power to conquer the serpent excepting

through Christ. But hn-w does this prove the Immaculate Concep-

tion—give to the dogma "a firm foundation'?'' Simply for the rea-

son, that in these words a " special privilege is conferred upon

Mary," and that special privilege could " only have been the im-

munity from original sin." But the privilege conferred is solely,

even on the authors own ground, that she should be in some way a

means of subduing Satan, and slie was this as the mother of our

Lord. And to assert, that in order to be the mother of Christ, she

must be free from originol sin, is purely to beg the whole question.

The "Letters Apostolic" of Pius IX. upon the dogma, sanction infal-

libly the application of the clause "bruise thy head" to Mary, who,

the pope say^ " has crushed the serpent's head with her immacu-

late foot^

The Biblical argument against the immaculate conception is sim-

ple and cogent. Mary i.s nowhere made an exception to the common
heritage of the race. The whole human family, Christ alone ex-

cepted, is declared to be involved in original sin, through the fall

of Adam ; and also, without exception, the whole race is declared to

be in need of redemption through the merits of Christ. The passages

to prove these points we need not cite, since the Romanists concede

their existence, however much they may differ in the interpretation of

original sin, from the conmion doctnne of the Reformed Churches.*

Since the Scriptures do not make an exception in the case of Mary,

neither can we; to make such an exception we need unequivocal

inspired authority. And if avc make it in the case of ]Mary, why

not, as Bernard himself argued, by the same reason and necessity,

make it in respect to Mary's parents, grand-parents, and so on, up

to Adam himself? If it is in any way necessary or needful, from

the law of descent, or for the completeness of the Incarnation, that

our Saviour should be born of a mother free from the hereditary

fault of the race, the same necessity, under the same law, must carry

us as far back as the law itself reaches.

How does the cardinal meet the difficulty raised by these two

" Perrcne cites and approve? the following passages : Job xiv, l-t ; Psa. 1, 7 ;

Eomans iii, 23 ; v, 12 ; Eph. ii, 3 ; llomans v, 13 ; 1 Cor. xv, 22 ; 2 Cor. v, 14, 15.
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doctrines ? He does this in respect to the universal need of redemp-

tion, by asserting that there is a twofold mode of redemption,

tlnrough the blood and merits of Christ: he concedes that Mary had

need of the redemption ; that, " considered in and by herself, she was

subject to original sin," and that it was on the ground of Christ's

merits that she was exempted ; but he says, that she was redeemed

before original sin touched her at all, as when a debt is. paid before

a man is put into prison: all the rest of mankind have their <b'ht.s

paid only after actually being in bondage to sin. Whether this

position does not really annul the dogma,—and it is also the po:ri-

tion of the infalhble decree of Pius IX.,—we shall examine by and by.

]kt, in addition to this, Perrone also urges, in reply to the Scrip-

tm^l argument, that "papal decrees, and the decision of Trent in

the case have annulled the application of the Scriptural passages to

the matter in question," so that they can no longer be adduced.

Popes, he says, have repeatedly called the dogma a " pious " opinion,

and declared it to be not contrary to the faith ; and the Council of

Trent expressly declared, that "in the doctrine of original sin Mary
was not excluded." This is certainly sufficiently audacious, and

shows how infallibility deals with Scripture. If the pof»e should

declare himself to be sinless, the argument would hold just as well:

for it amounts to this, that papal infallibility may annul the- ap{ li-

cation of a Scriptural truth to cases which are embraced in that

application. But other popes—seven, Launoy says and proves

—

have given a counter declaration ; between two contrary infuUibiiitios

who shall decide V And yet again, Perrone asserts, that these

Scriptural declarations about original sin and the need of redemp-

tion do apply in some sense even to Mary ; and he also asserts, that

papal infalUbiHt}' has decided that they are not to be thus applied.

And who shall decide between these two positions ; and who can

hold them both ?

For all who receive the Scriptures as the word of God, hav-

ing ultimate authority, the evidence against the dogma is deci-

sive. And the only conclusion to be drawn on this ground of argu-

ment is, that in the decree of the Immaculate Conception we have

that asserted as a fact which is plainly contrary to Scripture. Au
infallible pope here decides not with, nor yet without, but a^>iinst

Scripture teaching. For all, too, who admit the equal authority of

Scripture and tradition, it would seem to be a plain inference, tliat

tlie equality is destroyed so soon as a doctrine is declared to be of

the faith, which is not only found in tradition alone, but also in a

tradition which contradicts the Scriptures. Granting that the whole

of tradition is for the dogma, by a unanimous consent, if it be admit-
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ted contrary to the Scriptures, the two authorities are no longer

equal; the tradition is made superior. But, in fine, conceding even

this, namely, that a unanimous tradition can supersede the Scriptures

themselves, can the dogma of the Immaculate Conception be proved

to be a part of the general tradition of the Eoman Catholic Ciiurch?

Does tradition, the second source of argument in its favour, support,

substantiate, authorize this nev»- decree ?

Supposing tradition to be unanimous and complete in the matter,

vfe do not see how it can prove the point which Perrone declares is

to be proved ; that is, i\\Q fact of the Immaculate Conception. Only

Omniscience could be cognizant of such a recondite fact—only a

special revelation could communicate that knowledge to others. Now,

none of the fathers, and none of the schoolmen, and none of the

popes, profess to have had a specific revelation upon the point of

fact, that is, a revelation assuring them, on direct divine authority,

that the ^'irgin Mary, at the instant of the union of the soul with

the seed, was by grace kept free from all touch of original sin. Yet

that is the fact which is to be proved, and proved on divine authority,

on the authority of a specific revelation about tliis specific fact.

But, waiving this point, we come to the tradition itself. Is the

dogma a part of the tra<lition of the Church, so that, if tradition be

recognised as an ultimate source of appeal, we should be warranted

iu saying that the position is established? "What is tradition, on the

ground of the Koman Catholics themselves? Their standards de-

clare it to be "equally with Scripture, the word of God;'', and,

in distinction from Scripture, to contain those truths, " quae ab

ipsius Christi ore ab apostulis accepta;, aut ab ipsis apostolis Spiritu

Sancto dictaute, (juasi per manus traditai ad nos usque pervenerunt
;"

and they further .^pcak of such truths as " tanquam vel ore tenus a

Christo vel a Spiritu Sancto dictatoe et continua successwne in

Ecclesia Catholica conservatK." These are the formal statements in

the decrees of the Council of Trent, sess. iv., decree 1. The " Fro-

fessio i'idci Tridentime" of Pius 1\ ., made binding upon the whole

" representative Church," by Papal Bulls,* enforces the declaration,

"Nee cam (Sacram Scrij)turam) umquam, nisi juxta unanimum

consensura Patrum, accipiam et interpretabor.'' This is also in

accordance with the decree on the "use of the Scriptures," adopted

in the fourth session of the Council of Trent :
" Ut nemo—contra

mianimiun consension Patrum Scripturam Sacram interpretari

audeat."t In sess. xiii., c. 2, tradition is designated as the •" uni-

^ Those of Pius TV., viz., " Injunctum nobis," £lnd " In sacrosanctu." 1.5G-i.

t Sec also Coacil. TriJ., sess. xxiii., cap. iii, on the "unanimous consent of the

Fathers," as adduced in favour of ordination.
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rersus ecclesiae sensus." If anything can be inferred from those

authentic statements it is, that tliat only is to be received as a true

tradition, or can be solidly proved by tradition, which can be traced

to Christ, or to the apostles, in a continual succession, and which has

for it the "unanimous consent" of the fathers and teachers of the

Church.

In applying this authentic interpretation of the idea of tradition

to the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, it will be found t') huld

true that the weight of tradition is adverse to it, that the oldc::t

and best tradition is against it, that the greatest doctors of the

middle ages are also opposed, and that the authorities since the

Reformation are hopelessly at variance.

Before the breaking out of the controversy between the canons of

Lyons and Bernard in 1140, all the great teachers are silent or

adverse. The question does not exist for them ; they know nothing

of this specific doctrine ; they speak in respect to original sin, and

the need of redemption in such a way as to prove that the Immaculate

Conception of INIary could not have been any part of their crond.

Their praises of the Virgin are often immoderate ; they defend her

perpetual virginity;* many of them believe that she was " sanctified"

in the womb ; most of them declare that she never was guilty of

actual sin ; but they do not know anything about her exemption

from all infection of original sin.

Augustine defends her only against the charge of actual sin.t

" Excepta sancta Virginc Maria, de qua propter honorem Domini
nullam prorsus, cum de pcccatis agitur, haberi volo quiestionem."

This passage is quoted in favour of the dogma, but it plainly refers

only to actual transgression, and it is contained in a reply to the

position of Pelagius, that there were saints who had not sinned.

In his treatise on the Remission of Sins,t this greatest of the Latin

fathers says explicitly that Christ alone was without sin: "Solus

ergo ille etiam, homo factus, manens Deus, peccatum nullum habuit

unquam;" nor does he intimate any exception. In his work De
Genesi, ad. lit. c. 18, n. 32, he speaks of "the body of Christ as taken

from the flesh of a woman, who was conceived of a mother with sinful

flesh ;" and he indicates a clear distinction between Mary's nature and

Christ's nature in this respect. Augustine's followers make similar

statements. Eusebius Emissenus (supposed by some to be Hilary)

on the "IS'ativity" says, "From the bond of the old sin is not even

tlie mother of the Redeemer free." Fulgentius writes, " The llcsh of

*= Her perpetual virginity is defended by Epiphanius, fHixjr. 78.) by Jerome

*<lnTau8 llelvidianum, etc. ; and it soon becomes a common position.

t l>e Natura et Gratia, c. 36. I Book ii, c, 24, § 38.
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Mary, •which was conceived in unrighteousness in a human way,

was truly sinful flesh ;" and he adds, " that this flesh is in itself

truly sinful," referring to Paul's use of the term "flesh," to desig-

nate GUI- common hereditary sinfulness. Others of the fathers

make use of similar statements, irreconcilable with a belief in the

Immacidate Conception.*

It is, indeed, true, that the fathers do not often speak directly

upon the point in fjucstion ; but this is for the simple reason, con-

clusive against the claim of universality, that they did not know
anything about it. The doctrine is declared, A. D. 1140, by Bernard,

to be a '"novelty;" and he says that the festival is "the mother of

presumption, the sister of superstition, and the daughter of levity."t

Others of the earlier fathers speak of Mary in such a way as is

absolutely irreconcilable with the idea that they believed in her

Immaculate Conception. Hilary declares that she is exposed to the

fire ofjudgment :
" If that virgin which could compass God is to come

into the severity of the judgment, who will dare desire to be judged of

GodV"j Ivcmeus, Tcrtullian, Origen, Easil the Great, and Chrysos-

tom, do not hesitate to speak of faults of Mary, of her being rebuked

by Christ. " if Mary," sa^'s Origen, " did not feel offence at our Lord's

sufferings, Jesus did not die for her sins ;" Chrysostom ascribes to her

"excessivo ambition at tlie marriage festival at Cana;" Basil thinks

that she, too, " wavered at the time of the crucifixion ;" all of which

statenK'nts are utterly inconsistent, not only with the dogma of the

Immaculate Conception, but also with a belief in her perfect in-

nocency.;^

Tcrtullian, dc Came Christi, § xvi, declares that " Christ, by

putting on the liesh, made it his, and ?nade it sitilcss ;" Irenreus, " that

Christ made human nature pure bij taking it;" Athanasius, on the

" Incarnation," teaches the same doctrine, that " Clurist sanctified

his own body," and that "he hath purified the body, which was

in itself c"rniptible." Of course, the body ho assumed was not in

and of itself sinless.
||

Gregory of Nazianzum, and John of Damas-

cus, (7:^0,) teach expressly that the Virgin was sanctified by the

'^ See Perronc, pp. 40, sq. TLo Dominican Bandcllus, in his "De Singular!

Pnrltate et rnvrog.itivaOonrcptionis Christi," 1-170, has collected some four hun-

dred testimonies against the dogma from the fathers ; so the Cardinal Turrecamata,

De Veritate Conceptionis. \'>'>0.

t Ep. 174, ad Canon. Lui;d., § B, sq., cf. Scrm. 78 in Cant.

I Hil. in Psa. cxix, lib. i-i,
J;

12, cf. Tracts for Times 70, p. 30.

§ Cf. Gieseler, 1, § DO, note uO; with the references to Irenreus iii, 18 ; Tcrtul-

lian de Carne Christi, 7; Origen in Lucam Horn., 17; Basil Ep., 260 (317);

Chrys. Horn. 4-5 in .Matth., Horn. 'J I in Joh.

II
See Christian Kemembr., vol x.xiii, pp. 383-385.
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Holy Ghost.* If Christ, by assuming human nature in Mary,

"made it sinless," it was not so before his incarnation.

The innumerable passages from the fathers, in which they declare

the universality of sin, and the imiversal need of redemption through

Christ, without making any e.s;ception in favour of the Virgin, wc
need not cite, because their existence is unquestioned. They have

full force in the argument, however, because there are no counter

testimonies to be adduced.

The citations from the fathers, which PeiTone brings in favour of his

dogma, are all fairly interpreted on the supposition that they believed

Mary to have been sanctified in the womb, or pure as a virgin, or not

subject to actual sin. For example, when Ambrose says " that Mary
is an incorrupt virgin, a virgin freed by grace from all stain of sin;"

when Augustine speaks of her as " without sins ;" and when Ephrrem

declares her to be "an immaculate and spotless virgin, incorrupt, and

a virgin from all stain of sin most foreign ;" and when Mary is com-

pared with Eve, on which PeiTone lays much stress, as being the

Bom-ce of salvation as Eve was of death, all of these and similar

statements are to be interpreted in some one of the above senses, and

only confirm the position that the specific doctrine was not in the

mind or thoughts of the early Church, and fail to render any proof,

especially when taken in connexion with the counter testimony.

t

The early hturgies and offices of the Church are an additional

source of evidence. They exalt Mary and her conception; but they

do never call it an "immaculate" conception. It is only in the

latest years that the term "immaculate" has been introduced into

the Western offices of the highest authority. The offices themselves,

in honour of the Virgin, did not become current in the ^Yest till

the eleventh century. In the office for her birth, in the ancient

Churches, it is read that " she was sanctified from the stain of sin

;

in one of the German liturgies, " that she was born with a pro-

pensity to sin ;" in the Roman Church itself, the office spoke of the
'' sanctifcation of the Virgin." This silence, and the late alteration

of these offices, are conclusive as to the non-existence of the dogma.

*' Greg. Naz. Or. 3S ; John Dam. Fid. orth. iii, 3. See Kr.llner, Symbolik, L'. ."Wl.

t As further specimens of Perrouc's citations in eviJence, he quotes from a

work on the "Sufferings of St. Andrew," of unknown authorsliip, the cxpros>^ion

ihat "the perfect man was born of a stainless virgin;"- from Uionynius of

-Alexandria, that Mary "is the sole daughter of life," "the house of Ood;" from

"ippobtus, that Chri.st sprung "from incorruptible wood;" from t!ri;4on, "the

Worthy, immaculate yirgin," who "did not bring forth fruit in lu.U;" from

Kphrjem, "immaculate, uuperverted, and most chaste of all;" and the like.

These, with the above, are his strongest passages, and they show the hopck-ss-

uvss of the attempt to find the doctrine in the Christian fathers.
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In the year 791 (al. 79G) a council was held at Eriuli, (Concilium

Forqjulicnse,) called by Paulinus, (Paulus,) patriarch of Aquileia,

during the pontificate of Adrian I, to consider the Trinity and the

Incarnation, in respect to the procession of the Holy Spirit, and

"Adoptionism/' that is, the opinion maintained by Archbishop Eli-

pandus of Toledo, and others, that Christ in his human nature was

the Son of God only by "adoption." A long and explicit Confes-

sion of Faith was published by this council, in the course of which

it is said: " Solus cnim sine peccalo natus est homo, quoniam solus

est incarnatus do Spiritu Sancto et immaculata Virgine noviis

homo. Consubstantialis Deo Fatri in sua, id est, divina; consub-

stantialis etiam matri, shie sorde peccati, in nostra, id est, humana

natura."* If the behcf in the immaculate conception of the virgin

had been any part of the orthodoxy of the times, it would have been

impossible for a coimcil to have spoken in this way of Christ, as

" alone born without sin ;" and the " immaculateness " ascribed to

the Virgin cannot possibly, in the connexion, be interpreted of her

conception, or even of lier birth ; for, if it could, then Christ could

not be said to be the " only " one of men horn without sin.

The testim.ony of the early bishops of Rome we omit for the

present. The only conclusion to be derived from the argument of

tradition, so far as the lirst eight or nine centuries of Christian his-

tory are concerned, is that the dogma is unknown. And on the

ground of tradition, this silence is conclusive. For tradition de-

mands "universality" of belief; it demands that the doctrine be

traced, "in continual succes.sion," to Christ and the apostles. Its

formula is, " Quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus creditum

est." And on this ground, silence for eight hundred years is con-

demnation.!

How does the case, now, stand in the mediaeval Church? The

o See Hariluin, Acta ConcUiorum, 1714, torn, iv, p. 856, C.

t Lauuoy's Second rrx^'-'iii'tiuu iloclures, (p. 11 :)
" If the Church should wish

to explain and solve the matter of the conception of the Virgin in the way just

mentioned, (th.at is, in accordiince with the rules of Vinccns of Lirens,) and to

put the end of the di.'^cusbii.'U A. D. I;j00, it would, without doubt, decree that

the blessed Virgin, like the roat of mankind, was conceived in original sin."

Melchior Canus, one of the most illu.slrious Roman Catholic divines of the

eighteenth century, one of the m.i-jt eminent members of the Council of Trent,

sent by the UnivL-rsity of t^ahiiiiam.-a, of whom the Uoman Catholic Church his-

torian Dr. Ritter, of Uvvshxu, in his Cliurch History, 4lh edition, lb.31, vol. ii, 1

p. 276, says, that " of all the \vritcr.-5 of liis time he obt;uucd the greatest renown,"

in his "Loci Theoloj^ici," published \MVj and often afterward, declares: '-That
j

all the holy fathers who have spoken of the point, have asserted with one voice,

that the blessed Virgin was conceived in original siu."
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amount of the argument, and the result of the testimony here are,

that the doctrine was first invented in the twelfth century, that it

was opposed by the greatest and best of the scholastics, and that it

made its way, in spite of this opposition, througli the force of popu-

lar superstition, and from the necessary working out of the inherent

tendencies of a system of creature-worship. Some of the medi:cval

testimony we have already adduced ; we add only the most imjtort-

ant citations.

Anselm, (1070,) though cited for the Immaculate Conception,

teaches in his " Cur Deus Homo," (ii. 16,) that Mary was co;?rfU'^tf

in sin; "Virgo tamen ipsa, unde assumptus est, est in iniquitatilms

concepta, et in peccatis concepit earn mater ejus, et cum originali

pcccato nata est, quoniam et ipsa in Adam peccavit, in quo omnes

peccavenint." See also the close of this chapter, and the next (17).*

Bernard, in the very beginning of the controversy, (1140,) in the

Epistle to the Canons of Lyons, says, in addition to what we have

already cited :
" If, then, she could neither be sanctified before her

conception, since she did not then exist, nor in it on account of the

sin which was inherent in the act, it remains that she must have

received sanctification while yet existing in her mother s womb,

which, excluding sin, made her nativity holy, but not her conception

also."

The " Four Books of Sentences " of Peter Lombard, " master of

sentences," bishop of Paris, 1159 to 1164, were the theological text-

book of the middle ages, upon which all the great scholastics ma-lo

their comments and built their systems. He says of the Hesh of

Mary, which our Lord assumed, that it was " previously obno.xious

to sin, like the other flesh of the Virgin, but by the operation of the

Holy Spirit it was cleansed." " The Holy Spirit, coming into Mary,

purified her from sin, and from all desire of sin."t

Alexander of Hales, the irrefragable doctor, also a Franciscan,

taught in England and Paris, 1230-1-245; his testimony is explicit:

° Also, " she was sauctifiecl by the KoTy Ghost," (De Conceptu Yirginis, c. xviii :)

liia wonls cited by Duns Scotus, that, "nempe decens est, ut ca puritatc, qua

niajor sub Deo nequit intelligi, virgo ilia niterel," refer in the conne.iion only to

tor sanctification before the conception of Christ. See K.'.llner, Syinbolik, 2, s. '.»\.

This passage is also adduced by Perrone ; it is taken from the L^th chrtj^tor of

•^nsclm's work on the " Conception." Perrone argues, tliat this must r.-f-r lo

Ur purity of conception ; but this is simply an addition to the text, and contrary

t'J the above citation. Anselm further, in his "Book on the K.vc'dhnco of ;;.c

^'ir^'in," says: " We certainly hold that her heart had been so ckunso^l from all

horvMlitary or actual sin, -which, perhaps, was still present in her, that the Holy

spirit, in all his fulness, rested in her."

t Liber Sent., bk. iii, dist. iii.

FouuTH Series, Vol. VH.—19
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" It was necessary tliat the blcspcd Virgin in her generation should

contract sin from her parents ;" " she was sanctified in the womb."*

Bonavcnture, the seraphic doctor, the glory of the Franciscans,

who died in 1274, and was canonized in 1482, is exhaustless in the

praise of Mary in his '• Speculum " and " Corona." To him is attrib-

uted the "Psalter" of Mary, to which we have already referred,

though probably without sufficient ground. He sanctions her vener-

ation in the most rapturous terms. Yet, on this question he is also

decided, explicitly declaring " that the sanctification of the Virgin

was after she had contracted original sin ;" she was " sanctified in the

womb." (Lib. iii, dist. iii, p. 1, qu. 2, 3.) Albertus Magnus, who

taught in Cologne 12G0 to 12S0, made the same avowals.

Bonavcnture was the pupil of Alexander of Hales, Albertus

Ma'^uus of Bonavcnture, and next succeeds the greatest of all the

scholastic theologians, Thomas Aquinas, "the angelic doctor," who

died in 1274, was canonized in 1323, and in 15G7 was declared by

Pius V. to be " teacher of the Church." In his " Summa Theolo-

gia3, p. iii, qu. 27, art. 1, it stands, "Mary was sanctified in the

womb." Art. 2. " Not before the infusion of the soul ; for if she

had been she would not have incurred the stain of original sin, and

would not have needed the redemption of Christ." Art. 3. The com-

plete deliverance from original sin was only given her when she

conceived Christ: " ex prole redundaverit in matrem, totaliter fomite

Bubtracto." About the festival of the Conception, he says, "that

the Roman Church does not observe it herself, yet it tolerates the

custom of other Churches. Cnde talis celebritas non est totaUter

reprobanda."

Such is the testimony of the most eminent medioeval divines, to

which we need not add names of less weight. Perrone feels the

difficulty arising from this source so " anxiously," that he devotes a

whole chapter to its elucidation. What he advances amounts to the

following positions: that if these scholastic divines had reasoned

correctly from what they conceded about the birth of the Virgin,

they would have made her conception immaculate ; also, that what

they teach can all be best explained in harmony with the doctrine

;

or, if not so, that they taught what they did as "private teachers
;"

as also, that they were ignorant of antiquity ; and again, that their

views on original sin were such as allowed them to speak as they

did; in fine, that they did not have any guidance from an infallible

decision in Avhat they uttered ; and that v/hile they were wrangling

in the schools, the dogma was making its way among the people.

All of which goes to show, that the mediaival testimony is against

** Summa TheoL, p. iii, qu- 10, memb, 2, art. 1, -t, cf. Gieseler.
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it; that, as far as the middle ages are concerned, only isolated

opinions arc for the doctrine, and the weight of authority is against

it. And yet, in tradition, the decision can only be by autliorUy.

The only distinct argumentative attempt -which Pcrronc makes to

parry the force of their authority and arguments, is the assertion,

that these doctors of the schools, when they speak of the conception

of Mary, have reference to vrhat he calls the first, or active concep-

tion, and not to the passive, or the infusion of the soul into the seed.

But this ex])lanation is irrelevant, for two reasons ; one is, that

many of these doctors do not make this distinction, and, of course,

they include both parts of the conception in their statement. They

make the distinction between "conception" and " sanctification,"

and say, that all that precedes sanctification belongs to the " concep-

tion," and is infected Avith original sin ; this, of course, includes the

"passive" conception. Another reason that invalidates this mode

of explanation is, that some of these doctors do make the very dis-

tinction in question, and yet maintain that the whole conception,

both active and passive, was in original sin. Thus, Alexander of

Hales Bays, that "' the Virgin after her nativity, and after the infu-

sion of the. i-oul into the body, was sanctified ;" Bonaventure asserts,

"that the infusion of grace may have been soon after the infusion

of the soul ;" and Aquinas declares expressly, " that the cleansing

can only be from original sin, that the fault of original sin can only

be in a rational creature, and, therefore, that before the infusion of

the rational soul the Virgin was not sanctified." In fact, this mode

of meeting the difficulty can only be carried through, by supposing

that the medieval divines believed that original sin could exist in

the mere fleshly material derived from parents, an opinion widely

abhorrent to their well-known views.

The argument from tradition, in favour of the new dogma, we

think, then, may be classed Avith the argument from Scripture, so

far as conclusiveness goes. It will not bear a single test necessary

t-J a real tradition, even on Roman Catholic grounds : antiquity is

silent ; in the middle ages the great authorities are divided ; and in

modern times, as our historical sketch has shown, there have been

perpetual contests and divisions. Twenty years ago hardly a single

liame of eminence among the Roman Catholics of Germany could be

f"und in its favour. Spain, indeed, continued her devotion.^, but

t'rance was indifferent, until the Ultramontane party began to gam

\'^>weT, and to look about for the means of arousing popular feeling

»n behalf of the Papacy.*
"" In the light of this historical argument, what shall be said of such asscr-

Uonn aa the following, contained in the " Letters Apostolic" of Pius IX., concern-
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The third source of proof and argument in respect to the dogma
is the theological. This is considered by Perrono in three chapters,

in different portions of his work.* Against the doctrine four argu-

ments are adduced : Original sin ; Clary's liability to suffering and
punishment, "v\'hich implies sin; the universal need of redemption;

and the mode of -diary's conception, namely, that shcwas bom of sinful

parents, in concupiscence; Christ alone, according to the unanimous
opinion of the fathers, being conceived without lust. Perrone meets
these arguments by saying, as to the first, that Mary would have

had part in original sin, by descent, if God had not prevented this

by the grace with which he endued her soul at the moment of its

creation, when it was infused into the body; and, as this was Marys
"privilege," he claims that the argument does not lead to the con-

clusion that her parents must also have been sinless. Suffering,

sorrow, and death, lie replies, to the second, do not necessarily im-

ply sin ; and, besides, the lloman popes have already decided this

point against P>iiin.s. In what concerns ^Mary's need of redemption,

he grants that she was in a sense redeemed through Christ's merits,

but before she actually came under the infection of sin; by her

descent she was umler the "obligation" to be sinful, and would have

had a part in the common malady, had not, by divine prescience and
purpose, her soul been purified through Christ's merits before hered-

itary sin could actually touch her soul; that is, Mary, in herself

considered as one of the race, was liable to original sin, but was kept

from it through a peculiar and special apphcation of Christ's merits.

This dual sort of original sin and of redemption we shall recur to

again. In like way he meets the fourth objection to the dogma, by
the position that she was indeed born of sinful flesh and needed

redemption, unlike Christ, and had a part in such redemption in the

peculiar manner aforesaid.

The theological proofs in favour of the dogma are given by Per-

rone in the fuurteenth chapter of the first part of his Avork. They
all rest on the idea of c(>/i[rrmti/, or fitness,

—
" that God will choose

the better way in all his acta." One of these arguments is from

the dignity and office of the divine mother. God had from eternity

iDg the dogma? that "this doctrine of the Immaculate Conception o c c o

always existed in the Church as reccivod by our ancestors, and is stamped witli

the character of a divine revehition. For the Church of Christ, careful guardian

and defender of the logmas deposited with her, cha7igcs nothing in them, dimin-

ishes nothing, adds nothing," but only so treats them, that thej' " may increase

only in their own kind—that i-*, in the same dogma, the same sense, and the same

belief." The force of " dogmatic " assertion can surely no further go.
•^ Perrone, p. ui sq., 102 sq., UG sq.
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predestined her to be the mother of our Lord, and must, of course,
determine to endow her with all needed grace and graces, since she
was to be his own habitation ; he would uot, then, have allowed her
to be defiled, even for an instant, with original sin: this, and this

alone, is fitting, congruous. Mary's respective relations to the
Three Persons of the Trinity demand the same, from the cori'Tuity

of the case: of one who was to be the first and most beloved of all

created beings, the bride of the Spirit, the mother of God, tu be
tmited to the Son, to be the "mother of all living," we cannot con-
ceive it to be possible that she would have been allowed to bo
infected by sin and guilt. These arguments, Perrone thinks, come
near to being "a strict proof;" and he urges them with gi-eat plausi-

bility against those who maintain, on the same ground of fitness

alone, and without Scriptui-e, that ^Mary was sanctified in the womb,
is the queen of heaven, the mother of all that live, and who pay her
devout worship. And it does lie in the very necessity of the case,

that all such must logically go on to the dogma of the Imraacuhite

Conception. Mary cannot, in consistency, be worshipped and lauded
as she is by all Papists, unless she be free from the defilement of

our common nature. The worship of the Virgin leads to this rf:>uit.

In leading thereto, it tramples under foot all tradition, is hostile to

Scripture, is irrational ; but still it leads to this result. On Prut-

estaut grounds, we say, that this is the only consistent position for

the worshipper of the Virgin. ]\Iay it yet be the means of leading

many to see the delusion and falsity of the whole system.

On Protestant grounds, on grounds of Scripture and reason, too,

^ve add, that this argument from "congruity" is absolutely worth-

less. The point to be proved by any argument in the case is the

fact that the Virgin Mary was conceived without sin; the argument
from congruity cannot reach the fact ; it can, at the utmost, prove

the possibility. The fact is one which only Omniscience could know,
^vhich God alone can reveal; and to propound it as "a doctrine uf

faith" on any such ground of possible fitness is an insult to the

word of God. It exalts the unscriptural dogma of the Immaculate

Conception at the expense of the Scriptural truths of original sin, and
of the universal need of Christ's merits. It is just as easy to prove
a good deal more by this " fitness," namely, that Mary could not have

fitly been a member of a lost race, that she could not be fitly intro-

duced into a sinful world in the way of natural descent, and the like.

There is one other position into which the new dogma forces the

Ivornan pontiff, which puts the matter of Papal infallibility in a dis-

agreeable dilemma and dualism. The decree of Pius IX. is in oppo-
sition to the express declarations of preceding pontiffs; pope is
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arrayed af^ainst pope; infallibility is discordant with infallibility.

Not only has "a probable opinion become improbable," but Peters

chair is divided against itself; and bow, then, can that kingdom
stand? The Jansenist Launoy, in his Prescriptions, has collected

tlie opinions adverse to. or irreconcilable with, the dogma, of seven

of the successors of St. Peter, who never change. From Pope Leo,

(440-461,) the greatest and most learned of the early bishops of

Home, he cites four passages in which Leo declares that Christ

alone "was innocent in his birth," alone was "free from original

sin," and that Christ received from his mother "her nature, but not

her fault;" and he asserts that jMary obtained " her own purification

through her conception of Christ." This is wholly adverse to the

dogma. Innocent JIL, who called the Lateran Council in 1213, in

a sermon on the " Assumption of Christ," comparing Eve and Mary,

•\vrites: "Ilia fuit sine culpa producta, sed in culpa produxit; ha2c

autem fuit in culpa producta, sed sine culpa produxit." Gregory

says, (500-G04,) "John the Baptist was conceived in sin; Christ

alone was conccivetl v.ithout sin." Linocent V., (1276,) in his " Com-
mentary on the Master of Sentences:" "Non convenit tanta} Yir-

gini ut diu morata sit m peccato;" and he adds "that she was
sanctified quickly after the animation, (that is, of the body by the

soul,) aIth(Htgh not in th'^ very moment." This is directly against

the dogma. John XXIL or Benedict XIL, (c. 1340,) says that

Mary " passed at first from a state of original sin to a state of

grace." Clement VL, (1342-1352,) "1 suppose, according to the

common opinion as yet, that tiio blessed Virgin was in original sin"

modica morula, "because, according to all, she was sanctified as

soon as she could be sanctified."

Thus the papacy, in committing itself to this new and idolatrous

dogma, is in hostility to Scripture, to universal consent, and also to

itself.

It explains the sen.-e of Scripture by tradition; and it explains

the sense of tradition by an infallible expositor; and that infallible

expositor contradicts itself

The new dogma makes the whole of the early Chui-ch to have been

ignorant of a truth which is now declared to be necessary to the faith ; it

makes Leo, Iimoceut Hi., Innocent V.. and Clement V., to have taught

heresy; it puts the greatest scholastic divines under the ban; and

while doing this it declares that what is now decreed has always

been of the faith of the Church, and that it is a part of the revela-

tion of God, given through Christ and the apostles, and handed
down by constant succession and general consent.

The " Letters Apostolic," sent forth by Pius IX. to define the faith
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in this matter, are composed in a style which, to a correct taste,

must appear turgid and overwrought. Repetitions abound; the

vocabulary of epithets and symbols is profusely spent in exalting

the praise of the Virgin. There is none of the simplicity of faith,

nothing of such a mode of teaching as would alone befit an authentic

oracle. It is adulation, panegyric, in parts, almost rhapsody. It

adopts and rehearses the most exalted strains and ejaculations of

ecstatic mystics. It is not argument, but encomium and assertion.

It repeats most fully and confirms the Constitutions of Alexander

VII., in his " Sollicitudo Omnium Ecclesiarum," 3 Dec, 1G61. Into

the evidence from early tradition it enters only in the way of allusion

and assumption. Upon some of its wonderful assertions we might

comment, did our space permit ; but we need only quote them to make

manifest how utterly devoid of evidence they are. The ineffable God
" followed her [Mary] with so great love before all creatures, that in

her alone he pleased himself with a most benign complacency."

" Which original innocence of the august Virgin," " comprehended

in the deposit of divine revelation," the Catholic Church '" has nrvvr

ceased to lay down, to cherish, and to illustrate." I'ollowing the

most unnatural allegories of the fathers, this decree makes the " ark

of Noah," the " ladder of Jacob," the " burning bush," the " fenced

garden," the '• city of God," and the " temple of God," to be types,

"preannunciations" of the dignity and spotless innocence of Mary.

It says that she is "the spotless dove," "the holy Jerusalem," "the

exalted throne of God," "the queen who came forth entirely perfect

from the mouth of the Most High'' " the crown of all miracles."

In yet loftier strains she is described as "the reparatrix of her

parents, the vivlfier of posterity," "always conversant with God, and

united with him in an eternal covenant;" she is "more beautiful

than beauty, more gracious than grace, more holy than holiness, and

alone holy;'' "God alone excepted, she is superior to all, and by

nature fairer, more beautiful and more holy than the cherubim and

seraphim ; she whom all the tongues of heaven and earth do not

suffice to extol." She is the " most faithful helper of all who are in

danger, and the most powerful mediatrix and conclliatrix with the

only-begotten Son of the whole world," " the most illustrious glory

and guardian of the holy Church," has "destroyed all heresies,"

" snatched from the greatest calamities of all kinds the faithful people

and nations ;" and it is she also who is to " effect by her most power-

ful patronage" the triumphs and dominion of the Church. " Stand-

ing at the right hand of the only-begotten Son, she intercedes most

powerfully and obtains what she asks, and cannot be frustrated."

Are these the words of truth and soberness ? Is this the gospel for
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this nineteenth century of strife and infidelity ? Has Rome changed ?

Is superstition extinct ? Is the Roman Church the Church of Christ,

or of Mary ?

While these and similar statements are abhorrent to Scripture,

destitute of proper evidence, and indicative of the idolatrous venera-

tion of a creature, yet it is the new do;;ma itself, in its proper dog-

matic contents, which is worthy of the most especial consideration.

Destitute of sufficient evidence, vrithout basis in Scripture, and

opposed to tradition, it also contains in itself contradictory and un-

reconciled elements, which evince its falsity and unreasonableness.

It is thus not only opposed to the past, but self- destroyed.

And, in the first place, it contains contradictory elements in what

it asserts aboutMary's exemption from original sin, since it declares

that this exemption was "in virtue of the merits of Jesus Christ,

the Saviour of mankind." According to Scripture, Christ died for

the human race, lost and subject to sin through the transgression of

Adam. His merits as Redeemer cannot be applied, nor be sup-

posed to be applied, to any who have not a part in the " vitiinn orig-

inis " of the human family. He died for sin, and for that alone ; his

redemption is from sin, and from that alone. If Mary was preserved

through his merits, it must have been that she had in some way a

part in the sin of the race.

In reply to this, it is said, and Perrone argues, that she was
indeed redeemed through the blood of Christ, but in a peculiar way,

in a "higher method,"' (p. 114, sq.) "A man may be liberated,

either by the payment of the debt after he is imprisoned, or before
;"

in the latter case he is not actually put into prison : so was Mary
redeemed through Christ. Such is the mode of explanation common
to the defenders of the dogma, to avoid this fatal difficulty ; but it

rests on a mere mctaj)hor, and docs not reach the heart of the objec-

tion. In the case supposed, the man is really and personally under

the debt, the obligation to jtay, though he has not yet suffered the

consequences of non-payment, that is, the imprisonment. If he were

not personally under this obligation, there would be no sense in say-

ing that the debt could be paid for him. Just so must it be, by
parity of reasoning, in the case of Mary. There is no propriety in

asserting that she was personally delivered through Christ's merits

from original sin, unless she be considered as personally under its

power and obligation ; and if she be so, then she has a part in the

fault of the race. jN'or is tiie difficulty avoided by saying, as Per-

rone sometimes does, that she was " exempted '' before she was under

its power, for she could not be personally exempted, unless it had a

hold upon her personally; and by saying that she was exempted
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through Christ's ments, it is involved and implied that she ^vas ex-

empted; and througli Christ's merits she could not be exempted

from something in which she had no part; and Christ's merits ex-

empt only from sin.

Thus the dogma, in declaring that Mary had no original sin, and

yet "was redeemed by Christ, contains contradictory positions.

In the second place, the dogma is fatally defective in the view of

original sin, on which it rests, and •with •uhich alone it is con.-i.st(.iit.

It contains the vital defect, the semi-Pelagianisra of the lloman

Catholic theology on this point, against which all the Protectant

confessions have protested as unscriptural. The Koman Catholic

doctrine puts the essence of original sin solely in defect, makes it

negative; asserting that it is only the want of that righteousness, in

which Adam was created; this is in scholastic usage the "formal"

part, or the very essence of original sin. Concupiscence is not of

the nature of sin. This is the doctrine of original sin, which l*cr-

rone expressly lays down, in the opening of his treatise, (pp. 2, 0, sq.,)

" that the essence of original sin is in the defect of grace or of orig-

inal righteousness."* This is the only view of the matter with

which the dogma of the Immaculate Conception can possibly be

reconciled. If this view is false—if original sin, as Protestants hold.t

" The Council of Trent, as is -well known, is not explicit in its definition of

original sin. Sess. y, 2, declares, that Adam's sin involved the forfeiture of

original righteousness on the part of his descendants, and also that sin itself,

"the death of the soul," was transmitted. Cat. Rom., 3, 10, G, avows, that con-

cupiscence was made inordinate in all by the fall. But this coucupisceuce is rot

held bj that Church to be of the nature of sin ; so Bellarmine, de amiss, gratix,

says, the difference of man after the fall compared with his state "in puris na-

turalibus " is only as the difference of the " spoliatus a nudo ;" and that the corrup-

tion of nature is produced only by the loss of supernatural endowments. To the

fame effect, Mohler in his " Symbolism." This doctrine is in opposition to

Augustine, with whom " concupiscence " is of the essence of original sin. (Contra

Jul., lib. ii; and Nupt. ct Cone, it, 8.) Anselm brought into rogue the formula,

" Nuditas justitia; debitie," as giving the essence of original sin ; against Lim is

Peter Lombard. Aquinas attempts a reconciliation, by saying that the " defect

Jjf original justice is the formal cause," and that concujtiscence is the "projicr

Siatter and substance " of original sin. (Summa. i, 2
;
qu. t>2 ; art. iii, 1 : " Ht ita

peccatum originale materialiter quidem est concupiscentia, formaliter rero e«.l

dcfectus originalis justitino.") Duns Scotus puts the essence in the " privation,"

«w>d declares it cannot be in the "concupiscence." See Winer, Krdlucr, M dilcr,

ia their " Symbolisms."

t We need not cite many authorities to exhibit the positive rrntc-trint view,

Mowcdly taken and maintained against the Roman view, and wliioli w.is one of

the strongholds of the Reformed systems, vitally connected with their spiritu.il

power. Augsb. Conf. : " After the fall of Adam all men, propagated according to

Mturc, arc bora with sin ; that is, without the fear of God, tcilhout trust in God,
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accordini:; to the Scriptures, be positive and not negative, and come
by descent, then the conckision is irresistible, that Mary, by descent,
must have had a part therein. The dogma of her Immaculate Con-
ception is possible only with a false view of the nature of the "sin
of birth." Augustine could not have held it, nor could Aquinas.
(See the note below.) The dogma is conceived in a defective notion
of original sin.

Yet again, even with this defective view of original sin, the dogma
is involved in difliculties and internal conflicts, by what it asserts
and implies as to the origin of the soul of ^lary. The theory on
which it rests is, that Mary's soul was directly created by God. It
declares that the Virgin Mary, " at the first instant of her concep-
tion," was preserved immaculate. What is meant by " conception "

here? It is the so-called "passive conception," or the infusion of
the soul into the seed, the union of the soul of Mary with the body,
prepared beforoliand in the " active conception." Whence, now, this

sold? It was "crcafrd." The "Letters," in another passage, say
that Mary was the " tabernacle created by God himself." Pius IX.
also cites the formula of Alexander VII. as havin^r "decretive"
authority, and that formula declares, " that Mary's soul, at the first

instant of creation and of infusion into the body," was preserved
free from original sin. And this hypothesis of " creatianism "

is

also the only hypothesis consonant with the doctrine.*

But now put tiicse two positions together, namely, that original

sin consists essentially in privation; that is, in the defect of original

justice; and that Mary's soul was directly created by God, and we

and xcith concupiscence." So the Apolopy of the Conf. The Conf. Helv. ii, S : " By
sin we understand that native corruption, derived from our first parents^, by
which we arc plung.jd into depraved concupiscence and averse to good." So the
Gallic, Heidelberg and Dorl Coufojsions, and the Conf. and Cat. of West Assem-
bly. The Articl.- of the Church of England, IX. : "It is the fault and corruption of
the nature of every man * = o ^^beruby man is very far gone from ori-inal
righteousness, and is of his own nature inclined to evil." So, too, the Article of
the Jleth. Ep. Church. VII., abridged from that of the Church of England, con-
tains the same positive and negative parts of the doctrine.

= This "creatianism " is the avowcl theory of Perrone. On page 1, he states
the question to be about her " passive conception ; that is, when her soul wa3
created by God for the animation of her body." It is also the view of a large
proportion of the Iloman Catholic theologians. The vow of the knights of the
Spanish order of Calatrava is worthy of being cited in this connexion for its

fulness: "In the moment of her blessed conception, and of the union of her soul
With her body, divine grace prevented nn.l preserved her from original guilt by
the merits of the passion and death of Christ our Redeemer, her future Son, fore-
seen in the divine counsel, by whicli she was truly redeemed, and by a more
Boble kind of redemption than any other of the children of Adam."
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nrrive at the following difficulties and dilemmas. The position is

this: When Mary's soul was created and infused into her body, she

was by grace preserved free from original sin. \Vould the original

sin, from which she was kept, have come to her from her body, or

from her soul,—for it must have come from one or the other".' if
|

you say that it would have come from the soul, that involves the con- j

sequence that God usually creates origiual sin in the soul, bvfurc it \

is united Avith the body, and, of course, before it is connecic-l Avith 1

Adam by descent. If you say, on the other hand, that original sin
j

would have come to I\Iary from her '•' active conception," that is, 1

from her prepared body, then it was already there, in germ and I

Becd, before the infusion of the soul. God either creates the human 1

soul with original sin, or the original sui is from the parents. If
|

the former, we have original sin without any connexion with Adam;
if the latter, Mary must have been really possessed of it. But you

\

say original sin consists in defect, privation, and that the dogma
|

means that God created Mary's soul perfectly holy. But tliis raises l

another difficulty; for it is also asserted that he created her thus
j

holy on the ground of Christ's merits, and that had it not been for \

Christ's merits she would have shared the sin of the race. Tliis 1

creation, now, must have been either through the race (the connexion
j

with Adam) or above the race, either mediate or immediate. If

through the race or mediate, then she must have had a part in its
|

sinfulness ; if above the race, or an immediate creation, then there j

is no theological or rational ground for saying that, as far as her
\

creation was concerned, she was liable to sin, or could be saved from
|

it through Christ's merits. s

Is' or can any relief be found by conjoining the two points, and
\

asserting that the exemption from original sin concerns the time or <

point of union of the soul with the seed, the conjunction of the active
|

with the passive conception. For the still unanswered question
|

here is, and must be, this : In the union of the soul with the boily. f

from which of the two, soul or body, would the original sin have come, it'

grace had not prevented ?—for it must have come from one or the other. i

If you say from the soul, then you would have original sin without i

any connexion with Adam ; if you say from the bod}', then original %

sin must already have been there ; if you say from both together,
|

this simply dodges the question, or else resolves original tin into
j

some act consequent upon the union,—that is, into actual trans-
|

.c:rcssion.
i

^ov is the matter helped by saying that original sin is os.==eutia!ly
|

negative, privative; for the privation has respect to either the soul
j

or the body, or to both conjoined, and the same dilemmas result.
j
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The " Letters Apostolic," in other passages, speak ofthe dogma in this

"wise : that the " Blessed Virgin was free from all contagion of hodij,

soul, and mind ;" that she had " community with men only in their

nature, but not in their fault;" and that "the flesh of the Virgin

taken from Adam did not admit the stain of Adam, and on this

account that the most Blessed ^'irgln was the tabernacle created by
God himself, formed by the Holy Spirit." These expressions imply

that the fault in the case could have been a fiult of '"nature;" that

the contagion might have been of the " body;" that the "stain from

Adam" would, under other circumstances, have come to her through

the "flesh." But in her "active conception," before the infusion of

the soul and of grace, the "nature," the "body," the "flesh," were

already e.xtant, ere the "passive conception" took place: were they

with or without the fault V If with the fault, then you have original

Bin; if without, then it would follow that the flesh, the body, the

nature, before the passive conception, had been already delivered

from the bondage of corruption. In short, if original sin come from

the race, from the " active conception," then Mary must have had it

;

if it come from the "passive conception," then God is its direct

author in every individual case.

This dogu^a of the Immaculate Conception, then, contains con-

tradictory elements; it rests on a false view of original sin. Even
with that false view it cannot well be reconciled: it assumes the

theory that souls are directly created, and here again it involves

itself in inextricable difBculties in relation to original sin. It is

opposed to Scni>ture, to tradition, and it is self-opposed. Yet it

comes to us with the sanction and decree of an " infallible" authority,

who says, "Let no man interfere with this our declaration, pro-

nunciation, and dofirution, or oppose and contradict it with pre-

sumptuous rashness. If any should presume to assail it, let him
know that he will incur the indignation of the Omnipotent God, and

of his blessed apostles, Peter and Paul." - .

Our review of this celebrated controversy and its results furnishes

an instructive exemplification of the mode in which Rome develops

doctrines. Nothing is clearer in the way of historical testimony

than that this dogma is a novelty in the Christian Church; and

nothing, too, is more manifest, than that it has been developed into

its present form by an inward necessity of the Roman system. Op-
posed to Scripture, to antiquity, and to great Scriptural truths, it

has still follov.ed a law of development. It is the slow and sure

eating of the poison which Rome received from a pagan antiquity,

in the veneration, the cultus, the worship of that which is not God.

This superstition infects the whole system of the Papacy ; it belongs
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to its essence; it must work itself out to its legitimate results. In

^oxug this it sets at naught the ^Yord of God, misinterprets ancient

and authentic testimonies, is in conflict with the groat truths of

original sin and of the universal need of redemption; yet it must
still go on in its baleful development. The might of suporstition is

greater in the Church of the Papacy than the power of truth, than

the divine oracles, than the consent of ancient times. And this is

the real secret of the growth and present position of this do-ma.

The voice of superstition, the paganism of Romanism, demand tiie

enthronement of a creature.

The decreed dogma lends the authentic sanction of Rome to that

cultus of the Virgin, which has been growing for many centuries, and

which, in the " Glories of jSlary," had reached its popular culmina-

tion. There it is asserted, " that it is morally impossible for those

who neglect the devotion to the blessed Virgin to be saved :" " he who
is not protected by Mary cannot be saved." Suarez teaches, that

" it is the sentiment of the Church that the intercession of Mary is

not only useful, but necessary ," and "' that Christ is never found ex-

cept through Mary." Liguori also adds that " Mary is a modiatri.x

of grace," and that "we receive through Mary's intercession all the

gi'aces we ask;" that "God loill not grant his graces without her

intercession." " The throne of grace is Mary." " We must go to

a sacrament," says M. Olier, in a Catechism approved by llomiui

bishops, " which is solely of mercy, and wherein Jesus Christ exer-

cises no judgment. This sacrament is the most blessed Virgin. It

is through her that we have access to Jesus Christ in full confi-

dence."* " There is and can be no truer test of one's active, living

faith in our holy religion, in the redemption and salvation of sinners

through the cross, than a firm attachment to the worship of Mary."t
" Mary is the channel through which our Lord dispenses his graces,

and he dispenses none save through her intercession." And the

pope, in his Encyclical of Feb. 2, 1849, says, that God "tvoidd have

us possess all through Mary.'"

In this arrogant decree of the supreme pontiff, we read the mean-

ing of the Ultramontane claim of infallibility as centering in the

Bee of Peter. It is the triumph of the Papal over the Episcopal

system; it involves the position that the pope alone is the final

arbiter of doctrine, that in him is the seat of infallibility. ^Vhether

° As quoted by Dr. Pusey on the "Eule of Faith," p. CO, Avith other citations.

t lirownson's Review, January, 1853. Our own land, by the re.iu<.v^t of the

Sixth Provincial Council of Baltiniore, in 18iG, has been put, by a formal decree

of the General Congregation of the Propaganda, (ISiT,) under the protection of

Miry •' immaculate conceptau"
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this decree will be recognised as having final authority, or -nhether

there is any vestige of the old Gallican liberties left in France, or

of Episcopal independence in Germany,—whether the Dominicans

will- bow their heads in subjection, remains to be seen. The pre-

tension to sole and supreme infallibility cannot be more decidedly

advanced than in the words of the "Letters," in the most formal

part, when announcing the dogma itself: " We resolved that we

should no longer delay to sanction and define b}- our supreme

authority," etc. It involves the pretension to infallibility in mat-

ters of fact as well as of doctrine, for this dogma is about a fact.

In this omniscient prerogative thus claimed, is yet another in-

stance of the necessary development of the Papal system. To

this it must come. The final decision about all spiritual truth must

be claimed for and by the successor of Peter. What Scripture

means, what tradition is, he is to decide, and he alone in the last

resort. What though Scripture be annulled ! what though tradition

be defied and reversed 1 it is still an infallible utterance. Though

pope speak ngainst pope, the Papacy is infallible. The last pope

only needs to say that the others agreed with him, and it is infallibly

true, and no private judgment may " think" otherwise. Never has a

pope in such an authoritative way, without appeal to him, by his own

motion, so di-tinctly interfered in respect to a religious truth, more

boldly proclaimed himself the final arbiter. Divine Providence has

permitted and decreed that the inherent tendencies of the Papal

system, in respect to both the worship of the creature, and the claim

of infallibility, .should work themselves out to their utmost verge and

culmination together, that it might be most apparent what the Papal
• system really is.

Infallibility, in tiiis dogma and decree, sets its seal to idolatry.

In the person of the pope the two are married. Infallibility stamps

a Pagan lie as Christian truth, and thus disproves itself Is not the

decree idolatrous? lU\ul its own words: "The mother of God
approaches as nearly to God as created nature can do, and is more

exalted than all human and angelic encomiums;" she is "the fii'st

and the peculiar work of God;" she is "alone icith her Son par-

taker of perpetual benediction;" she "has brought salvation to the

world;" she is the ''most illustrious glory and ornament, and most

firm guardian of the Holy Church;" to her it is ascribed that "here-

sies are destroyed," " all calamities averted," and even that " the

sinner may obtain pardon ;"' and the consummation of this adoration

is found in the e.xhortation :
" Let all the children of the Catholic

Church, with a more ardent zeal oi piety, religion, and love, proceed

to worship, invoke, and pray to the most blessed Virgin Mary,
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Diothcr of God, conceived without ori.i^inal sin." If tliis be not

idolatry, there cannot be any idolatry. If this be idolatry, then the

infallible Papal Church has ceased to be the Church of Clmst, and

ha.-? become the Church of Mary.

And the juncture at which this decree is uttered is also providen-

tial. Never were the claims of the Papacy more fully scrutinized,

and never has its fatuity been more manifest. It is the dogmatism

of an infatuated pride. The nations are in arms ; they ore huuL^.T-

ing for the bread of life. They need Christ, and Rome gives them

Mary. They need an almighty helper, and the Papacy gives them

a deified woman. The heart of the conflict of Europe, deeper than

all its politics, deeper than all its social needs, is in the question

between Romanism and Protestantism ; between the Church of

Chri.st and the Church of the Papacy; between reason and faith, on

the one side, and superstition against reason and Scripture on the

other. At such a juncture, the very crisis of its fate, Rome speaks

to the listening nations ; she sends forth her thousand missives ; she

calls her archbishops and bishops from afar; in " Letters Apostolic,"

which once would have inspired, as no other Avord of mortal man,

both faith and fear, she addresses, in the name of God, the nations

of the whole earth, which she claims as her rightful heritage, and all

the "consolation," all the "hope," all the "succour" which she can

oS'er is to command them to address their prayers unto, and to put

their confidence in, the Virgin Mary, conceived without the stain

of original sin I "For," says Pius JX., "nothing is to be feared

aiid nothing is to be despaired of under her guidance, under her

auspices, under her favour, mider her protection!"

Such a decree at such a juncture proves that the day of Rome is

past and her doom at hand.

As ever of old, the true Church of Christ, his only bride,

which makes not flesh its arm, is to bind closer to her heart the

name of him, the only Saviour, whose is the only name given under

hi'aven among men whereby we mu.5t be saved. Against the power
of infidelity and of superstition, both arrayed in hostihty to Chiist, •

his name is the sign and pledge of final victory.
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Aet. VII.—the coercive rOWEPw CLAIMED BY THE CHURCH
OF ROME.

The Civiltd Cattolica is perhaps the most authoritative journal

now published iu the interests of the Papacy. Issued at Rome,
under the very eye of the pope,—edited by the Jesuits, -whose

distinctive function it is to maintain the Papal power,—it certainly

comes as near to beinq the pontifical organ as any publication is ever

likely to be. Accordingly, its views are generally received with great

reverence throughout the Church. Even Romish editors in Prot-

estant lands, where extreme Ultramontane doctrines have (at least

until recently) been rarely preached, speak of the Civilta and its

utterances with the utmost respect ; and when they presume to

differ from it, they generally speak with bated breath. In a word, if

the pretensions of Rome are likely to bo stated anywhere clearly

and unreservedly, it is in this journal.

Let our readers now study the following pages, which are care-

fully translated from the Civilta Cattolica, (]S"o. cxi, 2d series,

vol. viii, IS'ov., 1S54, pp. 272-282.) The article is not translated

in full ; but ii'jthing important to the statement, or which would in

any wise alter its meaning, is omitted. The italicizing is our own.

"\\hat are the limits of the power of coercion? There are but

two, which, in fact, comprehend all others, viz., 7neans and aim,

which limit all human activities : as, for instance, man has no wings,

he never aims at flying—at least so long as the great problem of

aeronautics is unsolved :—and here, for want of means, the aim is

not devised. On the other hand, a sower does not need for his

work a doctor's hat or a soldier's arms : as, on the contrary, the soldier

does not seek to fight with a hoe, or the doctor with a plough. And
in this way, the act of governing, like all other acts, is limited and

determined by its means and its end. Av\'eduti goes too far, in fact,

when he claims for the superior power unlimited authority.*
" There are, undoubtedly, many cases in which the superior power

is unduly exercised, and in which, nevertheless, subjects are bound

to obey, though unable to understand the aims of the higher power

or the fitness of its means of reaching them. But there arc a

'^ It -will be clearly seeu from what follows, that this disclaimer refers, not to

the power of the Church, but to that of secular governments. According to tho

Jesuits, the Church alone has unlimited power: unlimited, that is, by any

human will, law, or constitution.—Kd.
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thousand cases in -which the subject is not bound to obey, because

the superior power is incompetent to command. And as the

governing power is thus limited, so also is the penal function, or

right to punish. The Church, too, like every other judge, must

inquire hoiv far her means extend, and what degree of severity her

end requires.*

•'What then are the limits of the Church's means? There are

none, except the limits of human power and of the divine a?si.<tanco

by which the Church is comforted. As the Chm-ch commands the

spiritual part of man directly, (direttamente agli spirito,) she there-

fore commands the whole man, and all that depends on man: for

it is the property of man to live according to the spirit, according

to reason.! This is the efficient cause of that wonderful power

which the Church has always exercised (though under many diflcr-

ent forms) in this world ; which she exercises still ; and which is

so incomprehensible to mere worldly politicians. She was but a

babe in the cradle in Palestine, Avhen she attached in the Sanhe-

drim the chiefs of that people whose inextinguishable vitality has

for two thousand years been the puzzle of the philosophers. From

the darkness of the Catacombs she dictated laws to the subjects of

the emperors, abrogating decrees, ivhether plebeian, senatorial, or

imperial, when in conflict ivith Catholic ordinances. Emerging from

the Catacombs to rule over the Roman world, she led the autocrats

by the hand in reforming their statute-books and their' administra-

tion. Did they resist ? The Church, unyielding, saw them thrown

(It her feet, either penitent or crushed. When the barbarians came

down, like a torrent, from the north, the Church taught them Chris-

tian civilization, and patronized both, peoples and princes. W hen-

Mohammedan license rushed in from the East, it was the Church

that hurled against it the lances of Christendom. Did the Chris-

tian emperors become insolent? The Church armed against them

their verij electors. To every rampant heresy the Church knevj

how to oppose the power either of the peoples or oj their princes ;

»nd when these supports seemed at last to have been snatched from

ber by a universal rationalism, behold ! there is a sudden turning

• Notice the significant terms of this proposition. The question is not.^ »» t'-<'

iT'ind of the Jesuit, " What is the true power intrusted to the Church?" but.

•* What are the means at the disposal of the Church ? " aud " what seventy does

»U demand ? "

—

Ed.

t This proposition sums up the entire claim of the Church, both as to tempo,

r^ and spiritual supremacy. The absolute direction of the soul logically and

Necessarily carries with it, as the greater the less, the direction also cf the

toJy.—ED,

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—20
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back of both :—of the nations, fearing an unbridled royal power,

and proclaiming the necessity of a supreme spiritual power ; of

the princes, beginning to understand, at the light of a bloody com-
munism, that the principles of the Church are a firmer foundation

for their thrones than bayonets, ^Yhich must always be intrusted to

a part of the people.

" Thus, amid all formal changes the power of the Church is always

immense. If any doubt it, let them listen to her enemies, who, for

so many years, have been proclaiming that 'the Church is dead;'

'that she remains only as an empty and impotent shadow.' They
would not vaunt thus against a mere nonentity : the fearless do not

boast. The truth is, that the only power dreaded by the dema-
gogues and the ungodly is that very Church which they imite in

attacking, calling it 'clerical party,' 'Jesuitism,' ' theologism,' or

whatnot. And they arc right in that fear. To-day, as in all times,

the Church commands the spiritual part of man (lit. the spirits ;)

and in ruling over the spirit, she rules the body, rules our riches, our

sciences, our affections, our interests, our associations

—

rules, infnie,

over monarchs and tlicir ministers. She rules over them like

Divine Providence, not with an arbitrary absolutism, but by the force

of truth and right, cum 7nagna reverentia disponens. Petty poli-

ticians may conclude that the Church has lost her power, because

she does not enlist artillery, cavalry, and infantry ; but the truth is,

that the artillcnj, cavalry, and infantry of the Catholics are in the

hands of the Church, inasmuch as in her hands are the mind, the

reason, and the power of every true Catholic.
" So fai-, then, as the means are concerned, the Church finds no limit

to her use of penal justice, as she does not demand impossibihties

from man, nor miracles from Providence. But there may be a limit

found in her aim, if those actions only fall under the spiritual

authority Avhich arc necessary for a spiritual aim. Here, then, we
have to inquire, (1.) Whctlier a penal right is necessary to spiritual

ends? and, (2.) \Vithin what limits may severity be used to reach

such ends? With regard to the first question, there cannot be a

shadow of doubt. Is not the end of all punishment essentially

spiritual? Take away from chastisement its moral relations to

guilt and amendment, and you reduce it to mere misfortune. "What

is the difference between the martyi- who falls by the axe, the travel-

ler slain by an assassin, and the culprit who dies under the sentence

of the law ? Take away from the first case the fiiith and innocence

of the victim, and from the third the guilt of the criminal and the

justice of the court, and wherein do they differ from the second"?

Punishment, therefore, has, essentially, spiritual aims ; so that those
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Febronians* >Yho advocate the separation of Church and State, ajid

question the competency of the Church in the matter of penal

justice, should rather question whether punishment can properly

belong at all to the temporal power. We, who repudiate that

Utopian separation, concede to governments the use of moral acts and
force, and consequently, also, a true right to punish. But limo murk
more must we claim it for the Church, as it properly belongs cntirrh/

to the spiritual order? All the arguments of our opponents may bo

summed up in one, viz. : that spiritual acts cannot be compelled by

external force. But tJiis sophism includes two errors, ofwhich the first

is, that the Church ought to confine herself to acts which are spiritual

in their entity. But when we speak of the Church as a spiritual power,

imposing spiritual acts, we do not speak of their entity, but of their

aim ; and the power of the Church, and the acts commanded by

her, are called spiritual, because they have spiritual ends, (as above

c.x]ilained,) although done in material things and by material

(matcriati) men. The second error lies in assuming that punish-

ment aims directly to produce a spiritual act, which, on the con-

trary, it can only effect indirectly. Its direct aim is to afflict the

sensitive part of man, and thus make him abandon the occasion of

the affliction. This aim being a moral one, there is nothing to

exclude it from the competency of the Church.

t

" Our second question was, (To what extent) may the Church 7nake

use of severity ? Here also we ansiver, that the aim, of itself, docs

not impose any limits. For, as the spiritual good is the greatest

of all goods, therefore everything, allowed for other smaller goods,

must be allowed for the greatest. And as it is a universal law of

punishment that the infliction be not greater than necessary, nor

less than sufficient, the spiritual authority must he entitled, a for-

tion, to everything conceded to the temporal power.
" The conclusion is, therefore, thai there are no limits to the exer-

ejsc of the coercive power of the Church, either in view of her

means, or of her dim.

"If we find no limits in the means of the Church to forbid her

° The Jansenists and liberal Catholics of Germany were called Febronians,

fr"m Justin Febroniu3, (Hontheira,) who wrote a work, De Statu Ecdetite et

'••^T'/tma pntrstate Rom. pontiftds, (Frankfort, 17G;]-74, 4 parts, 4to.,) which has

I'^n scToral times reprinted, abridged, and translated.

—

Ed.

^ Mr. Chandler, in his recent speech in Congress, denies, indignantly, that t!ie

"I'jwer of the pope extends one grain beyond his spiritual relations witli tlie

^'•-tsiJxr.s of his Church." How easily and irresistibly docs the Jesuit's logic ia

»-•• text bring all possible relations within the category of spiritoal ones for

^w»<; who admit the infallibility of the Church !—Ed.
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the use of a just severity in punishing, let us now see whether we

can derive such a hmit from the spirit with which the Saviour has

comforted her in proportion with the aim for which she was estab-

lished by him. Here, indeed, is the great battle-field whereon our

adversaries plant in array all their forces, drawing forth from their

arsenals everything they know of and do not know of, to show that

the Church, as a pious mother, must not get angry or provoke the

indignation of her sons.* This custom of playing the schoolmaster,

with reference to the Church, has become very common now-a-days,

and even Catholics sometimes do not shrink from taking part in it,

not considering how much such an arrogance is unbecoming every

subject, and that it is irreligious and impious, if declared against a

superior, appointed and guided by the Divine Paraclete.t

" But if the Church is a pious mother, she is not on that account

a stupid one ; she will not, in order to obtain from her children a

kiss, a caress, or a flattery, let them uncautiously break their necks.

The Church, if full of compassion, is also the bride of that Divine

Spirit which admonishes the parent that really loves his child not to

. spare the rod. These writers cannot, without turning Protestants,

arrogate to themselves the right to teach the Church the true sense

of the gospel, and the duties of Christian meekness. If our adver-

saries would bring forward only philosophic reasons to show that

the Church has no penal right, they might be wrong ; but they would

not thereby make themselves ridiculous. But when we see a physi-

cian or a lawyer, dressed up and perfumed, coming from a coffoc-

saloon, after losing a few games at billiards, and enjoying himself

with punch and ice, and commencing a sermon on Christian meek-

ness against the priest-party, then, indeed, in order to keep from

laughing, we have to recollect that the man curses like a Turk, and

disguises himself like a hypocrite. Away, gentlemen; if you are

Catholics, revere the Church, and learn from her what are the just

limits of Christian meekness, between the stupidity which punishci

nothing, and anger which seeks, not the amendment of the culprit

and the preservation of social order, but satisfaction of passion. If

you are heretics, confess it freely, and we shall know how to judge

° Nuytz, p. 72. [Nuytz is the well-known Professor of Canonical Law at the

University of Turin, wLo«c work on Jvs Canonkian was put into the Index, be-

cause it confines the ricrht of the Church to merely spiritual affairs. The bishops

of Sardinia demanded his removal from his chair, which was, however, refused

by the state government.—Ki>.]

t It is with such gentle rebukes that the Gallicans must constantly put up in

these days of Ultramontanism and Jesuitism. Yet Mr. Chandler appears to be-

lieve that Gallicanism is Romanism !

—

Ed.
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of j'our interpretations of the gospel, and ssiW answer you : Ne sutor

ultra crepidain, (shoemaker, stick to your last.)

" We leave it, then, to the Church to determine to icliat extent she

can or must be severe. She has spoken long since, she has de-

clared that she never \\i\\ be reduced to shed the blood of her

enemies any more than that of her. children. But if a Catholic

government, desirous of preserving among its subjects those senti-

ments of religion and that honesty of conscience Avhich secure obe-

dience to the laws, reliance upon one's word, honesty to contracts,

inviolabilitij of marriages, peace to families, honour to the citizens,

assistance to the wretched, and, in general, all those duties on which

depend happiness and social order, should declare that the duties

of a Catholic are regarded as a law of the state, and that an
infringement upon the?n is to be punished as an infringement upon

this law ; then, certainly, it belongs to the Church to declare to

what extent Catholicism has been offended, of which she alone can

he a co?7ipetcnf judge ; but she will leave it to the lay judge to

determine the punishment in the civil order.

" This, however—may the enemies of the Church remember it

—

this is voluntary moderation on the part of the Church, not a right

conceded to anybody to check her. The Church is meek, because

this is her spirit, not as if she, being a spiritual society, has no

RIGHT TO PUNISH, EVEN WITH BLOOD OR "WITH DEATH. The Syna-

gogue was a spiritual society, and established by the same God who
afterward substituted for it the Church—a God of infinite goodness

in establishing the first as well as in substituting the second. IN'ow

the synagogue did not shrink from dealing with the sword, and from

those first Levitcs who sanctified for the Lord their right hand,

cutting down the fornicators, down to those last ^Maccabcan priests

^vho, by killing the idolater at the altar, ' in accordance with the

precept of the law,' vindicated for the holy people the liberty

"f their temple and sacrifices, there extends a sei'ies of formidable

I'Unibhmcnts ordered by the Spirit of God, and apt to convey quite

iwiothcr idea of divine goodness and the right of spiritual society, than

that which the slanderers of the Church and apostles of philanthropy
V ould like to canonize. According to them, every material punish-

ment, every material coercion, is interdicted to the Church; and
because she is a spiritual society, the material means of coercion

^^re not allowed. Then only will it be allowed to her ^vhon she
'i^-i got the means from the civil government. Ah I then, to be
Kure, the scruples of Christian meekness lose their stings, and
Uieir gospel finds no difficulty in fashioning itself after the state
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EPILOGUE.

" You see, reader, how inconsistent tliose are -vrho, presupposing

the right of man to confer a coercive power to an authority, deny it

to the Church, -vvho is the most voluntary of all associations : incon-

sistent, if "worshipping a primitive Church fashioned by their own

imagination, they Avish to force the Church to have recourse to the

princes who were the oppressors of the primitive Church; incon-

sistent, if professing to be Catholics, they refuse the dogmatic Bulls

which, for centm-ics, the whole Church has accepted; inconsistent,

if recognising the irapcrlshablencss of the pure Church, they wish

to deprive her of the means to be imperishable ; inconsistent, if re-

cognising the proneness of human wickedness to trample under foot

reason and faith, tlicy pretend that the Church ought to reduce

human passion to order by those spiritual means ichich have a

worth only for reason and faith ; inconsistent, 7/ confessing finally,

from despair, that the Church may excommunicate the obstinate,

they pretend that the excommunication does not produce its natural

effects, and thus that they need not accept the smaller afflicting

punishnents ; inconsistent, if recognising in the Church the right

to hurl her excommunication against the obstinate, to permit, at the

same time, the obstinate to annul the excommunication ; inconsistent,

if professing to be obedient sons and disciples of the 'Church, they

arrogate to tiiemselves to teach the Church the true spirit of the

gospel, which they have to learn from her :—in short, everything in

them is inconsistency. And must not man be inconsistent, if he

revolt against GodV Tht-y are inconsistent, whether as philoso-

phers or theologians, as lawyers or canonists, as libertines or royalists,

as philanthropists or stoics, as Catholics or heretics. They are in

a labyrinth, from which there is no outlet.

" If they wish to find their way out of it, let them show that the

Church may sustain herself as an external and visible society, with-

out attempts un the part of human passions to disturb the external

order ; or let them suggest eilicient and sufficient means to change

the nature of human passions, always prone to extravagance.

without requiring a reaction on the part of society. Until we find

this out, ice shall have to allow the Church to use those means,

without which she cannot subsist, and to 7nake each one ivho does

not listen to authority and reason, listen to the impression of a

sensible punishment." . ,
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Art. Vni^SIIORT EEVIEAVS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) The General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, at its session

in 1S18, requested the llcv. Dr. Elliott to Avritc a history of tlic Church from

1844 to 1848, authorizing him to have " access to all the journals and doc.u-

mcnts of the Church" that might be necessary. In going at his work Dr.

Elliott found himself eTerywhcre confronted -with slavery, and therefore took

np the discussion of that subject in two preliminary volumes on " The Sinful-

ness of American Slavery," which appeared in 1850, and were noticed in this

journal, (vol. xxxiv, p. 311,) as containing a "complete repertoiy of facts and

arguments on the subject of slavery in its relations to the moral law." Pursuing

the discussion with the same exhaustless faculty of labour, the author now

presents us with the " History of the Great Secession from the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in the Year 1845, eventuating in the Organization of the New

Church, entitled the Methodbt Episcopal Church, South." (Cincinnati:

Swormstedt & Foe, 1855; large 8vo., pp. 1144.) In preparing tliis volume

the writer has lost sight of no work, pamphlet, or even newspaper article of

any value, bearing on the question. The account given in the })rcface of the

method on which the work has been done, and of the labour spent upon it,

would delight the heart of a thorough-bred German professor of the old school.

The " standpoint" of the book is given in the follo^N-ing words :

—

" The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in these pacces is called ' a secession

from the Methodist Episcopal Church/ and the word secession is used in its phiiii,

simple meaninsr, of a separation from the :\Iethodist Episcopal Church, by the

sole act of the seceders themselves, without authority, sanction, or approval by

the Methodist Episcopal Church. It cannot be considered, wc believe, other than

a violent secession, originating without necessity or adequate cause, carried on by

wrong measures, pleaded for by raising fallacious issues, and when completed

comprising several dangerous elements. The Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

stands, therefore, in the same relation to the Methodist Episcopal Church, and to

the British 'Wcsleyans, that the IMcthodist Protestant Church, and the followers

of Mr. Scott in America, and other Methodist bodies in Europe do. The parent

bodies do not stand in antagonism to these new bodies; though tlicy do not

become identified with them any more than with other Protestant Churches.

Nevertheless, it is readily conceded, that a secession from a Church may be jus-

tifiable, when based on Scriptural principles., when conducted in a Christian man-

ner, and wlien it is calculated to promote the salvation of souls.
_

Our southern

brethren attempt to make these pleas, and they maintain that their cause is just.

Thus the 3\Iethodist Episcopal Church, and the Methodist Episcopal Church.

South, are now at issue. In the following pages we have endeavoured to pre-

«ent the truth of history. Yet we do not forget that we are identified with the

Methodist Episcopal Church so intimately that our version of the whole will

a'Unit of scrutiny. We expect this scrutiny, and intend to meet it, by admitting

frrors whenever clearly pointed out ; and leaving all the means of detection in

tl'e materials which wc have deposited in a safe place to be used for this, as well

^^ for other purposes."

As to the propositions that have been made for changing the present gen-

eral rule on slavery, Dr. Elliott expresses himself as follows ;

—

"Some suppose the Methodist Episcopal Church itself is in rather a perilous

condition in regard to slavery. A few persons in her pale are disposeu to rem-
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edy the supposed evil by changing the General Rule on slavery, and make other
changes to correspond to this. We are persuaded the principles of the Discipline
on slavery cannot be changed, and that the present Kule, -which is the <=ame in
Bubstauce as that adopted in 17St, is preserved to this day by no material varia-
tion from the original type. For the temporary and inconsiderate essay at one
time to exclude all slaveholders never was established

; just because it attempted
an impossibility, and fixed on au unjust f-taudard under the circumstances The
only thing that could now be dune would be to place in the section on slavery a
literal explanation of the General Kule. It is clear that the word enslave, in the
Eule, does not mean to reduce free persons to slavery, just because neither buying
nor selling, which the Kule iuchulLS, can take place till a person is first deprived
of his liberty. Then in applying the Ituk- in any case of trial, there are two
facts to be ascertained. The first, Has the person bought or soW This bein<^
ascertained, the next fact is. Has liberty been .accomplished by thi? act either
immediately or prospectively ? If it has not, the person is cuilty accnrdin^ to
the Kule. The only excepti..n to this is, in Methodist principles, where emanci-
pation cannwt be .-cciin;d. that humanity and mercy have been exercised and
cruelty and injustice avoided. Freedom, when possible, is the rule ; and in all
cases mercy, justice, aijd right. But no trading in slaves is allowed, except to
free or emancipate. The various proposed amendments to the Kule sonie of
them vague or unmeaning, others of them impracticable or unjust, show clearly
that the present Kule is the only one that can stand the test amons; all the can-
didates for us place. \\ hatever additional regulations could be "added to the
section on slavery, fur the more efficient instruction of slaves reli<nouslv and
intellectually, would al<o be iu place. But those amendments that have been
proposed from the suggi-tions of the recent abolition school, have little in them
calculated to benefit the slaves ; while most of them would prove ruinou<! Such
amendments liave, by way of contrast, a sort of offset in the course of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, South, which has explained away the General Rule, and
excluded the entire soctiou."

^

Wc trust tiiat Dr. j:iliott's great and valuable labours will be duly appre-
ciated, and that our preachers, and all others interested, will lu,/ this volume,
and inform tbom.clves thoroughly from it as to the merits of the question.

(2.) '• The World In the Muldlc Agc.^, by A. D. Koeppex, Professor of Historj-
in Franklin-:Mai-shall CoUe-e." (New-York : D. Appleton & Co., 1854 ; folio,

pp. 232.) This belongs to a class of books for which, heretofore, American
students have always had to look to Germany. Lest " nativism " should boast
too loudly, however, it uiust be sUited tliat Professor Koeppen is a Dane by
birth, and that his education was obtained in lands where the means of culture
are far more abundant than they can be in a new countrv' like ours. "What-
ever else "Know-NuthinLM-m" may accomplish, we hope k'will not prevent for-

eigners like the author of tliis book, who " know something," from coming
"over to help us." Tlic work is a concise but systematic historical geooraphy
of the middle ages, giving an account of the origin and development, the insti-

tutions and literature, the manners and customs of the nations of Europe,
Western Asia and Northern Atrica, from the close of the fourth to the middle
of the fifteenth century. AVhat is even more important to American students
than the text, the work contains six coloured maps, illustrating the political

divisions of the world at the six most important epochs of the history. The
niaps are taken from the historical atlas of Spruner, well known for their pains-
taking accuracy. If there were no text at all, the maps alone would be worth
more than the price of the whole work to students of historj-. TTe commend
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the work to the attention of all our readers "who wi>li to understand the history

of tlio middle ages ; or even that of modern Europe, Tvhich rests entirely

upon it.

(3.) Amoxg all the modern saints of the Church of Pvome, there is not one hold

iu hi<Thor estimation than Licruori, though his canonization only took placo In ;

1839. His life has been published in various forms; one of the best is, >'77ie i

Life of St. Alphonsus Maria de Liguori," (Baltimore: Murphy & Co., IH.jj
;

i

r.'mc, pp. 594.) -Nvhich is compiled from the one given in the scries of '• Lives
j

of the Saints," edited by the Fathers of the Orator}' in England. It gives I

copious details of the personal and public history of Alphonsus ; setting forth i

his piety, zeal, asceticism, and success in the most ample, not to say prolix M-ay. I

The book tells of far more miracles than the Bible does : Christ and his
|

apostles were far more chary of interfering with the order of nature than
|

Liguori, both before and after his death. It is our purpose to present to our

readers hereafter a fuller view of the subject, in an article or two on Liguori

and his Jloral Theology. '•.

(4.) " The Footsteps of St. Paul" (New-York : R. Carter & Brothers, 185.5;

r2mo., pp. 41C) is an "attempt at a consecutive history of the great aj>ostk' to

the Gentiles, adapted for younger students and for general readers." The

compiler has made excellent use of the many valuable works that have rt-ccndy

aj)pcared on the subject—especially of Conybeare and Howson's great work—

solectlng such parts as are adapted for the purpose with much judgment, and

weaving them skilfully into a continuous and graphic narration.

(5.) A Ecview of Unitarian Views, by the Rev. H. IM Dexisox, A. IM."

(Ix)uisville : Morton & GriswoIJ, 1854: 12mo., pp. 155.) The "Unitarian

Views " alluded to in the title of this excellent little volume were originally

«ct forth in a published report of a committee of the " Conference of '\^'ostern

Unitarian Churches," held at Louisville, May 1, 1854. The conference,

believing itself to have no right to issue any statement of belief as authorita-

tive, or " as a declaration of Unitarian faith, other than the New Testament

it^clf,'' did not adopt the report, but yet so far sanctioned it as to order it to

be printed. It rejects the deity of Christ, the humanity of Christ, tlie deity

and personality of the Holy Ghost, the atonement and original sin, and

attempts arguments, historical, metaphysical, and exegctical, against all of

them. Mr. benlson, in very brief space, shows that the three gentlemen who

made the report have, to some extent at least, corrupted history, inverited

metaphysics, and perverted exegesis, to suit their purpose. Tlie Kx.k will

furnish an admirable manual to put into the hands of young persons likely to

be exposed to Socinian or Arian sophistries.

(6.) It was a remark of Dr. Dwight, that " the man who should show to com-

nwn minds the connexion between colleges and the interests of the Church,

would be a benefactor to his species." This benefactor has been found, and
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)ias done his work ia ^^ Prayer for Colleges; a Premium Essay, hy "\V. S.

Tyler, Professor of Greek in Amberst College." (New-York : M. W. Dodd,

1855; 12mo., pp. 214.) A benevolent individual, some years ago, placed at

the disposal of the Society- for the rromotion of Collegiate and Theological

Education at the West, the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars, to be given

to the author of the best essay on ''Pkayer FOii Colleges." A com-

petent contmiittee, after examining thirty-two manuscripts, awarded the prize

to Professor Tyler's essay. The " prize " system has seldom brought forth so

good a book. It di\'i(lcs the subject into two parts : (1.) Prayer in General;

and (2.) Prayer for Colleges. To the first of these the author devotes three

chapters of his work, justly remarking that it would be of httle avail to present

colleges as a special object of prayer, unless Christians in general can be

brought to a higher appreciation of the efficacy of prayer than seems now to

exist in the Church. The reuKiining eleven chapters treat of the origin and

history of colleges, and their close and inevitable connexion with popular

education on the one hand and with the ministry on the other. These topics

are set forth with great fulness of knowledge and amplitude of illustration. It

is shown, too, that colleges, instead of being hotbeds of vice, as many suppose,

are in fact, as their history in this country abundantly shows, nurseries of

piety; and that the number of young men " ruined" at college bears no propor-

tion to those " ruined" at home or in the walks of trade. "We hope the book

will obtain a wide circulation, not only among college men, but among readers

of all classes.

(7.) Alexaxdei; Carson was in some respects the Ewald of British theo

logians : his hand was against ever}' man. Like Ewald, too, he brought heavy

metal to bear against his adversaries ; nor was mercy ever among his attributes.

The latest volume of his works, as republished here, contains three treatises,

namely, " Exmninclion of the Principles of Biblical Interpretation of Ernesli,

Siuart, Amnion, iVr.," a '' Treatise on Figures of Speech," and a " Treatise

on the Right and JJulg of all Men to read the Scriptures." (New-York : E. H.

Fletcher, 1855 ; 12ino., jip. 118.) The collocation of this last with the others

is singular : and in this, a.s in ether respects, the book sadly evinces a want of

careful editing. The Greek quotations are inaccurately printed; there is no

table of contents—no index of subjects or of texts—in short, no aid whatever

to the use of the b<x)k for any puqiose but bare reading through. It is really

too bad that valuable books should be got up in this style ; and we shall never

cease to protest against it. The first treatise is in the highest degree char-

acteristic of the author. He attacks Erncsti; he crushes Ammon; he abuses

Stuart ; and, in truth, he generally has right on his side, with all the cruelty

of his blows. But in this, as in all his controversial writings, Dr. Carson's

dogmatism and arrogance detract greatly from the eflcct of his arguments.

He is oflen right—often wrong; but whether right or wrong, he is equally

self-confident.

(8.) " Art, Scenery, and Philosophy in Europe, being Fragments from the

Portfolio of the late H. B. Wallace."' (Philadelphia: H. Hooker, 1855;

12moT PP- 345.) Our opinion of the intellectual rank of ^Mr. Wallace was
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given in a former number of this jourual, (January, 1S54, p. 132.) Tho
volume before us, though made up chieHy of fragments of manuscripts left

unfinished by the deceased, amply sustains that opinion. Few Aiueriean

•writers have shown so much clearness of intellectual \i<ion, with so wide and

so varied culture, as this book displays. It consists sub^tantiallv of art-criti-

cisms of the highest order—resting on principles wliieh are admirably set

forth in several preliminary essays on " Art as an Emanation of Kvli^.-ious

AiTection," "Art Symbolical, not Imitative," on the "Law of the 1)lvv!u|»-

mcnt of Gothic ^Vrchitecture," and on the '• Principle of Beauty in Worhs nf

Art." Then follows a series of graphic and delicate descriptions of all U»e

great cathedrals of continental Europe. A journal of visits to Netley Abbey,

to the Roman Forum, and to Vesuvius, with brief notes of a town in Switzci^

land, is conceived in the same spirit. The remainder of the volume is chiotlj

made up of remarks upon the great painters : ^Michael Angelo, Leonardo da

Vinci, Bartolommeo, Perugino, and PualTaelle. No one can read these frag-

ments without echoing the language of G. F. H. in this journal, (July, lSo4,

p. 453 :) " I would rather feed upon the broken bread from such a table than

upon the stalled oxen of such pompous and imbecile philosophers as ^^'llewell,

Morcll, and the juvenile eclectics, French, English, or American." There arc

a few passages in the book, in which ]Mr. "Wallace speaks of the llonian CatJi-

olic Church, with the spirit of which we cannot sympathize.

(9.) Ax ambitious title injures even a good book. Such is the case with "T/xr

Prohlcm solved, or Sin not of God, by M. P. Squikr, D. D." (Xew-Y(,!-k:

M. W. Dodd, 1S55 ; 12mo., pp. 255.) Had the book appeared as a contribu-

tion to our investigations into the greatest mystery of humanity, it would have

met with a reception better commensurate with its merits chan it is now lik«ly

to get. The gist of the book lies in the proposition that sin arises from finite

agency, " possessing, inherently, the attributes of real cause, originatinL; its own

plans." Of course, in order to maintain this proposition, the author has to

repudiate the Edwardian metaphysics and the theology grounded ujx)a it.

Ih. Squier has an acute and penetrating analysis, and puts forth his views

with a good method and in most perspicuous language.

(10.) « Discourses on Truth, delivered in tJic Chapel of South Carolina College,

by James H. Thounvvkll, D. D." (New-York: Ft. Carter c^ Brothers,

1855 ; 12mo., pp. 328.) This is a series of discourses preached in the ordinary

routine of Dr. Thornwell's ministrations as chaplain of the South Caroiina

College. Blessed is the college in which such services are ''ordinarj." The

ethics of Christianity, resting upon a sure religious ground, arc heru dra^vn out

with admirable clearness of method and exhibited in a style at once pun-, jK>r-

8picuous and forcible, to jm extent rare in these days of extravagant writing.

(11.) We must give the praise of good intention, at least, to '-Th-i Drtam

of Pythagoras, and Other Poems, by Emma Tatiia.^i." (London : Binns &
Goodwin: ISmo., pp. 165.) The rhymed portions of the volume are better

than the blank verse.
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(12.) " Du<coi'erifi!t in Chinese, hy Stephen Pearl Andrews." (New-York:

C. 3. Norton, 1854; 12mo., pp. 13G.) This is a very curious and suggestive

book. The Cliinese language has liorctofore been considered (at least by all

outside barbarians) as a vast jungle of symbols, bristling with unmeaning

knots, thorns and projcotions of all kinds, apparently of no use except to hinder

the progress of any one attempting to penetrate the thicket from the outside.

Mr. Andrews thinks he has found a clue to this labyrinth in an analysis of the

characters, which strikes us. to say the least, as exceedingly ingenious. The
task to be accom])lis!ied, as he states it, is to " rediscover the original emblfnis

of which the whole written language was composed, and tracing each through

all its combinations with the rest." A proper adjustment of the phonetic and

symbolic elements of the language will, it is clear, reduce it to system ; if

sj'stem it has. A\'c confess our inability to judge of the practical value of the

book ; but, a priori, we cannot but put a high estimate upon a theory so strik-

ing, and on gt'ncral philosophical grounds so obviou.sly just. We hope all our

missionaries and students of Chinese will have their attention called to this

remarkable book.

(13.) " The Moin.ng of Words, by A. B. Jonxsox." (New-York: D. Ap-

pleton & Co., IS.' 4 ; rjmo., pp. 256.) Some years ago 31r. Johnson published

a "Treatise on Language," (1836, Svo., Harpers,) which excited some atten-

tion from its acuttness uf thought and boldness of assertion. In the present

work he takes back or modifies his former theories. His object is to show that

all wonls. in all languages, are either " verbal or unverbal ;" that is, they either

denote uther woiils, or else denote tliinrjs ; and that vaiious important con-

sequences flow from this distinction. The work is worthy the attention of all

students of philosophy.

(14.) " A CijdojjfriUn of Missions, by the Rev. Harvey Neavcomb."

(New-York: C. Scribncr, 1S54; 8vo., pp. 784.) Tliis copious volume con-

tains a large amount of valuable matter. It gives, in alphabetical order,

accounts of all the principal missions and mission stations throughout tlie

world, whether Koman Catholic or Protestant. The work aims at cathollcltv-

;

"giving to every mission the degree of prominence to which it is properly

entitled by its age, Liujiortauce, and success, without respect to the denomina-

tion of Christians which supports it." Writers belonging to the various

Churches have been employed to prepare the accounts of their several mis-

sions. The volume brings down the history and results of missionary opera-

tions to the present time. The value of such a work is abundandy obvious:

no library can be at all complete without it. "\V'e are bound, in duty, however,

to say that the vtist stores of information contained in the book, are, for pur-

poses of reference, to a great extent, locked up by the vmnl of an index. The

book has therefore not half its real value and usefulness. There is not even a

list of the maps, with references to the pages where they may be found : so that

if one wishes to consulta particular map, he must search the volume for It. "N\ c

are glad to learn that these defects arc to be remedied in a new edition.
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(15.) The late Rev. Edward Bickersteth was the type of quite a largo cla5:i

of preachers in the Church of England—devout, industrious, zealous, worthy

of all praise as a labourer, but of very small capacity as a writer. Yet he

made books with great rapidity ; hardly a year was witliout its volume or vol-

umes ; all pious, all praiseworthy in their aim ; but all feeble. The last book

bearing his name that we have seen (and the last we hof>e to see) is '• Con-

densed Notes on Scripture;" (London: Seeley, 1851, pp. CoS:) a h\vz\'

volume made up of the manuscript sermons and skeletons left behind \>\ Mr.

Bickersteth. There are many sound practical sermons in the voltunc ; \u'.

better are preached by unnamed men every Sunday, and (wisely) left

unprinted.

(16.) " The Chart of Lfe, indicating the Dangers and Securities of the Vo^aijc

to Immortality, by the Rev. James IPokter, A. M." (Boston : J. P. Jewctt &
Co., 1855 ; ISmo., pp. 259,) is an excellent practical manual for young men.

It treats of the dangers of scepticism, of social life, of trade, &c., with clearness

and earnestness. The several lines of Christian activity are pointed out, and

all excuse for indolence and inactivity taken away. The book is eminently

calculated to be useful, and we hope it will have a wide circulation.

(17.) ''The World a Workshop : or, The Physical Relationship of Man to the

Earth, hy Thomas Ewba>.'k." (New-York: D. Appleton & Ca ; ll'mo.,

pp. 197.) The object of this book is to show that tlie earth was " dcsiirii^d

and literally fitted up for the cultivation and application of chemical and

mechanical science as the basis of human development." lu the view of some

men the world is a victualling-house ; for others it is a show-room or a louiiLrinu'-

place ; for others a hospital ; and for others, again, a hunting-field : but Mr.

Ewbank makes it a general factory. It is easy to see into how many channels

a proposition like this may run, and how many valuable lines of thought may
be made to centre in it. He shows that the earth was made for man, as 3

worker in given matter, by a consideration, first, of the general features,

faces, &c., of the earth ; and, secondly, of man, his structure, instlncs, and

achievements. A third section is devoted to certain erroneous views of ni;iii

and of matter. !Mr. Ewbank is a clear, straightforward writer, who knows

what he has to say, and says it. If he makes too mu^h of matter and its u^c;*,

it is very certain that others have made too little ; and the lesson which he

pves is one suited to the times. lie has sought to make this book accept-

able to Christian and even orthodox minds : but an occasional subdued sncrr

intimates his animus to be, after all, not in harmony with evangelical religion.

(18.) " The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South." (Nashville: Stevenson & Owfen, 1854; pp. 267.) This volume

dlfl'ers from the Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church, bolli by corlaiu

significant omissions and by certain additions. The section on .slavery is

thrown out entirely ; the band rules are expunged, and wisely ; the special

directions under the head of " Dress," about high " heads, enormous bonnets,
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ruffles, and rings," &c., are expunged, and only a general rule against " super-
]

fluous ornaments" takes tlicir place. Ccrt.ain words of the ritual, supposed to
j

imply the doctrine of baptismal regeneration, are also omitted. »

•

(19.) '^ CampheUkm examined, by Jeukmiaii B. Jeter." (Ncw-lork: 1

Sheldon, Lamport & Blakcinan, 1855; 12mo., pp.369.) Mr. Jeter has u

enjoyed peculiar opportunitlos of observing Campbellism in its rise and prog-
|

ress, and has made good use of them. lie shows its narrowness, exclusive-
^

ness, and inconsistency in the most thorough way and from the most authentic
|

documents. A little more skill in the arrangement of his matter, and a more
|

concise style, would liclp the book very much. i\Ir. Jeter writes from the
|

Baptist stand-point, and uses the peculiar dialect of the Baptists in a way that

is sometimes offensive to other Christians.

(20.) Some years since, in a gentle criticism of George Gilfilla^', we

pronounced him " a literary quack." In the preface to his ''Third Gallery

of Portraits," (New-York
:'

Sheldon, Lamport & Blakeman, 18.55; 12mo.,

pp. 46S,) he tells us that " his mind no more than his pen have stood still dur-

ing the last eight lottei-s." In fact, we think he Ma mended somewhat
;
he is

now only in part a charlatan. Now and then he shows some sign of a critical

faculty; but in the main, his sketches, whether of books or men, are mere

accumulations of words about the subject, rather than dissections or elu-

cidationf^.
^^ ^^

(21.) '• Clt-ristinnity and StatrsmansJiip, iL'ith Kindred Topics, by William

IIague, 1). D." (New-York : E. II. Fletcher ; 12mo., pp. 429.) We seldom

have the i)nvilege of commending a book of essays on topics of present interest

so heartily as we can (his volume of Dr. Hague's. In matter it rests upon a

profound "view of C'hrlMlan truth and of the human mind to which that truth

is addressed: in spirit, it is full of the hopeful element which a belief in the

progress of the race inspires, wliile it Indulges no vain fancies of the capacity

of humanity for improving itself without divine aid : in style, it is manly,

clear, vigorous, and scholarly. In our judgment the ablest of the essays is the

last, on " Christianity and Slavery," in which Dr. Hague treats the supposed

silence of Christ and the apostles on the subject of slavery better than wc

have ever seen it treated elsewhere.

(22.) "A South-side Vieic of Slarery, by Nehemiah Adams, D. D." (Bos-

ton : T. R. Marvin, 1854 ;
12mo., pp. 214.) This book is a more marvellous

phenomenon than the life of 15arnum. A northern Christian minister writes a

volume substantially in dcfenee of African slavery : and his line of argument

is, in a nutshell, thai he spent three months "af the south," (to use his own

provincial phrase :) and that the slaves, so for as he could see, were generally

well-treated, comtbrtable, sleek and contented. It is true that Dr. Adams

disclaims defending slavery, and makes admissions now and then that sap his

tvholc structure at^thc base. He accomplishes nothing except milking a dis-

play of Lis own amiable weakness.
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(23.) *'Mornings u-ith Jesus, by the Rev. William Jay," (London : J. F.

Shaw; 18mo., pp. 500,) contains a series of brief devotional readings for every

dav in the year, prepared from notes (left in manuscript) of sermons preached

by Mr. Jay during the last twenty-five years. They abound in the warmth

of Christian feeling and felicity of Scripture illustration that characterized the

frimilar works put forth during the life-time of their venerable author. It is

proper to say, however, that the members of !Mr. Jay's family who reside in

America have issued a statement declaring that they " knew nothing of the

ori'nn of said work, and have remonstrated in vain against its pul^licuioii.

All that the Rev. William Jay prepared for the press has already appeared

;

consequently they do not recognise in any way the authenticity of the new

volume which has been so clandestinely presented to the public."

(24.) " Shal-spcare's Scholar, by Richard Grant White." (New-York:

P. Appletoa & Co., 1854 ; 8vo., pp. 504.) Mr. 'SMiite is an enthusiastic

Shakspearean. He gives in his preface, singularly enough, as one of his cre-

dentials as a critic of Shakspeare, the flict that his earliest studies of .Shak-

gpeare were made in editions wilkout notes. This is something like Sydney

Smith's plea for not reading books before reviewing them—" it prejudices one

80." But Mr. White has made acquaintance with the critics since arriving at

manhood, if not before, and he gives us in this book the results of his reading,

and of his own historical and critical studies of the text. Many of his noU>s

are ingenious and acute.

(25.) Messrs. C. S. Francis & Co. have published a new edition of " Thu

Poets and Poefri; of Europe, by H. W. Loxcfellow," (1855, 8vo.,pp. 779.)

To those who are acquainted with this admirable book, it will be enough for 1

us to say, that it is the only volume entitled to the name of a collection of the
]

poets of all lands. It contains translations from ten ditlcrent languages—the »

Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic. Danish, Swedish, German, Dutch, French, Itiiliau, I

Spanish, and Portuguese. The materials are arranged., first nationally, and
^

then chronologically ; the most convenient form, by far, for the use of ordinary
|

readers. The purchaser of this compact book will find it the best Knglish i

version of specimens of the best poets in the above languages ;
material that

|

would otherwise have to be sought through hundreds of volumes, and which. \

indeed, may be said, for common readers, to be altogether inaccessible.

(26.) ''The Calvinistic Doctrine of Predestination examined and refuted, by

Francis Hodgson-, D. D." (rhlladelphia : Higgins & Perkinpine, 1855;

18mo., pp. 131.) This small volume gives the substance of three discourses

delivered by Dr. Hodgson in St. George's Church, Philadelphia. In the first,

he cites various Calvinistic writers as complaining that their system is rnisrcp-

ft-scnted by Armlnlan.'', and gives the outlines of the system itself in the words

of Calvinistic authorities; in the second, he examines the theorj- m the light

of Scripture and reason ; and in the third, he sets forth the true and Scriptural

doctrine of predestination. No man is more competent for thii kind of dis-

cussion than Dr. Hodgson : his analysis is acute and thorough; his logic well-
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jointed throughout ; his style clear, nervous, and vigorous. AVe must confess

our surprise, on learning from his fii-st discourse, that the '• Presbyterian Board
of Publication" sanctions such statements as are therein cited from their issues.

It can hardly be possible, v,e. should think, that the intelhgent men who con-

duct that institution have read all the books offered to them by recent -writers

before putting them to press.

(27.) ''Irish Slories." (New-York : Carllun & Phillips, 1S55
; pp. 285.) This

little book is one of the most attractive ever issued from the Sundav-school

press. It has all the beauty of a fairy tale, and a better moral than fairy tales

can have.

(28.) "Lrael in the World, by "William II. Johnstoxe, M. A." (London:

J. F. Shaw, 185-1 ; 18mo., pp. 195.) The object of this book is to exhibit the

influence of the Hebrews upon the progress of the human race, and especially

upon the four great military monarchies of antiquity. i\Ir. Johnstone makes
the Jews, in fact, a sort of touchstone for all nations : if they treat the Jews
well, they prosper ; if not, they decay. He applies this test closely, even to

the modern Kurnpoan nations : he belies es in the future restoration of the

Jews to Palestine, and in tlie personal and corporeal reign of Christ upon the

earth. Like every oihcr Advcntist (so called) he writes at once earnestly and
dogmatically.

(29.) ''The Great Jnurne>/r (New-York: U. Carter & Brothers, 1S55 ; ISmo.,)

is another " echo of Pil/rim's Pro^ircss," but not so fliint a one as most of its

predecessors. A much neater edition is published by Carlton & Phillips,

(square r2mo.,) in which certain Calvinistic views of the author are "either

thrown out " or niodiliod.

(30.) -'PonV/^ nnd ofhrr PcucUlinr/s; hy KinwAN," (New-York : Harper &
Brother?, 1851; 12mo., pp. 272,) contains a number of brief articles on mis-

cellaneous topics, some of which have been published before in the news-

papers. There arc some ex(]uisite sketches of pastoral experience in the

volume ; but the sharpest and best papers are those which touch on Romanism.

One of these, on " P>cdini, tlie I'apal Nuncio," is in the best vein of the author

of the "Letters to Biiliop Hughes."' i

(31.) A NEW edition of " 7V,e Truils of True Godliness, by Benjamin
Kkach," (l8mo., pp. 215.) Lis been published by the American Baptist Pub-
lication Society. It is not a very successful allegory, but abounds in prac-

tical and pungent rcproots and exhortations to careless sinners.

(32.) "Detached Thoiifjhtg and Apophthcjins from the Writings of Arch-
bishop Wuatkly," (London: lilackader, 1S5-1; 18mo., pp. 187,) is a little

book, but full of wisdom. No writer is more rich in comprehensive and sug-

gestive maxims, and in lucid though brief statements of gi-eat principles, than

Archbishop Whately. It was an excellent thought of the compiler of this litdc

Tolmne to gather some of these pregnant p:i.ssages together, and oiler them in a

neat and commodious shape.
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With respect to most questions \\-hicli have divided the opinion?

of men, contemporary judp;ments may be safely referred to the calm

investic:ation and the abiding verdict of posterity; but along the

line ofthe wrt'ld's history there stand out certain prominent events

on which the repose of impartial opinion never settles. E.xcitcd

passion is a -whirlwind that extinguishes the taper of reason—^

rushing flood that renders turbid the pin-e stream of the judgment,

"o that* truth cannot be cl6arly discerned. The intense passions,

evoked by the collision of gi-eat principles, possess an enduring

vitality, not only giving tone and complexion for life to the opinions

of those who first roused them into existence, but surviving to influ-

ence future partisans and distant generations.

^Vhether Ctesar was justified in crossing the Rubicon, and Brutus

in wielding the fatal dagger in the Roman senate-house, are still

^["•n questions: and v,-hethcr '-the man, Charles Stuart," vras right-

eou.^ly deposed and brought to the block, or Cromwell was a disinter-

ested patriot or a gross and consummate hypocrite, has not yet been

wttled by the unanimous voice of posterity. Though the taste of

the age in which we live has, in some measure, corrected the bitter-

ness and scurrility which once characterized the partisans of oppo.s-

:iM systems, yet of the great religious as well as political contro-

versies of the past it may be affirmed, that the grave softens no

^'limosiiies and time heals no wounds.

More than a century has elapsed since the Weslcys began their

<^recr us evangelists, and yet malignity and misrepresentation are as

t'usy with their names as when Bishop Lavington's book appeared,

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—21
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and Toplady dipped his pen in what Southej calls the essential

acid of Calvinism, to express the intense bitterness of his heart

against John Wesley and infant Methodism. It is true, that the

enemies of Wesley and his doctrines, in these days, sometimes speak
of him in measured terms of eulogy, but they usually qualify their

]

praise by depreciating some jtarticular attribute of his character
; |

thus proving how much easier it is to be apparently generous than |

to be strictly just. 1

This undeviating and long-continued course of misrepresentation f

can no longer be attributed to personal feeling, for those -who were I

Wesley's contemporaries during his career of signal ministerial sue- j

cess, have for half a century slept with him in the grave, and are

now represented by their grand-children. Nor can it be ascribed to

ignorance, for Wesley's Sermons and Journals have been published

broadcast, and the most particular information touching his life and
labours has long been within the reach of every hand. As we would
not charge the authors of the many works on Wesley and his labours,

who have failed rightly to appreciate his character, with wilful mis-

representation, we adopt the construction of charity, and account for

their enmity by identifying them with certain theological opinions,

which, descending unchanged from one generation to another, are

unconsciously associated with feelings of partiality toward those

who may have defended them, and of enmity toward those who have

earnestly assailed them or exposed their unsoundness.

The book before us is not in spirit an exception to the class to

which allusion has been made. Though more insidious in its charac-

ter, it is yet as replete with bitter and relentless hostility to Wesley

and his associates as any of the Avorks which have preceded it. It

is due to the author to state, that he designed his book to have

special reference to Methodism in England ; but as Methodism, in

its essentials, is one, throughout the world, we shall take leave to

examine it in its larger ap|ilication to the labours of Wesley, and to

their legitimate results in the most comprehensive sense.

The work was apparently suggested by the agitations prevalent

some years ago among English Wesleyans; and the author seems to

have cherished the insane hope of severing the bond which unites

the societies, and of building up the " Establishment" from the frag-

ments of dismembered Wesleyanism. It bears evidence of haste

and carelessness in its preparation, though the author assumes the

gi-ave character of historian, philosopher, and prophet, as Avell as of

theologian. As a literary performance it scarcely rises to medioc-

rity; its history is utterly unreliable—its philosophy is afl'ectcd and

obscure—its theology is crude, undigested, and self- contradictory

—
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and its prophecy consists of the wild imaginings of one whose judg-

ment of the future is born of his wishes.

It may be admitted, that the story, in its leading outlines, is suffi-

ciently accurate ; that John and Charles Wesley were born in the

early part of the eighteenth century—that they were educated at

f Oxford, and became presbyters of the Church of England—that they

I were leaders in an extraordinary religious revival—that, as the work

L enlarged, the assistance of lay preachers was called in—that, by their

f joint exertions under the blessing of God, large masses of people

\ were united in societies—that these people were called Methodists

—

^ that this revival graciously affected all religious denominations then

known in England—that the Wesleys continued to be its leading

spirits while they lived—and that they finally died, leaving their

cares and responsibilities as a legacy to their sons in the gospel :

—

but in all the explanations, philosophical discussions, and amplifica-

tions of every sort, with which the writer fills in the picture he has

given us, we frankly disavow any faith or confidence whatever, unless

they happen to be known to us through earlier and better authority

than his own, or are corroborated by some authentic testimony.

On almost every page, under an ill-disguised affectation of candour,

his secret enmity rnay be discerned, while it is somewhat wonderful

liow seldom, even by accident, he shows the slightest perception of

the high, the good, or the true.

In his initial chapter the writer affirms, without a shadow of evi-

dence, that the ^lethoilism of the pi'esent time has ceased to be that

proclaimed by Wesley and his coadjutors, having lost certain essen-

tial elements, and having been so modified that the relation sustained

by the preachers of the present day to the fathers and founders of the

communion, appears " to be made up more of what is technical or

conventional than of what is substantial, in a purely religious sense."

" The Methodism of the eighteenth century has, we say, ceased to have any
<-t!ai»t rc])resentatlve among us. None are there now who, with an entire

••on^'.'nirility of feeling, can interpret to us its phrases, or can warmly and
fonihly speak of it, and plead for it, as a reality with which they arc them-

*Ivci conversant"—P. 17.

On this naked assumption the author takes his stand, and pro-

^Hs to take the dimensions of the Methodistic movement, as a thing

^'V.-one, and with the air of a connoisseur examining an anticpie. he

?'i^,:;e3 the mental and moral power of its leaders, analyzes the sub-

"'-inoe of the body itself, discusses its form, and foreshadows its

f'Jture.

'I'o conciliate the unsuspicious reader, and obtain for himself the

vantage ground of apparent candour, he thinks proper to put for-
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ward the admission, that Methodism must be religiously regarded

as a genuine development of the principal elements of Christianity,

" while yet it may be open to exceptions, on many grounds, as the

product of minds more good and fervent than always well ordered."

This qualification gives line and scope for innuendo, disparage-

ment, and misrepresentation, which are so liberally employed as not

only to neutralize the effect of the admission, but invariably to place

Methodism and its founders in an odious and objectionable light.

With respect to the gratuitous assumption that the Methodism
of the eighteenth century has at present no " extant representative,"

we take leave to record our opinion in direct opposition to that of

our author. What was the Methodism of the eighteenth century

but the doctrines and worship proclaimed and practised by the Wes-
leys and their followers ? And can any intelligent mind really doubt

that these iilentical doctrines and forms of worship are preached

and practised at the present da}', not only in England, but in

otiier parts of Europe, as well as in America, Asia, and Africa?

The river whose broad surface and profound depths can float the

navies of the world, and from whose angry surges when swept by
storms, the boldest mariner shrinks back in alarm, may be traced in

its backAvard course to the tiny streamlet issuing from some far-

distant hill-si'le, and from whose ripple no living thing turns aside;

yet it is the sanie stream. The man of far-reaching intellect, and
physical maturity, cannot doubt his identity with the child of other

years. The Theban Hercules Avho destroyed the Lernixian hydra.

was the "extant representative" of him who strangled the serpents

in his cradle. So the broad stream of Methodism, which is to-day

fertilizing the world, and making fruitful its Avaste places, may be

traced directly to the diamond fountain which first gushed up amid

the arid sands of Oxford.

It is not, however, necessary that we should attempt to establish

the negative of this proposition, as the author himself ignores it to-

ward the end of his book, having convinced himself, we may suppose,

that the facts developed by more diligent examination fail to sup-

port his hasty postulate. In proof of this, we quote the following

enunciation of his more mature opinion, namely, " If the Wesleyan-

ism of this present time be not the Methodism of the last century—

•

a fact cuncerniiig tchich tee profess to advance no opinion, as v:c

have no sufficient information" 6zc.—P. 211.

In his chapter on " the Founders of ^lethodism," speaking of the

worthies of that period collectively, the author says :

—

" Let it be confessed tliat this company does not include one mind of tliAt

amplitude and grandeur the conteniplatioa of which, as a natural object—

a
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•atuple of humanity—excites a pleasurable awe, and swells the Losom with a
vAaue ambition, or witli a noble emulation. Not one of the founders of jMcth-

o<lism can claim to stand on any such hii;h level; nor was one of them giued
witli the philosophic faculty—the abstractive and analytic j)Ower. More than
one was a shrewd ami exact logician, but none a master of the higher reason.

Not one was erudite in more than an ordinary degree— not one was an acconi-

;. pli-.hed scholar, .... not one Avas a great writer, .... As to admiuis-

;

trative tact and skill in government, the world has given them (or their chief)
•- more praise than they or he deserved, while batHed in its own jjcrplexed en-

deavour to solve the problem of jNIethodisra, in ignorance of the main cause

5 of iXs spread and permanence."

—

V. 2o.

Whether the founders of Methodism -were, without exception, men
of the loftiest intellect, and " gifted ^vith the philosophic faculty," is

an abstract question which at present we are not required to dis-

cuss, inasmuch as we are far more deeply interested in their labours,

and their practical results. If Methodism be of God, and can vindi-

cate its title to be regarded as a divinely-accompanied agency for

the salvation of men, by man3' infallible proofs, no denial of " scholar-

ship" or "administrative tact and skill in government, or philo-

sophical cast of mind," in Mr. ^Vesley, can detract anytliing from

its claims to our confidence, respect, and affection. AVhen the Jews

vrcrc hard pressed by the inferences resulting from the miracle of

healing, Avronght by the Saviour upon him who had been born blind,

instead of venturing to express a doubt of the reality of the miracle

itself, they began to discuss the question of Christ's personal holi-

ness. Our author cannot be permitted thus to divert attention from

the main question at issue. Still it may not be amiss to place on

record an admission or two, which he inadvertently makes in subse-

quent parts of his book.

One finds himself embarrassed to know what really are the author's

cpinions, when, after seeing a little, presuming a great deal, and

jumping to conclu.sions, he invalidates his own affirmations by

contradictory statements. What weight should be given to the

t'-?iimony of a witness, who, aflirming that ]\Ir. AVesley pos-

sessed no great amount of " administrative tact and skill in

government," and that neither he nor any one of his associates

" ^vas erudite in more than an ordinary degree, and not one

an accomplished scholar," should, before his testimony was com-

pleted, be compelled to admit that ^Mr. Wesley "has never been

i^urpassed by any general, statesman, or Churclnnan, in adminis-

t^'ative skill, and that he and his companions were scholars and

K^iitlemen?"—Pp. 41, 79.

A similar course may be pursued to refute another baseless

fi5sumption of the author, which seems designed to disparage the

vork achieved by the AVesleys, by suggesting that the confessedly
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deplorable religious condition of Enj^land in the early part of the

last century has been greatly exaggerated.

" The. rectory «it Epwortb might be brought forward as an instance in abate-

ment of much that has lately l)Oon said of the ' state of religion and the

Church' in the early part of'the last century; just as Lnthcr's home contra-

dicts the exaggerations in which some Reformation champions have indulged

themselves. ""That rectory was not a solitary instance ; it was a savipte, if not

of many, of more than a few, clerical homes ; and besides, it furnished indirect

evidence ooncerninir another main element of the religious condition of Eng-

land at that time, and which is too little regarded. The characteristics and

the excellences of the antecedent and contemporary nonconformity were there

extant— in an occult manner, i)erliaps, and yet really. Some of the very

choicest samples of the firm, consistent English Christian character have been

the product of the nonconforming or puritanical soul blended with the better-

ordered and more hroadlii-hascd Christian temperament of the Episcopal

C/aocA."—Pp. 2G, 27.

This extract is evidently designed to serve the double purpose

of undervaluing the groat Wesleyan awakening, and of suggesting

an oblique eulogy upon the Episcopal Church. In both its aspects,

we make no appeal to the unmistakable voice of history, but permit

the author to refute his o^Yn assumption, Avhich he does in the fol-

lowing emphatic language :

—

" The Church at that time, although it had animus:, had no soul, and no

concentration, moral or sj.iritual. It had slid far away from the Keformation

ground. In rei)lv t.> its a.-sailants—the :Methodists--it dared not make its

appeal, as thoy did, to the Arti-les and Homilies, nor did it retain more than

a very teeble' devotional sympathy with the liturgy. Scarcely at all, in a

reliL^ous .<cnse, or otlierwise, tlian from motives of interest, was the aristocracy

of that age atUiehed to tlie E>tablishcd Church : the mass of the upper classes

was utterly indillen.iit, or \\a>; avowedly infidel; .... As to the masses ot

the people, they were nearly lost to the Church, except when a parson or a

rnafnitrate could gather theiu as a mob to carry some purpose of violence.

AVeslevanism came in with its itinerant ministry, its local preachers, its classes,

its bands, its trusteeships, and its fiscal organization ; it came in, not to sup-

plant any existing sy>teni of actual discipline, or of Church training, but to

establish u culture of some sort, upon the waste, howling wilderness of popular

irreligion. When it otleeted <-onversions, then it also provided for and carried

forward the cure of souls. The cure of souls—a very few exceptive cases

allowed tor—had been wholly neglected or forgotten on all hands, at the time

of the Metho<listic revival. "... The people of England had lapsed into

heathenism, or a state scarcely to be distinguished from it."—Pp. .j(3, 122, 21 '•

The Epworth ghost of course reappears in this work—" old Jef-

frey" being rcinvokcd to fm-nish the author with an occasion to phi-

losophize upon the occult relations of spirit to matter, and to account

for what he calls the " instinct of belief" in Mr. Wesley's mind.

He states that Mr. Wesley regarded the disturbances which occurred

at the Epworth parsonage as " divine interpositions" or " miracles,'

and expresses the opinion that nothing could occur " so marvellous
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that it could not freely pass Tvhcre Jeffrey had passed before it."

The author's discussion of this topic leads him to the conclusion

that around us, not cognizable to our senses, there are beings not

more intelligent than apes or pigs, some of whom by chances or mis-

chances may in long cycles of time be thro^vu over their boundary.

and get an hour's leave to disport themselves among things palpable.

"We have not the cruelty to molest him in the exercise of the

''philosophic ficulty" ^vith which he is evidently "gifted;" but we

think it time this ghost were laid. The repetition of a falsehood

told by another is bad enough ; but language wants terms to stamp

with adequate detestation the professed historian who will calumni-

ate the virtuous dead by deliberately coining a falsehood of his owti
*

to bolster up a favourite theory or promote partisan purposes. \

The statement, that Mr. Wesley believed the unexplained disturb-
,

anccs which occurred at his father's house, to be " divine interposi- .

tions " or " miracles," or in any way supernatural, may be pro- \

nounced a sheer fabrication, which, though repeatedly asserted, is \

entirely unsupported by evidence. The affair took place when he
;

was only thirteen years of age, and absent from home at school ; and .

his knowledge of the circumstances was mainly obtained four years \

afterward from the different members of his fathers family. His
|

own account of the afiliir, published in the Arminian Magazine.
\

begins thus :

—

\

" When I was very young I heard several letters read, wrote to
j

my elder brother by my father, giving an account of strange dis- \

turbances which were in his house at Epworth, in Lincolnshire.
|

When 1 went down thither, in 1720, I carefully inquired into the
|

particulars. I spoke to each of the persons who were then' in the
|

house, and took down what each could testify of his or her own |

knowledge. The sum of which was this:—On December '2d, 171G.
|

while Robert Brown, my father's servant, was sitting with one of
j

the maids, a little before ten at night, in the dining-room which I

opened into the garden, they both heard one knocking at the door,"

«kc. He continues, and gives a clear and particular narrative of all

the circumstances connected with this remarkable affair; but neither

in this nor any other of his writings can be found any expressed or

implied belief in its supernatural character.

On a point of so much importance, we might reasonably expect

to find some evidence adduced in confirmation of the author's naked

ipse dixit ; but the reader will search for this in vain. Tliough he

wore one " whose word but yesterday would have stood against the

MTorld," we deliberately im.peach the veracity of his statement, and

demand such confirmation as will satisfy an impartial umpire.
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It is somewhat amusing to observe with \N"hat pertinacity, and yet

"with what strange recklessness, the author applies his pruning-knife

to the intellectual reputation of Mr. Wesley—lopping off one attribute

after another until he leaves him " a good man," it is true, sincere and

honest, but destitute of any one ]n-ccminent mental trait. Even his

reputation as a logician, in the authors opinion, is undeserved. He
may have been, he says, " a master of technical logic, but he scarcely

seems to have been ca])able of that equipoise of the mind '"' which

is required to deal successfully with the principles of the science.

He was sufficiently well fitted to preside in the moderators chair,

during the dis})utations at Lincoln College, where an acquaintance

with the hackneyed sophisms of the schools was alone necessary;

but " there was no philosophy abroad in the world—there was no

tliinkiiv^ that was not atheistical in its tone and tendency; and the

whole energy of his moral nature would have drawn him off from

any commerce with it, even if the structure of his mind had allowed

him to tread at all on that path."

Our object in making this extract is not to enter upon any refuta-

tion of the charge,— this were surely a work of supererogation,—but

to point out a kind of anachronism which is quite unpardonable in

a writer who prc.-umcs to arraign before him "such men as those

who originated Methodism, and then, with an assumption of philo-

soj)hic ease and a feeling of irresponsibility, deals with his worthies

and sets upon them their price and value. We allude to the state-

ment that, during Wesley's residence at college, "there was no phi-

losophy abroad in the world—there was no thinking that was not

atheistical in its tune and tendency." The reader, who is familiar

with the history of ethical jthilosophy, will doubtless remember that,

at the period referred to, the Christian world "was in arms in oppo-

sition to the theory of llubbes ; and that Cumberland, Cudworth, and

Clarke, all men of profound erudition, with others, had appeared as

the champions of Christianity in opposition to the atheistical doc-

trines of the former; and tlut the conflict at the very period referred

to, was at its height, enlisting the minds and pens of such men as

Butler,* Ilutcheson, and iJerkeley, in England, and Jonathan Ed-

wards, in America. ISurely the author could scarcely have been

more unfortunate in the selection of a period in European history,

of which he might affirm that no philosophy was then abroad, or

that there was no thinking that Avas not atheistical. There were, in

truth, giants in philosophy in those days, who, roused from a lazy

acquiescence in the earlier ethical hypothesis, by the monstrous con-

«> Of Bishop Butler, Horace Walpolc remarks, "he was wafted to the see of

Durham on a cloud of metaphysics."
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sequences \\-hich Ilobbes lirid ^csiitiniately deduced from it, stirred

up their strength to mca.^ure the hitherto unfathomed depths of that

science, and they have proved to us, enlightened as \;q are by ^vhat

follo^vcd, that they were skilful in sounding, and that their lead

touched the bottom* ,

'L'he foregone determination of the author tc "make a case" against

Mr. Wesley, leads him to distort the most unimportant actions of

his life, and that -^vhich in another would have pa?~ed unobserved or

been considered entirely indifferent, in him is made the theme of

grave philosophic discussion, and forced to do service in accounting

for what, in the author's judgment, are objectionable features in the

Wesleyan doctrines and economy. These discussion-, would be

less censurable did they not abound with so many half-disguised

sarcasms and sneering epithets—with so much calculated to ridicule

vital piety itself, as well as disparage Wesley and Methodism.

With regard to Mr. ^Vesley's early religious course, our author

divides it Fnto " two stages." " The first was that which brought

him over from the unbroken hilarity of his natural temper to a fixed

seriousness and a determination to frame his course of life undtr

the sovereign control of religious reasons and motives." The

" second stage " he does not explain, but states that he did not pass

through it until he had come under '^1 spiritual influence of a

deeper sort, namely, that of his brother Charles and his praying

companions. Charles Wesley's soul had in it more of altitude

(profundity and elevation) than John's," A:c. Whatever may have

been the nature of this "second stage," or "transmutation," as he

elsewhere calls it, it must have reached regeneration, for he expressly

rejects Wesley's opinion of himself as not a regenerate man at this

period. One cannot but admire the modest assurance of the^man,

who thus on a question of this character, with which ^Ir. Wesley

could alone be acquainted, presumes thus flatly to contradict his

recorded testimony. His object is not, however, to elevate the

standard of piety, or to show that Mr. Wesley undervalued his own

religious attainments, for his motives are resolved into selfishness or

a species of religious egotism, which Mr. Taylor considers quite

consistent with much self-denial for the good of others. Yet, though

he was a regenerate man, he had but an " imperfect apprehension of

Christianity !" He fortifies this opinion by a reference to Wesley's

" opposition to his father's proposal, that he should take steps for

bi'ing appointed as his successor at Epworth."

" His earnest pictv at this time sho%red itself iu rn inmioval^lc rcsolufion to

thiuk only of bis own (supposed) spiritual welfare ; anJin JctenJiu;^ hiniielf

° Vide Sir James Mackintosh.
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in this position, he stretched sophistry to the utmost—evading by shallow pleas,

at once, the import of his ordination vow, a clear call to extensive usefulness,

and (if such considerations might be listened to) the duty of a son toward his

parents."—P. 37,

Our author is not alono in censuring Mr. AVcslej for opposing

his father's -wishes by refusing to take any measures to secure the

next presentation to the living of Ep^^•orth. Dr. Southey and some

others have criticised his conduct in this matter A\ith much severity; i

but if his reasons for this decision are calml}^ considered, it will be

admitted by every impartial person, that his motives were conscien-

tious and pure. The main arguments of Mr. Wesley to justify his

course were two : first, at O.xford he was placed in circumstances

more conducive to liis own spiritual improvement; and secondhj,

he thought he should be for more useful there. It cannot be denied

that the first great duty of the individual is the salvation of his OAvn

soul ; and if there be a situation or an employment, the duties of

which make this diflicult or impossible, it is equally clear that it

should be avoided or abandoned. It is readily admitted that his

religious judgment was as yet immature and perplexed. Having

no clear and well-defined view of the doctrine of salvation by faith,

he was inclined somewhat, we think, to the notions and practices of

the Ascetics, believing in the efficacy of retirement from the world

and of self-denial tu promote growth in grace and perfect the Chris-

tian character. These notions he had learned from Jeremy Tay-

lor's llules of Holy Living and Dying.
" I know," says ho, writing from Oxford on this subject, " if I

could stand my ground here and approve myself a faithful minister

of our blessed Jesus, by honour and dishonour, through evil report

and good report, then there would not be a place under heaven like

this for improvement in every good work." The facilities he there

enjoyed for retirement and study, and the associations he had formed,

made him unwilling, with tiio views he then entertained, to abandon

Oxford and enter u]>on the charge of a large parish. Admitting the

correctness of his premises, who can deny the soundness of the

conclusion ?

But his leading reason, drawn from his conviction of greater use-

fulness at Oxford, is evidently well founded, if a jealous regard for

the purity and holiness of the Christian ministry is conceded to be a

sufficient motive for determining his decision. " The schools of the

prophets," says he, "arc there; is it not a more extensive benefit

to sweeten the fuuntain than to purify a particular stream?" The

Apostle Paul on a memorable occasion would not be persuaded to

abandon the path of duty, by the arguments or the tears of his
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friends ; and his refusal resulted in the establishment of the Chris-

tian religion in the capital of the world, -while it furnished him an

occasion for writing several epistles, which enrich the sacred canon,

nnd have imparted instruction and consolation to unnumbered

millions, and will go down to the latest times to preach Christ and

turn many to righteousness. Some critic of that period may have

called Paul "unfeeling," or thought his reasons for his refusal not

" creditable to his judgment ;" but thougli to resist the last sad argu-

ment of his friends well nigh broke his heart, we cannot doubt that an

overruling Providence directed his decision. " And if we connect

Mr. Wesley with that great work, which he was designed afterward

to c/Toct, we must shut out the doctrine of providence if wc do not

sec a higher hand than that of man in his determination ; a hand

which is not the less certainly employed Avhen it works its ends

through the secret volitions, aversions, inclinations and even preju-

dices of the human heart, than when it more sensibly and immedi-

ately interposes to hasten or retard our purposes."* That Mr.

Wesley was not influenced b}" motives of "selfishness," or any

species of " religious egotism" in his decision, is conclusively proved

by his acceptance, a few months later, of an appointment from the

Trustees of Georgia to preach the gospel to the settlers and Indians

in that new colon}'. This Macedonian cry from the wilds of Amer-

ica, associated as it was Avith the prospect of peril, privation, and

suffering, was more attractive to the peculiar feelings of the young

evangelist than an invitation to an opulent parish in England. The
necessity of the case seems to have influenced his decision. There

were many applicants for the living of Epworth, but few were willing

to endure the hardships and sufferings connected with the life and

labours of a missionary in the wilderness. To show the spirit with

which he entered upon this mission, we place on record here his

ri'ply to one who said to him, " What is this, sir ; are ijou one of the

knights-errant? How, I pray, got Quixotism into your head ? You
want nothing; you have a good provision for life, and are in a way
of preferment ; and must you leave all to fight windmills—to convert

savages in America?" He answered feelingly and calmly, "Sir, if

ihe Bible be not true, I am as very a fool and madman as you can

conceive; but if it be of God, I am sober-minded. For he has

declared, 'There is no man that hath left house, or friends, or broth-

f<?n, for the kingdom of God's sake, who shall not receive manifold

Jiiorc in the present time, and in the world to come everlasting life.'
"

Jn Mr. Taylor's representation of the intercourse between Mr.

Wesley and the ]\Ioravian brethren and its consequences, there are

o Watson.
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some examples of -what we are constrained to call flagrant misrepre-

sentation—misrepresentation -which, whether made in ignorance or

•wilfulness, deserves the sharpest and sternest reproof:

—

" His spiritual conridenco liad jpc<Mvcd a death -u-ound from the hand of tlic

Moravian brethren." . . .
" IIo lia<l bien stripped of that overweening relit^-

iousness upon -which as its basis liis ascetic epotism had hitherto rested."' . . .

"Wesley's -svas a niiml in the history of which no gradual transition periods

—

no seasons during which the undci-standing and the moral sentiments should

in equipoised conjunction v.ork tlicir way onward from one position to another

—could Lave place. Each change was cither a leap from a precipice, or a

being thrown wiih violence from one stamiing place to another: and tlie very

ne.\.t moment after he had retrained liis feet, or even before he could do so, he

turned upon those wllo^e company he had thus left, and assailed them with

eager yet never with bitter upbraidings," &c.—Pp. 38—10.

This we pronounce a palpable libel on the character and early

religious history of Mr. Wesley. To speak thus of his " spiritual

confidence," and " overweening religiousness," in the sense of phari-

saism or self-rightcousncss, is to contradict the whole history of his

early religious life. To vindicate this remark, a few extracts from

his correspouiJoncc with his mother Avhile he was at Oxford, and

spoken of by ribald tongues as the "father of the holy club," may
be cited. He was often, says one of his biographers,* dull and

formal in the use of ordinances, and was on that account throv.n

'•into distress and perplexity," so that he seemed at a loss Avhich

way to proceed to obtain the happiness and securit}' he wanted. The

deep tone of feeling, and the earnestness of his inquiries in the fol-

lowing extracts, present this state of his mind in a very affecting

light. Addressing this guide of his youth, with reference to the

advantages derived from participation in the holy sacrament, he

says :-T-

•' Tliat none but worthy receivers should find this effect is not strange to me,

when I observe huw small eflect many means of im])rovement have upon an

unprepared mind. !Mr. ^Morgan and my brother were aifected, as they ought,

bv tlic ob-crvatiims ynti niad<' nn tliat glorious subject: but though my under-

standing approve.! what was excellent, yet my heart diil not feel it. Why was

this, but because it was preengaged by those afiections with which wisdom wiil

not dwell? Because tlic animal mind cannot relish those truths which are

spiritually discerned. Yet I liave those writings which the good Spirit gave to

that end ! I have many of fiio.-e which he hath since assisted his servants to

give us ; I have retirement to a[ip!y tliese to my own soul daily ; I have means

both of public and private jmiyer; and above all, of partaking in that sacra-

ment once a week. AVhat shall I do to make all these blessings effectual— to

gain from them that mind which was also in Chri>t Jesus V To all who give

sii^ns of their not bi-ing stranorers to it, I projiosc this question—and v.hy not

to'"you rather than any? You say, you have renounced the world. And
-what have 1 been doing all this time V Wliat have I done ever since I was

born? Why, 1 have been plunging myself into it more and more. It b enough

:

^ Whitehead.
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uw.ike thou tbat slccpcst. Is there not one Lord, one Spirit, one hope of our
callin;: '• one Avay of attaining that liope ? Then I am to renounce the world
as well as you ? That is the very thing I want to do: to draw olf my atTcctions

from this world, and fix them on a better. But how '? AVhat is the surest

and the sliortest way ? Is it not to be humble ? Surely this is a large step

ill the way. But the question recurs, How am I to do this? To own the

necessity of it, is not to be humble. In many things you have interceded

|<)r me and prevailed. Who knows but in this, too. you mav be success-

ful ? If you can spare me only tliat little part of Thui-sday evenini; which vou
formerly bestowed upon me in anotlier manner. I doubt not but it would be as

useful now,' for correcting my heart, as it was then for forming my judgment.
" When I observe how fast life flies away, and how slow improvement comes,

I think one can never be too much afraid of dying before one has leanud to

live. I mean even in the course of nature. For were I sure that ' the silver

cord should not be violently loosed ;' that ' the wheel' should not be ' broken
at the cistern,' till it was quite worn away by its own motion; yet what a time
•woulci this give me for such a work ! a moment, to transact the business of

eternity! What are forty years in comparison of this? So that, were I sure

what never man yet was sure of, how little would it alter the case ? How
justly still might I cry out,

' Downward I hasten to my destined place;

There none nhtain tby aid, none sing thy praise!

.^Odn shall I lie in death's deep ocean drown'd

:

Is mercy there, is sweet forgiveness found?
s.avc nic yet, while on the brink I stand

;

Rebuke these storms, and set me safe on land.

make my longings and thy mercy sure !

Thou art the God of power.' "

In further confirmation of the opinion vre have advanced, we add

a few extracts from Mr Wesley's Journal, showin;^ his meekness and

humility, and the deep conviction of his heart that in religious attain-

ments he was far short of the true evangelical standard. These

records were made before his acquaintance with the peculiar views

of the ^Moravians, and some of them before the vessel in which they

were fellow passengers had fairly taken her departure from port :

—

" Friday, Oct. 31.—We sailed out of the Downs. At eleven at night I was
*'aked by a great noise. I soon found there was no danger. But the bare

•ipprehension of it gave me a lively conviction what manner of men those

ought to be who are every moment on the brink of eternity."
'• Sunday, Nov. 23.— At night I was waked by the tossing of the ship and

^>aring of 'the wind, and plainly showed I was unfit, for I was unwilling to

die."

"Saturday, Jan. 1 7.—Manv people were very impatient at the contrary wind.

At seven in the evening they were quieted by a storm. It rose higher and
higher till nine. About nine" the sea broke over us trom stem to stern ;

burst

thrungh the windows of the state cabin where three or four of us were, and
<-overed us all over, though a bureau sheltered me from the main shm'k.

Ab)ut eleven I lav down in the great cabin and in a short time fell asleep,

lliough very uncertain whether I should wake alive, and much ashamed of my
unwillin<Tncs? to die."

,
'• Friday, 23.—In the evening another storm began. In the morning it

mi^rea-oed, so that thev were forced to let the ship drive. I could not but say
«Q myself, ' How is it 'that thou hast no faith ?'

"
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The tone, spirit, and matter of these extracts show that Mr. Wes-
ley -Nvas a stranger to "spiritual confidence" and "overweening
religiousness;" and the readiness and humility with which he sought
and received instruction, equally prove his sincere desire to learn

"the way of God more perfectly." It is not, therefore, true that he
first learned from the Moravians that he was not a true Christian.

He had at Oxford a most painful conviction that though he pos-

sessed the form, lie had hut little of the life and power of godliness.

He had then a large measure of the "spirit of bondage unto fear,"

and that after which his perplexed heart panted was the "Spirit

of adoption," by which ho might cry "Abba, Father." *

. But our author complains of the suddenness of the transitions

with which Mr. Wesley passed from one stage of religious attain-

ments to another; and, also, of his disposition to assail with eager

upbraidings tiiose he had left behind in the race. Mr. Wesley him-

self aflirms that the change referred to was the result of more than

ten years of earnest and incessant struggling. If this be deemed a

sudden transition, it might be interesting to know what is considered

a gradual one, " during which the understanding and the moral sen-

timents should, in equipoised conjunction, Avork their way onward
from one position to another." And in view of his severe criticism

upon Mr. Wesley's sudden change, and his disposition to assail

those he had left behind with eager upbraidings, it would be equally

interesting to know in what liglit a man " possessed of the philo-

sophic faculty" would regard the conversion and subsequent career

of the Apostle ]\aul. Ho, Ave think, passed through a transition

somewhat more sudden than that of Mr. Wesley, and he Avas at

least equally prompt to assail the company he had left with eager

upbraidings.

Field preaching, and the earnest and heroic spirit of Wesley and

his associates, receive a qualified approbation in the book before

us; but the fornier seems alone to be made accountable for the

"bodily agitations and outwardly expressed agonies that Avere fre-

quently excited in their audiences." Whitefield, it is said, "Avhen

these occurred in his presence, stood in doubt as to the source to

which they should be attributed. He saw in them no indubitable

indications of the hand of God. He looked for such fruits of his

preaching as are of a less questionable kind." But as Wesley is

contrasted Avith him in this respect, the inevitable inference is, that

he did sec in them the "indubitable indications of the hand of

God," andr^' looked for them as the most desirable fruits of his

preaching." And it is directly averred that it Ayas " his too ready

° Vide R. AVatson.
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acceptance of these supposed proofs of the presence of God, that

tended to produce and to aggravate them."

^'othing could be more unmanly or unjust than this gross and

unfounded imputation upon the character of the sainted dead.

That strange and wonderful mental and physical exhibitions some-

times attended the preaching of the early Methodist evangelists is

readily admitted, but that these were in any sense peculiar to

Methodism has been repeatedly and peremptorily denied. And
that Mr. Wesley "saw in them the hand of God, and looked for'

them as the most desirable fruits of his preaching," is a transparent

invention, the weakness of which is only equalled by its wicked-

ness. Statements like this must neutralize any influence the book

might otherwise exert upon persons of the least intelligence, for it

will be rightly argued by thoughtful minds, that he who can wilfully

and deliberately coin a falsehood so easily exposed b}^ a reference to

history is entirely unworthy of respect or confidence. "Were it

necessary, and did our limits permit, we might easily quot-e !Mr.

Wesley's opinions at length on this topic, showing conclusively,

that so. far from entertaining views similar to those alleged, ho

habitually discouraged such exhibitions, looking upon them with

suspicion and disapprobation. " The head and front of his offend-

ing" in this respect consists in having recorded in his Journals

accounts of these extraordinary developments ; but the most mali-

cious vilifier of his name cannot furnish a single sentence, inti-

mating even indirectly that he approved them, much less that " he

saw in them indubitable indications of the hand of God, and looked

for them as the most desirable fruits of his preaching." It has

been truly said, that it is difficult to meet with a divine whose

views of religion are more practical and definite than those of Mr.

Wesley.

The separation between Wesley and Whitefield is accounted for

in a philosophical manner, strikingly characteristic of our author.

He thinks it impossible that they could have continued to labour

together and address the same congregations, because:—1. Wes-
ley's Arminianism was less liberal than Whitefield's Calvinism!

'•The theology of the former was "cramped," and "walled up as it

^ere to heaven,"—that of the latter open and ample, " placing him
t-n a wider and more elevated ground." 2. " Wesley had caughc

^'^Id of the paradox of 'perfection,' which, in the form in which he

hrst announced and defined it, prevented any thoughtjul collrague"

from moving on harmoniously by his side. 3. "The difference

concerning the ' election of grace,' necessitated in a still more per-

emptory manner the separation of the two friends
"
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Yet had tliey been philosopliers or thinking men, the separation,

it seems, might have been avoided, for the author thinks

"Even-thing for "which a Calvinl?t, not fanatical, Tvould contend, is em-
braced within t!ic compass of Mr. AVcsK-y's own preachinL; language !" " And
though he rejected the 'eh^ction of trnue,' on account ol its inseparable alli-

ance, as he supposed, with rcj)iobati()n, yet in so doing he fought a Mordy
phantom, for iio Calvin!-t ever insisted with more force or point than he did

upon the facts of this awful condition."—Fp- 52, 53.

Does the reader think this an impeachment of ^Ir. "Wesley's can-

dor? By no means. The author, " in this as in many other similar

instances, easily saves his reputation, as a thoroughly honest disputant,

by alleging his entire uant of the deep reflective or analytic faculty."

The chapters on lay preaching and lay preachers, with the one

containing a laboured comparison bet^yecn Methodism and Roman-

ism, contain but little worthy of observation. \Vc find indeed, the

reiteration in various forms of the unfounded assumptions that

"Mr. "Wesley himself cherished and fomented, as Avell among

preachers and people, tendencies which it should have been his

part to repress. !Not seldom it was he rather than they t*liat set

reason at defiance, and forgot sobriety in extravagance and wild-

ness," 6iQ. ; and that Wesley's creed was not orthodox. The first of

these we have already refuted, and to the last we shall presently reply.

We have now reached the chapter in which Mr. Wesley is con-

sidered as the founder of an "institute." This, it is affirmed, " icas

not, and is not a Clmreh, nor did he himself so designate it."

"The Wcsleyan societies were constituted for the one purpose of

gathering and retaining converts," &c. The writer labours through

many dull pages to convince his readers that Wesley intended

his "institute" to serve a transient or temporary purpose only.

His arguments arc drawn from his reluctance to separate from the

Establishment, and from the assumed fact that his organization did

not provide for the " cure of souls," an essential element of a Church,

and a duty which it is deemed by the author impossible to dis-

charge with an itinerant nnuistry. That the pastoral office could

not be efficiently discharged, when the founder of Methodism was

enffaTed in travelling extensively, and was aided by few assistants,

may be readily granted; but the force of this objection is very

f^reatlv diminished, if it does not entirely disappear, Avhen the

preacher remains stationary for two or three years. That the

objection, however, is quite imaginary, and never bad any real

existencd after ^Methodism was organized and became a working

system, is admitted by the author himself, who elsewhere gives
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to tbis "institute" liigli praise for the faithful discharge of the duty,

for vvliich, he says, ifc makes no provision:

—

" The Episcopal Church, in its several offices, assumes the existence and

the cflicit-'iK-y of a universally extended religious training; and it is on the

"round uf this hypothesis that those offices are susceptible of a good and Scrip-

Ciral intcrpretiUlon. But as this (supposed) cure of souls—inti-nded to cm-

hrace the community, from the first -weeks of life to its close—harl fallen into

desuetude, and had quite ceased to be a fact, Wesleyanism deserves high

[iraise (a]>art from its merit as a mission to the irreligious) on this ground, and

K'cause it supplied so sad a lack of service on the part of the "Church."

—

r. 217.

So, then, it may be logically infen-ed from the author's own

premises, that the Establishment, with all its furniture of a settled

and salaried ministry, is less entitled on this ground to the dignified

title of Church, than the despised '•'institute" of Wesley.

The several chapters of this book devoted particularly to Charles

Wesley, Whitefield, Fletcher, Coke, and Lady Huntingdon, we pass

by as connected only indirectly with the main object of the author.

From the chapter entitled the "Methodistic Companj'-," we tran-

Bcribe some important admissions, which are a sufficient refutation

of the charges of a " cramped," "defective theology,"
—

" that Method-

ism, such as AVcsley made it, was girt about too tightly,"
—

"that

there is at the bottom of Methodism some misunderstanding of

Christianity,''—that, "had Wesley been less argumentative and

less categorical, and more meditative, he would have set Meth-

odism upon a broader theological basis,"—with several expres-

sions of a similar character, which are scattered profusely through

the work :

—

" Until the contrary can be clearly proved, it may be affirmed that no com-

pany of men, of whose labours and' doutrines vre have any sufficient notice,

n.is gone forth with a creed more distinctly orthodox, or more exempt from

admixture of the doctrinal feculence of an earlier time. 2sone have stood

firward more free than these were from petty solicitudes concerning matters ot

oljservancc, to which, whether they were to be upheld or to be denounced, an

cx.tgorcrated importance was attributed. None liave confined themselves more

closely to those principal subjects which bear directly upon the relationship

of man to God—as immortal, accountable, guilty, and redeemed. If we are

tompted to complain of the unvaried comjilexion of the ^lethodistic teaching,

it is the uniformitv which results from a close adherence to the rudiments ot

'he gospel. Uniformity, or sameness of aspect, as it may be the colouring

fjf dulness and of death", so may it spring from simplicity and power; but can

'• ho a qiiestionto which of these sources we should atti-ibute that undiversified

^•rt-adth which is the characteristic of Methodism?" .... " NecfHt be

Mid that these Methodists were men ' of hke passions -vvitli oursidvcs V and
•''••\\. tfxi, were those who, in the apostolic age, carried the gospel throughout

<JiC Roman world and beyond it. Taken in the mass, the on.- company of-

fi">n was as wise as the other—not wiser—as holy, not more holy. Jf it be
*3irmcd that the Christian worthies of some remote time were, as a class of
'"••", of a loftier stature in virtue and piety than these with whom we have

FoLRTU Series, Vol. VII.—22
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now to do, let the evidence on wLirli such an assumption could be made to f

rest be brought forward : this can never be done ;
and the suppoiltion itself 5

should be rejected as a puerile superstition."—Pp. 128, 129.
|

If, as the author here affirms, Wesley and his companions, as a I

class, were as Aviso and holy as those selected by the Saviour to be
;

the heralds of his gospel to the \^•orld, we cannot doubt their com-
j

petency to place the " institute " they formed upon an economical
\

and theological basis truly Scriptural, or even to establish a Cluuch. i

Four chapters of this book are devoted to an elaborate analysis
|

of the substance of Methodism. The prejudices of the sectarian
|

•appear for a moment to be laid aside, and the investigation is con-
|

ducted with a marked degree of skill and ability. Notwithstanding
|

the many imputations, innuendos, and direct aspersions employed in

other parts of the book to impeach the soundness of the Methodistic

doctrines, the following statement stands prominently at the head

of this discussion :

—

" ^Motlinili-iii wa> not a new iheolojzy, or a polemical aflirmation of doamas,

contravt-niuix or addiuLr to that system of belief -^^-hioh had been embodied two I

centuries before in tlie articles and confessions of the several Protestant
^

Churches. . . . And yet, -wlule the theolopry is entirely -svhat we recognise as -^

the authentic belief of the Protestant Church, the product of the ^lethodistic j

ministrations, that is to say, the general or average product, apart from what \

ml"ht be attriliuted to the oratorical i)0wers of individual preachers, was such j

asTi.as no parallel even in the most exciting moments of the Reformation ; nor
|

has it had a[iv parallel in these later times. We are called upon, therefore, \

to show what' it was which constituted the visible diflerence—vast as it is."

—

i

Pp. 137, i;;^.
I

How well our author understood the subject, and how far it had

assumed a consistent and systematic form in his mind will appear

from the results of his inquiry. "We condense his answer to the

question, "What was Methodism?"

1. " It was a waking up of a consciousness toward Almighty God,

which gave a meaning to expressions of Scriptural doctrine," &c.

"2. "It was a consciousness of the relationshipof God the Father of
\

spirits to the individual spirit." 3. " A vivid consciousness of the

mediatorial scheme: a lively sense of that great truth that God has

prepared a full, free, and complete salvation for all men, and which may

in this life— this very hour—be entered upon, and enjoyed by every

obedient soul." 4. " Evangelical philanthropy." These our author

retrards as the elements of the power and success of early Methodism-
'

It may seem to some that he travels in a circle ending whei-e he

bef^ins, with a simple description of the effects of the Methodistic

preaching, while the occult or liiddcn causes of its power remain

undevxdoped ; but if, with his exhibition of its machinery and vnriou3

adjustments, we distinctly recognize the hand of God as the motive
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power, (as the author really does,) Ave shall have but little to object

to his analysis of the substance of Methodism.

To approve the " form " of Wesleyan Methodism as a scheme of

"cvan-'clic aggression," falls in Avith the author's purpose, and this

feature in its organization is treated Avith commendable fairness and

liberality. He thinks it necessary, however, to disclaim any inten-

tion of "schooling the extant Wesleyan body," or "advising the

conference." Of course I He approves of Methodism as an aggres-

sive agent upon the territories of ungodliness; but he wishes to sug-

gest to the preachers and the great ^Vesleyan body, that its mission

is about accomplished, and that the time has come co gather in the

harvest and secure it Avithin the pale of the Establishment. AVc

mean not to intimate that he uses this language, but that all he

says plainly suggests it in substance.

This Avill mo7e clearly appear as Ave proceed Avith the author to

the examination of Methodism in its various aspects, " as a system

of religious discipline and instruction, as toAvard the people," " as

a hieraTchv or scheme of spiritual government," and as a "corpora-

tion or establishment."

Under the first head he insists that an itinerant must be less qual-

ified than a settled ministry, to instruct the people, and discharge

cfHcicntly the duties of the pastoral ojffice. and draws the inference

that Weslcyanisra is an economy for a time, and that the Chris-

tianity it teaches Avill be ahvays immature and superficial. We are

inclined to dispute both his premises and his conclusion.

That an errant evangelist in the strict sense of that Avord—one

really homeless and constantly on the Aving—has no such opportuni-

ties for prosecuting the study of books as one at rest possesses, with

the various and valuable facilities which faA'ourable circumstances

may supply, cannot and need not be disputed'. This, however, is

not the Wesleyan itinerancy of the present, or even of former

times. An itinerant in the ^\''cslcyan sense is not an errant minis-

try. The author has evoked a phantom and beats the air. The

Wesleyan preacher occupies the same field of lab<5ur from oneto tW^c

years, generally the latter, and he is not necessarily absent from his

home or books more than the settled pastor of a large parish. And
these stated removals have not so much tendency to beget an unset-

tled state of mind, or to disturb studious habits as the regularly re-

curring vacations in college have to produce similar effects upon

students and professors.

Indeed, if we consider how much of each week must necessarily

be devoted to preparation for the Sabbath by the settled minister,

whatever may be his inclination or opportuuities for study—a burden
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from -which the itinerant may escape as often as he -will, by repro-

ducing, amended and improved or otherwise, a sermon already

preached in another charge, the conclusion seems easy and natural

that the opportunities for study and mental improvement must be in

favour of the latter. If the pulpits of those denominations -whose

occupants may "ruminate under the conditions of a tranquil minis-

terial fixedness," have in a great measure lost their hold upon the

thoughtful and intelligent, as well as upon the masses of the people,

and sovmons are now rarely remembered beyond the moment when
the foot reaches the last step at the church doors ; may not this

lamentable result be traced to the necessarily crude and superficial

character of those somi-wickly or even tri-weekly productions which
are "got up" amid the interruptions of manifold parish duties, and
are always prepared under the pressure of present necessity? The
itinerant, when he enters upon a new field of labour, m.ay go back
and review the ground over which he has passed, subject his former
productions to a critical reexamination, and thus be prepared to

;

furnish his hearers with the results of his labour in their most com- \

plete and attractive form. Not so the settled minister, from whom
|

is required his "tale of bricks"—his two or three written sermons 1

per week. lie can rarely prepare a discourse vrith tliat care and j

research, which his own reputation, or the best interest of his flock
J

demands. He must frequently deny himself the profit and gratifica- I

tion of tracing trains of thought to their sources, or pursuing a sub-
]

ject to its remote consequences. He must ignore all subjects which I

will not furnish a page for his Sunday's homily, and finished, perhaps
J

at the last hour, he has no time for revision or correction, but must I

carry it to the pulpit, and pronounce it there, with all its imperfec- |

tions. An artist with a ready hand will throw off perhaps two or \

three pictures a week, but they will not establish- his fame, or be
]

sought after by posterity. The spectator may perhaps give them a
|

momeutiry examination, and then without emotion he dismisses 1

them from his mind ; but the picture before which he lingers and
|

gazes entranced, and the vision of which returns in after time, is the
|

product of protracted study and patient toil. The itinerant may
j

exemplify this truth in the opportunities he possesses to return
|

again and again to some important theme, until, after having scanned i

its heights and fathomed its depths, he presents it in glowing Ian- j

guage to deliglited audiences, who hang with intense interest upon
^

his lips, and eagerly drink in the words of life. But the settled J

minister, moving in a contracted sphere, possesses no such means \

for the' profound examination of a subject, or for rendering his
|

acquirements so extensively beneficial. Driven onward perpetually \
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by the remorseless demand of his people for new sermons, he either

breaks down under his burden, or grinds on monotonously like a

horse in a mill. There are some prominent exceptions—some men
of preeminent talent who endure the system, and like the arch appear

to grow stronger by the pressure upon them—but that these are the

general results of the two systems none can doubt who have had

opportunities of comparing the attractive freshness, originality and

povrcr of the one class, with the prosy monotony, and suitcrficial

tamencss of the other.

The argument which proves that the itinerant is really more

favourably situated for thorough study than the settled minister, is

sufficient to show that there is nothing in the system to prevent him

from discharging with equal facility and success the duties of the

pastoral office. Indeed, the duty of becoming acquainted with his

people would, if additional inducements were necessary, well nigh

compel him to circulate freely among his flock. If we add the au.x-

iliary of the class-meeting, which is designed to facilitate the dis-

charge of pastoral duties, and which it is the preacher's duty to attend,

we may safely afiirm that no people enjoy so efficient and *horoiigh

pastoral oversight as the ^Methodists. And we rejoice to say that no

soil has more bountifull}^ repaid the husbandman's toil. Among no

people has the gospel been more fruitful. Among no people is

there enjoyed a higher average of vital piety; and none are better

instructed in both the theory and practice of Scriptural Christianity.

The meekness, humility, self-dcnj-ing zeal, unwavering fidelity, and

active benevolence of the followers of Wesley are proverbial ; and the

"best of all is, God is with us," and "our people die well.''

A leading object of the author is to show that ]Mr. Wesley neither

formed nor intended to form a Church, but that he simply regarded

his society as- a kind of adjunct, or evangelizing supplement to the

Established Church.

His arguments are these:—1st. "Mi*. Wesley called his 'institute'

a 'society,' not a Church." 2d. " The laity are not recognised in

his ' institute,' a neglect for which he would have provided had he

designed to establish a Church." 3d. " Had he designed to form a

Church, it would have been a copy of the Establishment, which he

regarded as the model of a Scriptural Church." Our prescribed

limits compel us to dispose of these topics in few words. The real

state of the case seems to be this :—At the outset of Mr. Wesley's

career his single design doubtless was to promote the life and power

of godliness within the prescribed sphere of a minister of the Church

of England. But when the churches were closed against him, and

he began to meet opposition and persecution from the ministers of
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that comraunion, he felt constrained to go forward in his work with-

out regard to Church order, or the approval of Church authorities.

Access to the churches having been refused him, he went out into
" the highways and hedges," and in the open air proclaimed '' the

glorious gospel of the blessed God." In process of time, as

the -work extended and embraced thousands who had never been

connected in any sense with the national Church, the question of a

separate organization began to bo agitated, both among preacliers

and people. lie, from first to last, remained an ordained minister

of the Establishment, from which he refused to separate. But from

the fir.-t gathering of his societies he believed they were clothed

with all the attributes of a Church, and that his "helpers" were in

every sense ministers of the Church of Christ, and authorized to

administer the saci-aments, and to perform all the functions pertain-

ing to that office.

The jSinetcenth Article of Religion is in the following words :

—

" The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of faithful men, in

the which the pure word of God is preached, and the sacraments

be duly ministered according to Christ's ordinance, in all those

things that of necessity are requisite to the same." It is perfectly

clear that, with the single exception of the administration of the

sacraments, the ^Vesleyan body was a Church according to the

views of the Englisli Church herself But it can very easily be

shown that Mr. We.-ley believed his "helpers," after being set apart

to the sacred office, according to the mode practised in the Methodist

body, to be urdaincd to the ministry. " They were not appointed

to expound or preach merely, but were solemnly set apart to the pas-

toral office, as the minutes of the conference show ; nor were they

regarded by him as laymen, or considered lay preachers, except

when in common parlance they were distinguished from the clergy

of the Church, in which case he would have called any dissenting

minister a layman." In truth, as early as 1746, aud indeed before

that time, his opinions

" Were such as show, that thoncrh he was a Church-of-Ensland man as to

affection, -which was btronu; and sincere as far as its doctrines and its Hturjiy vrevc

concerned, and thonjrh he rcL'ardcd it with deference as a leiral institution, vet

in respect of its ecclesia.stical piililijXiM was even then very free in his opinions.

At the second conferen.:e in 17 15 it was asked, 'Is Episcopal, Presbvterian,

or Independent Church govcriinu-nt, most agreeable to reason ?' The answer
is as follows :

—

" ' The plain origin of Church pivcrnment seems to be this:—Christ sends

forth a person to preach the ^;.u'-\w\ : some of tliose v.ho hear him, repent and
believe in Christ: they then dcMre him to watch over them, to build them up
in fixith, and to euide their souls into paths of righteousness. Here, then, is au
independent congregation, subject to no pastor but their own; neither liable
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to be coiitroUod, in things spiritual, by any other man, or body of men what-

9.K-vcr. But soon after, some from other parts, who were occasionally present,

while he vas speaking in the name of the Lord, beseech him to eonic over

and helt) thc-m also. He complies, yet not till he confers with the wisest and

holiest of his contrregatlon ; and with their consent aj)poInts one who has

•'ifto and arai/o to "watch over his llouk in his absence. If it ])!easo God to

raise another llock, in the new place, before he leaves them, he does the same

thin", appoiiitln'j; one whom God hath fitted for the work to watch over these

souls also. In Tike manner, in every pUice where it pleases God to gather a

little tlock bv his word, he appoints one in his absence to take the oversight

of the rest, to assist them as of the ability which Goil giveth.

" ' These are deacons, or servants of the Church, and they look upon their

first pastor as the common fiither of all these congregations, and regard him in

the .same light, and esteem him still as the shepherd of their souls. These con-

gregations are not strictl)' independent, as they depend upon one pastor, though

not upon each other.

"'As these congregations increase, and the deacons grow in yeai-s and

gi-ace, they need odier subordinate deacons, or helpers, in respect of whom
they may be called presbyters, or elders, as their father in the Lord may be

called the bishop or overseer of them all'

'• This passage is important, as it shows that from the first he regarded his

preachers, when called out and de\oted to the work, as, in respect of primitive

anti(iuitv and the universal Church, parallel to deacons and presbyters. lie

also then thought himself a Scriptural bishop. Lord King's researches into

anliijuity served to confirm these sentiments, and corrected his former notion

as to a distinction of orders.
'• It should here be stated, that at these early conferences one sitting appeai-s

to have been devoted to conversation on matters of discipline, in which the

propriety of }>h: Wesley's proceedings in former societies, calling out preaclu-rs,

and originating a distinct religious community, governed by its own laws,

were considered; and this necessarily led to the examination of general cpies-

tions of Church governnient and order. This will explain the reason why in

the conferences which ^h. Weslev, his brother, two or three elergymen,_and

a few preachers, held in the years 1744, 174-3, 1746, and 1747, such subjects

were discussed as are containe'd in the above extract and in those which follow.

On these, as on all others, they set out with the principle of examining every-

thing ' to the foundation.'
,

.
" 'Q. Can he be a spiritual governor of the Church who is not a believer,

uor a member of it ?
i

• • u
" 'A. It seems not; though he may be a governor in outward tlnngs, by a

power derived from the king.
" 'Q. What are properly tlie laws of tlie Church of England ?

" M. The rubrics; and to these we submit, as the ordinance of men, for the

Lord's sake.
" 'Q. But is not the will of our governors a law ?

.

.

.
,

" ' A. No ; not of anv <rovernor, temporal or spiritual : therefore if any bishop

wills that I Jhouldiiot preach the gospel, his will is no law to me.

" 'Q. But if he produce a law against your preaching?

" 'A. I am to obey God rather ihan man.'

"•Q. Is mutual consent absolutely necessary between the i>a>tor and his

flock V

"M. No question.. I cannot guide any soul, unless he onsent to be

guided bv me ; neither can anv soul force me to guide him, it I consent not.

*'Q. Does the ceasing of thi's consent on either side dissolve this relation?

" 'A. It must in the very nature of things. If a man no longer consent to
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be guided by me, I am no longer his guide ; I am free. If one will not guide

me any longer, I am free to seek one who -will.'

" 'Q. Does a Church in the New Testament always mean a single congre-

gation ?

" ^A. We believe it docs; we do not recollect any instance to the contrary.

" 'Q. What instance or ground is there in the Kew Testament for a national

Church.
, , ......

" ' A. We know none at all ; we apprehend it to be a merely pohucal insti-

tution. 1 •
1 1 -11

" 'Q. Are the three orders of bishops, priests and deacons, plainly doscnbcd

in the Kew Testament ?
, • , • ,

"'.4. AVc think tboy are, and believe they generally obtained in the

Church of the aj'o^tolic age. ,,,.•
"'Q. But an- y(ju a.-^>uroti that God designed the same plan should obtain

in all Chuivhcs, Uiruugliout all ages?
" 'yl. We are not assured of it, because we do not know it is asserted m

holy writ. •

" 'Q. If the plan were essential to a Christian Church, what must become

of all foreign reformed Churches?

"'yl. It would filluw they are no part of the Church of Chnst: a conse-

quence full of shockini: ab>unlity.

'" Q. In what a:;e wa.> thi- divine lidit of episcopacy first asserted m England .''

" «yl. About the middlo of Qufcn^ElIzabeth's reign : till then all tlie bishops

and clergy in England continually allowed and joined in the ministrations of

those who weic not Li.ir<,-opally ordained.

" 'Q. Must there not be numberless accidental variations in the government

of various Churches?
. ^ , . , ^ v

" ' A. There must. In the nature of things. As God variously dispenses his

gifts of nature, providence, and grace, both the oflices themselves, and the

ofiicers in each, on^'ht to be varicil from time to time.

'"(2. AVliy is it that there Is no determinate plan of Church government

appointed in Scripture?
„ ^ , , -, , ^-i. j.

'".-t. Without doubt U.-cause the wisdom of God had a regard to that

necessary variety. .„ . . , ^ r n
"'Q. Was there any thought of uniformity in the government ot aU

Churches, until the time of Cunstantine ?

" 'yl. It is certain there was not.'
"'^

It is veil knoAvn that Mr. Wesley steadily objected to give his

ministers generally in England the liberty to administer the sacra-

ments; but this Avas a prudential measure merely, and arose not

from any doubt in his own mind of the validity of their ordination.

His reason is clearly stated in his letter to Dr. Coke, Mr. Asbury,

and the brethren in the United States. "I have still refused" [to

give liberty to administer the sacraments,] "not only for peace' sake,

but because I Avas determined as little as possible to violate the

established order of the national Church to -which I belonged." He,

however, did appoint ministers for America, and afterward for Scot-

land, with full authority to baptize and administer the Lord's supper

;

and althouf^h the appointment was conferred by itiiposition of hands,

vet this ceremony did not, in his opinion, increase the validity of

" Watson.
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their ordination, for when within the territories of England this new

privilege ceased. To show that ]Mr. Wesley did not believe the

ceremony of imposition of hands necessary to ordination, as well as

his conviction of the possession of full powers on the part of his

" helpers," when they were received into " full connexion " by confer-

once, it may be sU\ted that, on one occasion at least, he gave a " helper"

leave to baptize and give the Lord's supper under peculiar circum-

stances, and when in Dublin he allowed two others to assist in the

eucharist, to the great offence of the Church people there.

In the Wesleyan Conference this question was effectually set at

rest at the very first session after the death of Mr. Wesley. Some

of the members, at that time, were disposed, perhaps, to assume some

Bnperiority over their brethren, on account of the imposition of Mr.

Wesley's hands subsequent to the ordinary appointment by him

when received into the body. But the conference regarded such

pretensions as absurd, and adopted the views of Mr. Benson, who

proved from the Kew Testament that the imposition of hands in ordi-

nation was merely a circumstance, which, though it might increase the

imprcssiveness of the ceremony, added nothing to its validity, and

ho showed to the satisfaction of the body that they had always pos-

sessed a ministry scripturally, and therefore validly ordained.

It appears, therefore, that Mr. Wesley's societies, in effect, pos-

sessed all the powers of a Christian Church, according to the " Arti-

cles" of the Establishment itself; and that he formed it upon what

he believed to be the exact model of the primitive Church. The

whole case may be thus stated:—Mr. Wesley loved " The Church"

much, but he loved the cause of God more; and when he was admon-

ished by his brother of the inevitable tendency of the societies

toward separation, and urged to require from the preachers some

specific pledge of adherence to the Church, he refused, observing,

" Church or no Church, we must attend to the work of saving souls.

I neither set it up nor pull it down, but let you and me build the

city of God."

it would not be diflBcult for one acquainted with the various

assaults which the Methodistic economy has survived, to trace the

author's views, as developed in this book, to the sources whence

they might have been derived. There is in them nothing really

new, and yet he writes as if he was exploring a new field and

finnouncing newly discovered truths ; never even intimating that all

his objections have been very frequently urged before, and as fre-

quently answered and refuted. He is, .probably, not very familiar

with tiie literature of Methodism. The sole authorities to Avhich he

refers are the Journals of Wesley, and the Minutes of the Conference.
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Either, therefore, ho has not read what has been written on the

topics he discusses, or his candour and magnanimity are not to be

commended.

Our purpose thus far has been to vindicate the truth of history,

and place on record a refutation of an arrogant but insidious attack

upon a system which y\o both venerate and love. We have, of

course, viewed this work from the J.Iethodistic stand-point; and

what we have written will doubtless prove less interesting to others

than to those who bear the Wcslcyan name. But we have yet a

grave charge to prefer against the author, in which the whole Chris-

tian world is equally interested.

He is apparently so completely fascinated with the idea of " prog-

ress," and so infatuated with the charms of a subtle idealistic phi-

losophy, and he makes such high pretensions of dwelling in a calmer

and purer region, where '• tilings may be viewed from above," that he

has quite lost all respect for plain, old-fashioned orthodoxy. He
earnestly insists upon the notion that the received doctrines of Scrip-

ture, as w ell as the established laws of interpretation, are effete and

antiquated ; and that the time is coming when " fresh minds, applying

the unsophisticated energy of their understandings to these problems,

will reach ground which they will know to be immovable." " A doc-

trine," he says, "as well as an agency is now called for." What is

needed is, a "belief derived anew from Scripture, by bringing to

bear upon this difficult subject a reformed principle of Biblical inter-

pretation."—P. 2S9. \Ve, he affirms, do not yet know either what

is meant by inspiration, or how to interpret the writings which we

call inspired ; but in the better time coming, men will be raised up

to do this work of peculiar difficulty. It will, however, involve "the

breaking up of many iuvuterate superstitions, and the dissipation of

many cherished- illusions.'' Then, however, songs of triumph may
be sung; for a revolution will be effected in theological science analo-

gous to that effected in physical science by the promulgation of the

Baconian philosophy.

These are the favourite ideas of the so-called "modern philoso-

phers." That the Scriptures must be interpreted, and well-estab-

lished doctrines remodelled, to suit the " progress of the age," is a

mischievous and monstrous notion. Its tendency must be to unset-

tle all existing forms of belief, and to send the Church adrift Avithout

compass or chart, on tlic turbulent sea of infidel philosophy. If

such be the vision presented to him, who, by the exercise of the

"philosophic faculty" has reached a "higher level," and "looks at

things from above," we opine that ordinary mortals will prefer to

contemplate them " standing on earth—not rapt above the sky."
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We take leave to add a few words on the subject of the recognition

of the laity in the system of iSIr. Wesley. The author in this part

of his work is evidently engaged in a labour of love, and, assuming

facts to suit his theory, he appears to wage a successful vrar with the

monsier he has conjured up. Few familiar with the Wesleyau sys-

tem will be deceived by his misrepresentations, or disturbed by his

assaults. AVe are content to leave the controversy as it stands, quite I

satisfied that Wesleyan Methodism has been successfully vindic-iUL-d

:

j

but we discern some faint tokens that an attempt may be made in I

this country, and among ourselves, to renew the war on the old
j

issues; and we therefore leave English Wesleyanism for a moment,
\

to speak a word on this question in its application to Wesleyanism
\

in America. There are those among us apparently so charmed with
\

the name of progress, that they are ready to condemn old things i

merely because they are old, and confounding innovation with
\

reform, would "advance backward" sooner than abide by our pres-
\

ent landmarks ; to whom what is venerable and embalmed in a

thousand cherished associations, presents no claim to affection or s

respect, but who would rashly tamper with a system Avhose beautiful |

adjustments, and efficient and successful workings, have wrought out '

such noble results for our race.
f

Whether this be thoughtless folly, or the wicked recklessness of
j

prurient ambition, it merits rebuke and castigation. When, as in
|

the case of the author before us, an enemy does this, it may be
]

borne; but when his groundless objections and stale arguments are \

repeated and endorsed by those whose position and power are the
|

legitimate fruits of the system they disparage, their course awakens
|

mingled emotions of contempt and indignation.
}

Nothing can be more unjust than the assumption, that on the {

question of what is called "lay representation" in our conferences,
|

there is controversy between our preachers and people, let it is i

unblushingly affirmed that it is a question of the rights of the laity
^

in opposition to priestly domination. We believe there is no antag-
|

onism whatever between the preachers and people on this subject.
j

The aim of both has been, so to adjust the system that the popular
|

element should have power to promote, not to impede, the ministerial [

functions. Though an abstract principle may underlie the question.
j

and be involved in the discussion, yet we think all parties interested 1

are disposed to consider it in the light of expediency only. And ;

when a majority, or even a respectable minority of our laymen, shall
j

believe that a lay representation in our conferences will add to the
|

efficiency of our system, their views will be calmly considered, and

our polity be made to conform to what may seem best calculated to
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accomplish the design for -which the Church -was organized. But

we are disposed to doubt, not^Yithstanding our author's glowing

eulogies, that Wesleyanism, either in England or America, will

adopt his favourite " Establishment" as a model, in any modifications

which they may hereafter make.

Our author is a comparatively recent accession to the English

Church from the ranks of Independency, and some slight extrava-

gance in the expression of his first love may easily be forgiven. But

that a man of sense and discrimination, and the advocate of popular

representation in the councils of the Church, should condemn Wes-

leyanism for the priestly despotism of her polity, and laud the Estab-

lishment for her liberality, is the very infatuation of sectarianism.

Art. n.—the PLUKALITY OF WORLDS.

1. The Pluralily of Worldi. With an Introduction by Edwaed Hitchcock, D. D.,

of Amherst College. A new edition, to which is added a Supplementary Dia-

lot'ue, in which the author's reviewers are reviewed. Boston : Gould v^- Lincoln.

2, More Worlls than One, the Creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the Chris-

tian. By Sir David P-uewster, K. H., I). C. L. New-York: Robert Carter &

Brothers.

It is one of the inseparable incidents of the progress of knowledge,

that old opinions should from time to time be brought up for re-

examination, and that beliefs long cherished should be sternly

challenged anew as to the grounds on which they rest. The pub-

lication, within the past year, of the two works we have named,

written by two of the most competent scholars of the age,

proves that it is possible to awaken a deep interest in the pro-

foxmdest philosophical inquiries. To grapple with the great ques-

tion now brought forward, as these eminent writers have done, to

brin^ into the discussion such vast stores of learning, to task in

the handling of the subject such noble powers of reasoning, and

to secure for such a controversy so great attention from lead-

'm<y writers, and so much general interest as to call for new

editions in both hemispheres, is surely a hopeful sign of the intel-

lectuality of our age, and a proof that the immense advance of

material science is not causing a disregard of the more profound

departments of knowledge.

It is not the design of this essay to present an analysis of the
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arguments on either side, or even a summary statement of the

respective theories or positions. It will be enough if we shall be
able to awaken so much interest in the subject, as to induce our
readers to study the books themselves, as the best exponents of their

authors, while we proceed to oiTcr a few independent considerations

on the great question, Are the heavenly bodies inhabited?

,The question whether the heavenly bodies—the planets, the sun,

and the fixed stars—arc inhabited like the earth, is now first opened
as a subject of scientific inquiry. In all aci^cs almost there have not

been wanting vague imaginations, poetical dreams, or superstitious

pretensions to supernatural knowleilge on this subject. It was not

until after the ISewtonian philosophy hud proved the planets to be

material globes of vast extent, subject to the same laws of motion

with the earth, that the idea of their being inhabited assumed the

more digested and methodical form of a theory. Such theories were

put forth, and maintained with arguments, more or less valid, during

the latter part of the seventeenth century, based upon the then

newly-discovered knowledge concerning the laws of gravity in the

planets. But for more than one hundred and fifty years afterward

no philosophical writer produced anything like a formal discussion

of the question.

The reception gained by these ideas in the philosophic world can

hardly be termed assent—certainly it was not conviction, which

results from a weighing of argunu-nts. a consideration of objections,

a removal of difficulties, terminating in a positive decision of the

judgment, determined by the prepon<lcrancc of reasons in one direc-

tion. No traces are found in the annals of philosophy of any such

processes of deliberation and conclusion. The theory was passively

acquiesced in—have it so, if you will—from the lack of perceived

reasons to the contrary, ami still more from absolute indifference to

its truth or falsehood. Either way, what ditference did it make in

the determination of any other problem in which mankind were

interested? Or, so far as it was deemed a question that could

ever become important, its solution was adjourned for a further

hearing and for more light—supposing that the researches of the

future might furnish additional data for its solution.

If the idea itself is found here and there in the writings of

philosophers having a valuable reputation, it is put forth slightly,

or obviously as a revived or traditionary supposition, or a dimly-

seen and faintly-suggested analogy, and not as a matter of settled

and philosophical deduction, challenging belief upon its merits. But
while philosophy was treating it as a matter without present interest,

it at length obtained a conventional importance on account of its
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supposed relations to theology. Some infidel ^Yriter either made,

or was imagined to have made, an objection against the divine

origin of Christianity, on the ground that it was inconsistent with

the wisdom of the Creator to expend so much of 'his care upon one

small planet, as to hinge the success of his government upon the

results to be obtained here, when there was before him a wilderness

or a universe of similar bodies more worthy of his attention. A
distinguished and highly-imaginative divine, about forty years ago,

set up this supposed argument of infidelity, as a worthy target for

his theological artillery, and to' his own satisfaction most trium-

phantly demolished it, by a scries of " Astronomical Discourses,"

the brilliancy of which served to render their leading doctrine widely

popular as a literary sentiment, if not as a religious truth. But in

all this time the subject has never elicited twenty pages of proper

philosophical examination. No systems of philosophy, no transac-

tions of philosophical societies, no magazines of philosophy, no
treatises of philosophers, no collection of the posthumous writings

of distinguished writers, contain the semblance of a digested and
earnest inquiry on this question. As a real question, as a subject

of actual discussion and solution, on which philosophers were to

adopt convictions, or to form settled opinions, for which they were

to be able to give philosophical reasons, it is fair to say that it has

never been brought before the world until the present time. The
year 1S54 has witnessed the publication of two works, one on either

side of the question, written by authors of established repute, and
filled with elaborate learning and argument. And these works,

with the comments of reviews and other periodicals, have awakened

so much attention that both have required a reprint to meet the

public demand. The question is up for discussion, and the public

mind has gained an interest in the debate. Let it be fairly met

and fully handled, in a free and open field, with the earnest con-

viction that there is no real interest at stake but in the knowledge

of the truth.

Are the heavenly bodies inhabited?—The question is a simple

one, and should not be complicated with other themes. It challenges

attention as a question of fact, and should be met and argued on

the same principles on which other fiicts are inquired into and

settled. The supposition is to be received and admitted for a flict,

just as far it is proved to be true or probable, and no further. If

it is proved to be true, it is to be believed, like all other proved

truth, and our opinions and beliefs on other related subjects are to

be adjusted into conformity. If it is rendered probable, it is
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entitled to a regard exactly proportioned to the degree of probability

which a fair examination shall establish. If it appears to be wholly

tinsustained by such evidence as avc justly require on such subjects,

then it ought to be classed along with other mere dreams of the

human imagination, which we never think of bringing into associa-

tion with the received truths of science and religion. It is unworthy

of a philosopher, it is unbecoming in a Christian, to admit mere
speculations into the sacred circle of received truths. No man can

do it who cherishes a proper estimate for truth as truth. No
man can indulge in such error, without deteriorating the capa-

city of his own mind for the reception of truth and the rejection of

error.

It is a misfortune to science that the two distinguished writers

who have undertaken this discussion have not brought foi-ward the

question in this dii'ect and simple form, as a question of fact. Both
of them have chosen to follow in the track of Chalmers, and to pre-

sent the subject in its supposed relation to the evidences of Chris-

tianity. Properly speaking, the question has nothing to do with

the evidences of Christianity. If the heavenly bodies should be

proved to be the abodes of races of rational beings, it would not

destroy a single argument in favour of Christianity, nor weaken a
single impression of its importance. As in the cases of astronomy
and geology, and mineralogy and chemistry, the evidences of Chris-

tianity are never shaken by any progress of scientific discovery.

And if the conclusion should finally be, that there is no ground for

supposing those bodies to be inhabited, not a single iota of the

Christian religion will suffer. If the Bible has any bearings on the

question of fact, these arc to receive their proper regard. But the

main question should be considered on its own merits, and deter-

mined by its own evidences. We will try ourselves to keep to the

question,

—

Are the heavenhj bodies inhabited?

Let it be borne in mind in this inquiry, that the burden of proof
is with the affirmative. No man can be required to prove the nega-
tive, nor to assent to the affirmative except as it is properly proved
to be true. Whoever approaches tiiis inquiry de novo cannot but
be struck at first with the circumstance that the advocates of the

doctrine have not, and do not pretend to adduce a particle of direct

evidence in its favour. No man has ever seen, no telescope has ever

disclosed the slightest trace of the existence of living beings, or of
their works, even in the nearest of those bodies. It is stated that,

by the best of the modern great telescopes, observers can examine
portions of the moon's surface as small as a square mile, and can
discern the differences of color, and the form of its surface. But no
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trace has been found of vegetation, or of such changes in the appear-

ance of the surface as human industry is Tront to produce upon the

earth. The supposition rests for its support ^\-holly upon the argu-

ment from analogy. We find the argument stated in the opening

paragraph of " More Worlds than One," in a very comprehensive

manner :

—

« There is no subject -within the -^vhole range of knowledge so universally

interesting as that of a plurality of worlds. It""commands the sympathies, and

appeals to the judgment of me'n of all nations, of all creeds, and of all times;

and no sooner do we comprehend the few simple facts on which it rests, than

the mind rushes instinctively to embrace it. Before the great truths of astron-

omy were demonstrated, before the diniensions and motions of the planets

were ascertained, and the fixed stars were placed at inconceivable distances from

the system to which we belong, philosophers and poets descried in the celestial

spheres the abodes of the blest ; but it was not till the form, and size, and

motions of the earth were known, and till the condition of the other planets

was found to be the same, that analogy compelled us to believe that these

planets must be inhabited like our own."

"The few simple facts on which it rests " are those which are here

given, to wit, that " the condition of the other planets," as to their

" form, and size, and motions," are so like those of the earth, as to

establish an analogy sufficient to compel the belief that "these

planets must be inhabited like our own." This is the case—the

whole case—so far as concerns the proof of the doctrine ; it rests

entirely upon analogy, and upon analogy having this extent. And

in order to a just estimate of the question, it is necessary to inquire

into the nature of analogical reasoning, and ascertain the value of

analogy as a ground for belief

Analogical reasoning is the method of deducing from the similar-

ity of things in certain respects, the conclusion that they are

similar in other respects. A great part of the progress of experi-

mental philosophy has been attained by the aid of analogical rea-

sonin*^, opening the way and prompting new researches and ex-

perim"ents. By inferring the probability of further uniformity

from that which has been already settled, the direction is given to

Buch inquiry as either establishes or disproves the assumed hypothe-

sis, Newton gives to analogy a very important place among the

laws of philosophizing. By the sober and patient use of analogical

reasoning he was led to discoveries which completed the establish-

ment of some of the most important parts of his system, as spring-

ing from the doctrine of gravitation. Indeed, the use of analogical

reasoning is indispensable in inductive philosophy. But it requires

to be always used with caution, and to be kept strictly within its

proper province. The history of philosophy shows innumerable

instances of the wildest errors, as well as of the sublimest discoveries
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arising from its application. Philosophically, an analogical conclu-

sion can never amount to more tlian a probabilit}'. It may warrant

an hypothesis, or serve as the basis of a theory, but can never be the

proper ground of belief until its hypothetical assumptions have been

sustained by the results of observation. Its force in moral reason-

ings is in the removal of objections, of -which Ave have an invaluable

example in Bishop Butlers Analogy of iSatural and Revealed lleli-

gion. The force of a mere analogical deduction depends upon the

number and the importance of the resemblances from which it is

drawn. The mere number of resemblances is of but little moment,
because universal variety is one of the fu-st of nature's laws. It is

necessary that the resemblances sliould be found in those particulars'

which relate to the subject of inquiry.

This is the province of analogical reasoning in philosophy. At
the utmost it can raise a probability. In various degrees, it may
lead to hypothesis or theory, and so may prompt and guide experi-

ment and observation. A lover of truth will ever seek to employ it

guardedly, and to keep it within due bounds. To give up the reins

to its control is to soar away into the land of dreams and specula-

tions, as unprofitable as boundless. The great difference between

Newton and the philosophers who preceded him lay in the rigour

with which he kept analogy and hyj»othesis subordinate to experi-

ment and observation. In the a])plication of analogical reasoning

to the question whether the heavenly bodies are inhabited, we are to

direct our attention not merely to the fact that those bodies have

many resemblances to our earth, but also to the inquiry whether

those resemblances are applicable to the particular conditions which

constitute inhabitability. Are the heavenly bodies like the earth

in those particulars by which the rarth is fitted to be the abode of

intelligent beings ? It is by a faitiiful consideration of these points

that we may form a reliable judgment of the value of the argument

from analogy in this case.

We are told that '• before tiie great truths of astronomy were dis-

covered" this hypothesis was embraced, and "philosophers and

poets descried in the celestial spheres the abodes of the blest"

They doubtless supposed themselves to be reasoning from analogy

of some kind: audit would be curious to analyze the groundwork

of those brilliant conceptions. But the philosopher of the present

day will see that all those analogies were utterly valueless as grounds

of belief, or even of probability. So far as we know, the ductrine of

a plurality of worlds, as now advanced, rests wholly upon the new
analogy, drawn from the Newtonian astronomy. But the doctrine

is the same with that of the ancient theorists; and the argument by
Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—23
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wliicli it is supported is of the same nature as before—analogy. It

is a new speculation in support of an old theory. The new analogy

is certainly an advance upon the old. It rests upon a resemblance

of the planets to the earth, in " form, and size, and motions." It

was upon this that Fontenelle relied, in his treatise published in the

year 16SG, the year before the publication of Is^ewton's Pi-incipia.

" The earth is a planet which turns round its own axis, and also

round the sun :" therefore, the moon and other planets are inhab-

ited ! AYas there not a long step from the premises to the conclusion ?

Was not such an argument drawn out very thin—even in the condition

of scientific knowledge in x^ewton's day ? These were the resem-

blances which were then known. And it is to be observed that they

embraced about all that was then known in regard to most of the

planets. And the argument from analogy might have been pre-

sented by a bold theorist in this imposing form—that as the planets

in nearly all that we know of them, are like the earth, it is reason-

able to conclude that they are like it in all other respects.

The sound and cautious philosopher, whose only aim was to learn

what is true in the matter, would then have paused to consider how
much this argument should be qualified by a reference to that other

universal rule, which admits of no exception, that there is variety in

all things ; and it is, therefore, very supposable that planets might

be made like the earth in those particuhirs, without being fitted for

the abode of intelligent beings. Let us wait and see what light may
be thrown upon the question by the future progress of scientific

research.

It will be instructive to inquire what further light science has

thrown upon the resemblances and ditferences between the earth and

the other planets, as related to the question of inhabitability. Almost

tv/o hundred years have elapsed, during Avhich astronomical observa-

tion has been pushed with great diligence. And now what do we

find? One of the most learned philosophers of the age has under-

taken to vindicate Fontenelle's theory, without adducing a single new
analogy from all the discoveries that have been made in all this

time. Is this because the subsequent disclosures have only revealed

differences? We find that, in the advance of astronomical research,

the planets have been more accurately weighed and measured, their

density of structure ascertained, and the light and heat they receive

from the sun carefully calculated. The surface of the moon has

been more accurately scanned by improved telescopes, and the

external appearance of the planets watched to note their changes.

And, in addition, it is found that there are thirty small planets,

revolving like the earth, and two larger ones, outside of the planet
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Jupiter, and therefore still further removed from the genial influ-

ences of the central sun. All these corae within the scope of the

original analogy, and evidently weaken it^ force by multiplying the

original difficulties in the way of a conclusion. For the argument
from analogy, in the form which astronomy presents, is of universal

application. If it proves anything of the planets, it proves that all

are inhabited, just as surely as it pr(.)ves that any one of them is

inhabited. And if the point is surnMidcrcd as to any, the analogy

is broken as to all. We know that one planet, the earth, is inhab-

ited ; and the analogist therefore argues that all are so. But if we
find reason to believe of one other that it is uninhabited because

uninhabitable, then we establish a counter analogy which balances

the first.

We shall not press the argument in regard to the planetoids,

recently increased in number to tliirty-five, although it fairly puz-

zles the philosophers ; Dr. Lardncr gives them up, and Sir David
Brewster passes them by. But the moon has the greatest resem-

blance, in its conditions, to the earth. And the examinations which

have been made by modern telescopes, show its surface to be all

waste and Barren ; a vast field of dead volcanoes, covered only with

lava and ashes ; broken into chasms and precipices; a huge cinder

or mass of slag, without any appearance of air or moisture, which

are essential to the support of eitiier animal or vegetable life.* Sir

John Herschel says that " the climate of the moon must be very

extraordinary; the alternations being that of unmitigated and burn-

ing sunshine, fiercer than an e([uatoilal noon, continued for a whole

fortnight; and the keenest severity of frost, fiir exceeding that of

our polar winters, for an equal time." How dreary the idea of having

rational creatures consigned to such a country! The eminent Dr.

Lardner, who is vouched for by Sir David Brewster as "a mathema-

tician and a natural philosopher, who has studied more than any

preceding wi'iter the analogies between the earth and the other plan-

ets," says, in a late publication, that

" The entire geogi-apliical character of the moon, thus ascertained by long-

continued and exact telescopic surveys. hvuL- to the conclusion that no annl-

og>j exists between it and the earth, wjiich could confer any probability on the

conjecture that it fulfils the same j)urposcs in the economy of the universe;

and we must infer that whatever be its uses in the .^olar system, or in the

general purposes of creation, it (-; not inhahltcd by organized races, such as

those to which the earth is appropriated.'"

—

Museum of Scicnc. (7 i-f Art, vol.

iii, p. 48.

° Sir David Brewster, iudeed, brinirs some arguments to show there were vol-

canoes less than a century ago, and that there is an atmosphere to the moon, but

only in the valleys, and not above fifteen hundred feet high.
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Thus it appears tliat in the case of the planet which is nearest to

the earth, and most like it in relation to the sun, the more \;q know
of it the less we see of resemblance, until we learn at last that it is

absolutely void of many conditions indispensable to life. But the

moon is but a secondary planet
;
perhaps the advance of astronomy

has" strengthened the analogy of the primary planets Avith the earth.

Mercury, we are told, receives seven times as much light and heat

as the earth ; and has a solidity equal to gold, while the total mass
of the earth is less dense than iron. Venus, as large and heavy as

the earth, is only twice as bright and hot; shows no trace of air or

water, or of an uneven surface; an«l may have cooled slowly into a

smooth and glassy ball, which would account for its brilliant appear-

ance. Mars is most like the oartli in density, in the length of its

days, and in having a change of seasons ; it is thought by astrono-

mers to have seas of water ; but the existence of an atmosphere is

less certain; while it has less than half the light and heat of the

earth, and gravity at the surface is only half what it is here. Cer-

tainly these are important diflcronccs, but they are not conclusive

with respect to Mars. If it has an atmosphere, it is astronomically

capable of sustaining inhabitants, notwithstanding these differences.

But the differences are much greater in the case of the superior

planets. Dr. Larduer says that " ihc density of Jupiter very little

exceeds that of water; that of Uranus and Neptune is exactly that

of water; while Saturn is .«o li-ht that it would float in water like a

globe of pine wood."

" The seas and oceans of thi«<o pI.-ino(s must consist of a liquid far lighter

than M-ater. It is computoJ th;»t a liijuiJ on Jupiter T\-hich would be analo-

gous to the terrestrial o<-e;uis. wmiM he tlirec times lighter than sulphuric

ether, the lightest known ii<n;i.i : and would be such that cork would scarcely

float in it I"—Museum of S,i- nc anil Art, vol. i, p. 35.

The flattened form of Jupiter is said to prove that it is but a

fluid mass, of nearly unif .rm consistency. Its share of sun-light

and heat is twenty- five times loss than ours from its distance, and

must be further diniiuished^ by the perpetual clouds that surround

it, although in resprct of ji^ht it is favoured with constant moon-
shine from its sat'-!ht«'.<. Its diurnal revolution is made in ten

hours, which in so lui_"^ a body must cause an amazing swiftness of

motion on its .surface; and the force of gravity is said to be two

and a half times -nat- r th;in it is on the surfice of the earth. These

are important di:T-.r«.-!i<-'-s. when the subject of our inquiry respects

the adaptation of the j-laiM-t to the support of life; for ft must be

conceded, tliat if wo ro.v-.ju by analogy to prove the existence of life

there, and if the luw.^ of aitractiun and of light are seen to be the same
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there as here, -we are bound by the same analogy to conclude that

the laws of life are the same there as here.

The case of Saturn is still stroniier, for its lii^ht and heat are only
one-ninetieth of those of the earth, Avhile Uranus has only one three-

hundred-and-sixtieth, and :Neptunc but one nine-hundredth. The
sun itself, seen from them, would appear only as a star, and life must
be impossible—according to any laws of' life with which we are

acquainted.

Such is the bearing of the discoveries which have been made by
astronomy since Fontenelle publishe<l his speculations in 1G86.
They certainly increase the number and importance of the differ-

ences, and therefore proportionably weaken the force of the analogi-
cal argument from the resemblances as they then appeared, ifor
does it answer any rational purpose here to make gratuitous sup-
positions in regard to the possibility of creating races of creatures
who could live in those spheres. There is no argument in mere
conjecture. We arc now examining analogies to see how far they
prove a fact—not framing hypotheses to guide an experiment.
Eut it is not alone in astronomy that science has made advances

m regard to subjects bearing on this inquiry. Geology, chemistrv,
\nd physiology, all have made groat progress, and shed a flood of
light upon the requisites to inhabltability, and the process by which
a planet is made inhabitable. The view which we are now about to

present is different, we believe, frnm anything that has appeared in

other treatises. It is quite evident that no great amount of help
can be gained toward the settlement of this question, by tossino-

back and forth alleged astronomical facts or conjectures that are so

far doubtful or visionary, that two such philosophers as the authors
before us are disagreed as to their truth or bearing. The hypothesis
that the planets are inhabited is to be proved or rendered probable,

if at all, not by imagining what may be, but by showing what is, in

reference to their known conditions and indications. And in an
argument resting solely on analog}', or the resemblance of the planets

to the earth, importance is to be attached chiefly to the resemblances

or differences in those points- which are found to bo essential

requisites to inhabitability. ^Vc have a certain number of round
balls of matter of vast size, all of which have regular rotary motions
on their axes, and all regularly revolve around the sun. We wish to

know whether they are all inhabitable. And although our means of

knowledge in regard to the others are very limited, very fortunately

we now know, in full detail, the means and processes by which one
of them was taken from its original crude state, and by a series of
transmutations at length brought into the condition of inhabitability.
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Science has traced the -vrhole process, with great particularity, by
investigations and discoveries almost entirely accomplished since

the days of ISewton and Iluygens, and, indeed, chiefly since the days
of the elder Hcrschcl. In fact, the question of inhabitability, as

resting upon analogy, comes up at tliis time in a form radically

different from its aspect in any former period.

The modem science of geology enables us to contemplate the
earth in its primitive condition, vrhcn it was probably a rotatinc^

mass of melted mineral substances, mixed together without any form
or order beyond that impressed by gravitation and motion. Such
a globe possessed all those grand astronomical conditions of form,

and size, and motions, vrhich have been relied on to prove that other

planets were inhabitable. But we now know that such a globe was
not capable of sustaining inhabitants at all,—not even of containing-

the very lowest forms of animal life, or of vegetable organization, and
hardly even of crystallization. At length the external suruice, compos-
ed of the lighter substances, cooled into a crust ofgranite, about twenty
thousand feet thick. The abrasion of this by water, aided by heat
and many chemical forces, produced the pulverized materials which
were deposited in layers, and transformed into stratified rocks, of
different characters, succeeding each other in a regular order. By
examining these successive strata, we find that at one stage the earth

became capable of sustaining animal and vegetable life of the lowest
possible forms, the most imperfectly formed invertebrata, and the

crudest algoj and mosses. Another layer presents us with fishes,

and also with a reedy vegetation. Tiicn we have in strata still

higher the life of birds and reptiles, and the vegetation of ferns and
pines. Above this we find the animal Hfe of mammals and the

vegetation of trees with covered fruit. And it is a curious fact,

that the most perfect forms, both of animal and vegetable life, found

no place on the earth until the process of preparation was nearly

completed, and the globe had become inhabitable.*

° The following curious paragraphs are from the pen of Hugh Miller, the

great Scotch geologist. In a recent essay, after observing that the rosacecE, or

rose order of plants, arc the most perfect in their organization, he says :
—"The

rosaceas includes among flowers the lovely family of the roses, in all their species

and varieties ; and among fruits, the apple, the pear, the quince, the medlar, the
cherry, the apricot, the strawberry, the raspberry, and many others, from the
luscious plum and nectarine, to the rowan and the sloe ; and of the recognized
representative of the order—the apple—Oken curiously remarks, tliat ' apples
are, without doubt, the most perfect fruits.' 'The apple,' he says, 'consists of
all the parts of the blossom—seed, capsule, and flcahy calyx. Its edible sub-
stance or flesh is not simply a sweetmeat, but a true aliment, which admits of
being eaten after it has been kept fresh for a year—of being dried, exported, or
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We shall not dwell in detail upon the vast periods of duration

employed in accomplishing these several stages. It is idle to set

the imagination at work, devising suppositions to the contrary of

this. The proofs are ample and complete, that all the general laws

by which matter is now governed were in force during the geologic

periods. Chemistry, gravitation, attraction, growth and decay, all

have left, throughout those periods, the most unmistakable traces

of their regular action according to the same laws which govern

them now."^ And it is equally evident that life, in all its successive

cooked as a kitchen vegetable ; in cases of exigency, too, it occurs in such abun-

dance that the whole human race might live upon it,—which cannot be said of

any other fruit.' Now, it is surely a curious fact, that these rosacecc—at once

80 pleasing as flowers to the human eye, and so gratifying as fruits to the hum.'xn

palate—are among the most modern of plants. They have no place in geology.

Agassiz holds that they can be scarce more ancient than man himself. They
were, it is not improbable, plants of that gardon specially planted for Adam by
the Creator to keep and to dress." ....'" Nearly the same remark applies

to Buffon's two classes of animals. The ox, the ass, the horse, and the goat, all

preceded man; but they did so only during a comparativLdy brief period, (brief

geologically,) for none of them seem to ascend so far into the past as the times of

the Red Crag—a deposit, seventy per cent, of whose shells still continues to exist

:

and the sheep seems to have been introduced into creation at so nearly the same
time as its owner and master, that its bones, like his own, have not been found in

a decidedly fossil state. Is there no such evidi.iice of design as a i'aley would
have delighted to contemplate in arrangements such as these? The man whose
first assigned work upon earth was to keep and dress a garden, and of whoso
two first-born sons the one became an agriculturist and the other a rearer of

flocks and herds, was preceded, and but just jirocedod, by the improvable plants

of the garden and field that spring for his benefit, and by the tameable animals
—the OS, the horse, the goat, and the sheep. What could he have done as a gar-

dener during the age of the club-mosses and the ft-rns, or as a farmer or breeder

of flocks and herds during the reign of the coniferous trees and the reptiles ?"

^ The evidence that life—animal and vegetable—e.xisted on the further side of

the tertiary geologic periods under the same laws as now, is as conclusive as that

it exists under the same laws on the further side of the Atlantic. And these

laws cast much light on the rate at which many of the mechanical deposits must
have gone on. The lias of Eathie, for instance, consists", for about four hundred
feet in vertical extent, of an almost impalpable shale, divided into layers scarce

thicker than pasteboard. It might well be predicated, from the merely-mechanical
character of the deposit, that its formation could not have been rapid ; but how
greatly is the argument for the lapse of a vast period of time for its growth
strengthened by the fact that each one of these many thousand layers formed a

crowded platform of animal life, and that so thickly are they ccverel with the

remains of not only free shells, such as ammonites, but also of sedentary shells,

such as ostrea, that the organisms of but two of the more crowded platforms

could not find room on a single one. And tlieso shells were the contemporaries

of slow-growing pines, that on the average increased in diameter little more than
the fifth of an inch yearly." .... " In the Mid-Lothian basin there are thirty

Beams of workable coal intercalated among deposits of various character, whose
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gradations, took place as early as the earth became fitted for its sus-

tenance, leading to the just conclusion that the earth was inhabited

just as soon as it was inhabitable.

But this gives us only a very superficial and inadequate view of the

wonderful process to Avl;ich the earth was subjected before it could

be regarded as inhabitable. By the aid of mineralogy and chemistry

we learn many more things concerning it, which render it vastly

more complicated and wonderful. "We find that at a certain high
temperature a melted mass of rock under a heavy pressure of water
will cool into a semi- crystalline form like granite. Then an incum-
bent ocean, and an atmosphere perhaps heavily charged with gaseous
matters, would, while heated, abrade and dissolve the chief materials

of the crust, and deposit the same in layers, which might be sub-

jected to a degree of heat suftlcient to give the actual form to the

primitive stratified rocks. The heated water would dissolve the

silicious matters. After that, the cooled waters would dissolve the

lime that forms the primitive limestone rocks. Then other chan"-es

occur of mineralogical character, or of chemical composition, imply-

united thickness amounts to nearlj- three thousand feet ; and undermost of these

seams the original soil may still be detected on which the plants that formed
their coal flourished and decayed. AVholo beds of the mountain limestone are
composed almost e.xclusively of marine sliells and the stems of lily encrinites.

In the old red sandstone there are three different formations abounding in fishes

—and yet, so far as is yet known, th^Tc is not a single species of fish common to

any two of them. And who shall tell us that the life-term of a creation is a brief
period? In the upper silurian system we have examined a deposit more than
fifty feet thick, every fragment of v,iii.h )iad once been united to animal life, crus-
taceous, moUuscan, or radiated. And how wonderfully, too, the further geologists
explore, and the more carefully they examine, are their formations found to ex-
pand! Phillips estimated the thickness of the coal measures at ten thousand
feet. Sir Charles Lycll. in one of his recent visits to America, found that the
coal measures of Nova Scotia had a thickness of more than fourteen thousand
six hundred feet. I'hillips estimated all the deposits beneath the old red sand-
stone at twenty thousand feet. The geologists of the government survey find
that the Silurians alone amount to about thirty thousand feet; and under these
in Scotland at least, lie the clay slates, the mica schists, and the enormous
deposits of the gneisses. On the continent the remains of whole creations have
been found intercalated between what had been deemed contiguous systems.
An entire system—the permian—has been detected between the coal measures
and the trias; and that shell deposit that extends between the Giroude and the
Pyrenees, once regarded as of the same age with the coraline cratr, has yielded
seven hundred species of shells—nearly twice the number of all the species found
on the coasts of Britain—that belong neither to the crag nor to the oiler eocene.

It is yet another creation that has aj.peared, for which fitting space must be
found in the record. The more thoroughly the field-geologist examines, the

larger become his demands on the eternity of the past, for periods which it is

certainly very competent to supply."

—

Hugh Mdler.
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ing the action of water, of the atmosphere, and of intense heat.

Chemical elements are absorbed from the water, others are abstracted

from the air, new systems of rocks are precipitated and consolidated,

and again broken and abraded, commiimted and mingled together,

until at length a surHice and a temperature are produced which admit

of the lowest forms of vegetable and animal life. These collect and
combine new chemical elements, which by the <^ecay of the animal

and vegetable species, become avaihible for new forms of rocks.

This process is repeated many times; the results showing that at

each successive stage, either such new and useful materials have

been gathered, or such deleterious elements have been abstracted

from earth, air, and water, as to admit of more and more perfect

development of animal and vegetable natures. At one stage we find

the marks to indicate the prevalence of vegetation almost exclusivelv,

and this of so huge a growth as to furnish the material for all the

coal formations in the world. How vast the quantity of carbon that

existed in other forms, prior to it.s con.-olidation into the beds of

coal ! After this we find traces of animal life of huge dimensions
;

lizards eighty feet long, and birds thirty feet high; but all still

belonging to the less perfect and complicated species, showing that

the earth was not finished, and that the air and water were still

overcharged vrith grosser elements. The vast quantities of lime in

various forms, the many other mineral substances diffused through

the upper secondary, and the tertiary rijcks, may illustrate the many
chemical processes for which t!ie earth is indebted to animal and
vegetable life, before it was reduced to a habitable state. It is to

be borne in mind that every rock, every mineral, every pebble and
grain of sand lias a chemical history, as well as a mineralogical his-

tory; and that every one of its elements has been eliminated in some
way out of the air or water, or out of the materials of that molten

mass which forms the internal substance of the globe. Also, that

each separate species, both of animals and vegetables, has some
peculiarity in its chemical composition or product, and, therefore,

serves some distinct and separate ])urpose in the wonderful work.

It is to processes like these- that we are indebted for all the min-
eral and metallic riches of the earth— for that countless variety of

substances which aid in mnnufactures, fill the shelves of the apothe-

cary, and which enable us to furnish our tables, build our houses, and
navigate our ships. And all thfse are found to be abundant and
widely diffused, in proportion to their indispcn.va])l(.'iif.ss for human
welfare. We find them so posited and arranged as to afford a great

motive to industry and to studv, a spring to invention, objects for

commerce, and a bond of unity for nations. Deprived of them all, the
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world would be uninhabitable—deprived of any one of them, it would

be less fitted than it is to be the abode of intelligent beings.

It would extend this paper too much to illustrate all these points

in detail. But it would be easy to show that the perfection of these

innumerable processes required the existence of many conditional

circumstances. It required a globe of a certain size to give the

right degree of pressure to the incumbent fluid Avhile the primitive

crust was cooling. It required a molten mass within, so great as to

keep alive the inward fire through all the duration allotted to the

globe itself. It required a certain distance from the sun, so as to

secure an equable and sufficient sm-fiice heat, and yet not too gi-eat

for the highest development of life.

It required, also, a proper length of the day and of the year; the

influences of the moon to produce tides ; water that could be made
pure by mere evaporation ; an atmosphere of proper density to sup-

port the water in clouds ; electricity sufiicicnt to break the clouds

and precipitate the water again to the earth, and yet not too much
to permit life. It required that there should be such atmospheric

changes as would disintegrate rocks, favour vegetation, and keep the

air itself in a state of self-purification. Failing any one of these

requisites, it is impossible to prove that the earth could ever have

been reduced to ^ state of habitability by any process of natural

causes. And it would be easy to demonstrate that, without the

presence of the greater part of the actual conditions of the earth, it

would not have been inhabitable at all. For it is ever to be ke]>t in

view that the same rules of analogical reasoning which have raised

the main question before us, establish for us the meaning of inhabit-

ability, and limit our speculations to the laws of life of the material

universe as we find them upon the earth.

There is a consideration to be brought in here, which is derived

from the science of agriculture. Pulverized rock is not soil. It

requires the process of animal and vegetable life to produce soil

;

and it is found that, in a general way, soil is productive in propor-

tion to the number and variety of animal and vegetable processes

through which it has passed. Everywhere mosses and minute

animals are at work, then trees and animals and birds, absorbing

chemical substances from the air, and depositing them in the earth;

or feeding upon the solid ingredients of earth or rock, and giving

them back in new chemical combinations. It is only through the

infinite number and variety of these agencies that all the processes of

nature's chemistry arc caiTied on, so as to make the earth properly

inhabitable. And it was not until the completion of this lengthened

chain of changes, that the earth was found capable of sustaining such
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animal organizations as were suitable to be endowed with rational

capacities and moral obligations. It were un^^•o^thy of the dignity

of reason, to be besto^Yed upon saurian monsters or more primeval

oysters and star-fish. It \Yere equally unsuita])le that the reasoning

creature whose existence cro^yns and finishes creation's work should

be introduced into a world which was not already occupied with the

most perfect animal and vegetable natures, both for delight and use.

And how impracticable were the labour of our life, if we had nothing

to commence upon but cold rock-dust, and nothing to subsist upon

but the primeval mosses and animated mites of the paleozoic

period; with no wheat, no apples, no roses, and no perfected soil on

which they could gi-ow; with no ox, or sheep, or horse, and no vege-

tation on which they could subsist. It is a curious fact, worthy of

being noted here, that gold, the perfect metal, appears to have been

injected into the rocks from which it has been abraded into the loose

earth, at a period later than the formation of the tertiary rocks, as

no traces of it are found in them, and it enters into no chemical com-

bination, being made for man alone.

AVith the knowledge that we now have of the various particulars

which go to make a planet habitable, and of the immensely com-

plicated and prolonged process by which a planet is brought into

the required condition for the occupancy of inhabitants, we must

ao-ain examine the force of the analogical reasoning which would

prove that the other planets arc inhabited. In how many of these

respects do they resemble the earth, and in how many particulars do

they differ ; and what is the relative value or importance of the things

in which they agree, and the things in which they differ?

' We find the moon so small that it is cooled to a slag; that its

inward fires produced a succession of terrific volcanoes, until its water

and air were exhausted, and its fires went out. We find Venus and

Mercury, the one receiving twice and the other seven times as much

li'-^ht and heat from the sun as this earth, and of much greater den-

sity ; and Venus is apparently a perfectly smooth globe that has

never possessed such an excess of internal heat as to agitate its

outward surface. It would be dillicult to believe that it has ever

undergone so o-reat a change on tlic surface as is involved in the

first formation of stratified rock. Mars is more like the earth in its

motions and periods, and is believed by many to be supplied both

with water and air, though many have doubts as to the latter. But

its force of gravity is so small, from its diminished size, and its

heat from the sun is so greatly reduced by distance, that a large

part of the complicated process we have described is impossible.

Then Jupiter, Avith its hngn bulk of the consistence of water, and
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Saturn much li^^hter, and Uranus and Neptune so far from the sun

that it could only be seen from them as a star—the process of prepa-

ration for the support of inhabitants could never begin in either

of those planets. There is not one particular among all the dis-

coveries of modern science that tends to strengthen the analogy be-

tween the earth and the other planets, beyond the force it had ^vhcn the

discovery y;^s first made that they were all alike in form and motion.

But on the contrary, the progress of knowledge has absolutely dis-

proved the only theorem which could ever have been formed on the

subject. We cannot say now that a revolving sphere is of course to

be presumed inhabited, because we know that the earth was a

revolving sphere for countless ages when it was not inhabited. And
we know also that it required a complicated process of preparation

before it was inhabitable, and that a large part of these preparatory

processes are impossible with respect to most of the other planets.""-'

In the pursuit after truth, the argument from analogy is bound

to submit to a more rigid scrutiny, when it stands alone as the

sole proof on which our belief is claimed, than in those cases where

it comes in aid of a belief founded on other and more positive

evidence; or where, as in Butlers Analogy, it is employed mainly

to remove objections and solve difficulties in regard to our belief.

AYe have not a scintilla of evidence, from science or revelation, to

prove that the planets are inhabited, except the argument from

analogy. There is not a fact in nature or in religion, that has

obtained the general belief of mankind on analogies so slight as we
have found, and in the face of counter- analogies so numerous and

overwhelming.

In our examination of this argument from analogy, it is irrelevant

to take into consideration the various suppositions of what may he.

When a matter is proved to be true, we may indulge to an extent in

suppositions of what may he in consequence. But our first inquiry

respects xohat is, and not what may he. And until we find substan-

tial proof, or highly- probable analogy, to warrant a belief that the

planets are inhabited, it is unphilosophical to indulge in groundless

conjectures as to what sort of beings those inhabitants may be.

All the analogy we have in the case compels us to suppose that if

the planets are inhabited the bodily organs of the inhabitants must

so far resemble ours as to be the inlets both of pleasure and pain, of

° The meteoric stones are unquestionably planetary matter. They are found

to contain no new chemical element, ami no new mineralojrical type ; and they

are subject to all tbo laws of matter like the materials of our earth. But of sixty

chemical elements, they present only eighteen, thus lackin;; thirty per cent, of the

number of primary substances whifh go to fit thfi earth for the abode of man.
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health and disease, of the meaus of prolonging life and the causes

of producing death, of temptations to evil and of retributive conse-

quences follo^ving the wrong. The law of compensations must pre-

vail there as here. If organs are constructed differently from ours,

they will not answer all the purposes of ours. If senses are more
acute, they must cause temptation to be more active, and suffering

more severe, and retribution more terrible.

It is not to the purpose to su;j;^cst that the planets may be under-

going a preparatory process to be inhabited hereafter. The question

is of the grounds for believing tliat they arc now inhabited. We will

not recapitulate the reasons which exist for believing that they are

not capable of undergoing those changes, under the laws of nature

through which the earth has been fitted to be inhabited. They do not

possess that exact adjustment of internal and solar heat, of gi-avity

and motion, of light and electricity, that due proportion of solid and

fluid and aerial matter, that exact adjustment of o.xygen to the quan-

tity of carbon and of the metallic bases, whicli are requisite to the

success of this preparatory course. Nor is it to the purpose to sug-

gest that they may be looked to as some of tiie " many mansions " that

are to be the abode of glorified human beings after the resurrection.

For we know that a still more absolute metamorphosis is to take

place before that event;—the heaven-: shall pass away with a great

noise, the elements shall melt with fervent heat, and the earth also

and the works that are therein sh:iil be burned up. And the inhabit-

ants will then have bodies which arc no longer subject to decay,

organs which are never to bccon^e the inlets of temptation or pain,

and powers which know no fatigue or dissolution. And they will

require abodes which will have no need of sun oj moon, and into

which there shall nothing enter that defileth, or worketh abomina-

tion, or maketh a lie. These laws of gravity and friction, of heat

and light, of hydrostatics and pneumatics, of crystallization and

chemical affinity, of animal and vegetable life, of succession and

decay, are but feeble forces t'.r.vard a transformation so complete,

and so manifestly demanding the interposition of the same creative

Omnipotence which formed the ])resent world under its present laws.

As a question of science, then, the doctrine of a plurality of

worlds is placed too low on the scale of probability to occupy the

serious attention of the philosopher. The only interest it possesses

is inspired by a materialized imagination, like that which peoples

the woods with sprites, and the fiehls with fairies. Hard as it is to

prove a negative, especially in a ca?e where there is so little knowl-

edge on a subject as to furnish nothing in proof of the affirmative, it

must be admitted that we have here as much evidence to prove the
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negative, as the nature of the case admits. And -we may safely

offer the prediction that, hereafter, no philosopher, in the true pur-

suit of scientific truth, will ever undertake a series of observations,

or go through a course of calculations, with the object of proving

that the planets are inhabited.

"We have not yet considered the a priori argument, which seems

to have impressed many ^Yith its force, drawn from what is supposed

to be due to the character of the Creator. Dr. Chalmers, in his

Astronomical Discourses, states it thus :
—

" What reason have we
to think that those mightier globes, which roll in other parts of

creation, and which we have discovered to be worlds in magnitude,

are not also worlds in vsc and dignity? Why should we think

that the great Architect of nature, supreme in wisdom as he is in

power, would call those stately mansions into existence, and leave

them unoccupied .'"' The celebrated Dr. Bentley, in his sermon on

the " Origin and Frame of the World," asks :
" Would it not raise in

us a higher opprclirnsion of the infinite majesty and boundless

beneficence of God, to suppose that those remote and vast bodies

were formed not merely upon our account, to be guessed at through

an optic glass, but for different ends aiid nobler purposes?'' But

Sir David Brewster has more fully developed this form of the

argument in his late publication, " More Worlds than One." We
shall present it most fairly and fully by the quotation of several

separate paragraphs :

—

" If the Alniifrlity has o<'oii])io(l a million of years in preparing the most of

the earth as a .suitable rosiil<'nct' tor man, by tlie slow operation of seconJary

causes, and has deposited tlic remains of vegetable and animal life in each
series of its formation, in order to enable man to read the history of his om-
nipotence and wisdom, is that any reason why the earth, the resilience of man,
should, among countless and more glorious worlds than his own, be the only

one that is inhabited ? llrason and common sense dictate a very ditlerent

opinion."—P. 214, New-York edition.

" Considering the solar system as stationary in space, and unconnected
witli any other system, the aigumriit for tlie existence of inhabitants on its

planets has a certain fixed valiu-. com])oundcd of the argument from analogy,

and the degree of at/^-urditif ichich attaches to the idea of the planets being

lumps of moving matter, shone n[)on and sliining in vain. But when we have
proved that the solar system is revolving round some distant centre, in an orbit

of such inconceivable dimensions, that millions of years might be required to

perform one single round ; when we consider that this distant centre nmst be a

sun, with attending plani'ts like our own, revolving in like manner roiuid our

sun, or round the eommon centre of gravity, the mind rcjri-l-t alninst u-i!h iiuliy-

naiion the iynnt/lf sotlitninl, that man is the only being that pcrforr.i- this im-

measurable journey ; that Jiijii'cr and Saturn, and Uranus and Nei>tnni.', with

their bright array of regal train-bearers, are but colossal blocks of liti.'less clay,

encumbering the earth as a dra^, and tuortiriy the crraticc majesty of liuaven.

" It is hardly neeessiry to ilhistrate these views by more familiar simili-

tudes. The Architect of a solar system, stationary in space, and with but one
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of its smallest planets inhabited, may in sonic dofrroc be likened to a sovereic^n

•who, in sending a military colony to cuhivato and di-t'cnd an island in the

Pacific, engaged twenty-tivc «oldici-s, one of whom \vas a light-infantry man,
who did all the honours and duties of the inland, Avhile the other t'centij-foui-

•were tall and powerful grenadiers, w!io enjoyed tiuMu<elves day and night upon
meny-go-rounds, heated by genial fires, and liglitcd by brilliant chandoHers
of gas, but performing no usrjul v<>rl-, dw! ilniuij no honour to tJttir king.

The Creator of the same solar system launelied into an orbit of immeasurable
extent, and -wlieeling through ether uiili tlu> velr.eily of fifty-seven miles in a
second, may have some resemblance to w mi-hty autocrat, "who should estab-

lish a railway round the coasts of Kur.i[i.' and Africa, and place npou it an
enormous train of first-class carriages, impelle<l year after year by tremendous
steam power, -while there was but a philosophi.r and n culprit in an lo.tinUe

van, attended by hundreds of unoccupied carriages and empty trucks."—Pp.
128-130.

"Those vncjenial minds that can he hrovrjht to helieve that the earth is the

only inhabited body in the universe, -will have no difilculty in conceiving that it,

also, might have been -without iidiabitants. Nay, if such minds are imbued ^vith

geolon:ical truth, they must admit that tnr millions of years the earth was u-ithout

inhabitants ; and hence we are led to the extraordinary result that for millions

of years there was not an intelligent creature in the vast dominions of the uni-

versal King; and that betbre the fbrmatiou of the protozoic strata, there was
neither a planet nor an animal tlironghnui the infinity of space 1 Duriu'T this

long period of universal death, when nature lier>elf was asleep, the sun -with

Lis magnificent attendants, the ])lanet:s witii. their faithful satellites, the stars

in the binary systems, the solar system itself", -\vere performinir their daily, their

annual, their secular movements, unseen, unheeded, and fulfilling no purpose
that human reason can conceive—lamps lighting nothing—fires heating nothing—-waters quenching nothing—cloud-; M-reeniug nothing—breezes fanning
nothing—and everything around, mountain and valley, hill and dale, earth and
ocean, meaning nothing.

" The stars

Did wander darkling in the eternal space."

" To our apprehension, such a condition of the earth, of the solar svstom, of
the sidereal universe, would be the s.-une as that ofour own globe, if all its vessels

of -war and of commerce -were traversing its seas -with empty cabins and freight-

less holds; as if all the railways on its surface were in full activity, v.itliout

passengers and goods ; and all our maihinery beating the air and gnashing
their teeth without work peril.rmed. A house without tenants, a city' without

citizens, presents to our minds thr snmc idea as a planet tcithout life, and a
universe without inhabitants. Win/ the house iras built, why the city -was

founded, ivhg the planet wis inad.-, and why the universe wiis created. It would
be difficult even to conjecture. Ivpially great would be the difficulty were the

planets shapeless lumps of niatter poised in ether, and motionless as the grave;
but when we consider them as ehi>e!lfd spheres teeming with inorganic licciuty,

and in fall mechanical aetl%ity; j.erlorming their ap[)ointe<l motions with such

universal precision that their <lays and their years never err a second of time

in hundreds of centuries, the dij/inifti/ of believing them without life is, if pos-

sible, inm-ieasurably increased. To conceive any one material globe, whether

a gigantic clod slumbering in -jjaee, or a noble planet equipped like our own,
and duly performing it* a])pointed task, to have no living O'cnpanis, nr not in

a state ofpreparation to rm/ive them, seems to us one of tho-e notions which
coidd be harboured on';/ in an Ul-educnted and ill-regulaltil iiand,—a mind
without faith and without hope. But to conceive a whole universe of moving
and revolving worlds in such a category, indicates, in our ai)prchensIon, a
mind dead to feeling and shorn of reason!"—Pp. 18G-189.
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" Is it possible to believe that, witli the exception of our little planet, all the
other planets of the system, all the hundreds of comets, all the systems of the
universe, are to our reason made in vain f—P. 191.

" It is just possible that these walls may never have been a protection to
inhabitants, nor these churches thronged, nor these houses occupied ; but if

this were the case, the sovereign who founded the city, who encircled it with
a wall, who erected the churches, and who built the houses, must have been a
fool or a madman."—P. 197.

Most certainly, no one -will think of charging this learned Scotch-

man with intentional irreverence toward his Maker. But these

paragraphs strike us as the boldest attempt to scan the undisclosed

counsels and purposes of the -Most High that we have ever met
with, unless in the ravings of professed blasphemers. The old ques-

tion rises before us, " Sliall the thing formed say of him that formed

it, Why hast thou made mo thus ?" And we hear a voice saying,

"As the heavens are above the earth, so are my ways above your

ways, and my thoughts above your thoughts." And we exclaim

with the sacred poet, " Who by searching can find out God, and who
can understand the Almighty to perfection ? It is high as heaven,

what canst thou knowV deeper than hell, what canst thou do?"

And we ask ourselves, Is reason competent to determine questions

on which nature furnishes so very insufficient data, and concerning

which revelation is silent? And is it necessary that we should

attempt to solve problems so high and far-reaching, when neither

the facts nor their knowledge can affect our happiness or our duty

;

and neither science nor religion has furnished the first particle of

proof on which to rest our belief?

Tlie argument would seem to assume that the planets themselves

are degraded and injured, unless they are permitted to enjoy the

presence and serve the purposes of inhabitants, and would, therefore,

have a right to complain. It assumes that man is competent to

judge and say, that planets left destitute of inhabitants are made in

vain. It assumes it as an axiom, that planets are for inhabitants,

just as houses are for people, and just as ships arc for passengers

;

when all that we know of the matter is that one planet is inhabited.

It dares to say to the Creator, that if he has created these bodies,

and left them without inhabitants, he has committed a palpable

absurdity, has been governed by " notions which could be harboured

only in an ill-educated and ill-regulated mind;" and has pursued

a policy, which, if pursued by a human sovereign, would prove that

he "must have been a fool or a madman." Yet no man can deny

that it is possible to suppose such improvements hereafter in

our telescopes, or other means of acquiring a knowledge of the

heavenly bodies, as shall afford us actual demonstration of the facts,

that the planets are not inhabited, and are not capable from their
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structure of being fitted for the support of inhabitants. And then

how shocking will these vain-glorious assumptions appear!

The truth is, -we have no competency whatever to determine, a

priori, what is wise or fitting for the Creator to do in the creation

of the world. We know but little of lii-s works, and vastly less of

his reasons, and still infinitely less of his comprehensive designs.

"Where we find that a thing is made fit for a certain purpose, we

infer that such purpose was at least a part of the reason why it was

created thus. But we are not competent to infer that, because one

-of a class of things possesses certain (|ualities or capabilities, there-

fore all of that class possesses the same in all respects. We know

that universal diversity is the most wide-spread law of creation, for

in fact no two things are made precisely alike. We know that

things nearly related are often wiilely opposite in effect, as the same

species of plants includes the potato and tiie deadly night-shade.

We know that God has reserved to himself the unchallenged pre-

rogative of acting on the dictates of his own v.-isdom, and, of the

same lump of clay, of making " one vessel unto honour, and another

to dishonour ;" and that every created thing is right and honourable

when it answers the end for which lie made it. We know that the

planets and other heavenly bodies subserve many objects for the

benefit of mankind, and it is nnt ev.ui];etent for us to decide that

these objects alone are not ample reasons lo justify their creation. We
know that the production of these sy-tems. or of innumerable others

supposable, was a work of infinite ea-^e to llim who " spake, and it was

done commanded, and it stood iar-t," We know that the planets

are useful to the earth as the abode of man, by constituting a part

of the solar system, and contributing by their gravity and motion ta

the reo-ularity of the whole. In many other ways they are service-

able as in determining latitude and h-'Ugitude, and other astronomical

problems. Their light and beauty contribute largely to the pleasant-

ness of man's earthly abode, rerliaps no science has contributed so

much to the enlargement and cultivation of the intellect as astronomy.

The moral and religious influence of the heavenly bodies, in leading

the thoughts of men up to the great Creator, is incvalculably great,

and apparently essential to the pnservation of piety on earth. We
know the value which God has put upon the earth as the abode of

man, by the fiict that he has given his only-begotten Son to die upon

the earth for the redemption of sinners among men. And having

for this end actually made the only sacrifice which God can make,

it is a small thing to believe that he might create any number of

these planets and stars with no higher end in view tlian to aid in

rendering the earth a fit theatre for the work of redemption. In

Fourth Series, Vol. YII.—24
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view of all tliis, it is evident that our a priori conclusions as to what

"must be" the use or end of creating planets are not of the weight

of a straw. Nay, more, it is criminal presumption in us to form such

conclusions at all, with any degree of confidence that is likely to

affect our estimate of the character and government of God
;

for

secret things belong to him alone. But on the other hand, it seems

plain to ou" view, that the whole affluence of the material universe,

if appropriated to man and his redemption, is strictly in keeping

with all that he has revealed, whether in his word or his works, con-

cerning" the scope of his designs. For he that spared not his own

Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with him also

freely give us all things ?

Here is the true analogy that must control the belief, and ought to

satisfy the desires of the Christian—the analogy of faith. If God

has created all things by his Son, and if he has given all things to

him, and made him the Judge and Lord of all, on account of his work

of redemption, then ue have in this a fixed rule, and may here find

a dominant analogy, by which, all other reasonings and analogies

failing, we may come to a firm and definite conclusion, even on a

question so difficult as this. It is impossible to make any theory of

a plurality of worlds square with the scheme of redemption.

God's moral kingdom, to Avhich the scheme of redemption per-

tains, is, like his natural kingdom, governed by established lav.s. It

has its fixed principles, as the other has its natural laws. It is

based upon the fundamental idea of accountability and retribution.

The kingdom of heaven requires for its consummation an innumer-

able company of holy beings, recovered from a state of sin. and

restored to the divine fiivor through a Redeemer. The complex

being, man, made a little lower than the angels in his immortal

capacity, and yet affiliated with the brutes in his material nature, is

constituted the subject of this grand development. The whole visi-

ble world is inferior and subsidiary to this, and only made for it, as

means to an end ; and so inferior in value, that a man would be the

loser to gain the whole of it, and lose his own soul. There is but

one Creator, and he has made but one creation. Unity character-

izes his work as it does his being. He has one only-begotten Son,

and him he has incorporated with this one procedure, as he can be

with no other. There is but one redemption, as there is only one

Redeemer. Out of these beings, so strangely combining the spirit-

ual with the animal, he is to constitute the kingdom of heaven ; and

there will be but one kingdom umler one King. The bare statement

of these great truths is sufficient to secure the assent of the great

body of Christian people ; and a little reflection must satisfy them
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that they are conckisive against the hclief in a plurality of worlds.

If the supposed inhabitants of tliosc worlds are sinners, which is the

only law of life for material bcin;j:s that wc are acquainted with,

then they have no redemption, if they are not sinners, then it is

practicable to govern material beings without sin ; and, therefore,

man was not made and treated as he might have been, and has a

ground of complaint, that he alone was suffered to fall. If the inhab-

itants of these bodies arc like to liuiuau beings, as sensuous and

suffering, and without hope, their existence can hardly be thought

either pleasing or creditable to a i\od of infmite benevolence. If

they are more elevated, more intellectual, more spiritual, they

recjuire a different scene of trial as the test of their virtue. If they

are less conscientious and more animalized, and therefore more

degraded and less reclairaablo, the difficulties are still greater.

Whatever way we turn, then, with Christianity in mind, we are

met by insurmountable objections to the theory, which can be con-

sistently held only by taking k-nve uf the IJible, and placing our-

selves under the guidance of that materialized imagination which

unbelievers have called the light of nature.

Art. ni.—life AND WRITIN'CS OF DR. JOHN PYE S:snTn.
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The reputation of John Pye Smith was not confined to Britain or

to Europe. His most important works are almost as well known on

this side of the Atlantic as on the other; and indeed, America was

forward in acknowledging his merit when he was yet comparatively

little known in Britain. Hi-^ Ikst publication of importance was

the Letters to Bclsham, the first edition of which bore the «late 1^04,

and the second lb05. This work procured fur him his diploma of

D. D. from Yale College, Now- Haven, under date September 10,

1807 when he was only thirty-three years of age: so that America

may well claim a peculiar interest in his life and labours.
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John Pye Smith, was a Yorkshireman, and his ancestors, so far as

they can be traced upward, had been, on both sides, Yorkshire people.

A great-uncle, John Pye, after whom he was named, had been from

1745 to 1773 pastor of a Congregational Church in the town of Shef-

field. In this town John Pye Smith was born, May 25, 1774. ^Mrs.

Pye survived her husband many years, took a deep interest in the

welfare of her great-nephew, and seems to have had considerable

influence in forming his character.

The father of Pye Smith, for many years before his death, con-

ducted the business of bookseller in the to\>-n of Sheffield. Sheffield

has never been a place distinguished for literary culture, and eighty

years ago, though it had long been noted for its manufactures of

cutlery of several kinds, it was comparatively a small town, contain-

ing probably not more than thirty thousand inhabitants. Accord-

ingly we are not surprised to be informed that Mr. Smith's "was
almost the only shop in Sheffield worth visiting for classical authors,

Latin or Greek divinity, and good old English writers, especially

of the age of the Puritans and Nonconformists, of whom and their

works he had an extensive knowledge, of which he was very com-

municative, especially to ministers." Pye Smith's parents, we
should add, were ^Nonconformists of the Congregationalist school, as

his ancestors for several generations seem to have been.

His father's shop served John Pye both for "High School" and

"University." The only instruction he ever received in classical

learning seems to have been privately afforded, in the way of friend-

ship, for a very inadequate period, and in desultory lessons, by the

Rev. Jehoiada Brewer, his father's pastor and intimate acquaintance.
*' Books, and not living teachers, were his early, as they continued

to be throughout life his prime, and almost his sole guides in the

acquisition of knowledge."

In April, 1790, at the age of nearly sixteen, Pye Smith was bound

for five years apprentice to his father; the indenture mentioning the

three branches of bookseller, bookbinder and stationer. The shop

was now become at once his school and his home. Of the books, he

might have said that he was " totus in illis." He was very valuable

to his father, and continued to become more so from his knowledge

of books of every kind. His father, too, felt, no doubt, a natural

pride in the attainments of his son, and looked forward with hope

and pleasure to the prospect of his being permanently associated

with himself A few months before the time when his apprentice-

ship commenced, it would appear from an extant letter from his

father to a friend, that an important change had taken place in the

conduct of young Smith, of which the father speaks, at the date of
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the letter^ written three montlis after the apprenticeship, in terms
of gratitude and hope. Up to this period bis character had been
independent and decided, and his disposition sanguine ; but these

elements, unsanctified by grace, must have been to his godly parents
the cause of much uneasy ap])reiicnsion. From tliis time, how-
ever, a change was observable, which, while it left these elements

of character still in full force, so sanctified them and brought them
under the control of Christian incckncss and humility, as to render
them only subsidiary to the unfettered development of that manly
and conscientious piety which characterized his after years. This,

of course, was the turning point of Pye Smith's history. We know
from his own statement, that his position as apprentice and assistant

in his father's business brought him continually into intercourse

with freethinkers of various kinds. The printing-room and the

bookseller's shop have ordinarily been much frequented by such
persona; and Sheffield from time inmiemorial has been rather noto-

rious for the number of infidels among its pojiulation. In such a

situation, if he had hardened himself against the claims and influ-

ences of religion, a youth so sanguine and independent—and whose
political sympathies and tendencies we know to Lave been in the

direction of the lov/ and visionary radicalism which in that tem-
pestuous season of public events, while France was rioting in the

new-found license of her revolutionary epoch, had to a very con-

siderable extent, though in a mitigated form, taken possession of

very many of the most ardent, and not, perhaps, the least noble

spirits in Eritaiu, including Wortl-worth, Southey, and Coleridge

—

would probably have been led into infidelity; but having yielded to

the grace of Christ, the very circumstances which might other-

wise have exerted an influence so pernicious, became, under Provi-

dence, an important element in that intellectual and spiritual train-

ing which prepared him to become the illustrious and successful

champion in later years of orthodoxy against Unitarianism, and of

Christianity against presumptuous and insolent infidelity.

Pye Smith's conversion was very decisive; the change was not

gradual, but sudden and marked ; and the contrast was great be-

tween what he had been and what, under the influence of converting

grace, he suddenly became. ^Ve have indeed no particulars of the

date and manner of his convention. The course of Pye Smith's

experience was through life a " hidden brook," though it gave out

the sweet "music" of a holy and beneficent life and conversation.

His spiritual life was, in a peculiar sense, "a life hid with Christ

in God." Yet this fact of the suddenness and decision with which

the bias of his mind was changed, and his character " transformed
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by the rene-wing of his miud," is one which deserves special notice.

It seems to have tended greatly to secure his faith and footing as a

Christian in days to come. Perhaps the most remarkable feature

in Dr. Smith's character v.as the way in which he combined firmness

and tenacity iu adherence to the fundamental Christian faith with

freedom of investigation as to the evidences of that faith, and large

tolerance of opinion as to points not fundamental. He felt that he
was securely anchored, and he could calmly note the bearings of all

the objects surrounding his position, and take his soundings so as to

discriminate between shore and sea-drift, deep and shallow. Know-
ing that he held by a good bottom, he swung freely and rode at ease.

He felt the force of tides and currents, and even of the tempest, from
the rage of which he was secure in the haven

;
yet they never had

power to dislodge him from the circle within which he revolved in

safety. We know of no man who was his equal in this repect ; he

had a candid ear for every objection against his faith, he could

steadily contemplate the greatest difficulties which surrounded it,

he could calmly, though reverently, investigate the most fearful of

the mysteries which environ the present state of human existence,

and yet his head never seems to have reeled, nor his eye to have

blenched, nor his sure trust and confidence to have failed in that

truth which, to him, luul ))roved the power of God unto salvation.

Pye Smith was formally admitted a member of the Church imder

the care of Mr. P.rcwer. to which his parents belonged, on a profes-

sion of his Christian fiith and hope, November 21, 1702. We
have already stated that his conversion was a decided and a sudden

change
;
yet it appears, from the brief paper containing his profes-

sion, which still remains, that his passage from a sense of condemna-

tion and dread to one of confidence and love was not momentary,

but gradual. Some of the Sabbath memorials which, about this

time, he was accustomed to write, are deeply interesting. They
show a very devout, earnest, and watchful spirit. About the vear

1793, if not earlier, communications took place between young
Smith and some of his friends respecting his becoming a minister.

His father, however, for a long period after this,—indeed, until some
time after he had completed his apprenticeship,—was unwilling to

give up his son's services from the business. Perhaps, also, his

parents were laudably anxious that he should not " run before he

was sent." Meantime young Smith began to show that zeal and

concern for the salvation of others which is one of the signs of a

genuine conversion.

In 179G we find Pye Smith in a new and a perilous sphere, sup-

plying the place of his friend James Montgomery, as editor of the
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Sheffield Iris, during the time tliat the poet was suffering imprison-

ment in York Castle for v»-hat liad been adjudged, according to the

law as it then stood, to be a libel on the conduct of the Sheffield

Volunteers in quelling a popular tumult. So decided, perhaps vre

should say extreme, at this tiiue were I've Smith's politics, that

Montgomery found it necessary gently to Inodcrate his friend's zeal;

yet, on the whole, he seems to have conducted the paper during the

time it was under his management v.-itli jn-udence as well as compe-

tent ability. Many years after this, at the meeting of the Congre-

gational Union in Sheffield, in Isl'j, James Montgomery dined at

the jNIusic Hall with about two hundred and fifty Congi-egationalist

.gentlemen. In the course of the jiroceediugs after dinner, he alluded

in a very interesting way to his early coime.xion Avith Dr. Pye Smith.

It appears that they were united in loftier and serener pursuits than

any connected with politics. " Jle occasionally accompanied his

friend in preaching expeditions to the villages, to enjoy the benefit

of hearing him." In farm-hou.-c?, and in barns, he thus attended

Pye Smith's early ministry. Surtly this association of the Chris-

tian poet with the profound, but humble theologian, is more than

ordinarily interesting. ^Montgomery, who survived his friend a

little more than two years, has now joined him in a better country,

where their several gifts are mcrgc'l in lowly adoration and enrap-

tured praise.

Pye Smith seems to have begun to preach or exhort about 1793,

that is, at nineteen years of age. At first his parents offered some

opposition to his engaging in any such work as this. He remained

at home not only long enough to complete the term of his appren-

ticeship, but nearly eighteen months longer; and only left when his

own respectful arguments, the concurrent advice of friends, and the

direct, but unsought sanction and recommendation of the Church,

had at length completely silenced and subdued his father's objections,

and secured the cordial, thougli late approval of his mother, atleost,

and probably of his father also. This took place in 1T9G, when Pye

Smith was twenty-two years of age. How beautiful to see a young

man of so sanguine a temper as we know to have belonged to him,

of disposition and principles so independent, and withal of such

ability and attainments, deporting himself toward his parents so

meekly and unblameably

!

At this time it appears he was highly respected in Sheffield. In

his own Church, during the pastoral vacancy, he had been occasion-

ally called upon to preside at Church meetings, and to deliver the

address to newly-admitted members. In a larger and more public

sphere, too, he must have already attracted some attention, mainly,
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perhaps, in consequence of his political connexion with Montgomery.

Three or four notes remaui, addressed to him by Samuel Taylor

Coleridge, of about this date. And a little later, we find \Villiam

Roscoe, author of the Life of Lorenzo de Medici, corresponding

with him.

No sooner had Pye Smith gained his parents' consent to his

devoting himself to the work of the ministry, than he lost no time

in procuring entrance to Rothcrham College, Avhich was then under the

care of Dr. Edward Williams. The Dissenting Colleges, or Acade-

mies, of 170G, were not what they are now. The students were few;

two tutors sufficed for all branches of instruction ; the cuniculum was

at once more limited and much more superficial than at present ; and

there was no University at which the alumni of the " Academy" could

graduate. Young Smith, destitute as he had been of everything

like regular instruction, seems, nevertheless, to have been regarded

by his fellow-students as a prodigy of learning. The Latin orations,

of which he delivered one yearly during the last three of his four

years' residence at College, show a Latinity so vigorous, elevated,

and generally pure, that we feel assured . not many Oxford men, at

that day, could have exceeded these productions of the self-taught

son and apprentice of the Sheffield bookseller. His range of read-

ing, too, was very wide. " He was not only a superior linguist, but

was skilled in natural history, anatomy, and some branches of

medicine." He lectured on anatomy to his fellow- students; and

often declaimed from the library rostrum for the instruction and

entertainment of his companions on any subject he thought proper.

" There was one thing in Mr. Smith," says one, who at this time knew him
well," which completely piizzlod all the students, if not his tutors also, namely,

his time, manner, and euurse ol^tudy. I do not think he had any class-mates

except in divinity ; for all looked up to him, not as a class-mate, so much as

an oracle. They all saw, and probably envied, his treasures of knowledge,
newly acquired, llowing in from f^oiiic quarter, but could not imagine where he
tad them ; as they had apparently tlie same sources, as to books, instruction,

&c. It was observed that he never appeared a hard, fuf/yjuf/ student, nor a
ploddmg reader fwring his eyes out over books. He seemed to tear out their

entrails by violence; and one might almost think him an exception to the

common aphorism, sine lahorc dii dant nil morlalihun. He paid occasional

visits among his numerous friends : and took his regular turn to supply distant

congregations, and probably was in no excessive hurry home to the nmses.

Yet his mind was always at work, always in advance, always accumulating.

I believe the whole secret was his mo^t uncommon quickness of perception and
judgment, which enabled him to see throu'.di systems of every kind at a glance,

or with comparatively little application, though, doubtless, he must have had
his (oilsvme momculs, as well as inferior minds. His yiiety at colleL'e, a place

often trying to the piety of young students, was kept up bv diligent private

devotion, and by the regrdar perusal of practical works of religion, such as

Baxter's Saint's Rc.^f, Halyburton's Life, and several of Flavel's writings."

—

Memoirs, p. 49. '
-
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Mr. Smith left Rothcrham Collep;c in ISOO. His character vras

already so far established that, prior to the completion of his fourth

year at college, negotiations ^-erc entered upon with reference to his

undertaking the office of classical tutor at Coward College, then

situated at Wymondley, in Hertfordshire. In connexion with this

negotiation he visited Wymondley toward the close of 1799. "Dur-
ing this visit he was strongly impressed with a sense of the import-

ance of providing for a probationary torm of throe months' residence,

before any young man was to be considered as fully admitted to the

benefits of the college." Ilis object was to gain satisfactory evi-

dence of the true conversion of the candidates for admission. Not
being able to agree with the authorities upon this point, he turned

his back upon Wymondley one winter's tlay, and resumed his studies

at Rotherham. The point upon which 31r. Smith differed from the

managers of Coward College was one upon which his views remained

unaltered to the last. Indeed, time only strengthened them, and he

lived to see his principle univer.-^ally recognized in orthodox colleges.

He thus expresses his sentiments uj)on this point, in the " Observa-

tions and Advices addressed to a Student entering upon his Theo-

logical Studies," which form the introduction to the " First Lines

of Christian Theology:"

—

^^ I take for granted that you are a TP.rK Cnuisxi.vx, boru again of the
Holy Spirit, washed, and justified, and sTiictificd, t;iking up your cross daily,

and folio-vying the holy Jesus. If you are. at this moment, conscious of the
contrary—if your own heart bears wjtuc.-H that you liave never known a savinc
renewal unto vital holine.-s—I eh.irj'- y..ii. iu th'.^ name of the eternal and most
holy Jeliovah, and by all the trrmrs of lii> ni<>>i tremendous and fierv ^vrath,

to stop here. If you presume to adv-mee, know that every step you take is a
swift approach to hell—that every line vmj write is a sentence of damnation.
Stop here nor dare to proo.ed till yunr h_v|Kxri-y and wickedness are forgiven

you—till you have solid rea-on to conclude that you are no longer in the gall

of bitterness and the bond of ini'iulty.

"O merciful, almighty, and m-j-t holy Saviour! never, never permit an
unregenerate wretch, howe\i.r deep hi-* x-lf-deluslon and specious his profes-

sion, to pass this boundary and bccMur a curse to thy blessed cause, and the
author ot ten-fold destruction to his own .soul ! Amen ! Ameu !"

—

Firdt Lines

of Theology, pp. 2, 3.

The firmness and decision manifested by Tye Smith on this point

at so early a period of his life, and when his position was as yet to

be gained, are very remarkable, and equally creditable. It is not,

however, likely that, apart from this, he could have found a conge-

nial or permanent home at Wymondley, since some of the trustees

of Coward College at tb.is time held Arian views.

Although Mr. Smith had been willing to enter upon the engage-

ments of classical tutor, yet ho diil not on that account, at this time,

nor, indeed, did he at any time, give up his conviction that he Tras
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called of God to occupy the pastoral office. The latter he felt was

his primary vocation ; the other mi^ht be collaterally combined with

it, or merged in it and made subsidiary thereto. He might be

tutor and pastor, or tutor over those to whom he also discharged the

office of pastor ; but liaving the pastoral call and the pastoral heart,

he could not be satisfied without performing pastoral service and

work. Hence we are informed by his biographer that " soon after

his return to Kotliorhnni, and before the close of his term of resi-

dence, he went to Chester, to supply a vacant pulpit, with a view to

the pastoral office in that city." Here his ministry seems to have

been highly acceptable
;
yet, for .some reason, he did not enter on

the vacant charge. Probably his attention was turned in another

direction by an application which was made to his tutor and to him-

self, in the same year, (LSOO,) in reference to his undertaking the

classical tutorship at Homerton College. He accepted the invita-

tion, and entered upon his duties at Homerton with the new year

—ISOl.

Homerton College was, we believe, the oldest theological seminary

connected with the Xonconformists in England. It was established

in the year 1743, and was a fruit of the coalescence of two Dissent-

ing institutions, the Congregational Fund Board and the King's-

Head Society. The former of these was established in 1G95, to

assist poor congregations in the support of their ministers, and to

provide for the education of suitable young men for the ministry.

The latter institution dates from the year 1730. and was intended to

provide means for resisting the spread of the prevailing errors of the

day, by setting {"orth the opposing fundamental truths of evangelical

doctrine, and also, like the Congregational Fund Board, by training

candidates for the Christian ministry in the principles of orthodo.xy

and practice of piety. This " society" held its periodical meetings

at a godly hostelry, known by the sign of the King's-Hcad, the

proprietor of which was one of its members. From this somewhat
remarkable circumstance, the society received its distinctive name
This society established a weekly lecture during certain months of

the year. The lecturers were, of course. Congregational ministers,

and their lectures were regularly published. Subsequently, this

became a monthly lecture, and, in after years, Dr. Pye Smith was

frequently called upon to be the lecturer. Eventually it dwindled

to a yearly sermon, and about 1S27 it wholly ceased. Homerton
College was managed by a committee, representing both the institu-

tions of which we have spoken, and was maintained till the year

1850. In that year the present new college was formed by the

coalition of the interests respectively represented in Homerton,
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Highbury and Coward colleges, when, of course, the separate exist-

ence of these three institutions terminated. We may add that
Coward College was the same in which Doddridge had taught at

Northampton, and Belsham at Daventry, and from which Pye
Smith had turned away at \Vymondh\Y. It is to be feared that

Doddridge, great and pious a divine as he undoubtedly was. had yet
prepared the way for the heterodoxy which had already tainted the

college, when Belsham became its tutor. During Bc]sham"s presi-

dency wc need not say that first Arianism. and then decided So-
cinianism had extensively leavened the institution; and when Bye
Smith turned away from its doors, we have already seen that Arian-
ism was still the creed of some of its managing trustees. In after

years, however, Coward College is understood to have become truly

orthodox. We may be sure that otherwise it would scarcely have
been merged in the new college, over which Dr. Harris so worthily

presides.

Pye Smith's "Address to the Students of the Congregational

Academy at Homerton, delivered on occasion of entering unon the

office of Resident Tutor," is reprinted in full in his biography. It

is remarkable for its spirit of Ciiri-^tian meekness and its tone of

graceful, brotherly courtesy. In this rcpect it is a beautiful model
of the manner in which a young tutor sliould adtb-ess himielf to win
and guide his pupil-brethren. But the course which he sketched

for himself was undoubtedly fir t^u l;ir;:c to be filled up properly by
any one man, however energetic and accomplished, or to be crone over

by the students in four years. It unbraced "three successive and
connected courses of lectures" on natural philosophy, chemistry,

and natural history, and a fourth on astronomy; courses of lectures

on logic, ontology, and rhetoric: and in the study and use of his-

tory; regular studies in elementary mathematics; a course of exe-

getical lectures on the >«ew Testaniont, and lectures and exercises

"on classical literature and on t!;o Ilc])rew tongue. This outline,

however, serves to show the extent <>f the territory which Pye Smith
had himself, to a large extent, ovon-un and mastered, and exhibits his

views as to the necessity of large and liberal culture in all depart-

ments of sterling knowledge—and especially in natural science, as

not less important than literature— in order fully and adequately to

furnish a minister of the gospt.-l f-r tlie position which he ought to

occupy as priest of truth for tlio (]>{ of the Bible, tithing all for his

glory, bringing into his tomph' tho fust-fruits of all, that his pro-

prietorship may be vindicated, aii 1 all be sanctified to him. Too
often has science been the votary of false gods and usurping idols.

This must be so, if the ministers of the true God will not com-
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mand her allegiance to their God—if they sullenly scowl at her

tokens, and mock or anathematize her discoveries. Pye Smith saw

from the first—much earlier than Chalmers himself—what was the

right course to be taken in this matter. In this inaugural address

at llomerton, we discover the same characteristics which, in after

years, gave him as wide a fame, in one circle, by his lectures on

geology, as he had previously acquired, in ' other circles, by his

" Scripture Testimony to the Messiah." The work which for many
years he tried to compass at llomerton, but which it was impossible

for any one man really to accomplish, he lived to see provided for

in the new college by a large and competent stafi' of professors.

When Pye Smith entered Homerton College, and for many years

after, the classical tutor was also the college president, and had the

entire economical management and responsibility of the college.

This was an onerous situation for an inexperienced bachelor, espe-

cially as the allowances for expenses were calculated on obsolete data,

and on a very low scale. Moreover, 1801 was a famine year in Britain,

the average price of wheat for the year being about double the price

of plentiful years. Under these circumstances, Mr. Smith allowed

himself to contract a hasty and ill-assorted marriage with a lady of

property. She was, indeed, a person of education, abilities, and

Christian character, and had recently left the Church of England and

embraced Dissenting principles. But she was a woman of a par-

simonious disposition and of an imperious will. Her parsimony was

aggravated and rapidly developed, because of the circumstances

under which she began housekeeping, and of the pecuniary diffi-

culties under which her husband laboured for several years. But it

grew into a dreary monomania, which all the arguments and

entreaties of her husband, sometimes most pathetically and power-

fully urged in writing, could not mitigate. Such a character as h^rs

seriously interfered with Mr. Smith's relations to the students, so

that in 1807 he was compelled to resign his office into the hands of

the managing committee of the college; on which occasion, however,

the committee showed their high esteem of his character and ser-

vices, by requesting him to undertake the office of Divinity Tutor,

a request to which he acceded. Still, however, the evil influence

was most painfully felt by Mr. Smith, even though non-resident.

His house was a seclusion to which no student or friend could be

invited, his correspondence was painfully restricted, his private library

was seldom enlarged by the purchase of a volume, his precious

time was frittered away, when not in college, by occupations which

should have been undertaken by domestic helps of another order,

and his means of beneficence were most unhappily curtailed. Add
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to this, that his children were not taught to reverence their excellent

father, though, indeed, they did so, and could not but do so ; and
our readers may conceive the cup of domestic atliiction which for

thirty years Pye Smith had ever to drink. What made the whole

yet more painful was, that for many years of this time there was not

the slightest reason for any such IVeliugs as Mrs. Smith entertained.

She dreaded poverty in the midst of aliliience. How alien all this

-was from Pye Smith's temper and principles became at once ap-

parent as soon as the death of his wife gave him the opportunity to

reverse, in every respect, the course which he had maintained.

Some may think that Dr. Smith should, at all hazards, have broken

through this bondage. But what this might have cost who can cal-

culate"? IS or could a minister in his position, or of his spirit, have

risked or bonie a public extjosure. lie endured this as his trial—as

his thorn in the flesh—meekly ami in faith. He felt, no doubt, that

in part he had brought it upon himself; and we have ample evidence

that this great calamity and sore trial was richly sanctified to him.

In 1S02 Pye Smith commenced a mineralogical collection, which

he continued to increase, more or less^ from that time. Mineralogy

seems to have been a favourite science with him, until this was

merged in geology. In 1:^03 he published—several other publica-

tions having preceded in furmer years—a discom-se, entitled, 77/e

Divine Glory displayed in the J'cnnission of Sin. This was de-

livered at the mojithly lecture, to which we have before referred,

as were ten others of his publisiic I discourses. We refer to it, how-
ever, as an instance of the calmness with which Pye Smith could

contemplate the deepest mysteries, to look at which steadily would
have made most other heads reel. He appears in this sermon as the

decided IS'ecessitarian and Calvinist. a worthy disciple of Jonathan

Edwards and Dr. Williams. Such he remained till the end of his

days. He maintains that "sin is a privation, an absence, a defect,

not among the number of positive beings," and, therefore, " not amonir

the creatures which the iVhnighty Maker has formed.'" He further

maintains the two following propositions :
—

" 1. The sole and proper

origination of sin is from the mcrssury condition and circumstances

of created and finite existence. Nshen destitute of a sovereign pre-

vention." " 2. The acknowleilged fact, that God did not interfere

to prevent the occurrence of sin. was an exorcise not of sovereignty,

but of PUKE JUSTICE." (Soc Memoirs, p. US.) By all, we sup-

pose, but Calvinists, these two propositions would be thought mutu-

ally inconsistent. Pye Smith, however, held that both Avere true,

and both consistent. This, at least, is bold and resolute Calvinism.

Pye Smith was a real Calvinist, and understood his creed. He
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was, however, as an expositor of Scripture, a very moderate Cal-

vinist; and, practically, he "was most tolerant and liberal in his

judgment of persons of another creed, however diametrically opposed

to his oAvn. His Calvinism docs not seem to have been at all the

deduction of his Scripture inquiries, but a logical inference from

his philosophy and metaphysics, lie belonged to what has been

loosely called the sensationalist school of philosophy, was an admirer

of Hartley, loved by a strict logic to embrace and investigate all

things, and applied the principles of physics to spiritual afiections

and acts. Hence he became a philosophical Necessitarian, and a

Calvinist in religious doctrine.

In 180-1 Pye Smith became, with the concurrence of the authorities

of the college, pastor of a very small Church, then first formed, in con-

nexion with the college, and assembling for worship at first in the hall

of the college. The number was only seven, including Mr. Smith;

but in the course of years the Church grew into a considerable body.

A few years afterward it occupied the Old Gravel-pit Meeting-house,

then just vacant by the removal of Mr. Belsham, where it still meets.

Of this Chm-ch Pye Smith was pastor forty-five years. His pastoral

experience and engagements heightened and ripened all his other

qualifications for the office of Divinity Tutor. In connexion with his

engaging in the office of ]>astoi', Pye Smith drew up two documents,

one a " Church covenant,'' which is remarkable, because, while very

explicit on all points of catholic, Christian, and evangelical doctrine,

it entirely avoids any reference to the peculiarities of the Calvinistic

creed; the other, a '•confession of faith," read by himself on occasion

of his public ordination to the pastoral office, and which is equally

remarkable for the perspicuity and fulness with which it states his

views on all the.main points of Christian doctrine, as held by de-

cided, though not extreme Calvinists. The distinction between these

documents may be easily accounted for. Though a decided Cal-

vinist himself and bound clearly and fully to state his own doctrine

before his ministerial brethren, Pye Smith was no bigot, and did not

wish to preclude any evangeliciil Christian from communion with

his own Church.

Mr. Smith's position at Homerton had brought him into im-

mediate contact with the Rev. Thomas Belsham. For seventy

or eighty years the Old Gravel-pit Meeting-house, Homerton. had

had a succession of Arian or Socinian ministers. First Dr. Price,

then Dr. Priestley, and tiien Mr. Belsham. had preached there. Mr.

Belsham was the minister from 1704 to 1805, when he removed to

Esse.x-street Chapel, in the Strand, London. On the death of Dr.

Priestley in 1804, -Mr. Belsham preached a commemorative discourse
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at Homerton, which he published, and of which he sent a copy to

Mr. Smith. This discourse Mr. Smith folt it his duty to answer.

Hence the Letters to Belsham, which wore pubhshcd in 1S04, and
again a second edition in less than twelve months after. We have
seen that while still comparatively a youth at Shcflicld, Pye Smith
had been led to examine carefully, and, we mi^ht almost say, con-
troversially, the cardinal doctrine of Christ's Godhead. In his

position at Homerton in 1S04, wo mark another in that train of cir-

cumstances which, under rrovi'lenco, prepared him for the gi-eat

work of his life, the production of a complete, condensed, conclusive

argument on the subject. The Lrt'.vrs to Belsham were candid,

courteous, learned, and able. They at once produced a great im-
pression; and many Christians, from this time, looked to the young
tutor at Homerton, then in his thirty- first year, whose maiden-work
on this controversy gave such evidence of calm and modest power,
as the future champion of orthodo.xy in this argument. IS'eed,

indeed, there was that some one should arise to do battle for the

truth. The ability of Dr. I'rioe. the reputation of Priestley, the

learning of Wakefield, the conversion from orthodo.xy of Theophilus
Lindsay, once a clergyman of the Church of England, the plausi-

bility and assurance of Belsham, iiad carried the hopes of Unita-
rianism in a shallow and feeble aje, when, beyond the pale of

Methodism, there was little good an<l nothing powerful, to a (rreater

height than they have reached before or since. But already \\'ardlaw

in the north, and Smith in the suuth of Britain, were beiiinnin^ to

bestir themselves and to set the b:ittlc of Scripture truth in array

against the Socinian foe. The " J>ettirs to Jkdsham" procured for

Dr. Smith the diploma of D. 1). frum Vale College in 1S07: so early

did America recognize the merit nf the young divine.

The Eclectic Review was commonced in January, ISQo. From
the first Pye Smith contributed to this Review, and he continued to

do so as long as his energy serveil liim for periodical writing at all.

The number and variety of iiis anieles on subjects of science

and classical literature, as well as of sacred criticism and gen-

eral religious interest, attest his extraordinary diligence and mani-

fold accomplishments. In ISOii we find him setting an excellent

example for a college tutor, by eng;»_dng in out-of-door preaching.

Upon his doing this, the vicar of Homerton addressed to him a

courteous remonstrance, which calk-d furth from Mr. Smith a defence

of what he had done. In 1 ^07 he wa.s mainly instrument:! 1 in origin-

ating Mill-Hill Protestant Dissenters' (iranimar School, (near Lon-

don,) the quarterly examinations of which he attended with punctual

exactness and fatherly interest, till within a year of his decease.
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Upon the first day that this school -nas opened, Kichard "Winter

Hamilton and Thomas Noon Talfourd entered it. The former

became afterward a Dissenting minister, resident from first to last,

^e believe, at Leeds, and distinguished as an accomplished wit and
man of letters, a profound divine, an eloquent preacher and writer,

and a catholic Christian ; a most genial, kindly man. The latter

became afterward the poet, scholar, and judge; and expired when in

the act of impressing upon a British grand jury sentiments the most
enlightened, benevolent, and Christian, in reference to the mutual
relations of the different classes of his countrymen.

From 1805, Mr. Smith had provisionally discharged the office of

Divinity Tutor as well as Classical Tutor. In December, 1807, he

received the resident tutorship; and in 1808 he removed to a new
residence, as Divinity Tutor. From this date we must speak of him
as Dr. Pye Smith. He was now engaged in his proper work.

However competent he might be for the classical tutorship, his heart

was in divinity. Sacred science was his most congenial study. To
this all else in his wide range of inquiries converged ; the home and
end of all his contemplations was the knowledge of God. His
instructions as Divinity Tutor embraced a purely theological course,

the syllabus of Avhich in its most complete form, and ably edited and
supplemented, is now published as the " First Lines of Theology,"

of which we have given the full title at the head of this paper; Lec-
tures on Ecclesiastical History, said to have been exceedingly com-
plete and valuable : Lectures on Biblical Antiquities, and Criticism

on Polemical Divinity, and the Exegesis of the Is'ew Testament.

He still continued, also, to lecture on Mental and floral Philosophy,

Rhetoric, and various branches of IS^atural Science. He also

required the students in rotation to deliver a discourse before him-
self and the class as a pulpit exercise. As Homerton College was
not capable of accommodating many students, the number never

much exceeding twenty, Dr. Smith's theological class seldom con-

tained more than ten or twelve students. It may be proper to

mention that from the time of his entering Homerton, Pye Smith's

pulpit services had been in much request, and that they continued

to be so for years after this time.

In 1811 Dr. Smith's congregation for the first time entered upon
the occupancy of the chapel which Mr. Belsham had recently

vacated, the Old Gravel-pit Meeting-house. The following year a
circumstance occurred which created a great deal of excitement at

the time, and which is strikingly illustrative of the character of Dr.
Smith. At this period he was unsettled in his views in reference to

the intermediate state: and he frankly stated his condition of mind
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to his congregation, in a sermon on 2 Cor. v, 1-4. After a more
thorough study of the subject, he again preached on the same text,

and presented the evidence in favour of the prevailing belief among
Christians, in a light at once satisfactory to himself and to his

people.

This affair, combined ^^'ith p€rJiai>s some other instances of simi-
larly honest, but probably unguarded fninkness in intercourse with
his pupils, led to nunouvs and suspicions very seriously affecting

Dr. Smith's position as theological tutor. The sudden ^vithdraw^

ment of one of the students, after only a few weeks' residence at

Homerton, added to the growing prejudice. Under these circum-

stances he felt it necessary to call for an inquiry. The inquiry

terminated most honourably for Dr. Smith, nine out of eleven of

the committee agi-eeing in a report which substantially exculpated

the theological tutor, and expres.sed tlie strongest confidence in his

orthodoxy. The two dissentients, however, appealed to the press,

and the consequence was that Dr. Smith published by vray of

rejoinder three pamphlets in quick succession, extending to one
hundred and sixty pages, and bearing the title of Vindicice Acade-
mics and Sequel to Vindicicr Academics. In these he says:

—

"Perhaps I have carried my notion ft" tho <liity of openness and the evil of

reserve to an excess. But to thi< ^idt- .-til! wci-id l_ incline, rather tlian to its

opposite of eoncealments and ri'servnli"ii* If in ri.'Iatioa to some of the

most diihcult questions that can occiijn- ih- att.Tition of the human mind, I

have paused, and paused Iohl', bi-fun- 1 r-v.-M v.ntiu-e to draw a positive con-

clusion ;—if I have declined to eonjiiuni xh.*' '.'m-lations of moral evidence in

one undistlncruishins and headstn.nu' {rti;:>t- nf .•onfiilence ;—if, so long as

hesitation existed, I have not retired tno-.Mi it. wlim a just occasion demamled
the acknowledgment ;—this will n-^t -.'rc-.tly Mirpri-i- nor deeply oflend the man
of sense or the^hinking Christian."—-U "i-iVv. p. :'<;.:.

There is force in these apologies ; yet surely it must be confessed

that it is a thing extremely undesinible that a theological tutor

should not have ftdly settled. tdVr wliatever amount of careful exami-

nation, his own convictions on all ponit.s of principal -or even second-

ary importance, before he undertakes to be the guide and instructor

of youthful students. By the time this painful controversy was

brought to an end, letters of congratulation had reached Dr. Smith

from many quarters : and, among the rest, one was received, of a

very cordial character, from Ilobert Hall, who had had his own

struggles of a similar descriptien.

During the same year in which the discussion to which we have

referred °ook place, 1S13. Dr. Smith, besides preparing and publish-

ing an ordination- charge, published the most elaborate of hi.s printed

discourses, that on The Sacrifice of Chrixt, (which formed the basis

Fourth Series, Vol. Vil.—iio
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of his well-known and admirable work, long afterward published,

on The Sacrifice and Priesthood of Christ,) with notes as loner as

the text. And for the last five mouths of the year, the health of the

classical tutor having failed, he discharged his duties in addition to

his own, and sustained the whole burden of tuition. He had done

this before, and did it again and again in later years. Let us say in

this place, that, in the present sketch, we do not pretend to catalogue

all Dr. Smith's numerous publications, and take no notice whatever

of the varied and valuable contributions which he was continually

furnishing to the Eclectic Review.

In 1818 Dr Smith published the first volume of his greatest work,

The Scripture Testimony to the Messiah. Just as he was prepar-

ing to send it forth to the world, he suffered a most painful bereave-

ment in the removal, at the age of fourteen, of his eldest son, Philip

Henry, who appears to have been a most interesting and promising

youth. He had lost before an infant child, his father, and a sister.

But this was the keenest sorrow of his life. He refers to it in a

most affecting passage in the preface to the first edition of the Scrip-

ture Testimony, Avhich we quote because this preface has been

omitted from the later editions of the work :

—

" Scarcely has he sent the last sheets to the press -when all his other feelings

are swallowed up in one kern <listross. lie had a son, the joy of his heart, and
the object of niuiiy a dtliL'litrul, thoiiudi trembling, anticipation. "When these

anticipations were bcirinning to be realized ; "ft hen he was just stepping into

the place of an assoiiate and a fricntl ; when his character and attainments

v\-ere ojK'ning to prospects of exquisite gratification; in the very fulness of

life, health, and vigour, it has pleased the all-wise and righteous Sovereign

to take him froa»-tlie arms of his agonized parents by a sudden and overwhelm-
ing stroke.

'"Non sum ambitiosus in malis, nee augere lacrymarum caussas volo: uti-

mamqne esset ratio minuendi ! Sed dissimulare ([ui possum, quid illi gratiaj in

vultu, quidjucunditatis in .-ermone, quos iugenii igniculos, quam pra^stantiam pla-

cidtc mentis ostcnderit ? Tuos ne ego, O mea; spcs inanes, labentes oculos, tuum
fugientem spiritum vidi ? Tuum corpus frigidum, exsangue complexus—ani-

mam recipere, auramcjue conmuniem haurire ampHus potui ?' "*

"But though the bi-reaved and sdrrowing writer can so justly borrow these

lamentations he cluTi--h(.'s a hupe which that illustrious mourner never knew."—Memoirs, p. 237.

If any doubt on the subject which five years before had so per-

plexed and distressed his mind, might occasionally have risen up
again to disturb his peace, may we not feel assured that all such

doubts Avcre now laid to rest in the sepulchre of this beloved son

;

and that, as Robert Hall is said to have buried his materialism in

his father's grave, sn Pye Smith from this time ceased not to look

upon the " intermediate state " as one in which all the dead " live

unto God ?"

° Quintilian, Instit., lib. tj, Proocm.
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The Scripture Tcstiinony was announced, it -would seem, in 1812

;

liut it was 181S before even the first volume appeared. To this the

author refers in the " Preface" from which we have already quoted.

We cannot quote the passage in full. Suffice it to say, that it affords

a melancholy glimpse into the domestic obstructions which had so

;;roatly impeded the progress of the vigorous and industrious

writer. "Had he been able," he says, ''to bestow upon this work as

many months of unbroken time as have elapsed of years since it was

begun, it would long ago have been completed."

—

Memoirs, p. 100.

The second volume of this work was published in 1821, extending,

in its original form, to more than eight hundred pages.

In 1826 Dr. Smith addressed a letter to his friend Robert Hal-

dane, on the subject of inspiration, from which we shall give an

extract. Mr. Haldane was an adherent of the theory of verbal

inspiration, in its most e.x;treme form. Dr. Smith says :

—

*' Your style of writinc; seems to imply it to be essential to the cbaracter of a

pcnuine disciple of the Lord Jesus that he hold that the inspikatiox of the

Seriptiir(.'s consisted in this, that every phrase and word of the Scriptures was
su-rgestcd, or enjoined by the Holy Spirit to the writers; ?o that, in fact, theirs

was, or at least needed to be, no other than a mechanical labour. Permit me
to request your kind, but rijorous and scrutinizing attention to some brief

remarks on this subject, in a work entitled ' Scripture Testimony to the Mes-
finh,' vol. i, pp. 62, Ci'i, and 27-29. Allow me also to ask and observe some
t.hiiigs which now occur to me :— 1. How is this view of inspiration to be ti-ans-

fcrn^d to any version.'^ ? 2. It appears to me to be clogged with very serious and
ir.e.\trlcable dilBculties ; and that the contending for^it is likely to bring gi-eat

i!i-trlment to the evidence and interests of evangelical truth. At the same time
it is one of those subjects which ought to be considered and settled without any
respect of fiivour or disfavour to any system of doctrine. 3. After the atten-
tion of about thirty years to this subject, a view, of which the following is an
outline, appears to me to be the trulfi on this subject. Yet I trust I have well
considered what you have advanced in your excellent work on the ' Evidences
ami Authority of Divine Revelation :'—

'• 1. That the essential seat of the inspiration lies in the thoughts and senti-
r^rn'^, whatever be the variety of phrase by which they may be expressed,
ihe iitsplration of (1(^1. therefore, extends to all metaphrases and translations,

provided they be equipollent in meaning.
*' 2. That though the inspired writers used the diction which was most fami-

liar to them, according to their characteristic style and verbal habits, yet in all

CAfc.'s the original Hebrew, Chaldee, or Greek', is the best expression of the
* nnnd of the Spirit.' For either the very words and phrases were suggested
"y tlic Holy Spirit, (most probably so In prophetic declarations and messages.)
^r were accepted, so to speak, by him ; which two cases are precisely the same
»" practical effect.

"3. That, in historical narration, (nnder which I include all relations of the
fcfhngs. fears, sorrows, temptations, deliverances, &c., of individual believers,
or of the Church as a body ; e. g., the Book of Job, that of Lamentations, and
nw\ny of the Psalms,) all that we want are due selection and faithful statement;
tad these inspiration secures.

"*• That, m the didactic parts, the apostles, &c., wrxjte as they were in the
^hit of speaking. Each, In both kinds of communication, uttered what he
•lAu 'seen and heard,' what 'he had received from the Lord,' in the entire
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exercise of his own jiulL'nicnt and affections, and -with, it may be, a perpetual

variety of expression, pro re Jidlii, yet with a full consciousness of being taught

and guided infallibly by the Holy Spirit."

To the letter from v,luch the ahove is extracted no direct reply

was ever given by ]\Ir. llaldane. Soon afterward, however, Dr.

Smith became involved in a controversy, carried on in the pages of

the Evangelical Magazine, on the same subject, with Mr. James

Alexander llaldane. the brother of Mr. Robert Haldane, who con-

cealed his name nndcr the signature Aletheia. This was before the

end of the year lJ>26. The following year, however, the whole

controversy was reopened, in another form, by Dr. Alexander Car-

son, who attacked Dr. Smith in a style which, for trucuknce and

atrocit}', has, perhaps, never been exceeded even under the inspira-

tion of the ocHinn thcologicinn. Dr. Smith is stigmatized as a traitor.

and more dangerous than an open infidel; and as actuated by "a

false, a diabolical liberality." All who do not accept the most extreme

views of verbal inspiration, are set down as guilty of implicit infi-

delity. Indeed, the object of the writer might bave been to narrow,

as far as possible, the limits within which a Christian faith is possi-

ble, and to drive as fast and as hard as possible all who might not be

able to adopt his own views as to the mode of inspiration into open

and universal infidelity. Dr. Smith, of course, never replied to tins

publication. He never took the slightest notice of it. A minister

and divine of his eminent piety and exalted position could not do

so. In his discussions of the question of inspiration in the later

editions of the Srrijiiurc. Testimony he refers respectfully, though

dissentingly, to the published views of Mr. Robert Haldane on this

subject; but to the "pastor of Tubbermore" he never makes tie

slightest allusion. Little, we presume, did he suspect what is now

confessed in the memoirs of the brothers Haldane, published by !Mr.

Alexander Haldane, that Dr. Carson was prompted by ^Ir. Robert

Haldane to do this work; that this Avas, in effect, Mr. Haldane's

way of replying to Dr. Smith's letter from which we have quoted,

and of coming to the rescue of his brother, (" Aletheia ;") that he

paid all the expenses of this illiberal and ferocious publication, and

gratuitously distributed it by hundreds. Yet such was the fact, as

it now appears. We confess it is with deep grief that we mention,

though we cannot but mention, a circumstance so discreditable to

the character of a Christian so distinguished, so useful, and so benev-

olent as the late Robert Haldane. We may add that Dr. Smith's

maturest views as to the question of inspiration may be found in a

lucid, condensed, and complete form, in his Scripture Testimony,

4th ed., vol. i. He had long doubted as to the canonical authority
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of the " Song of Solomon ;" but the arguments of some able -nn-itcrs i

in the Congregational :Magazine, O^'^T-S.) particularly of Dr. James

Bennett, had finally convinced him of the canonicity of this book

;

though as to its pm-pose and interpretation, he remained still at

fault. Dr. Smith's idea of itispiratinu ^v;ls not low and rationalizing,

otherwise he had doubted less. Al! lii> theology, all his faith and

hope and peace, were grounded upon ihe divine authority and infal-

lible truth of Scripture. Hence liis cuuseientious and scrutinizing

care in settling the question as to what was entitled to be accounted

Scripture. It was necessary that his fulcrum should be firmly fixed

before he could apply his lever.

In 1S'2S Dr. Smith published his I'tn/r Discourses on the Sacri-

fice and Priesthood of Jesus Christ. In 1S20 he preached at the

"Monthly Lecture," and afterward ])ublished, his very valuable

discourse On the Principles of Jntcprctation as applied to the

Prophecies. In the same year he prepared the second edition of

the Scripture Testimony, "mueh iuipmved and enlarged," besides

several valuable articles in the Meh-etio Keview, and other separate

pubHcations. In the same year alsu appeared the second edition of

his Scripture Test, in three volumes. In 1820 he had prepared, by

request, and published an able reply to the manifesto of the Rev. (\)

Robert Taylor, X. B., at that tiim- n^jt^jrious as the principal leader

of a party infamous for bold and blasphemous infidelity. The fourth

edition of this work, much enlarge.l, and including a rejoinder, as the

third had done, to Taylor's "Syntajina of the Evidences of the Chris-

tian Religion," was published in i-:;(i. The style of this work,'

thoutrh condensed, is remarkal^ly t j.iriri'd. His sermon on the Inter-

pretation of Prophecy was also reprinted this year, in an improved

and much enlarged form. In 1 ^'-Vl he lost a most beloved daughter

;

the same year, also, Mrs. Pye Smith finished her course. The years

1834 and 1S35 were signalized by his controversy with his friend

Dr. Lee, the Cambridge profes^nr, raised by the latter on a work of

Dr. Smith's which expounded the principles of dissent. He did |

his part in this controversy witii great vigour and ability. Within [

little less than twelve months he carried through the press nearly

two hundred and fifty pages of well-digested and carefully written
|

controversy. It need not be ?ai<l that the temper was admirable;
;

and it is very much to the credit of both the controversialists, that

when their discussions had clu>od. their Christian friendship

remained unimpaired. Dr. Smitii allowed Professor Lee to have

the last word. But his health yielded to those excessive labours

;

fever and debility supervened, and for a year or two after this his

health was feeble.
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About this time Dr. Smith had begun to devote special attention

to the subject of geoloi^' ; he had become a regular attendant at the

annual meetings of the British Association; and in November, 1S3G,

he became a Fellow of the Geological Society. He soon acquired the

acquaintance and friendship of such distinguished geologists as

Phillips, Lyell, liuckland, and Sedgwick, with more than one of

whom he corresponded; and so he became prepared to undertake, at

less than a month's notice, the Congregational Lecture for 1S39, on
Revelation and Gcologij. This work established his reputation in

a new field, and brought him letters of thanks and congratulation,

not only from such men of science as Conybeare, Phillips and Man-
tell in England, but from Professors Hitchcock and Silliman on this

side of the Atlantic. It also procured him admission to the Fel-

loAvship of the Ptoyal Society, in 1840 ; an honour which Dr. Dodd-
ridge had solicited, but failed to obtain, and for which Smith was
proposed and recommended, among others, by Bell, Lyell, Buckland,
and Sedgwick.

In 1843 Dr. Smith married a second time; and soon after urged the

Committee of llomcrton College to allow him to relinquish £100
per annum of his stipend as professor. He again and again after-

ward urged this request, but the committee would never consent.

The same year, after an absence of thirty-six years, he returned to

the college as resident tutor—now under different circumstances.

Li 1845 a number of articles from the pen of Dr. Smith appeared in

Kitto's Cyclopiedia. These were on the subjects, "Adam," "Dis-
persion of the ^'ations," "N'imrod," "Ts'oah," "Paradise," and
" Confusion of Tongues."

The fourth edition of the Scripture Testimony, reduced from
three volumes to two, appeared in 1847. The matter is admirably
condensed ; the arrangement of the work seems to be perfect ; and
the edition is, in all respects, a model of elegance and completeness.

His Sacrifice and Priesthood of Jesus Christ reached a third edi-

tion in this same year, 1847. This standard work forms a beautiful

supplement to the treatise on the person of Christ. Together they
form an admirable comjjcndium of doctrine on the essentials of
Christianity—the person and work of Christ.

In 1848 the lectures on Scripture and Geology reached a fourth

edition. Each successive edition was carefully revised and supple-

mented in accordance with the latest discoveries of science. The fol-

lowing year Dr. Smith attended, with great interest, the Peace Con-
gi-ess at Paris. By this time his strength was almost spent, he was
slightly paralyzed, and though he still continued to discharge his col-

lege duties, it was plain that his day was almost past. Indeed, it
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was already settled that as soon as the new colle;;o ^vas opened, for

establishing which preparations were being uiado, his functions

would be at an end. In 1840 ho final!j resigned his pastorship,

after a ministerial service of forty-five years, having for several

years previously been aided by a co-jKistor. Jn May, 1S50, he pre-

pared the address for the occasion of hiying the first stone of the

new college, but was unable to read it himself In June he wished
to attend, for the last time, the public examination of Mill IIDI

Grammar School, but being unable, prepared an address, which was
read by Dr. William Smith—a sciinlm- wliose attainments are known
throughout the learned world. On .luno 27 he delivered an address^

full of touching interest, at the last anniversary of Ilomerton Col-

lege. On October 2 he retired froiii Ilomerton, which had been the

scene of his labours for nearly fifty years, to Guildford, Surrey,

situated at a convenient di.^tancc from the metropolis. Here he
soon became extremely feeble. He gave up all books but the

Bible, and such as Bvnijan's I'ili:ri/n. He had hoped that rest

would recruit him, and that he should be able to carry out plans

of revised and extended study ; but hi.-? work was done, and it was
time for him to cease. Still, however, when he could do nothin<T

else, and the effort was extremely painful to him, he exerted to the

uttermost his small remaining stri-ii.:th to meet the requirements of

friendship, courtesy, and charity, by C'-rrespondence, until at len'^th

two or three lines were all tii it ho c-iuld write. On January S.

1851, he made a great efiort to \ui.t.i Jiis friends at the London
Tavern, in order to receive the I'lr S/nith Testimonial, which was
a sum of £2.600, of which the intero.-t was to be enjoyed by himself

during his life, and after his doath was to be devoted to the main-

tenance of "Pye Smith Sciiolar.-liip->" at the new college. From
this time he rapidly declined, and on \\w night of February 5, 1S51,

he expired at Guildford, in the prf»i-iiceof his wife and family, aged

seventy-six years, eight months, and cloven days. His last publica-

tion, which came out at the beginning of this year, was a second

edition of the sermon " On the Keasons of the Protestant Religion;

enlarged and adapted to the P<>pi.-h Aggres.sion of 18.30, with some

Kemarkable Disclosures of llomanist Policy in the Age of the

Reformation."

A few remarks upon the character of Dr. Smith, in the various

relations which he sustained to the Clairch and to society, will fitly

close this paper.

Pye Smith was a self-taught scholar. He never went to a c^assi-

cal school: indeed, scarcely went to school at all. He never had a
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tutor, though, as -vve have said, a private friend gave him a few
desultory lessons in-tho classics. No university or college of fame
gave to him its ample stores and systematic training. The only

college he ever entered v.-as an humble dissenting academy for educat-

ing gospel ministers; and his classical course, if course it may be

called, was in effect complete before he entered there. In all things

except theology he was esteemed by his companions less as a fellow-

student than as uu unfailing oracle. Yet, in after life, Pye Smith
was recognised as a mate in scholarship by the greatest scholars of

his day, wlio had been nurtured within the classic cloisters of the

national universities, and uj)held their honour before the world.

From the establishment of the Eclectic Eeview in 1S05, he sustained

for many years nearly the vrholc weight of its department of classical

criticism, and in this work he won for himself a high reputation from

the most competent judges. His masterly critique on Dr. (after-

ward Bishop) ^liddlcton's work on the Greek article, drew from
that distinguished scholar a highly complimentary acknowledgment,

although the name of the reviewer was unknown to him. Two years

later (ISIO) Dr. Samuel Butler, who was supposed to be, perhaps,

the best classical scholar then living in Britain—for Porson was
no more—addressed to Dr. Smith a note of thanks not less com-
plimentary in acknowledgment of a review on the first volume of

Butler's Stanley's .Eschylus. which he had contributed to the Eclec-

tic. After the publication of tlic first volume of his Scripture Tes-
timo7iy. Dr. Smith's reputation as both a classical and a Biblical

scholar and critic rose higher and spread further, and from this time

we find the most distinguished divines and scholars of the Anglican

Church counting it no degradation to become the correspondents of

the Dissenting Tutor at llomerton, stiff Nonconformist and Old-

school Puritan though he was. Dr. Turton (now Bishop of Ely)
and Dr. Burton, both ]3ampton lecturers, and eminently learned

divines ; Professor Lee, the Orientalist scholar of Cambridge ; Dr.

Cardwell, the present principal of St. Alban's Hall, Oxford; the

High Churchman Dr. llouth, late president of Magdalen College,

Oxford, and who has lately died in his hundredth year;* even Dr.

Blomfield, the present Bishop of London; nay, Dr. Pusey himself

(prior to the distinct development of Puseyism) were numbered
among the friendly con-c.-pondents, and some of them among the

personal acquaintances of Dr. Smith. In this country we should

not think much of this; but in England—old, aristocratic, epis-

*• Of Dr. Smith's friendship and correspondence with Dr. Kouth nothing is said

.in the Memoirs j but see the Scripture Teitimony, voL ii, p. 125.
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copal England—-svith its pomp and pride of Church and univer-

sity—it is altogether unexampled. Such men as Doddridge and

Watts have been friendly -with a few of the most liberal bishops

and leading clergy of their day; but then they were Nonconform-

ists of a much milder type than Dr. Smith, to whom, notwithstand-

iu'T, such Churchmen as we have mentioned, dignified in position, and

yet more dignified by learning and ability, for the most part very

strong in their antipathy to dissent, felt it due to pay not only cour-

tesy, but the meed of scholarly recognition and friendly intercourse.

After Dr. Smith succeeded, in 1807, to the divinity chair at

Homerton, he was no longer called upon systematically to pursue

classical studies ; nor is it to be supposed that the leisure of so

thorough a theologian, so assiduous a tutor, and so busy a public man,

would be sufiicient to allow him to do so. Yet we find so competent

a judge as Dr. William Smith, well known as the author of the

" Classical Dictionary," and the " Roman Atiquities," and who,

during the last years of Dr. Pye Smith's residence at Homerton,

was his colleague at the college as classical tutor, bearing strong

testimony to the extent and accuracy of his classical learning. Dr.

Pye Smith's contributions to the Eclectic Review ranged over a

wide field of subjects—theology, Biblical criticism, classics, science.

and sometimes the history and conflicts of contemporary evangelical

Protestanism on the continent of Europe—almost everything, in

fact, but poetry, the belles-lettres, and mathematics. It is rarely

that the same man combines the accomplishments of the divine and

of the classical scholar with the attainments of the man of science.

The present age has certainly seen no union of qualifications so gen-

erally found apart, which deserves to be put in comparison with the

case of Dr. Smith, if we except the great instance of Bishop Ilorsley.

He was not a smatterer in these various departments : while in the

two former he was a master, he was in the third an accomplished

scholar and amateur. An original discoverer in science he could not

be expected to be—but he was an original observer, and had taken

pains to obtain a practical as well as theoretical acquaintance Avith the

subject. From his youth, as we have seen, he had paid great atten-

tion to chemistry, botany, mineralogy, and natural history ; in his

later years geology became his special study. Geology had by this

time established its rightful claim to be counted among the --eicnces,

its main principles had been demonstratively established, and tho

details of its departments were beginning to be clearly understood.

It had become apparent that one grand system of strata, implying a

set order of stratification, already approximately determined beyond

the power of reasonable and enlightened scepticism, ranged and re-
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appeared in fnista and in fragments, but still in regular series, over

the ^Yhole earth, so that, though there might be contemporaneous
. and substitutionary strata, and though particular strata might some-

•
I

times be wanting in any given portion of the grand series, yet the

order of succession -was never reversed ; the superior here was never

found to change places dsexchcre with what had been its inferior, or

vice versa ; but on the whole, an unvarying rule of succession and
superposition was found to hold, not less orderly and more surely

than that in which the different bales of woollen goods are ranged
above each other, according to their kinds and qualities, in the best-

regulated warehouse. It was proved, too, that the fossils embedded
in these successive strata exeniplilied respectively a similar and cor-

• I respondent order of succession ; and further, that the terrestrial and

[ atmospheric conditions implied by the successive strata agreed pre-
• cisely, so far as they could be ascertained, with the conditions which

must have been necessary for the sustenance in life and well-being

I
of their peculiar fossils. Dr. Smith, therefore, could no longer hcs-

j^ itate to give to this new science of geology a distinguished place

j

among his studies. The long-hidden and deeply-buried antiqui-

I ties which it brings to light, the successive acts of creation which

J it lays open to the student's sight, the remarkable manner in

.

;

which it multiplies the evidences belonging to natural theology,

opens to our inspection the natural history, so to speak, of many
successive worlds, and shows us the foot-prints of creative power
in its glorious and leisurely march through untold millenniums from
past eternity till now: such reasons as these could not but com-

'

i mend this noble science to the attention of this truth-loving, God-
inquiring man. But he had, besides, a special reason for under-

taking its study. There was an apparent discrepancy between the

I
teachings of geology and the cosmogony of Moses. Assuming this

apparent to be a real discrepancy, very many good and able men
refused to look at the proper evidence of geology, and pronounced

the science to be one which could not be consistently believed in

but by infidels. On the other hand, free-thinkers of all grades,

founding on the same hypothesis, rejoiced in geology as having

I

given the lie to Moses, and broken down the authority of the

j

Bible. But Dr. Bye Smith could neither deny the claims of geol-

ogy nor give up his Bible. He saw that ultimately the evidence

of revealed truth itself must depend upon appeals to reason and
matter of foct, not essentially different in kind from those upon
which geology rests its claim to be accepted as a science. He
was convinced that the claims of the human science were demon-
strable on the same principles as those of the sacred book. Pie
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accepted the obvious truths and discoveries of geology as being no
less truly, though iu a difierent and inferior sense, revelations of

the divine mind and character, than the sayings of the Bible. He
felt bound to study, reverence, and believe in God as revealed in his

works, no less than in his word, lie knew that between different

parts of the divine word itself, there had seemed to be discrepancies

as plain and direct as those assumed to exist between Genesis and

the principles of geology. But pationce and research had cleared

up many of these. Others yet remained to be cleared up; still

what Christian would think of iniiniguing or denying the author-

ity of either of the portions whioh appear to contradict each other?

The time interpretation, when founil. may show that there is no real

contradiction, nor even a material diOerence. Or even if one of

the places should be demonstrably incorrect, still the text may be

impaired, or the passage itself may be a gloss. Now Dr. Smith
held that likewise God's word and God's works are twin revela-

tions, one of which may be compared with the other, but which

cannot really come into collision with each other. If the sense

of the one seems to difler from what is most cai-tainly and demon-

strably the teaching of the other, we must assume that we have

not deduced the right sense; our interj)retation is at fault, and

must be revised. Acting on the.-e principles, and convinced that

the doctrine of the book of Genesis could 7iot really oppose such

main principles of geolog\' as wore, in his opinion, made as indu-

bitably sure as the first truths of a-^tronomy or the axioms of physical

science, Dr. Pye Smith set hiin>L-h' to the task of reconciling the

one record with the other, lie felt that, if he could succeed in

this, he should wrest a deadly weapon out of the hand of infidelity;

that he might hope to save thouiimds of young people whom the

boasts of freethinkers and the an:.themas of Christian teachers were

uniting to alienate from the religion of the Bible ; and that he

should add a new and delightful region to the domains from which

the Bible claims homage and tiibiuc to the gra'nd truths upon which

its special revelations are based, and which in many places it so

expressly and impressively teaches. The result of Dr. Pye Smith's

labours in this department was his lectures on Scripture and Geology.

We do not bind ourselves to every canon laid down, and to every

view expounded in this able volume ; but we are convinced that it

did excellent service to the cati.se buth of science and of sacred truth.

That its science was good has been aJjnitted b}- the most competent

authorities; and the reputation of Dr. Smith for spiritual piety and

strict orthodoxy silenced the ubjeetions, if it did not always still the

doubts of evangehcal believers. No other man could have done
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the service at that time which Dr. Smith accomphshed. Siuce then,

in Great Lrirain, geology and Scripture have been very generally

ackno-vvledged not to be irreconcilably opposed to each other. We
think it clear tbat the interpretation of Genesis, which was former-

ly generally accepted, but which has, ever since the Cbristian era,

been from time to time questioned by expositors of high ability,

may have been determined, unconsciously, by established, but erro-

neous views of cosmogony, by foregone conclusions derived from a

now exploded science and philosophy.

AVe need not dwell upon Dr. Smith's character as a controver-

sialist. His great work, the Scripture I'estimony, appears to us

to contain a perfect argument. How poor is Hengstcnberg's

Christology compared to this ! It is throughout a work of solid,

wrought gold. It is a chain, every link of which is perfect. Xor
is there any waste in it, either of argument, or learning, or words.

All is there that could be desired, but condensed with most con-

scientious care. The work is concinnate as well as complete. And
then the spirit, how tender, how Christian! Is'othing finer can be

imagined. How cautious and candid is the argument! how care-

ful is the author as to the authority of every text he cites ! how
anxious on no account to overthrow a single point ! There can be

no doubt that Pye Sati'li's work alone has done more to stem and
turn back the tide of Sociniauism which was some years ago setting

in on both sides of the Atlantic than all other works put together.

Belshamite L'nitarianism it fairly put to the rout, to be succeeded

by Channingism, and then by the vague and dogmatic spiritualism

of these later times. This must be met by other weapons. Some
Unitarians have gratefully acknowledged this book to have been the

means of bringing them to a saving faith in Ciu-ist, as unbelievers

of another stamp have confessed their obligations for the same
result to Dr. Smith's Scripture and Geology. We need not here

add anything to what we have before said of that excellent supple-

ment to the '• Scripture Tcstimon}^" the Four Discourses on the

Sacrifice and Priesthood of Christ.

As a theologian, Dr. Smith belonged to the old dogmatic school.

His methods were, we might say, mathematical; propositions,

lemmas, corollaries, figure largely in the pages of his First Lines

of Theology. Something of the same is also seen in his Four
Discourses. He had a strong predilection for logic and metaphysics.

He often uses a priori arguments, and will draw out his logical chain

of inferences to a great length, without any misgiving as to the

security of each several link. He was well read in the scholastic

divines ; had caught the spirit, in some degree, of their deductive
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method; and in the thirteenth century nii-ht have divided the
theological empire with Aquinas, lie was a lo;^'ical and metaphysi-
cal ISecessitarian, and a strict discij^Je of Jonathan Edwards, but
in exegesis a Calvinist of the niodemto school, lie firmly main-
tained that it was the apostolic practice, and (by an absolute erc;o,

on the principles of Independent Church polity.) the duty of "all

Christian pastors and Churches, to celebrate the'Lord's supper each
Lord's day. For many year.s he ei.foii-,.,! this practice in his own
Church, till, finding he was often Jtft alone to the service, he at length
was compelled to conform to the u.-^ual rule of administering it once
a month. He kept up the practice, however, in private, to "the last.

Perhaps, if Dr. Smith had g<)ue back to the practice of the earliest

and most illustrious apostolic ('hurch, that at Jerusalem, he would
have been convinced that they " bruko bread" in the Lord's supper
dailij. Would he then have felt himself bound to administer daily?
The sacrament of bajjtism ho refused to administer unless one at
least of the parents was a incm!>er of the Church, in this point
agreeing rather with Scotti.sh liidc|iviidents and rresbyterians than
with English [Nonconformists. Hi, views, as to the obligation of the
Sabbath, were peculiar and rather unsettled. We think that they
were at all times not very consistent, although, substantially, we
have no doubt he was right. And it is delightful to find that while
Dr. Smith had his own way of stating and arguing what he felt to

be the obligation of keeping holy the Lord's day, he had no laxity

of feeling or of conscience in regard to the obligation itself and the
manner in which it should be h-vi. Mrs. Pye Smith, his second
wife, who survives her husband, says :

—

"Every one knows that a .<trictly mnv-ifuflous ro^ard to the sanctity of the
Lord's day, formed a proniinent iiiMt ia the |>or>onal and domesLic life of the
doctor; but all arc not aw.yo <.ft!.>- >.iiTirircs lio made in order to attain this
sacred object. Kogularly, imit.itiwi-; w.n- sent to him, as F. It. S., tu attend
the soirees of the {iresidont (;f ih- K-.yal .SK;iety. To those the current of
taste and of inclination wonl.l hive rarried him; but a liiehcr impul<e he was
bound to obey. These biilliaiit a.>.-cuii.Ii<.-s were invariably arran"ed to take
place on Saturday evcninj.'s."

The doctor never ircnt, becau-e he would not even approach to

anything like an infringement of the tanctity of the Lord's day.

To him this was indeed the Lard's dai/—i\ie name by which he
loved to call it; it was eminently "a delight, holy of the ].ord, and
honourable," a day of congenial meditation and enjoyment, of holy

rest and worship. He .«ystrinatieally abstained from ail engage-

ments which would have reipiired him to travel on that day,

and he addressed a bcautifuF letter to his private friend Dr!
Cardwell, already named, Clerk of the Closet to Her Britannic
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Majesty, requesting him io lay before the queen a respectful and
loyal representation of the feeling of the Christians of the coun-
try in regard to the Sunday performances of the band at Windsor.

Because Dr. Smith was a divine and a theological tutor, he did
not, on that account, think himself compelled to abstain from the
exercise of his rights as a citizen. On the contrary, he was a keen,
though a truly Christian politician. His politics, our readers are
aware, were in his youth sufTiciently low, perhaps we must say
extreme. Experience modified some of his views, but never changed
their general bias and character. He was, to the end of his davl, a
Whig. Radical. Having property of his own in Yorkshire; 'and
having, also, a vote for the county of Middlesex; being, moreover,
for many years, trustee for landed property lying in two other coun-
ties, he had four county votes at his disposal. These he always
went to give, at whatever cost or inconvenience, and would never
receive a farthing toward his expenses. On one occasion he even
addressed the electors from the hustings in support of Mr. Hume.
He also felt it to be a duty to attend and speak at the anti-Corn
Law League, at Manchester. And in 1849 he went, spite of the
remonstrances of his friends, to take part in the Peace- Congress at

Paris. We could not, in those things, have done just as Dr. Smith
did, on any side; but we do not presume to condemn his principles
or proceedings.

As a preacher, Pye Smith, in early life, was, we may say, even
popular. This, however, was not the case during the greater part
of his career. His voice was weak ; his style, though e.xcellent, was
rather suited to the theological lecture in a college than to a pulpit
address

; his matter was convincing and expository, but he never
attempted declamation or impassioned appeal. In tine, his discourses
lacked fire and force, and he was destitute of all rhetorical accesso-
ries and recommendations. As a teacher he was most fatherly and
faithful, vigilant in sympathetic care and concern, and accustomed
regularly to hold private conversations with the students. Of his
diligence and ability as a teacher we need not speak. His lectures,

except those on ecclesiastical history, were delivered extempore
from such outlines as are now published in the First Lines. Of
late years, the lecturer, wearying of his reiterated round, was apt to
be too irregular and discursive. Till after the death of his first wife,

both the students and his friends were excluded from his society in
private

; but from that time forward this was entirely reversed. The
students had access to him at all times, and were often invited to his
house; while his noble library was'ever open to them. From this
time, too, he delighted to keep up intercourse, both in private and
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by letter, with his numerous and ever-multiplying friends. He was

largely generous and benevolent, giving away, it Avould seem, on an

average, about one-fifth of his income. At the same time he enriched

his library with every new work of merit, theological, classical, and

scientific, which appeared in English, CJorman, or French. He had

a fine collection of atlases and philosophical instruments. He was

an exemplary husband and a most tender father, and his children

repaid his love with due afloction and reverence. Of venj intimate

friends he had few ; though he had so many valuable acquaintances

and correspondents. To all jicrsons he was particularly courteous

and accessible, and especially painstaking and kind in replying to

letters from strangers asking information or a solution of difficulties.

The amount of time he gave away to such applicants must have been

enormous. The great social disability of his life was deafness,

which, during his latter years, almost disqualified him for pastoral

visitation and for miscellaneous society.

Dr. Smith, we remark in conclusion, was a Christian of iha very

highest style. His faith was as firm as it was intelligent; and his

spirit was as devout and prayerful as his understanding was strong

and well-furnished. He wns much with God in private. He sancti-

fied all his undertakings by "the word of God and prayer." This

was his solace in a most painfnl and protracted fight of domestic

temptation and affliction; this enabk-d him to conduct many con-

troversies in an unvarying spirit of Christian gentleness and can-

dour; this preserved his soul from wavering in its fundamental

Christian f;iith, or losing the fervuur of its love, while he was weigh-

infT with nicest accuracy all arguments tijat were hostile to the doc-

trines of the Bible and of the cro.«s ; this gave him, in one word, a

meekness, serenity, and hope which seem to have been scarcely ever

interrupted. Let none venture on such perilous work as he was

called upon to undertake without seeking first, and from first to last,

a baptism of the same Spirit. So we bid farewell to the memory of

the crreatest master in theology that KngHsh Nonconformity has pro-

duced since the close of the seventeenth century.

\
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Art. IV.—the RELATIONS OF ROMANISM AND PROTEST-
ANTISM! TO CIVILIZATION.

Les Nations CathoUques el les Nations Protcstantes comparecs sous le triple rapport

du bien-atre, dcs lumiires et dc la vwralitiL Par Natcleon Rocssfl. 2 vols.

Paris, lS3o.

What would have been thought presumption a century ago—what,

in fact, was punished with imprisonment in the Bastile—is now a

sober truth, a subject for free and open discussion : of Protestant-

ism and Poperj', which system has the best claims to the gratitude

of society? Does modern civilization spring from the decretals?

or is the Bible the safeguard of our institutions, our happiness, our

prosperity both material and intellectual ? When Voltaire published

his Lcttrcs sitr les An;^Iais, he may be said to have both stated the

problem and partly solved it ; this is why we alluded just noM- to the

"durance vile" which, under the ancicn regime, acted as a check

upon those who dreamed of reforms in Church and State. We are

thankful to say that in some degree, at least, writers now may speak

out their thoughts ; and altliough the French press is still too closely

under surveillance, we find no law in the code penal preventing us

from asserting and proving that popery is "the mystery of iniquity."

Accordingly, pastor lloussel, well known on both sides of the Atlan-

tic as a smart controversialist, and as a faithful minister of the gos-

pel, has taken up the pen, and now comes before us with a couple

of volumes, which we cannot better describe than by saying that

they contain the key to the political history of the world in which

we live.

Some persons, whose anxiety for the imperishable cause of truth

borders almost upon pusillanimity, have felt very much alarmed at

the Ultramontane rcnetion which still keeps disturbing the various

ranks of society. That the followers of Jesus are about to pass

through some severe ordeal is extremely probable ; but can we enter-

tain a doubt as to the issue of the conflict ? If the Jesuit party are

now straining every nerve, and drawing upon all their resources, it is

because they feel that their position is a desperate one ; they rush

on madly to the last contest with the terrible cry ringing in their

ears, " Ronta mit /"

M. Roussel is not the only author who has lately pronounced the

funeral oration of the Roman Catholic nations; more than one

observer has noticed the gradual but sure decay of those political
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communities who claim a Latin extraction ; the difference, however,

between M. Roussel and his brethren of the quill is a great one

:

he points to the spread of gospel prlnciiilos as the only safeguard of

civilization; while ^iNBl. Quinct, de Tocquevillc, and Keratry, either

just lay the evil bare, or propose some useless remedy, if they pro-

pose one at all.

The book we arc now considering makes no pretensions to origi-

nality. Instead of broaching some new scheme, or launching forth

into declamation, M. Roussel j)rcf«.T.s the sober but safe plan of deal-

ing with facts. He institutes a parallel between the various nations

which cover the face of the globe, and smiportcd by a host of unex-

ceptionable authorities, he proves most satisfactorily that under the

three-fold aspect of physical comf<.>rt, intellectual culture and moral

development, the Protestant commutiities have decidedly the advan-

tage. Let us make a few extracts.

We are j&rst introduced to a general view of the subject;* it is a

kind of statistical survey, enabling the author to arrange under the

Catholic group. Protestant gronp.

South America, North America,

Ireland, S^-.)flai..!,

The Catholic Cantons of Switr.erbn^l, Thr- Protestant Cantons of Switzerland,

Austria, I'ru?

Belgium, HolLind,

Spain. Knirlund.

Mr, Roussel's way of discussing his data may be thought some-

times fiinciful. When he comitarcs Lelgiura with Holland, for

instance, or Austria with ]'russia. we can see at once geogi-aphical

and political reasons which justify such a parallel; but we must

confess that we do not perceive so clearly that England, more than

any other couutiy, should have been .selected as a term of compari-

son with Spain. In the above scries we find neither France nor

Italy ; M. Roussel has devoted a separate chapter to each of those

nations. Italy is Roman CathoHci-ni on the throne; and France,

Protestantism on the cross:—Roman Catholicism on the throne with

debased, degraded, depraved subjects, whom either fear or supersti-

tion has brought under a dotard's rule ; Protestantism on the cross,

while a population of infidels, who keep oscillatiiig between Voltaire

and Louis Blanc, are endeavouring, at the bidding of the Jesuits, to

stop the progress of the gospel, aud to revive the good old times of

Louis XIV.°
On the subject of intellectual development, M. Roussel has col-

lected a variety of curious details, compiled from the works of M.

* Roussel, vol. i. Vue d'tntembU, p. 8, 8cq.

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.-20
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M. Sclinitztcr * and Morcau de Jonncs.f First of all, Ave are natur-

ally led to consider the state of primary instruction. Mr. ScLnitz-

ter gives us the follow in;^ summary :—In Saxony, there is one pupil

for every six inhabitants; the ^Setherlands, six; Prussia, six and
one-sixth; Great Britain, (Enp;]and and Wales,) eight; }3olgium,

nine; Austria, ten and a half; France, eleven. The first; four

nations are Protestant, the last three are Catholic. If ^ve take the tvro

averages we have:—One pupil for six and a-half Protestants ; one
pupil for ten Catliolics ; or, to state the fact in other langua.::e, the

Protestants who know how to read and -write, are to the Catholics

in the same ratio as twenty to thirteen. Docs Mr. de Jonnes con-

firm or refute Mr. Schnitztcr? We shall judge. His statement

gives :

—

Great Britain 1 pupil for every 6 inhabitants in 1S33
Switzerland, (Canton of VauJ,) do. 6 do. 1S23
Baden do. 7 do. 1825
Bavaria, do. 7 do. 1825
Wurtemberg do. 8 do. 1S27
Netherlands, do. 10 do. 1825
Prussia do. 10 do. 1825
Austria, do. IG do. 1822
France, do. 17 do. ISoi
Denmark, do. 30 dc. 1525
Kingdom of Naples, do. 45 do. ISIS
Kingdom of Poland do. 100 do. 1823
Portugal do. 109 do. 1S19
Hungary do. 350 do. 1S35
Spain do. 350 do. 1S03

A glance at this list will show that with one exception, on both
sides, the first half is Protestant, while the second is Catholic. We
can even account for the anomaly respecting Bavaria, by remarkin'-'

that this Roman Catholic nation, placed in the middle o"^f Protestan't

communities, must have received the light shining upon it from all

quarters, and f >llowcd tlio g.-ncral impul.^c. Bnfc let us seek a more
exact measure, by placing liavaria among the Catholic nrvtions, and
Denmark among the Protestant; if, instead of computing the whole
commnnities. we now reckon individuals, we shall have as an aver-

age, one pupil for everyone hundred and twenty-four Catholics, and
one for every tf^n Protestants. In order to be still nearer the truth,

we reduce the Catholic ratio to one per one hundred, on account of

the somewhat r>ld dates affixed to a few of the countries which concur

in making up that average; we shall even then obtain the astonish-

' Statistique ^fneralt, mflhotlique et complete de la France, 4 vols., 8vo.

t Statistique de la Grande Bretagne et dc V Irlande, 2 vols., 8vo.
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ing result—ten times more pupils in the -whole Protestant nations '

put together than in the Catholic ones.

M. Kousscl very properly remarks tiiat sehool statistics thro-\v no

light upon the intellectual state of the higher classes ; a government

may find its interest in encouraging the difhisiou of elementary

knowledge, and at the same time in preventing the spread of every

other species of instruction; tiicrefun' if \sc desire to secure a cor-

rect view of the intellectual progrer^.s of a nation, we must rise above

the details of primary education. The census of newspaper readers

is a tolerahly good test of the degree of intellectual culture in a

community ; for the great majority derives all its information from

the periodical press, and most persons whose occupations make it

impossible for them to devote any consitlerablc portion of time to a

regular course of mental training, are thankful to find historical or

scientific information ready digested for them in the pages of the

magazine or review. M. lloussel's calculations lead him to a con-

clusion which confirms his ]»rovi.m> statement respecting schools.

The number of copies of periodical jiublications circulated among

the Protestants compared with those which we find in Roman Cath-

olic districts is as nine to one ; now we have already ascertained

that the correct ratio for tlic scholars is as ten to one ; so we are led

to conclude that education g< iRr.illy hears its fruits, and that ten

pupils produce nine readers. ,

These facts, so plainly tc'ld and so clearly deduced from docu-

ments which it is impossible to <|ncstion, naturally suggest a few

reflections; and we make no ajMilagy for laying them before our

readers. The power of the periodical press in the present age can-

not be overrated. This is a truth whieh may be deplored by some

and looked upon as the abouiinaii-.-n of desolation
; but it is a truth,

and we must make the best uf it. Three centuries ago Pvoman

Catholicism would have sent a recusant printer to the dungeons of the

Inquisition, and wrmld have lield over an unfortunate editor's head, as

a kind of sword of Damocles, the law dc lucrctico comburendo. Such
i

coercive measures, however, are impossible now; and so the pope him- I

self, finding it useless to attempt t j sweep away the press entirely,
j

endeavours to prove, through the mouth of Cardinal Wiseman, that

the Church alone (i. e., the Church of liome) can correct the abu-

ses and reform the licentiousness of periodical literature. The only

thing which astonishes us in his reverence's lecture, is that in the

course of his allusion to the low state of popular publications in

France, he does not frankly acknowledge how much the system of !

popery has contributed to bring about such a state of things. " Me,

me, adsum qui feci;' should have been the cardinal's deeply-felt
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exclamation. But no, he does not confess that the stcnn he

purposes to quell is of his own raising; people, he feels con£Jent,

will not be easily led to believe that he -vvho has accumulated
the filth in the Augean stables is the best qualified to clear it off

again.

We haye selected France as the fittest example in this case, for a
very obvious reason. In that country public opinion has always
had extraordinary power. Under A'oltaire's reign, "the brethren

of the quill " ruled the destinies of Europe. Who vras Frederick
the Second's tutor? Who advised the empress Catherine, and gov-
erned even the pope? Who but those philosophers, now-a-davs
represented by ^DI. Michelet, Eugene Sue, Quinet? This asser-

tion is so fully borne out by fact, that nobody, we feel confident, will

deny it. But another point seems to us quite as incontrovertible,

namely, that at the time when the spirit of infidelity spread over the
length and breadth of the kingdom, there was no other individual or

set of indinduals, except the Romish Church, that had the r:^h: of

propounding opinions on matters of religious, political, or social in-

terest. ^To ; heresy had been effectually suppressed, and the voice
of truth no longer sounded, either in the fastnesses of the Cevennes,
or behind the walls of Port Royal. Such being the case it cannot
be said that Voltaire and his friends, the encyclopadists, had learned
deism at the prcches of Cherenton ; it was not a Calvinist minis-
ter who dictated to Diderot his obscene tales ; it was not the pastor
of one of the Churches in the wilderness who infected Crtbillon
and d'Alembert. Alas! priests, ahbes, bishops, princes of the
Church, encouraged Voltaire to "crush the wretch;" an abbe wrote
the "Histoire Philosophique des deux Indes r an abbe wrote
"Manon Lescaut;" an abbe reduced metaphysics to sensualism;
an abbe was the Duke d" Orleans' prime minister and the chief
associate of all his debaucheries. It is no paradox to affirm that
the saturnalia of the Reign of Terror sprang from the Vatican
itself, and that we are indebted to the pope for the cap of • Red
Republicanism."

The reign of 2vapoleon. in restoring French society to somethinc^
like order and outward decency, did not bring back at once the bless-
ings of true religion ; it requires more than a few years to destroy
the effects produced by such an outpouring of infidelity as that

which took place in the last century. As a matter of course, it fol-

lows that when constitutional governments and comparative liberty

of the press became, in ISI.5, the order of the day, instead of publi-
cists, legislators and orators ready to maintain from the gospel stand-
point the true principles of liberty, France exhibited the spectacle
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of an Ultramontane minority strun:-lin^' for po^vor a^^ainst an oppo-
sition made up of Voltairians, Utilitarians, t^ocialists, neo-Chris-
tians, Saint Simonians, etc., etc. The absence of right principles
soon tells upon the state of popular literature ; during' the lapse of
time comprised between l^\-> and is^s the periodical press in
France has constantly been sinking lower and lower until we have
seen it—and rather rejoiced at the sight—almost swept away under
the strlugent decrees of the present imperial government. And no
wonder it should be so ^vhen we find Kugenc Sue worshipped as
a demi-god, and rational beings taking their cue from Geor'^e
Sand.

"VVe do not blame Cardinal Wiseman for pointing out the neces-
sity of reforming the cheap literature of the day; all that we main-
tain is, that the party he represents is not capable of carrying out that

reform. What will they substitute instead V What intellectual food
have they to offer to the new gcnenition? The works of Alphonso
Ligorio, extracts from the llollandists, or pseudo-historical treatises

in which the truth is sacrificed to the interests of Jesuitism. With
such trash set before them, it would be somewhat astonishing if a
nation still ignorant of gospel truths did not rush to the other

extreme and adopt thoroughly infidel principles. There is no doubt
that news-venders and cheaj) ijuukscllers, both in England and in

America, are supplying daily cart-loads of garbage to the mechanics
and labourers of our la)ge towns ; but then, on the other hand, the

antidote circulates quite as freely by tlie care of Bible and tract

societies; and we feel convinced that the influence and spread of

evangelical religion alone have preserved the nations of An'do- Saxon
origin from those revolutionary upheavings which seem likelv to

end in the absolute dissolution of the political societies' belono-in-:'- to

the great Latin family.

The question of morality is closely connected with that of intel-

lectual development. Kvcry one has heard of M. de Bonald's

celebrated axiom, that literature is the expression of societv; we
believe this is quite true, and certainly, judging matters from that

standpoint, we must acknowledge with .M. lloussel that Roman
Catholicism is not more favourable to morality than to mental

culture.

" Our moral corniption maniffsts itself iimlor two principal aspects : violent

crimes and shameful vice?, ass.n.s-iiintions and loose morals. One wonl on each
of these two points. ^lany caii-.-s iiilliR-nee the jud^^es in tlicir decisions;

therefore we shall reckon not onlv crinu's actually perpetrated, but those which
have been merely attenijjti'd. Tin- (irst i-lass alone t^dvc flic measure of the
severity of human !a^^'s ; conilnncd witli the second, tliev show better the per-
versity of man. M. de JounCs then brings before us the following results:
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MDKDER3 AJST) ATTEMPTS TO MURDER IN EUROPE.

Scotland, 1835 1 for every 270,000

England " 178,000

The Netherlands, 1S24 " 163,000

Prassia, 1»26 " 100,000

Austria, 1809 " 57,000

Spain, 1826 " 4,113

Naples " 2,750

States of the Church " ^-J^

" In tills gradually decreasing scale of morality, the first four states are

Protestant, the last lour Catholic. In order to get a more correct measure,

lot us take the average, and we have for the whole of the above-named Protes-

tant nations one murder or attempt to murder tor every 180,222; while in the

Catholic countries we find one murder or attempt to murder for every IG, 153.

In other terms, the ratio of crimes among the Koman Catholics, compared

with Protestants, is eleven to one.
,, , i_. ,

" We now go on to the second point, to morals, properly so called, which we

appreciate bv' their deficiency, not by their perfection. We acknowledge

that illegitimate births are not a very sure test of the immorality of a nation

:

in one c°ountrv lejal marriages arc attended by so many difficulties thnt the

sanction of the law is not generally sought ; elsewhere public opinion admits

that a wife mav countenance a lover's addresses without any disparagement to

her husband, thus legalizing immorality and transforming impurity into adul-

terous intercourse; prostitution, in a third instance, effaces the origin of

illegitimate unious. These three cases oiler remedies far worse than the evil.

But as we do not pretend to supi)ly our readers with perfectly exact appre-

ciations in subjei^s of this description, we shall merely quote from the data

furnished by statistical accounts."—Vol. i, pp. lS-20.

M. lloussel then takes an average from a series of numbers, as

he has done ah-eady in the case of violent crimes, and he finds that

there are twice as many natural children born among Roman

Catholic communities as in Protestant nations. One fact, to -which

we shall now allude, very easily accounts for the great excess of

crime and the uncommon laxity of morals noticeable wherever the

religion of the pope reigns supreme :

—

" When crimes can be compounded for, a criminal is seldom deterred from

committing them. The Itali.;u robber, tin; Sj.auish prostitute, satisfy the elainis

of conscience bv dividing their pi-otits with the Virgin ]\Iary. We find in

history that more than one murderer has taken the holy comumnion as a prepa-

ration for the crime he was about to perpetrate. Something similar occurs

in the case of suicides. M. de Guerry gives us a long list of mstances m
which that crime has been committed under the safeguard of the Roman

Catholic religion. Sometimes it is a man who hangs himself in asking God's

pardon ; or a woman, on the point of taking poison, begs that masses may be

said for the cood of her soul. On other occasions, the self-murderer has pro-

vided himself with amulets and small jirlnts which reveal the state of his

thourrhts. The trreater number ground their hopes of h.-aven on the fact that

they^have sulle'rcd here below; they jtresent as an expiatory olTe ring the

app'arent sacrifice of their life, in conformity with the Poman Catholic doctrine,

that he who sutfers may oifer his troubles as a pleasing oblation to God. But

the learned statistician must speak for himself:—' Many persons will, uo doubt,
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be astonished at this manifestation of rolii^ious fculinprs, at tlic very moment
when the individual -Nvho expresses thoin is on the point of committing a deed

which religion condemns as a criinc. Yet similar discropancles are more

common than one might suppose. Si-vcral suicides cross themselves before

hurrying into eternity; others kneel down and say their prayers; on a few

are to be found rosaries and devoti<jii;d Utuks.'

" Can one case be quoted in wliiih a i'loie.-tant has justified from the Bible

an attempt on his own life ?"—Vol. ii, j)p. ;tcs, 3G'J.

The low state of morality which renders Catholic nations so unfor-

tunately conspicuous must, in due time, tell upon the whole life, both

political and intellectual, of the people. We have s'een, with M. Kous-

sel, that the popish misrepresentation of the great doctrine of atone-

ment necessarily encouraL^cs criino. When an error such as this is

adopted by a nation gifted with a highly imaginative and poetic

temperament, we can state at once what direction it will give to

literature. AVe shall have the novelLst and the dramatic writer

selecting for the leading idea of their compositions the glaring

paradox that love, as a ckansiii.!; baptism, washes away all the stains

of the most polluted life. \\\- shall liave characters borrowed from

the annals of the jail, and novelists finding fault with Protestant

ladies, because, though "they may be chaste, pure, virtuous, yet

their unexpansive love is always calm and orderly, as proceeding

from a consciousness offidfill' d duti/.''

Time will not allow us to follow M. Rousscl through every suc-

cessive chapter of his interesting work; we can only add, that he

has brought together with great industry and care all the data

necessary to help the reader in tin- solution of that important prob-

lem, What are the destinies of Protestantism—what are those of

Roman Catholicism? Is it God.^wlnj, after all, must reign supreme

over the conscience of man, or is it the priest?

But there is one point which we feel the need of insisting upon

still further, in connexion with our subject, viz., that the dif-

ferent elements whicli ci:>n)p'">>e trne civilization are closely linked

torfcther, and are never found apart from one another. Wherever

true reli^'ion is, there you may depend upon meeting political

freedom, physical comfort, all the blessings of industry in the various

branches of commerce and agriculture, together with a high state of

intellectual development.

What are the laws which bind the moral universe? Knowledge

and virtue. The sum of all kmjwli.'dge is acquaintance with God

and his works; and the sum of all virtue, because of all the com-

mandments islovo>to God and our neighbour. And as from these

all «^ood sprin'-'s, it follows that v.hatcver country has most of them

mus't be most prosperous, exalted and happy, ^'ow, will any per-
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son deny that the great scheme carried on by the Roman Catholic

priesthood has been precisely the reverse of the principles -we have

just now stated? AVe say with M. Rousscl, Look at Ireland as

compared with Scotland, look at the United States compared with

South America, look at Belgium compared with Holland. We would

point more especially to Ireland, because that unfortunate country

has been used ad nauseam as an argument against Protestant prin-

ciples and Protestant ailmini<tration. It is all very well to talk

about British misrule ; but after having made every allowance for the

evil consequences which arise from the juxtaposition on the same
soil of the conquerors and the conquered, with aU the difference

in manners, habits, feelings, which separate the Celtic from the

Saxon race,—after all this is freely admitted, we must maintain

that the time and attention bestowed since 1800 on Irish affairs by
the legislature of Great Britain has more than atoned for any ante-

rior mismanagement or act of oppression. During the last fifty-four

years, thirty-three committees of parliament, and twenty-one

government commissions have been appointed to inquire into the

causes of Ireland's miseries and the best means of their removal;

and during the same period the Irish have received i^26,000,000

sterling in mere grants and advances ;* £1,000,000 have been given

to construct harbours for commerce, £8,500,000 to encourage manu-
factures, £8,000,000 to save the people from the grave of famine;

while canals, railways, agriculture, and fisheries, have all been nursed

at the public expense. 2s ay, even Irish charitable institutions are

largely supported by parliamentary grants,! Yet, while not a tithe

of this kindness has Leon shown to Scotland, the agitator has for

years harped upon British neglect.

Since the events which have marked the year 1848, Roman
Catholic writers have taken up another argument against Protes-

tantism, and they have selected it with the tact and dexterity they

so generally evidence in their controversial discussions. Socialism

is represented by .M. 2sice>lasj as the legitimate ofispring of Protes-

tant doctrines, and the close relation which exists betweeen Luther and
M. Proudhon is now proved to a demonstration. In answer to this

calumny, we might point again to Ireland. What have the priests

done there, but to spread the spirit of disaffection and rebellion?

The fact is, that Romanism can fawn before le peuple souver-

ain or bless the iron rule of despots, according to circumstances,

and as it seems best to suit its own purposes. Ko one will credit

Dr. Cahill if he tells us that the only object he I^as for exciting the

* Thoru's Statistics, passim. f Ibid., p. 251.

I Du ProUslantisme ct de toutes Ics lUrisies dans leurs rapports avec le Socialisme,
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Irish to agitation is the love of popular freedom. No ; what he
dreads, -^-hat all the Romish hierarchy dreads, is that that very spirit

of liberty should spread far and wide, and put an end to their own
influence. They are full well aware that as soon as the Irishman
gets beyond the reach of the f\ither confessor, it is not long before

he flings off all his allegiance to a religion he never really loved.
" Those priests," says an English writer, *= " who, during the revolu-

tion of 1S4S, vrith a subtlety altogether worthy of them, appeared
foremost in the republican ranks, and were the noisiest of the crowds
who shouted 'liberty, equality, fraternity,' were all the ivhile quietly

waiting the turn of the tide; and so are noia the avowed leaders of
that dreadful conspiracy which is formed against the freedom of
Europe."

Really it is too bad of M. Nicolas to speak disparagingly of
Socialism, when he can, without much trouble, find in the very
ranks of the communion he extols so many agitators, quasi-

reformists, and orators, who have endeavoured to brino- about an
entente cordiale between the tenets of Robespierre and the vagaries

of the infallible Church.

The fact is, that Roman Catholicism may be compared to a huce
body which, nearly overcome by disease, and gasping under the last

agonies of death, rallies itself fur a while and makes one last and des-

perate struggle, in which it spends all its energy. In conclusion of

M. Roussel's book, our own conclusion is that Romanism has lived

its day, and that it is now parsing away. The ship which carries

the successor of St. Peter and his fortunes appears now onlv like a
crazy barque conveying to certain destruction those infatuated

nations who would trust to it for safety. " If we measure," says a

celebrated French writer, '" the respective progress made since 1S14
by Catholic and non-Catholic nation.s, we must be utterly astounded
at the disproportion. England and the United States, both Prot-

estant communities, have a-snmcd on an extraordinary scale the

dominion over immense regions already numerously populated, but
destined to be still more so at some later period. England is now
carrying on the conquest of tlr.'so vast and thickly inhabited prov-

inces known by the name of India. In America, the same king-

dom has spread civilization throuLzii the north districts, in the

deserts of Upper Canada. The industry of her children has also

secured for Great Britain an island. Australia, which is a real con-

tinent, and its offshoots may be fuund in the chief groups with which

the ocean is studded. Not only have the United States increased

in population and Avealth tliroughout their original territory, they
o Rev. Dr. I>ill. Irdarui's Miseries, &.c.
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have extended that territory to its utmost limits, and are now
bounded on each side by the ocean. San Francisco is another

New-York, whose influence will most likely be within a very short

space of time quite equal to that of the former great city. The
states have made trial of their superiority upon the Catholic nations

of the new world, and reduced them to acknowledge a rule which no
one now ever calls in question. After the first attempt made by Eng-
land against China, both that nation and the United States seem
destined to submit to their rule the two most renowned empires in

the east, China and Japan. In the meanwhile let us see the prog-

ress accomplished during the same space of time by the Roman
Catholic communities. The first of all, the most compact, the most
renowned, France, which fifty years ago appeared at the head of

modem civilization, has seen her sceptre broken and her power dis-

persed amid the most unheard-of disasters. With the noblest

courage, with the most unconquerable energy, she has risen from
her ruins; but whenever the observer might have thought that she

was about to take her flight anew, fate has sent to her, as a scourge

from God, some revolution to paralyze her efforts, and to brin'^ her

once more to the ground. The balance of power between Catholic

and non- Catholic civilization has evidently been displaced since

17S9."*

AYe shall subjoin only one word of comment to this eloquent
quotation. M. Michel Chevallier, who wrote it originally, and ]M.

Roussel, ^^^lo reproduces it, are both Frenchmen, and so appear to

be pronouncing the funeral oration, of their own country. But it is

not so ; true patriotism is not inconsistent with evangelical Chris-

tianity. France may still, by breaking off the fetters which bind
her to Rome, retrieve her former place in the sphere of civilization

;

and after a serious consideration of the plain truths so industrious-

ly put together by :\I. Roussel, who would hesitate for a mo-
ment to pronounce on which side—Protestantism or Catholicism-
are to be found the best guarantees toward the peruianent happiness

of the great human family ?

o Journal des Debats. September, 1Sj3.
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Art. v.—were THE TEN TRIIiKS OF ISRAEL EVER LOST?

The question \^hich vce have placed at the head of this article,

ought, first of all, to have been answered before any attempt had
been made to find the Ten Triho.^. The exact point to which we
shall direct our inquiry is this, namely :—Were the Ten Tribes of
Israel ever lost in any sense diflerini: materially from that in which
Judah was lost? If not, is there j.roof that Israel and Judah
returned to their own country. to.2;ether, at the close of the " seventy
years' " captivity in Babylon? If an affirmative answer to the last

question can be given, by a reasonable exegesis of the Scriptures

which afford testimony upon this point, and that testimony evolved

by no other rules of interpretation than such as will commend them-
selves to the common sense of men. then all the theories, whether
to account for the loss of the Ten Triljos from history, or their recov-
ery to the general recognizance of the Church, which are built upon
the assumption that the}- arc lost, must of necessity go for nothiu'^-

as also will many cognate notions respecting the Jews. We shall

endeavour in the following jniges to show that the Ten Tribes of
Israel have been recovered from their eastern dispersion, and that

their subsequent history is identical with that of Judah and Benja-
min, both in the Bible and in the general history of society so far as

it sketches the life and fortunes of the "chosen people."

In order to a full understanding of what will hereafter be said in

proof of this point, we must briefly recall the facts belonging to the

history of the captivity; for as both Israel and Judah were carried

away in parts, at dilTerent times and to different places, it is possible

that embarrassment will arise when we come to certain prophecies

which speak of their recovery, seeing that the theatre for the fulfil-

ment of these predictions is the country of Babylon. A careful

consideration of the followinu' facts will remove all appearance of

difiiculty in the exposition of this subject, so far, at least, as it relates

to the dispersion. The leading facts of the dispersion of Israel arc

given in the following passages. In 1 Chron. v, iiG, it is said :

—

"And the God of Israel stirred up the spirit of Pul, King of Assyria,

and the spirit of Tilgath-pilncsor, King of Assyria, and he carried

them away, even the Kcubonitcs. and the Gadltes, and the half-tribe

of Manasseh, and brought them unto llalah, and Ilabor, and Hara,

and to the river Gozan. unto this day." For an account of the final

overthrow of the kingdom of Israel, sec 2 Kind's xviii, 9-11. Shal-
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maneser, after having besieged the capital for a period of three years,

reduced it and carried "away Israel, and put them in Halah, and in

Habor by the river of Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes."
Assyria and >Jedia T\ere, then, the places or countries to ^hich

the Ten Tribes -sNcre carried. Media at that time was a province of

Assyria; but after the death of Sardanapalus, the son and successor

of Pul, it was erected into an independent government. With the

fall of Sardanapalus terminated the old Assyrian empire, after hav-

ing subsisted for nearly one thousand five hundred years, i^ot far

from the year B. C. 750, the fragments of this ancient government
were reconstructed into three kingdoms, namely :—Babylon, Nine-

veh, and Media. The history of these three powers runs in parallel

lines for about one hundred years, or to the year B. C. 670, when the

Assyrians of Babylon and the As.syrians of Nineveh were united

under Saosduchinus, the first Xebuchodonosor of the Holy Scriptures.

The united kingdoms of Babylon and Nineveh having continued foi

about half a century were finally resolved into the kingdom of Baby-
lon proper. In the meantime the sovereign power of Media became
regal. Arbaces, who at the time of the breaking up of the old Assy-
rian empire was provincial governor of Media, (and in fact it was
he who took the lead in the conspiracy which resulted in the over-

throw of Sai-danapalus, and the fall of his kingdom,') continued to

exercise sovereign authority over the Medcs without taking upon
himself the title of king. Dejoces, however, did assume it, and
caused himself to be declared king of the Medes. Let the readei

bear it in mind that according to the explicit language of prophecy,

(Jer. li, 11,) Media was to furnish, under God, the deliverance of his

chosen people.

For an account of the fall of Judah, see 2 Kings, chapters xxiv

and XXV. From the time when the kingdom of Israel was finally

destroyed to the period when the house of Judah was carried away
there elapsed a period of about one hundred and fifteen years.

Jehoiachin fell about the year B. C. GOG. At this date comnicnces
the seventy years' captivity. Judah was therefore carried to what
we have called Babylon proper; for, as is apparent by the dates

already given, Nineveh was now included in Babylon. "We have
been thus particular in placing before our readers these dates, and
the political situation of the captive tribes, that they may the more
easily understand why Babylon is made so conspicuous in those

prophecies in which the deliverance of the Jews is foretold, and,

also, that they may see that the indiscriminate decree of Cyrus ter-

minating the captivity of the Jews, for the reason that the cluldren

of Israel and the children of Judah were all of them under his
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authority, did release the twelve tribes of Jacob from their bondage.
Thej had been carried to Babylon, and Media, and, for anythi'ng

shown to the contrary, they were in these two countries when the
former was conquered by the latter. ^Vhen the time came for their

release from captivity thcij iccrr all inchukd under one goverti-

ment, namely, Media, and, immediately afterward, in Medo-Persia, "

by whose king the great commissi.m of their release was executed.
Media, then, could be excepted from the laniruagc of prophetic denun-
ciation, as but a small portion of l.<racl was deponed into that

country. The largest portion of UnvA and the whole of the house
of Judah were captives in Bubyli'ii. The treasures and sacred
vessels of the Lord's house were in ilahylon. Those who had com-
mitted sacrilege and profaned tlie tvniple of the Most High were in

Babylon; and here, too, were the lineal progenitors of the promised
Messiah. Indeed, it had been declared in the language of prophecy,
that those judgments which were to befall Babylon, and by which
God's people were to be delivered, were "the vengeance of the
Lord, the vengeance of his temple." ( Jcr. li. 11,) uhich is a very
plain intimation that hereby (jud would vindicate the honour of his

name and temple, which I'abyloii iiad despised. Moreover, this

guilty land was to be the theatre npen which the Lord would work
out the great purposes of his mercy in liealing the house of Jacob,
which had suffered by disrupti-.n ;st fm-t, and then by hostilities

and collisions, carried on mutually, for many generations.

We shall now proceed to cite .'^.Jir.e of the passages of Scripture
which go to show, we think, cunelusively, that the promised deliver-

ance from Babylon relates, criualiy. both to Israel and Judah. "We
begin with Jer. 1, 4, 5 : "In [hu<c day.s. and in that time, saith the

Lord, the children of Israel .«h:i!I come, they and the children of i

Judah together, going and weeping: tliey shall go, and seek the I

Lord their God. They shall ask the way to Zion, with their faces

thitherward, saying, Come and 1' t i!.> jnin ourselves to the Lord in a
perpetual covenant that shall not be forgotten." A mere glance at this !

passage will show that it foretells .i period when thr cluldren of Israel
'

and tlie children of Judah siiould yield up their long-cherished ani-

mosity toward each other, and in feelings of mutual reciprocity,

heightened, possibly, by corresp.^nding .sutTerings. should propose per-

petual amity, based upon united and solemn promises to serve their '

God in the spirit of their covenant relations to him. Undeniably,

then, it is here predicted tiiat ul! the tribes of Jacob shall be recov-

ered and united. But it will be asked, Whcu was this reunion to take

place? This is an important que.stion, and it is necessary to a cor-
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rect and full understanding:^ of this prophecy that a true ans'^ver be

given to it. This -we think can be done easily ; for although the

year of the -world is not given in which this -R-as to take place, yet

circumstantial evidence is afforded by which the period of the fulfil-

ment of this prediction is made as certain and satisfactory as if the

date of the year had been given in arithmetical numbers. Jacob's

redemption -was not to be an isolated event. The unfolding page of

revelation upon which this grand con.^ummation is written is filled

closely with other striking disclosures—events which, in character

and magnitude, would, in a sense, form an era, were to crowd the

written history of those daijs and that time. If, then, we can find

the events and tJicir date to Avhich the context refers, we shall also

find the chronology of Israel's and Judah's recovery. "What these

events were, will be seen in the verses immediately preceding the

passages upon which we are now commenting. " The Avord which

the Lord spake against JJabylon and the Chaldeans, by Jeremiah

the prophet. Dechire ye among the nations, and publish, and set up

a standard
;

publi.-h v.vA conceal not : say, Babylon is taken, Eel is

confounded, Merodach is broken in pieces, her idols are confounded,

her images are broken in pieces. For out of the north there cometh

up a nation against her which shall make her land desolate, and none

shall dwell therein; they shall remove, they shall depart, both man
and beast." In those days, and in that time " shall Israel and Judah

unite and come to Zion.'' Mow whatever was the nature of the

visitation here foretold, thus much is certain, that it coueems the

very country in which, and the identical people among whom "the

children of Israel and the children of Judah " were then held in cap-

tivity. There can be no room to doubt that these words are to be

considered as an unuii.-takable denunciation not only against Baby-

lon the capitol, but al.-o against the whole Chaldean empire. They

betoken a ruin so complete that they " shall remove .... both man

and beast," and a juelgment so protracted that " her land'' shall be

"desolate."

"In those days and in that ti?ne" when "Babylon is taken,"

when " Bel is confounded." and " Merodach is broken in pieces," when,

in a word, the whole Chaldean power shall be subverted, Israel and

Judah shall enter into the covenant specified, and return to their

own land. The recovery of the captive tribes, synchronizing, as it

does, with the fall of the "golden" empire, the same evidence in

nature and amount which settles the chronology of the overtlirow of

Babylon, determines the date of the release of the families of Jacob.

And' in anticipation of the deliverance which would ensue to the Jews

upon the predicted fall of their oppressors, the captives are directed
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(ver. 8) to " remove out of the midst of Babylon, and go forth out of

the land of the Chaldeans.''

We now direct the reader's attention to Avhat is said in verses

17-20 inclusive :

—

" Israel is a scattered sheep ; tlio lioiw hnvc drivon him away : first the king

of Assvria hath devoured him; and l.i.-t this Xelmchndrezzar king of liabvlou

hath broken his bones. Thoretore thus siiih tlie Lord of liosts, tlio God of

Israel; Behold, I will punish the king uf l>.ili\I>)n and Iiis land, as I Iiave pun-

ished the king of Assyria. And T will ln-iif^ l-rad .igriin to his habitation, and

he shall feed on Carmel and Bashan. and iii.s soul shall bo satisfied upon ^Nlonnt

Ephralm and Gilead. In those d.iys, and in that time, saith the Lord, the

iniquity of Israel shall be sought for, and tluMe shall be none; and the sins of

Judahj'aud they shall not be found: i'ov I will pardon them whom I reserve."

The evidence in this passa^i^e is, if i)Ossiblc, more direct than that

furnished in the precedini:^ quotation. .Moreover, it contains several

historical allusions Avhich furnish means to identify the persons

intended to be favoured by the inteqjosition -which is here promised.

Here, as in the former citation,, the release of Israel is conjoined

in time -with the punishment of the k'uvj^ of Babylon. But who is

meant by Israel in the sevontLonth vorso V Does it mean the ten

tribes who were called Israel, or .ludah. or does it mean all the

descendants of Jacob? J'cyond a single doubt it means the latter.

And the punishment of the king of Babylon was that by which the

kingdom of Chaldea was irretritvably ruined. This is shown by the

minute hiscorical allusions cmj)luyfd in the text. The king of Assy-

ria is put in opposition to the king ot JJabylon, as the first oppressor

of Israel. The first oppressor had scattered Israel, nay, he had

devoured him, and ''hust this knig of Babylon," who was even more

rapacious than the " lion," had broken Israel's " bones." The dis-

tinction which is made here between Assyria and Babylon will be

comprehended easily, if the reader recalls v.hat has been said already

in reference to the place and eircuinstanccs of the captivity of the

respective parts of the family of .lacob. The ten tribes were carried

away before the breaking up of :!.r old Assyrian monarchy, whereas

it was the Ass\Tians of Babylon who enslaved Judah and destroyed

the temple at .Jerusalem. Now except those Israelites who were in

Media, all of the ten tribes were in Babylon, suffering under its power

and tyranny. These circunistancos clearly show that all the sur-

vivin'T descendants of the patriarch Jacob Avcre included in the

promise of restoration to their own land •'in those duj/s :nid in tliat

time'' when God would puni-Ii the king of Babylon as lu« jiunished

the kin^T of Assvria, which the Lord did by overturning the throne of

Belshazzar, as, previously, he had the throne of Sardanapalus. And,

besides when the blessings are named which were to ensue to Israel
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upon the occurrence of the revolutions specified, the true historical

titles which represent the two branches of the house of Jacob are

used, thereby putting it beyond the reach of successful controversy,

that the ten tribes, as Avell as Judah. were to be partners of the

promised redemption.

It will not be sufficient, however, that we show l;hat Israel is made
co-partner with Judah in the promise of recovery, for some might
yet suppose tliat the prophecies which prove this single point are to

have their fulfilment in a future exaltation of the house of Jacob.

It becomes necessary, therefore, to show that the prophecies in

question had their fulfilment at that particular time which would
make the histories of Israel and Judah one since the termination of

the seventy years' captivity in ]>abylon. We have no doubt that

this point can be made out, full}^ by a just exposition of the proof-

texts which relate to this subject. None doubt tlvat, soon after the

fall of the Chaldean monarchy, Judah was brought back to his own
country. We wish to show that it is just as indubitable that Israel

also came home from his dispersion and servitude in the east at one
and the same time with Judah. The confidence with which we
speak upon this point is grounded in part upon the assumption that

what God promised ho has fulfilled in every instance where the

chronological limitation of the promise has expired. If he promised
Judah that at the close of sevent}^ years' servitude in Babylon he
would work out a deliverance for him, the specific character of the

promise becomes evidence to the fact of Judalvs emancipation. If

this is the logical relation of these texts, it follows inevitably that if

Israel is included with Judah in the scope of these promises, that

Israel did share the boon of fulfilment with Judah. The following

passage from Jer. 1, 33-o5, we quote with great confidence upon this

point :

—

" Thus saith the Lord of hosts ; The children of Israel and the children of
Judah were oppre??od tojrcthcr: and all that took them captives held them
fast ; thc'v rot'u^<.lI to lot thi-ni <:o.

'•Their rwodofm.-r is .-tronjr; the Lord of hosts is his name: he shall

thoroughly plead ihiir cau.-o, that he may give rest to the land, and disquiet
the inhaliitants of I'aViyloii.

" A sword is upon the Chaldeans, saith the Lord, and upon the inhabitants
of Babylon, and upon her princes, and upon her wise men."

We think there can be no question raised respecting the plorc in

which this a)m?non oppression was endured, for the word " together"

designates the pJac: as well as the limr of their sufferings. Where,
but in Babylon, couM they have been "oppressed together," either in

respect to geograpliical position, or synchronical time, so as to have
made it historically possible that their redemption should have been
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as coincident in time as had been tliciv place of oppression ? Now,

unless it can be shown that Judah siifTercd a second oppression in

Babylon, it could not have been possible in the nature of things that

Israel and Judah could have participated in a common release, unless

Israel did actually partake of that whicli we know that Judah did

obtain at the close of the "seventy years" specified in the language

of prophecy. So f^ir, then, as this text aflords proof that Judah was

redeemed from Babylon, it is iiroof that Israel did also obtain

release from the clutches of his Chaldean oppressor. For none can

deny that in the text both Israel and Judah arc represented as hav-

ing received the same treatment, as well in their deliverance as in

their oppressions. That the fulfillu-.riit of this prophecy is limited

to the period in history already alluded to, is proved by the fact that

at that time Babylon "fell to rise to more." As a government it

was utterly overthrown; it has never since revived. Everything,

therefore, which would blend with the history of Babylon, must have

occurred antecedent to the period about which we are writing, as

thereafter she had no history to be written.

The time of this deliverance is therefore settled by indisputable

historical evideiice.

Let the reader note well the con-oborative evidence of the follow-

ing texts :

—

''It shall come to pass, when seirnfii jr-irs arc accomplishe'I, that Iicill puinsk

the kinrj of Babylon, and that tiation. >'i..'/< t!-c Lord, for their iniquity, and the

land of the Chaldeans, am! will hkiI.- it j,'rj„,ual dtsolationsrjer. xx\; 12.

^^ I ivill punish the king of Bah;/'"" .... awl I will bring Israel again

to Ms habitation .... the ini>i'tiri/ </ J. racl shall be sought for, and there

shall he none: and the sins of Judah. and thc>/ shall not be found: for I will

pardon them whom I reserve." Jcr. I. Is-i'O.

If the period from which tlie s'-vrulij i/cars date was B. C. GOG, as

is commonly supposed, then t!ie captivity would end about B. C. 53G,

which is the date of Belshazzar's fall. The reader is reciuested to

notice that Judah's recovery is C'tnu^'cted. in date, with the punish-

ment of the king of Babylon, which tuok place K C. 530. Now, it

is the recovery of Judah at that jiarticular time to which the promises

in the foregoing texts relate. Hut the name of Israel is coupled

Avith that of Judah in the promises of deliverance at the time when

God would "punish the king of Uabylon." It will follow, therefore.

as an uncontrollable, logical iK-ccs-ity, that the ten tribes of Israel

^ere to be joint-heirs of the promi-ed redemption. So far, then, as

relates to the ti?nc in Avhich tlu-se predictions were to be fulfilled,

the evidence in the texts quoted is so full and direct that no logical

advantage would ensue from the multiplication of parallel passages.

We shall, therefore, pass on to the consideration of another class of

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—'27
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scriptures in -vNhicli other branches of the general argument arc

unfolded.

It Avill be remembered that in the course of the prophetical rev-

elations made concerning Judah's recovery from Babylon, the

human agent of their reIca.so is announced by name. ^Yhat -we wish

to show by tlie following quotations is, that that j^articular release

from foreign servitude, ivhich Ji/Jah obtained through the clemency

of Cyrus, icas aho rnjnijcd by Israel or the ton tribes.

In Jeremiah li, 11, it is very plainly, but in general terms,

announced that the overtlirow of Babylon would bo by the hand of

the ^Nledes. But Isaiah, in chapter xliii, is very direct and miuute

in proof upon this point. In verse 1, Jacob and Israel are addressed,

the Lord saying to them, "Fear not, for I have redeemed thee;"

and in verses five to seven inclusive, the Lord promises to bring

their " seed from the east and gather them from the west." He

says, " 1 will say to the north, Give up ; and to the south. Keep not

back: bring my sons from far, and my daughters from the ends of

the earth. Every one that is called by my name ; for I have created

him for my glory, 1 have formed him, yea, I have made him.''

But what does this gathering of " every one" of Jacob and Israel

mean? And when was it to take place? These questions are in

part answered by wliat is said in the fourteenth verse :
" Thus saith

the Lord, your Kedeemer, the Holy One of Israel; For your sake I

have sent to Babylon, and have brought down all their nobles, and

the Chaldeans whose cry is in the ships."' By whom did God send

to dash in pieces the " golden cup ?" The answer is given Isaiah xlv

1-4, in the following testimony :

—

" Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have

holden, to subdue nations bclaro him ; and I -snll loose the loins of kings, to

open before him tlio twohavc'd gates, and tlie gates shall not be shut; 1 will

go before thee, and make tin- crooked plaees straight: I will break in pieces

the (rates of brass, and cut in sunder the bars of iron: and I will give thee the

treasures of darkne--;. and iudd-Mi rii-lios of secret places, that thou mayest know

that I, the Lord, wliiL-Ii eail tliee by thy name, am the God of Israel. For

Jacob, my servant's .-ake, and Israel mine elect, I have even called thee by

thy name : I have suriiamed thee, though thou hast not known me."

There can be no doubt, we think, that in this prediction we have

a clear preannouncement of the overthrow of Babylon by Cyrus.

Nor is there reason to suppose that the te.\t was to have any other

than a plain historical fultihacnt. What is here said respecting

Cyrus as the conqueror of liabylon will be seen not to conflict with

Daniel v, 31, where it is said tliat " D:iriu3 the ^lede took the king-

dom," if the following facts be well considered. Parius the Mede

is the same as Cyaxarcs II., of profane history. Cyrus was the son
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of Astyages, the third kin- of Media. He succeeded his father in
goverament, and reigned for a peri.-d of tiiirty-five years Alan-
dane, the sister of Darius, had been -iven in marriage by his fother to
Cambyses. the king of Per.sia. Cyrus Avas the issue of this mar-
riage, and was but one year the junior of his uncle Darius. Dariu^
therefore, as king of the nation by ui,om Babylon Avas subverted'
may very well be spoken of as the conqueror, Avhilc Cyrus as the
acting leader oi t!ic conquering annv, may have been, in a very
special sense, "the rod of the Almighty," chosen to chastise the
oppressors of his people.

In the citations now before the reader, there is an historical relation
subsisting between the several {...ints, revealed and promised which
clearly shows that this great gathrring of the "seed of Jacob, (Isa.
xlui, 5-7,) was to ensue upon the elevation and success of Cyius,
whom God had designated to be the <h-liverer of his oppressed peo-
ple. But then it must be remembered that this was the gathering
of Jacob, the redemption of Tsrarf, Tlie- desirrniUJons here employecf
are never, so far as we now know, aj.plied to Judah exclusively, espe-
cially when used in a plain historical sense. The conclusion is,

therefore, unavoidable, that the tea tribes were included in the
common redemption from bond.-ige wrought out for Jacob bv the
hand of Cyrus.

Before closing the book of J^ai.di we will direct the attention of
the reader to the forty-eighth ehafitor. which gives concurrent tes-

timony to the point under C'>nsi<|.T uion. Jn the first verse is the
following address: "Hear yo tl.•^ {) house of Jacob, which arc
called by the name of Israel, and are come forth out of the waters
of Judah, which swear by the name of the Lord, and make mention
of the God of Israel, but not in truth nor in righteousness." Fol-
lowing this address is a sketch of their obstinacy and errors,

from which they were to be n-fincd by their afllictions in Baby-
lon. This finished, thoy are c\\l-l niv.n in the twentieth verse—
" Go ye forth of Bal)yioii, lice y.- from the Chaldeans, with a
Toice of singing declare ye, tell tliis, utter it even to the end (

of the earth; say ye, Tiie Lonl i;ath redeemed his servant Jacob." f

The time of this redemption is shown by the fourteenth verse ; it
|

was to be realized Avhen God should "do Ins pleasure on liaht/Inn.'''
j

But who are they that are to '"g
> firth of Jiabylon," and who arc to

'

"flee from ChaldeaV " \Vi' answer, tlicy arc the same persons who '

j.

in the first verse are called Jacob, alias Israel, ic/iu cumc forth of
\

the waters of JiiJah. It only remains to show that the persons

addressed in the first verse are the ten tribes of Israel, and then

it will have been proved that they were recovered with Judah. The
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true historical application of this passage very much depends upon
the meaning of the metaphor of water here used to make out the
description of the persons intended to he favoured by the interposi-

tion promised. There is a parallel use of this v;oTd in Kev. xvii. 15,

where it is said, " the waters which thou sawest .... are peoples,

and multitudes, and nations, and tongues.'' Here the word is used
metaphorically to signify communities of persons, or persons in a
collective sense. We sec no ground to doubt that it is used in the
same sense in the te.xt under discussion. The description, therefore,

refers to that portion of the family of Jacob who were called Israel,

but specifically those tvho came forth out of the waters of Jiidah ;

that is, that branch of Jacob wlio separated themselves in a collective

and governmental sense from Judah. These, surely, were the " tea
tribes." At the time appointed they were to go out of Babylon,
and flee from Chaldea. But how or when could they escape from
their oppression, if it were not jointly with Judah? for the Modes
were to make "Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, and the beauty of
the Chaldees' excellency as when God overthrew Sodom
and Gomorrah." Isa. xiii, 10. The Lord had declared that he
would "sweep" Babylon "with the besom of destruction;" that he
would "cut off the name, and remnant, and son and nephew," from
that land. And these denunciations have been so literally fulfilled,

that had not Israel tied away he nmst have been annihilatcnl with his
doomed captor. Here then is positive evidence that the ten tribes

of Israel were to be joint partakers with Judah of that deliverance
from Babylon which would ensue upon the fall of that proud and
powerful kingdom.

Having now shown the place of their captivity, the time and visi-

ble age7it of their release—both of Israel and Judah—we shall pro-
ceed to examine some predictions, which, while they yield additional
proof to the points already established, will exhibi*t other important
views in the history of this general subject. And we desire the
reader, as we proceed in this brief exegesis of texts, -to note the accu-
mulation of evidence, that the svhjcct-matter cf these prophecies is
purehj historical. This fact will be used hereafter, not only to jus-
tify the construction put uj)on these particular texts, but, also, as
showing necessarily the truth of our main position.

In Jeremiah xxxiii, 7, 8, we have a strong point of evidence upon
our main doctrine. Here it is said :

—

" And I will ( niisc the captivity of Jinlah and tho captlvitv of Israel to
return, and I will build tlioni, as at the first.

" And I will cleanse theui I'ronj all their iniquitv, wherebv they have sinned
against me

;
and I will pardoa all their ir,i,juitles ^vhereby they have sinned,

and whereby they have tran.sgressed a'minst me."
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The captivity from which they wove to return is shown, by verses

4 and 5, to be that which they were to endure in Ciialdea for their

sins and transgressions. But what is meant by the promises, "will
build tJiem as at tlie first. ?" And whut jiroof docs this afford, if any,
that the ten tribes returned with du.lah to the Holy Land? These
questions are easily and ?ati.<fuoturily answered. Many years
before Jeremiah came into the |)rophctic scene, God had said by the
mouth of Hosca (chap, i, -i)—" i will avon-c the blood cf Jozreel
upon the house of Jehu, and u-ill cause to CE.\SE the kingdom of
the house of Israel.'' This subversion took place when the house
of Israel was carried away into tiie land of Assyria. From that
day forth it never has existed as a srjiarale government.

But, accompanying the prediction of their overthrow, is a promise
of their recovery. A leading cliaiiictcristic circumstance connected
with their redemption is, that it wa>^ to be in connexion with Judah's
restoration, and both henccfurth were to be consolidated in one civil

power. This is clearly the testimony in Hosca i, 11, where it is

said, "Then shall the children of dudah and the children of Israel

be gathered together, and appoint themselves one head, and they
shall come up out of the lanil: f^r great shall be the day of Jezreel."

Here, then, it is shown, that to "build them as at the first"

meant to reconstruct them into one government as they had
existed in the days of David and S ol-unon. \Ve have seen that the

government of "the house of Israel" was broken up by the Assyr-
ians—that as a separate kingdom it has never since existed. But
the Lord promised that he w<-uM "cause the captivity of Judah
and the captivity of Israel to n-tuni, and'' would "build them as at

the first." Here, then, we press the ([uestion, Did the Lord cause the

captivity of Judah to return 'i Did he not, then, also cause the cap-

tivity of Israel to return? He did "cause to cease the ki!)i^do7n of

the house of Israel." Did not the Lord then also " build them as at

the first?" "We confess that we are unable to conjecture any reason-

able ground for a negative answer to the implied conclusions to which,
these interrogativcs lead. Ind' ed, the whole chapter (Jer. xxxiii)

from which wo arc quoting is rep'.cie with evidence of the return of

Israel with Judah to their own country, and of their joint-possession

of their former inheritance. A few Citations, however, must suffice.

Verses 13 and 14 :

—

'' In tlie cities of tlio mountain-:, in tl,.. ,.iii.-s of the vale, ai;<l In the citio? of

th.?. south, and in tho land ot' I)i iijinun. and in the j.laces ahuut Jenisileui, and
in the cities of Jud ih. sliall th-- i!'>ik< jnx a^'ain under the h.inds of liim that

telKnh thorn, saith the Lord. Ueiiold. th..- days eouie, saith the 1-ord. that I will

perform that jrood thing which 1 h.^ve jironnscd unto the house of lirael and
to the house of Judah."
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Again, verges 23-20 :

—

" Moreover the word of the Lord canie to Jeremiah, saying, Considercst

thou not what tlds people luivo spoken, saying. The two families which the

Lord hath chosen, he hath even cast them otf ? thus they have despised my
people, that they should bo no more a nation before them.

'• Thus saith the Lord: If my covenant be not with day and night, and if

I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth; then will 1 cast

away the seed of Jacob, and David my servant, so that I will not take any of

his seed to be rulers over llie seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob : for I will

cause their captivity to return, and have mercy on them."

Now, when it is remembered that it was their enemies, even they

who now held them in bondage, that tauntingly said, " The two

families which the Lord hath chosen, he hath even cast them off," it

will be easily seen that a construction is to be put upon the passage

which will make God's reply to them a rebuke to their pride and

assumption, and at the same time a promise to the " seed of Jacob"

of release from the grasp of the ambitious and sneering Chaldean.

To deny this would be to deprive the text of its significancy.

The context, as all may see, requires that an application be allowed

to the passage under discussion, which makes it yield direct and

positive proof that Israel did return with Judah from Babylon to

their own inheritance.

We now proceed to notice a few passages in the Book of Ezekiel.

This prophet, it will be remembered, was one of the captives in

Babylon. We mention this fact, in this connexion, merely to show

that there is no chronological necessity to look below the tcrmi?mtion

of the captivity in Babylon to find the historical matter of those

predictions which speak of the recovery and reunion of all the

tribes of Israel. ]Sow, unless there are solid reasons for referring

them to a period subscr|ucnt to the one in question,—and they must

be reasons founded in tlic terms employed, or in the general scope

of the subject,—then we can see no just ground to doubt that these

predictions were fulfilled at the time and in the manner which we
have shown that corresponding prophecies have had their fulfilment,

ruttered by Isaiah and Jeremiah, who were contemporaries with Eze-

kiel. Indeed, in our judgmeut, a large portion of the prophecy of

Ezekiel is occupied with the subject of Jacob's redemption from

Babylon. It is not necessary to cite all the passages which it con-

tains bearing upon the point under discussion. We intend little

more than to indicate the nature of the testimony which abounds in

this prophetic book.

^Ve begin with chapter xvi, verse 53 :

—

" When I shall bring again tluir captivity, the captivity of Sodom and her

daughters, and the capti\ity of S.'.maria aiid her <laughters, then will 1 bring

again the captivity of tiiy captives in the midst of them."
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Jerusalem, on account of her groat wickedness, is here called

Sodom ; and Samaria, for a corrosj)on<lin;j reason, is styled her sister.

These two cities were respectively the seats of government of Judah

and Israel ; and consequently, by a figure of speech, they are put for

the people which were represented in thorn. ^Vhen the prophet

announced their common release, they both were in captivity in

Babylon. 'Now, unless this proj)hecv was fulfilled by the return of

both branches of the house or.J:u;'.b frnin ]>abylon, during the time

of Cyrus, we confess to an inabihty to sec how it can be fulfilled

at all, inasmuch as it is undeniable tliat at that time " Sodom and

her daughters" were brought back ; but if •' Samaria and her daugh-

ters" were left, then, by the nature of the case, there could be no

community in the boon announced, and this is the characteristic

point shown by the passage.

We pass to the consideration of evidence upon our main point,

contained in the thirty-seventh chaj)tor of this prophecy. And as

it would occupy a larger space tlian can be allowed to it in this

brief discussion, to quote all that is necessary to a perfect under-

standing of the view which we wish to place before our readers, we

must beg them to verify for themsolvos several things which we

shall assume as true in our exj.ositiun. We shall, however, give a

very brief analysis of several clmjitors })receding the one to which

•we have specially alluded, as tlu-rcby the reader will more easily

comprehend the evidence wo adduoe from it in favour of om- main

subject.

Our purpose will be answcnd by onnraencing with chapter xxiii,

in which the idolatries of J.-raol and Judah are portrayed by the

metaphor of two lewd womon. (l-Jl.) Following this description

of their character, is a denunciation of severe judgment against them,

(22-49.) In chapter .xxiv, 1-1 J, .lorusalem is particularized by the

enormity of her crimes, aiid tli.' .^owrity of her j)unishment under

the figure of a boiling p^t ; but it wa-; a reward so well merited that

the prophet is forbidden to " \\<.'\>" ur - mourn" for his dead, (15--27.)

In chapter xxv, it is announco.l that God, in turn, would punish the

enemies of Israel; and in cliaptor .wix. verse 21, after having fore-

told the overthrow of Egypt by Nobuchadrezzar, it is said, '"In that

day will I cause the horn of Jsraol to bu<l forth," which showed the

incipient workin-^ of a system of moans by which God would accom-

plish their emancipation, as it is doscribed in chapter x.xxvi.

We now ask the reader" .: aitrntion to the subject-matter of the

thirtv- seventh chapter. Hero i-' contained the famous vision of "a

valley full of bones," (verso 1 .) W bile the prophet was gazing, mourn-

fully, upon the symbolical remains of a once great and prosperous
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people, the Lord asks him if these bones can live, (verse 3,) and

then commands him to prophesy unto these bones, and say unto

them, " ye dry bones, hoar the -word of the Lord," (verse 4.) Now,

although it has been thought by some expositors that this vision

related to something in intimate cunncxion with the dispensation of

the gospel, and the future restoration of the Jews under its ministra-

tions, and by others to be a prophetic representation of the final

resurrection, we are of the opinion that it had its complete realiza-

tion in the political revivification of the house of Jacob. Indeed, if

respect is to be had to the exposition of the vision which God gave

to the prophet at the very time Avhen he was favoured with this

insight into the future, its application thereby must be deemed to

have been settled. We, therefore, feel safe in submitting our judg-

ment to the evidence in the case.

In verse 11 God told the prophet that "these hones are the

WHOLE HOUSE OF JsuAEL." But thc question will at once arise,

What is intended by thc resurrection of these bones ? The answer

is at hand in verses 12, lo, and 14, and is in the following language,

namely :

—

" Tlierefore prophesy and say unto tlicm, Thus saith the Lord God ; Behold,

O my people, 1 will oiion your graves, and cause you to come up out of your

graves, and brinu you into \.\\\} land of Israel.

" And ye shall know that 1 am the Lord, when I have opened your graves,

my people, and Imiui'ht you up out of your graves.

" And shall put mv .Spu-it in you, and ye sliall live, and T shall place you

in your own land : then ^hall ye know that I tlie Lord have spoken it, and

perlbrmed it, saith the Lord."

By a proper attention to the facts relating to the history of the

house of Israel at the time when this prediction was uttered, and

also to the explicitiiess of the language employed in the exposition

of the vision itself, an easy and natural sense of the passage can be

gained.

The "whole house of Israel" was in captivity at the time when

the prophet saw that '•valley of bones." About twenty of the

seventy years of the period for which they were doomed had already

past away. The sufferers had said, (verse 11,) " Our bones are dried,

and our hope is lost : we are cut off for our parts." The muscles

and sinews of the tribes had been torn asunder, and devoured by

a rapacious enemy. In order, therefore, to prevent utter despair

throughout the house of Jacob, God directed the prophet to say to

them that these dnj hones should live; that he would cause their

graves to be opened, and would bring them up out of their graves,

and cause them to come into tlieir own land again. These dry bones,

then, were the skeletons of the tribes of Jacob. They were stripped
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of every social and political function by tlicir heathen conquerors.

Their grave was Babylon, Avlicrc no^Y Avcre buried their national

franchises and honour ; in a word, all that they held dear in the

institutions of their fathers and of their God. The resurrection

promised, then, was the roin.statenient of the nation in the land of

Israel. This, ^ye believe, to be the only true sense of this remark-
able passage. Now, if we are correct in this opinion, and shall be
able to show that the phrase, • the wh'.lo house of Israel," includes

the ten tribes, then the pas.-age becomes positive proof of the return

of all the tribes, and of their reunion iu government and the social

state at the close of " the seventy years' captivit3^"

The phrase itself, if it bo considered in its relation to the subject

to TY'hich it is applied, were it not that traditivo prepossessions often

influence the judgment, would be deemod ])roof that the application

which we have given it is just and true, although no exegetical tes-

timony were at hand to support it- But wo are happy to say that

the construction now given it i> nu-t amply and satisfactorily cor-

roborated by evidence which preelu Ivs a doubt as to its import in

the connexion in which it occurs. This is furnished in verses fif-

teenth to twenty-second inclusive :

—

" The word of the Lord came .T.'ii.-i iiti!o hk', ynyinjr. jMorcover, thou son of
man, take thee ouo stirk, and wilu- i:; on it, ].,r Jn.'lali', and lor tlie children of
Israel his companions: then take aii.tilur stick, and write upon it, Tor Joseph,
the stick of Ephraiui, and for all liu' ]...iiM' ui Lrael his conif)anions

:

" And join them one to anuth.-r iaio one viick; and they shall become one
in thy hand.

"And when the chihlren of thy pc.,|,l,. c'l..]! yprak unto thee, sayinc;, Wilt
thou not show us what thou nu a'j"--t t'_'. ilir-- y

" Say unto them, Thus saitli tli.!^ Lml (;.«!; Ik-hbld, I will take the stick

ofJoseph, which is in the hand of KplLMim. and tin- trihes of Israel his fellows,

and will put them with iiim, even vsitii iii>: <wk of Jutbh, and make them one
stick, and they shall be one in my liand.

" And the sticks whereon thou wrii.-t dull he in thy liand before their eyes.

"And say unto them, Thus .-aiili the. Lord (Jod;' I5ehold, I will take the
|

children of Israel from amon^ the h.-.-jihen, whither they be j^onc, and will I

gather them on every sli>', atnl i/'-in_' tit- :u into iJirir own land:"

"And I will make llu-m one ii,iii..u in the land upon the mountains of I

Israel; and one king shall be kin:; to t!i.-ni all: ami tliey shall be no more
|

two nations, neither shall tiiey l.<- dnid. d into two kingdoms any more at all." I

It is not necessary to multiply words upon a passage so direct !

and full in its evidence of the truth >>i' the doctrine now utuler con-
[

sidcration. The vision of the rosurroction of the "dry bones" is i

then direct and positive proof, as fir as the forctelliTig of an event

can be evidence that the event has t:ikon phice, that the whole house

of Israel were recovered fp^m th' ir dispersion in As'^yria and

Babylon, and restored to their own land by Cyrus, according to the

divine promise. And now the cvi-lence of our position becomes
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cumulative
; for having declared his pui-pose to restore the whole

"house of Israel," the Lord proceeds to show by what steps this

great event was to be broui^'ht about. (See chapters xxxviii and
xxxix.) In the latter chapter, in verses 25, 2G, God renews his
promise to restore the whole "house of Israel;" and in antici-

pation of their coming to dwell in their land, full directions are
given for the rebuilding of the temple, and the celebration of its

holy services; and the book is concluded, beginning at the thirteenth
verse of chapter xlvi, with directions for a repartition of the land to
the twelve tribes hi/ name.

Our readers cannot have foiled to notice one characteristic of all

the scriptures which we have cpioted. namely, that Israel and Judah
are constantly united in the promise of redemption from Babylon.
And those selected are from a class of promises which none" can
doubt were fulfilled in relation to Judah, under Cyi-us. But why
should we question their fulfillment, also, in relation to Israel?
It may be replied that the return of Judah is a matter of written
history, and, "therefore, all doubt in respect to it is precluded;
whereas no such testimony exists in relation to Israel, consequently'
it is reasonable to suppose that they never returned from their dis-
persion in the east. Were this assumption true, it would be a formi-
dable dilSculty in the way of our conclusion. Wo- have foreseen
that with many candid minds, who will readily allow the fairness
and legitimacy of our exposition of the proof-texts, it will be ft'lt

that a link is wanting, in direct and positive historical testimony, in
order to connect the exposition with the doctrine that hereby the
argument may be completed.

We cheerfully admit that it would be an anomaly if Israel did
return from Bab;ylon that no mention is made of that fact, since
Judah is so repeatedly spoken of in the even partial history of that
people subsequent to the building of. the second temple. This
apparent silence in relation to Israel need, however, occasion no sur-

prise, for, from the day that Samaria foil by the hand of the Assvrian
conqueror, the kingdom of the house of Israel CEASED TO EXIST.
The last scene of its history was exhibited in the tragedy of its

explosion. Like the ship upon the ocean, when her magazine is fired,

as soon as the first shock of ruin is past, she disappears from the
face of the waters. The mission of that kingdom had been fulfilled.

God had punished the pride and disobedience of Solomon. (1 Kings
xi, 9-13; xii, lb.) Moreover. Israel in turn had become corrupt,
and God had denounced the kingdom, (Ilos. i, 4,) and the denun-
ciation had been terribly fulfilled in the overthrow of the government
and the captivity of the people. This was a final destruction of
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their governmental character. Tlie page of history which they had

been accustomed to occupy became a blank, for tlie suthcient reason

that all national functions havini; become extinct, there -s^as no

action to be recorded.

There is another fact ^YhicIl ^ill ^nvatly aid us in accounting for

this seeming silence respecting the history of the " ten tribes."

And, moreover, it is a fact which will serve to conduct us to the

positive historical evidence wiiicli is so great a desideratum in com-

pleting our argument upon this .subject. To fully compreheml it,

it is necessary that we carefully nutice the Bible use of the various

apj^ellations given to the -hw?, as a nation, and their application

when employed to represent the rosjiective branches into which the

Jews were divided during the successive periods embraced in their

history. By overlooking this important circumstance the reader may

be easily misled, or at least confused, in his knowledge of the subject.

Before the disruption of the nation, under the administration of

the successor of Solomon, their common title was Israel, the name

of the father of the tribes, or Jacob. Subsequent to the rebellion

this name Avas appropriated to the ten tribes, because, it may be

.presumed, they formed the larger portion of the descendants of these

good and reverend men. During their separate national existence,

the ten tribes are also called Samaria, I^phraim, and Joseph. These

latter titles arose, it is likely, frum the following circumstances :—

Samaria, the metropolis of l.-rael, was situated in the portion of

Ephraim, who was the sun of Joseph. While the division of the

nation continued, the tribes of Judah and Benjamin were denominated

Judah, because that was the regal family. They were also called

the "house of David,"' because from David descended the legitimate

line of kin""S. At other times they were called Jerusalem and Zion,

for the former was the capital of tlie kingdom, and embraced within

its precincts Mount Sion. But subsequently to the close of "the

seventy years' captivity," the names Judah and Israel are applied

to all Jews indiiTerourly, irrcspi.-crive of any previous use of them as

employed to distinguish the tv,-o branches of the nation, as before

stated.* This latter fact is capable, when duly considered, of lend-

ing important aid in clearing up several things in relation to the

history of the ten tribes, and also of assisting us to identify the

actual evidence of their return, which is to be found in the historical

records of the nation made subsequently to the return of the

Jews from Babylon. Abundant proof and illustration of these

points exist in the books of Zechariah, Ilaggai, and Malachi,

and also in the histories of Ezra and ^Slehemiah, all of whom wrote

«> See Home's Int., vol. i, p. 3S8.
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after the expiration of the " seventy years." But what do Ezra and

Nehemiah say upon the general question ? Do they, or either of

them, say anything bearing upon the point now under discussion?

If they do, all will allow that their testimony, if relevant to the case,

must be competent to settle the question. But, then, it must not be

forgotten that absolute silence on this point would not prove that

the "ten tribes" did not return to their country; for, as Israel, they

had no character to figure upon the page of history; and, besides,

from the time that the divine promise was fulfilled in makiiig them

ONE again, the same title, whatever it be that is employed, com-

prises the whole nation.

Let us now turn to these books, and examine the testimony which

they give upon the points in question. In Ezra vi, 16, are the fol-

lowing AYords :
—

" /Vnd the children of Israel, the priests, and the

Levites, and the rest of the children of the captivity, kept the dedica-

tion of this house of God with joy?". (See also verses 21, 22.) Now,

here occur the old-established designations of the nation which were

used previous to their division. The children of Israel, the

priests, and the Levites, comprehended all the distinctions among

them which were founded upon the law ; and, except for some par-

ticular reason, the people were never otherwise entitled than Israel,

or the children of hracl. It follows, then, unavoidably, that Ezra

uses the term Israel to represent all the descendants of Jacob, or else

to mean the ten tribes, so that, in either case, the proof of their return

is clear and conclusive. (See also chapters iii, 1 ; ix, 1 ; x, 1 and 25.)

Nor is the testimony of ISeheraiah less conclusive. One passage

we quote from chapter i, verse G :
—

" Let thine ear now be attentive,

and thine eyes open, that thou mayest hear the prayer of thy servant

which I pray before thee now, day and night, for the children of

Israel thy servants, and confess the sins of the children of Israel,

which we have sinned against thee : both I and my father's house

have sinned." In chapter x, ?.d, Nehemiah makes the same distinc-

tions which were made by Ezra. See Neh. ix, 1, 2; xi, 3; and

xiii, 3 ; also Bishop Patrick's note on Ezra vi, 16.

We pass to 1 Chron. ix, 2, 3 :

—
" Now the first inhabitants that

dwelt in their possessions in their cities were, the Israelites, the

priests, Levites, and the Nethinims. And in Jerusalem dwelt of the

children of Judah, and of the children of Benjamin, and of the chil-

dren of Ephraim, and Manassch." Upon the second verse as

above quoted. Dr. A. Clarke has the following note :—

" This is spoken of tlio<e wlm ri'tiirncd from the Babylonish captivity, and

of the tunc in which they rctiinicJ ; for it is insinuated here that other per-

sons aftericard settled at Jerusalem, though these mentioned here were the
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Jirst on the return from captivity. Tropcrly sjwaking the whole of the Israel-

itish people, -ft-ho vvcrc, ever since the duys of Joshua, divided into the four
following classes :—l. The ;t;r/V,s-.S-. '1. The Ze nto. 3. The common j>eo/)/e or
simple IsraeUtes. 4. The Nethiuiins or slaccs of the temple."

In confirmation of our method of proof, -wc -svill add Mr. Benson's

note upon the same te.xt :

—

" The common people of Jiidali ami Israel, called here by the general name
of Israelites, which was given them lieiore that unhappy division" of the king-
doms; and now is re-torcd to them when the l.-raelites are united wit!i the Jews
in one and the same commonwealth, tliat so all the names and signs of their

former divisions might be blotted out.''

We do not Avish to insinuate that cither Dr. Clarke or Mr. Benson
believed that the "ten tribes" returned Avith Judah. The latter

we know did not ; nor have wo any good reasons for thinking that

the former did. And yet it ought not to be thought impertinent in

us if we do inquire how Judah and brael could be united in one and
the same comraonwealtli, as Mr. Beni^on affirms them to have been

after the captivity, if tlie latlcr did not return with i\iQ former from

their dispersion ? Nor arc we able to see how the disbelief of these

eminent commentators in the point of doctrine which we are attempt-

ing to establish can lessen the value of the incidental proof which

their exposition of an important fact gives to the proposition under

discussion. They respectively cmnrm what we have said in refer-

ence to the use of the terms l-srael and Israelites. Nor could they

have done otherwise without {).ilpably disregarding the testimony of

the third verse that the childjtn of Ephraini and Manasseh dwelt

in Jenisalem. But all kn.r.v that tlicse were two of the ten

tribes. And how could they have dwelt with Judah if they did not

return with him ? It may bo answered that " a few of the Israelites,

availing themselves of the decree of Cyrus, did return, but that the

great body of them remained in the countries to which they had been

carried." We reply, that it is much easier to assert this than it

would be to prove it, except by .l«j?e[»hus. And however Ave might

be disposed to yield our assent to the tcstimonyof this historian in

ordinary cases, yet when the truth lies between him and such wit-

nesses as the inspired prophet?, wc must believe the latter whatever

becomes of the opinions of the forincr. God has said by the mouth

of Isaiah, (xliii, 5-7,) " / v:iil hnng every one that is colled by

my name from the east, west, unrfU and south, even from the

ends of the earths Now if there are any exceptions in the case

they must be on the other .^ide -jf the question. The rule is that they

came back; the exception, ( if any,) that they remained. This is so,

we mean, if'it is safe to conclu le that Go^l fi/ljilird his promise.

A few references to New Testament authorities shall conclude
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our discussion, for the present, of this subject. We intend little

more than to cite a few texts in coufirmation of the preceding facts

and reasonings employed to support our main position. The few

selected are so clearly relevant to the point, and, withal, so obviously

conclusive, that, in our jud;j;nicnt. more numerous selections would be

superfluous. We begin with Acts xxvi, 7 :
'" Unto which promise

our TWELVE TKiiJES, iu-tautly serving God day and night, hope to

come." Here is, undeniably, a ])lain recognition of the whole house

of Jacob. Then they were not lost. And if the apostle knew that

they were not lost, which he must have known, if he could justify

himself for what he asserts, he also knew where they were at that

time. The common sense of men in general would, by this allusion,

locate them in the land which God had given to their fathers.

Again, the General I-lpistle of James bears the following significant

dedication:—Chap, i, ver. i, "James, a servant of God and of the

Lord Jesus Christ, to the twelve tribes which are scattered abroad,

greeting." The style of address through the epistle, the particular-

ity with which he portrays the conduct of some, followed by appro-

priate admonition and warning, all contribute to show that St. James
had a particular knowledge of the personal character of those whom
he addressed. But how could ho have possessed the information by
which his epistle was dictated if he had no ojiportunity cither by per-

sonal observation, or through the observation of some co-labourer,

both of which would have been precluded if the twelve tribes did

not then exist within the circle of apostolical administration. The
t(^xt, then, must be allov/ed as direct proof that the twelve tribes

were numbered among the immediate objects of apostolic labour

and solicitude; or, (which would be a great absurdity,) it must be

confessed that this epistl(' was sent forth at I'andom, and, as a neces-

sary consequence, without any intelligent motive. The first conclu-

sion is by fiir the most reasonable.

I

Dr. Macknight has a very singular note upon this passage, which
has been quoted by both J)r. Clarke and Mr. Benson: As the case

I now stands the inllucnce of these great and good men lies against

i
the doctrine of this paper. As Dr. Macknight most assuredly, in

j

this case, has himself been misled, and consequently misguided those

!
who have followed him, we feel fully authorized to apply a corrective

t
• to the influence of their error. They all allow the existence of the

twelve tribes, but suppose that thoy were not in their former posses-

sions, and that the ten tribes had nut been there since their disper-

sion in the East, lie says:

—

" Notwithstandin;: Cynis allowo'! all tlic Jews in his dominions to return to
their own land, many of them did not n turn. This happened a<^ceablv to
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God's purpose in pcrniittinjT them to be carried captive into Assyria and Baby.
Ion; for he inteiided to mule himstlf kianni amoni/ the hmthcn 'by means of the
kno^.ledge of his beiuQ a>i<l perfections, ichirh the Juvs in their dispersion would
cotn'Hunica'.e to them. This, also, wits the reasun that God determined that the
teu tribes should never return to their vicn land. IIos. i, G ; viii, 9 ; Ix, 3, 1 j-1 7."

It will bo sufficient to quote one of Dr. Mackni-lit's proof-

texts in support of the above (iuot:ition, and especially the part ^\hich

is emphatic, for the remaiuiii;:; allusiuius are only repetitions of the same
threatening that is contained in the lullo".vin;j; language :

—

" And she
conceived again, and bare a daughter. And God said unto him, Call

her name Lo-ruhamah: for 1 ^vill no more have mercy upon the house
of Israel ; but I Avill utterly take them a\vay." Hos. i, G.

Now, had Dr. ^Macknight consulted Zech. viii, 13-15, he would
have been saved from the mistake into which ho has fallen, and led

others, by the construction wliich he has put upon the language of

Hosea. The Lord had said by the mouth of Zochariah :

" It shall come to pas*, that as ye wore a curse amonir tlie lieathen, O house
of JuJ:ih, and house of 1m;iiI ; s) will 1 >.i\(.- you, and yc shall be a b!essin>r

:

fear not, but let your luuids bo strnu;;. ]\>r tjuis saltli the Lord of Jiosts: A^I
thought to punish you, M-licn your tiithcrs provoked me to wrath, saith the
Lord of hosts, and I repented not : so .-i-;iiM liavc 1 thought in these davs to do
well unto Jerusalem and to the hon.-e of Judah : fear ye not."

See also Jer. xxxi, 27-30. A little attention to the chronology
of these citations will enable us to put this matter in its true lidit

before the reader. Hosea wrote about B. C. 7S5, and ZecharTah
about B. C. 520, or 2G5 years later tlian Hosea. It is easv, now, to

see the perfect irrelevancy of Dr. .Macknigjit's quotations from Ilosea

to support the assertion that Israel should never return to his own
land. For akhougii God had tlireatoncd them with ceaseless expa-

triation, yet he afterward relaxed and promised them a restoration.

He had said by tlie mouth of Amos, Tchap. ix, 10, B. C. TST.)

"All the sinners of my people shall die by the sword," yet by
the mouth of Zechariah. (cl«ap. x. <i. ]}. C. oST,) he promised 'that he
would '-bring them [the hou^e ..f .lo.scpji] :igain to place ihem, . . .

and they shall be as though I ha-i nut case them off." The Israelites

who were carried away for their ido!:itry perished in the captivity,

but their children God brought back to the land of their fathers. In
this God gave a clear illustration of what he had said by Jeremiah,

(xxxi, -29, 30.) The reader can now see that not anything which
Hosea had said concerning the extermination of the house of Israel

can be employed as [iroof tliat the ti n tribes did not return from
their dispersion, because it is shown by later prophet^ that the Lord
changed his purpose in this respect, and historians record the fact

that they did return.
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As, then, the "twelve tribes" mentioned in tlie text under inves-

tigation cannot, vrith any propriety, be taken in the sense in ^Yhich

the commentators before mentioned have applied the desi'^nation,

we are compelled to the belief that the scattering uas that -ivhich is

recorded in Acts viii, 1, and is alluded to ac^ain Acts xi, 19. By
comparing the date of St. James's epistle Avith that of the persecution

above mentio)ied, this opinion -will bo made probable to a defrree,

little, if any, less than certainty itself. The Epistle of St. James, by
Dr. Lardiier, Mr. Benson, and others, is supposed to have been AATit-

ten about the year A. D. Gl ; and the persecution in question took
place about the year A. D. 32: so that the "persecution" by which
the Christians were scattered abroad "as far as Phenice, and Cyprus,
and Antioch," occurred at least a quarter of a century before the

date of the Epistle of James. These facts, the unbiassed reader will

see, help to an unconstrained exposition, by which the text yields

direct and positive proof that the twelve tribes, in a collective sense,

were in the Holy Land, or at least within the knowledge of the apos-

tles in the days of Jesus Christ, and of their own personal ministry.

We have now placed before our readers as much of the aro-umen-

tative testimony upon this point as we deem necessary at this time.

It may not, possibly, induce in their minds the same degree of con-

viction which it has wrought in our own. Still, however, if it should

do no more than lead them to a careful review of their own senti-

ments upon the question, and thereby make them more familiar with
the sacred record, our humble effort will not have been made in vain.

And hereby, also, evidence may be evolved by which the faith of the

Church shall be_^ settled, and her zeal and efforts on behalf of Israel

shall be wisely and efficiently directed for their salvation.

In a subsequent article we intend to exhibit the Bible evidence

upon the subject of Jewish restoration, in which strong corrobora-

tive proof will be given of the justness of our expositions from the

prophets which have been cited in this paper.
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Art. VI.—RO-MAN SLAVERY.

Slavery existed among the Romans from the earliest period of
their history; yet it -was not until tlioir numerous ivars had supplied

them -with hordes of captives, that the system -was developed in its

worst features.

In the lloman law liberty was defined to be "naturalis facultas

ejus quod cuique facere libct, nisi siquid vi aut jure prohibetur,"

that is, the natural ability of doin:; what one pleases, unless hindered

by violence or law. In the same code, slaves are said to be called

servi, from scrvare, because the conqueror preserves his captives for

sale, and does not kill them. For by the laws of war, as it was then

carried on, the vanquished forfeited his right to life; hence, if his

life was spared, he bccauie the property of his conqueror. But the

condition of servitude was always spoken of as contrary to nature.

These prisoners of war were soM for the benefit of the public treas-

ury, or reserved as public slaves for the service of the state. This
may be considered the common origin of slavery.

Slavery also resulted from the condition of birth. All the children

of female slaves v^erejurc f^cudnm slaves, and belonged to the mas-
ter of the mother, whether the fatlier was free or a bondman ; the

law holding that where there was no connubiiDn, that is, lawful wed-
lock, (and there could be none if either party were a slave,) the

child followed the condition of the mother : partus sequitur matrem.
Even a frecborn Roman might become a slave ; for the debtor

who failed to fulfd his obligations was liable to be sold into slavery.

The law was, that if the debtor, within a specified period after the

debt was proved, failed to satisfy, his creditor, he was given over to

him as his bondman. Persons who had no property were obliged in

borrowing money to give security under the form of a sale of them-
selves. If they were unable to pay their debts they passed into the

hands of their creditors and were exposed to all the hardships of

slavery. Many a poor Roman was reduced to slavery from inability

to pay his debts, and his wife and children were liable to share his

fate.*

The slave among the Romans passed for a human being, yet

° "During the first balf of the Jiarniiite war, but in what year is uncertain,

there was passed that famous law which prohibited personal shwery for debt

;

no creditor might for the futur.^ attach the person of his debtor, but he might

only seize his property."—.-Jr^o''''* Rome, vol. iL, p. 277, (Eng. ed.)

FouRxn Series, Vol. VII.—28
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he had no personal rights. The code said, " Quod attinet ad jus

civile scrvi pro nullis habentur, non tameu et jure naturali, quia

quod ad jus naturale attinet omnes homines rcqualcs sunt."^-

—

Digest

i,19, 32.

The master had tlie entire right of property in the slave, and could

do as he pleased ^vith his person, his powers, his earnings. He
could punish, torment, or put him to death at his own will, without

being called to account. And this privilege of the master continued

down to a late period in the history of Kome, certainly all through

the time of the republic. The arbitrary exercise of such unlimited

power, which in the early times had been restrained only by the author-

ity of the censors, was gradually checked by positive enactment ; first

by the Petronian law, which forbade the master to give up his slave

to fight with wild beasts without the sentence of a judge. The

emperor Claudius also took measures to check the cruelty of mas-

ters ; but for the first time, under Adrian and afterward under Anto-

ninus Pius, with severer penalties attached, it was enacted that any

master who should wilfully put a slave to death, should be just as

liable to punishment as if he had taken the life of a person over

whom he had no control. A practice which prevailed among

the Greeks was also introduced by Antoninus, that if a slave

fled to a sanctuary to escape from the cruelty of his master, he

could not be brought out by force, but his master was obliged to

sell him.

"With the earnings of the slave, the Roman law was not as gener-

ous as the Greek; for thougli among the Greeks, slaves were con-

sidered merely as property, yet there were many who worked at

trades and retained their earnings, after paying their masters a

trifling tax. It is true, the Koman slave could acquire a little

property, but in the eyes of the law this belonged to the

master, and might be retained by him even if the slave should be

manumitted.

As the slave was not considered a person, but a thing having no

legal rights, every injury done to him concerned only the master ; and

to the master must satisfaction be given and restitution made. On
the other hand, the master was responsible for all offences committed

by the slave. He could, however, free himself from the responsibil-

ity in cases of private injury, by giving up the slave to the injured

party. The punisb.ment of otiences against the master was lefc to

be inflicted by himself

By the Roman law, if a master was found murdered in his house,

* Tliat is, in the view of the civil law, slaves are not accounted p^-rsons
; yet

it is difFereiit in the law of nature, for by the law of nature all meu arc equal.
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all his slaves ^Ycre liable to be put to death. The necessity for so

severe a law was arf^ucd in tlio Senate, on the j:;round that in no
other way could the murder of masters be efTcotually prevented.

Every slave would be bound by love for his own life to protect

his master's. The first decree of the Senate in reference to this

was enacted under Augustus. According to Tacitus, its provisions

were made still more stringent under IS cro. Tacitus says {Annals,

13, 42) :
—

'^ A decree passed th^' Senate to protect the lives of mas-
ters by the punishment of offending slaves. "With this view it was
decreed that in case of a master slain by his slaves, not only all

actual slaves, but those who had received their freedom and were
living under the roof of the deceased at the time of his murder,
should be put to death." This law was executed with the utmost
rigour in A. D. 61, on the occasion of the prefect of the city beino-

slain by one of his slave?.* According to the strict letter of the

law every slave in the family wa-^ liable to be put to death; but the

people, pitying the fate of so many innocent persons, assembled in

CEOwds to oppose the execution of the law. Then the emperor
issued a proclamation, and all the streets leading to the place of exe-

cution were lined with soldiers und.-rarms, and the unhappy victims,

to the number of four hundred, were put to death.

The general treatment ofslavrs varied, of course, according to the

disposition of the master. Fruin some allusions in the classical

writers, we might infer that in the main they were well treated and
enjoyed many liberties. r»iit we nnist bear in mind that these wri-

ters are speaking of the vrrn'r. ur Imnsc slaves, those that had been
brought up in the family; or of the educated slaves, Avho were often

of great service to the master, and added much to his income.
We read but little in reference to the treatment of the field slaves, who
were employed on the largo Landed estates of the Roman jjristocracy.

On each of these estates was the rr<;astuliim, or jail, in which the

slaves were probably locked tip f-r tlie night, like prisoners in our
penitentiaries. The groans from these houses of bonda'^e have
not come down to us in tlie literature of that age, and it'is only
from an occasional refercnee th.at we infer the prevalence of a sys-

tem of cruelty to the slave far worse than that practised in the

cities.

The obedience of slaves was enforced by severe discipline. The
rod and the lash were in frequent use; but these were not the most
severe instruments of puni-hment. JJurning alive is mentioned in

the Pandects; and Tertullian says it was at first only the punish-

ment of slaves. Crucifivinii was the fate of the wretched slave
° Tacitus, Annal.s, 14. 42.
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even for a slight misconduct. Thus in Juvenal a cruel mistress

is represented as ordering the crucifixion of a slave :—

*

" ' Pone crucem servo.' ' Meruit quo crimine servus

Supplicium ? Quis tcitis adest ? Quis detulit? Audi,

Nulla uuquara do niorlc hominis cunctatio longa est.'

'0 demons! ita scrvus homo est ? >iil fecerit, csto,

Hoc volo, sic jubco, sit pro ratioue voluntas.'"

—

Sat. vi, 218.

That slaves were barbarously treated in Cicero's time, vre infer

from some of his orations. Thus, in his oration Pro Cluentio, § 66,

he says, " Na?n Stratoncm quidern, judices, in cniccm actum esse

exsecta scitote Iin^na.''f Cruel masters sometimes hired profes-

sional torturers. The opprobrious epithets applied to slaves indicate

that they -were frc(jucntly cruelly treated. Those who had been

branded with a hot- iron were termed stigmatii, or literati. These

marks remained visible for life, unless great pains were taken to

conceal or remove them. Slaves who became free and rich, tried to

hide them with plasters. Martiali speaks of a physician who knew

how to efface the traces of former branding.

Another cruel punishment was suspending the slave by the hands,

with weights attached to the feet, and inflicting blows at the same

time. A very common punishment in early times, frequently alluded

to by Plautus, Avas carrying thafurca. This was in the form of a V,

and was placed over the back of the neck upon the shoulders, while

the hands were bound fast to the thighs.

So general was the ill treatment of slaves that nien who, in other

respects, are mentioned as noble and upright, thought it no discredit to

treat them worse than their cattle. Thus we read that Cato, the censor,

would often after supper take a thong and flog such of his slaves as

had not attended properly. He also excited quarrels among them to

prevent their plotting against him.§ Plutarch, in condemnation of

Cato, says. "I must regard it altogether too hard in him, that after

he had used his slaves like cattle till they were old; he should drive

** " • Go, crucify that slave.' ' For what offence ?

Who's the accuser? Where the evidence?

, Hear all : no time, whatever time we take

To eift the cause, when a man's life 's at stake,

Can e'er be long: hear all, tlien, I advise.'

•Dolt! idiot ! Is a slave a man?' she cries.

'He's innocent ; be it so: 'tis my command,

My will; let that, sir, for a reason stand."'

Gifford's Jcvenax.

t "Know, judges, that Strato was crucified, after having his tongue cut out."

i Epigram x, 6C, 6. § Vita Catonis, § o.
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them forth and sell them; which implies that one man stands to

another in no relation except that of ^'ain, whereas we may see that

a greater province is to be conceded to afTcction than to mere legal

right. I at least would never sell an old l:d)ouring ox, and much less

would I part with an old slave, who had grown u[) on the same soil

with myself, and been accustomed to the same mode of life, and drive

him forth, as it were, from his countr\', and sell him for a little

money. But Cato, who. in this point, went to an extreme, even left

behind him the horse he had used in !>pain, that he might save the

state the cost of his transportation. Now, whether this be magna-
nimity or a standing upon triilos, I leave each one to judge."

In the time of the emperors the ingenuity of cruel masters seemed
tasked to invent new forms of tortm-o, and the treatment of slaves

was horrible in the extreme. We might multiply quotations from

Juvenal and Martial to prove this. The greatest punishments were
often inflicted for most trivial odenccs. ISencca says the poor slave

had to stand all night at tlie pillow of his dissipated master, and
perform most loathsome menial ollices for him. A cough, a sneeze,

or a gentle whisper was considered a great offence, as it disturbed

the quiet of the debauched reveller, and was punished with the se-

verest scourging.

There is the well-known story of the slave who accidentally broke

a crystal vase at an entertainment where Augustus was present.

His master immediately ordered him to be thrown to the fishes : and
although Augustus interceded for his life, the inhuman master had the

sentence executed. Such ma-ters sometimes suffered terrible retri-

bution from the vengeance of their slaves. Pliny* tells us that the

slaves of Largius ]\Iacedo, whose fxthcr had himself been a slave,

suddenly attacked him as he was bathing at his villa. After cruelly

maiming and mutilating him. they threw him upon the glowing pave-

ment of the bath to see if life were extinct. Pliny adds that he

lived long enough to have the solace of revenge.

The early Ilomans, from th'.'ir simple habits of life, required the

service of but few slaves. Toward the end of the republic, when
Rome, by her wealth and conquc.'its, had brought hordes of slaves to

her capital, an almost incredible number were kept by the nobility.

It was customary to have a slave for almost every distinct work.

Cicero speaks of the meanness of the household of Piso, because the

same slave served for cook, and for taking care of the reception-

room. In the houses of the wealthy lioinans, there were slaves who

acted as their master's stewards, attending to all their money tran-

sactions, and sometimes engaging in trade on their master's account,

" K{>i3. iii, U.
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for it was not reputable for the senator or patrician to be engaged
directly in trade.

There was a class of slaves, and quite important functionaries

they were, whose business was to bear tlic lectica, or sedan-chair,

for their master or mistress. The strongest and best-looking slaves

were selected for this duty—Syrians, Celts, Germans, and Cap-
padocians. Before them went another class of slaves, called anteam-

bulones, whose business was to clear the way for the Jrctica, which
they did by crying out, Date locum domino meo. The liomans were

fond of this kind of display, and wc find mention made of outriders

before their carriages as early as the first century of our era.

The class of slaves called nomenchitorcs were considered very

necessary to those who desired to attain office from the people.

It was the business of these slaves to attend their master in his

walks through the city, or to stand by his side when he received his

morning visitors, and announce to him the name of each person he
met, or each one that called upon him ; for the common people

expected many little attentions from those who asked for their votes.

The houses of the aspirants for public honours must be open to all

who called, and they were themselves expected to speak by name to

each one they met in their walks through the city.

There were separate classes of slaves in the houses of the great to

take care of the clothes of the master, to attend him when he dined

abroad, to take charge of his garments and shoes, and, as guests fur-

nished their own napkins, to carry these. This latter custom went
out of fashion, as it was found the slave would use the napkin to

wrap up any light article ho could pilfer.

We find that slaves worked in almost every capacity, and occupied

almost every position in trades and professions. Where slavery is

so general, labour becomes disreputable, and at Home trade and com-
merce, unless on an extensive scale, were considered mean and

unworthy of tlie free-born lioman.* Hence the slave carried on the

business transactions of his master. The slave was the teacher, the

avtist, the actor, the man of .science, the physician.

The study of medicine was but little attended to at Rome in the

early ages, and at a later period the practice was almost e.xelusively

given up to foreigners, generally Greeks. The first practitioners

were received with distrust and positive aversion. The elder Cato

warned his son against medicine and the Greek physicians. He
seems to have had more confidence in his receipt-book, filled with

° Cicero (Je Officiis, i, 42) says: Opificesque onines in sordida arte versantur;

nee enim quiilquam inc^cnuum potest habere ofiicina. And again: Mercatura
autem, si tenuis sordida putanda est.
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traditionary medical lore, Hum in the skill of the disciples of Plippoc-

rates. Doubtless the Honians h:id reason to distrust these early

physicians, for there ^Yero probably many quacks among them.

Plautus scourges them -without mercy in his rough jokes ; and Pliny

considers them la^vful game, f^ a- in une ])lacc he says, " Only a doctor

is allowed to kill a man with iuipunity." As professional physicians

were looked upon so uutavouraldy, the Komans employed trusty

slaves as house-physicians. J''oinale slaves were also employed in

this capacity, as we find from inscriptions on their tombs. About

the time of Tiberius, mention is made of oculists, dentists, and those

skilled in the treatment of local di.sorders. The price of physicians

was very low, only about i^-b^K while a skilful cook brought almost

any price, and an accomplished actur was thought worth ^SOOO.

A class of educated slaves were employed as readers; for it was

the custom of literary men, when at their meals or in the baths, to_

have some one read to them. The younger Pliny mentions this as

the habit of his uncle, {Ej>. iii. o :) and iS'epos says of Atticus, that

he never took his meals wiihout having some reading going on.

The poet Martial complains of some who used to invite him to

dine, and then bored him with their bad comedies, (iii, 50.)

Slaves were frequently employed as copyists, and brought much

pain to their masters by cojtying books. Atticus employed a num-

ber of his in copying manuscripts fur sale. Crassus acquired a large

part of his immense wealth by iiaving slaves trained and educated

for different professions. Such slaves were often sold for large

sums ; thus while a common hbuirer was bought for less than a

hundred dollars, thousands were paid for an accomplished gram-

marian,* a successful actor, or a good librarian.

At the banquets of the wealthy llomans every resource was tried

to add to the pleasure of the entertainment. The table was spread

•with a lavish lu.xury that has no parallel in modern times. For the

amusement of the guests, musicians, and sometimes dancers, were

introduced. Among the Greeks the host would have been thought

inferior in accomplishments if he could not take part in those arts

which craced their festal banquets. Epaminondas was distinguished

as a sin"-er and player on the harp; Pelopidas was an elegant

dancer and a skilful nmsician. The lloman, wiiile he imitated the

Greeks in having music and dancing at his feasts, did so, as a late

reviewer t says, "in the spirit of Lord Chesterfield's instruction to

his son :—" If you are fond of miHic. it is all well
;
got a Frenchman

' or Italian to twang and whi-^tle to you; hut never let me see you

« One Sabinu3, according to t^<iicca, paid about five thou.sand dollars for a

Hterarj slave.
' t London Qr., vol. Uxix.
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with a pipe in your mouth, or a fiddle under your chin." So the

wealthy Koraan kept among liis slaves skilful artists for the gratifi-

cation of his guests. Frerpcnt mention is made of the symphoniaci,

the corps of household mu.sicians ; so that we infer they were kept

in many families. In the later and more degenerate days of the

Roman state, mountebanks, mimes, and other similar classes are

mentioned, as exhibiting their skill at private entertainments. As
the savage ferocity of the Iiomans introduced gladiatorial con-

^

tests at their banquets, some masters had their slaves trained for

! these contests, and let them out both for pubHc and private exhi-

bition.

There were also deformed and idiotic slaves, who were highly

prized by the perverse taste of some masters. The more stupid

such were, the higher price they brought. A good fool was con-

sidered cheap' at eight hundred dollars. Fancy prices were often

paid for them. Martial- describes one with sharp head and long

ears, which he moved like an ass. Seneca, speaking of there being

a female slave, a fool, in his family, declares that he is very averse to

such a vitiated taste; " for if 1 ever wish," he says, " to be amuscLl with

a fool, I do not have to seek far—I laugh at myself"r Of course,

i it was not even in every great house that all these different classes

•

^ of slaves were.- And yet on some estates the number was so great

that they had to be clas.^ilied. ^Many of these slaves were kef^ for

show. \Ye infer from Horace that it was customary for the rich in

their walks to be attended by a large retinue. Hel speaks of one

who often had two hundred, and often only ten slaves to accompany
him. He ridicules the pnetor Tullius for being attended by only

five slaves in going from his villa to Rome.

It is impossible to estimate the number of slaves in Italy or

j

Rome at any given period. Some wealthy Romans are said to have

I had ten or even twenty thousand. The slaves of Crassus formed a

large part of his fortune. Jle had more than five hundred architects

and masons. Scaurus had about four tfiousand domestics, and as

many field- slaves. During the civil wars, a freedman of Augustus,

who had sustained great losses, left more than four thousand slaves,

j

besides other property.

The numerous wars of Rome kept up an abundant supply for her

i market. Wars were carried on in ancient times with extreme cru-

elty, and by the common law of nations the vanquished was consid-

*'Epig. vi, 39. " Ilunc vcro acuto capitc et auribus Jongis

,
Qu:« sic movcntur, ut solcnt ascUoruDi."It Ep. L ."Si quanJo fatuo dek-ctari volo, non est mihi longe quserendun;

me rideo." J Sat. i, 3.
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ered to have forfeited his life by his ill-success. If his life ^as
spared he became the property of his conqueror. Prisoners vere
generally sold as soon as possible after the battle in Avhich they were
taken, for the slave-dealers usually followed in the train of the army.
After the fall of the Samnites at Aquilonin, thirty-six thousand
prisoners were sold. In the first Tunic war, in the descent of the
Romans on the African coast, twenty thousand prisoners were taken
and sold. In the gi-cat victory of Marius over the Cimbri, sixty

thousand were captured. Au^^ustus. having overcome the Salassi,

sold thirty- six thousand as slaves. Civsar in his Gallic wars, is

said to have taken over four hundred thousand prisoners, large num-
bers of whom were brought to Home as slaves. Cicero, in the petty

wars in which he was engaged, sold captives enough to amount to

half a million of dollars.

Many slaves were acquired by commerce. "We find early men-
tion of the slave-trade in Africa. The Carthaginians* drove a brisk

traffic in slaves, not only for home use, but also for exportation to

foreign markets. These came from the interior of Africa, where
kidnapping was extensively carrii-d on by the petty chiefs. ^Negroes

were considered somewhat an article of luxury at Rome, and com-
manded a fancy price. The satirists Juvenalf and Martial both

allude to them.

The island of Delos was a large slave-market. It had its slave

prisons, chains, and all the appliances for carrying on an extensive

traffic. It is said that the sales would sometimes amount to ten

thousand in a single day. Cilit-Ia. Pamphylia, and Syria supplied

it. Corinth was for a long time the great slave-mart of Greece ; and
from its commercial relations with JJrundusium and the other sea-

ports of Italy, it doubtless supplied the Romans with many slaves.

Timfeus tells us that Corinth had at one time four hundred and
sixty thousand slaves.

The profits of the slave- dealers Avere enormous, but the business

was always considered disreputable. In the camp of Lucullus cap-

tives were sold as low as about sixty-five cents a head, Avhile the

price of a common labourer at Rome was from seventy-five to one
hundred and fifty dollars. The price of artisans, and such as pos-

sessed extraordinary acquirements, was often very great. Seneca]:

speaks of a pretender to literature, who had a number of learned

^ Cum obsidibus Carthaginiensium mngna via scrvorum crat.

—

Livy, xxxii, 26.

f Tibi i>ocul;v cursor

Gaetulus dabit aut Digri uiivmn ossca 'SlnnTi.—Sat. v, 52,

J Epist x.xvii.
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Blave3, for eacli of whom he had given nearly four thousand dollars.

Suetonius* says Julius Civssar gave extravagant prices for some of

the slaves of his household ; so extravagant that he was ashamed to

acknowledge the amount. Juvcnali" alludes to enormous sums paid

for beautiful slaves. Mavtiali speaks of about four thousand dollars

as being asked for a beautiful boy.

Only the cheaper kind of slaves were exposed in the market and
publicly sold. They were stripped and placed on a wooden plat-

form, so that every one could see and touch them. ]Martial§

describes a scene where the auctioneer frequently kisses the girl

that is for sale, as an incentive for purchasers to buy. Each slave

bore a tablet on his neck, on which were inscribed his name, his good
and bad qualities. According to the Roman law the seller was bound
to tell the fiults of the slave he sold. To this Ciceroj] alludes.

The more beautiful and expensive slaves were not thus publicly

exposed, but were sold in the shops by private contract. We infer

from what Martial"' says, that some were in the habit of going round

to these private slave-markets to merely look at the beautiful slaves.

The extent to which such slaves were furnished for the vilest pur-

poses can hardly be conceived of in modern times.

\Yith all the evils of the system of Roman slavery, there was much
hope to the slave of escape from his thraldom, for slaves were fre-

quently emancipated, sometimes during the life of the master, and

often by will. In some instances the emancipation was absolute,

and at other times some conditions Avere imposed.

The manumission of slaves was of different kinds, and attended

with certain legal forms.

What was called vianutnissio vindicta, was when the master

appeared with the slave before the prtetor or one of the higher magis-

trates, and a third person, in later times always a lictor, by an out-

ward sign diverted the master of all power over the slave. The
lictor placing a little staff upon the head of the slave, pronounced

the words, "^sow I say that vuu are a free man."' The master then

took hold of the slave, and turning him round said, " I wish this man
to be free." The magistrate sanctioned the declaration of the lictor,

and formally announced that the ceremony was complete; after

which the master and others present congratulated the new freed-

man in words we often meet with in Plautus and Terence, "I rejoice

that 3'ou are free." It is probable that the grounds of manumission

were given to the court, and put upon record ; for this became neces-

sary when limitations to the right wore introduced* This manu-

«> JuUus, 47. t^^ . 55. \ Epi?. i, 59. g Epig. vi, 66. j| De Offic. iii, 17.

^ Epig. ix, CO.
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missio vindicta may be justly considered the oldest form. Vindi-
cius,* who made known the conspiracy for the restoration of the Tar-
quins, is mentioned as having been freed in this way.

In the act called mamnnissio ccnsu, the master had the name of

the slave entered at once in the list of the censors as a free citizen.

This took for granted that the slave had acquired from his earnings

sufficient private property, or that the master gave him some fortune

with his freedom. The simple enti'ring of the name of the slave in

the censor's list was all that was neces.sary to make this emancipa-
tion valid in the eye of the law.

Another kind was called inunumissw tcstamcnto, manumission by
will. It is evident that this Avas practised in early times, for it is

mentioned in the laws of the Twelve Tables. The slave was either

freed directly by an express clause of tlie will, or it was left to the

heir to effect the emancipation. iSometimcs conditions were annexed,

as the payment of a certain sum to the heir ; the lighting a lamp in

connexion with solemn rites at the tomb of the deceased master;

serving the heir during youth, or for a number of years.

There Avere also cases of informal manumission, as when the mas-

ter declared his Avillingness that the slave should be free, without

the regular forms of the law. Such still remained subject to the

legal disabilities of slaves, though they could not be held in actual

slavery, for the prwtor woidd protect them against any attempt to

reduce them to their former condition.

The emancipated slave received a name which marked him as a

Roman citizen. He also assumed the lixra, the dress of the freebom

Roman. Though legally and practically free, he still retained a

relation of dependence to his former master. He was obliged to
^

observe a respectful demeanour toward him, to assist him in misfor-

tune, and not sue him at law. It is not, however, clear that the

freedman, during the time of the republic, was liable to punishment
;

if he conducted himself ungnUefully toward his former master.

But in later times, freedmeii who had grossly violated their obliga- i

tions to their patrons, might be punished, and in aggravated cases
;

reduced again to slavery. Kven earlier we read of scenes which i

show that the patrician demanded respect and attention from the

freedmen. On one occasion, when the crowd in the forum by their

clamours were interrupting Scipio yliinilianus, unable to endure
'

their insolence, he cried onf, " Siience, spurious sons of Italy." And
again, "Ay, clamour as ye v.ill ; yo A\hom 1 brought bound to Rome
will never make me fear, unljound though ye be now." " The
silence," says the historian,! " by which this terrible denunciation

" Livy, book ij, o. t Mi'-liclet, History of Roman Republic, p. 217.
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was followed, proves that the freedmen feared lest, descendin'^ from
the rostrum, the conqueror of Carthage and Numantia should recof^-

nise his African or Spanish captives, and discover under the to^a the
marks of the whip."

Freedmen who had acquired wealth would often assume an air of
consequence, and a style of living oflfensive to the Roman aristocracy.

The shafts of the satirists are often aimed at these upstarts, who
would look down upon the frecborn Roman. Horace, himself the
son of a freedman, breaks out* in a strain of bitter invective at the
presumption of a freedman who, insolent from his wealth and sta-

tion, had taken his seat at the theatre in the place assigned for the
nobility.

As there had been abuses connected with the exercise of the rio-ht

of emancipation, the Roman law provided for its limitation. The
slave had sometimes been emancipated for the sake of shieldinr^

him from judicial investigation and punishment. Some masters
emancipated their slaves to secure the public gift of gain, a part of
which the freedman was to return to his former master. Sulla

selected ten thousand slaves, and gave them both their freedom and
the right of suffrage, to secure for himself personal influence and
safety.

It was at first provided by law that no slave who had been sub-

jected to disgraceful legal punishment could obtain the privilege of

citizenship. He could only secure such civil rights as were con-

ceded to foreigners. It was afterward decided that only a certain

proportion of the slaves of one master should be manumitted.
Where the master held only one or two slaves, the law made no pro-

vision. Between three and ten only one-half could be emancipated

;

of any number under thirty one-third; under one hundred one-

fourth; under five hundred one-fifth; and in no case whatever

could a master emancipate more than one hundred.

Sometimes the state granted liberty to the slave when he had per-

formed some act of public benefit. Livyf mentions that thirteen

Blaves were emancipated for saving the temple of Vesta. Slaves

were also emancipated for giving information against criminals

—

sometimes receiving their liberty for this very purpose.

Any sketch of Roman slavery would be incomplete if it failed to

notice the servile insurrections. It is not to be supposed that these

large masses of men, in many respects fully equal to their masters,

could be kept from knowing their own strength. JNIany Roman
slaveholders lived in dread of the horrors of a servile war and of the

terrible retribution which might await them. It was at one time

o Epode iv. f Book xxvi, c. 27.
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proposed in the senate that the slaves should -vvear a distinctive dress

;

but the proposal ^vas rejected, for it was not thou^^ht safe to let them

know their own number. The danger of revolt was lessened from

the close supervision under which the slaves were kept, and from the

almost utter impossibility of harmony of action among them. The
fact that so many were emancipated, and that all were eligible to the

rights and privileges of the free, enabled the most intelligent to bide

their time patiently. Yet there were several insuiTCctious of the slaves

that for a while menaced the very existence of Rome. As early as

45S B. C, Appius Herdonius, a Sabine, raised the standard of

revolt, and called upon the slaves to break their opjiressive yoke.*

With Appius was o. band of four thousand exiles and runaway slaves

who by night had taken possession of the capitol. He proclaimed

freedom to the slaves who should join him. His offer met with but

little response, and after holding the capitol for a few days, he and

'

his followers were routed and nearly all slain. Still later we read of

a conspiracy of the slavesf to set the city on fire in different places.

In the year 19G B. C. Etruria was threatened with a fearful insur-

rection. In quelling it " many," says Livy, " were slain, many cap-

tured, and the leaders after being scourged were cracified."

One of the most formidable insurrections was that of the slaves of

Sicily, 135 B. C. Sicily was divided at that time into large plan-

tations, which were almost entirely cultivated by slaves. The

cruelty of their overseers, and the hope of liberty, bound them

together, though differing in language and habits. Eunus, their

leader, pretended to have a revelation from heaven, and held the

degraded bondmen under his control by the powerful influence of

superstition. He kept the field for six months with seventy

thousand troops, though large forces were brought against him.

During this insurrection something likecourtsof justice were estab-

lished, where the slave might arraign his master, and, recounting his

cruelties, secure retributive vengeance. After the contest had been

carried on for years, Roman discipline at length prevailed, and

twenty thousand slaves fell in their last battle.

There were many other insurrections, both in Sicily and Italy.

But the most important was the servile war, Avhich occurred in the

time of Pompey and Crassus, a few years before the birth of Christ.

A large body of gladiators was kept at Capua by Lentulus Batiatus,

to be let out for public festivals. Seventy-eight of them escaped

from their barracks, and seizing on such arms as were at hand, they

overpowered an escort having a large number of gladiatorial weapons.

They took up their quarters in the then extinct crater of Mount
•* Livy, book iii, c. 16. t Li^7> ^^^ ^^' ^- ^^-
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Vesuvius. They chose for their leader Spartacus, a Thracian by
birth, a man of courage and genius.

The iusui-gents were victorious in several engagements vrith the

regular troops, and from them obtained a supply of arms. Sparta-

cus proclaimed the freedom of the slaves, and great numbers joined

him from all parts of southern Italy. The number of his troops at

one time amounted to one hundred thousand men. The ^var was
carried on as servile wars usually arc—with great barbarity on both

sides. Three proetors and two consular armies were completely

defeated. Several of the principal cities of Campania were taken

and plundered. The insurgents possessed large establishments for

the manufacture of arms ; and such was their strength, that had it

not been for dissensions among themselves, they might have con-

summated the plan of their leader, escaped from Italy and settled in

colonies beyond the Alps. They were finally conquered by Crassus

;

and are said to have lost one hundred and five thousand men during

the course of the war. The dead bodies of the defeated insurgents

were impaled all along the high road from Capua to Rome. The
ravages of this war were so great that Italy can hardly be said to

have recovered from its efTects during the time of the emperors.

The free population was almost entirely extirpated, and the region

divided into large estates which mainly served for pasturage.

The evil effects of this gigantic system of slavery were gradually

developing themselves. Home, it is true, was extending her domin-

ion over the world, but a fatal disease was at her very heart. She
sent her own freeborn sons to fight and to die on foreign soil, while

she was bringing to Italy millions of slaves to till the large estates

of her nobles, and to minister to the vices of her dissolute rulers. But
the system was gradually working its own ruin, and with it the ruin

of the empire. Slavery made labour disreputable. Slaves occu-

pied the positions and were engtiged in the pursuits which might

have furnished employment for the poor common people. Almost

the only occupation left for the poor Roman was agriculture; and

from this he was finally driven by the competition of the wealthy

landholder, who cultivated his estate by the unpaid labour of slaves.

After his little farm had been added to the large estate of the

wealthy capitalist, the poor, but freeborn Roman lounged about the

capital, feeding upon the bounty of his patron, or supported at the

public cost, " content if his daily wants were supplied, and his fierce

passions gratified by the shows of wild beasts and gladiators.

** When Cresar assumed the coinnmnd at Rome, he found three humlrcd and

twenty thousand persons receiving corn from the state. lie left one hundred

and fifty thousand.
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" A large portion of the urban population, -whom the nobles systematically

debauched, -were no better than a needy rabble, dissolute in morals, and desti-
j

tute of any sense of national honor. The ready market olVered for their votes !

•was attractive to the lowest and vilest of the Italians; and the mob of the
|

comitia was swelled by the worst chss of the new citizens. Too proud to work, t

where labour was the mark of the slave, a multitude of freemen, steeped in
j

the lowest poverty, found a bare subsistence in their idleness from this annual 1

sale of their highest privilege, and presented ready instruments for any politi-
[

cal adventurer'who promised either present pay or prospective rapine."* f

Deep ^vas the degradation of the slave, but that of the poor citizen '

at last became deeper. Through all classes of society the purity of

ancient manners bad become changed to open dissoluteness. The

standard of morals had become low ; the marriage tie lost its bind-

ing force ; and wom.en of rank, says Seneca, counted years, not by

the number of consuls, but by the number of their husbands. The

evils of slavery affected every class of society; but especially did it

tend to crush lo^yer and lo^Yer the free labourer, till it made him the

idler about the forum, living upon the sale of his vote.

There had been from the earliest times at Rome mutual jealousy

and animosity between the noble and the plebeian, between the rich

and the poor. Slavery tended to make a wider separation. It left

Rome no large middle class—the " solid men," who weigh care-

fully their own interests and the well-being of the state, before tliey

disturb the existing forms of government. "What Rome needed was

the large class of mechanics, of tradesmen, of manufacturers, of

teachers, of physicians ; in fine, of men all through the_ trades and

professions, enjoying tho rights of citizens. But all tbese places

were filled by slaves ; and the separation between the two divisions .

of the people at Rome became wider and wider.
[

It was this system of slavery that more than any one other cause
[

hastened the downfall of the Roman empire. " The radical vice,"
|

says Guizot, " of the Roman society, and of every society in which
j

slavery exists on a large scale, where the master rules over a troop
j

of slaves, is the same. In all countries, in all- times, under every
;

form of polity, after an interval more or less long, by the effect alone :

of the enjoyment of power, of intellectual development, and of all
j

social advantages, the superior class end in becoming weak and
|

effeminate." This was most clearly seen in the history of Rome
; ;

for, from the time of the civil wars, slavery went on slowly maturing

her ruin. It impoverished the land, so that Rome was dependent

on the crranaries of Africa for her bread. It increased dissolute-

ness and the most loathsome forms of vice, as may be seen in the

pages of her own satirists ; so that her own sons were degraded

° Merlvale, History of the Romans under the Empire, vol. i, p. 49.
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below the slave. Rome fell not because the northern tribes poured

their barbarian hordes into the plains of Italy, but because the man-

liness of the old Roman was gone, and a degenerate race were hold-

ing the reins of government. And were there through the history

of Rome no opponents of such a system? ^Yere there no philan-

thropists whose hearts moved in pity to the poor bondsmen ? Were

there no far-seeing statesmen who could behold the impending ruin

of their country? Were there no patriots who, seeing the corrupt-

ing influence of slavery, were ready to suggest a remedy ? It seems

to have been taken for granted that slavery must exist
;
yet some

saw its tendency, and attempted to avert its dangers. The Gracchi,

in their purpose to divide the public lands among the poor citizens,

hoped to establish a yeomanry, who should till the soil, and serve

as a wholesome check upon the wealthy aristocracy. They also

designed that the amount of land to be held by any one family

should be limited, so that all the landed estates of Italy might not

be in the hands of a few. The Gracchi were unsuccessful, and great

injustice has been done to their names. They were not rash inno-

vators, but men of large views ; and had their plans been carried

out, slavery would not so soon have made free labour disreputable,

nor so soon have made fertile Italy an unproductive waste.

^Yithout doubt, the far-seeing and comprehensive mind of Julius

Ctesar perceived the danger that threatened his country from this

source. But it was a gigantic evil, and could be only averted by

prudent policy. Cresar issued a decree that one-third of the labour

of Italy should be performed by freemen. What would have been

the result ; or what further plans he may have had to modify the

system, we cannot tell ; for he was assassinated before this decree

could be carried into effect.

The system was greatly modified under the Christian emperors,

and more humane laws were enacted. One provided against the

separation of families. The church was a sanctuary for the slave of

a cruel master, and no merciless law obliged the fugitive to be

surrendered. The testimony of slaves was also taken in questions

affecting both themselves and their masters.

j^OTE. In preparing this article, bcsiJes the Latin authors, we have consulted

Becker's Gallus oder Rumische Sccncn uus der Zeit xVugusts ; Becker's Iland-

buch der Romische Alterthiimcr ; Blair's Inquiry into the State of Slavery

among the Romans; Wallon's Histoire do L'Esclavage dans L'Antiquite ;
and

a valuable Essay in the Biblical Repository, toI. vi, by the late Professor B. B,

Edwards.
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Art. VII—EASE'S CHURCH mSTORY.

A History of the Christian Church, by Dr. Charles Hase, Professor of Theology

in the University of Jena. Translated from the seventh and much improved •

German edition, by Chaules E. Blumexthal, Professor of Hebrew and Modern

Languages, Dickinson College, and Co.nway P. Wixo, Pastor of the First Pros'
|

byterian Church, Carlisle, Pa. New-York: D. Appleton &, Co.; 8vo, pp. 720.

1855.

Every age of the world is characterized not only by diversities, but
j

by contrarieties; and of these we refer not so much to outward
j

appearances, to the mechanical arrangements and superficial relations
;

of society, as to the inward forces which make up the real life of the
|

world, and which, by their working, give shape to history. Conserva-
j

tism and radicalism are opposite forces, omnipresent in the history of
j

man, struggling, whether in one mind or in many, through periods !

of greater or less length, according to the stimulus of the times and i

the material to be wrought, till, having made the circuit of a nation
j

or of an empire, and having concentrated the strength of opposition on
j

one or a few issues, they fairly meet and fight for the mastery. Those
|

decisive contests form crises of development and make eras in his-

tory. Spiritualism and materialism are two other tendencies of
;

equal prevalence with the former, and often in close relations with i

them, but never of necessity coincident; i. e., either of the former i

may be united with and pervaded by either of the latter, according
|

to the a7iimus of that period which, at any point in history, is the
j

past. If that period was spiritualistic, then conservatism will be •

spiritualistic, and radicalism materialistic; and, viutatis mutandis,
j

the reverse will take place. I

These several forces are now at work upon a grand scale through^
j

out the civilized world. And, in proportion to -the greater extent

and elevation of the stage of action, compared with that of preceding

ages, will be the greater violence of the contest, and the greater im-

port' of the decision. Modern civilization, like everything else,

though radical in reference to that which preceded it, is very con-

servative of itself: and, though embracing more of the globe than

any previous form of civilization, it is second to none in the unity

of spirit pervading the whole. Its material conquests have been

made tributary to harmony of feeling among the nations.

A happy consequence of this is, that nations become comphmen-

tary to one another, not only in commerce and politics, but, what is

of greater moment, in intellectual and moral culture. It is a witty,

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—29
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but likewise philosophic, saying of Jean Paul, " that Providence has

given to the French the empire of the land, to the English the empii-e

of the sea, and to the Germans the empire of the air." These

three forms of matter are strikingly symbolical of the distinctive

characteristics of the three peoples. The laud is a fair type of the

materialism of the French mind, vrhich prefers the domain of natural

science; water, of the restless activity and yet conservative prac-

ticality of the Fnglish mind, which represents itself in political

science and ecclesiastical polity ; and air, of the spiritualism and

subjectivity of the German mind, which finds its element in specu-

lative philosophy and theology. With these three nations, com-

binin'T their peculiarities, modern civilization is complete in its endow-

ment of forces, and tends mightily toward perfection. It remains to

be seen whether America, bringing them all together on a single

arena, will raise civilization to its highest point. It cannot be doubted

that the deep thinkers and universal scholars of Germany are now

fulfilling a high mission in counteracting and neutralizing the ma{e-

rialism of the age. Religion is an active constituent of the Ger-

man mind. I^owhere on the globe has Christianity a stronger hold

than in the land of the PccfoiTnation, and almost nowhere else does

it enlist a genuine scientific interest. xVll Church histories, for

example, of permanent scientific value, have proceeded from German

sources. The perfection of the method of history, now so fully

recognised by the scientific world, itself a product of the Gennan

mind, has been as nearly attained in the late Church histories of Ger-

many as in any existing historical works. The fruit of this must

be the possession on the part of the Church of a clearer conscious-

ness of her real constitution and of her appointed mission.

The flourishing period of Church history still in progi-ess was

inaugurated by Mosheim in his " Institutes of Ecclesiastical His-

tory," a work of unparalleled excellence at the time of its appearance,

but in philosophic -character vastly below the great works in the

same department which have since appeared—such as JS'eander's

" History of the Christian Religion and Church," Guericke's '' Hand-

book of Universal Church History," Gicseler's " Compendium of

Ecclesiastical History," and the works of Kiedner, Gfrorer and

Hase. To this list should be added, Schaff's "History of the

Apostolic Church," an admirable work in itself, and forming an

introduction to a promised History of the Church down to the

present time. For its philosophical character, the work of the

Roman Catholic historian, Muhlcr, is likewise worthy of mention.

These are the prominent universal histories of the Church. Those

confined to certain periods, or embracing only limited sabjects,
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such as doctrine, or a particular doctrine, polity, art, &c., <fcc., are

almost innumerable, and are the best proofs of the intense interest

felt in this particular kind of history.

The translation into English of the work named at the head of

this article is a boon to American students who are not masters

of the German language, inasmuch as it contains a vast amount

of kno\Yledge compressed with wonderful skill into a small compass,

and so graceiully presented, even with all the encumbrance of

dates and divisions, as positively to forbid weariness on the reader's

part. There is no manual extant in the English language wor-

thy to be compared, in point of scientific character, with the one

before us. The translation of such a book into good readable

English was no easy task; but Messrs. Blumcnthal and AVing have

accomplished it. Their version of Ilase is not only faithful, but with

few exceptions neat and fluent, and revealing to our eyes, in a pretty

faithful reading, very few grammatical errors or inelegancies of

diction. The merits of the book will be made to appear more par-

ticularly as we proceed in the application of general principles.

The true idea of Church history cannot be attained until we have

analyzed the two ideas associated in it—that of History, and that

of the Church.

1. The Idea of History. Like everything else, history may have

an objective and a subjective definition, according as we view it ni its

own constitution merely in relation to other things also objective
;

or,

in its relation to the mind which apprehends it, and in the properties

through which it is manifested to that mind. Objectively, a tree is

composed of root, trunk, branches, leaves, flower and fruit
;
subjec-

tively, it is a plant with a woody stem, having branches, i.^c.,—when

of a small size called a shrub, when of a larger size called a tree,

par excellence. In the former case, it is considered simply as to

its material forms ; in the latter, as to those forms apprehended by

the mind, in giving it a classification among the varieties of the

vegetable kingdom. Again, a government is, on the one hand, an

aggregation of offices, in a certain place, and at a certain time, among

ascertain people; on the other hand, it is a particular form of

authority, animated by a particular spirit, derived from a certain

origin, and working out certain results. So history is, objectively,

the collective whole of the facts that have transpired in the world:

and, subjectively, it is the scientific apprehension by the historian

of events in their true relations. This apprehension itself is true, m
proportion as it recognises, under the actual conditions of time and

space, and in their true relations, the two great factors of history,

God and Man.
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2 The Idea of the Church. Of this, as in the former case, there

are two views, regarding it either as an organization of certain parts

and a certain operation, or as a form of iinmanity apprehended m

its -enesis, growth and tendencies. Several closely related defani-

tiont may be criven, as we view the Church in connexion with our

Lord Jesus Christ, who is its living head; or in reference to

believers who are its constituent parts, and who are human beings

born ac^ain into a new life. In the former view the Church is either

(a) "the kincrdom of Chiist," of which he spake when he said, ":My

kincrdom is not of this world," and as such setting forth, in partic-

ular" the outhoriti/ of Him who has " delivered us from the power

of dkrkness ;"
or, {b,) " the body of Christ," according to the words

of the apostle,
" AYe are members of his body," and again. He is the

head of the body, the Church;" and, as such, giving form to the

doctrine of the life-union between the Redeemer and those who be-

lieve on him. In the latter view, the Church is either (c) the com-

munion {Kocron'la) of the faithful,-" so we being many are one body

in Christ and every one members one of another,"-standing in

genetic relationship to the definition {b ;) .or {d) it is a pa^dagogic

institution, a combination of means for training believers m the

present state of conflict as preparatory to a coming state of triumph

and glory, and as such "the militant Church," and standing m gen-

etic Relationship to definition (a).
, ^ , ,1

Kow amoncr these conceptions there ought to be found one capable

of comprehending in itself all that is essential to the others. That

one is the definition {b) above. For, as the head controls the natural

body so does Christ, the spiritual head of his people, govern them;

and herein is supphed the idea of the "kingdom." And as the

members of the natural body are so intimately connected as to feel

in common whatever is pleasant or painful to sense, so will the

members of Christ's spiritual body be pervaded by a sympathy that

acts with the quickness and the power of instinct. As to the disci-

pline of the members of "Christ's body," this is "secured m the

authority of the head. Therefore, all that is essential to the idea

of the Church is comprised in the phrase " body of Christ. ihis

conception, furthermore, is the only one which comports ful y with

the significance of the sacraments, (and particularly of the eucharist,)

which°are essential to the formal constitution of the Church. T here-

fore the Church is to be conceived of as something organic, and

susceptible of growth, being neither, on the one hand, a loose aggre-

gation of parts without afllnity, nor, on the other hand, a fixed and

hardened mass, incapable of development.

Church history is, therefore, objectively, the course of events that
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have taken place in the progressive development of "the body" of

our Lord Jesus Christ; the onward movements of the Christian life

in its various normal types, offset with the abnormal workings of

heresy and schism ; and subjectively, it is that development con-

ceived and represented by the historian in such order as shows the

tnic relations of sequence and the real character of the Church in its

successive periods.

The following extract will show the reader Dr. Ease's highly

scientific conception of Church history:

—

" The Church is always in a progressive state, i. e., it is striving to be a vi'.r-

petual manifestation of the life of Christ in humanity. In other woi-ds, it is

always aimincr to exhibit his life more and more perfectly, and on a more
extensive scale, sometimes in conllict and sometimes in connexion with tiic

•world. Church hi.<torij Is a representation of the Church in tliis progressive

state by an exhibition of the facts -which have occurred In its course. In its

scientific form it is the combination of all those individual elements which have

had any influence upon its composition, since it is, (1) critically, an impartial,

honest and strict inquiry into facts, and into the extent of the confidence which
can be reposed in their proofs, so that, where certainty cannot be attained, a

knowledge of this extent in Its difl'erent degrees may determine the scientific

character of the narrative
; (2) ycnelicaUy, a statement of the facts in connexion

with their causes, taking care, however, that no explanations are given incon-

sistent with the pro])er nature of the idea developed in the events, or with the

peculiar character of the active agents In them
; (3) theologically, an estimation

of the facts in their precise relation to the religious spirit, allowing no precon-

ceived opinions to determine what has actually occurred, but only to assist In

understanding them as we find them."

—

In'rocL, § 2.

A vrork of this kind should be characterized by the utmost pre-

cision of statement and definition; and so is Dr. Hase's book in the

main. But the words italicised in the following quotation from § 1.

convey an implication which we presume the author would not main-

tain, and which possibly escaped his notice :
—

" The Church stands in

contrast with the world when the latter is regarded as including all

forms of life which are merely natural, and not of a religious char-

acter." The implication, as every one must see, is not only that all

religion is supernatural, but that all religion is a '•'manifestation of

the life of Christ- in humanity ;" unless, indeed, the author should

regard "the life of Christ" as only a particular manifestation of the

religious spirit, in which case it remains, that all religion is supernat-

ural, and that Christianity is not essential!// distinguished from Ju-

daism and heathenism. The term icorhl shoidd be made to include

all religious life except the Christian; for although the various sys-

tems of heathenism may be attributed to a traditionary revelation of

the primitive age of history, and though Judaism is based upon a

historic revelation, yet no one of them, even on that ground, can claim

the impartation of a /lew life to man, and therefore none of them
can be a supernatural development.
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We must concede to Dr. Hase a rigidly scientific conception of
Church history. But, at the same time, -vve may be allowed to think
that his views are too exclusively scientific, and his appreciation of

the Church and her history too exclusively esthetic. He does not
seem to have much religious feeling, though his ecclesiastical con-
nexions are orthodox. lie appears, also, to have an ideal of culture

which is largely humanistic, and confiicts somewhat with the perfect

appreciation of the Christian ecclesiastical life. This is manifest

in the general tone of the work. His criticism is not that of severe

fault-finding, but rather of the most lively sense of the beautiful, and
a keen disrelish of deformity fully capable of self-control, and show-

ing a self-complacent smile and a gentle turn of the lip at what
seems to him to smack of vulgarity, ignorance, or pretence. The
book abounds in passages that show up the ludicrous side of a serious

matter by a single dash of the pen. or by a mere circumstantial con-

nexion : for instance, p. 106, " The great multitude, indeed, followed

where fortmie and power led the way; but Augustine found by
experience, as Libanius had intimated, that it was easier to exclude

the gods from the temples than from the hearts of the people, and
that Jesus was not often sought for from disinterested motives."

Often it is not so much what is said that produces the impression,

as the tone and manner of it, as (p. 123) the remarks on Au-
gustine's conversion, and (p. 198) the mention of the first host of

crusaders.

The glimpses we get of Hase's doctrinal views indicate every-

where a deficiency of Christian feeling. Speaking of the edict

of the apostolic council, (Acts,) he says :
" This proceeding could

not be reconciled with the original covenant, (Gal. ii, 1,) without

considerable ingenuity of reasoning, and was not very con-

sistent with the course which Paul sometimes pursued; but it

was a well-intended scheme to harmonize those conflicting tenden-

cies Avhich were just springing up in the Church, and of which

tradition gives us an account." We forbear remark upon this

further than to say, that, if the circumcision of Timothy be the

particular act of Paul, which seems to Dr. Hase inconsistent with

the decree that he and Barnabas obtained from the council, the fact

that one of Timothy's parents was of the Jewish nation, made an

important difference between his case and that of persons of purely

Gentile origin. The whole passage indicates a cool presumption,

in the treatment of what Christians usually recognise as divine

and infallible, that is scarcely consistent with deep piety.

That Dr. Hase has, however, in general, a lively appreciation of

the good and the great, is readily conceded; it is abundantly
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exemplified in this ^york. The book is not defective in scientific

conception, nor in artistic finish, but in the Christian spirit ; and

this is a detect of so radical a kind as to affect not a little the

execution of the scientific conception. Had Dr. Ilase some of the

orthodox straitness of Guericke, and above all the tender, heavenly

piety of Xeander, this manual would have been as nearly perfect as

human vrorks may be. Dr. Schaff beautifully remarks of Ease's

book :—" All the more is it to be regretted, that we miss from this

edifice of Gothic beauty the heaven-pointing tower, and the holy

sign of the cross."

The idea of Church history being once established, the next step

is to inquire into its ??iethocl. ^Method includes both principle and

plan ; the rule by which the artist works in the effort to realize his

ideal, and the scheme which he draws for himself as the embodiment

of hi's rule and the outline of his picture. Every military general

has his method of warfare. His ideal to be realized is victory;

his rule is either stratagem or force, or both; his plan is the

division of the field and the order of his troops. The orator aims

afc success in Avinning the minds of the multitude; his rule is

conviction by argument, or persuasion by motives, or capture by

enthusiasm ; or, It may be, all of these combined ; his plan is the

order of times and circumstances, and the array of arguments,

motives, or tragic displays of passion. The historian likewise has

his rule' and plan for actualizing his ideal, which is history in some

form of conception. If his conception is of mere facts in the

concrete, then his rule is narrative, and his plan chronicle and

incident. If his conception is of facts as the e.xponents of the

human mind, then his rule is pragmatical composition, and his plan

is a psychological accounting for facts, with more or less reference

to time and place, as well as the mental crises of the ages. But if

his conception is of facts as the joint products of God and man

acting in the same line of direction, with whatever difference of

intention, then his rule is philosophic construction, and his plan the

unity of human development, with due regard to great epochs and

revolutions. This last is the highest view of history and the glory

of the present age. Struck out with great originality by the

wonderful mind of Herder, this theory was brought to its greatest

completeness by Hegel, in whose hands however it was misused.-

because of his one-sided philosophical doctrine. But in this view

alone does history attain its proper unity, and that scientific character

which makes it worthy of a prominent place among liberal studies.

And, what is more important, this mode of treatment alone brings

all history into its legitimate connexion with theology, the highest
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of sciences, and brings into a strong light the bearing of time upon

eternity.

Now in the department of Church History we find a development

of humanity produced by the operation of divine influences ever

at work with less or greater prevalence and intensity throughout

the body in general and its members in particular. The history of

the Church is something supernatural. Therefore in treating it we
are to recognise not only the general presence of God in the affairs

of men, but also the particular presence and agency of Christ and

the Holy Ghost in the Church. " There God acts as Creator,

Preserver, and Ruler of the world, and man in his natural, fallen

state : here God manifests himself as the Saviour and Sanctifier of

the world, and man comes into view as an object of redeeming

love and as a member of the kingdom of gi-ace. Secular history is

the theatre of Elohim, or God under his general character, as

Eather of Gentiles as well as Jews. Sacred history, and its con-

tinuation Church history, is the sanctuary of Jehovah, the God of

the covenant, the Lord of a chosen people."

—

Schaff's Hist. Ap.

Ch. Introd., p. 5.

All the earlier Church histories, such as those of Eusebius,

Theodoret, Evagrius, Sozomen, and Socrates, were of the simple

narrative character, and written from an apologetico-polemic point

of view. And even down to Moshcim, all were prominently annal-

istic, and from a position more thoroughly polemic. Mosheim
(Introd., § 1) aimed at a "faithful narrative of the external condi-

tion and internal state and transactions of that body of men who
have borne the name of Christians ; and in which events are so

traced to their causes that the providence of God may be seen

in the establishment and preservation of the Church, and the

reader's piety, no less than his intelligence, be advanced by the

perusal."

This indicates a high point of view compared with his predeces-

sors. But it is evident, not only from this extraet, but also from
the whole work itself, that in it events are contemplated psijcholog-

icallij, and "the providence of God" is regarded more as a super-

vision than an agency. Later historians, with a more elevated phi-

losophical groundwork, look every one through the medium of his

own peculiar development and ecclesiastical connexion. And of this

we cannot complain if the -^Titer subordinate his bias in all cases

to impartial love of truth. Dr. Hase says very truly :

—

"It is not, lio-vvevcr, indispensable to the impartiality of the historian, that
he should appear to love notliing and to hato nothing. It is only needful, first

of all, that he should never place the actual facts in'falsc positions, on account
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of either preferences or aversions: and then, that he should recognise those

conditlous under wLich others have, perlnp< necessarily, formed opinions and

s<.-ntiments different from his own. Indt-ed, a Church lii-torv' in which the

author exhibited no distinct ecclesiastical character, and did not imprint this

•with clearness upon his work, would be of ver}- little value to the Church."

—

lulrod., § 5.

But ho'^- Stands our author with regard to the doctrine of method

above delineated! He seems to us quite sound in theory, but less

so in practice. He says (Introd., j 1) :

—

'' This contrast" (that is,

between the Church and the state) " is only in particular relations,

since the state also is a divine institution, and the world was created

by God, and is intended to be gradually pervaded by the Church"

This taken together with the second section, quoted above, will

prove the general coiTectness of his theory. But the quotations

and references given under our first paragraph, show how lirtle

effect the presence and agency of the Holy Ghost—a doctrine

avowed in general terms in his introduction—has had upon his own

mind in the composition of the history-. V-p'e thmk, moreovcn that

a candid, Christian mind, will gather the impression that he for-

gets, as far as the nature of the subject will allow, even the general

agency of God in history : so that, in the second divisi-jn of the

first period of the history of the ChurclL a time when controversy

was waged with Judaism and heathenism, " the principles which

finally obtained the ascendancy, for that reason only became those

of the Catholic Church,"' (§ 74 ;) and, in the second period, the

"ISJicene creed is the product chiefly and almost exclusively of impe-

rial authority,"' (§§ 10:2, 103 ;) and the ^'estorian controversy is but

little else than a '' strife of mere intrigues,"' (§ 113.) The position

from which he starts would lead us to e.xpect a treatment of the

controversies of the Chuich, setting forth the divine working in

bringing to the consciousness of God"s people a clear apprehension

of the fundamental doctrines of Christianity,—a >-iew that throws

sanctity and glory around those strifes, which otherwise, trom the

large admixture of merely human elements, appear so lamentable,

and sometimes even contemptible. But our e.xpectation is disap-

pointed. Human cunning, personal ambition, court policy, and

reckless speculation, play before us in bald deformity. These

have brewed their own storm, and no >'eptune, rising from the

deep, frightens the billows into rest. The carnal disciples stru-gle

-with the tempest in their own strength, and no calm voice is

heard, saying. " Peace, be still.'" What we say is particularly true

of the earlier portions of the history. The authors sympathy

with the first age of the Church is scarcely an assignable quantity.
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and with the later ages it is only that of an artist mth his
picture.

^Ve must not pass this criticism, however, without allowing that

a manual, such as this, in which the matter is so thoroughly com-
pressed, affords a writer less opportunity to make clear his doctrinal

and philosophic views, and circumstances may almost compel him, at

times, to a brevity and coolness of statement that seems like indiffer-

ence to great truths. But for this we m.ake no complaint. We ob-
ject only, in the present work, to that which is positively inconsistent

with the fundamental doctrines of Church history. The sum of our
criticism on this head is that Dr. Plasc has given us the body of the

history of the Church with imperfect and somewhat deceptive reflec-

tions of the soul. His method is chiefly externa]. As to his plan,

it is not strictly philosophic in the sense we have laid down, nor is

it simply pragmatic. It would have been philosophic, if his moral
and aesthetic habitudes had allowed him to fulfil his theoretic con-

ceptions of the Church and of history. The highest demand of

the philosophic treatment is that the writer, from the stand-point

peculiar to this method, give himself up to his material, makin^ it

thoroughly objective, both in its outward constitution and in its

animating spirit. A task so diflicult is attainable by few ; and while

Dr. Hase com.es so far short, he may justly claim a high place for

•what he has accomplished.

The division of the history into ages and periods will strike

every one, we think, as beautiful for simplicity and precision.

There is great room for diversity among writers in the minor divi-

sions of history; and while the great eras are undisturbed, this

diversity can have but little effect on the composition. "We sketch

the division, as follows, referring to the work (Introd., § 9) for

particulars.

Age L—Anciext Cntrucii Histoky, A. D. 1-SOO.

Period 1 1-312 Constantine.

" 2._ 31 2-SOO Charles the Great.

Age II.

—

Medieval Church HisTor.Y, A. D. 800-1517.

Period 3 • 800-1216 Innocent m,
" 4 1216-1517 Martin Luther.

Age III

—

Modern Chcech History, A. D. 1517-1853.

Period o 1517-1 Gi8 Peace of Westphalia.

6 1648-1853 Present Time.

This work is distinguished by a peculiarity which to many per

^ons will give it a special interest; we mean the introduction ol
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comprehensive notices of ecclesiastical art, in the different periods

after it once had an existence. No other historian of the Church

has given this subject a formal treatment. It is noticed by Neandcr

briefly, in connexion with the subject of worship. The reader will

find himself both entertained and instructed by ^;j 1^50, 207, 390 and

4S7. And if he has been too far swayed by the Puritanic proscrip-

tion of taste in ecclesiastical building and decoration, which has

generally prevailed in American churches; he may feel a new chord

stirred in his heart by the contemplation of the Clmrch as " a new

temple of Solomon, a type of the earth with all its children, and the

vault of heaven stretched above them ;" and he may breathe a gentle

sigh, in the spirit of the great Puritanic bard of a former age, for

" The storied windows richly dight.

Casting a dim, religious light."

In power of condensation Dr. Hase has few equals, and certainly

none can sui-pass him. The following are examples taken at

hazard :

—

!

" In England, Dunslan, (d. about 990,) an abbot and a triple bi.hop versed
|

in all the knowled<ie prevalent in his day, so powerful that he held even the dev 1

n hk tongs, and, ihciagh personally devoted to his own vis.ons m worldly mat-

ters «^o poll ic that he entirelv controlled three succe-ive k.nirs and broke the
|& of^nother who presumed to resist hhn, attempted to -tonn the vo uptu-

ous lives of the priesthood by putting his monks in the place ot tho.e clLig>-

men who would not <Tlve up their wives."—§ 201.
• •

i

"'"pt;;; Se youthM lalldgrave of Ilesse, after the ^ ^t of ona. .jomed

the partv of thJ Rctbrmation. became a persona tncnd ^^
^^f-}"^;''"";,! to

declared (1525) that he would rather part wUh his lands and
^^''y;J^:^}Z

abandon the word of God. As a leader of his party he was cratt:
,
but at the

same
but eit

them
means by which a spiritual

best days powerful."—§ 322.

But we need not multiply illustrations of that marvellous skill

which every section exemplifies.

Our author has also a rare skill in the graphic delmcation of life

and character. His pictures rise before us, not as if by mapc or

bv anv hidden contrivance on which we dare not gaze except to dis-

Bipate^he charm that spells our eyes, but as the ^NX)rks o a consum-

mate artist, seated in our very presence, and bidding the obediait

canvass represent the visions of his mind. The colouring is cold;

but the outline is bold, the expression lively, and the action natural.

In addition to the miniatures given above, the reader may reter to

"The Cistercians, and St. Bernard," (5 207,) and to the larger pic-

tures of St. Francis of Assisi, and St. Domingo, the Castilian. (§ 26o.)
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"VVe cannot ^vithhold the following extract from the description of
Francis :

—

" Whenever Francisco attempted to pronounce a studied discourse lie -nas
always confounded

; but when he spoke from a sudden impulse, his spirit broke
forth from the depths of his heart like a storm. Like some minnesinger he
celebrated the delicious raptures of heavenly love, and the devotion'^of all
nature for its Creator. He seems to have possessed a cliild-like spirit, which
loved to commune with all forms of natural life, and made him salute all
creatures as brethren and sisters After many vain longings to die in proof
of his love, he perceived that he was to become like the'crucified Kedeemer,
not by a bodily martyrdom, but by the intensity of his devotion. He at last
died, lying naked on the ground, in his tavouritc church, (Oct. 4, 122G,) with
the five wounds of Christ imprinted on his body."

We have thus far endeavoured to do justice to Dr. llase and his

work, giving credit where it is due, and, we trust, finding fault only
where it is just. ^Notwithstanding the defects of the book, we can
cordially recommend it as the best compendium of the history of the

Christian Church that has ever been Avritten. We trust that it will

be promptly adopted by the proper authorities as the text-book of

Church-history in our " Course of Study." Indeed, it would be
unjust to the young men who are coming forward in the ministry to

compel them to spend their time and toil in studying the miserable

compends now accessible to them, when so admirable a manual as

this can be put into their hands.

We cannot conclude without expressing the hope that this work
may contribute to the taste for ecclesiastical history among us.

Much of the indifference to it heretofore existing is due to the

imperfections of the books. But this is rapidly being obviated, and
it is to be hoped that few will hereafter be found ready to charge the

history of the Church with a tedious dulness, not to say a vexatious

violence upon the better feelings. Among the questions of our day
none can vie in importance with the question of the Church—her

unity, and her outward relations ; her ground in the past, and her
hold upon the future. That the Church, as such embracing all true

Christians, whether Papist or Protestant, may attain a right sense

of herself, and be pervaded by the fulness of the glorious life that

comes from her divine Head ; that she may attain this, next to the
immediate communion of believers with the Lord Jesus, through
faith and prayer, a study of her history is necessary. iS^othing

would be more conservative of her present integrity, nothing more
purifying to her judgment and conscience.
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Akt. Yin,-LETTERS ON RECENT FRENCH LITERATURE.

LETTER V.

Paris, May, 1855.

To TUE EDITOR OF THE MeTITODIST QUARTERLY RKVIinV,-Dr. Jobll-

son u«ecl to sav, with an air of national concession, that the French hod, even

at that day, a 'book upon every subject; ahhough the Cahban of Enghsh let-

ters would, of course, not answer for the qnalily. There was, however, at

least one, and this a most important subject, on which thoy remained without a

book till recently ; so still remain, I scarce need add, the English language and

no doubt all others.
,

Amid the vast multiplication and the fast modification of the materials and

the conditions of the countless branches of human knowledge there is n6 phi-

lo'ophic student who has not sighed for an authentic compendof the facU and

principles, estabUM thoroughly , \x. each department, to the latest da e- A

compilation of this description, which, if well constructed, could afterward easily

be kept up to the pace of progress in successive editions, is a necessity to gen-

eral tinkers. For no one man can have a practical acquaintance with many

sciences; nor can he, without such acquaintance, collect reliable maanials, to

slynotHog of waste ^f time and want of libraries. It might he added, that the

Jneral thi^nker is, bv his very constitution, precluded trom particular acquam -

ance with the special sciences. There was, in tact, a rea consequence, bonc;ul.

the verbal contrariety, in the antithes'is of Goldsmith's line on Burke, in the

Retaliation

:

—
«' Though equal to all things, for all things unfit."

The though should, in philosophy, be substituted by i.cau.. ; ^^ ^nrke was

verily unfit for all things, taken severally and in practice, it was .^oca - of

^embracing all collectively. The two faculties are quite exclusive of each

other ; they mark precisely what are caUed talent and genius.
_

For' all tlse reasons, it is clearly requisite to the efficiency of geniu.s_h^^^^

b to say the great faculty of construction and of discovery-that a repcrior)

^^ui^ materials should be presented fbr its searching ^^^^^,^1^^
pared for this scrutiny by the cooperation ot a large

--f>. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Hence accordingly, the recent origin of encyclopedias, of .>hich ^1-. ""^
bce^i

SedTm object or 'the vague idea. But the execution of these compilation, i.

ttm answering the purpose indicated. It is wanting - ^
^
-« P^^

requisites of succinctness and of selection. Encyclopedias arc mere ph) ..al

ZCnt; of the libraries-compilations of Metalled treatises no of^d^^

trinesand of facts. They bring together, under one title in
^.

-P^ ^^^ -
*

fewer folios, perhaps, the substance of a great multitude
^^f

'"

\^f
;.' ^^^.

in addition to the disadvantage of presenting it at second-hand, tl'
.^
pue t

xnin^^lcd with each writer's own views, and often modified by la. h> pothe.es,

so that it still is, intellectually, as inaccessible as ever to the speculative

labourer in quest of scientific elements.
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Lord Bacon, wLo himself had felt the want of such a storehouse, suggests a
better method of supplying it, which may be gathered from three distinct

forms in which the requisite recurs to him. His '' syha" would, with due
extension and the selections described above, respond exactly to the collection

offacts; the " aphorisms," whi'jh he also recommends, by precept and example,
correspond to the collection of /)nV;c(///e.-,-; in fine, the de auf/mtiUis scieutiarum,
in its indications of the special portions of the several sciences that are completed
and are defective, presents a prototype for the collection of covimerdx. Tliose
three elemenLs, in fict, are requisite to the completeness of the repertory;
for the facts should be attended by the principles received to interpret them,
and both should, by the comments, be directed upon new iaquiries. So
admirably comprehensive was the dim conception by the great reformer of
that, for want of which alone, perhaps, he failed himself of being a great dis-

coverer. An equally gigantic intellect, but of immensely superior learuina,

and accordingly a great discoverer—1 mean Leibnitz— erects what really is the
want in question into a department of general science, in his conjectural

classifications in the Noiiveaux e$sais siir I' entendement Jiumain. But these

suggestions, and these samples, remained for almost two centuries without
inducing even an attempt at realizing their prescriptions. At last, however,
the gap is partly filled up in French literature, by a work entitled, Universal

Dictionary of Sciences, Letters, and Arts.*

I say partly, for the execution falls far short of the preceding outline, as also

did, indeed, the purpose of the author. His aim, he tells us, was to •' compile

a work which would take an intermediate position between the technical dic-

tionaries and the encyclopedias ;" which, less superficial than the former and
less discursive than the latter, would present, upon each subject and with a
rigorous exactness, the really indispensable notions ; which at the same time
woukl present them in the most succinct and substantial form, and which,
through this brevity in the expression and a severe choice in the details,

might condense these notions all in a single volume, plain to all." Thus, to

purvey, not for philosophers, but tor the public, was the author's project ; and
•on the accomplishment of this alone, he should be criticized as an author.

Objections to the plan itself would lie only to the private thinker, and so

would travel, as the lawyers express it, beyond the record before the court.

At the same time, I repeat, this plan includes, in large part, and indeed
inevitably, the great philosophic requisite described. It presents us the estab-

lished laws with all the processes and technicalities in each department of

science and art, explained with more or less sufficiency. The progress of dis-

coverj' as of improvement In the main departments is moreover sketched his-

torically, though quite summarily. The leading works upon every subject arc
also indicated In a detailed reference, which is another feature of importance
to the rummager of libraries. You cannot, In America, conceive the value of

this indication. But it is absolutely necessary in Paris, where vou will not, at

the chief libraiy, be shown a volume of any work without detailing upon

° DicTioxNAiKE UxivEF.sF.L i>Es iSciKxcEs, DES Lettres, et des Arts. Par M. M. N.
Bouillet, ConseiUeur honorairc de I' Universile, Inspccleur de I' Jcadcmie de Paris,

IfC., 4-c. Taris: Librairic de Hachctte et Cie. 1854.
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paper these four preliminary specialities: Tlie name and surnames of the

author, tlic exact title of the book, the special form of the edition, the place

and year of publication. Nor are these formalities at all superfluous, when the

n-ork is to be looked for among ff(een hundred thousand volumes, which the

Imperial Library holds at this moment.

But the prime utility of this dictionary is general, if not quite popular. It

is a hand-book for the'better class of readers, and even writers, who desire at

least a summary knowledge of whatever they peruse or ])ro})agate. In no
department of human knowledge, human action, or human expre-sion, can

they encounter a truth, a process, or a term which is not explained there.

Such, at all events, is the engagement in the preface of the work, and both

the author and the place of publication are a guarantee. At Paris, the execu-

tion was, in the most eminent degree, at the same time favoured in its means

and controlled in its defects. The chief director, M. BouUlet, enjoys also the

public confidence for his large, long, and even learned experience. II».> is the

author of all the articles in the work on the mental and the moral si'icnces.

He names a number of his co-labourers, who are also mostly men of compe-

tence •, as, for example, the mathematical, the physical and the chemical sciences

are treated by Charles Gerhardt, the author of a work of a first-cKv^s merit

upon organic chemistry.

It may be added that M. Bouillet had moreover furnished a proof of fact, as

his special fitness for this description of compilation. He is the author of

another pubUcatlon, which fonns a counterpart, entitled a " Univci-sal Dic-

tionaiy of History and of Geography," and which has reached in a few vcars

the ninth edition. This work professes, as he himself has very apdy charac-

terized it, to do for the names of all the personages and the localities of time

and space, what the recent work proposes for the thlnrj^ of art and nature.

And its great success and high repute attest the excellence of the execution.

It would bo idle, then, to add my personal opinion in this current notice.

It would even be presumptuous in a simple individual to sit in judgment upon

a compend of all knowledges and entire nature. I may say, however, that I

notice, in glancing cursorily through the book, some slight mistakes, both of

omlsslou and commission. For example, in a literature so familiar as should

be the English, there occur the following, in the single article of Logic :

—

1. Old Watts is represented as the "classical treatise" on the subject;

2. Whateley's '-quite recent" book is dat^d 1S50—too recent by simo tv.-enty

years at least, since it appeared in the Encyclopaedia ; 3. ^Mill's Logic is not

mentioned at all. But such writers are notorious for the slightness of their

acquaintance with foreign literature, and especially perhaps with the English.

They speculate on them intelligently, because this involves only generalities.

But as to details and statistics they merely crnin for the occasion. These,

however, are of prime importance in such a work as that in question. It is,

therefore, to be hoped that all such blemishes as those exemplified will be ex-

cluded In the course of subse<iuent editions. It is just to add, that the autbor

has the candour and good sense to invite his readers to comnuinioate to him
any deficiency or errors-they may discover. I may, therefore, take the liberty

of venting my surprise, that even in the former " dictionary,'' which I have
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looked into more closely, there should remain, after nine editions in the capital
of Europe, several serious omissions of both ancient and modern persona.Tcs

;

such, for instance, as Callicratidos, Ilippodamus, Bryonius, Ilegel, Scheil-
ing, &c. ;

and this, -n-hile the work is brought up, in a Supplement, to 1852.
But these are trifles in a publication of such importance and extent, which

I accordingly commend Mithout reserve to all who read the Fiench. ' There
is no country where su^h compilations would be so useful as in America.
Both the works should go together, and would make a complete cyclopaedia,
within a compass and at a cost not, I think, previously approaclicd.

'

Thev are
each composed of one thick quarto volume in double-columned paires, of which

' the " Dictionary of Arts and Sciences " contains some seventeen hundred and
fifty; the " Dictionary of Geography and History," over two thousand. The
price of both would scarce exceed, I believe, SIO.

There has been still, it seems, another blank in French literature until
lately, and one which may be thought more singular than the precedin"'. A
publication, entitled the " Theology of Nature," (Tkeologie de la Nature, par
'Hercule Strauss-Durckeim, Docleur des Sciences, Paris, Victor Afaslon,)
proclaims itself, in terms, to be the Jirst upon the subject ; first, 't is true, not in
France alone, but the world over. Notwithstanding the naive unconsciousness
imphed in the extension, the author's statement may be credited within the
limits of his own country. For even the best-informed Frenchmen, as I have
hinted you above, know really little of our temporary foreign 'literature
especially British. They have, moreover, another weakness which is partly the
cause of this " effect defective "—that of concluding that whatsoever, in'phi-
losophy or letters, has not been done iu France o^r Paris cannot h'lve well
been done elsewhere. It was probably this French inference that led our
natural theologian to overtook his predecessors, even across the British Chan-
nel, from Bishop Buder, now a century back, down to Paley and the Bridr^e-
water Treatises. Yet the two former are, I think, translated into French.

°

At all events, if this be really the first original attempt in France,—and I
for my part, recollect no other, I think, besides, the fact presumable,—the con-
trast is a matter for explanation. The chief cause is found in the 'distinction
of religion. France has continued formally obedient to Catholicism, wliich
rests alone upon tradition, upon testimony. England and the other countries
of the Reformation who threw off this system, could only do so by destroyin^r
the value of its evidence. But as this sacrifice impaired somewhat the basis
also of revealed religion, they were obliged to supply the ruin by an appeal
from man to nature, from mere testimonial evidence to natural and scientific.

This supplemental and similar evidence, moreover, was demanded by this
more rational conception of the dogmas to be proved. Hence the natural
theologies and natural evidences of theology which have been treated of in
most or all, perhaps, the Protestant countries; while not a treatise of the
description has, I think, appeared in any of the Catholic. It may be added
that the contrast presents a concise demonstration of the superior rationality or
civilization of the former nations. But this coneluslon, as I have intimated
cannot properiy apply to France

; for here the contrast, as the catholicity, has
long existed in little more than form.
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Art. IX.—short REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

It is of greatest coucernnient in the Church and commonwealth to have a ri-ilant
eye how books demean themselves as well as men, and thereafter to contine.
imprison, and do sharpest justice on them as malefactors ; for books are not abso-
lutely dead things, but do contain a potency of life in them to be as active as that
soul was whose progeny they are.

—

Miltox.

(1.) "Harper's Story Books" promise ^wll for the instruction and amusement
of tlie young. We are pleased to see, from the first of the series, (" Bruno, or

Lessons taught ly a Ihg,") that Mr. Abbott intends to admit more of the reli-^-

ious element direcdy into this series than found its way into the " Franconia
Stories." The second is even better than the first. ^'Willie, or The Mort-

gage" is the. story of a little boy, through whose good habits and principles

his father -was reclaimed from drunkenness, and prosperity brought back to

the family. It is a good " Elaine Law" tract for children. The third story,

*'The Strait Gate," is the best of the series so far. No family in which there

are young children should be without this cheap and entertaining monthlv

story-book.

(2.) "Follow Jesus" (New-York: R. Carter & Brothers; 18mo., pp. 96,) is

an excellent practical exposition of the duty urged in the title, by the author

of the well-known tracts, " Come to Jesus," and " It is I."

(3.) "77te Epistle to the Hebreics compared with the Old Testament." (Lon-

don: Nisbet & Co., 1854; 12mo., pp. .S09.) This is a sort of practical com-

mentary upon the Hebrews, mainly made up, however, of illustrations from

the Old Testament history, with lessons drawn from them. It is a verj- edi-

fying and instructive book.

(4.) Of similar aim and tendency is "Notes and Reflections on the Epistle to

the Hebrews, by Arthur Pridham." (London: Binns & Goodwin; 12mo.,

^|)p. 338.) There is a great deal of good devotional and practical reading in

this book ; but it has a Calvinistic and ^lillenarian vein, which will detract

from its general acceptance and usefulness.

(5.) Fraxcis Forrester, Esq., has sent us the bound volume of -'Forres-

ter's Boys' and Girls' Magazine," for the year 1854, (Boston: F. & G. C
Rand,) and we cordially recommend all our friends who wish to provide a

monthly magazine for their children, in whiih they will find abundaut amuse-

ment and instruction, without anything calculated to injure either their morals

or their taste, to send on their names to the publisher.

(6.) " Primary Class-hook of Botany, by Frances H. Greek." (New-

York: D. Applcton & Co., 1855; 4to., pp. 102.) This neat volume is

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—30
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designed for use both in schools and families, and contains a good view of the

elements of vegetable structure and of the physiology of plants. It is amply
illustrated.

(7.) "CorneWs Primary Geographj" (SQv;-Yovk : D. Appleton & Co.; square

8vo.) is certainly the best book for beginners in geography tkit has ever come
under our notice. It omits all abstruse terms, gives maps, Sec, covering pre-

cisely the ground illustrated in the lessons, and no more ; and is amply fur-

nished -n-Ith questions for exercise and review.

(8.) The ''Ladies' Repository" (January to June, 1855. Cincinnati: Sworm-
stedt & Poe ; New-York : Carlton & Phillips) opens its new year -with new
type, new features, and new promises of excellence. Each of its editors

seems to have surpassed his predecessor ; only, however, by standing upon his

shoulders : and Dr. Clark has certainly made the Repository go beyond its for-

mer excellent self In all the qualities which should go to the making up of such

a magazine. It has a sure, because well-doserved hold upon popular favour.

Religious without cant, learned without pedantry, tasteful without affectation,

the " Repository" is a model magazine for ladies, and deserves a place In every

Christian dwelling.

(9.) ''^ Oscar: or, The Boy tcJto had his own Way" (Boston: Gould & Lin-

coln, 1855; ISmo..) is a very good story for boys, Illustrating the evil con-

sequences of disobedience to parents and teachers. Like '• Clinton," by the

same author, It is disfigured by ungrammatical and provincial expressions.

We should be sorry to have our children Inoctilated with such diseases as "a
real bad cold" or a " lung fuver," so as to be compelled to " lay abed." Such

defects are worse in children's books than in any others.

(10.) We have received the eiglith, ninth, and tenth numbers of " Harper's

Gazetteer of the World" completing the work, which contains one thousand

nine hundred and tift}-two closely-printed pages in double columns. It

embraces, within the compass of a single massive volume, " a much greater

number of names than any gazetteer now In existence," giving the latest and

most reliable statistics of agriculture, conuncrce, population, &:c. The most

important facts of the latest censuses taken throughout the world are incorpo-

rated into the work. The basis of the book is "Johnson's General Gazetteer

of the World"—one of the most complete ever published in Europe; and the

labours of ^Ir. Smith, the American editor, have been principally devoted to

that part of the work which covers the western hemisphere. It is with such

a book as with the latest almanac—everybody that can must buy it.

(11.) ''The HeVujioxts Denominations in the United States: their History,

Doctrine, Government, and Statii^tics, by Joseph Bei-cheh, D. D." (Phila-

delphia: J. E. Potter, 1854; 8vo., pp. 10-24.) This work contains a large
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amount of information ; and the editor has evidently souglit to make bis

statements witli rei^ard to the diflereut divisions of the Church both truthful

and impartial. The work is adapted rather for gt- ncral circulation than for the

use of scholars; and in this view we may e.\.cuse its want of method and con-

densation : but we can imagine no excuse for the horrid wood-cuts with which

it is embellished!
« ..-^^.«

(12.) " TAe Truth and Life: Twenty-two Semions, hy the Rt. Rev. C. P.

M'Ilv.\ixk, D. D." (New-York: R. Caiier &: Brothers, 1853; Svu., pp.

508.") This is in many respects one of the most valuable of the many volumes

that Bishop MTlvaine has written. The sei-mons are generally clear ex-

positions of Bible doctrine, or fervent exhortations to Christian practice.

They do not, indeed, belong to the class of brilliant discourses ; a class which

mi"-ht well be spared from the stores of Christian literature
;
but they abound

in strong and timely thoughts, expressed in manly, forcible, and appropriate

langua2:e. Some of the leading abuses of Romanism are severely handled in

the°course of the volume; as are also the Romanizing tendencies of the Sacra-

mentarians in the Church of England and in the Protestant Episcopal Church.

In spite of certain doctrinal views with which we cannot agree, we cordially

recommend this volume of " Sermons for the times" to our readers.

(13 ) « The Ways of Life, shoicing the Eight Way and the Wrong Way, by

the Rev. G. S. Wkaver ;" (New-York: Fowler & Wells, 1855; 12uio.,

pp. 157;) a series of lectures delivered in St. Louis. There is a good sul>-

stance of manlv, honest thought and purpose in the book ;
it aims at a high

and generous morality. The style is sometimes eloquent; always clear and

forcible ; but the sentences are often too brief and asthmatic for our taste.

(14.) Books on the Baptistic controversy have been greatly multiplied of

late. One of the best and. most useful that has come under our noli.e is,

^^Baptism] its Nature, Obligation, Mode, Subjects and Benefits, by L. r.os.-^EU,

A. M." (Richmond : 1855 ; 12mo.) The work is divided into five parts, the

topics of which are indicated in the title just cited. Each of these heads is

treated at len-th, althou-h the vital points of the controversy are of course

more fuUv set forth than die others. The key to the author's view is that he

re<Tards the mode of baptism as nonessential ; and that he considei^ its proper

subjects to be infant children and believing adults. He grounds infant bap-

tism upon the unconditional sal^ation of infants through Chnsfs redemption,

showing that "in every dispensation of grace since the covenant was made

with Abraham" their right to Church membei^hip has been formally acknowl-

edged. He holds, consequently, in opposition to the views of some of our

witers-and, in our judgment, with better logic-that all children are entitled

to baptism in their own right, apart from any consideration ot parental

pictv, &c. Taken as a whole, the work is, as we have .<aid, calculated to be

eminently useful in general circulation. It has, however, some lew laults.

The writer is prolix, often to tcdiousness ; his style is not always even perspic-
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uous, and he abounds in repetitions. He needs to use greater care, and to

spend more time upon his books, if he would have them last. The limcc labor

is precisely the work to -which he should turn himself.

(15.) The history of German literature for the last three centuries is almost

wholly a history of F'rotestant literature. Even the leading Catholic writers

admit, that although the Roman Catholic part of Germany exceeds the Prot-

estant, both in territory and. in population, the vast majority of authors, in

every departmoi\t of science, arc Protestants. Romanists complain, however,

that the handbooks, in which the progress of literature is recorded, are all from

Protestant hands, and have not, therefore, given impartial accounts : but the

fact that those sources of knowledge are in Protestant hands is one of the very

phenomena to be accounted for. To take away the reproach, and to secure

justice to Roman writers, is one of the objects of the ''Geschiclde der Kathol-

iscken Literatiir in Deutschland, (1854.) The author, Dr. Briihl, is a con-

verted Jew. The promise of the work is greater than its performance : It is

defective ahke in point of style and of arrangement; nor is its matter as exten-

sive, or as accurately worked out as could be wished. It is, nevertheless, the

eompletest apparatus extant for the history of Catholic literature in Germany
since the Reformation, in the branches to which the present volume is con-

fined, namely, history and poetry. The author promises to follow it with a

history of the other branches, and perhaps with a general survey of Roman
Catholic literature.

(16.) The American Baptist Publication Society has done well in reprinting

DodHiTidgG's^'' Practical Discourses on Rcrjeneration." (Philadelphia: ISmo.,

pp. 337.) A memoir of the excellent author is prefixed.

(17.) We have received the ''Annual of Scientific Discovery for 1855.*'

(Boston: Gould & Lincoln, 1855; 12mo., pp.394.) This "valuable volume

sets forth the most important discoveries and improvements in mechanics,

chemistry, astronomy, and the physical sciences generally, and gives a list of

recent publications and of patents ; obituaries of eminent men ; with notes on

the progress of science, &c., during the past year. It is indispensable to every

man of scientific or even of practical pursuits in active life.

(18.) ^A NeiD and Extensive Analytical Examination of the Elements of
Mental Science, by the Rev. INIoses Smitk, A. ^I." (Cincinnati : printed

for the author at the Methodist Book Concern, 1855 ; 12mo., pp. 401.) The
design of the author, as stated in his preface, is " to present the philosophy of

mind in as clear a light as possible—adapting the sentiments and arguments

to the demands of the present age." Tlie best part of the work, so far as wc

have examined it, is that which treats of volition. But one volume has reached

us, though the preface promises two.
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(19.) JIr. Louis Fasquelle, -whose "New ]Methodof Learning the French

Language " has been heretofore commended in our pages, has issued, as a read-

in"- book, a verj- neat edition of ''Napoleon, par A. Dumas." (New-York

:

IvTson & Phinney, 1S55 ; 12mo., pp. 27.3.) The text gives a compendious,

but graphic sketch of the career of Na^xjleon, in a thorou-hly French vein.

The book is furnished with conversational exercises, explanatory notes, &c.,

admirably adapting it for use in schools.

(20.) The title of " Tha Young Man Advised, by E. O. Havkx, I). D.,"

(New-York : Carlton & Phillips ; 12rao., pp. 329,) gives no adequate idea of the

excellent book which it is meant to designate. The work exhibits the leading

facts of the Bible and confirms them by other evidence, historical and philo-

sophical, for the purpose of showing the divinity of the word of God. The

topics treated are those which are commonly pressed into the service of infi-

dellt)' by ignorant or unfair men. Such topics, for instance, as the Creation,

the Deluge, the" Confusion of tongues, the Races of men, &c. These points

are discussed with sufficient learning for the purpose, and the style of the work

is such as to commend it to universal acceptance.

(21.) Messrs. Carter & Brothers have republished the wmhidgcd edi-

tion of " The Saint's Everlasting Rest, by Richard Baxter." (New-York

:

1855 ; 8vo., pp. 6G2.) This Is the first time, we think, that this great work has

been fully presented to the American public ; and. although the abridgments arc,

perhaps, better adapted for popular reading, the more extended treatise will be

welcome to all ministers, as well as to many reading men and women among

the laity.

(22.) «77ie Physical Geography of the Sea, by M. F. :»La.ury, LL. D.,"

(New-York: Harper & Brothers; 1855; Svo, pp. 274,) reveals a new world

of observation to common readers. Our readers are aware that ^Ir. Maury is

the great turnpike man of the ocean; and that, under his scientific guidance,

" they that go do\ra to the sea in ships " may now, for the most part, follow

tracks as clearly defined as the lanes of a country neighbourhood. In this

beautiful volume ho unfolds, with a clearness peculiarly his own, the re^ult3 of

recent physical research into sea phenomena—winds, currents, salts, clunate,

inhabitants, &c.—and he has certainly succeeded in his aim of presenting " the

glcanlncrs from this new field in a manner that maybe Interesting and instruc-

tive to all, whether old or young, ashore or afloat, who desire a closer look into

the wonders of the great deep."

(23.) " The Teacher's Last Lesson," (Boston: Gould & Lincoln ;
1855; 12mo.,

pp. 284,) is a memoir of :\Hss i\Lartha Whiting, late a teacher in the Female

Seminary of Charlestown, Mass. It is made up, to a great extent, of extracts

from Miss Whiting's journal, which, like almost all diaries, abounds in repeti-

tions. But the bo'ok affords a good lesson of Christian devotion, and of zeal

in the important work of school-teaching.
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(24.) Of the " Practical Americmi Cook-book" (New-York : D. Appleton &
Co. ; 1855 ; 12mo., pp. 267) we can only say, that to uninitiated readers, like

ourselves, it looks -well. We have read a recipe here and there that makes

our mouths water. One tiling is certain, that the science of cooking is yet in

its beginnings in this country ; and every book should be welcomed that tends

to hasten the advent of a more civilized system in our kitchens, and thereby to

diminish our national tendency to dyspepsia and liver complaint.

(25.) The fifth volume of '' The Lives of the Queens of Scotland, by Agnes

Stricklaxd," (New-York : Harper & Brothers; 1855,) continues the life of

Mary Stuart up to the time of her imprisonment in Lochleven Castle. When
completed this will be the fullest and most minute biography of Mary ; but it

is, as we have said before, so thoroughly a partisan view of the case tliat it

requires to be read with caution.

(26.) " HiMory for Boys, by Jonx G. Edgar." (New-York : Harper &

Brothers; 1855; 16mo., pp. 451.) This little book aims (and that success-

fully) to exhibit, in a manner attractive to juvenile readers, the most interest-

ing and important events in the l.i^tory of modern Europe. It Is written, how-

ever, in a thoroughly English spirit.

(27.) '« The Family at Heatherdale," (New-York: Carter & Brothers; 1855;

18mo., pp. 232,) is a story of Scottish life, designed to illustrate the influence

of Christian principles ujxsn the conduct of life. It has passed through three

editions in Scotland, and deserves to run through as many here.

(28.) Flep:twoot>'s ^'History of the Holy BdJe" \ms been reprinted in a

handsome form by ^lessrs. R. Carter & Brothers. (New-York, 8vo., pp. 683.)

The book, though without value for critical purposes, is well adapted for

ceneral circulation, and is especially attractive to children.

(29.) " Christianity viewed in some of its Lcadinrj Aspects, by the Rev. A. L. R.

FoOTE." (Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Poc ; 1855; 18mo., pp. 182.) This is

a reprint of an excellent series of discoui-ses, the English edition of which was

briefly noticed In our pages some time ngo. It treats of Christianity as a life,

a work, a reward, a culture, a discipline and a fellowship ;
and each of these

topics is worked out with much originality of thought and aptness of illustra-

tion. The style of the book is far beyond the ordinary standard of the relig-

ious literature of England, which, in this respect. Is much inferior to that of

America.
^ ^

(30.) " The Select Works of the Ilev. Thomas Watson." (New-York : R. Car-

ter & Brothers; 1855; 8vo., pp. 7 76.) This edition of an old and excellent

author contains a brief biography of Watson; his catechetical lectures, forming

a body of practical divinity ; and his select sermons and devotional treatises.

Watson is always sensible, and often, in quaint wit, and terse expression, he

approaches Fuller.
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(31.) Messrs. CAUXEn & Brothers have reprinted " The Miscellaneous

Works o/ Matthew IIexry," (New-York: 1855 ; 2 vols., 8vo.,) containing

besides many of Henry's sermons, now first ofTered to American readers, forty

discourses on " "\Miat Christ is made to believers," by Philip Henry, witli the

life of Philip. The rich evangelism of the Henrys makes even their scraps

valuable.

(32.) " Tricoloured Sketches in PaTis." (New-York : Harper & Brothers;

1855; 12mo., pp. 3G8.) This volume contains the well-known letters from

Paris, which appeared in the New-York Times in the years 185 1-2-.'?. "NMtli

many g^raphic sketches of life and manners, it contains, also, a veritable history

of the times, set forth in pleasant and often sparkling language. The book is

one of the best of its class ; and the writer has evidently stutf in him for even

better things.

(33.) ^^Preces PauUncc, or the Devotions of the Apostle Paul" (New-York :

Carter & Brothers ; 1855 ; 18mo., pp. 338,) is a collection of the prayers of St.

Paul, as recorded in the Acts and Epistles. The conception of the book is

ingenious, and it is well carried out. We commend the book as an excellent

devotional manual.

(34.) " Memoirs ofthe Countess of Blessinglon, by R. R. INIaddex." (New-York

:

Harper & Brothers ; 1855 ; 2 vols., 12mo.) Islv. jMadden has not the slightest

idea of what constitutes a true biography, and cannot even write good English;

but yet the material for gossip—especially about literary men ami women

—

that accumulated about the fair and frail Lady Blesslngton was so abundant

that he could not help, by the aid of these accumulations, making a readable

and interesting book. It is full of illustrations of the lamentable results that

follow departures from virtue in man or woman.

(35.) " The Speller and Defner's Manual, by William W. S:wiTn," (New-

York : D. Burgess & Co. ; 1 2mo., pp. 290,) is the most sensible book of its

kind that has fallen under our notice. It contiuns a large collection of the

most useful words in the language, arranged in classes, according to etymo-

logical analysis, with rules for prefi.xes, suffixes, &c., and all the apparatus

for a practical text-book in schools. We are glad to see that tlic snelling is

English and not Websterian ; and we hope that Mr. Smith's book will sup-

plant, generally, the spelling-books which are printed in that hybrid language.

(36.) " Sa7iders' Young Ladies Pender," (New-York: Ivlson & Phlnney; 1855;

12mo., pp. 500,) embraces " a course of instruction in the principles of rhetor-

ical readinrr," -with a number of choice selections from the best writers, for

exercises. The other reading books of the same com[)ilor have been verj-

widely circulated, and this, we think, is equally deserving.

(37.) ''Inez: a Tale of the Alamo" (New-York: Harper & Brothers ; 12mo.,

pp. 298) is a very weak anti-Pvomanist novel.
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(38.) M. Hue, the Jesuit missionary, -whose " Recollections of a Journey

throufrh Tartaryand Thibet" made so great a sensation a year or two ago, has

appeared again in " ^1 Journey through the Chinese Empire" Qscvt-York:

Harper & Brothers; 1S55; 2 vols., 12mo.,) -which is, if possible, a work of

greater attractiveness and importance than the other. Few men have had the

opportunities of becoming actjuaiutcd -with China that have fallen to his lot,

and few could have used them to so good advantage. His descriptions have an

air of trutlifulncss and reality about them which seems to be wanting in almost

all other books of Cliina ; mnst travellers in the Flowery Land appear to see

things iu a mist, or, at all events, keep their readers in a fog ; but il. Hue is

as clear, transparent, and straight-for-ivavd as writers of his nation are wont to

be. The only thing in the book that tests our power of belief at all, is the

-wonderful tact and skill that the missionary, according to his o-(vn account, dis-

played in getting out of all sorts of scrapes ; but even in these cases he adapts

his resources with gieat vraiscmllance to the character of the Chinese as he

describes them. The book -^'ill aflbrd matter for a more extended article here-

after, Lf we can find room for it ; in the meantime -\ve commend it to our readers

as the best account of Chinese life that has talltn under our notice. They -^Wl

know how to make allowance for the -writer's Komanism, and to judge of his

religious observations accordingly.

(39.) ^^ Lectures on the Doctrine of Election, hy Azzxasd-eu C. Ruther-

ford." (Philadelphia : niggins & Perkinpine ; 12mo., pp. 2SS.) This is the

work of a former minister in the United Secession Church, of Scotland, -svho

has abandoned Calvinism. It treats, fii-st, of the ultra-Calvinistic theorv" of

election; and secondly, of the "moderate" theory, showing how wndely both

differ from the Scriptural theory, -which is the third exhibited, "\^'itll0ut coin-

ciding with the author in all points, or approving, invariably, of the terms in

which he has expressed himself with regard to his opponents, vca can recom-

mend his book as a valuable controversial treatise, setting forth the subject in

a mode adapted to gericral readei^s as -^vell as to professional ones.

(40.) " Tlie Minister's Family, by the Rev. TV. M. Hetuerixgton," (New-

York : R. Carter & Brothers; 1855; 12mo,) is a very pious story, but, we

are sorry to say, a very dull one.

(41.) "An Introduction to Practical Astronomy, by Elias Loomis, LL. D.,"

(New-York: Harper & Brothers; 8vo., pp. 49 7,) is the first and only book

of its class published in America. It aims to give an adequate description of

the instruments required in the outfit of an observatory, and also to explain

the methods of employing them. Besides the chapters that treat of these

topics, there arc others on the Diurnal [Motion, or Time, Latitude, the

Ecliptic, Parallax, Eclii.scs, and the Longitude. Under these various heads

an ample supply of problems is discussed. Tlic book concludes with a large

book of tables, many of which are new. To all teachers of astronomy, to all

students of the higher class, and to amateurs who wish to pursue the subject

thoroughly, this work will be indispensable.
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(42.) Mr. Abbott has ended his series of Franconia Stories with ''Agnes,

by the author of the RoIIo books." (New-York : Harper & Brothers, ]ip. 221.)

The ten voUimes furnish a beautiful and morally unexceptionable collection

of reading for children. Wc know no drawback upon those and ^Ir. Abbott's

other C-vccllent books for the }'Oung, except the occasional provincialisms and

inaccuracies of expression which disfigure them. Books for children should

be even more carefullv written than those for adults.

(43.) ''Foster's First Principles of Chemistry" (New-York : Harper &
Brothers; 12mo., pp. 136.) is a strictly elementary book, designed for tlic use

of schools and academies. The method is excellent, the stylo dear, and the

illustrations abundant. With a box of apparatus, costing twonty-fivo dollars,

and tliis little treatise, a careful teacher can give the pupils a better knowloilge

of the elements of chemistry than is carried away from college by most

graduates. _

(44.) "-The Story of the Peasant-Boy Philosopher, by Hexry :MAYnF.w,"

(New-Y'ork: Harper & Brothers; 16mo., pp. 477,) is a very entertaining and

instructive book, founded on the early life of Ferguson, the astronomer. It

is not a biography, but an illustration of the modes in which the bu}'s mind

received its bent, and in which other boys may learn, and love to learn, the

laws of nature. It is full of interest, and will be found as attractive to children

as a fairy-tale.

(45.) Bradbury's Young Shawm," (New-l'ork : Mason Brothers,) is the very

absurd name of a collection of school-music, which appears to be well adapted

for the instruction of beginners.

(46.) The "Prose Writers of Germany, by F. 11. Hedge." (New-York:

C. S. Francis & Co.; 1855; 8vo., pp. 5G.) Tliis excellent comi.Ilaiioa has

passed to a third edition. The title does not convey a just notion of the con-

tents of the book, which contains, In fact, a selection from the very best

authors in the whole range of German literature, from Luther to Scbleierniacher.

Instead of giving a multitude of brief extracts, the editor has wisely chosen

to give fewer writers, but larger and more satisfactory specimens ot the >tyle

of each; and he has executed this delicate task with great judgment and skill.

Readers, unacquainted with German, may obtain from this volume a very-

tolerable notion of the peculiar character and value of the vast literature of

that language.

(47.) ".4 Guide-Booh in the Administration of the Disciplinr of the .AT-thodisf.

Episcopal Church, by Osmon C. Baker, D. D." (New-York: Carlton &
Phillips; 12mo., pp. 249.) This will hereafter be an essential radf-m,:cuin for

Methodist preachers. The only work attempting any of the ends aimed at in

this treatise by Bishop Baker, is Bishop Hedding's " Discourse on the Adminis-

tration of the Discipline," which, though admirable in Its way, does not go into

details to any great extent. The present work " descends to the very minuticB
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of the pastors daily duties." It is divided into ten chapters, of which the first

treats of Church Membership; the second, of the Conferences; the tbiixl, of
Ministers; the fourth, of Certificates and Lovefeasts; the fifth, of Church
trials; the sixth, of Church Property ; the seventh, of Ministerial support; and
the eighth, of Rules of Order. The ninth chapter gives a collection ol' fonns,
such as reports licenses, &;c. ; and the tenth sets forth the prescribed courses
of study for both travelling and local preachers. This conspectus will suffice

to show the scope of the work. Its chief characteristic is good sense, the essen-

tial quality fir such discus.-iou. Though the views of the Look are not oOl-red
as authoritative, we think there are very few of them that will be dissented
from. The style is generally clear and perspicuous; but there are several
inaccuracies of expression, which we hope will be corrected in future editions.

(48.) ^'' Leaves from a Family Journal, from the French o/Emile Souves-
TRE," (New-York: D. Appleton & Co.; 12mo., pp. 277,) is a picture of
domestic life in France. A young couple commence housekeeping, and find

the usual difficulties incident to bringing up a family. The story is f^iven

with great delicacy and refinement, and many of the scenes are exquisitely

painted.

(49.) ''Life in Earnest; .or, Memoirs of the Rev. Zexas Caldwell, by
Stephen- M. Vail, A. M." (Boston: J. P. Magce ; 12mo., pp. 18S.) This
is a sketch of the life and character of a very worthy youni: minister, who died

in 1820, almost in the beginning of his career. He belonged to a family

remarkable for sterling qualities, both mental and moral; and this memoir
shows tliat he was a worthy scion of an excellent stock. Mr. Caldwell was the

friend and associate of President Pierce in his student days, and the.lK>ok is

dedicated to him. It deserves wiile circulation among the youn^ mi.-n of the

Church.

(50.) " Sermons of the Rev. I. S. Spencer, D. D." (New-York : M. W.
Dodd; 2 vols., 12mo.) Dr. Spencer was pastor of a Presbyterian Church in

Brooklyn, and was thoroughly faitliful and successful in his work. As a preacher,

he was distinguished for simplicity, directness and force ; and these qualities

are all displayed in these two volumes of sermons. A memoir of Dr. Snencer,

by the Rev. J. M. Sherwood, is prefixed.

(51.) " The Ethics of Funerals, by the Rev. J. B. Wakeley," (New-York:
200 ^lulbcrry-street

; pp. 31,) is a vindication of the author and of the

Methodist Episcopal Church '-against the slanders of the New-York Church-
man, with regard to the funeral of '\^'illIam Poole." What those slanders were
is stated by ^Mr. Wakeley, as follows :

—

" Thej are, in substance, that I ^ave a ' Mare Antony exhibition over the coffin
of Bill Toole, ami in his. honour;' that I made 'a monstrous connexion between
Christianity and a profane bully, a brutal pui^ilist.' so monstrous that no
•Christian man in his senses couM seriously enti-rtain it;' that I, 'a svcalled
clergyman, worked out the happy thought for Bill Toole's associates, that how-
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ever vricked their lives might be, all could be right at last ;' that my remarks at

the funeral amounted to 'profanity and blasplicmy ;' that the Methodist Episcopal

Church is 'a fanatical sect,' a 'religious community, calling itself Christian,'

whose doctines, pushed far enough, amount to this, that 'however vile' a man's

life may have been, ' any relenting at the hour of death nutij be taken as an

expression of that faith which is to save the soul everlastingly.'"

Mr. Wakeley's vindication is ample and complete. His pamjihlet is exceed-

ingly severe; but justly so.

(52.) " The ichole French Languarje, by T. Robeutsox," (New-York : Koe

Lockwood & Son; 12mo., pp. G05;) with a Key, (r2mo., pp. 107.) This

book contains a series of French lessons, admirably adapted lor cl.iss-teatdiing

or for private use. The plan is novel ; the text—a continuous and interesting

story—is divided into short passage?, which are to be translated and re-trans-

lated, analyzed and re-combined, until the words and the syntax become

thoroughly familiar. We can give no adequate notion of the merits of the

work in a brief notice ; but we earnestly advise all teachers and student;; of

French to examine it for themselves.

(53.) ''My Mother; or, Recolleclions of Maternal Influence" (Boston: Gould

& Lincoln; 12mo., pp. 254,) is not a biography, but a series of illustrations

of the forming influence of a good mother's care, strung upon the thread of a

loose narrative. It is an admirable book; its spirit, aim, and execution
j

are alike excellent.
j

(54.) " The May-F/ower and Miscellaneom Writings, by HAr.niET Bkeciu:r

Stowe." (Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.; 12mo., pp. 471.) This volume i

contains a number of sketches, stories, &c., which have before been pubri-,hcd !

in various forms. If any one doubts Mrs. Stowe's genius, let him read • Lovo. I

and Law" in this volume; if he continues to doubt, we give him up. If she
j

had never written " Uncle Tom," this volume contains proof enough of her i

dramatic and graphic faculty to put her into the first rank of American 1

authors. There are a few provincialisms of expression—such as " tedious" for !

" annoying," " as " for " that," &c., which we are sorry to see. !

(55.) "Class-Mcelings, by the Rev. L. Rosser, A. :\I." (Richmond
;
1S55;

12mo., pp. 865.) This work is divided into five parts: of which the first treats

of the origin and nature of class-meetings; the second, of their obligation
; the

third, of their benefits; the fourth, of objections and excuses; the fifth, of the

duties they devolve upon preachers, loaders, and people: and the sixth, of their

temporal advantages. The book is more comprohensive and complete than

any of the others published of late years upon the topic ; but, like the au-

thor's other -writings that have lallen under our notice, it is often loose and

prolix in style.

(56.) ''The Golden Reed, or the True Measure of a True Church, by B. F.

Barrett," (New-York: D. Appleton & Co.; 1855; 12mo., pp. 311,) is aa
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attempt to show that the relifjious society founded by Baron Swedcnborg

is a universal and truly catholic Church. The book is very wen -nTitten,

except the extracts from Swedenborg.

(57.) "T^e History of Turleij, by A. Df, Lamartixe." (New-York : D.

Appleton & Co., vol. 1, 12mo.) Lamartine always writes the poetry of history;

but not, on that account, any the less its truth. We regard him, as, in the

main, one of the most truthful writers of tlie age. The present subject is

admirably suited to his genius ; he batlies you in the very atmosphere of

orientahsm ; his paragi-aphs are paintings. Much of this first volume is, so to

speak, legendary ; the two volumes that follow will test the author's skill more

fully than any task he has yet undertaken.

i
(58.) "TAe Historj of Sicilzcrland, by 11. Zschokke, translated by F. G.

SliA-w." (New-York: C. S. Francis & Co.; 12mo., pp. 405.) This work is

I

the common text-book of the Swiss, in all the cantons, and it was a happy

I

inspiration that led Mr. Shaw to translate it. It begins with the earliest

j
periods, and carries the history down to 1848. Breathing the spirit of true

\ liberty it should be welcome, doubly, to American youth.

(59.) "J. Commonplace Book of Thoughts, Memories, and Fancies, by

Mrs. Jamieson." (New-York: D. Appleton & Co.; 1855; l2mo., pp. 329.)

LIrs. Jamioson has been in the habit for many years of jotting down any

thought that might occur to her, or any passage in a book that might strongly

arrest her attention. This book is made up of such jottings. It is divided into

two parts : I. Ethics and Character ; II. Literature and Art. Under the

former head there is a genial sketch of Father Taylor, of Boston.

(60.) '^^ Travels in Europe and the East, by Samuel Irex.eus Prime."

(New-York : Harper & Brothers ; 2 vols., 12mo.) Mr. Prime spent a year in

travellinor Great Britain, France, Germany, and the East ; and, while abroad,

kept up a correspondence with the New-York Observer, which was very

•widely read. The letters arc gathered, with many additions, into these two

handsome volumes, which contain a vast fund of entertaining and instructive

reading.
. ^ . .

(61.) " Visits to European Celebrities, by William B. Sprague, D. D,"

(Boston: Gould & Lincoln ;
1855 ; 12mo., pp. 305,) is a gossipping, pleasant,

and instructive account of the personal appearance and peculiarities of many

of the most distinguished men and women of the nineteenth century. Dr.

Sprague visited Europe in 1828, and again in 183G, and, on both occasions,

he made it a study to get some personal knowledge, if possible, of all sorts of

eminent people. Notes and memoranda, taken at the time, have been wisely

sutlered to lie quiet until most of the persons described have passed away

;

and they are now, as wisely, collected into this entertaining volume.
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(62.) " Experimental Religion, by the Rev. L. Rosser." (Richmond, 1855,

12mo., pp. 181.) Tliiit this vrork should have already passed through five

editions is no small testimony to its adaptation to the -wants of the religions

public. It treats of justification, regeneration, sanctification, and the witness

of the Spirit, in clear and simple language, avoiding all technical discussion.

The book is specially siiited to young converts.

(63.) " The Christian Retrospect and Register, by Robert Baird." (New-

York : il. W. Dodd; 1855 ; 12mo., pji. 44 2.) We spoke ver^- favourably of

this book on its first appearance some years ago ; and have now only to add

that tliis new edition contains a supplementary chapter bringing the statistics

of Christianity' down to as late a period as possible. It' the part relating to

politics, science, &c., were omitted, and the space thus obtained devoted to

religious facts and notices, the work would have more unity and more com-

pleteness.

(64.) ''The Dead in Christ, by John BRO^VN, D. D.," (New-York : Carter &
Brothers; 1855; iSmo., pp. 165,) is addressed chiefly to bereaved Chris- ]

tians, and presents them many points of comfort and consolation derived from

the knowledge afforded us in Scripture with regard to the condition of the {

dead. Dr. Brown goes at some length into the proof of a separate state of
J

conscious being betvreen death and the resurrection. The work is inspired j

by Christian faith, and glows with a truly Christian hope. I

Art. X.—religious AND LITERARY INTELLIGEXCE.

JoHS KiTTO, D. D., so well known as a early age. While the boy was thus oc-

laborious writer in Biblical literature, died cupied, in February. 1?1T, a f.ill from the

at Cannstatt, near Stuttjard, on the 25th top of a house totally destroveJ hii sense

of November, 1854. John Kitto was born of hearing. His previous education had

at Plymouth, on the 4th Dtcember, 1804. boon meagre; but the love of reading.

His family was of Cornish origin ; and in which he had already acquired, bceame

his " Lost Senses—Deafness," he specu- the solace of his loneliness a.nd the foun-

lates on the probability of his descent dation of his attainments. In 1^1'J, his

from a Phoenician ancestry. His father, parents being unable to maintain or to

who be-an life as a master builder, had, find suitable employment f..r Jain, placed

like Falstatr, a kind of "alacrity in sink- him in the workhouse, whence he was re-

ing;" he became reduced to the position moved, in 1821, to become apprenticed to

of a jobbing mason, in which business a shoemaker. His master was a coarse

young Kitto's help was required at a very tyrant. The poor boy appealed to the

(65.) " A Model for Men of Business, by the Rev. Hugh Stowell," >

(New-York : Carlton & Phillips ; 1855 ; iSmo., pp. 322,) is an excellent manual i

on the subject indicated by the title. It was originally published by the author
]

as a course of lectures ; but is here put into a more practical and readable '

shape. Prefi.xed to the work is a judicious introduction by Dr. Curry.

%* Several book notices are unavoidably omitted for want of room.
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magistrates. His written statement was
marked by a striking: propriety of senti-

ment and diction. The indentures were

cancelled, and he returned to the work-

house—to him a welcome refuge. He
was not idle there. In 1823, his talents

and capabilities beinj better understood,

he was enabled, by the kindness of two
gentlemen of the neighbourhood, to pub-

lish a small volume of essays and letters,

and was placed in a position less unfa-

vourable to self-iraprovement. The next

ten years of Dr. Kitto's life appear to have

been spent in travelling or residing abroad.

He journeyed over a large part of Europe

and Asia, and acquired that familiarity

with the scenery and customs of the East

which 'was afterward of such signal ser-

vice in the department of literature to

which he became devoted. Returning to

England in 1S33, he gained attention by

a scries of papers in the " Penny Maga-

zine," under the title of " The Deaf Trav-

eller," and having married, commenced a

course of literarv activity which was con-

tinued without interruption till within a

few mouths of his decease. His exertions

seem to have been prunipted, from an

early age, by a strong sense of duti/ ; the

duty of self-improvement, and of doing

some service to the world. More palpable

motives to laborious dili-cucc were pre-

sented in tlie claims of an aged mother

and a rapidly-increasiug family. But his

physical inhrmity placed him at a disad-

vantage ; and for several years before his

death he was exposed to pecuniary diffi-

culties, which his pension of one hundred

pounds a year did not wholly remove. It

is feared that he fell a victim to hard

work and overpowering anxiety. -A. neu-

ralgic afTection of two years' standing was

followed, last spring, by a paralytic or

qtiasi paralytic attack. Through the

kindly help of friends, the sutlerer was

removed in August, with his family, to the

continent ; but the deaths, in ra] id suc-

cession, of his youngest and his eldest

child, neutralized the benefit which might

otherwise have been looked for from the

change, and a third fit extin-ui'hed the

feeble remains of life. Dr. Kitto's writ-

ings are well known. With a few ex-

ceptions, (relating chiefly to his own

disability, and to his remini^^cences of

travel,) they aim, directly or indirectly, at

the illustration of the sacred Scriptures.

This was his clu'^" ii department of labour,

and in it he attained a high degree of

eminence. ^Ve subjdin a list of his pub-

lications :
—" Bible History of the Holy

Laud," 8vo. ; " Court and People of Per-

sia," 18mo. ; "Cyclopedia of British Lit-

erature," 2 vols. roy. Svo. ; also, an
"Abridged" and a "People's " edition of

this Cycbpnjdia ;
" Daily Bible Illustra-

tions," S vols. 12mo. ; "Essays and Let-

ters," with a Memoir, 12mo. ; " Geography
of the Holy Laud," with Atlas, roy. Svo.

;

" History of Palestine," 12mo. ;
" Picto-

rial " ditto, 2 vols. roy. Svo. ;
" Lost

Senses, Deafness and Blindness," 2 vols.

ISmo. ; "Physical Geography of the Holy
Land," 2 vols. Ismo. ; "Pictorial Lite of

our Saviour," 4to. ;
" Scripture Lands and

Bible Atlas," 12mo.; "The Tabernacle

and its Furniture," 4to. He also estab-

lished and conducted, until within two
years, " The Journal of Sacred Litera-

ture," which has since passed into the

hands of Eev. G. Burgess.

A KEW edition of " The Works of Eohert

Sanderson, Bishop of Lincoln," (Oxford;

185-1 ; bds. Svo.,) has appeared, from the

Clarendon press, carefully edited by Pro-

fessor Jacobson. Its most important

parts are the semi-scholastic treatises

" De Obligatione Conscientire," and " De
Juraraenti Obligatione :'' but it contains

besides several treatises, sermons, &,c.,

now printed for the first time.

" Le Bo7iddhisme, son fondatcvr tt ees

ccrituren, par Feux Neve,"' Professor at

Louvain, (Paris : IS-J-t,) is said to contain

a good resume of the facts and the liter-

ature of Buddhism.

An edition of Calvin's " Treatise on

7?f//c«," newly translated from the French

original, with an Introductory Dissertation .

on the ^liraculous Images, as well as other

Superstitions, of the Roman Catholic and
Russo-Greek Churches, has recently ap-

peared in Edinburgh. The H7fnos* speaks

of it as " a complete philosophical and
historical treatise on the saint and image

worship of the Roman and Russian

Churclics. It abounds with curious and

interesting information, and, what is

more, it is interspersed with judicious re-

flections, exposing the follies which it

records, and furnishing brief satisfactory

replies to the specious arguments by

which these follies have been supjiorted.

The most interesting portion of tliis vol-

ume, at the present time, is the chapter in

which our author treats of the Greco-

Russian Church."

"An Acrount of (he Printed Text <,/ the

Greek Xew Tcntavwnt ; irith JUniarka on its

KcvUion vpnn Critical Prittciples ; toiftther

vith a Collation of the Critical Textn of
Grieetxich, Scholz, Lcichriann, and TU;hen-
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dorjf, tcith that in Common Use. By S.

Pkide.vux Teeof.lles, LL. D." (London :

Ba-sters, 185-t ; 8vo., pp. 390.) This is

certainly one of the most important and

valuable works for the criticism of the

text of the New Testament that has yet

appeared in Great Britain. It contains a

mass of valuable information, for whicli

the student •would otherwise have to

search through many scarce and costly

volumes. A mere statement of its con-

tcut. will suffice to this. It gives a full

account (pp. 1-174) of all the editions of

the Greek test, from the Compluteusian

down to the latest labours of Lachmauu,

Tisclieudorf, and Treselles. Then follow

(pp. 174-22(3) remarks upon the prin-

ciples of textual criticism, in which a full

and satisfactorv theory is clearly set forth

and ably maintained. The remainder of

the main body of the work is taken up

with notes on various passages of dog-

matic importance, (pp. 226-274.) After

all this comes a separate and elaborate

collation of th-:; critical texts of Grics-

bach, Scholz, Lachmaun, and Tischcndorff

with that in common use, arranged in

parallel columns: so that the student is

actually better off with this volume in his

hand, than with the text of these edit.^rs

before him. We recommend this most

valuable work to the careful atteuiion of

all faithful Biblical students.

" Ocscluchte der Americanis'-hen Crrclig-

ion;' (History of the Frimitive Religion

of America,) by J. G. Muller, Brofe^sor

of Theology at the Tniversity of Basel.

(Basel ; 1S.55 ; pp. 700.) This is a work

of great learning and research, and there-

fore a most valuable contribution to the

ecclesiastical history of the world in gen-

eral and of America in particular. The

author, who is distinguished for his at-

tainments in classic as well as in Church

history, has carefuUy examined all the

sources of information on his subject, aud

communicates to us, on ;ilmost every page,

the discoveries of modern science in the

primitive history of religious systems.

The Tntrodnctinii. undertakes to show :
1.

That the Indians did not receive their

forms of worship from the ancient nations

of the old world ; 2. That their r.ligious

opinions may, therefore, be said to be

aboriginal ; aud 3. That the disagreement

of the Indians in these opinions is best

explained by the ditterence of their rela-

tions to nature. The two chief divisions

of the book are : I. The religion of the

savage tribes, (red men; the inhabitants

of the great Antilles; the C-iribs, the

east of South America.) U. The religion

of the civilized tribes, (the Peruvians,

Muyscas, and Mexicans.) We shall en-

deavour to recur to this work hereafter,

and to point out some serious errors into

which the learned author has fallen.

Ix France, as in all Catholic countries,

the civil law forbids any Catholic who has

received a clerical order, and afterward

wishbs to leave the ranks of the priesthood,

to get lawfully married. All attempts to

abrogate this law have been frustrated by

the exertions of the bi.^hops. The trea-

tise of Bishop I'avy, of Algiers, " Du

Cclihat Ecdcslaatlqnc-' (on Ecclesiastical

Celibacy,) is a specimen of the kind of

pleading by which Catholic prelates main-

tain their opinions on religious liberty. A

deacon in the lloman Catholic Chiu\.h of

Algiers felt no vocation to pursue his ec-

cle°siastical studies, entered on ouothcr

career, and resolved to get married. The

ecclesiastical authority opposes ; the civil

courts of Bona, however, support the right

of the claimant ; then the liisliop of Al-

giers himself addresses a letter to General

Hautpoul, the Governor of Algi< Vo. The

crovernor intervenes with the ministers of

war, of justice, and of worship; and,

tinallv, the poor deacon is declared de-

prived of the right of marrying, and the

Catholic party and the Catholic press

exclaim rejoicingly. The sui.i^.rt oi the

civil law has always been given to the

ecclesiastical law of celibacy ;
and, it

may be said, that on this point the legis-

lation of France is settled.

FATHER Dn Ravignan is the me.t cel-

ebrated among the French Jesuits of the

present age, and stands fir>t perhaps

among the Catholic pulidt ce ebnt.es of

France. He is also known to the pul^hc as

one of the most intlueutial writers ot the

order; and he has come forward several

times for its defence. In his ^vork

^^ Clement XIH. et C/.n,cnt A/l ,
par le

pere De Ravig.van :" y'lris; l"'i; -

vols., pp. oU and .-<'J2) he represents the

Jc--nitic side in the hot discussion which

his been going on for some years with

re.'.ard to Pope Clement XIV., who sup-

pressed the Jesuits. Not long ago a

priest of high standing m Rome, although

by birth a° German, Au-ustin Theincr,

Priest of the Oratorium, Prefect-coadjutor

of the Archives of the Vatican. Cousultor

of the Congrc-atiou of the Index and

other congregations, a member ..f the

special Congregation ou the Inimi.culate

Conception, etc., etc., published a ••i7i«-

torij of th: B>ut:fic"tr of Clement A/V.,

from unprinted documents of the secret
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archives of the Vatican, (Paris : DiJot

;

3 vols.,) in which he tried to exalt Clement

Xn. as one of the greatest popes ; and,

in order to achieve this, came out very

severely against the Jesuits of that time.

Of course, a hook like this created inde-

scribable confusion in the Catholic world,

which is now more than ever under

the influence of the Jesuits. The French

historian of the order, Crttineau-Joly, un-

dertook the defence of the Jesuits ; but,

alas! his book was put ou the Index. The

general of the Jesuits, P. Eoothan, fear-

ing that the controversy might turn out

badly for the order, declined all responsi-

bility for Cretineau-Joly"s work, but wrote

at the same time to P. de Ravignan, to

intervene with his name and talent for

his brethren. Such is the origin of this

hook. It tries tojustify both the Jesuits

and the pope who suppressed them. In

its zeal for the honour of the pope, the

author denies even such indisputable facts

as the agreement by which GangancUi,

before the election, bound himself to

Spain, to suppress the order. Neverthe-

less, the work has valuable material for the

history of the order, as the great part of

the second volume consists of documents

heretofore unknown.

Among the new works announced on

the continent of Europe are the fol-

lowing :

—

Symbolik der christlichen Confession-

en und Religionsparthcien von Prof. Dr.

A. H. Caier. 1. Bd. : Symbolik der ro-

misch-kathol. Kirche. 2. AbthI : Dcrrom.

Katholicismus in d^r Organisation seiner

besonderen Spharen. gr. S. (iv pp. und

pp. 253-G19. Greifswald.

Vorlesungcn ueber praktische Thcolo-

gie von Dr. J. H. Aug. Kbrard. gr. 8.

(xiv and 378 pp.) Konigsberg.

Das Wesen der Kirche beleuchtct nach

Lehre u. Geschichte d. Xeuen Testamen-

tes mit vornehml. Rucksicht auf die

Streitfrage zwischeu Protestantismus u.

Katholicismus t. Scmin. Repetent Jul.

Koestlin. gr. 8. (vii and 128 pp.) Stutt-

gart.

Geschichte des alten Bundes v. Prof. Dr.

Job. Heinr. Kurtz. (2. Bd. in 2 Abthl.)

gr. 8. (I. Abthl. pp. 1-320.) Berlin,

1855.

Novum testamentum triglottnm graece

latine germanice ;
graocum textum addito

lectionum variarum delectu recensuit, lat-

inum Hieronymi notata Clementina lec-

tione ex autoritate codd. restituit,

germanicura ad pristinam Lutheranae

editionis veritatem revocavit Aenoth. Jud.

Const. Tischendorf. 8vo. (xlii and 930 pp.)

Lipsiae.

Das alte Testament im neuen Testa-

ment von Dr. A. Tholuck. Ueber die

Citate d. Alton Testaments im Neuen Tes-

tament u. ub. d. Opfcr- u. I'riesterbegriff

im alten u. neuen Testament. [Zwei

P.eilac^cii zu d. Komraentare lib. d. Brief

an die Hebriier.] 4. verm. Aufl. gr. 8.

(iv and 11 G pp.) Gotha.

Auberlen, Dr. C. A., Der Prophet Daniel

und die Oflenbarung Johannis in ihrcm

gegenseitigen Vtrhaltniss betrachtet und
in ihren Hauptstellen erlautert. 8. Basel.

iVJ pp.

Among the new hocks recently an-

nounced in Great Britain are the follow-

ing :

—

Scriptural Predestination, with Remarks
upon the Baptismal Question. By the

Rev. Robert Knight. 1 vol. Svo. :—Jashar.

Fragmenta Archetypa, Carminura Hebrai-

corum in Masorethico Veteris Testament!

Textu passim tessellata collegit, restituit

ordinavit, in unum corpus redegit, Latine

exhibuit, commentario instruxit Joannes

Gulielmus Donaldson, S. Theologiiu Doc-

tor, Collegii SS. Trinitatis apud Canta-

brigienses quondam Socius. 8vo. :—Three

new volumes of Owen's Works ; being

the Second Issue of the Exposition to the

Hebrews, and embracing volumes ii,

iii, and iv of the Work :—Christ as

made known to the Ancient Church : An
Exposition of the Revelation of Divine

Grace, as unfolded in the Old Testament

Scriptures. By the late Robert Gordon,

D. D , F. R. S. E. : 4 vols., demy Svo. :

—

The Christian Cyclopcedia ; or, Repertory

of Biblical and Theological Literature.

By the Rev. James Gardner, M. D. and

A. M. Imp. Svo. :—The Inspiration of

IIolv Scripture, its Nature and Proof. By
the "Rev. W. Lee, J. C. D. Svo. :—Lec-
tures on the History of Ancient Philoso-

phy. By the Rev. W. Archer Butler, late

Professor of Moral Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Dublin. Edited, from the Au-

thor's Manuscripts, by W. H. Thompson,

M. A. 2 vols., Svo. :—.\ Second Series of

Sermons. Edited from the Manuscripts

of the Rev. W. Archer Butler, by the Rev.

J. A. Jeremie, D. D. Svo.





THE

METHODIST aUAKTEELY EEVIEW.

OCTOBER^ 1855.

Art. L—the FIRST CHAPTER ES[ THE HISTORY OF
AT^IERICAN METH0DIS3I.

About a hundred and fifty years ago, a colony of Germans from

the Palatinate emigrated from their fatherland and settled upon the

rich and fertile lands of the county of Limerick, in the west of Ire-

land. Their descendants are still called Palatines; and although

they have long since lost the language of their ancestors, yet they

have not lost their German character for industry, thrift, and hon-

ourable dealing. They are among the most wealthy and prosperous

farmers of the country.

When Mr. Wesley and his lay "helpers" found their way into

that part of the country, about the middle of the last century, these

Palatines were among the fii-st to receive the doctrines which they

preached, and to experience their wondrous and transforming power.

Among them was a youth by the name of Philip Embury, who

records his conversion in the following language :—" On Christmas

day, being Monday, the 25th of December, in the year 1752, the

Lord shone into my soul, by a glimpse of his redeeming love,

being the earnest of my redemption in Christ Jesus, to whom be

glory forever and ever, Amen." Mr. Wesley was in the county

of Limerick in August, 1752 ; but whether he was immediately

and directly instrumental in the happy change of Philip Embury,

we have now no means of knowing; but they were personally

acquainted with each other.

Between the accession of the house of Hanover in 1714, and the

war of Independence, a very large number of Protestants from the

north and west of Ireland emigrated to this country, and settled m
the southern part of New-Hampshire, in western Massachusetts, in

the city of New-York, in New- Jersey, in the western part of Penn-

sylvania, in the Great Valley of Virginia, and in the rich parts of

Fourth Series, Vol. VIL—31
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North and South Carolina, especially upon the Yadkin and Ca-

tawba. These valuable emigrants soon became an element of great

force in the polyglot population of the colonies ; and entering with

characteristic spirit into the struggle for our national independence,

they furnished the American army some distinguished command-

ers, among which were Sullivan and Stark. President Jackson,

who was bom on the Waxhaw Creek, ^\ C, in 17G5, was of this

race. But the influence of this class of emigrants upon our

political character and destiny is gi-eatly overshadowed by another

historical fact of far greater significance and importance. Two of

the most numerous and powerful religious bodies in the United

States arose chiefly out of this emigration—the Methodist Epis-

copal and the Preshyterian Churches. The Presbyterian Church

was everywhere planted by these emigrants ; the celebrated Ten-

nent family, who were among its earliest pioneers, having come

over about 1718. The origin of the Methodist Episcopal Church

was on this wise :

—

Among those who settled in New-York, about 1TG5, was Mr.

Embury,%efore mentioned, who had now become a local preacher.

This must have been previous to September of that year, as he had

a son born to him on the 24th of that month in John- street in that

city. Several other Irish :Methodists also emigrated about the same

time : bub finding none of the same profession, and being as sheep

without a shepherd, some of them soon wandered from God
:
and so

far did they depart from their duty, as to indulge in the frivolous

and sinful amusements of the world.

But they were soon to return to tlicir duty and to their God, and

to be the humble pioneers of a mighty and glorious work on this con-

tinent Among these eraigi-ants was a pious family by the name of

Hick from Ballingrane. One evening the mother* of this famdy

went 'into a company of these backslidden ^lethodists. of whom Mr.

Embury- was one, and finding them engaged in card-playmg, she

immediately seized the pack and indignantly threw it into the

fire. Then turning to Mr. Embury, she exclaimed Brother

Embury, you must preach to us, or we shall all go to hell, and God

•

will require our blood at your hands." Alarmed and astonished at

this earnest and unexpected reproof, and willing to say something

to justify himself, Mr. Embury replied, "How can I preach, for i

o This "elect la^y," ^hosc maiden name ^vas Barbara Ruckle, before her emi-

gration to America lived in a house opposite the present
^^'^^J'^f

^/'^.^"^
.[J

Balliuc^rane. The house is not now standing; but members of the family stiU

survive in that place, and her descendants, " to the third and fourth generation,

are yet found in the Methodist churches in New-York.
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have neither a house nor a congregation?" "Preach in your otto

house, and to our own company first," -svas the ready reply. To this

reasonable proposition he consented. An appointment was accord-

ingly made, and Philip Embury preached the first Methodist sermon

on tliis continent, in his own house, to five persons only. He soon

formed a class consisting mostly of his own countrymen, the German
Irish. This was in the latter part of 17GG. About the close of the

year they were joined by two brethren by the name of Louie and

White, from Dublin. They now began to take courage in their new
enterprise.

Soon a private house became too strait for the infant congrega-

tion, and encouraged by their success they rented a room in the

most infamous part of the city—near the barracks—invading the

very precincts of the powers of darkness, and making war upon

ignorance and vice within their own domain. One day, while

engaged in worship in this obscure temple, supposing then:i3clve3

" Little and unknown,

LoTed and prized by God alone,"

the liumble worshippers were amazed and even somewhat alarmed I

by the appearance, in their midst, of a stately and dignified figure in
j

the uniform of a British officer. They feared insult and molestation. (

But they soon observed that he knelt with them in prayer, and were
j

also further gratified and sm-prised to see that he demeaned himself
\

with the most reverent propriety. He immediately made himself 1

known to them. It was Captain Tliomas Webb. He had been a
j

lieutenant under the gallant and impetuous Wolfe at the capture of
j

Quebec in 1759, where he had lost his right eye, and had been
^

wounded in the arm. About the yeai- 1705, after great internal
j

struggles and much mental distress, in which he almost despair-

ed of the divine mercy, he was happily converted to God, and
|

joined the ^lethodist society under Mr. Wesley. It was not long

before he made his first attempt as a public speaker, in Bath,
,

England. The congregation with which he was waiting being dis- j

appointed of their preacher, he was called upon to address them,
|

which he did with such acceptance, as soon to induct him into the !

office of a local preacher. Soon after this event, he was appointed

barrack-master in Albany, in the province of New-York, whither he

immediately removed with his family. Here, establishing " a Church

in his own house," several of his neighbours desired permission to be

present at his family worship, Avhich was granted. To these he soon

adopted the practice of addressing a word of exhortation ; and thus

Albany became one of the first scenes for the display of Wesleyan
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zeal and devotion, although with no immediate results. Being in

New-York, about this time, he heard of the little society under Mr.

Embury, and in the true spirit of "a soldier of the cross," he was

not ashamed of the great ditference between their social position and

his own, and sought them out. His first interview with them has

been described. This event constituted .an era in their progress.

Captain Webb now began to preach among them. The novelty

of a man in regimentals with his sword and chapeau laid at his side

preaching the Gospel of peace, immediately attracted crowds to hear.

The preacher was a man v»-ho eminently united the more noble char-

acteristics of the soldier with the esprit du corps of the religious

body to which he belonged. His blmitness and earnest zeal, while

he declared to his astonished auditors " that all their knowledge and

religion were not worth a rush, except their sins were forgiven, and

they had the witness of the Spirit with theirs, that they were the

children of God," but increased the surprise and amazement of some,

while others, more thoughtful and considerate, were led to seek this

" pearl of great price," and to take the kingdom of heaven by vio-

lence."

Soon this place, also, was too small for them, and they began to

look around for more ample accommodations. Presently they found

a rigging loft, eigliteen by sixty feet, not distinguished, indeed, by

architecttiral proportions and adornment, but fully answering their

imraediato wants. It was at once fittc-l up for their reception, and

thither the infant society repaired, tliinking themselves truly happy

in their unexpected enlargement. This building, thus identified with

the tjarly history of American Methodism, was recently standing,

No. 120 AVilliam-street, an honoured memorial of the labours and

successes of the past. Here Mr. Embury preached on Thursday

evenings, and twice on the Sabbath; and here his humble auditors,

in the glorious hope of finally worshipping in the great temple

above, wept and prayed and sang and shouted, while God gave an

increase both of grace and of members.

In the mean time Captain Webb removed to the neighborhood of

Jamaica, Long Island, where his wife's relatives resided. Here he

also commenced preaching, first in his own house, and then in vari-

ous other places. In the course of six months twenty-four were

converted to God, about one-half of whom were coloured people.

Persons of this unfortunate race were also among the "first-fruits"

of \Vesle\^an labours in the city of Nov,-- York.

While Captain AVebb, to use his own language, was thus engaged

"in felling trees on Long Island," the little society in New- York,

Loft not half large enough to accommodate
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the multitudes that attended the preaching, seriously began to

think of erecting a place of worship. But serious and formidable

difficulties presented themselves in the very outset. At this time

there were but two classes in the society, one of men and one of

women, and of these there was but one person of property besides

Captain Webb, viz., a Mr. Lupton. In this emergency, they at

once betook themselves to God by prayer and fasting for his direc-

tion. AVhile thus engaged, ]Mrs. Hick, the lady before mentioned,

received an answer, attended with great sweetness and power, "I
the Lord will do it;" while at the same time a plan of action was
suggested to her mind, which, upon being presented to the society

for their consideration, was adopted. Lots were accordingly pur-

chased, and arrangements made to build. At this stage of their

progress one of the society thus wrote to Mr. Wesley :

—

" We had some consultations how to remedy this inconvenience, and ]\Ir.

Embury proposed renting a small lot of p-ound for twenty-one years, and to

exert our utmost endeavours to build a wooden tabernacle; a piece of ;:round

•was proposed ; the ground-rent was agreed for, and the lease was to be exe-
cuted in a few days. "We, however, in the mean time, had two several days
for fasting and prayer, tor the direction of God and his blessing on our j)ro

ceedlngs; and Providence opened such a door as we had no expectation of.

A young man, a sincere Christian and constant hearer, though not joined in

society, not ,t;iving anything toward this house, otfored ten pounds to buy a
lot of ground, went of his own accord to a lady who had two lots to sell, on
one of which there is a house that rents tor eighteen pounds per annum, lie

found the purchase-money of the two lots was six hundred pounds, whicli she

was willing should remain in the purchaser's possession, on good security. \\*e

called once more on God for his direction, and resolved to purchase th<j whole.

There arc eight of us who are joint-purchasers: among wlioni ^Ir. Web!' and
jSIr. Lupton are men of property. I was determined the house should bo on
the same footing as the orphan house at New-Castle, and others in England

;

but as we Averc ignorant how to draw the deeds, we purchased for us and our
heirs, until a copy of the WTitIng is sent us from England, which we desire

may be sent by the first opportunity.
" Before we began to talk of building, the devil and his children were very

peaceable; but since this atfair took place, many ministers have cur.-.-d us In

the name of the Lord, and laboured with all their might to stoj)tlii>ir onirrega-

tions from assisting us. But He that sitteth in the highest laughed them to

scorn. Many have broken through, and given their friendly as^iistance. We
have collected above one hundred pounds more than our own contributions,

and have reason to hope in the whole wc shall have two hundred pounds: but

the house will cost us lour hundred pounds more; so that unless (;o<l is pleased

to raise up friends we shall yet be at a loss. 1 beUevc Mr. Webb and ]\Ir.

Lupton will borrow or advance two hundred pounds, rather than t\u\ building

should not go forward; but the interest of money here is a great bunhni

—

being seven per cent. Some of our brethren proposed writing to you ftr a
collection in England: but I was averse to this, as I well know our friends

there are overburdened already. Yet so tar I would earnestly beg: if you
wouM intimate our circumstance? to particular persons of ability, perhay)s God
would open their hearts to assist this infant socletj-, and contribute to the first

preaching-house on the original Methodist plan in all America."
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These lots were situated in John-street, in what was then the upper
part of the city, and in a neighbourhood then called Golden Hill.

Here they erected a plain stone chapel, sixty feet in length by forty-

two in width, two stories in height, and with galleries on three sides.

In order to evade a law of the province in relation to the erection

of such houses of worship, it was supplied with fire-places, like a

dwelling-house. Mr. Embury, who was a house-carpenter by occu-

pation, built the pulpit and did the joiner-work with his own hands:
and on the 30th of October, 17GS, he also consecrated it by a sermon
from Rosea x, 12 :

" Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in

mercy ; break up your follow ground : for it is time to seek the

Lord, till he come and rain righteousness upon you." With charac-

teristic plainness, he declared, that " tha best consecration of a pul-

pit was to preach a good sermon in it." Thus was built, by a feeble

band, the first ^Methodist church on this continent. In honour of

the venerable founder of Methodism' it was called Wesley Chapel.

li was seated with benches, and remained in an unfinished state for

several years. It stood until its two little classes had increased to

225,000, and filled the land in its length and breadth, and the place

of their humble pastor, with his saw and hammer, was supplied by
some 1,560 local and travelling preachers. This chapel, after hav-

ing stood almost half a century, was finally taken down in 1S17, to

give place to a more ample and imposing structure, which also, in

its turn, upon some improvements being made in that portion of the

city, gave place to a third edifice about the year 1S40.

About the time of the formation of the society in 2s ew-York, Mr.

Eobert Strawbridge, also a local preacher from Ireland, settled on

Pipe Creek in Frederick, now CaiToU County, in the northern part

of Maryland. Like Embury and Captain Webb, he first began to

preach in his own house; and such was his success, that he soon

formed a very respectable society, and built a chapel, called the Log
Meeting-House. Some have osserted that this log meeting-house

on Pipe Creek was built as early, if not earlier, than Wesley Chapel,

in New-York ; and hence have been ready to claim for it the honour

of being the first erected on this continent. But as this claim has

never been properly authenticated by reference to unimpeachable

authorities, it cannot be admitted. It is to be extremely regretted,

however, that there is no authentic account of the precise time of

the formation of the Pipe Creek Society, and of the erection of its

meeting-house, with the particulars respecting them. But we know
not that Mr. Strawbridge himself ever wrote anything whatever for

the public eye; and those who might have ascertained the facts,

neglected to do so, at the time, and have now passed away : so that
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we haye now no means whatever of ascertaining the precise truth in

the case *

Hence also we have but very little information respecting Mr.

Strawbridge himself, whose labours, it is well known, contributed

largely to the establishment of Methodism in the United States.

When and where he was born ; when he was converted to God, and

joined the Wesleyan Society ; the precise time in which he arrived

in this country; where he first landed; and when and where he

died, are to us now wholly unknown. He was, however, a zealous

and active preacher. He extended his pious and successful labours

through various parts of Maryland, on both shores, and also into Vir-

ginia. Upon the arrival of the regular itinerant missionaries in

America, he connected his labours, which, at first, were conducted

wholly on his own responsibility, with theirs. His name appears on

the Minutes for 1773 and 1775; after which this earliest pioneer of

American Methodism, except Embury, seems to have reverted to

his former position as a local preacher, and finall}' disappears from

our view; and "his burying-place," like that of Moses, is probably
" not known to Israel to this day."

Methodism was also introduced into Philadelphia about this time,

probably by the labours of Captain Webb, who formed a flourishing

society, which soon amounted to one hundred members. IJere the

first conference in America was subsequently held. From what we

can gather from the Journals of Mr. Asbury and from the incidental

remarks of contemporaries, this society in Philadelphia seems to have

been distinguished for its pious and excellent character.

Thus, by the labours of thi-ee local preachers, one of whom was a

captain in the royal service, one a house-carpenter, and the other,

probably, a farmer, Was Methodism firmly established, by the forma-

tion of permanent societies, in three of the principal colonics, and had

also, probably, been preached in two others, before a regular itiner-

ant had set his foot upon our soil.

But the pressing exigencies of the work now demanded the pres-

ence and labour of men wholly devoted to its promotion. Accord-

ingly, as soon as the little society in New-York had purchased the

lots in John- street, and resolved to build a chapel thereon, one of

their members, in a letter before quoted under date of April 11th,

1768, thus writes to Mr. Wesley :—

" Althoufrh there is no proof that the Log Mceting-ITousc at Pipe Creek -was

oWer than Wesley Chapel iu New-York, jet there is positive proof that the Pipe

Creek Society was formed before that in New-York, and thus, in point of time,

takes the precedence of all others. See Asbury's Journals, vol. iii, p. 2i, new
edition.
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" There is another point far more material, and in winch I must importune
your assistance, not only in my own name, but also in the name of the whole
society. We want on able and experienced preacher; one who has both i^ifts

and grace necessary for the work. God has not, indeed, despised the day of
small things. There is a real work of grace be^un in many hearts, by the
preaching of Mr.Webb and IVfr. Embury; but although they are both useful,
and their hearts in the work, they want many qualifications lor such an under-
taking

; and the progress of the Gospel here depends much upon the qualifica-
tions of preachers.

" In regard to a preacher, if possible we must have a man of wisdom, of
sound faith, and a good disciplinarian ; one wliose heart and soul arc in 'the
work ; and I doubt not but by the goodness of God such a flame will be soon
kindled as would never stop until it reached the great South Sea. "W'e may
make many shifts to evade temporal inconveniences ; but we cannot purchase
such a preacher as I have described. Dear sir, I entreat you, for the good of
thousands, to use your utmost endeavours to send one over."

For some reason, ^Jr. Wesley did not attend even to this most
forcible and importunate appeal. More than a year elapsed before

it was definitely answered, during which the request of Mr. Embury
was added to that of this writer. In his Ecclesiastical History,
under date of 1TG9, IMr. Wesley says :

—

"Tuesday," August 1. Our conference began at Leeds. On Thursday,
I mentioned the case of our brethren in New-York. For some years past,
several of our brethren from England and Ireland (and some of them preach-
ers) had settled in North America, and had in various places formed societies,

particularly in Philadelphia and New-York. The society in Ne^,•-Yo^k had
lately built a commodious preaching-house, and now desired our help ; beinf
in great want of money, but much more of preachers. Two of the preachers^
Richard Boardman and Joseph Fillmore, willingly offered themselves for this
service, by whom we determined to send over fifty pounds, as a token of our
brotherly love.*

Mr. Boardman had joined the travelling connexion in 1763, and
Mr. Pillraore in 17G5. Both, therefore, were very recently in the
work. But they were men of good sense and ardent piet}^ of
adequate talents as preachers, and truly and earnestly devoted to

the important work of the ministry. But as an almost necessary
consequence of the want of longer experience, they were not good
disciplinarians, and, therefore, not so well qualified for gov-
ernment.

They seem to have lost no time, after the close of the conference,

at which they received their appointments as the first ^V^esleyan

missionaries to the new world, in making all needful preparations
for their voyage across the Atlantic, and in hastening to enter upon
the work to which they had devoted themselves. They sailed about
the latter part of August, and after an inclement and tedious passage
of nine weeks, they landed at Gloucester Point, six miles belo'w
Philadelphia, on the 24th of October. At the end of a week after

" Wesley's Works, vol. vii, p. 3SS.
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their arrival, Mr. Pillmore addressed the following letter to Mr.

Wesley :

—

"Philadelphia, October Z\st, 1769.

" Reverend Sir,—By the blessing of God ^vc arc safe arrived here, after

a tedious passage of nine weeks. Wc were not a little surprised to find Cap-

tain Webb in town, with a society of about a hundred members, who desire to

be in close connexion with you. This is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous

in our eyes.

" I have preached several times, and the people tlock to lioar in mullltudes.

Sunday night I went out upon the common. I had the stage a]>poiiited for

the hoi-se-race for my pulpit, and, I think, between four and five thousand

hearers, who heard with attention still as night. Blessed be Cml lor licld-

preachlng ! When I began to talk of preaching at five o'clock in the morning,

the people thought it would not answer in America. IIowe\er, I resolved to

try, and had a very good congregation. There seems to be a great and effec-

tual door opening in'this country, and I hope many souls will be gathered in.

The people in general like to hear the word, and seem to have some ideas of

salvation by grace. They seem to set light to opinions. That which is the

most prevalent is, ' universal salvation.' And if this be true, then, j^urhaps, (as

Count Zinzendorf observed,) 'we may see the devil falling before the Saviour,

and kissing his feet.' I have been to visit Mr. Stringer, who is wt.-ll. lie

bears a noble testimony for our blessed Jesus; and 1 hope God docs

bless him.
" "When I parted with you at Leeds, I found it verj- hard work. 1 have rea-

son to bless God, that I ever saw your face. And though I am well nigh four

thousand miles from you, I have an inward fellowship with your spirit. Even

while I am ^vriting, my heart flows with love to you, and all our drar fncnds

at home. In a litde time we shall all meet in our Father's kingdom,

' Where all the storms of life are o'er,

And pain and parting are no more.'

" This, reverend and dear sir, is and shall be the earnest prayer of your

unworthy son in the Gospel, J- Tillmoke. '

Mr. Boardman, soon after his arrival, set out for New-York,

to take charge of the society in that place, from -whence he thus

writes to Mr. Wesley :

—

"New-York, November ith, 1769.

" ItEVEREXD Sir,—After a nine weeks' voyage of groat dilHcuUios. we saftly

arrived at Philadelphia. Several said there' had noi, in the memory of the

oldest man on the continent, been such hard gales of wind as for these few

months past. Many vessels have been lost, while others got in with loss of

masts, and much damage to their cargoes. We observed shipwrecks all along

the coast of the Delaware. I never understood David's words as I now do

:

*They tluit ^o down to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters; these

see the works of the Lord, and his wonders in the deep.' In calm, serene

weather, I found much exercise of mind—strong temptations, aiid great dejec-

tion ; in rough, stormy weather, when it appeared morally impossible the

ves.-^el should live long." amid conllicting elements, I found myself exccedmg

happy, and rested satisfied that death would be gain. I do not remember to

have 'had one doubt of being eternally saved, sho'uld the mighty waters swal-

low us up. This was the '^Lord's doing. 0, may it ever be marvellous in

my eyes
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" When I came to Philadelpbia, I found a little society, and preached to a
f'eat number of people. I left brother Fillmore there, and set out for Xew-

ork. Coming to a largo town on my way, and seeing a barrack, I asked a
soldier if there were any Methodists belongins to it?

"' O ves,' said he, 'we
are all Methodists: that is, we should all he <.'lad to licar a Methodist preach.'
'Wcll,^' said I, 'tell them in the barrack, that a ]\Iotliodist preacher, just come
from England, intends to preach bore to-night ' He did so, and the inn was
surrounded with soldiers. I asked, ' Where" do you think I can ^&t a place to
preach in ?' (it being then dark.) One of tliom said, 'I mil go and see, if I
can get the Presbyterian meeting-house.' He did so: and soon returned to
tell me he had prevailed, and that the bell was just going to ring, to let all

the town know. A great company soon got together, and seeWd much
affected.

" The next day, I came to New-York. Our house contains about seventeen
hundred hearers.* About a third part of tliosc who attend the preaching, get
in ; the rest are glad to hear witliout. Tbcre appears such a willinizness in
the Americans to hear the word, as I never saw before. They have no
preaching in some parts of the back settlements. I doubt not, but an effectual
door will be opened among them. O, may He now give his Son the heathen
for his inheritance.

" The number of blacks that attend the preaching affects mc much. One
of tliem came to tell me, she could neither eat nor sleep, because her master
would not suffer her to come to hear the word. She wept exceedincH', sav-
ing, 'I told my master I M-ould do more work than I used to do, if he would
but let me come ; nay, that I would do everj-thing in my power to be a good
servant.'

" I find a great want of everj- gift and grace for the great work before me.
I should be glad of your advice. But, dear sir, what shall I say to almost
everybody I see ? They ask, ' Does Mr. Wesley think that he shall ever come
over to see us ?'

"I am, dear sir, your affectionate son and servant,

" E. BOARDMAX."

In accordance Trith the nsaj^cs of the society, Mr. Pillmore pres-

ently changed places with IMr. Boardman at ]^7ew-York, from
•whence he sends the following epistle " To the Rev. J, Wesley and
all the Brethren in Conference :"

—

"Kew-Tork, May 5th, 1770.

"Dear Beloved Brethren,—As it has pleased God to send us, his poor
unworthy creatures, into this remote corner of the world, to preach his ever-
lasting G0.--P0I, I trust you v.ill boar us on your minds, arid help us by your
prayers to fulfil the ministry which we have received of the Lord. We are
at present far from you ; and whether we shall ever be permitted to see you

° This is a mistake. It would not hold more than a third of that number.
Mr. TV'hitefield sometimes commits similar error.*?. In one place he speaks of

preaching to "five or six thousand" in the Old South Church in Boston. This

ancient church is yet standing, and modern slips have since been substituted for

its old-fashioned square pews, thereby iucroasing its capacity to accommodate a
congregation ; and it is found that it now contains but a few more than twelve

hundred sittings! I am inclined to think, however, that this passage in Mr.

Boardman's letter is a typographical eiTor, and that the original read " seven"

instead of " seventeen" hundred.
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acrain in the body, God onlv knows. However, though we arc absent from

ySu, yet we are present with you; and I hope we shaU continue so united,

that

Neither joy, nor grief, nor time, nor place,

Nor life, nor death can part.'

It was a crreat trial to us to leave our native land, more cspociallv to lo^ave our

fellow-labourers in the Gospel, who were more dear to us than all the boauties

of the British isles. Dear brethren, I feel you present wlnle I write But O

the Atlantic is between. O, this state of trial—this state ot uiutabihty. but

where am I wandering ? This is not our home. This is not our rest. Alter

a little while, we shall rest,

• Where angels gather immortality,

And momentary ages are no more.'

Our coming to America has not been In x^n. The Lord has be*^" pl<^ased to

ble^s our feeble attempts to advance his kingdom in the world. ^lanv ha^e

belierd the report, and unto some the arm of the Lord has been r.vealed.

There seems to be I shaking among the dry bones ; and they come toge her

that God may breathe upon them. Our con^.re..at.ons are a^:^^ and wc ha e

the pious of most conrrregatlons to hear us, which makes the b g -ts ma. .
i.ut

we Jre fuUv determined^iot to retaliate. They may contend or that which

G^ncver -revealed, and we will 'contend for the.faith o-e dcln^red to the

saints.' Tlie religion of Jesus is a favourite topic m ^ew-1 ok Ma
)
of he

'ay and polite sp?ak much about grace and perseverance But whcthe they

^iuld foiw Christ, in 'sheep-skins and goat-skins,' ^V^^ }--^-^'^^^;
nevertheU-s there are some who are alive to God. E%eu some ut th.„ yw
desplid chi dren of Ham are striving 'to wash their robes and to make them

Se in te blood of the Lamb.' We have a number o b.^^^^^^^^^^

meet together every week, many of whom are happym the \o^ c ot UjU. im^

evlnce^the truth of\he ap^stle's'assertlon, ' that God is no respecter ot persons

but b ;^ry nation he tllat leareth God and -orketh nghteoiisness . u^aTU^

of him.' The society here consists of about a hundred member,, 1>e.idc.-, proba

tinners- and I trust 'it will soon increase much more abundant!).

« B oth r Boardman and I are chietly confined to the -t|cs, and, therefi^^.

cannot at present go much into the countrv,as we ^^l^^^^^;^^
our hands than we are able to perform. There is work enough tor ^^V;^^^

crs in each place; and if two of our brethren would S«.™;«\^ ;4'; V\^,^

would be attended with a blessing, for then we could visit he p ace. a Ija ent

?i:^iS^;;;^i;?:Sin;-tEirjJ:^^^^
^i:^ Habi: a^d kind. . When we came o.j^ ^ ^^^11:S>^"' 1^
brethren to a great expense, being

^^''^^f^f^.^/^^^^.^.^.^.tl^-n.^s provided,
the case is now ddferent, as ^^a"ors are .e tled^and e^^^^^^^ . I

.^

If you can send them over, we ^^'-^1

?if
^> ^"^^^'^

^^'t^^^^^^^ ba.k to England,
a few years, the brethren here will be able to send them ,

according to tlie appointment ot the conference. 1 am, dear
,^ j,^^^^^^^^_

rcn, yours in^-iolably,
. , , i t i

" P S 1 have In -eneral been prettv well since I arrived here, and I hope

thIsLtte^'ua"ee^"^^^^^^^
that all the brethren would pray lor me.

Messrs. Eoardman and Pillraore continued a regular interchange

of labours between Pliiladelpbia and ^^eNV-York, ^N'hich were much
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blessed of the Lord, and of which the former again Avrites to Mr.

Wesley :

—

"New-York, Jpril 23, 1771.

" IiE\'E'REXD Sir,—It pleases Gotl to carry on bis -u-ork among us. With-

in this month we have had a great avi-akcning here. M;iny begin to believe

the report, and to some the arm of the Lord is revealed. This last month wo.

have had near tliirty added to the society ; five of -wliom have received a clear

sense of the pardoning love of God. "\Vc have in this city some of the best

preachers, both in the Endi^h and Dutcli Churches, that are in America
;
yet

God works by whom he will work.
" I have lately been much comforted by the death of ?omc poor negroes, who

have gone off the stage of time, rejoicing in the God of their salvation. I asked

one on the point ot death, ' Are you afraid to die ?' ' O, no,' said she, ' I have,

my blessed Saviour in my heart." I shovdd be glad to die. I want to be gone,

that I may be with him forever. I know that he loves me, and I love him

with all my heart.' She continued to declare the great things God had done

for her soul, to the astonishment of many, till the Lord took her to himself.

Several more seem just ready to be gone, longing for the happy time when
mortalitv shall be swallowed up of life.

" I bless God, I find, in general, my soul happy though much tried and

tem[)ted ; and thougli I am often made' to groan, oppressed with unbelief, yet

I find an increasmg degree of love to God, his people, and his ways. But I

want more purity of intention to aim at his glory, in aU I tliink, speak, or do.

' Lord, I believe ; help thou my unbeHef.'

" We do not, dear sir, forget to pray for you, that God would lengthen out

your days ; nor can we help praying that you may see America before you

die. Perhaps I have promisi-(l uiyself too much, when I have thought of this.

'Lord, not my will, but thine be done.' I am, dear sir, your affectionate son

in the Gospel, R. Boardm.^'."

Among the early pioneers of American Methodism, Robert Wil-

liams also deserves honourable mention. Like Embury and Stravr-

bridge, he was also a local preacher from Ireland. About the time

of the appointment of Messrs. Boardman and Fillmore, being

desirous to emigrate to America, Mr. Wesley gave him a written

license to labour under their direction in this country. Having made

an engagement to sail in company with a friend by the name of Ash-

ton, upo'n receiving intelligence that he was about to embark, being

single and unencumbered wiiit a 4"auuly, and with no important busi-

ness to settle, he immediately hastened to the place of embarkation,

sold the horse on which he rode to pay his debts, and at once went

on shipboard, depending upon his friend to pay his passage, who

generously met the bill.

He probably landed in New-York, and before the arrival of the

regular missionaries, as he was preaching in that city when Mr.

Boardman arrived to take charge of the society in that place. - He

immediately departed to visit Mr. Billmore, in Philadelphia, who

encouraged him to devote himself exclusively to the work in America.

This advice, which was followed, was productive of the most happy
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consequences. Ho soon after went into Maryland and preached in

Bcveral places, being the second Wesleyan preacher who laboured in

that province in which Methodism, thus early introduced, has since

assumed a position of so much influence and importance. He was

also the pioneer of ^Methodism in Virginia, having first introduced

it into Norfolk in the beginning of 1772. The year following he

broke ground on the old Brunswick Circuit, where occurred the first

general revival under the Methodists on this continent, and which

had previously commenced under the labours of the Rev. Mr. Jar-

ratt, with whom Mr. Williams cooperated as a most eflicient and

dilligent fellow-labourer. Mr. Jarratt, in a letter to Mr. Fiankin,

describes him as "a plain, artless, and indefatigable preacher."

We shall hear more of him in the course of the history of Ameri-

can Methodism.

The name of John King also deserves a place in this list of

worthies. He was from London, and arrived in this country at the

close of 1769 ; but without any authority to preach. He soon after

waited upon ]Mr. Fillmore in Philadelphia, and desired permission

to exercise his gifts in the society. This Mr. Fillmore, not being

then satisfied with his qualifications, declined to grant. But so

desirous was he to proclaim the riches of free grace, that he

appointed a meeting in the Potters Field, upon his own responsi-

bility. Some members of the society hearing him, upon this ocf^a-

sion, and being pleased with his promising appearance, desired Mr.

Fillmore that he might be encouraged. xVfter examination, he was

permitted to preach x trial sermon ; and as he appeared to be a

young man of piety and zeal, and much engaged for God, he received

permission from ]Mr. Fillmore to go down to Wilmington. Delaware,

whei;e Methodism had already been introduced, and to exhort among

a few awakened persons who were earnestly seeking the Lord.

Subsequently he was sent into IMaryland to labour in conjunction

with ^Messrs. Strawbridge and Williams. It was about thi- time

that Methodism was introduced into Baltimore, and a good work

commenced in several other places. ^Mr. King was admitted after-

ward as a regular travelling preacher, and was a member of the first

conference of 1773. He diligently laboured on various circuits in

New-Jersey. Virginia, and North Carolina, till 1777, when in that

dark period of our denominational, as well as national history, he

located. He was a truly pious, zealous, and useful man. and so

continued till his death, which occurred a few years since, at a very

advanced age, in the vicinity of Raleigh, N. C. He was probably

the only survivor, at the time of his decease, of all the preachers of

ante- Revolutionary date. He is often mentioned by Bishop Asbury
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in his Jom-nals under the initials of J. K. He is the person to

whom Mr. Wesley addressed that letter so often quoted, No. 308,

Works, vol. vii, p. 13, and which I here insert:

—

"Ne-vt. Leeds, July 28, 1775.

"My Df.ar BROTnER,—Always take advice or reproof as a favour: it is

the surest mark of love.

" I advised you once, and you took it as an afTrout : nevertheless, I will do it

once more.
" Scream no more, at the peril of your soul. God now warns you by me,

whom he has set over you. Speak as earnestly as you can ; but do not scream.

Speak with all your heart ; but with a moderate voice. It was said of our

Lord, ' He shall not e/7/ :' the word properly means, lie shall not scream.

Herein be a follower of me, as I am of Christ. I often speak loud; often

vehementlv ; but I- never scream ; I never strain myself; I dare not : I know

it would be a sin against God and my own soul. Perhaps one reason why that

^ood man, Thomas Walsh, yea, and John ^Manners too, were in such grievous

darkness before they died, was, because they shortened their own lives.

" O John, pray for an advisable and teachable temper ! By nature you arc

verv far from it : vou are stubborn and headstrong. Your last letter was

written in a verv wrontr spirit. If you cannot take advice from others, surely

you might take 'it fronr
'

Your aflectionate brother."

'Among those who prepared the way for the introduction and suc-

cess of Methodism on thi-s continent was the Rev. Devereux Jar-

ratt. He was powerfully converted to God when a lad, while a

student under that di^tiIl,u^uishcd man and father of Prcsbyterianism

in Virn-inia, President IJavics, who was probably instrumental in

this happy chan^cre. He subsequently resolved to devote himself

to the work of the ministry, studied theology, went to England for

orders, and was settled in the parish of Bath, in Dinwiddie County,

Virginia. Some others, like the Rev. Mr. Stringer of Philadelphia,

and Dr. M'Gaw, of Delaware, were friendly, and sometimes attended

and assisted in the meetings of the Methodists ; but Mr. Jarratt was

the only one of all the colonial clergy, who, like Mr. Fletcher and

some others in England, actively and extensively cooperated with

the Methodists in their evangelical labours. Of his settlement in

the ministry, and of the commencement of that great work of grace

of which he was the chief and honoured instrument until the Meth-

odist preachers came to his help, he gives the following account in

a letter to Mr. Rankin, which was afterward transmitted to Mr,

Wesley :

—

" August 29, 1 703. 1 was chosen rector of B., in the county of D., in Virginia.

iTnorancc of the things of Gml, profaneness, and Irrelieion, then prevailed

among all ranks and degrees ; so that I^ doubt if even the form_ of godliness

was to be foiiiul in any one family of this large and populous parish. I was a

stranger to the people ; my dwtrines were quite new to them, and were neither

preai^hcd nor btlieved by "any other clergjman, so far as I could learn, through-

out the province.
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" My first work was. to explain the dcpravitj- of our nature ; our fall in Adam,
and all the cyUs consequent thereon ; the impossibility of being delivered tVoni

them by anything which we oouM do, and the necessity of a living faith in

order to our obtaining help from God. AVhile I continued to insist upon these

truths, and on the absolute necessity of being born again, no small outcry was

raised a-jainst this way, as well as against him that tauglit it. I5ut by the help

of G<xl, I continued to witness the same to boLli small and great.

"The common people, however, frequented the church more constantly, and

in larger numbers than usual. Some were atVected at times, so as to drop a

tear.
" But still, for a year or more, I perceived no lasting ellect. only a few

were not altogether so' profane as before. I could discover no luart-fclt con-

victions of sin, no deep or lasting impression of their lost estate. Indeed I

have reason to believe that some have been a good deal alarmed at times. But

they were shy of speaking to me (thinking it would be presumption) till their

convictions wore otT.

"But in the year 1765, the power of God was more sensibly felt by a few.

These wei-e constrained to apply to me, and inquire, ' ^Vhat they must do to

be saved ?' And now I began to preach abroad, as well as in private houses
;

and to meet little companies in the evenings, and converse freely on divine

things. I believe some were this year converted to God, and thencefnrtli the

work of God went slowly on.
" The next year I became acquainted with ^Ir. M'R.,* rector of a neiLdibour-

ing parish; and we joined hand in hand in the great work, lie laboured

much therein; and not in vain. A remarkable power attended his preaching,

and many were truly converted to God, not only in his parish, but in other

parts where he was called to labour.
' In the years 1770 and 1771 we had a m.ore considerable outpouring of the

Spirit, at a"place in my parish called AVhite Oak. It was here I first formed

the people into a society ; that they might strengthen and assist each oilier.

The go<jd efiects of this were soon apparent. Convictions were deep and last-

ing ; and not only knowledge, but faith, and love, and holiness, continually

increased.

"In the year 1772 the revival was more considerable, and extended itself,

in some places, for fift^- or sixty miles aronnd. It increased still more in the

followini^ year, and severalsinners were truly converted to God. In the spring

of 1774 Tt was more remarkable than ever. The word preached was atn-nded

with such ener^rv, that many were pierced to the heart. Tears tell plentitidly

from the eyes of the hearers", and many were constrained to cry out. A goodly

number were gathered in this year, both in my parish, and in many ol the

neighboui-Ing counties. I formed several societies out of those who wi-n- con-

vinced or converted ; and I found it a happy means of building up iho.^e tliat

had believed, and preventing the rest from losing their convictions.

" In the counties of Sussex, and in Brunswick, the work from tiio year 1 773

was chiefly carried on by the labours of the people called ]\[etho<li?ts. The

first of them that appeared in these jiarts was :Mr. Robert Williams, who, you

know, was a plain, artless, indefatigable preacher of the Guspel. He was

greatly blessed in detecting the hypocrite, razin.cj I'alse foundations, and stir-

ring up believers to press after present salvation from the rcmams ot sm. He
came to mv house in the month of March, in the year 1773.

"The next vear others of his brethren came, who gadiered many societies,

both in this nel'dibonrhood and in other places, as tar as North Carolina. They
now began to ride tlie circuit, and to take care of the s^X'ieties already fonnod,

which was rendered a happy means both of deepening, and spreading the work
of God.-t

« M-'Roberts. f Asbury's Journals, vol i, pp. loS, 159.
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And yet this extensive revival, thus commenced by an Episcopal

clergyman, Avhich continued ^vith almost unabated power for more
than twelve years, in which thousands of souls wore transformed

by the power of divine grace, and which was probably the only

one which occurred in the whole history of the colonial Church in

the Old Dominion, is not mentioned by Dr. Hawks in his history

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in A'irginia, although Mr. Jar-

ratt himself often is. As the doctor was a most industrious col-

lector of materials for his book, it is hardly possible that he was
ignorant of it; and yet, while he mentions many comparatively

trivial and unimportant matters, which are related with great par-

ticularity of detail, this great work is completely ignored.

The possessor of a name of still greater historical celebrity—that

most eloquent and distinguished of modern preachers, the Rev.
George AVhitcfield—by his most extensive and successful labours

also did much to prepare the way of the Wesleyan Methodists on
this continent. Landing on our shores in May, 1738, the vcrv
month that the Wesleys received justifying faiih, (for he wa's

actually in Christ before his teachers,) he crossed the wide Atlantic

no less than thirteen times on his mission of love to the dwellers on
this western continent. On several of these visits he travelled from
Georgia to Elaine, preaching to immense and enthusiastic multitudes,

who were moved by his powerful appeals "as the trees of the wood
are moved by a mighty wind."

On the second of these visits, that of 1744, he remained in the

country between three and f-nir years. " The great awakening" was
now at its height, and he was incessant and indefatigable in his

labours. Although many, as elsewhere, "contradicted and blas-

phemed," yet many also " received the word with joy." Extraordi-

nary success attended him. The abundant fruits of his most efficient

labours were mostly garnered by the Puritans of New-England, and
the Presbyterians of the middle colonics, by whom lie Avas received

as an angel of God, as indeed he Avas ; and for which they received

a rich reward. '

Mr. Whitefield did not form any societies of his own in America.
He was not here the founder of a sect. God seems not to have sent

him to plant Churches, but simply " to preach the Gospel." For the

former he had no tact ; but for the latter he possessed extraordinary

qualifications ; and well and truly did he perform the special work
assigned him. In >«ew-England, wherever the regular clergy (and
this was the case with a party among them) did not cooperate with

him and his friends in their labours, nor favour the work of which
ho was the chief promoter and representative, God raised up, as in
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Europe, pious but illiterate preachers, by ^vhom separate congrega-
tions T\-ere formed in several places, and Avho were thence called

Separatists. These humble pastors with their flocks, as is usually

the case, were generally opposed by their brethren. But they con-
tinued to hold up the torch of truth, and to maintain their testimony
in favour of the new birth, until another people came to enforce this

glorious doctrine with far greater abiUt}', and with more abundant
success.

The Baptists in this country are also largely indebted to the
labours of Mr. Whitefield; for as they have always distinctly main-
tained the doctrine of the new birth, and have made it a roqu'isite for

baptism and admission to the Church, a part of these Separate con-
gregations embraced their peculiarities and joined them in mass

;

and some of them remain in a flourishing state to this day. The
stock, also, from which the Baptists in Virginia, now so numerous
and influential, and in all the South, and from whence they have
extended into the west and southwest, are of Whitenddian descent.*

The other principal branch of their family in the United States, the

Freewill Baptists, had also the same origin, Benjamin llandall,

their founder, and who formed their first Cliurch in New-Durham,
New-Hampshire, in 17S0, but two years after Mr. Whitefield's death,

being one of his converts.

Although Mr. Whiteficld formed no Churches of his own, liis her-

culean efforts were far from being lost. The labours of no one man,

save those of ^Ve5ley alone, liave exerted so mighty an influence uj)on

the religious interests and destiny of these United States, as those

of George Whitefield. His OAvn biographers and friends seem not

to be aware of the vast amount of good which he accomplished.

When the Methodist preachers came into New-England, nearly a

quarter of a century after the death of Mr. Whitefield, they found

some of these Separate Churches still in existence, by whom they were

well received. A gentleman who was once a member of the Irish

Conference under Mr. Wesley was induced to become the pastor of

one of these Churches, over which he presided with great efliciency

for nearly half a century. It is now one of the largest and most

wealthy Congregationalist Churches in New-England; and out of

it members liave gone to assist in building up the Methodist

Churches in the city in which it is located.f

Indeed, all who had hoard Whiteficld with affection, and espe-

cially those who had been blessed by his useful labours, in those

cases in which they were not too strongly tinctured with Calvinism.

^Eonediet's Ilistury of Baptists.

t The Benevolent Coti'rrcgationalist Church, ProTidence, Rhode Island.

Fourth Serie.s, Vol. VII.—32
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immediately recognised the peculiar doctrines ^vhicll he preached,

and especially the spirit by -which he was actuated, in the teachings

of the Methodists ; and hence they generally received, and " heard

them gladly." An illustration of this fact occurs in the Life of the

Rev. F. Gai-rettson, p. SO, -where, giving an account of his introduc-

tion to Methodism and the formation of a flourishing society in

Quantico, Somerset County, on the eastern shore of Maryland, he

says:—

" Old 'Mr. and ^Mrs. Rider, -ivho were on a vi>it among their friend?, heard
me preach, and -^vere much affected. After the congregation -was dismissed,

they advanced toward me in tears, and the old lady spoke as follows :
—

' Many-
years ago we heard Mr. "Whltefield preach, and we were brought to ta>ie the
sweetness of rchgion. Till we heard }ou, we had not heard a Gospel sermon
for about twenty years. The first time 1 heard you preach, I knew it was the

truth, but I only had a little spark left. Yesterday we heard you again, and
the little spark was blown up to a coal ; and. glory to God 1 to-day the coal is

blown up to a flame. "We cannot hide ourselves any longer from you ; our
house and hearts are open to receive you and the blessed word you preaeh.'

The dear old people seemed to see, feel, and think ahke. I went to their house,

and it appeared as if there wore many in that vicinity just ripe for the Gospel.

O J there was a sweet gathering to the fold of Jesus."

Thus did this indefatigable evangelist act as the mighty pioneer of

the Methodists in the Nc-iv World.

Soon after his arrival, upon his last visit to this country, he -wrote

the following pious letter, so characteristic of the man, to the Kcv.

C. Wesley. This is the last letter he ever -wrote to Charles ; and

although he says in the postscript, " I hope to write to your honoured

brother soon," yet it is presumable that it is the last he ever -wrote

to either of these distinguished brothers. It is dated from his

orphan House :

—

"Bethesda, January loth, 1770.

«Mt Very Dear old FniEND,—I wrote to your honoured brother, from
on board ship. Since then what wonders have I seen ! what innumerable
mercies have I received ! a 1o:il^. trying, but, I hope, ])rofitablG passape. My
poor, feeble labours are owned in C'harlestown ; and everAthinT is more pro-

mising than in Georgia. The increase of this once-so-much despised colony
is incredible. Good, I trust, is doing in Savannah, and Bethesda is like to

blossom as a rose : the situation is most delightful, very salubrious, and ever)'-

thlng excellently adapted for the intended purpose. AH ailmire the poolness,

strength and beauty of tlio late improvements. In a few months the intended
plan, I hope, will be comph-tud. and a solid, lasting foundation laid for the

support anil education of many, as yet unborn. Nothin" is wanted but a
judicious and moderately learned, single-hearted master. Surely the alorious

Emmanuel will j.oint out one in his own due time. Do prav. I am sure,

prayers put u]i alx>ve thirty years ago are now answerincr; and I am per-
suaded, we shall yet sec greater things than these. ^Vllo would have thought
that such a worthless creature as this letter-writer should live to be fitty-tive

years old ? I can only sit down and crj', ' What hath God wrouiiht I'' My
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bodily health is much improved, and my soul is on the wing for a northern
Gospel range."*

In this, which proved to be his last "Northern Gospel Range,"
he called upon Messrs. Boardman and Pillmore in Philadelphia,

and expressing to them the great satisfaction which he felt in seeing

the children of his old friend and fellow-labourer on this side of the

Atlantic, he encouraged them to proceed in their work.

Having passed through the colonies, on his last northern tour, pro-

claiming to multitudes the riches of grace, in his usual manner, he was
just ou his return, when he preached his last sermon in E.xetor, ]S'ew-

Hampshire, standing upon a hogshead near the meeting-house. His
text was '2 Cor. xiii, 5 :

" Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the

faith." He spoke with great animation and power ; a fitting close for

such a life. After the sermon, he rode to Newburyport, Massachu-

setts, where he was to preach the next day, and took lodgings with the

Rev. Mr. Parsons, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in that

ancient town. On the road, he complained of an attack of the asth-

ma, to which he was subject ;
" but," said he, " another pulpit sweat or

two will cure me." But, alas ! this master of assemblies was to take

no more pulpit- sweats. In the course of the night the attack so

increased in violence as to occasion great distress, and compel him

to rise and approach a window for the sake of fresh air. His friend

and travelling companion, Mr. Smith, also rose to assist him. All

the usual appliances for this painful disease were employed, but

•without effect. His last foe was marching upon him apace, and this

veteran " soldier of the cross," this hero of a thousand battles, pre-

pared to meet him with becoming dignity and resolution. Presum-

ing that his end was approaching, he now broke forth in fervent

prayer for the whole world in general, and for his Orphan House, in

Georgia, in particular, for the support of which he had made such

gi-eat exertions, both in Europe and America, and the destitute and

helpless occiipants of which were ever near his .heart ; and then,

withal, requested that if his work was now done on earth, the

Lord would be pleased to take him to himself Then falling into

the arms of his attendant, he peacefully breathed out his last, Sep-

tember .30th, 1770, in the fifty-sixth year of his age, and the thirty-

fifth of his ministry—yet comparatively 3'oung in years, but aged

in labours and in usefulness. The next da}', which was the Sab-

bath, the countrv people came pouring into town for the purpose of

again listening to this most eloquent of preachers. But that mighty

and quickening voice, to the music of which they had so often lis-

tened with profit and delight, and which had been the instrument of

« Jackson's Life of C. Wesley, pp. C19, G20.
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salvation to so many thousands, in both hemispheres, Avas now

hushed in death; and in silent grief and amazement the multitudes

returned to their homes, and the church -^vas shrouded in mourning,

that one of her mightiest champions had follcn. In accordance with

his request, that his early friend should perform this service for him,

Mr. Wesley preached his funeral sermon in Mr. Whiteficld's two

chapels in London, on the 18th of the following November, from

JSum. xxiii, 10 :
" Let mo die the death of the righteous, and let

my last end be like his."

The First Presbyterian Church in Newburyport was formed as one

of the results of Mr. WhitefiekVs labours, during some of his earli-

est visits to this country, and their meeting-house, a large structure

which is yet standing, was erected in 175G. He had so often enjoyed

such glorious divine manifestations while preaching in that house,

that several years before his death he told his friends, that if he

should die in\hat par^; of the world, he wished to be buried under its

pulpit. His iS'cwburyport friends remembered this request, so agree-

able to their own feelings, and now had it in their power to grant it.

Accordingly, although tlie people of Boston, where he had preached

to overflowing audiences, and among whom he was immensely popu-

lar, requested the privilege of having his dust rest with them, they

were refused ; they prepared a vault under the pulpit where they laid

him. His friend, the ilcv. Mr. Parsons, at Avhosc house he died, and

also a subsequent pastor of the Church, the Rev. :Mr. Prince, who

was a blind preacher, when dying, requested to be laid by his side,

which was done ; and the three now sleep together in peace. The

Rev, Jesse Lee, who visited the tomb about the year 1791, says that

the process of putrefaction had then even scarcely commenced, and

that the flesh was quite firm and hard. This is now no longer the

case however. When I visited it in 1833 it was quite decayed, and

one of the arm bones had been abstracted by some sacrilegious relic

hunter.

This church, thus identified with the history of a great man, and a

name distinrruished in ecclesiastical annals, stands on the corner of

Federal and° School-streets, and the parsonage in which he died, and

which is also yet standing, is but a few rods distant in the former

street. A few\'ears since, this ancient church was remodelled inside,

and the pulpit,*together with the vault beneath, were removed from

the side, where they formerly stood, after the fashion of the old Xew-

England meeting-houses, to the end of the church. A beautiful

marble cenotaph, at an expense of $1200, Avas erected on the right

of the pulpit, by William Bartlett, P^sq., a wealthy merchant of ^'ew-

buryport, and the great benefactor of the Andover Theological School.
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Art. II.—GERMAN GX:MNASIA AND ENGLISH PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

[MODIFEED FEOil JAHX'S JAHT.EUCKER.]

In the folio-wing paper we propose to invite the attention of our

readers to a few observations upon the hii:;her schools of two coun-

tries, where education has en!:;rossed greater attention and patronage

than throughout the world besides, and where the relative merits of

every feasible system have been tested by a large and varied expe-

rience. England, with her five hundred public schools, endowed,

for the most part, by the munificent liberality of her sovereigns or

of private individuals, and Germany, with the generous rivah-y of

its governments in the establishment, protection, and regulation of

the higher institutions of learning, are, notwithstanding the besotted

ignorance of vast masses of their respective populations, more richly

provided with the means of contributing to the true philosojihy of

education, than perhaps any or all other nations ; and it is to their

methods and institutions all must appeal, who, in any country, arc

honestly intent upon the improvement of existing systems of public

education. Among the Germans, more particularly, the dictum of

Plato, that " man cannot propose a higher and nobler object for his

study than education, and all that appertains thereto," has obtained

universal recognition, and their pedagogical knowledge and activity

are certainly without parallel in the ancient or modern history of

mankind. Distinguished instructors have been repeatedly sent forth

at the pubUc expense to travel in other lands, for the purjjose of

obtaining information respecting the organization of schools, and

to investigate the merits of every foreign educational method.

For many years, in dealing with the most important questions of

practical and social life, the Germans have been avowedly in the

habit of directing special attention to a country, whose inhabitants,

like their own swift ships, have noiselessly and steadily pursued the

track observed for centuries ; while others, with comparatively feeble

craft, the sport of winds and currents, have been blown further and

further from the goal of their wishes and exertions, to be driven at

last, far from their reckoning, on to one-knows-not-what barbaric

shore. England, who, with her fleets, as Rome formerly with her

legions, sways the destinies of more than half the world, has^ re-

mained unshaken and unperturbed amiilst those violent convulsions

which, during the last seven years, have caused the entire continent

of Europe to tremble. In spite of her enormous proletariat, and the
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extreme sensitiveness of her great industrial interests, -uhicli could

not be unaffected by the feverish commotions and agitations of the

rest of Europe, no threatening word has been uttered, no violent arm

uplifted for the purpose of hastily or illegally redressing the multi-

form and deep ailments, under -uhich society even there is languish-

ing. A people so prominent by commercial activity, political

eminence and literature, may well attract the deep interest of the

intelligent and thoughtful in other lands, more particularly to those

institutions which, from their especial oflGce of calling forth and

maintaining the higher mental culture, contribute more than all

besides to the power and influence of a nation. As among the

Germans, those who administer high political functions, or exert

direct influence upon the government, have obtained their educa-

tion almost without exception at the gymnasium and the university

;

so in England the queen's ministers, the peers, the officials, the

bishops, clergy, and all who in parliament or out of it lay claim to

high cultivation, are indebted for the possession of it to the public

schools and universities. Since, then, the influence exerted by these

establishments upon English civilization cannot be unimportant, and

since under all imaginable circumstances the school not merely re-

ceives a bias from the world without, but also in its turn gives

impulse and direction to the varied activities of Hie, it must certainly

,
be profitable to obtain an accurate knowledge of the higher educa-

tional institutions of a country which it has become of late the fash-

ion to describe as, ]jar excellence, " the land of hereditary wisdom."

This task has been executed in a manner and to an extent that

leaves little to be desired by an intelligent and accomplished German

j

scholar, (Dr. \Viese,) who was commissioned in the summer of 1851

• - to proceed to England for the purpose of investigating the mechanism

and actual performances of education there, and who has recently

I pubUshed the results of his observations in a highly instructive

volume, entitled, " Briefc iihcr die Englische Erziehiatg." On
the other hand, we have long been favoured in M. Victor Cousin's

celebrated " Rapport sur Vetat dc VInstruction Puhlique dans

quelques pays de VAllernagne, et particulierement en Prusse,''

i

with a detailed and lucid exposition of German education, from the

I

elementary schools up to the imiversities, which, during a length-

ened residence in Germany, the author enjoyed the most favourable

opportmiities of studying in all its bearings and departments. Eoth

works are eminently deserving consideration, no less from the celeb-

rity of their writers, than the impartiality of their judgments.

While, then, it is one object of this paper to direct attention to their

statements, it would seem instructive, and at the same time con-

sistent with the end we have more immediately in view, to com-
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pare the internal organization of the German gymnasia with that of

the corresponding English public schools somewhat more fully than

has been done in the letters, to which Ave owe our principal mate-

rials. In the execution of our design, we shall confine ourselves

almost exclusively to a consideration of the end, the method, the

subjects of instruction, and the discipline of the higher English, as

contrasted with those of the German learned schools.

Amidst considerable diversity of detail, the end proposed by the

public schools of England is essentially the same. Their design is

to impart a liberal education, and so far is identical with that of the

German gymnasia, from which, however, they differ in this respect,

that the state has ordained the scope and pm-pose of the latter, and

inade them principally estabhshments for the education of such

scholars as are destined to the learned professions or official employ-

ment, even in the case of those who have no intention of pursuing

a higher and more strictly scientific course of study. In England a

different system prevails. There the school is entirely unconnected

with the state, and no claim or title to public preferment can be

achieved by repairing to a public school or one of the national uni-

versities, and by obtaining honours at the examinations instituted

at the latter. What is sought in entering these establishments is

simply such an education as will enable the recipient to as=ume in

future years, with respect more particularly to all that concerns his

character and personal relations, the status of a gentleman. In

pursuing this aim less labour is bestowed upon the acquisition of

positive accomplishments or a scientific spirit, than upon vigorously

exercising the mental powers, and communicating the ability to take

a manly and independent position in society and calling. Kot so

much knowledge, as capability and conduct are sought to be im-

parted. For this reason the instruction given is exceedingly cir-

cumscribed, being limited in fact to what is thought best adapted to

impart correct views and fixed principles, in the confident expecta-

tion that thoroughness in a few subjects, and the mental self-pos-

session which this engenders, will confer upon the pupil in years of

riper development and emancipation from control, the ability to

comprehend and appreciate, as they may deserve, whatever subjects

he may voluntarily select as the object of pursuit. By thus simpli-

fying and cutting down the subjects of instruction, the danger to

which the Germans are exposed of overburdening, unduly stimu-

lating, and failing to concentrate the scholar's intellectual energies,

is altogether avoided. The practice of compelling the young gym-

nasiast to devote his industry and attention to the successive prepa-

ration and recitation of from four to six lessons upon different sub-
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jects must of necessity distract and Treaken the mental force to a

far greater extent than can happen in England, -where the Bible,

Greek, Latin, and mathematics, constitute the whole routine of

study, and are considered sufficient to call forth that amount of

intellectual effort which is requisite to the proper discipline of the

mind and character.

With the foregoing exposition of the end they keep in view, the

method pursued in the English schools entirely coincides. In the

majority, instruction is continued for one hour and twenty minutes
upon the same topic, and kindred studies are taken in rotation ; the

intermediate hours being appropriated to recreation, repetition, and
the labor of preparation. In no single day are more than four, and in

the same week, than eighteen hours, devoted to class exercises. The
pupil is in this way led to acquire the habit of studying privatim,

and in connexion therewith works daily during certain hours with

his private tutor. The chief business of the teachers officially con-

nected with the school consists in examining the boys upon the les-

sons previously given out, and in prescribing new ones. This is

done in a large hall, in which usually all the classes are assembled

;

but if a teacher prefers to conduct the recitations of his pupils in a

more private manner, he can be separated from the rest by a screen.

The head-master, from an elevated desk or seat, overlooks all the

classes. From these arrangements it is apparent that the mental

labour of the boys is performed to a much greater extent at their

private lodgings than in class. What is done in the latter relates

to the more definite results of study. To a plain question a clear

and accurate ansvrer is expected, whereby necessity is laid upon the

pupil, in reading, for example, a chapter of history, not to throw

away his industry upon vague and round-about effort to apprehend
the subject in its more general relations, but in the first instance at

all events to concentrate his diligence upon a more specific aim.

W"iese remarks that this system is pushed to such an extent as to

become mechanical, and is so tenaciously adhered to as to induce

the teacher studiously to avoid that aisthetical treatment of the

subject of the lesson, which would give it attractiveness and grace.

This, in his estimation, would be far too vague and treacherous a

mode of dealing with the work in hand; he does not wish to make
labour too interesting, and, on many occasions, gives deliberate

preference to dry details, in order that by forcing the mind to dwell

upon these, the important habit of patiently persevering under diffi-

culties may be gained. Dry, too, are their sylloges or abstracts,

without which scarcely any branch of learning is pursued. Their

contents must be mechanically committed to memory ; and whether
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they are understood or not, is in their estimation almost a matter

of indifference. The ability to comprehend ^\hat is thus acquired,

they imagine -will be gained at a subsequent period. In all this it

is clear, that no effort is made to awaken, and, indeed, that little

value is attached to that passionate eagerness for kno^vledgc \Nhich

the Germans desiderate in their scholars, or, at any rate, in those

belonging to the upper classes. No inspiration is attempted to be

imparted or cultivated, but merely the conscientious performance

of a prescribed duty, and for this prizes of various kinds are dis-i

tributed. Here, as in all other things, we observe the practical bias

of English educational effort. iVn enthusiastic interest, which warms

both the intellect and the heart, they care not to inspire, from a fear

that it might check the uniform and steady development of the

advancing reason, and imperil its equipoise by familiarizing it with

merely general notions, or vague, indefinite results. Rather than

expose the tyro to this risk, they permit him to sink into simple

formalism, which, at all events, appears to furnish a valuable crite-

rion for testing the precise amount of diligent effort he puts forth.

Among the subjects of instmction, whose specific importance

and mode of treatment we proceed to consider, the two ancient lan-

guages occupy by far the most important place. They constitute,

in truth, in connexion with the Bible, the strict materiel of Engli.<h

education—a heaHhy mental discipline being the object kept more

especially in view in their reading and explanation. The iristruciion

given in them is chiefly grammatical : but even in this respect is lim-

ited to what alone is deemed essential to a correct apprehension of an

author's meaning, and to certainty in finding the exactly equivalent

English expression. Mr. "Wiese affirms, that he has failed to remark

the same thoroughness and accuracy of grammatical definition which

are required by his compatriots. In Germany, it is well knoA\Ti,

the greatest pains are taken to explain as rationally as possible

every peculiarity of language, and to bring them before the pupil,

as liir as this is practicable, in the most intelligible and philosophic

form. In all this the English pedagogue is but little interested,

provided only the given principle is intelligibly stated, and, when

grasped, easy to be recalled on the occurrence of any illustration.

Peculiar stress is laid upon this latter point, for herein he beliiives

the exercise of the pupil's judgment to be preeminently called forth;

and this opinion it is v/hich induces him to rest satisfied with a

method of procedure consecrated by tradition, and having in its

favour the prestige derived from its having been in successful opera-

tion for centuries. Even in the reading of the upper classes, what

is special and peculiar to the individual author is pressed preemi-
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nently upon the attention of the scholar. To Avhat extent he pene-

trates into the spirit of the whole, say of a Greek tragedy or an

Horatian ode—how far he may be said to attain a correct apprecia-

tion of his author in a linguistic, ethical, or other point of view

—

cannot be distinctly learned from Mr. AVicse's statements ; but it

would seem that, in these and similar requirements, no very gi-eat

progress is achieved. Questions, for example, are proposed, which

oblige him to observe narrowly certain peculiarities of a writer,

either in respect of certain statements he makes, or forms of expres-

sion he adopts, and diligently to collate them. The same object is

sought to be obtained by exercises in metre, which are pushed to a

great extent. In these, again, the preliminary or initial steps are

altogether mechanical, inasmuch as words taken quite indiscrimin-

ately and sometimes entirely at hap-hazard are ranged in juxtaposi-

tion for the mere purpose of making a verse. It is not, until a very

much later period, that verses are fonned, which yield a sense. In

these preparatory lessons, the intention can only bo that of not dis-

tracting the mind of the pupil, by requiring him to pay attention to

the thought, from becoming thoroughly grounded in technicalities,

and extremely ready in using his material; thus -simplifying as

much as possible his earliest attempts, and thereby rendering the

exercise, which has only to do with prosody and metre, the more

certain and easy of execution. In all things the English instructor

starts apparently from the assumption, that every faculty of the

understanding will act with a vigour proportioned to the one-sided

and limited character of its training. At a later time, the pupil

acquires, it is true, great ingenuity and skill, not merely in turning

original compositions into verse, but also in Latin and Greek ren-

derings of passages from Shakspeare, Milton, ±>yron, and other

English poets. As a. means of intellectual discipline, these exer-

cises are of undeniable excellence, and in the consciousness of

havin<^ gained the dexterity above alluded to, there lies a sense of

power, which, as strengthening and developing chai-acter, cannot be

too zealously promoted. In addition to these considerations, their

successful performance demands a very intimate familiarity with the

spirit and diction of the ancients, and compels the pupil to a labo-

rious and attentive perusal of their writings. In this way, on

the one hand, the pleasure he derives from his classical studies is

considerably heightened, while, on the other, his powers of observa-

tion and strength of purpose are calkd into healthy play. To

insure these objects, the quantity of a Greek or Latin classic appro-

priated to each lesson is small, consisting of a previously specified

number of lines or verses. The " getting up," nevertheless, of these
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moderate tasks must be thorough and exact ; and while the choice

of authors for private reading is left entirely to the pupil, it is still

required that small portions should be taken at a time, and made,

by frequent repetition, his own strict property.

Hero, again, the great caution employed in guarding the scholar

against distraction of his mental powers, and in teaching him to

concentrate his energies upon the work in hand, is strikingly appa-

rent. The principle is ailhered to, tenaciously, of not exacting any-

thing fx'om him which in any way surpasses his capacity, in order

that his intellectual activity may not be unduly tasked, or his success

in study imperilled by any feeling of uncertainty. For this reason,

the more profound appreciation of Greek and Latin writers, together

with all critical investigation of their excellence and beauty is

reserved for the university. In the first three years of academic

study, the attention of the English student is, for the most part,

occupied with a perusal of the ancient writers, which is conducted in

a manner very similar to that pursued with the upper or middle classes

of the gymnasium. By this arrangement, it is obvious that the Eng-

lish enjoy an important advantage over German teachers. The

yearning of the latter is but too natural that their pupils—of whom
they well know that it is only in exceptional instances, after leaving

school, they revert of their own accord to the writings of Homer,

Cicero, Tacitus, Sophocles, Demosthenes, or Plato—could be incite^l,

by a more thorough examination into the intrinsic value and artistic

superiority, of the old classics, to appreciate in some degree, the

spirit, originality, and grandeur of Greek and Roman philosophy.

In striving after the realization of this wish, it must, however, be

confessed that there is no slight danger of opening up to the bo}',

of, say from sixteen to twenty years of age, a sphere of thought, in

which his untutored faculties are unable of themselves to discover

the true track, and of crippling, or hopelessly embarrassing his

mental energies in the effort to attain too high a goal. Tlic English

avoid this risk with greater certainty, inasmuch as the student, who

has by this time arrived at man's estate, was not suffered, when at

school, to make any onward advance, until his foot had been firmly

planted on the preceding step of the intellectual ladder. While,

then, the German teacher is but too apt to accelerate, somewhat

prematm-ely, the progress of his pupil, in order that, by causing him

to strain every nerve, he may- place him upon a level with himself

in knowledge, and not unfrequently pursues a course in which the

exertion demanded amounts to over-tension of his energies; the

English instructor insures the advancement of his classes by slow

and equal steps, and is more certain than his rival can possibly be,
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that none remain behind. Hence, it may readily be understood -why

a strictly classical education, and a profound veneration for the -^vis-

dom of antiquity are more generally met with in England than in

Germany. The study of the dead languages and their literature,

leaves its mark, it is true, upon the minds of all -who have gone

through the curriculum of the gymnasium ; but a distinct and lively

consciousness of the precise influence which classical studies have had
in producing this impression, and of the way in which, by and
through them, the understanding, judgment, taste, and general con-

ceptions of nature and hfe are trained and enlarged, is just as little

to be recognised among the majority, as a vivid and pleasant re-

membrance of the august and splendid creations of the ancient mas-
ters, which have been brought before their notice during the period

of their attendance at the gymnasium. The reason of this, as it

appears to us, may be discovered in the showy and superficial char-

acter of the programme adopted at these institutions, in virtue of

which, the student, when just beginning to comprehend Li\'y and
Virgil, quits the second class, and proceeds to the university, never

again to look into Tacitus, Plato, or Thucydides, in the event of his

being satisfied with the attainment of nothing more than a dim pre-

sentiment of the tragic spirit of the first, the ideas of the second, and
the magnificent conflict of party principles described by the last of

these great writers. In England it is widely different. The im-

pression made by the ancient classic -UTiters is far more persistent.

They are pleasantly rccalleJ to memory in after life, because in such

reminiscences the painful sense of unrequited exertion, of the under-

standing struggling with mere form and engaged in the bootless

attempt to comprehend matters transcending its capacity, does not

disturbingly intermingle. They are taken up again and again,

referred to constantly, and the practical sagacity of the reader leads

him often enough to the discovery in their pages of instruction or

support for the ever-varying circumstances of the times in which he

lives.

To their own language, the English devote but little time or spe-

cial instruction, considering translations from Latin and Greek into

English, and back again from the latter into the two former lan-

guages, the best preparative for the correct employment of the

mother tongue. These exercises are performed with a strictness

which is almost painful, in order that the pupil may be enabled to

estimate the e.xact force of every word, and discriminate between its

various shades of moaning with the most minute precision. He is

not suffered to rest content with the acquisition of mere stereotype

or euphonious phraseology, or to be so far dazzled by the graces of
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a neatly turned paraphrase, as to be unable to detect inaccuracy of

expression, or to appreciate, distinctly, the full significance of what

is said. Lessons in English composition are, therefore, of an exceed-

ingly simple and practical character, being intended principally to

develop the ability to note and register such statements as deal

more particularly -svith matters of fact ; the lesson, properly so called.

being made to consist in the discrimination and comparison of some

simple thought, establishing or amplifying its truth by the citation

of analogous examples, and more especially in reproducing all that

may have been read and canvassed during the hour of recitation.

Here, again, a definite quantity, amounting at HarroAV to but forty

lines, is prescribed as well for English as Latin composition. The

importance which the Germans attach to originality and freedom of

composition in their own language, is regarded in England as alto-

gether out of place ; and tasks, whose performance is exacted from

tertians, or pupils in the third form of the gymnasium, it is con-

sidered almost criminal to require from English boys. Of intellect-

ual production, it is generally thought that little should be looked

for or required at an age which possesses, merely, capacity and

adaptedness for gathering information and acquiring a turn of mind,

through which, whatever creative power the intellect possesses, may

be developed with due carefulness and certainty. In this particulai-,

beyond all doubt, the Germans may derive a useful lesson from

their more practical rivals, whose style of prose-writing leaves, gen-

erally speaking, nothing to be desired in point of clearness and

originality. In German composition, tasks are often given^ to the.

pupil which the tutor knows beforehand cannot be executed in such

a manner as the subject in itself demands, the opinion being enter-

tained, that if they are only performed in a way which corresponds

to some extent with the mental stand-point of the scholar, they will

still be profitable exercises, and contribute to the advancement of

his capabilities of thought and expression.

Here, again, as it seems to us, it is erroneously assumed that

high requirements will, of themselves, elevate the pupil's intellect-

ual range ; and that although his performance may, as a general rule,

fall short of what might be desired, his perceptions cannot fail, m
many cases, to be heightened ; and even when it is discovered that

he has brought forward as his own and incorporated into his thesis,

upon the authority of his teacher or text-book, facts and statements

whose accuracy he has taken no pains to test, or to make his own

intellectual property, (for in truth they lie beyond the sphere of his

own experimental knowledge,) it is considered alike natural and in-

nocuous. Without seeking to affirm that the tyro should insert nothing
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in his composition with ^vhich he is not himself thoroughly conversant,

or which in its more profound relations he does not completely under-
stand, we nevertheless believe, that to insure sound mental proni-css,

it is our duty to see to it, that whatever essential matter he may have
derived, not from his own attainment and observation, but from the

authority of others, laborious collation during recitation, or the

explanations of his instnictor, should be excluded from his essay.

Let the teacher enjoin upon him the performance of tasks of the

character we have named, and he will be betrayed into self-decep-

tion as to his own mental progress—will suppose himself to under-

stand, or, perhaps, to have discovered, what he merely repeats upon
extrinsic testimony, and regard as his own what in reality he is

only borrowing from others. Of this objectionable class are exer-

cises which are based upon a profoundly experimental knowledge
of human life, the inner course and development of history, the

higher relations of antiquity, the subtle allusions or profound ideas

shadowed forth in the master-pieces of modern poetry, and other

subjects of the same order which we meet with so frequently in the

programmes of German gymnasia. If the object sought is mainly

that of grasping the most approved form of expression, of acquir-

ing a logical, accurate, and elegant method of arrangement and

statement, it will be realized with much less uncertainty, when the

pupil is fully equal to his theme, and can at a glance take in and

master all its details, than when, with a kind of mental echauifcment,

he has first to elaborate thought from the dry materiel, and then

reduce it to proper shape. In these German compositions we fre-

quently perceive not so much exercises in form as in thinking, as

if the notion were, that only in writing German the faculty of thought

is to be taxed, and that in the classics and mathematics but little

scope, comparatively speaking, is afforded for its exercise. Mental

labour of the kind exacted in these essays, whose subjects are

so exceedingly diversified, is unquestionably an accomplishment

of riper years, and more extensive attainments.

In the modern languages, the pupil is carried no further in the

public schools of England than in the gymnasia of Germany, neither

French nor German being so acquired as their use in living inter-

course demands. Nor in truth is any eagerness displayed for the

possession of these accomplishments, owing mainly to the persuasion

that in the dead languages the precise point to which the scholar

has "advanced can always be ascertained with great exactitude, from

the possibility of finding in both of them a form of expression

whereby his thought may be enunciated with the utmost clearness

and precision; while, in the modern, the precise idea that may be
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sought to be conveyed, in innumerable instances, transcends the par-

ticular phraseology in -which usage permits it to be clothed. From

this circumstance, it happens that the acquisition of the languages

of modern Em-ope is, in great part, a simple exercise of memory,

although, to some extent, involving a degree of inteUigeuce -which is

not ordinarily enjoyed by a boy or youth. In England, therefore,

the labour of obtaining an intimate familiarity -^\-ith their use a.^ an

instrument of thought or conversation, is abandoned to opportunities

Wside the school.

On the value of mathematics as a means of educational training,

widely different opinions, as Mr. Wiese informs us, are still put

forth in the EngUsh periodicals. To Americans, who, with the

French and Germans, have long conceded to these studies a promi-

nent place in their schools, and believe them to possess an impoi-t- I

ance -^vhich no other kind of intellectual discipline possesses in like

degree, it mW perhaps appear unaccountable, that in industrial and

commercial England it should still be gravely debated whether the

mathematics exert any influence in developing mental power: and i

if so, to what extent. One party affirms that no education can be

called liberal which does not develop the vis logica as well as the copia
\

dicendi, and accordingly place mathematical attainments upon the
\

same level with classical accomplishments. To this their opponents ';

reply, that the study of the classics no less insures the efficient
j

cultivation of the purely logical foculties ; and that a mere m-itlie- '

matician, inasmuch as, in point of fact, he is nothing else tlian a
\

machine for the performance of certain operations connected with i

the science of number, can by no means be pronounced a cultiv:'.ted
j

man, in the higher sense of that expression. If what has just been
|.

stated may be considered the epitome of all that is urged on one or i

the other side of this question, it would really seem that the oppo.^ing >

parties deal their blows without any serious design of even .so much !"

as hitting one another. The study of the languages enjoys this great

advantage over every other branch of education, that, of all the facul-

ties of the human understanding, it leaves none inactive and untaxed. :,

While, however, language, in a dialectic form, admits a certain free-

dom, as well in the choice of the expression— z. c, in the form of the

idea—as in the arrangement of ideas in smaller or larger gi'oups, the

mathematical sciences enforce a strict and necessary progression, and

consequently furnish a wholesome, and to many mental idiosyncrasies,

an absolutely indispensable supplement to the benefit derivable from

philological studies, by habituating the mind, naturally discursive and

prone to wander, to a precise and logical mode of thought ; to say noth-

ing' of the fact, that some acquaintance with the relations of space
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and number can in no Avay be dispensed Avitb by an educated man.

Moreover, tbe study of mathematics, although still occupying a very

subordinate position in their curriculum, has already gained an

entrance into the majority of English schools, or, at all events, into

such us possess a full corps of properly qualified instructors. The
natural sciences, however, have not yet been introduced into the

public schools, on account of their being regarded as subjects -which

pertain exclusively to certain professional occupations. The Eng-
lish believe that boys are incapable of employing themselves profit-

ably with their investigation; and that, like the modern languages,

however important they may be for the purposes of practical life,

they include but little Avhich can assist in moulding the human mind
for its proper destination. In their opinion, the school has fulfilled

its duty, if it has developed a capability of observation and judgment
in the mind of the pupil, which, when inclination leads him to engage

his attention with these departments of knowledge, wUl render him
fully equal to their comprehension and investigation. In the Hif^h

School of Edinburgh, cliemistry and geology appear upon the pro-

gramme, although the instruction in these sciences is resigned to

professors in the University. When first introduced, a few zealous

pupils applied themselves to these studies, which they subsequently

abandoned, although teachers of preeminent ability in both depart-

ments were provided. For what reasons the authorities were induced

to commence with geology and chemistry, rather than the leading

principles of physics, is a point on which Mr. Wiese imparts no
information ; but it may fiiirly be surmised that an explanation of

those phenomena which present themselves to our notice everywhere

in nature, would have proved much more acceptable.

Perhaps it may be assumed that the Englishman is, in general,

disposed to look at nature from a utilitarian point of view, and is,

therefore, justified in excluding the natural sciences from his educa-

tional system. The German, on the contrary, in accordance with his

philosophical predilections and mental idiosyncrasy, strives to grasp

nature in its deeper relations with God and humanity. Hence it

occupies, even in his estimation, a closer and more intimate connexion

with his whole intellectual life, than it would seem to sustain in the

apprehension of the English, and consequently, in the education

given at the gymnasium, which aspires to provide mental pabulum
for the entire man, cannot remain without a place. Instruction in

these branches must nevertheless bo limited—in order that the tvro

may not be completely overwhelmed by the multiplicity of subjects

claiming his attention— to such details as are most essential, and will

furnish a stimulus to more comprehensive study at an after period.
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Instruction in history is, by no means, universally admitted into
the English public schools. Where it is given, it consists, simply,
of familiar directions as to the proper mode of reading good histori-
cal works, in Avhich examinations are subsequently held, the hour
appropriated to this exercise being the same as that devoted to the
perusal of Herodotus, Thucydides, Livy, and Tacitus. This state-
ment applies equally to modern historj-, for which the elementary
books of :\Iignot, Guizot, Mavkham, llussell, and other writers, arc
most generally employed. To the labour of communicating a sys-
tematic and continuous knowledge of universal history, no claim or
pretension whatever is set up. All that is attempted here, is to
render the pupil thoroughly conversant with the details of some
particular historical period, everything over and above this bein'^

left to his own private reading, for which very excellent text-books
are provided. With respect to these publications, it may be
remarked, that although the Germans have expended much care and
labour in the preparation of similar manuals, the best informed of
their teachers have long been desirous that the day may soon arrive,

in which quasi-professional lectures upon history will be banished
altogether from the gymnasium, and when those holding appoint-
inents in these institutions will rest satisfied with giving viva voce
instruction in a few leading divisions of ancient and modern history,

of such a character as may be best adapted to the intellectual stand-

point of the scholar, and abandon all beyond this to elementary
abstracts or syllogies, whose contents shall in the first instance be
committed to memory, and afterward repeated periodically in para-
graphs of moderate length. Sympathizing most cordially v,-ith. thi.?

wish, it does appear to us that the perpetual complaints we hear
from teachers respecting the insufficiency of the time allotted for

mastering the enormous material of history, have no substantial

foundation, and are to be ascribed to an incorrect apprehension of
the task imposed upon those who teach it in the gymnasium.

Religious instruction in the English school is "confined almost
entirely to the study of the Bible. The New Testament and cer-

tain parts of the Septuagint are read in Greek without any minute
or exact ipterpretation. No special lectures upon the principal dog-
mata of Christian faith and morals, or even upon ecclesiastical his-

tory, are delivered. Whatever information is to be acquired by the
pupil respecting these subjects, is to be drawn from reading the
Scriptures, and is closely connected with this duty. Keligion,
indeed, is never dealt with in the school as a science, but is dis-

cussed from a purely practical point of view. The idea of an exclu-
sively Christian gymnasium, which has been of late so much dis-

FouRTii Series, Vol. VII.—33
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cussed in Germany, could not by possibility, according to Mr.

Wiese, have had an English origin. To classical antiquity, the

English stand in a perfectly naive relation; it never enters into

their heads that any blow can be inflicted upon Christianity from

this quarter. A deep gulf, in their judgment, separates the two

regions. If this representation is really true, we perceive at once

how essentially different is the character of the German from that

of the Englishman. "Were the latter inclined or competent to grap-

ple as closely, on the one hand, with Christianity, and on the other

with the old classic literature, as the German, he would find the

attempt to place between the two worlds a wall of partition so insm*-

mountable altogether impossible. Even those among the Germans,

who profess publicly their adherence to an entirely one-sided and

partial view of revelation, will not mistake or refuse to acknowledge

the clear and palpable path which conducts from the ancient classi-

cal to the Chi'istian world. The one receives its true illumination

only from the other, and the historical development and temporal

bearings of the Christian religion can in no way bo understood,

without a knowledge of antiquity. If, then, the two at certain

points are in such close contact vrith each other, it is of coiu-se quite

possible that the ideas peculiar to the Christian system may receive,

by injudicious treatment, a colouring from the infiucnce of the Pagan
cultus, which may have a very prejudicial effect upon the impres-

sionable mind of the boy. That this danger does not at all exist in

England, can only happen from the fact that the Anglican, in a sim-

ilar spirit to the llomun Catholic Church, and in accordance with

the universally practical tendencies of the national character, pays

more regard to the mere externals of Christianity than German
Protestantism. In this opinion we shall feel ourselves still more

strengthened by considering more attentively, as we now proceed to

do, the way and manner in which the English treat the subject of

moral education.

And here we must observe, that their public schools are educa-

tional establishments in a different sense from the German gymnasia.

Boarding houses for the pupils are connected with the latter only in

exceptional cases, while in England this is almost universally the

established practice, there being no exception in the instance of the

more celebrated schools. Somewhere about the twelfth year of their

age, boys are dismissed from the family circle, in order to be with-

drawn from the noisy life of the town, the temptations and distrac-

tions of miscellaneous society, the indulgence of the parental roof,

and handed over to quiet rooms in private and secluded houses,

there to undergo a stricter discipline and more earnest mental
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training. While the Germans regard these " alumnate " as a make-
shift for boys, whose parents have not time, inclination, or aptitude

for the superintendence of their education, and every father, who
loves his son, prefers, when circumstances permit his doing so, to

retain him under his own roof, in order to deprive him to no^greater

extent than is absolutely unavoidable, of that maternal care which
nothing, in his estimation, can replace ; the English believe that the

best thing they can do for their children is to procure admission for

them, at the earliest opportunity, into Eton, Winchester, ilan-ow,

and similar foundations.

Here, again, we have a feature peculiarly characteristic of the

Englishman, and his mental and moral training. Of tlic tender

affection and ideal bent, thereby communicated to the character,

which are so distinctive of the German, they apparently know and
desiderate but little, and, therefore, they do not hesitate to intrust the

guardianship of their children to strangers, provided only they have
reason to believe them possessed of such qualifications as are neces-

sary to make them "gentlemen." ^Vithin the school, also, a hearty

and affectionate devotion of the pupil to his tutor is just as seldom met
with, as an enthusiastic zeal for one or more subjects of instruction.

These are by no means cherished aims, which are rather those of

developing strength, of purpose and judgment, and moulding the

youth into an able, energetic, and self-relying man. Herein we are

almost involuntarily reminded of the old Koman "virtus," and may
call the attention of our readers to a letter of the late celebrated Sir

Thomas Fowell Buxton, which is cited b}" Mr. Wiese. as str!kiu_jly

illustrative of English educational principles, and which would not

have been unworthy of a Cato. He thus writes to his son at school

:

"Let your first object be to prove to the world that you are not

made of wood or straw, but that some iron is embedded in your

nature. Let men know that you will do what you say—that you pos-

sess fixed, unwavering resolution—and that when you have once made
up yom' mind, neither threats nor caresses will have any influence

over you." Such is the goal to which English pn£>dagogy naturally

leads, being aided most importantly in its efforts to attain it by the

boarding-houses in which the boys are placed, and where all have to

submit to precisely the same treatment, even if regarded in their

several homes as already great gentlemen. The realization of this

object is believed to depend mainly upon the proper management
and guidance of the feeling of self-respect. Grown-up men and
women evince a delicate appi-eciation of the just rights and privi-

leges of the boy, and it results from this that the scholar never

exhibits an intimidated or cringing demeanour toward his superiors

;
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while his teachers, on their part, are careful not to beat him down
by any undue exercise of authority, or needless severity of disci-

pline. A conviction is generally entertained that, if a tutor once
causes his pupil to fear him, he incurs imminent risk of being
tricked or deceived. Even the external appearance of the masters
in their official costume, which is fixed by ancient usage, is dignified

^rithout being pedantic, and well calculated to impress the minds of

their haughty and turbulent charge with bccommg respect. In
Germany the same impression will, it is hoped, be produced by the

teacher's celebrity in philology or science, which in England is

expected as the result of his manly and consistent deportment, more
importance being attached to what may be gained through his exam-
ple, than to anything which can be acquired from his teaching. Q'hat

the development of a proper degree of self-respect may not be inju-

diciously checked, an amount of freedom is conceded to the pupils,

which in Germany would be pronounced extraordinarily great. At
meal-times, and during the hours of sleep and recreation, they are

subjected to scarcely any surveillance. They are permitted to write

or carve their names upon the benches, or wheresoever they may
please, and may rea^l any books they may fancy. On public days,

when recitations are delivered, or prizes distributed, they are allowed

to applaud or hiss as freely as they please. In some schools pun-
ishments arc awarded by a jury of pupils, and in certain others a

weekly newspaper is publislied by the upper classes. Dr. Arnold,

when head-master of Tiugby, availed himself of the cooperation of

the sixth form in editing a weekly journal. In all this, a free and
liberal supervision is carefully preserved, which, in overlooking what

is petty and near, does not lose sight of the resultant whole. In

non-essentials, extreme latitude is given, while in matters of graver

moment the utmost strictness is exercised. To the latter class, the

conscientious and punctilious fulfilment of duty, in regard to the

preparation of all prescribed lessons and strict -observance of the

truth, upon all occasions, is considered preeminently to belong.

Lying, as Mr. "Wiese had opportunities of assuring himself from

many and various quarters, is of very rare occurrence in the public

schools of England. From this vice the boys are preserved by that

feeling of self-respect, which in their case is partly innate and partly

the result of training. They deem it beneath their dignity to lie

;

and when detected in a fimlt. consider it despicable cowardice to

shrink from bearing the penalty. Among the Germans it is con-

fessedly quite otherwise. In their schools, owing more particularly to

a certain esprit-du-corps, which is diffused through every class, the

point of honour is made to consist in not confessing or becoming
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responsible for any offence that may have been committed, espe-

cially in the presence of one's fellow-pupils. In the larger private

boarding-schools, lying is preeminently the order of the day, and
the masters feel compelled, in certain cases, to connive at this vice,

or even, perhaps, to extend to it a sort of tacit sanction. It would

seem that the proper method of eradicating this veritable plague-

spot is far from being generally adopted. Confidence awakens con-

fidence; this is a trite, yet frequently neglected truth. There is too

great a disposition to presuppose falsehood, even in cases where no

real ground exists for such a supposition, and to let the scholar per-

ceive and feel it. In this way the love of truth is easily blunted.

A sounder and wiser policy seems to be that of trusting too much
rather than too little, and to express this confidence frankly to tlie

pupil, and with an emphasis that will insure his belief By adopt-

ing such a course it may certainly be expected that the master,

provided he possesses in other respects the esteem of his pupils,

will be enabled, by stating to a boy who still retains some fc-cling

for what is honourable and good, that he will accord implicit belief

to his word, to induce him more readily to avow the truth, than

when he suffers him to perceive that any statement he may make
>Yill be received at the very outset with disbelief or suspicion. This

is undoubtedly a matter of very grave importance, and Mr. Wie=e is

probably correct in referring that want of courage and decision in

testifying boldly for what is felt to be the truth, which many Ger-

man writers have remarked, more especially of late, in the public

life of their fello^s- citizens, to the proneness to falsehood which so

often blemishes their chihlren. In England, a lie is punished by

caning, which at Eton is inflicted even upon boys of the sixth form,

when convicted of this crime. Dr. Arnold employed the cane only as

a punishment for falsehood, while at Eton and other schools it is used

for any gross infringement of the rules, and even for neglected lessons.

This mode of punishment ^Ir. Wiese found to his surprise to be

looked upon as inflicting no personal degradation upon the sutlerer.

It is regarded as the inevitable consequence of breaking rules, and

as involving no diminution of the personal esteem in which a boy

may be held. It is administered v.-ith severity indeed, but with a

total absence of passion, by the head-master himself, in full ofBcial

costume. Giver and receiver remain excellent friends, although nei-

ther of them ever forgets the occurrence—a circumstance to which

it owes the largest part of its efficacy. That punishment, and even

severe personal chastisement, are voluntarily submitted to, is a phe-

nomenon to be explained by the remarkable souml sense and high

veneration inherent in the Englishman's very flesh and blood for
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law and for authority. On the other hand, if the proposition were
submitted to a German tutor, that one of the senior boys should be

solemnly visited with a flogging by the cane or birch, for a lie, or for

neglect of duty, nothing could exceed his astonishment. So too with

the boy himself. If he possessed any sense of personal honour, he

would feel himself, in having undergone such a punishment, morally

annihilated, and the idea of finding consolation in the satisfaction

thereby rendered to the law would be to him absolutely incomprehen-

sible. In his view, the law is little more than an abstraction, or, at all

events, does not occupy so high a place in his esteem as his own
individuality, his own subjective self-consciousness. In this one

particular, it may be said that the praxis of the English rises into

ideality. The idea of the State pervades their whole being from

infancy upward, and makes them a great nation; while the Ger-

mans, notwithstanding all their ideality in other matters, persist in

adhering to their individual prerogatives and egoism, and as a nation

come to nothing. To develop and establish respect for authority, is

regarded by the people of England as one main duty of the public

schools ; and upon the fact of their fully accomplishing this object

depends essentially the favour in which, notwithstanding manifold

and avowed deficiencies, they stand with the British public. It is

behevcd that independence of mind can only be gained by first sub-

mitting to discipline at the hands of an experienced and cultivated

instructor ; in other words, by learning the important habit of obedi-

ence. He who understands best, albeit possessed of but little sci-

entific attainment or reputation, how to evoke, by a scrupulously

correct deportment and a dignified treatment of persons and things,

the right kind of obedience, is regarded as the most accomplished

and able instructor to whom their children can be confided. This

requirement of obedience is not, however, as previously remarked,

pushed to any greater extent than is absolutely necessary and

indispensable to the true interest of all. Much, .with which it is

thought most expedient not to intermeddle, is overlooked, and a vir-

tue made, perhaps, of necessity. Thus, for example, the objection-

able habit of carving names in all imaginable places is turned to

good account. On walls and benches, the names of great men

—

Dryden, Person, Byron, Peel, Wellington—who were educated in

the same schoolroom, are pointed out as a stimulus to the acquisi-

tion of like celebrity; and in this way the memorial graven in the

lime and wood becomes elevated into a pious reverence for the

institution, which is cherished through life to a far greater extent in

England than in any other country of which we are aware, and is

weU portrayed in Cowpef 3 lines :

—
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" We love the play-place of our early days

;

The scene is touchiug, and the heart is stone

That feels not at that sight, and focls at none.

The wall on which we tried our graving skill,

The very name we carved subsisting still

;

The bench on which we sat while deep cmploy'd,

Though mangled, hack'd, and hew'd, not yet dcstroy'd."

In general terms, it may be said that the English teacher does not

scruple or disdain to employ moral motives, ^vhich the more philo- .

Sophie German would pronounce equivocal in character, or too exter- I

nal and low, provided they contain a something that induces in 1

the will a decided movement to what is good, and assists him in I

leading it to this goal. The distribution of medals, prizes, and cer-
|

tificates of honour, which, with the names of the scholars to whom
j

they are avrarded, are published in the public journals, is a practice

which, according to German ideas, is pushed to an extravagant

excess. The German pedagogue desires nobler incentives to dili-

gence and good conduct, and wishes prizes to be regarded rather as
|

wages for some service performed, than as a stimulus to what ought
j

to be done ; and in point of fact it rarely happens that the young
j

Teuton will exert himself simply to obtain a book. They are
j

anxious that their scholars should seek to exhibit diligence and
j

good conduct from the conviction that the effort to do so is alike i

honom-able to the boy and the man; they are anxious that the

upper classes should be interested in the subjects brought before
|

their attention for their own sake, and in the majority of cases it
|

may perhaps be affirmed that this expectation is not disappointed.

If, then, the statement of Mr. Wiese, that in a moral point of view

English boys are superior to German, must be admitted, inasmuch
j:

as the former, although often frivolous, arrogant and rude, evince,
|

generally speaking, a' more docile and truthful disposition; this
^

assertion must, nevertheless, be received with such limitations as
\

are due to the more external and practical character of English

morality, derived, as it undoubtedly is, not so much from the depth
j

of the affections and an intelligent appreciation of moral excellence
j

and high aspirations, as from a dutiful recognition of a line of con-

duct they are bound to pursue, because it is reasonable and advan-
|

tageous. ^Measured, therefore, by a higher standard, the moral con- :

dition of English schools does not after all deserve to be rated higher

than that which prevails in those of their neighbours.^ The same

remark appears in no less degree applicable to the religious training

of the English youth and the English nation in general. They are

more addicted to the use of outward religious forms, and more gen-

erally in the habit of singing, praying, and reading the Bible than,
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perhaps, any other people. Nevertheless, all has the appearance of
being done in deference to the established usages of society, and of
possessing no other or higher value ^vhatever. They are customs
the boy brings Avith him from his home, indisputably valuable andm many instances productive of great good, but ^vhose intrinsic
worth IS much abated by the consideration that they are simply
external observances, wliich are performed like any other matter of
busmess or routine, in conformity with a stereotype formalism and
are for this reason, in a large proportion of cases, wholly destitute
of any truly ennobling and sanctifying power. This iact does not
escape their own observation, but they cling tenaciously to their cus-
toms, because they assist in habituating the people, and more espe-
cially the rising generation, to a proper sense of subordination to
the "higher powers," and to a fixed and definite position in societyAnd to this goal the entire organization of private and social life in
England appears to be directed. They are throughout a political
people, and m everything look rather to the end, than to the intrinsic
nature of the means by which it is to be secured. ^Vith this marked
featm-e m their policy their whole training is in harmony and herein
consists Its great distinction from the German mode of education
±.nghsh boys take with them to the school, habits inured at home to
that moral discipline-the germ, so to speak, of their future political
and religious mode of thinking-which has been handed down from
one generation to another

;
and. in addition to this, the consciousness

of belonging to a free and miglity nation. On these foundations the
school continues to build, endeavouring by a less sharply defined
and consequently more efficient instrumentality, to invigorate the
intellect and strengthen the character.

The German schoolboy, on the contrary, brings no such marked
and deeply impressed mental habitudes from the parental roof it
being expected there that the g^-mnasium or the school will inspire
him with loyal, pUnotic, anrl even religious feelin^^. Instrucfion
in religion, the history and national literature of his country
m\\, it IS apprehended, accomplish this result. In a great dp-ee
this expectation is based upon a delusion, and that ^herein^^the
German system is peculiarly defective may be learned from theEnghsh method of instruction and training. To be stronc^ and
powerful as a nation, the former greatly need that faculty of self-
restraint which IS so characteristic of the latter, and which Eomem the times of the republic, Spai-ta, and even Athens, before

mor^ r.^; .1 ^''tf'
'"' ""'""^^^^ ^^ -"-* f-ith and

deZp T \ k'"' ''^^'T''T''''
"^'"'''''^ ^° ^ ^i^« remarkable

degiee. It has been truly observed of the Germans, that they
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suffer greatly from the very excess of thouglit and emotion. Herein

consist their greatness and their weakness. Their mental versa-

tility prevents them from attaining a fixed political form and char-

acter, and causes them to be numbered in the category of "foiled

potentialities." An Alexander might, perhaps, with their assist-

ance conquer the world ; but after his decease they would scarcely

escape the wretchedness of submission to the sway of a succes-

sion of tyrants. Ere the great day arrives in whicli their nationality

will be recognised, either different principles from those which now
govern the world must become current, or they tliemsclves must

undergo a change. Their habit of expatiation—of dealing with the

vague, the unknown, and the universal—must circumscribe its sweep,

and their aims and aspirations must be more narrowly defined. In

this change, the school, with which we are now exclusively con-

cerned, must participate, although without abandoning, on this ac-

count, its proper character and functions.

We are far from believing that, in the details, English schools

can be employed advantageously as a model; on the contrary, it

is evident that they will be compelled to adopt such modifications

and relaxations in their discipline, as will bring them into closer

approximation to German institutions. Already the number of

those who are embarked in the cause of school and university

reform in England is very great. At Rugby, years ago. Dr. Arnold

was induced to institute many innovations, although, it must be

confessed, the success of the experiment fell so far short of his an-

ticipations, that he found himself compelled, for example, to restore

the clumsy system of manufacturing Greek and Latin verses, which

he had cut down considerably, to the same extent as previously,

and in other respects also was led to abandon, toward the close of

his career, many improvements which he had ventured to introduce.

The impending reform of the universities will, in any event, have

for its consequence a partial revolution of the schools. Lut to

such a medley of studies as prevails at preseiit in the German

gymnasia, it will certainly not be driven.
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Art. in.—NIEBUHE.

The Life a7id Letters of Barlhohl George Niebithr, with Essays on his Character

and Influence. By the Ciilvai-ieu Buxsex, and Pkoflssoks Bra>"dis and Loeeell.

New-York: Harper & Brotlicrs. 1852. 1 vol., 12mo.

In an age of insincerity and pretension, like the present, "we cannot

conceive of any secular reading more invigorating than the modest

life and manly letters of jNiebuhr. The external and the internal

life of a great man must always excite a very vivid interest ; the

accurate and conscientious biography of a truly good one must ever

be refreshing, except to the few who have entirely paralyzed, by long

perseverance in vicious habitudes, that capacity for the sympathetic

admiration of virtue which is the common heritage of youth; but

when goodness and greatness are both united in the same individual,

\7e may expect redoubled pleasure from the rarity of the combina-

tion, and from the light which each illumined part of the brilliant

character reflects upon the other. Such an expectation is most

felicitously gratified by this Life of Niebuhr, which assumes in a

great measure the form and truthfulness of an unconscious autobiog-

raphy. The outlines of the portrait, and the sun-ounding incidents

which serve as a back-ground and explain its historical relations,

are simply and vigorously sketched in the brief narrative which

connects together the several epistolary groups; but the life, the

action, the intellectual and moral constitution of the man, whose
representation completes the picture, are furnished by the ample
series of IS^iebuhr's own letters. To aid the judgment of others,

and quicken their apprehension of the illustrious dead, we are

favoured, in a sort of appendix, with the impressions produced by
Niebuhr's daily contact and association upon some of the distin-

guished men who were honoured with his friendship and familiarity.

Thus iSiebuhr, ihe man, is exhibited to us under the most important
aspects : not as a special, fixed, and inanimate phenomenon, changing

by methodical gra-Iations through a uniform succession of monoto-
nous developments, which is too often the case in biographies;

but with all his complex yet homogeneous variations, and with the

quick alternations of feeling and fancy, which characterize the spon-

taneous manifestations of real life, and present the sam.c features

under such diverse angles and in such dissimilar lights to different

observers. Those intermingling colours and shifting phases which
run into each other with an easy and natural flow, and produce the

diversities, the conflicting interpretations, and the apparent anoma-
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lies of the same life, are all prcs(>rvcd by the mode of delineation

adopted in this volume; while ordinarily all these characteristic dis-

crepancies are obliterated beneath the sin^rle colour which is spread
over the whole canvass. The result is, that wo find in the present
instance an indescribable chanu in the biography, which heightens
all the excellences of the picture, and adds to the other strong
attractions possessed by the biui{)le story of a good and great man's
career.

ISiiebuhr's birth placed him in that intermediate grade of society
which is equally removed from the vanities, frivolities, and tempta-
tions of wealth, and from the daily exactions and stern necessities r

of poverty
; a class which possesses all the hopes and few of the j

clogs of life; which can offer to its sons every incitement to effort, '

and, at the same time, provide them with the preliminary ussistance |

to render effort effectual, without ministering to indolence or self- i

indulgence. The father of JSiebuhr enjoyed a moderate independ-
ence, and held under the Danish crown the office of Secretary to the
province of South-Ditraarsh. To Meldorf, the chief town of the
district, he retired in 177S, with his little flimily, consisting of his |

wife and two children—a daughter of four years of age, andliis son •

Barthold. who was about two years old at the time, having been bora I

on the 2Tth August, 177G—but a few weeks after the declaration of '

the independence of the l.'nited States, and thus at the commence- i

mcnt of that great series of p' .lit leal changes which have transformed
the history of the world, and have not yet reached their full accom-
plishment.

In this retreat Carsten IS'iebuhr continued to reside for thirty-
seven years, till his death in 1^1.5. remote from the attractions,
as from the ficilities of the great world—for railroads had not then
penetrated into Ilolstein—he spent the remainder of his simple and
honest existence in the conscientious discharge of the duties of his
office, in the education of his children, and in the practice of the
kindly charities of a benevolent life. A limited circle of intelli<^ent

friends gave animation to the tranquillity of his seclusion; an occa-
sional visit from scientific strangers broke the calm routine, bright-

ened his reminiscences, and preserved his connection with the

intellectual world, which continued to honour his name. Forgetting
that world, though not of that world forgot, ho pursued noiselessly

the even tenor of his way, and rendered a greater service to human-
ity by the education whicli he imparted to his illustrious son, in this

unpromising obscurity, than he could have accomplished by prose-
cuting his contemplated journey into the heart of Africa, or by the
eager pursuit of honours and distinctions. This contentment of an
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adventurous and renowned traveller with the common-place routine

of an humble life, affords such a contrast to the love of display, the

desire of excitement, and the craving for notoriety, which so fre-

quently accompany intellectual eminence, that we regard it vnth

admiration and delight. It is gratifying to witness the unsophisti-

cated nature of man escaping -without regret from the gilded har-

ness which enchants, while it fetters, minds of a less healthy and
vigorous tone.

The father employed his young son, as his years increased, in

his own occupations, plciisures, and studies, and soon commenced
devoting himself diligently to his education. He seemed to look

forward to the accomplishment, by his offspring, of the more ambi-

tious hopes which had haunted his own youthful dreams, but had
been resigned for the cares of settled life. The father entered as

cordially into the amusonients as into the studies of his chikb-en

;

and he often contrived to render even their recreations instructive.

He made collections of coins and seals for them, from which they took

casts, and thus studied heraldry, and, we should suppose, something

of numismatics also; both important aids to the acquisition of cer-

tain portions of history. In summer he assisted his boy in building

fortifications in the garden according to military science, and taught

him to attack and dcf. iid them by rule. The child was to make his

acquaintance with actual Avar in a less agreeable and scientific form,

as a full private in the landwehr when the disastrous invasion of

Prussia by ^'apoleon took place. But the lessons so pleasantly

studied in Holstein produced their fruit in the sagacious criticisms

on Livy's descriptions of battles, which constitute so important a

feature in his Roman History.

But the attention of the father was not confined to the sports of

his children: he taught tliem English, French, Mathematics and
Geography ; he related to them stories from history, perhaps simi-

lar to the heroic legends composed by the historian for his son, and
probably wonderful talcs and curious incidents of travel, picked up
by himself in his extensive wanderings through the marvellous East

—for Arabia, and the whole land of the morning, as the Germans
poetically call Asia, were then unknown regions ; they had not yet

been revealed to Europe by the invasion of Napoleon, they were

not reached by peninsular and oriental steamers, tapped by rail-

roads, or traversed by touring penny-a-liners as they are now.
They were still the lauds of the sun and of enchantment, and were

calculated to stimulate the imagination of the listener as much as

his mind was instructed by the personal observation of the teacher.

The elder Niebuhr appears to have taught his son also something
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of the Latin and the Greek, and to have afforded him occasional

glimpses into astronomy and the other physical sciences ; but for

these sciences, though he studied them afterward in the regular

course of his university education, and mastered their principles and

leading outlines, he seems ucvlt to have had much affection.

This alternation of instructive amusement and agreeable study,

with his father as the eompanion and superintendent of both, must

have been of essential service to the young Niebuhr, especially as it

svas commenced at a very early ago. His aptitude for learning was

very remarkable; he ^Yas quick in acquiring, and tenacious in

remembering; and, at the same time, eager and restless for the

attainment of multifarious knowledge. His father speaks of him at

six years old -with parontal fondness and apprehension. He is

alarmed at the warmth and impetuosity of his temper, which was

not exactly passionate, but impatient, sensitive, and irritable. This

rapid fever of the blood, though cooled do^vn by advancing years

and a steady effort of ?elf-re.~traint, was throughout life a constant

source of mortification and self- reproach to the historian, and occa-

sioned at times a harshness of manner, and asperity of expression,

which were wholly at variance with the exuberant benevolence of lus

heart. In the praises aud alarms of his fiither, who expatiates in

correspondence with his fricn-ls on the subject of his most anxious

affections—the promise of his boy—we readily distinguish the rudi-

mentary germs of the future character of the more illustrious son.

As a cliild, he was brave, candid, uj)right, and sincere; proud, yet

modest and shy—the m(jral paradox of all true genius; imaginative,

with the extreme sensitiveness which always accompanies any high

development of that faculty ; tender, affectionate, impressible, and

consequently irritable; studious, and persevering, though always

deeming himself indolent for intermitting his labours while anything

remained to be accomplished. While he was yet a youth, we find

all these tendencies blending themselves into one homogeneous

nature, and giving to his intellect that tone- and temper which

adapted it so admirably for its career of original historical investi-

gation. These varied powers, mental and moral, converged toward

a point, and, fusing the abundant and dissimilar materials gained

from his father's conversation, from his own assiduous studies and

promiscuous reading, and from the wide circle of accidental sources,

assumed the appearance of a faculty of prophetic insight into the

changes and destinies of nations. We arc told that when the Turk-

ish war broke out in 17^7, it so strongly excited his mind that he

dreamed of it at night, and fancied himself reading from the newspa-

pers the intelligence of events which had not yet occurred, but which
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were realized shortly afterward. His accurate divination of the

military transactions, the shifting currents of the popular commo-
tions in the French Revolution, and the plans and objects of the

revolutionary leaders, is said to have excited the astonishment of

Count JBernstorff. Such statements are regarded or disregarded as

wild prodigies by those who comprehend neither the capabilities of

a vigorous and comprehensive mind, nor the application of the

multifarious materials of political knowledge; but when accurate

and varied information of sufficient extent is at the service of an
intellect capable of appreciating and employing it, and fired with

the anticipative ardour of tiie imagination which divines the future

and reconstructs the past out of tlie elements which compose them,

we meet with those rare but genuine instances of prophecy which
are the fruit of the union of genius with science. Such a gift, duly

restrained in its exercise by a sober judgment, is the compass of the

great statesman, and the conjuring rod of the great historian ; and
we may attribute Kiebuhr's distinguished success in both capaci-

ties, but especially in the latter, to the eminent degree in which he
possessed this remtu-kablc faculty.* For the process of revivin<J'

the past from the scattered relics and mutilated memorials which
have been handed down to us, is strictly analogous to that of antici-

pating the future from its connection with the past, and its partial

manifestation in the present. Thus the singularly original and
novel character of ]Siobuhr"s historical labours may be regarded as

the consequence of a peculiar individual endowment, and the tri-

umph of a particular cast of intellect, fonned and educated under
favourable circumstances, rather than as the result of one of those

discoveries which force themselves into the light after the lapse of

'' Procopius, a truly great historian, remarks, rolg uel irpoye-zeviifiivotr reKurj-

piovcdai Tu kniviEva V-^-v r.j uroa'/.el dvvavrai, ivOpuTzoi. De Bello Gothico, lib.

iii, c. xxxiv, vol. ii, p. {I'O. cl Ronn. Old Jerome Wolf, one of the long-buried
giants, says: " Pra^scicntia rcrum fiiturarum, si qua est, divini potius esse
munevis quam hnmani civliiur; i-t-i non dcsunt qui vcl uatura iiK-irati, vel

usu rerum " edocti ca in-avlicuiit, qir.x) multo post futura sunt.' " Pra-f. ad Zona-
ram, p. xxx. Coleridge (IViog. Lit., c. x,) explains Burke's brilliancy as a states-

man, as -we have explained Xiebuhr's success.

The same idea is beautifully expressed by Shakspeare, King Henry IV, part
ii, act iii, sc. 1 :

—

"W.^r.WICK—There is a history in all men's lives,

Figuring the nature of the times deceased:
The -R-hich observed, a man may prophesy
With a near aim of tlio main chance of thino-s

As yet not come to life ; which in their seeds

And weak beginnings, lie intreasurcd.

Such things become the hatch and brood of time."
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tiine, and are revealed to tlic ostensible discoverers by the accidents

of science, or the spontuueous advancement of knowledge. Nie-

buhr's mode of treating an historical subject was almost entirely

new; it was not merely an extension and improvement of former

practices, but the introduction of a new and more scientific one;

and the novel method was suggested less by the existing state of

historical literature than by the peculiarities of JSiebuhr s ovrn moral

and intellectual constitution. AVe have partially traced the circum-

stances under which that constitution was developed, and to its

further study we now return.

Isliebuhr seems to have derived much benefit in his childhood

from the instruction and the library of a literary neighbour in Mel-

dorf This was Boje. editor of the Deutsches ^luseum, who had been

appointed prefect of the province in 1781, and who took great inter-

est in the promise and proficiency of the young genius. From
Madam Boje IS^iebuhr received assistance in his French studies,

which had been commenced under his father ; but these pleasant and

profitable lessons were terminated, in his tenth year, by the death

of his kind teacher. Before this time, however, he had manifested

his Hterary tendencies by numerous essays on political and other

subjects, and had even displayed some aptitude for poetical compo-

sition. His classical studies were prosecuted at home under the

superintendence of his father, with the aid of an incompetent teacher

from the gymnasium of the town. It was not till his thirteenth

year that he attended the gymnasium itself. Up to this period he
had pursued a desultory but extensive course of study 5t 'home; and

even before the completion of his eighth year he had mastered the

English language sufiicicntly to read without help any work in that

tongue. He had also had tlic advantage of an association, which

was something more than the mere familiarity of a child, with Yoss,

the translator of Homer, whom accident, family connections, or other

causes, had attracted to Meldorf Kiebuhr s stay at the local aca-

demy was of brief duration. He was the youngest, but the most

advanced member of the upper class; and, in the year after his

entrance, on the departure of most of his elder classmates, he was

once more relegated to home study, but superintended this time by

the principal of the gymnasium, who gave him an hour's private les-

son every day. In this manner, which might have been fiital to a

less diligent and inquiring mind, his education was conducted until

he went to the University of Kiel, in 1794. His course was inter-

rupted by one brief interlude, when his fiither sent him to Hamburg,

to a school founded and conducted by an old friend of his of the name
of Biiscb, which was then the most celebrated in Europe for instruc-
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tion in the modern languages and commercial science. The -whirl

of excitement and dissipation, into which he was thrown, rendered

study hopeless ; and he soon implored his father to restore him to

his home, a prayer which was granted after three months' absence.

At Biisch's house IS iobuhr acquired the acquaintance of Lessiug,

Reimarus, and other notabiUties, and the friendship of Klopstock

and Ebeling; but in the midst of the brilliant society which was

congregated there, he felt that his youth and his objects were alike

incompatible with the tastes prevailing around him. His return

home was accordingly both beneficial and acceptable.

Before his departure for the university we find him engaged in

the erudite occupation of collating MSS. which were supplied by

Miinter from Copenhagen, and by Heyne from Gottingen. Heyne
was anxious that the supervision of iSIiebuhr's education should be

confided to him ; and this was apparently the desire of his father,

though his views on the subject were frustrated by the condition of

European affairs consequent upon the breaking out of the first

French Revolution ; for it was during the confusion of this stormy

period that Niebuhr's youth was spent. Indeed, the grief inspired

by the terrible incidents of that gloomy time suggested to the future

historian of Rome emigration to the shores of America ; but his

imaginations with rcganl to the internal aspect of the United States

must have been very dilTerent at that age from the convictions on

the subject whicli he cherished in his later life. The impressions

left on his mind by the events of this period were singularly deep and

permanent, and dL'terniined in a great measure his political creed

and philosophy ; they coloured all his kindred speculations, infused

themselves into his historical views, regulated his interpretation of

the vast changes in European society and in the European system,

which he witnessed in his mature years, and spread a hue of melan-

choly over all his anticipations of the future. In all of Niebuhr's

writings, but especially in his letters, we read the ruling secret of

his thoughts, which ha<l been inspired and confirmed by the French

llevolution and its developments. He might have appropriately

adopted the short but significant device :

—

Le passe me tourmente, et je crains I'avenir.

Niebuhr's stay at the University of Kiel was limited to two years,

and was terminated by the acceptance of the ofiice of private secre-

tary to Count Schinimelman, the Danish minister of finance. There
is little that is striking in his collegiate career; he seems to have
studied exclusively those branches of Icaraing which had not entered

into the circle of his home education. The Roman Law. Meta-
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physics, and the other branches of Ethics, and the Natural Sciences
occupied his scholastic hours, l^or Metaphysics he manifested little

aptitude
: but he appreciated the depth and sa^^acity of Kant ; he

perceived the importance of a philosophical substratum for history,

but he recoc^ised at the same time the dangers which might spring.

and have since sprung, from the theories of the Transcendental
school. "We find JXiebuhr's admiration for the classics, and espe-

cially for Aristotle and Cicero, alreatiy confirmed ; and wc notice

\\ith interest his early assurance that history -^-as his true vocation.

Having been urged by Dr. Ik'uslcr, an old friend of his father's,

and a valuable friend to himself, to devote himself to the study of
the natural history of antiijuity, he remarks on i\iQ proposal :

" This
is a good, and worthy, and beautiful pursuit for those who like it;

but from the peculiar direction of my mind and talents, I believe

that nature has intended me for a literary man, an historian of

ancient and modem times, a statesman, and perhaps a man of the

world : although the last, thaidc God. neither in the proper sense of

the word, nor in the horrible one which is usually associated with it.

Meanwhile my individual t;iste will certainly carry the day; and if

my name is ever to be spoken of, I shall be known as an historian

and political writer, as an antiquarian and philologist.''* He had
truly anticipated his future c.-irocr: and his intellectual tastes proved

to be prophetic instincts. It will be noticed that he was ambitious

of distinction; this desire of fame, "the last infirmit}' of noble

minds,'' is the earliest stimulant of genius, the last weakness over

which it triumphs.! In IS'lcbuhr it was no vulgar love of notoriety,

but the desire of c.xxcllence, and the assurance of that excellence

which the testimony of fame bestows. " I will receive roses and
myrtles from female hands," says he " but no laurels ; I only wish

that I may plant them and tlien be crowned by three or five men."|
" Knowledge, what is commonly called learning, mere dull memory-
work, will never be the aim of my exertions. The one thing need-

ful is, to cultivate one s undcr.^tauding for one's self, so as to render

it capable of production, lie who merely crams himself with the

conceptions of other men's minds, clothed in forms foreign to his

o^Tn nature, will never accomplish much. Quiet and independent

energetic industry can alone attain to what is true, and bring forth

what is really useful."§

° Letter xi. 16. November, 170 k Niebuhr's Life, Szc, p. ilj.

t It is remarkable tliat Miltun's numerous commentators have not remembered
the observation of Tacitus relative to Ilelvidius I'riicus. " Erant quibus adpe-

tentior famoe vi'leretur, quanilo ctiam sapientibus cupiJo gloriuc novissima
exuitur." Tac. Hist., lib. iv, c. o.

I Letter ix. 7. September, 170t, p. oi. § Letter x, p. 65.

Fourth Series, Vol. VH.—34
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These are remarkable sentiments to be entertained by a young

man of eighteen, and are expressed with an accuracy and precision

equally remarkable. It is, however, still more important to observe

that his whole life was guided by these principles, and was a practi-

cal commentary on those early aspirations. He attained almost

more than he had proposed to himself.

A few months after his arrival at Kiel, he writes :
" :My head

swims when I survey what I have yet to learn—philosophy, mathe-

matics, physics, chemistry, natural history. Then, too, I must per-

fect myself in history, German and French, and study Roman law,

and the political constitutions of Europe, as far as I can, and increase

my knowledge of antitiuities."* If he did not learn all this, within

the period of five years as proposed by himself, he learned more than

this in the ensuing years, for his father enumerates, in 1S07, twenty

languages with which his son was at that time acquainted.

Whoever has studied the notes to Niebuhr's History of Rome, and

observed the numberless mutilated and scattered fragments which

are brought together in the wonderfid mosaic of the text, or has

noticed the easy familiarity with the Consular Fasti, and the wilder-

ness of i-ecurring names which is displayed in the course of the his-

tory, must have been amazed at the fidelity and minute retention of

l^iebuhr's memor}', and must recognise how essential such a memory

was for the accomi)lislnuent of the peculiar triumph which jSiebuhr

achieved. Ho was entirely mistaken, however, in supposing that his

vigorous memory inifuiired his judgment ; it facilitated and strength-

ened it, and multiplied the instances embraced by its inductions.

His judgment was equally profound and sober, and possessed a

range and fidelity which gave to his conclusions, very frequently, the

semblance of inspiration; and his subsequent estimation of his

merits was more jui;t than his previous suspicion of the dangers to

be apprehended from his memory. " If I have anything to thank

nature for," he writes to Madame Hensler, '• her best gift to me was

a correct and very ra})id judgment, a facility in detecting everything

false, incorrect, unti-ue, that can hardly be imposed upon."t Its

merits, however, extended even further than this. It was combined

and often identified with that highest order of imagination, which

divines causes from their effects, and effects from their causes; which

discerns what is wanting from the fragments that are known ; and

by the application of general laws to each partial manifestation, is

enabled to dispense with the aid of a complete revelation. It was

by the high development and sagacious exercise of this very rare

faculty that Kiebuhr was enabled to reconstruct the early periods

* Letter V, p. 51. j Letter xxvi, p. 79. .
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of Roman history from the mutilatcil and misunderstood legends
which were preserved by Livy and Dionysius Ilalicarnassensis, and
from the disconnected fragments which had been embalmed in the
i-ude conglomerate of Servius and other miscellaneous writers of late

times. He undoubtedly e^^timated himself justly, -when he remarked
that " the chief talent I possess, or have preserved, besides that of
memory, (and indeed, it is the cause of the latter,) is a very quick
comprehension of the matter in hand, a correct and clear percep-
tion, which almost invariably seizes at once on the true state of the

case."*

This instinctive discernment of the truth in the midst of all the

complications of error with which the truth might be entwined
was conspicuously illustrated in his mode of treating the tangled
questions of early history; but it also enabled him to act with
promptness, discretion, and success in the business affairs of hfe.

He was frequently employed, and always with credit, in the solution

of financial problems, and the transaction of financial and other

arduous business. He became a Jew among the Jews, a Gentile

among the Gentiles
; mixed with bankers, and brokers, and money-

changers, and amazcil them all with his superior expertness and
perspicuity in the tortuous hibyrinths of their own obscure policy.f

"We find him at one time looking to mercantile occupations as the

sole probable means^ of support and independence ; at another

offered a lucrative partnership singly for the sake of his talents in

speculation.5 Yet he was conscious of the dangers and temptations

which surrounded sucii pursuits ; lie avoided them as far as was
practicable, consistent with urgent duties, and he escaped with

pleasure.and C-^hilaration from the contamination of intrigues, politi-

cal, mercantile, or financial.
|j

In his early life iSiebuhr was inclined to scepticism, notwith-

gtanding the constant presence of a decidedly religious tempera-

ment: but his moral sense was remarkably acute and sensitive.

He felt intuitively the ontagion of the daily hfe of the world around

him, and his sentiments revolted at practices which his intellect soon

comprehended, and was obliged sometimes to employ. It is one of

the most painful disasters of the current age, that the necessities of

life and the irresistible coercion of the common procedure of our

contemporaries, bear down with them in the common torrent of the

times even those who recognise the fatal tendencies, the immoral

character, and the defilement of the prevalent course of worldly

o LetUT xxxiii, p. 85. f Letter Ixxxi, p. 143.

J
" I can earn a livinjr cither as a scholar or a merchant." Letter Ixxxiv, p, 148.

§ Niebuhr'a Life, p. ir.6.
|j Letter cxxiii, p. 206.
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action. In vain they struggle against the stream, in vain they yield

to the inspirations of purer sentiments, and endeavour to extricate

themselves from the rushing cataract ; they are either overwhelmed

by the boiling -^vaters, or they are thrown exhausted, gasping,

unheeded, on the dry and barren strand. In Kiebuhr's day, and

especially in German}-, the reckless avidity for gain had not yet

acquired such a lamentable ascendency as it has since obtained ; but

it was already sufiiciently displayed to excite his apprehensions and

disgust ; and he endeavoured through life, with a singular degree of

success, to follow the dictates of a healthy conscience, and to free

himself from the chains of a selfish and greedy generation.

Niebuhr's stay at Kiel, if it has left behind no proofs of starthng

brilliancy, must have impressed deeply on others the conviction of

talents and qualities more estimable than any display, for it subse-

quently led to an offer of a professorship there, which was declined,

and was the stepping-stone to his future advancement. It had the

further importaTit tfTcct of introducing him to his first bride, to whom
he was betrothed in the autumn of 17S7, wedded in May, ISOO, and

from whom he was separated by death, after a happy union, on the

21st June, 1S15. She was three years older than himself, but he

deemed this an advantage, considering that his dreamy tendencies,

his non-observant habits, his inattention to the small details of life,

and his vacillating spirits required the steadiness of a more

advanced cumpanion. In this estimate of himself he exaggerated

his own defect.-^, according to his usual habit; but perhaps did no

more than justice to the high qualities and "Roman character" of

his wife.*

. Before leaving Kiel, Kiebuhr displayed that intuitive sagacity

which is at once the fruit of a just appreciation of past history, and
the most essential aid to such appreciation, by declaring, that in

four years from November, 1794, a monarchy Avould be reestab-

lished in France. ••• The jnvdiction was wrong by a single year. In
later life, and when his judgment had been more matured, he would
not have pretended to determine the times and seasons, which are

with God. It is hazardous and imprudent to attempt to define in

advance the exact period of great political events. The events

themselves may be foreseen, but their periods cannot be foreknown,

because, as they are dependent upon an infinitude of complicated,

trivial, and even accidental causes, there are many incognizable

circumstances to expedite or retard their occurrence, although the

anticipations of men arc usually more impatient than the impassive
march of destiny.

° Letter xviii. p. C9. -j- Letter ziii, p. 66.
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From the university Niebuhr passed into the employment of

Count Schimnielman, ^vherc, besides the ostensible duties of his

office, he "was often engaged in the delicate transactions of public

affairs, -which he manaixd 'v\'ith skill and discernment. But the

gayeties and festivities of the minister's house accorded ill -with Kie-

buhr's tastes and purjioses. His retiring disposition, as well as

other motives, rendered him averse to the elegant dissipations of

high life, and the countess took underage at his absence from her

parties. But the routine of frivolities encroached so seriously on

the leisure hours which ]S;i<.'bulir sought to devote to the prosecution

of his studies, that his situation became equally unprofitable and

unpleasant to himself, and lie gladly accepted from Count BernstorfF

the post of supernumerary Secretary to the Royal Library, with

permission ultimately to travel abroad, lie had been offered by
France, and had declined, an appointment which would have gi-ati-

fied his ardent desire to visit the Eternal City—the scene and the

subject of so many future labours. In August, 1797, a month or two
after the close of his actual service with Count Schimnielman, that

nobleman offered him the Consul-generalship at Paris; but the

urgent claims of a man of greater age, experience, and longer pub-

lic service secured the post before Kiebuhr had rendered his deci-

sion. He suffered no disappointment; but rejoiced in his escape.

Niebuhr may have been rendered less solicitous about the promo-

tion presented by the consulship to Paris, by the prospect at this

time held out to him of an early appointment to a professorship at

Kiel. The offer was indeed made to him three years later, after his

return from England, his marriage, and his refusal of a chair at

Copenhagen. At this time, however, it would have been grateful to

him; he was looking forward to it in hope: and in the expectation

of receiving it sketched for himself the outline of a course of study

which should prepare him for the suitable discharge of his duties

as a lecturer on Ancient Literature and Ancient History, the

subjects of his early choice and of his subsequent distinction. In

this sketch we discover the course which furnished him with the

vast treasury of learning and information afterward employed in

the composition of his Itoman History. The fidelity of research,

the exuberance of erudition, the comprehensiveness of view, which

characterize that unrivalled production, are distinctly contemplated

and provided for m this plan of proposed study. He intends to

"read through all the ancient writings still extant, at least once,

•with the closest attention—the more important works many times

;

to acquire a profound and practical acquaintance with the grammar

of the two classical languages ;" to attain " a systematic philosophy,
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as the groundwork of all settled conYictions, and all accurate

thought," and an orderly " method of thinking, writing, and study-

ing;" to exercise himself in the art of composition, and gain a

thorough command of his mother tongue.* These arc the prelimi-

nary tasks to be executed before he "could accept a professorship in

Kiel without a blush." We are doubtful whether there are not

many of our American professors who are content to pass through
|

their career without the twentieth part of these acquisitions, or
]

any suspicion of their necessity.

Perhaps it was in prosecution of the course of study thus marked
out for himself that we find iS'iebuhr, in the winter of 1797-8, dip-

ping into the Byzantine historians, a new edition of whom he coim-

sellcd and initiated in the closing years of his life.

The greater part of his life was, however, destined to be spent in

far other scenes and occupations than the tranquillity and seclusion

of collegiate duties, lie had been contemplating, during the recent

months, a visit to England, with the design of studying more care-

fully the physical sciences, which he had always treated with indif-

ference, which he continued to neglect, and continually repented of

neglecting. He had, however, still higher aims. jSo person ever

attended more faithfully and assiduously to the never-ending duty

of self-examinatiun, self-education, and self- amelioration ; and he

was desirous, by throwing himself among the practical realities of

English society, to strengthen his mental and physical energies, to

learn self-reliance, to stmly the beatings of the great heart of society,

and the functions of its internal economy, and to acquire a taste for

the study and obscrv;itiou of nature.f

In London he spent four months, and proceeded to Edinburgh to

pursue his studios at the university. Here he remained about a

year. Notwithstanding his constant complaints of his want of

observation, which, like the complaint of his idleness, would have

been M'ithout any foundation, if applied to another man, ho studied

critically the clKirueter of both the English and the Scotch, and did

not fail to distinguisii acutely between the good and bad points of

their national character and institutions. He imbibed, however, and
ever retained, a high admiration of the integrity, sincerity, energy,

and directness of the English, and admired their system of govern-

ment, without yielding to the infatuation since so fatally exemplified

on the European continent, of supposing that the sole desirable

progress or reform consisted in the imitation of the jury trial and

the representative system of England.! is^otwithstanding his liberal

** Letter xxiv, p. 77.

t NieMihr's Life, ic, p. SO. Letterliv.p, 111 ; Iv, p.ll2. | Letter cviii, p. 18G.
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tendencies and his ardour in the cause of •well-regulated freedom,

he was not seduced by the Utopian dreams but licentious plans of

the Prices, Priestlcys, and llornc Tookcs. He detected in the germ
the evils that must ensue Irom such principles; he saw that the pro-

posed benefits could not be realized; and the daily growing commun-
ion between anarchy au'l liberalism rendered him suspicious of the

professions of the liberal party, and apprehensive of their progress.*

Niebuhr s residence and studies in Great Britain were undoubt-

edly of great advantage to him. lie saw the cities of many men,
and familiarized himself with the thoughts and habits of a strange

people. He had gone abroad to correct failings in his o^\-n moral

constitution which could only be remedied by chanf^e of scene,

change of association, and the necessity of independent action.

His hopes of future eminence were high, he felt himself "capable

of great things, ami called upon to perform them ;"t but he was
aware of the obstacles to be overcome, and had resolutely occupied

himself with their removal. He returned to Denmark with the

assurance that "idleness and aimless occupation will henceforth be

no longer possible ;" with his " intellect calm and strong, with the

consciousness of capacity for action and of being equal to his own
requirements;" with "that sense of life, on whose intensity depends

the practice of all that is ri:^ht and noble.".t He had shaken off the

littleness and dreamy cntimsiasm of his youth, and had become a

man alive to the duties and realities of life.

A few months after his return, ^siebuhr married his betrothed,

Amelia Behrens, and sctthil at Coytcnliagen. He had been appointed

Assessor at the Board of Trade for the East India Department, and
Secretary and head clerk of the standing Commission of the affairs

of Barbary. In his leisure hours he undertook to draw up an

account of the various constitutions of Greece; a design which

would have been exceedingly valuable if it had been accomplished

by such hands, which might have diminished our regret for the loss

of the I'olitics of Aristotle, and which had long been entertained by

him. His wife's ill health, however, interrupted his studies. During

the spring of ne.xt year he was present in Copenhagen during its

bombardment by Lord Nelson. In the spring of 1802, the whole

duties of the Board of Trade were devolved upon him by the resig-

nation of his colleague ; but he rejoiced in his employments, which

won for him " a fair fame," and "the confidence even of the unlearned

among his fellow-citizens."' His multiplied engagements did not

prevent the prosecution of his studies. He commenced at this time

Letter xliii, p. 9?. t Letter xlvi, p. 101 ; lii, p. 115 ; c, p. 177.

1 Letter Ixix, p. 123.
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those examinations into the agrarian laws and the public domain of

Rome, which afterwards produced a complete revolution in the sen-

timents of scholars on those subjects, and enabled him in his Koman
History to place the characters and conduct in a just hght, after cen-

turies of obloquy and misapprehension. These topics he afterward

declared to be the most arduous portion of his gi'eafc historical

labours, and they were certainly among the most original; yet it

was in the midst of riuracrous and onerous public duties that these

profound investigations were undertaken. So true is the observation

of Quintiliau, that the time for study will never be wanting to those

who economize their hours.*

In 1804 JNiebuhr became first director of the Bank of Copenhagen,

a position of great honour, influence, and responsibility; but he

still retained his connection with the Board of Trade, and with the

Commission for the alTairs of Barbary. In 1S06 he was inducedto

leave Denmark by the proposal to enter on the joint- directorship of

the first Bank of J>erlin and the Seehandlung, a privileged company
engaged in foreign commerce. He had no other reason to be dis-

satisfied with his situation in Copenhagen than his apprehension

that the constant attention to mere matters of detail would perma-

nently weaken the powers of his mind. He was already engaged in

investigating the early history of Borne; and had published in the

preceding year a translation of the First Philippic of Demosthenes,

from a conviction that the career of Napoleon was recalling tho

times of Philip.

Kiebuhr arrived in Ijcrlin just in time to witness the subjugation

of Prussia by N'apoleon, and to participate in the anxieties and suf-

ferings of the kingdom. He was obliged to retire with his family

before the advance of the French armies to Stettin, to Dautzic, to

Konigsberg, to Memel. The functions which he had been invited

to undertake were su.^pcndcd during the commotion ; and, if it had
not been repugnant to his feelings and principles to abandon those

who were in distress, ho wuuld have accepted some of the proposals

which were made to him during these emergencies by Denmark, Eng-
land and Russia. Instead of doing so he received an appointment in

the Commissariat ; which, however, he soon became anxious to resign

in consequence of the dismissal of tho minister, Stein. In April, 1S07,

he was entrusted by Count Hardcnberg with the financial business

of the Commissariat. His health sunk under his fiitigues, expo-

sures and anxieties. 1 le was attacked with typhus fever, and for some
time was in great danger. The misfortunes of Prussia continued to

increase ; in Jimc the government was dissolved, and v/hat remained
•* Quintal. Inst. Or., lib. xii, c. xi, §§ 16-19. This passage is too long for citation.
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of the court rctrf^atcd to Riga. ^Niebuhr nov," applied for his dis-

charge, but -tvas induced by pressing entreaties to retain his post. In

the course of the next month peace -was concluded, and Ilardenberg

removed from ofnco at the instance of Napoleon. iS'iebuhr again

sent in his resignation, -which ^vas not accepted, but refused with the

highest marks of confidence by the king. During this delay he had

been appointed b}' the king a member of the provisional committee

of government, destined to supply temporarily the Avant of a regular

mmistry, by whose labours were performed those great constitu-

tional reforms which so speedily resuscitated Prusrsia after all her

recent calamities. In the winter of 1S07 he was despatched

from Memel to negotiate a loan in Holland, in order to meet the

contributions exacted by the French. During the course of the

ensuing summ^er he received credentials as Prussian minister to

Holland. He was partially successful in effecting the object of his

mission ; and the circuuistances of the times were such as to render

any success almost a triuinpih. On his retirement from Holland in

April, 1809, he spent some time with his relations in Denmark; but

was recalled to oflicial duties at Berlin, The administration of

Hardenberg, in whom he had no confidence, was not satisfactory to

him, and he requested a rok-a.^e from his ministerial duties, and in

their stead a professor.ship in the new university about to be opened

at Berlin. Hardenberg endeavoured to induce jNiebuhr to withdraw

his resignation, and it is said oilered him the portfolio of Finance

;

but in vain. jSiebuhrwas reiulute, and perhaps impracticable. He
witjidrew in great measure from government aflairs, and received

the appointment of histuriogniphcr, as the successor of the cele-

brated historian. Von MiiUer; but with the condition annexed that

he should assist Count Hardenberg and his minister of finance with

his counsel and advice when required.

The cares of business, as we iiave already seen, did not compel

jNiebuhr to intermit altogether cither his studies or his original

investigations; the turmi.)il of war and the honours' of an embassy,

however unfavourable to his pursuits, did not arrest them, or paralyze

his ardour. During the changing scenes and anxieties through

which he had passed since his removal to Prussia, he had been

steadily engaged during his leisure hours in augmenting his literary

acquisitions, or developing his views. In his letter to Baron Von
Stein, written from ^leinel during the gloomiest period of the French

invasion, he mingles with the di.-^cussion of state policy and cabinet

changes, intimations of the Russian and Sclavonic studies in which

he had been engaged.* "While ambassador in Holland he composed

° Letter xcv, p. 1G3.
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those treatises -?vliicli have been published in his posthumous mis-

cellanies.* He was never idle : he was ever eagerly reaching after

new branches of learning, or extending his acquaintance with those

which he had already mastered.

The University o'f Berlin was opened in the autumn of ISIO.

The principal chairs were occupied by the most distinguished

scholars of Germany. Of these, (besides Niebuhr,) Savigny, Schlei-

ermacher, Buttinauu and lloindorff have obtained universal reputa-

tion. Spalding is less known, but was scarcely less highly endowed

in the estimation of his colleagues. The academical labours of Nie-

buhr were commenced by a series of lectures on Roman history,

delivered gratuitously. They were original and learned beyond all

anticipatio^Ji, and successful beyond all hope. Instead of the class

of college bovs for wliom they had been designed, they were attended

by the most brilliant and intelligent audiences. The students were,

indeed, present in large numbers, but by their side sat the members

of the academy of Jicrlin, the professors of the university, dignita-

ries of state, men of high and established reputations, and public

officers of all grades. Savigny, Schleiermacher, Spalding, Ancillon,

Nicolavius, and Siiven, sat upon the crowded benches, amazed,

admiring and approving. Such an audience, and such auditors,

reacted °upon the impressible and sympathetic nature of the

lecturer, and he proceeded with new animation to develop his

novel views of the long misunderstood progress of a great people,

and to ^'ain nevr successes and additional renown. He had under-

taken the exposition of a subject apparently threadbare; he puljed

to pieces the old web, examined every thread in the warp and

the woof, wove it again into new patterns, and presented to his

hearers a narrative apparently new, from the happy disposition

of the old materials, and the still happier employment of such as

had been used before. But Kiebuhr's development of Roman

history Avas not only new, it was essentially true ; and it was a

sudden revelation, afccr long centuries of error, from which even

the Romans themselves and their historians had not been free.

Glareanus, Pcrizonius, Yico, and Beaufort had all expressed some

deoree of scepticism relative to the correctness of the representa-

tions of Roman history given by Livy and Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus : but they had done little more than to utter doubts, which

had been feebly supported, and had passed into almost entire

neo-lect. ^Vhen Xiebuhr commenced his lectures it might still be

said of the history of Rome, as Lucan had said with a diflFerent

meaning prophetically,

° Niebubr's Life, p. 168.
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" Iluic omne Latinura

Fabula nomen erat."'^

But Niebuhr afforded full and ample reasons for scepticism; he
adduced from the long an-ay of the neglected authors of Latin liter-

ature, and from a more critical examination of the better known
writers, evidences of error; and while pointing out the follacies,

he proceeded to reconstruct the trutli in a manner which accorded
better witli the autiioritifs. and hannonizcd with the laws and the
experience of human progress. Savigny was distinctly in the right
in declaring, after the delivery of the first lecture, that" Niehuhr was
opening a new era for llomau history. The result has shown that it

•was more; that it was a new era for all history.

The first draft of xS'iebuhr's lectures was undoiihtedly very differ-

ent from the work as completed; and, if Ave may judge from those
lectures which have been latterly published from the notes of his
hearers, far inferior to it in depth, comprehension, accuracy and
learning. Still as the series at l^crlin was delivered from written
notes, while at Bonn he trusted entirely to his memory, we may
well suppose that his earlier efforts were more carefully 'elaborated

and less discursive than those of his later times. In the one period
he had his reputation to acquire; in the other it was already won.
Nevertheless, the outlines originally sketched underwent frequent

changes and amplificatinns in successive editions, and were filled up
and deepened by subsequent investigations. They contained, how-
ever, the enunciation of hi.s novel views, and laid down the prin-

ciples of his hi^^torical philo.'^ophy, and it is therefore appropriate to

introduce at this place our observations on the great work, which he
lived to revise more than once, but did not live to finish.

His Roman history was the labour of his life. His heart was
wrapped up in it, all his studies converged toward it, and his repu-

tation with posterity will rest almost entirely upon it, notwithstand-

ing the various and valuable services which he rendered to his own
generation as a statesman, ilnancier, and diplomatist. His first wife,

on her death-bed, (she died June 21, 1815,) requested, as the last

favour, that he should finish his history whether she lived or died;t

and, although grief at first, occupation and distraction afterward,

and his own prouiature decease prevented the full accomplishment
of the task, he always cherished it henceforth as a sacred duty, no
less than as his true vocation.

Was the result wortiiy of the life-long effort? Was it such as to

justify the devotion of Niebuhr's taleuts, erudition and time to its

«* Lucan, Pharsal., vil, 001. We Lave substituted "erat" for "erit" in the
quotation. -j- Kiebuhr's Life, p. 289.
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accomplishment? Is the unfinished monument which he has left

behind him an adequate achievement for the labours of such a man?
The sentence of the learned has already been rendered; and, not-

withstanding the cavils of some of his contemporaries, and the still

subsisting disputes in regard to some of his positions, the judgment

of scholars has been almost unanimous in regarding ]S>iebuhr's His-

tory of Rome as the greatest of all acquisitions for the just compre-

hension of ancient history: and as constituting by itself a marked

and brilliant era in the course of historical speculation.

Niebuhr's History of Home is scarcely calculated to attract the

admiration of any but professed scholars or conscientious historical

students; nor are its high excellences apparent to any others. The
necessary exuberance of the criticism renders it tedious, and exacts

an amount of patient attention and continued appreciation which

unpleasantly aiTCsts the narrative, and renders its perusal irksome

to those who do not undertake it as a regular study. And yet

there are passages of true eloquence to be found in its pages

;

broad and comprehensive views which extend through the whole

domain of time, and penetrate into the most recondite secrets of

political and social organization. Ample as is the canvass afforded

by the growth and progress of the conquerors of the world, (terra-

rum dominis,) full of incidents as is the story of their march to

universal empire, IS'iebuhr, who regarded modern history as almost

worthless,* has frequently and gracefully transcended the natural

limits of his picture : and, while thus more effectually illustrating

the fortunes of the llom:;ns, has diffused a brilliant light over other

nations, and over modi;cval and recent times. One of the most
remarkable characteristics of his great production is the fulness and
semi-prophetic persjucuity of vision which is displayed throughout.

As the magic stone of eastern fable enabled the Calender to

behold the vast treasures hidden in the bosom of the earth, so the

perusal of ^'iebuhr's History dispels the clouds of darkness, and
enables us, too, to pcuutrate into the secrets of time and the myste-
ries of national change. This merit, however, is not the most prom-
inent or direct service rendered by him. Rome was his subject,

and it is in connexion with Rome, that we must seek for his most
immediate achievements.

"What Cicero had undertaken as a Utopian dream in the dying

agonies of the Republic, in order to recall his countrymen to a sense

of patriotism and an admiration of the past, and at the same time

to relieve his own deep mortification by the pleasure, so highly prized

by Livy, of contemplating the fancied glories of a better age, jSTie-

o Letter Ixxxi, p. 143 : " Modern history ne vaut pas le (liable."
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buhr undertook from the love of truth, aud with the design of cor-

recting error, and retracing the true lineaments of JRoman develop-

ment. Cicero drew the outlines of an imaginary republic and called

it ancestral Rome. He worked the misplaced and misapprehended
fragments of the traditionary institutions into a new and ideal struc-

ture. Kiebuhr studied in the shattered remnants the true constitu-

tion of the state, in order to exhibit the life, explain the actions,

expound the growth, and rectify the history of the Roman people.

This is the central, though not the most obvious idea in ISiebuhr's

History of Rome. This was his great project of reconstruction.

Around this all his other labours were clustered.

But, though such was the main purpose distinctly contemplated
from the first, it was not the first accomplished; nor was it ever

entirely completed. He lived long enough, however, to show what
was to be done, and to show how it was to be done. The miscon-
ception of the constitutional usages, and the internal and external

action of Rome in its maturity, was linked with and dependent upon
a long scries of errors and misrepresentations descending from the

earliest to the very latest times. They reached far beyond the term
which Niebulir assigned for his own investigations

; and their latest

developments have not yet been exposed. The legends of a Trojan
settlement in Italy, and of the Trojan origin of Rome ; the ignorance

and confusion relative to the races which inhabited the peninsula,

and successively came in collision with the Romans ; the mythical
tales of the regal dynasty; the Sabine and Etruscan wars; the

original organization and early revolutions of the state ; the causes,

consequences, and character of the revolt against the monarchy;
the early relations of the patricians and plebeians ; the real and
the fabulous connexions with Greece; the comitia and the distri-

bution of land ; the domestic and foreign wars ; their conduct and
their efi'ects; the condition of the citizens; the religion of the state;

the jurisprudence and other institutions of the nation ; the moral

sentiment of the pcopk'; tiic changes of the constitution; the regu-

lation of the calendar; the character of the public archives—all

these exhibited so many difTorcnt but connected occasions of error.

They had never been justly apprehended by the incurious criticisms

of the prejudiced and hasty rhetoricians who in ancient times had

undertaken to write the history of Rome ; and they had been mis-

represented, and exhibited with a singular mixture of distorted truth

and exaggerated fable by the successive generations of compilers

who had copied from the earlier clu-oniclers.

The error and the injury do not terminate here. A like stream

of misconception, varying in volume and character as it proceeds,
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pervades the story of the later ages of the Republic, and of its trans-

ition to an imperial form. It runs through the chronicle of the

empire, and leaves the last struggles of the universal monarchy
unexplained and unintelligible. These later periods, however, are

not included in iS'icbuhr's labours. A brief sketch of the empire
down to the reign of Constantino is, indeed, afforded by his lectures;

but his original investigations do not extend beyond the Punic vrars.

The Roman history of ]Siebuhr has been too often regarded as

merely a criticism, and it has not been sufficiently recognised that,

however large a portion nas devoted to the refutation of current

error, the scope and purpose of the Avork was to create anew the

narrative of Roman greatness. Diligently gathering together from
all sources the multifarious materials which might serve for the
illustration of his subject ; collating, correcting, and combining his

multitudinous authorities ; never yielding to the prestige of a name,
and never neglecting the least fragment which might elucidate

a difficulty, he tracoil the occasion and explained the reception of the

errors he exposed, and divined the truth from the reciprocal relations

of the different types of falsehood. In this manner he was success-

ful in separating the right from the wrong, in dispelling illusions by
the evidence of the illusions themselves ; and in disentangling the

facts from tlio fables in which they were enveloped. By this diffi-

cult and delicate process of induction, which, in the first treatment
of such a subject, could be safely handled only by a mind of wonder-
ful sagacity, tenacity, and rigour, he pierced through the darkness
which shrouded thu earliest ages of Italy ; through the fictions which
hovered around the infuncy of Rome; and through the ignorance and
delusion which darkened her later history. Thus he distinguished

between the old ppetic legends and their actual significance : strip-

ping the latter of its deceptive hues and false presentiment, and
restoring the former to the grace and ideality of their native charac-
ter. So far from destroying the poetry of the earlier ages, and
reducing their rich imaginations to plain and prosaic reali'ty,' Nie-
buhr gave back to poetry what rightfully belonged to its dominion,
and exhibited the le-ends in their legendary form. It was those who
had combined, and those who still desired to combine, the heteroge-

neous elements of historic fiicts and mythical representations who
crushed and annihihueil both by their procedure. Niebuhr did full

justice to both: it would have been strange if, with his imaginative
tendencies, he had sacrificed the ideal in order to render vain his

pursuit of the real. lie only distinguished clearly between them,
and left each in its own independent existence; thus meriting'-

under a double title the credit of beinir.
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" Primo pictor dcHe memorie antiche."

So far we have considered only >«iebuhr's mode of gathering and
dealing with his materials ; attention should also be paid to the
manner in which he adapted the negative procedure of criticism to
the positive purposes of construction. In the discharge of the latter

and higher function analogy was his principal instrument ; but it

was an analogical method «o judiciously employed, and exercised on
such a copious array of instances furnished by his ever-ready erudi-

tion, that it always resembled ami was often identical with induction.

•Thus he introduced science into the domain of history : or rather
achieved, what Vico had aspired to, the successful conversion of
history into the form of science. In this most original portion of
his labours his vast and varied learning, his intimate acquaintance
with all branches of geography and' history, his luminous practical

philosophy, his diversiticd and extended familiarity with men and
nations, with the machinery and operations of government, all con-
tributed essential aid to his designs. In estimating the conduct of
contemporary men, he tells us that he was in the habit of placing
himself ideally in their position, and inquiring what course he should
pursue with the same character, purposes, and opportunities, and
that thus he had foreseen many of the details of I^apoleon's career
and campaigns.* lie pur.-^ued a somewhat analogous mode of rea-

soning in reconstructing the history of Rome, endeavoured to place
himself in the position of a contemporary of the times which he
described, and then considered wluit must have been the action of
the Romans to be in accurd:ince with the national character, with
the condition and powers of the pcnple, and with the laws of social
and political development. Thus, where his witnesses fiiilcd him,
or were calculated to lead him astray, his philosophical method
served as a conjuring rod to evoke the shades of departed genera-
tions, and to extract a true resy)onse from the dead. We have
already intimated that the sanic prophetic faculty is required for the
just interpvctati.ni of the past as tor the divination of the future;

and that ^Jicbuhr's lively imagination was one of his highest quali-

fications as a historian. R-jth positions are illustrated and con-
firmed by the character and truth of his Roman history.

Niebuhr did not live to comjilcte his task, nor even to prepare for

publication the last volume which he composed; but he did all that

was absolutely requisite to point out the true road to others. Per-
haps even the earliest promulgation of his views m the University
of Berlin might have been sufficient for this purpose; but he for-

tunately lived long enough to expand and elaborate his doctrines,
' Letter ccxc, p. 433. «
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and to extend his peiformance much beyond its original limits.

Moreover, -when ^^•e compare the meagrcness, the want of accuracy,

the insufficient citation of authorities which characterize his lectures

as published from the notes of his pupils, "with the richness, the

faithful caution, and the e.xubcrant erudition of his finished volumes,

we must regard the completion of a part of his proposed task as

equally requisite for an example and for the establishment of his

own reputation.

Soon after the delivery of his first course of lectures, he began to

prepare the first volume of his history for the press. It was printed

toward the close of ISll, and met with general admiration and

approval. Daring that winter he continued his lectures, and

arranged a second volume for publication. It appeared in the

course of lSli2; but the gloom which enveloped the continent at

that time denied to it at once the flattering reception which its

author's temperament desired. He proceeded, however, with the

composition of a third vohmie, but was interrupted in his labours

by the exciting and agitating events which accompanied the insur-

gence of the Prussians against the French domination, after the

disastrous termination of the Russian campaign. The Landwehr
was called out; ISiibuhr sent in his name as a volunteer, and com-

menced practising the Uianual exercise, though desiring to serve as

secretary to the general staff, or to obtain a commission in the regu-

lar army. The king refused his request, but promised him more
suitable employment. Swift, as a colonel of horse, would scarcely

have been a more anoni:i!ous phenomenon than ^Niebuhr as a captain

of Prussian grenadiers.

The king redeemed his promise: and, instead of leavimr ^Niebuhr

"to writing and to serving as a common soldier," as he complained

that "fate had so ordained,"* he summoned him to Dresden in

April, 1813, and placed him on the central commission appointed

to administer the Tierman provinces reconquered from France. The
retreat of the Fifncli rtstorcd hira to Berlin; but his political func-

tions were continued by the draft of a constitution for Holland, which
appears not to have been accepted. He was also requested to give

instruction to the crown prince, in finance ; an office which he dis-

charged with pleasure, and so as to secure the grateful regards of

his royal pupil.

Domestic and other cares, however, multiplied around him ; tho

return of Napoleon from Klba agitated once more the continent, and
interrupted ^'iebuhrs literary pursuits

; the declining health of his

wife required his constant attention
; and in the midst of his anxie-

,
"^ Letter clxiv, p. 257.
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ties the intelligence of the death of his father fell heavily and sud-
denly upon him. His wife's life was not prolonged much longer.

She died in the summer of 1815. [Niebuhr was deeply grieved at

the loss of a wife he had so fondly and proudly cherished; but hav-
ing been appointed ambassador to Kome, he solaced his wounded
feelings, or provided for his official comfort, by marrying in the

course of his year of mourning, Margaret Ilensler, a near connexion
of his departed spouse. During the period of his grief he prepared
himself for his embassy by the diligent study of the canon law

;

wrote an admirable and aflectionate biography of his father ; united
with Heindorf and Buttmann in editing the newly-discovered Fronto:
and composed several essays on various subjects. In addition to

these multifarious labours, he served as one of the royal commis-
sioners for drafting a new constitution for Prussia.* His whole life

was employed in occupations which enlarged his qualifications as a
great historian

; and trained him, by practical experience as a finan-

cier and a statesman, by personal observation of the scene of Roman
life, by antiquarian research, linguistic accomplishments, and prac-

tice in composition, to become the best, the truest, the most com-
prehensive historian of Kome.

In July, ISIG, ISiebuhr commenced his pilgrimage to Rome as

ambassador of Prussia. The instructions for the special mission on
which he was sent should have followed him in a few weeks, but did

not arrive for four years. When Ilardenberg visited the pontifical

city in February, 1S21, he n-.-^igned to him the honour and credit of

concluding the negotiations with the papal court ; which had been
rendered possible by the frankness, candour, and sincerity of his

long intercourse with the high dignitaries of the Church and State,

and by the esteem with which he had inspired them. In the May
of 1823, after an absence of nearly seven years, he left the city of

Consuls, Caesars, and Popes, on his homeward journey. At the

last moment, he abandoned it with regret. "It goes to my verv
heart," says he, " to think that tliis is the last letter I' shall write you
from Rome."t Everything ap})eared to him in brighter colours

than before, when he was leaving the country, as ho truly prognosti-

cated, forever. But the health of his wife, and the prospects of his

son, demanded, in his estimation, a return to Germany. He appre-

ciated the advantages and the position he resigned; but his life

had been in great measure free from ambition, and he estimated the

private duties of life as more important than those which were pub-

lic, except in extraordinary times.

J

On his journey to Rome, he discovered and partly deciphered at
o Letter cci, p. 301. f Letter «!»T4»,p.-'44*. t Life, p. 416.

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—35
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Verona, the long-lost and inestimable Institutes of Gains. He
^vas in raptures at the discovery, for he appreciated its full import-

ance. It has given birth to a new era in the study of Iloman juris-

prudence; and constitutes the most valuable of all recent additions

to our stores of classic literature. In announcing to Savigny the

treasure which he had unveiled, he writes, "Now, dear Savigny,

here lies a treasure waiting for your hands to dig it up ; a bait that

shall lure you over the Alps to us. Or will you give the necessary

instructions to Cramer to set to work? Or will you persuade some

one else to come? You will never suffer this discovery, which is

exactly what you have been wishing for so ardently, to be lost for

the want of some one to make use of it."* The result of the discovery

is familiar to every jurist and every scholar.

In Rome he discovered among the palimpsests fragments of Cice-

ro's orations, of Livy, Seneca, and Hyginus ; and on his homeward

journey detected among the MSS. of the ancient library at St. Gall,

(so celebrated in the uiiilUe ages, and illustrated at the restoration

of learning by Poggio Bracciolini's discovery there of the MS. of

Quintilian,t) the Panegyrics of \lerobaudes, which he edited a second

time for the Bonn edition of the Corpus Scriptorum Ilistorire Byzan-

tine. He, perhaps, over-estimated the value of these fragments,

which are often unintelligible from mutilation, and rarely instruc-

tive ; but we can rea<iily sympathize with him in the motives of his

exultation.

There arc many interesting circumstances connected with Nie-

huhr s residence in Itome which we should gladly notice did our

space permit ; the kindness and countenance whicli he showed to

poor strangers ; the cordial encouragement and friendship which he

extended to the young German artists, who afterward created a

brilliant school of :irt in Germany; his protection and patronage of

our estimable and learned friend. Dr. Lieber, on his hazardous

retuni from the riiil-IIellenic campaign in Greece; his domestic

life and recreations ; his social intercourse with the papal court and

with all who could worthily claim his regards; his reception of Von
Stein, Hardcnbcrg, and the crown prince of Prussia; his studies,

and his opinions ; but we have not the time to dwell upon them.

They maybe leanit from the letters written during this period, from

the Chevalier Bunsen's interesting sketch of Niebuhr as a diplomat-

ist in Rome, appended to this volume, and from Liebefs reminis-

cences of Nicbuhr.

o Letter ccxiii, p. 320.

t A- D. 1416. Shepherd's Life of Toggio Bracciolini, c. iii, p. 97-10-t. Spald-

ing, Prifif. ad Quinlilian.
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On his return to Prussia, Niebuhr visited Bonn for the purpose

of ^ene^Yin;5 his acquaintance -with his friend and former secretary,

Professor Brandis. lie was so much pleased with the city, that he

determined to select it as his future residence. He recommenced
the prosecution of his history, which had not been continued during

his mission to liome; but was interrupted first by his own indispo-

sition, afterward by sickness in his family. In May, l.S'24, he

returned to Berlin; and during; the summer resigned his place as

ambassador, havinj^ heretofore obtained only leave of absence, and

not a release from his diplomatic post. He was allowed a retiring

pension equivalent to his salary before leaving Berlin; and with j

this for his support, intended to settle his family permanently at j

Bonn, but he was employed some time longer in the service of gov- j

emment, as a councillor of State, and afterward as commissioner to !

dehberatc on the organization of a nivtional bank, and to reform the j

tenure of land among the \Vcitphalian peasantry.
[

As soon as he was released from these official duties, Niebuhr i

retired to Bonn, and there spent the scanty remainder of his life.
j

Without having any ofiicial appointment in the young university of j

that city, he delivered regular courses of lectures on the history and
[

antiquities of Greece and luimc. which were continued till the

period of his death. In the October of 1S25, afcer the long inter-

mission of ten years, he resumed methodically the composition of

his great history Other airsuciations and anxieties had arrested his

labours before : and even now lie was destined not to continue them

to their clo.se. His friend ai.d pupil. Professor llaysen, revised and

prepared for publication the manuscript of the third volume, so often

commenced, so often iuterruj-ted.

" Bis conatus cr.it c.i.ius cffinjrcre in auro
;

Bis patria; cc<.i'kn: manus."

It was not tv.-ice oidy, but Jiiany times that jSiebuhr's hands had

been compelled to desist fr-jta their labour, which remained in the

end unfinished. Still durin;: three years much was done. The

MS. of the third volume wa- vltv ne.irly perfected, and a new and

much improved edition of the two already published was issued from

the press.

The history of Home did iv't ho entirely engross Niebuhr's atten-

tion as to prevent him from cnt-Tiiining other literary enterprises.

He originated a new clitiou >A' tho Byzantine historians; wrote

a prosp° ctus of the undertakin.;. and contributed to the collection

editions by himself of Agathia-^Mcrobaudes. Constantinus Por-

phyi-ogenitus De Co^rimonus, with the unpublished portions of
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Reiske's Commentary, and of the Fragments of Eunapius, Menan-

der, (fcc. The project, if it had been properly executed, -was calcu-

lated to render essential service to historical science. There ^vas

no complete edition of the numerous and unequal -writers who illus-

trate copiously the ^vholc history of the Byzantine empire, from the

foundation of Constantinople by Constantino the Great, to its cap-

ture under Constantino Palxologus ; there is no such edition even

yet. The imperfect collections issued from the royal press at Paris,

and republished at Venice, were rare, expensive, and cumbrous.

The separate editions of the various authors were costly, of very

unequal merit, and of difficult attainment. The Bonn edition is

more complete, convenient, and moderate in cost than its predeces-

sors. It is not yet finished, but may drag its slow length along for

another generation, at its present rate of increase.

Madame Niebulir's health was a cause of much uneasiness to her

husband: and other distresses and anxieties multiplied around him.

On the night of the tUh of February, 1S30, his house in Bonn was

burnt down. His books, and the manuscript of a revised copy of

the second volume of his history were fortunately saved from the

flames. While calmly watching the progress of destruction, he had

exclaimed, "If only the manuscript of the second volume of my
Roman history is found again, I can get over everything else." The

foundations of a new and larger house were laid, but I^iebuhr did

not live to enjoy it. The French Revolution of July broke out;

it was a crushmg blow to one whose whole being was so deeply

impregnated with gloomy anticipations of the future. It con-

fii-med all his forebodings. He had long regarded European civi-

lization as in a state of hopeless decline; at times he had stnig-

gled successfully to shake off this conviction, but the new out-

burst of revolution recalled, and deepened his forebodings. He
anticipated the ultimate establishment of a military despotism in

France; the convul.-ion, anarchy, and rebellion of the German

States; and the final domination of Russia. He saw that the

revolution commenced threatened social order, and the institu-

tion of property, and he looked forward to the repetition of the

Bcenes of decaying Rome. Subsequent events have justified his

apprehensions, and verified his previsions. The history of the last

ten years, and of the coming ten is written in his last letter to

Moltke, and is illustrated by the scattered views diffused through

his earlier letters and other writings. What he shuddered to see in

the visions of his imagination, he was spared from witnessing in

the reality. Death dropped the curtain on the scene.

The deep interest which Niebuhr took in the developments of the
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second French Revolution, and especially in the trial of the ex-min-

isters, led him every evening to the public reading-rooms, to look

carefully over the papers after the crowd had finished their perusal.

On the evening of Christinas day, ho had been thus employed for a

long time in the news-room, which was very hot and close, without

taking off his thick fur cloak. The piercing frost of the wintry night

received him on his retura home, heated in mind and body. He
complained of a severe chill, and retired at once to bed; which he
never left again, except for a single hour. An illness of one week
carried him to the grave. Two days before his death, his wife,

broken in spirits, strength and health, was obliged to leave him, and
betake herself to a sick bed. "Hapless house 1" exclaimed Niebuhr,

with his usual presentiment of the future, when apprised of the cause

of her absence, " to lose fither and mother at once I" About mid-
night of the 1st of January, is:]l, he sank back on his pillow, con-

scious of his rapidly approaching end, and in another hour was at

rest forever.

Kine days later, and at nearly the same hour of the night, his

wife expired. Pneumonia was the immediate occasion of the death

of both ; but a broken sfiirit was the ultimate cause of the decease

of the husband, and a broken heart of that of the wife. They were
buried in one grave, over wliioh a monument has been erected by the

present king of Prussia to the memory of his teacher, his councillor,

and his friend.

We cannot prolong our remarks by gathering together into a focus

the characteristics of is'icbuln-. We must forego the pleasure of

expatiating on the integrity, simplicity, and sincerity of his nature;

the unaffected kindliness and fidelity of his disposition; his firm, frank,

and generous temper; his contempt of meanness; his enthusiasm in

the cause of right ; his warm and genial affections ; his simple tastes

;

his fondness for children ; his sobriety of thought and judgment

;

and those other high qualities which constitute, not a perfect, but a

truly good man. He was one of the rare instances in which great-

ness was achieved through the instrumentality of goodness, and

whose goodness was not impaired by his greatness.
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Art. IV.—,7EPIITHAH'S VOW.

The supposed immolation of Jephthah's daughter has been strenu-

ously urged, by the oppugncrs of divine revelation, as a capital

objection to the morality of the Bible. This consideration alone is

sufScicnt to invest the expu.sition of Judges xi, 20-40, with the

highest importance. The usual interpretations of that deeply

interesting narrative may be resolved into two opposing theories

—that of inunolatioii and that of consecratioi}. Among divines and

Biblical critics, distinguished names of equal eminence for talent,

piety, and intelligence, are found aiTanged in support of both these

theories of interpretation; while Josephus, it is well known, posi-

tively asserts the immolation of the daughter of this judge in Israel.

To this theory of exposition Dr. Kitto not only subscribes, but

assumes the personal responsibility of the doctrine contained in the

article " Jephthah," as it is not credited to any of the learned con-

tributors to the " Cyclopedia of Liblical Literature." That the au-

thority of such a name, on either side of the question, is not incon-

siderable, will not be questioned. But the question, as to the nature

of this vow, must, after all, be decided, not by authority, but by the

weight of argument in support of the assumed facts in the case.

This will justify a careful re- examination of the whole matter,

together with l3r. Kitto's argument in support of the immolation

hypothesis.

There are two sources of difficulty in determining the real

character of the vow—the extreme brevity of the narration, and

the remoteness of the period when the event occurred. Its high

antiquity invests it with a degree of obscurity which the brief refer-

ence of the historian leaves quite unremoved. And that either of

the current hypotliL'Scs is entirely unembarrassed is more than can

be claimed. But left to the necessity of balancing probabilities,

and of chosing between alternatives, that theory of exposition will

command our concurrence which presents the few^est difficulties,

and which is sustained by the highest probability.

That there is a connexion, intimate and vital, if not inseparable,

between the character of Jephthah and the nature of his vow, will

not be disputed. And what this was, is more easily determined

than some other points in the narrative; since what was left obscure

by the sacred historian has been amply cleared up by the inspired

apostle. From his character, then, we assume that his vow was a

pious act. It was indisputably such in his own intention, and such.
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also, as to the circumstances under which it was made. Both go to
establish his piety, while the latter were more marked and sokmn.
Let us briefly recount them. Ho was summoned from his retreat
m Tob to the headship of the martial forces of Israel in repelling
the invasion of the Ammonites. The specified conditions on which
he had consented to take the direction of affairs at this critical
juncture were acceded to by the people, and the covenant between
him and them had been confirmed by an oath. The whole transac-
tion had been recounted " before the Lord in Mizpeh." The attempt
to terminate the invasion by nc-otlation provin- abortive, and " the

.
Spirit of the Lord" coming u[)on him, he promptly addressed him-
self to the arduous work of vanqnisliing the invaders, and of retriev-
ing the fortunes of his country. His 'chief reliance for success was
upon the arm of God. To secure the favour of Heaven upon the
enterprise, and as a proof of his confidence in that favour, he made
the vow in question.

Granting the piety of the act, where is the proof that his piety
was not as enlightened and rational, at least for his times, and the
dispensation under which he lived, as it was ardent and confidincr?
Of the pure and elevated character of his faith we have the tesfi-
mony of the apostle, Heb. xi, 3i.». He is placed with David, Samuel.
Gideon, Barak, and Samson, all honourable as being eminent exam-
ples of " faith." But how does this testimony to this eminent grace
accord with the hypothesis that he immolated his dauL^hter?° On
this theory, here is an act and a trait of character utterly in-econ-
cilable! On this supposition he nnist have sacrificed her either io
Moloch, the heathen god of the Ammonites, the hated enemies of
the Hebrews, or to the God of Israel. That human sacrifices were
ofiered to Moloch is an indisputed fact in sacred history. The law
of the Hebrews (Lev. xviii, 121) specifically inhibited them from
causing their children to " pass through the fire " to this <Tod How
absurd to suppose that despicable as the Ammonites were to the
Israelites on account of their gross idolatry and its cruel rites now
doubly so by this unprovoked invasion of the inheritance given 'their
fathers, that this judge, prince, and general should first S)nsult the
God of his fathers, and then sacrifice his daughter to the reven-eful
god of his enemies I Where is the evidence that either in makin-
or m paying his vow he copied the example of these most besotted
idolaters? Besides, he was well versed in the historv of Divine
providence toward the Canaanites who were exterminated for their
idolatry. Neither could he- need instruction as to the requisitions
of the law respecting sacrifice. He knew that liuman sacrifice
would be even a greater abomination to God than that of any
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unclean animal. Hence it is not conceivable that he* should obli-

gate himself, in any contingency -fthich might arise, in making a vow

to the Lord, to do that to secure the divine favour which he knew

must be most offensive to him. How could he have acted so pre-

posterous a part as to have offered his daughter to Moloch, or to

have offered such a sacrifice to the Jehovah? And that there must

have been some qualification to his vow, latent or implied, beyond

what appears in the narrative, is evident from the absurdity of taking

the words of the vow in their literal acceptation. On his return

EomQ person might have "come first out of the doors of his house,"

over whom he had no legal control ; some neighbor, man or woman.

His vow of course could not embrace them. It might be a dog, or

some unclean animal, in which case it could not be offered, but must

be redeemed, and the price devoted to a sacred purpose. Such a

conditionality in his vow, implied if not expressed, must have been

involved.

This conditionality will be evinced by a reference to the Hebrew

text. It cannot be denied that the particle t ve, and, is used both

in a copulative and disjunctive sense by Hebrew writers. See

Exod. xxi, 17, and Lev. x.xvii, 2S. Separating the pronoun from the

rest, and referring it to "Lord" as its antecedent, and leaving out

"for," which is not in the Hebrew, the passage literally rendered

would be: "shall be the Lord's; or I will Him a burnt-offering."

In the Septua^int it stands thus: ioTat rw kvqIu), dvoiocx) avrov

d?.oKav7onia. Judges xi, ol.

But says Dr. Kitto :
" 'J'he explanation which denies this [the

immolation of Jephthah's daughter] maintains that she was rather

doomed to perpetual celibacy; and this it appears to us, on the

stren<yth of phrases which, to one Avho really understands the char-

acter°of the Hebrew people and their language, suggests nothing

more than that it was considered a lamentable thing for any daugh-

ter of Israel to die childless. To live unmarried was required

by no law, custom, or devotement among the Jews ; no one had

the right to impose so odious a condition on another, nor is any

such condition implied or expressed in the vow which Jephthah

uttered."

This passage contains the strength of the argument of the doctor

for immolation. An important concession is, at least, implied in

the statement :
" That it was considered reproachful for any daugh-

ter of Israel to die childless." And if the advocates of the consecra-

tion hypothesis can show that the perpetual celibacy of Jephthah's

dauc^hter would be in accordance with the provisions of the law of

Moses, they may claim possibihty for their exposition. Should
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they be able to show this state highly probable, they advance another

Btep toward certainty in their conclusion.

Consulting the law of a 2<azarite, Num. vi, 2-12, it is clear that

woman as well as man might come under its provisions: "When
either man or woman sliall separate themselves to vow a vow of a

]S"azarite, to separate themselves unto the Lord," &c. From this

glance at the preface to this law, which, to save space, we do not

transcribe, two tilings are clear: 1. That the vow of a Nazaritc

was common to both se.xes. 2. That all who took it upon them

were consecrated or " separated unto the Lord." It was a setting

apart, a separation from tilings secular, a devotion to things sacred,

a consecration exclusively to the service of God. When we take

into consideration that this law, a statute of i\Ioses, had been in

force in Israel some three hundred years, it lends no feeble support

to the hypothesis that this daughter of Israel was in some such way
"separated unto the Lord." 2\or is the probability materially

impaired by the fiict that so little is said in Jewish history respect-

ing the xsazaritcship of wiancn. It is enough that they were em-
braced by the law regulating that state. And who can show that

celibacy was not held obligatory upon all who entered into the Naz-

arite vow during the term of its continuance? If this cannot be

done, the probability cannot be denied, nor is there the least absurd-

ity in the admission of its high probability. And the phrase, '"it

was a custom in Israel," verse ."JO, may refer to female Nazarites

:

because it may as k'gitiiaat(;ly relate to the declaration respecting

Jephthah's daugiitor immediately preceding, as to an entirely dif-

ferent subject in verse -10. In Dr. Clarke's note on the passage

the reader will find this reference adopted by that eminent commen-
tator.

The argument on this point— that one had the right among the Jews
of "imposing so odious a condition as celibacy upon another"—will

be strengthened to a degree little short of conclusiveness by a glance

at that section of the l;iw wiiich provides for the consecration, by
vow, of a chihl, by its father, to the service of God, It is contained

in Lev. x.xvii, under the title uf a sin^^uhiT- vow. The law provides

for the estimation of the amount at which the child or the adult

might be exonerated from the personal discharge of such vow by
a commutation in money, as an equivalent for the service due,

•whether the devotcmentwas made by the parent or by the individual

himself The estimation contemplated three distinct periods, which,

taken together, would amount in aggregrate to the whole eflective

term of ordinary life. The period most available for effective ser-

vice is first estimated, namely, from twenty to sixty years of age. As
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this term of forty years was in that age, and still is, by far the most

vigorous and useful in life, the estimated commutation is more than

t^ice that of any other term of years estimated. The next period

estimated was from five to twenty years of age ; the next from one

month to five years. Thus from one month to five years, from five

years to twenty, from twenty to sixty, were the three periods for

which an estimate providing for commutation in the discharge of a

vow was fixed by law. \Vhat might remain of life above sixty years

of age would be uncertain as to its duration, and as to the vigour of

the person, under the accumulating pressure of infirmities ; leaving

the amount of available service extremely contingent. Hence, in

foresight of this, tbongh an amount in commutation is named, a

proviso is added for abatement on the plea of inability to pay—

a

question to be decided by the priests. Lev. xxvii, 3-8.

From this is it not clear that the father by vow might consecrate

his cliild to the service of God, or his sanctuary, from the age of one

month to twenty years, or during life? Kor can there be a reason-

able doubt that it lay in his own breast to make such singular vow

more or less stringent. And, for aught that appears, he might

impose upon his daughter the obligation of perpetual celibacy ; if,

indeed, this were not necessarily included in her " separation to the

Lord." Her standing in this relation to God may have been deemed

of itself incompatible with the conjugal relation. If this were

included in the vovf as such, there could be no release during the

child's minority, except at the instance of the father; and then only

by paying the estimated commutation. After reaching its majority,

and after the death of the parent, the person under the vow might

be released at his or her option by paying the estimation. But

whether the parent or the child at any age would use this legal pro-

vision, would depend upon contingencies which will readily suggest

themselves to the reflecting reader.

Once more. An important distinction should here be noticed

between the "singular vow," in Lev. xxvii, 2, and the "devoted

thing," in verse 26. The former might be cancelled by paying the

legal estimate or commutation. The devotement admitted of no

such exoneration. All vows seem to have been included in these

two classes ; and to which that of Jephthah belonged remains to be

seen. A reference to the original will show that both in Judges xi,

30, where his vow is described, and in Lev. xxvii, 2, where we have

the law providing for commutation as above explained, ^-15 ne-der;

a voiv, is the word used. In verse 28 we have f^.n herem, a devote-

ment, a thing Jpvoted to a good or had purpose. This distinction

is equally marked in the Scptuagint ; e^-'^^v, a vow, occurs in the
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two former passages, wliile in the latter we have uvdO-qixa, a thing

or pen;on devoted to holy purposes, a victim devoted to destniction.

In the former case the vow admitted of commutation ; in the latter

the devotement must be inviolate. To this the Vulgate also cor-

responds, having votum, a vow, in the two former passages, and

quod consecratur, a consecrated or devoted tJiina;, in the latter.

Hence it is clear that Jephthah's vow belonged to the class of com-

mutable vows. We also learn that it was competent for the father

to bind his child by his vow from the age of one month to five years,

or to the end of life, from the personal obligation of which exonera-

tion could be obtained only by conformity to the provisions of law.

These facts, brought to tlie exposition of this interesting narrative,

shed much light upon some of its obscure statements. Thus, when

she met her father, who stated what had passed his lips, from which

he said " he could not go back," she promptly declared her cheerful

and hearty concurrence ; in which, whether she appeared more/dial

or pious, it is not easy to determine.

Comparing the law of a Nazarite with the law respecting a "sin-

gular vow," any one can see how far Dr. Kitto is warranted in say-

inor :
" To live unm;>rried was required by no law, custom, or devote-

ment, among the Jews." because for this to be "required" is one

thing; and for continuance in this state to be inciderital to the sub-

ject of a "singular" or Kazarite vow, made and executed under the

provisions of law, " in such cases made and provided," is quite

another. The denial of this is more than any advocate of the

immolation hypothesis would be willing to aver.

The remark of Dr. Kitto, that "to get rid of a difficulty which

has no place in the text, but arises from our reluctance to receive

that text in its obvious meaning, we invent a new thing in Israel

—

a thinf^ never heard of among the Hebrews, in ancient or modem
times, and more opposed to their peculiar notions than anything the

wit of man ever devised;" if it contain argument at all, contains

something besides argument. As to getting "rid of a difficulty,"

are there none on the immolation hj-pothesis ? Does an open sea

spread out in the direction of that theory ? When the commenda-

tion of Jephthah's faith by the apostle is harmonized with the

immolation exposition, it will be time enough to inquire how the

advocates of the consecration interpretation "get rid of the difficul-

ties in the text." The reader will judge whether tlie advocates of

immolation or consecration are more justly open to the imputation

of extravagant and witty inventions. It is generally unfortunate for

such sweeping assertions that they may be retorted with all their
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force upon those who utter thera. They prove nothing, unless

naked assertion is proof. But why, on the immolation hypothesis,

did Jephthah's daughter request a respite of "two months, that she

might go up and down upon the mountains, and bewail her virginity

with her fellows?" AVho can help inquiring, Why not much rather

bewail her death ? Her own allusion to her virginity—rather, her

celibacy—with the reference to it in the next two verses, admitting

her immolation, makes a mere circumstance more deplorable than

the loss of life itself! Jf this would not be to magnify "the

weaker into the stronger reason," it is inconceivable what should be

so regarded.

"Reluctance to receive the text in its obvious meaning," may be

retorted with double stringency upon the advocates of immolation.

Why evince so much "reluctance" to rclwquish an interpretation

of a dark and difficult passage in an isolated and brief narrative,

especially when such interpretation, called the " obvious meaning,"

so manifestly neutralizes and outrages all just claims to ijiety on

Jephthah's part; substituting for it the gi'ossest superstition of the

most blind and reckless worshipper of ]Moloch, thus coming in direct

and open conflict with all the purest and deepest sentiments of the

paternal heart: and this allowed to pass, not only without a word of

reprobation, or even su nmch as one allusive censure by the inspired

writers, but the faith of this judge of Israel receiving in the meantime

the highest commendation 1 If difficulties like these rank not among

the "insuperable," we cannot imagine what should be so consid-

ered. And all, let it be remembered, is based upon the inter-

pretation of a solitary Hebrew text which some of the most cele-

brated Biblical critics and commentators maintain is susceptible

of a translation more literal, involving no such consequences : for

it is obvious that all that is said in allusion to this vow, after

the statement of the utterance of the vow itself, accords quite

as well with the consecration exposition, to say the least, as with

the immolation hyputliosis. It is passing strange, though true, ^

that a seeming predilection for the marvellous and the tragical

should maintain such a dominion over the popular mind; a propen-

sity which is greatly cherished by giving this Scripture narrative

what is claimed to be the " obvious meaning." Could it be shown

that the view which strikes the great mass of ordinary readers

really favours immolation—which we are not prepared to concede

—

this should still go for nothing, yea, less than nothing, in opposition

to a sober, intelligent, critical investigation of the law and the facts

in the case: because to substitute the "obvious" for the critical

import of a passage of Scripture, would be at once to repudiate all
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research and intelligent Biblical exegesis ; to transfer our confidence

for the needful guidance on all questions of intricacy, doubt, or dif-

ficulty, from the learned, laborious, and scrutinizing, to the mass of

unscrupulous and superficial readers
;
persons who are wont to take

up first impressions instead of tracing out ultimate truths, or com-

paring separate acts or principles with the analogy of faith or con-

sisten°y of character ; seldom searching below the surface for a solid

foundation for the superstructure of their opinions. It Avould be to

adopt a maxim in Biblical exposition fatal to truth on all great

questions relative to religion, politics, the arts and sciences—ques-

tions involving the most vital interests of mankind ; a doctrine to

which, when placed in a clear light, Dr. K. would be the last to

subscribe. Hence we are compelled to dissent from his position,

both as respects the conclusion he arrives at, and the reasoning

by which it is reached. " But," he adds, "the more the plain rules

of common sense have been exercised in our views of Biblical trans-

actions ; and the better we succeed in realizing a distinct idea of the

times in which Jephthah lived, and of the position he occupied, the

less reluctance there has been to admit the interpretation which the

first view of the passage suggests to every reader, w^hich is, that he

really did offer her in sacrifice."

On this we remark, finally, that while we go for the adoption of

the "plain rules of common sense" in ascertaining correct "views

in Biblical transactions," and for "realizing a distinct idea of the

times and position of Jcphthah," we have more instead of "less

reluctance" to admit an interpretation of his vow which involves

the morality of an act of one so highly commended by an inspired

writer, and thus confirming the captious sceptic in his cavil against

the morality of the Bible, whatever may chance to have been our

"first" view of the matter; especially when a more comprehensive

critical investigation of the whole subject compels us to exonerate

this honoured parent from so vile an imputation. With us vastly

more reliance should be placed upon sober, intelligent, patient, sacred

thought, in such examples of obscurity and difficulty, than upon

mere first views ; not, however, because we esteem the " plain, com-

mon sense first views of ordinary readers" less, but because we

appreciate the diligent research, the rigid and enlightened scrutiny

of the pious, intelligent, critical Biblical student more. On this

ground we cheerfully place the two theories, leaving the reader to

decide the issue.
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Art. v.—the GEOLOGY OF WORDS.
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When an ordinary workman digs out from the quarry a block of
sand-stone, it may seem to him but so many square feet of rock that

may be used in building a wall. If his attention should be attracted

to the curious marks that appear on its surface, they will do little

more than excite a momentary curiosity. But let the keen eyes of
a Hugh Miller or an Agassiz rest upon this rock, and it becomes
instantly a record of the deepest significance. These mysterious
marks become hieroglyphics instinct with meaning ; and in tracin<^

them out there is revealed the history of an undated past. In the

curling surface of the rock the geologist detects the ripple-marks
that tell the story of an ancient sea that rolled its peaceful waves
along the beach during the long, still summer night, and of the
morning breeze that covered gently with the sifted sand the traces

of this rippling tide, and scaled them up in perpetual remembrance.
In the dotted marks that indent it, he sees the trace of the patterin'T

rain- drops that came suddenly down from the summer sky upon
the smooth, dry strand, and passing quickly away, left braided on
the retiring cloud that beautiful bow that was afterward selected by
God as the symbol of hope to man. And as he looks yet closer,

he finds the footprints of living things that have here daguerreo-
typed themselves to distant generations. A yet further exami-
nation reveals to him the very forms of the ancient dwellers in
these waters; entombed in this enduring sarcophagus, and pre-
senting in strong hieroglyphics at once their biography and their

epitaph. In the structure of their jaws, and the contents of their

stomachs, they betray the nature of their food; in the forms of
their fins and skeletons, they evince their habits ; and in the atti-

tude of terror, resistance and struggle that they bear, they tell the
story of a sudden and violent death. There rises thus to the read-
ing eye the picture of this ancient world, with its swarming tribes

of life ; now gambolling in the sunshine ; now fleeing ii" terror

before the tempest and the earthquake, and now lashing the waves
into foam in the fury of their deadly and terrible contests. Other
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fossils will tell him the storj^ of a more advanced period in the

earth's history. In the stomachs of the huge saurians that he finds,

are yet preserved the undii^estod remains of the enormous reptile,

the capture of which demanded that terrible combat, which in the

end may have cost the victor his life, by a fit of saiu-ian dyspepsia.

In others he finds the remains of the very vegetables and trees

whose enormous fossils are built into the coal measures, or deposited

beside the unwieldy frame that once devoured them. xVs the geolo-

gist gazes on these stuny pictures, there rise to his eye those ancient

forests and marshes, Avith their towering tree ferns wavin-^ like

queenly palms in the hot and mcphitic atmosphere; reeds that stand

like the mast of " some tall admiral ;" and huge club-mosses shoot-

ing fifty feet in the air; while rolling their ponderous bulk in the

tepid waters, or browsing lazily amid this gigantic herbaire, are

reptiles to which the crocodile of the Nile is but a whisking lizard,

and forms of mylodon, megatherium and dinotherium, that seem but

the horrid creations of the sick man's dream.

All this history, and nmch more, is written in these stony annals

of the past ; and yet generation after generation might quarry, and
hew, and build these rocky registers, in utter ignorance of their

wonderful contents. Hugh Miller, the mason, might have used
these rocks as building stone just as well, if Hugh Miller, the geolo-

gist, had never discovered them to be the archives where God had
deposited the history of a world.

ISIow precisely the same state of facts exists in regard to the

words that we use in daily life. They have been formed in the

remote past. They have lived in other elements of thought, and
served other uses of action than the present. They have miu'ded
with the changes of human history, and contain imbedded in then-

Btructure a record of these changes, which a careful inspection will

enable us to trace with great distinctness. Words are in truth the

fossils of hist<^ry ; embalming in their very structure the record of
facts that have found no other memorials. Their value in this

respect has only been fully known in our own day, that has o-iven

birth to the science of comparative philology. This science, by
comparing the various languages of the earth, is detecting facts of

history and ethnology that have found no other record. It is yet in

its infancy ; but the results already reaped give promise of a rich

harvest when more abundant materials for its use shall have been
collected.

It. is not our purpose to attempt a sketch of this young science,

nor is it needful for our present design. They who are ignorant of
all languages but their own may find much to interest and instruct
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in studying that, even though they never venture into the tangled

thicket of comparative philology. Indeed, it has been well said that

"the discovery that ^Yords are living powers has been to many a

man like the dropping of scales from his eyes ; like the acquiring of

another sense, or the introduction to a new world."

Our object is rather to induce those who have turned but little

attention to this subject, to devote more careful study to it, by giv-

ing some insight into the treasures contained in words. Could we
be assured that Trench".-? little volume on " the Study of Words "

was known generally to our readers we should deem a further prose-

cution of this subject comparatively needless, for some of our best

illustrations have been taken from its pages. But as the study of

words has usually been esteemed a very dry topic, this most enter-

taining and instructive volume has probably been but little read by
the masses; while the Diversities of Purley is a book of which

even literary men often know but little beyond the title. It is our

purpose to endeavour to show that dry as this subject seems gene-

rally, it may, like the dry carcass of the lion that Samson slew, contain

a hidden treasure of sweetness ; that very valuable uses may be made
of words beyond their use in speaking and Avriting ; and for these

ends, to select from any source facts suitable for our purpose with-

out giving in each case a formal acknowledgment of the author or

the book. If the profound philologist shall consider some of our

illustrations common- place, and some of our etymologies questiona-

ble, we hope that he v.ill remember that the commonest things are

those that most men overlook; and that there exists the widest

room for dillercnce of opinion as to the etymologies of words, and

that even a doubtful etymology may illustrate a true principle.

To give a notion of the subject in hand, let us select a simple

illustration. Take, for example, an every- day transaction, the

dating and signing of a letter. The words "dating," "signing,"

and " letter," have wrapped up in them certain historical focts. We
have derived tlie word "date" from the Roman custom of inscribinsj

a letter as " datum, "given" on a certain day; though the custom

has been long laid aside ; the word " signing," from the ancient use

of the signet- ring, and the later custom of our illiterate ancestors

in making the sign of the cross in place of their names, which they

were unable to write; and the word "letter," from the Latin htera,

which again is from linn, in allusion to the use of waxen tablets in

writing. All these words indicate our connexion with old Rome,
through a rude and uncultivated ancestry. But the same fact is

yet further embodied in the date. The amazing power of Rome in

impressing her practical organizations on the world, and her mission
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thus in human history, is seen in the fact that we adopt her calen-

dar, deriving the very -word from the kalends, or calling days, in

"which the augurs proclaimed kalcnda, or called out the beginning of

another month. The name of the month that we write is Roman,
and embodies some foct in lioman life, either the name of a god.

like the months of Janus, (January,) Mars, (!March,) Maia, (May,)

or Juno, (June;) or a religious ceremony, like February, from

febni.o, to lustrate or purify : or a climatic fact, like April, that

records the opening [opcrio) of the leaves ; or the two great Cicsars.

Juhus and Augustus; or the fict that the old Komulian year began

in March and consisted of but ten months, in the numerical designa-

tion of the four closing months of the year. The names of the days

of the week also carry us back to Home, but indicate that we have

received this notation through a Teutonic ancestry, where the dies

solis became Sun-day; dies luncr, 3Io(o)n-day; dies Martis, Tuis-

co's-day; dies Mcrcurii, Wodcn's-day ; dies Jovis, Thor's-day:

dies Veneris, Freia's-day; and dies Saturni, Satum's-day. And
it may be a betrayal of the ignorance of our fathers, that while the

Roman arrangement was astronomical, or rather astrological, the

Teutonic nomenclature was adopted as if it was purely mythologi-

cal, and governed by the names of the Scandinavian divinities. In

the date of the year we record tliat awful fact in the atorld's history,

that God wae made manifttt in flesh, and dwelt incarnate on earth.

And in most cases, the name of the place where we date from has

some historic relations, and will connect us with some person or

place of the past, either in the old vrorld, or the new, that deter-

mined the adoption of this name. It will thus be seen that as we
look into the most famiHar word.>, we find fossilized facts, one within

another, each canying us further back toward the remote and unre-

corded past.

There is much curious history, doubtless, wrapped up in names,

now irrecoverably lost. The very fact that surnames become neces-

sary embodies an histoncal fact. A sur-n^ma or super-vizmQ, is

simply an added name, and implies the arising of reasons for this

addition. In feudal times, a single name only was necessary, as is

practically the case now among the slaves of the South, because the

legal relations of the serf did not demand any more specific desig-

nation. As the feudal system began to disintegrate, and the

enlarged intercourse of the people united with their enlarged rights

to give importance to particular persons, it became necessary to

adopt some expedient to distinguish between diflfcrent indiv^iduals.

Among the Romans, we find a system., which, like everything else

about that wonderful people indicates that tendency to compact
Fourth Sehiks, Vol. YII._3G
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organization that was so striking a feature in their national life
The Roman citizen had three names, the first, or prccnomen, indi-
catmg the individual, the second, or yioinen, the gens or clan, and
the third, or cognomen, the fomily. Thus in Marcus Tullius Cicero
Marcus is the individual name, Tullius indicates his descent from'
the Tulhan gens or clan, and Cicero, the particular family of that
gens from which he descended. Such a methodical nomenclatm-e
obviously indicates an advanced state of civil and political life But
it is otherwise with our surnames. They indicate no settled condi-
tions of life, no definite relations of families ; but a state of transitionm which mere accident determined the choice of the name The
simplest and perhaps earliest designations would be those of rela-
tion. Thus from the sons of Robert, John, William, (fcc we have
Robertsons, Johnsons, \VilHamsons, Jamisons, Thomsons, Dicksons
Wilsons Harrisons and others. The same fact was expressed by
the Highlanders in the prefix Mac; by the Normans in the word
Mtz, (which IS only a corruption o^ Jilius, son;) by the Welsh 4p •

the Russian suffix vitz ; the Polish shj ; and the Spanish ^r J
while the Irish extended the nomenclature to the relation of crvand-
son by their 0, or Oy. The next step would naturally be the
expression of remoter relations; and the kinsfolk of Tom John or
Jean, ^Vat, .^c., became the Tomkinses, Jenkinses, and Watkinses
although in some cases the suffix kin may have been a diminutive like
kmbkm. There are some curious facts connected with the name
John. Its derivatives arc very numerous, both as to the number of
persons bearing the name, and the number of names We have the
boundless family of the Joneses, and the kindred names of Johns
Jack, Jcnks, Johnsons in all its spellings, Jackson, Hanson Jenkins'
Jenmngs, Jcnkinson, <^c., indicating a prodigious number of Johns'
or rather that the name of John was a sort of generic name in early
times; just as we now know all sailors by the name Jack The
same fact is indicated by its use in so many combinations that
express contcmj.t. Thus we have jackanapes, jack-puddino- jack-
fitraws, jack-o'-lanterns, jack-sauce, jack-ass, boot-jack, jack-daw
jack-knite, kitcnen-jack, .tc., etc.; while from the ItaUan form of'
O-ianni, we have Zani, or Zany, a mountebank, and the Spaniards
have their Bobo Juan, or foolish John; and the French their Jean
Potage. All these facts indicate a generic use of John or Jack in
feudal times, somewhat like that which a modem satirist has almost
succeeded m giving to the appellation Jeames.

After the numerous Christian names had been exhausted then
would come the trades, from which we have the Bakers. Barkers
(Tanners,) Butchers, Carters. Coopers, Carpenters. Glovers Fowl-
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ers, Harpers, Sawyers, Smiths, Shoemakers, Porters, Taylors and
Waggoners. The immense family of the Smiths is accounted for

by the fact, that the -word smith (from the Saxon smitan, to smite,)

meant originally any workman who smote or struck with his tools,

whether he worked in wood, metal, or stone, and therefore included

several trades now designated by other names. The residence of

the family furnished the Hills, Fields, Eridges, Streets. Lanes,

Woods and Houses. The offices of the parent, in church or state,

furnished the Deans, Tarsons, Marshalls, Constables, Sergeants, ttc.

The colours arc represented by the Blacks, Whites, Grays, Browns,
Greens, and Tawneys. I'ersonal characteristics are peipetuated in

the Sweets, Littles, Lou:js, Longfellov,s, Longmans, Smalls, Stronc^s,

Swifts, Speeds, Lightfoots, I'.rights, Blunts and Broadheads. Some-
times the same namiC comes to us in several languages. AVe have
in this country the families of three brothers, who in Germany were
all called Klein, but who em.igrating at different times, and two of

them without the knowledge of the other, thinking it necessary to

translate their names, have given us the three families of Kleins,

Littles and Smalls. The various objects of nature, positions of the

body, cries, sports, vessels, tools, weather, and, indeed, the sheerest

accident would seem to have given us many of our surnames. Facts

are embodied that one would scarcely wish to perpetuate. It is bad
enough to have a cramp, or an aching- side for a few hours, without

embalming them in such names as Cramp, Akenside, Ague-cheek,

&c. ; and other facts perpetuated are still more ine.'cplicable. as we
read such names as Drink water, Gotobed, Twelvetrees, Dolittlo,

Pop-kis3, Shakelady and Clapsaddle. But this endless confusion

of surnames evinces a breaking up of social institutions, and an
absence of any settled state of atiairs, such as we see in the exact

method adopted in the bestowal of proper names among the Romans.
They are a deposit of conglomerate and diluvium, indicating a tur-

bid and disquieted condition of the waters during their formation.

The geographical names of a country always embody much of its

history. The names of many of our states, such as New-York,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and the two Carolinas perpetu-

ate the historical facts of their settlement. A full gazetteer would
enable the careful student to detect many facts in our history. The
most obvious fiict that would present itself would be the various

European names occurring in our new settlements. From these

we should infer that the country was settled by a mixed population

from all parts of Jlurope. who pci-petuated the fatherland names in

the land of their adoption. To some extent he would be able to

trace the various streams of emigration, by the deposit of names
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that they have left behind. In the English names of lower Virginia,

we would find traces of the cavalier settlement ; in the Antrims,

Derrys and Donegals, he would detect the Scotch-Irish streams.;

in the New-Rochellos and New-Bordeaux, he would see the Hugo-
not trace; in the Amstordams, Ilaarlems and Katskills the Dutch
infusion; in the St. Mary?, St. Louises, St. Augustines, St. Pauls,

&c., he would discover the old Roman Catholic element from France

and Spain; while in the Jorusalcms. Jericho, Goshens and Bethle-

hems, he would suspect the presence of the men who rejoiced in

such patronymics as Rcsist-thc-devil Jones, Fight-the-good-fight-

of-faith White, and who iiave not yet renounced such Hebrew
appellations as Shearjashub, Adoniram, and Abimelech. That the

people of this country had a high regard for liberty would be indi-

cated by the countless towns named Freedom, Freeport, Freetown,

Independence, Liberty and Union. That the present inhabitants of

the country were only a secondary deposit, and not the primary

occupants of the soil would be indicated by the fact that while the

to\vns and political divisions have European and English names,

the great natural features of the country, that existed before this

stratum of emigvation had been poured over it, the mountains,

rivers, lakes and bays, have such names as Alleghany, Kittatinny,

Tuscarora, Appomatnx, Alabama, Ohio, ^Mississippi and Chesa-

peake. The various epochs of -our national history will also be

found marked by strata of names, as clearly as the successive

deposits of fossils mark the great epochs of geology. The Revolu-

tion, the Indian wars, the war of 1812 and the Mexican war, and
the great civil epochs, have deposited on our gazetteers the leading

men and facts of their history, in such names as Washington, Jeffer-

son, Jackson, Taylor, Clay, Lexington, Tippecanoe, Chippewa,

Monterey, and Ashland; so that a careful chronological arrange-

ment of the names would readily reconstruct a great part of the

history that is thus monumentally perpetuated.

This record of national history and character appears also in the

words and phrases in common use. It is. true that many of the

phrases termed Americanisms are only imported Anglicisms; and

it is also true that the English language is spoken in more purity in

the United States than it is anywhere in the world, except by the

highly educated classes of Great Britain. This fact is not acci-

dental ; but grows out of peculiarities in our^national life. The dif-

ferent shires of England were at one time so much separated socially

that dialects grew up, which were almost as distinct as difierent

languages, and since this social separation has been diminished,

there has not been such a general enjoyment of the various agencies
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of popular instruction, sucli as tbe common-school, the newspaper,

and the printed volume as to obliterate these distinctions. In this

country, however, the orip;inal coni^lomerate of the population, their

restless and chan^ring character, the constant intermingling of the

residents of all sections, and the universal diffusion of' the school,

the newspaper, and the printed book, have made the formation of

such provincialisms as the Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Wilkshire

dialects in England utterly impossible. Now, as the geologist infers

a still and isolated condition of the waters when he finds separate

deposits lying side by side in the same field, and a distui'bed

condition when he finds a wide-spread mass of conglomerate;

so the student of language may perceive in the absence of provin-

cial dialects in the L'nitod States, and their existence in England,
indications of the different social and political conditions of the two
countries, in their more general features.

But there is another class of facts that may be found in our lan-

guage. As the geologist ^vill find traces of the various streams that

have contributed to deposit a mass of diluvium in the pebbles

and drift which he discovers brought from distant sources, so

the linguist may find in the words in common use traces of the

various streams of life tliat have mingled in our national history.

He sees the Indian current in such words as "hominy, canoe, bar-

bacue, and moccasin;" the ancient French and Spanish and the

modern Mexican dash, in the words " calaboose, bayou, levee, cre-

vasse, pistareen, chapparel, cavortin, vamose and fandango." There
are other words and phrases that betray clearly the peculiar condi-

tion of the country in which they arose. The roving character of

the population, the absence of all ceremony in intercourse, and the

frequent meeting of those who are unknown to each other, is indi-

cated by the fact that while the Frenchman will courteously say

"Monsieur," (my sir, or my lord,) the Englishman, more curtly.

"sir," the German, more kindly, "neighbour," and the Quaker
"friend," the AVestcrn man will say, "stranger,'' showing thus that

those who meet arc generally strangers, and that this fact does not

debar intercourse. The great physical features of the country have

given birth to such words as "backwoods, bottoms, canebrakes,

clearing, deadening, digging, dug-out, corn- shucking, stump-speak-

ing and log-rolling," and the political features of the country have

given other secomJary meanings to some of them that are by no
means flattering to our legislative customs. The traces of our wild,

frontier life of the dog. the gun, the temporary hut, and the perils

of the forests, are seen in such vulgarisms as " to flash in the pan,

to fix his flint, to bark up the wrong tree, to pull up stakes, to flat
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out, to be a caution, and to bo among the missing." The same
thing appears in the fj^t that "vs-hafc the Englishman would call

"game," and put in "a preserve" to keep it for sport, owing to

their comparative scarcity, the xVmerican calls "varmints," because

their number and aniiuyanco arc such as to lead him to desire their

destruction as a huge sort of vermin. The rioting intensity of

life that rushes through our veins i.s shown by our fondness for such

epithets as "awful, •p^jwci-ful, dreadful, monstrous, almighty, and
all-fired." There is a rude vigour of vitality embodied even in such

outrageous syllabic combinations as "absquatulate, rantankerous

and catawampous ;" and our whole American life is condensed into

the characteristic phrase, "go ahead." There are other words and
phrases, which, though local in their origin, yet by their general

adoption indicate facts in our condition, not always of the most
complimentary character. Among these are such as " gerrymander-
ing, talking to l?u;icombe, lobbying and pipe-laying;" such appel-

lations as " ]>arn-burners, old Hunkers, Hards, Softs, Silver Grays,

Woolly Heads, Loco Focos and Bucktails;" and such phrases as

"give us your corn- stealer," "give him Jessy," "acknowledge the

corn," and " see the elcj)hant." The cautious and inquisitive character

of the New-Englandcr is seen in his saying, " I guess," when others

would say, "I think, or believe, or suppose," and his exclamation of

surprise, " du tell !" instead of the usual interjections. His social

relations arc indicated by the word "helps" where an Englishman
would says "servants;" the predominance of the religious element

in his life by the j^lirii-e " true as preachin'," when the rough Western
man would say, " true as steel ;". and the restraints of his religious

training are curiou?ly exhibited in his employing such gingerly ana-

themas as "darn you. tarnation, goshens, golly," etc., in those times

of mental excitement, when the more unscrupulous profanity of West
and Southwest would, in their own phrase, "pile on the agony."

The same sectional characteristics may be seen even in peculiarities

of pronunciation. The genuine Jonathan will drawl out in the most
cautious manner, as if unwilling to commit his organs too much,

his "keouw, dang, eend, waal," while the semi-centaur of the South-

west will blunt out in headlong haste his " whar, thar, bar, yaller,

d:c.," with the most reckless outspurt of utterance ; and the South-

erner, who is in the habit of speaking to those who do not care to

hear or to reracniber, betrays it in his constant "d'ye hear?" when
addressing a servant, and his use of such words as " tote, gwine,

nary-one," and his constant disuse of the r in pronunciation.

Thus, without the formation of dialects such as we find in England,

whenever there is a real difference of character or social condition
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in different parts of the country, these differences "R-ill record them-
selves in differences of language. We can thus see the process

going on before our eyes in which the facts of our national life are

Blowly crystallizing into verbal forms ; and just as the geologist can
reproduce much of the condition of a past epoch of the earth from
the study of its fossils, so the philologist can reconstruct from our
forms of speech very much of our national character and history.

But as these causes act slowly, and require time for their com-
plete development, we must go further bact in the history of our
language for the treasures that arc deposited in its words. We
therefore propose to take an excursion among the hills, and look at

the out-croppings of the strata.

The first fact that strikes us in looking at the English language
is, that the primary element, the underlying granite on which all the
rest reposes, is Sa.xon. Of the nearly forty thousand words that

compose our language, about five- eighths are of Saxon origin, and
they by far the most important portion for the common uses of

speech. Added to this primary formation, we have successive strata

of Gothic, Celtic. Latin, Is'orman-French, Greek and other more
recent deposits. The curious fact that meets us here is, that the

Anglo-Saxon con.=titutes the basis of the language, and not the

Celtic, which was the speech of the original inhabitants of England.

This brings to light tiie historical fact that the conquest of the

Angles, Saxons and Jutes, from which arose the Saxon Heptarchy,

was, like that of the Indians in this country, almost an extermina-

tion of the aboriginal inhabitants. The old Celtic occupants were
driven to the mountains of Wales, the highlands of Scotland, and
the islands of Ireland and the Isle of Man, where we still find their

memorial in the Cambrian dialect of the first, the Erse or Gaelic of

the second and third, and the Manx of the fourth place of their

refuge. The only Celtic words of ancient date are the names of

mountains, rivers, <kc., which remain in England like the Indian

names of this country, the monuments of a race that was wholly

swept from their original habitation.

But we have embodied in our language not only the relation of

conquerors to the conquered, but also their relations to one another.

The fact that the language became Anglo-Saxon perpetuates the

facts that there Avere four kingdoms of Angles, three of Saxons, and
one of Jutes, previous to the consolidation of the heptarchy. The
Saxon clement was infused not solely because of any political pre-

dominance, but because the literary tastes of Alfred led to the culti-

vation of the West Saxon, which then by the translations of books
from other languages, and by original writings, became the immova-
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ble basis of the Englisli speech ; a basis so deeply rooted that no

subsequent conquest could remove it. The predominance of the

Angles just mentioned is further shown by the name of the island

and language of England. ^V'hen the country ceased to be called

Brittania, on the total routing of the Celts, it became not Saxon-

land, or Jut-land, but Angle-land, or England. It is a curious fact,

illustrating the secondary growth of this name, and its adoption

subsequent to the banishment of the Celts, that their descendants

to this day in Wales and the Highlands of Scotland call the Eng-

lish not xingles or English, but Saxons, the name that their exiled

forefathers earned with them and embalmed in their hatred and
curse. The matured strength of this Anglo-Saxon civilization

appears from the fact that its terms of political division have

remained to the present day. ^7e have political and municipal

divisions in this country that we call Essex, Sussex, Norfolk, Suf-

folk, &.C., without reflecting that we thus perpetuate the old Saxon
boundaries, in which the East- Saxons were called Essex, South-

Saxons Sussex, Isorth-folk, ]Norfolk, South-folk, Suffolk, etc., through

the various portions of the Saxon, or Anglian kingdoms. The
strength of the political life contained in these forms is proved by
the permanence of the terms created by it

;
just as the perfection of

a fossilized skeleton or shell usually proves the original hardness

and firmness of the osseous structure of the living animal.

The nature of the Norman conquest, and its difference from the

Saxon, is also embodied in the language. That, unlike it, it was not

an extermination, is shown by the fact that the name and language

of the island remain. England did not become Normandy, as Brit-

tania had become England, and the Norman-Erench did not sup-

plant the Anglo-Saxon, as it had supplanted the Celtic. This

proves that it was only a conquest, and not an extei-mination. But
we have still deeper glances into the relative condition of the two
parties from the language ; that the Saxons, in spite of their politi-

cal and literary culture were in a rude social condition appears from
the fact that they had so few words to express any of the luxuries

or elegancies of life, and therefore but few of the things represented

by the words. Wc find a number of names for small rude houses,

such as " hut, hovel, cot, cottage," <ltc., showing that these were the

dweUings most faraihar to them. The fact that names for more
elegant houses, such as " castle, mansion, palace, hall," &c., are for-

eign words, shows tliat the things thus expressed came in with

these foreigners. 'J'hat the Norman was the conquering race we
learn from the fact that the terms of honour and office are Norman,
such as sovcreigu, sceptre, realm, royalty, throne, prince, duke and
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count. There is one remarkable exception to this. The word king,

(k'dnig, or kcnins;, the man who- can, who has might) is Saxon.

This records the fact that the conqueror came in not as an unauthor-

ized usurper, but on the pica that he was the rightful heir to the

throne, the lawful king. All the inferior names of official authority,

however, were changed. The Saxon " shire," which was once the

portion of land shired, sheared, or cut ofl' by the king when he

created an earl, became " a county," or the portion assigned to a

count. That the Norman flourished and fattened on the Saxon's

toil, is shown by the fact that while the names of articles of luxury,

terms of the chase and chivalry, are ISorman, the names of imple-

ments of toil, such as spaile. plough, flail, sickle, (fcc, are Saxon; as

are also those of the great objects of nature, sun, moon, stars, earth,

water, dsc. ; and tiie relations of life, such as father, mother, wife,

and son. This fact has not escaped the keen eye of the author of

Ivanhoe, who makes poor ^Vamba the witless for the nonce a philol-

ogist, as he points out the fact to the swineherd, that when the

swine, ox, and calf were alive and needed attention they were called

by Saxon names, but when killed and ready to be eaten they became
pork, beef and veal, Norman appellations. To these he might have

added that the Saxon sheep, deer, and fowl, became the ISorman

mutton, venison and pullet, showing that the poor Saxon ceased to

have anything to do with them as soon as they were prepared for

the table.

That the sturdy Saxon was refractory under his yoke, and required

severe measures to keep him from plotting rebellion, is indicated by
the word " curfew." This is from the Norman-French covvre-feii,

(cover the fire;) because William the Conqueror required the Sax-

ons to cover their fires and extinguish their lights when the curfew

bell rang, in order that there might be no nightly plottings of revolt.

The warlike character of these early times is strikingly indicated by
other words. In modem times there is no necessary disgrace

attached, to a surrender as a prisoner of war, nor is it a necessary

stigma of cowardice. But that it was otherwise with our fierce

forefathers is shown by the words caitiff and craven ; one of which

meant only a captive, and the other one who asked or craved his

life from an enemy. That these acts became marks of disgrace

proves the ferocious spirit with which war was waged in these san-

guinary times. The word "poltroon" also indicates the same fact.

A poltroon was o. pollice truncus, one who had cut off his thumb so

that he could not draw the bow, and thus might evade military con-

scription.

It will be seen by these few illustrations how the main facts in
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the two early cpoclis of English history, the Saxon and Norman
conquests, have recorded themselves in our language; so that a
future historian might reconstruct much of the early history of Eng-
land, just as Niehuhr has that of Rome, from these fossilized preser-

vations of the events of tiic past.

Nor has the Danish irruption left no traces behind. It is marked
as clearly as a coal deposit by the names that it gave to the towns
that were then oceuf>icd. The Danish termination " by," meaning
"to'wn" will be found in such names as Wetherby, Derby, Whitby,
&c., marking with great exactness the Hmits of the Danish settle-

ments in England.

There is another great historical epoch not far distant from these

events, that has al^o left some impress on oiir language. We refer

to the Crusades. Frum them we have the word " palmer," the men-
dicant pilgrim who brought back his palm stafi" as a proof of his visit

to the Holy Land. The character of these pilgrims, or perhaps
rather of those who pretended to be pilgrims, is curiously recorded

in the word "saunter."' A saunterer was originally one who went
on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, « la sainte terre. These pilgrims

were gladly entertained by those to whose hospitality they appealed.

But in process of time the pilgrimages attracted the lazy louts who
were too indolent to work, and the cunning impostors who sponged

on the hospitality of strangers under the pretext that they were pil-

grims a la soinh: tore, and who wandered from place to place on
this plea, so that finally to profess to be a holy-lander, or saunterer,

became synonymous y\i\.\\ being a loitering, idle fellow. Our word
"loafer" has had j.rubably a similar origin, from the German lavfen,

to run or wander from place to place ; although it is true that in our

country the loafer rarely mns except at the sight of a police officer.

We have also probably a trace of these times in our word " mis-

creant." This means literally an unbeliever, and was applied in

this sense originally to the Turks. But as they were regarded with

intense hatred by ilie Christians, this hatred at last intensified the

word to the meaning it now has of a man whose works are as bad as

his faith; and thus records the unconscious judgment of the human
race that wrong thinking will soon develop into wrong doing. The
word "assassin" was also introduced about this time. It was
originally the name of a tribe of fanatics in Persia, who, like the

Thugs of India, murdered as a matter of religious duty all that were

devoted to death by their prince, the Old Man of the mountains.

These wretches were extirpated about this time, and their name was
transferred to our language as a memorial of their bloody fanaticism;

thus recording their history just as the word "burking" records one
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of the monstrous forms of murder in modorn times. The designa-
tion of all Europeans by the name I'ranks, in Mohammedan coun-
tries, had its rise at this time. The French beinc^ the most promi-
nent in these ^ild forays, ^^avo their name to all Europeans, just as
the restless, roamini^ cliaracter of the Xew-En;2;landers has given to
all Americans the sobrif|uet of Yankees. Indeed, the word Erank
embodies an historical fact that carries us yet further back. The
early tribe of Germans that received thi.s name possessed a manly
independence, and an open candour which contrasted so strikingly
with the crafty Gauls and the degenerate Komans that their name
became the designation of thi.s type of character, just as the adjec-
tive in the phrase "a Yankee trick" describes a species of adroit-

ness that is by no means monopolized by the descendants of the
Pilgrims.

This kind of record may also bo seen in the word " chouse." This
comes from the Turkish c/unai/s, a messenger, and had its entree into
our language in this wise. In 1G09 a messenger or chiaous of the
Grand Seigneur cheated the Turkish and Persian merchants in
England outof about -i^::n,(.00, a large sum at that time. Erom the
notoriety of the fact, to i-erform the same game was called to chouse;
and thus, like a fly in amber, this rascally Turk has been handed
down to posterity. Some of the financial transactions of our own
country are^ in danger of adding some specimens of this doubtful
species of riches to our language.

A curious exchange of meanings has occurred in the words " bar-
ter" and "cheat." IJuvti-r once meant to cheat, from harrater, to
cheat; a meaning that i:- still seen in the legal term barratry.
Cheat on the contrary is simply a contracted form of escheat, a for-

feiture to the crown or government ; and had originally no intimation
of dishonesty connected with it. But as the escheator Avho attended
to these forfeitures was not very scrupulous in his proceediufrg,

escheating in the legal sense became cheating in the illegal sense,

and thus passed into the langu.-ige of common life to carry down to

other generations the practices of these officers of the law. The
merchants may hence twit the lawyers with the fact that the mer-
cantile term passed from a roguish meaning to an honest one, while

the legal term took the opposite track ; though the lawyers may
probably claim some of the credit of this change by their success

in detecting roguery, and may perhaps be in possession of facts,

professionally, that would show that bartering has not yet lost its

original and less creditable signification.

There is a curious j)iece of medieval history embodied in the
Tvord " dunce." John Duns Scotus was one of the acutest men of
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the middle ages, and the leader of the metaphysical party in the
Church of Home. His logical and theological \^Titings became thus
a text-book for his disciples for many years after his death. At the
revival of letters, the scliolars of the new era began to quote Greek
and Hebrew, which the Scritists rejected as an innovation, clinging to

the syllogisms of their great master, and quoting his sentences as
sufficient authority. Hence, as Tyndal has noted, the Duns disci-

ples became the violent opponents of learning, so that a Duns-ist,

or Dunse, became the name of contempt for an ignorant booby.

Thus by a peculiarly hard fate, poor John Duns Scotus, the most
subtle intellect of his ago, is perpetuated to posterity in that juven-

ile martyr to literary pursuits in the village schools, whose melan-
choly visage is surmounted by the dunce-cap.

The word melancholy suggests to us another kind of history that

is contained in words. It is the history of opinions. Old Burton
in his Anatomy of Melancholy remarks, " The name melancholy is

imposed from the matter and disease denominated, from the material

cause, as Bruel observes, melanchoha, as if p.e/.an'a x^^-V, from
black choler. Frascatorius, in his second book of Intellect, calls

those melancholy whom abundance of that same depraved humour
of black choler hath so misaffected, that they became mad thence,

and dote in most things or in all belonging to election, will, or other

manifest operations of the understanding." We have, then, in this

word a record of the old system of humoral pathology. This sys-

tem taught tliat there were four humours or moistures in the body,

namely, blood, phlegm, choler, and melancholy or block bile; and
according to the mixture of these humours was the temperament of

the man, both bodily and spiritual. "When the blood predominated

it made a sanguine, hopeful man ; when the choler, which was sup-

posed to contain the principle of natural heat, it made a choleric,

fiery, irritable man ; when the phlegm, it made a cold, dull, phleg-

matic man ; when the melancholy, or black bile, it made a gloomy,

desponding, mclauchuly man. We retain these terms in common
use, though the pathology which gave them their significance has

long since been exploded and almost forgotten. This same physio-

logical theory, also, has bequeathed to us other words still in use.

It taught that a man's disposition depended on the right mixture of

these humours ; and hence we speak of a humorous man, a man's
humour, a good humoured or bad humoured person ; and, also, of a

good temper, a bad temper, a distemper, a temperament of body,

<fcc., all of which terms had their origin in the theory that the dis-

position of a man depended on the tempering of these primary
humours of the body.
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Another set of terms that still continue in use are those of

astrology. AVe have lonf^ since ceased to believe in sidereal influ-

ences on the lives of men, and yet "we retain the word " influence,"

which originally referred to the flowing down (injluens') of a force

or virtue from the planets upon the earth. The word " ascendent

"

is from the same terminology. We also speak of a " disaster," from

dis against, and aster a star, which originally meant that a man's

star was malignant or against him. AVe still speak of a man as a

"jovial," although we do not think that it is owing to his being bom
under the influence of tlie planet Jupiter or Jove, the roystering

chief of the Pagan Olympus ; and we use the terms '•' saturnine,"

and '^mercurial," though we do not think that gloomy Saturn, or

light-heeled and light- flngered Mercury have anything to do with

the matter whatever.

The ancient tendency of the human mind to refer its acts and
states to superhuman and sub-human influences, what Comte calls

the theological phase, is also embodied in words. A " guilty " man
was at first a guiled or guilt man, that is, one guiled by the devil. So
a "wicked"' man was a man witched, from luiccan, to bewitch. We
retain these terms though we fasten the responsibility nearer home
than either the devil or the witch. We also speak of a person as

fascinating, without having any faith in the power of killing with

the evil eye, as the word fasclno originally meant; and talk of

another as " enchanting,'' aUhough we know that the day of enchant-

ments, or wizardly incantations, is over; and call others '-bewitch-

ing" without the sliglicst intention of intimating that they perform

nocturnal journeys on a broomstick. The word journey we may
remark in passing, also records a state of facts that antedates our

age of railroads, and even coaches, that have night lines as well as

day. It meant, originally, a day's travel, {jour, a day,) and hence

we have the words journey-man. journey-work, which were originally

applied to men who worked by the day, and work that was performed

by the day. Hence a nocturnal journey is etymologically a contra-

diction.

AVe have, also, in a number of words records of particular notions

that have long since been laid aside or forgotten. In the phrase

"sardonic laugh," we record the ancient opinion of the Greeks
that there was an herb in Sardinia that would make those who ate

it die with laughter. In the word " sarcophagus," which is literally

flesh- eater, and which seems to be an unaccountable name for a
receptacle designed to preserve and not to destroy the bodies of the

dead, we perpetuate the opinion of the ancients that the stones of

Assos in Troas, from which tombs were made, would in forty days
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consume the bodies that were placed in them, all but the teeth, as

Pliny informs us, and hence were called sarcophagi, or flesh-con-

sumers. In the word " panic," we retain .the notion of the Greeks
that the god Pan had some finger in the mischief thus designated.

In the phrase "herracticallv scaled," we transmit the notion that

Hermes Trismcglstus was the author of the chemical art : in the

word "electricity," that amber (electron) was the substance in

which electric phenomena were supposed solely to reside, because
first noticed in it. Wc also speak of the '^ halcyon days " of human
life; and are somewhat puzzled to learn that the halcyon is the

king-fisher, until we find out that the seven days before and after

the winter solstice were so named : because then this bird made its

nest among the reeds by the seashore, inasmuch as during these

days the sea was usually calm and the sky bright. We speak of

the "nightmare," also, without believing that the old Runic spectre

Mara seizes and throttles us during the night. We also continue

to call a metallic medicine " antimony," although we do not believe

that it has any special antipathy to monks, as its discoverer did,

who gave it to an unsuspecting monk by way of experiment, and
killed the poor fellow ; and hence called it antimony, or anti-monk,

in view of its supposed anti-popery properties. Thus we find by
chipping off the outer shell of many of our words, we have embodied
a record of the crude opinions of our predecessors on many
subjects.

But we have nut only records of crude opinions in words, but
also of the crude condition of the arts in ancient times. ^lost per-

sons are aware that -paper" is so called from the Egyptian reed

papyrus, the early writing material; and that "volume" (something

rolled) is derived from the rolling of ]MSS. before the rliscovery of

the arts of printing and book-binding. But we have other words
that embody records of similar facts. In the word library (from

liber, bark) we have the fact that men once used the smooth bark of

trees to write on: a fact also preserved in the word "book," which
is the old Anglo- Sa.xon for a beach-tree, because its polished bark
was used in this way. In the word " style " we preserve the name
of the Roman stylus, the iron pen, one end of which traced the

lines on the waxen tablet, and the other erased them when the writer

made his corrections. The word " pen " is undergoing this change
in our own day. It is literally a penna, a feather or quill, though
now we speak of a (.[uill pen and a steel pen. Vv e also speak of

"calculating," although we no longer use calculi, or pebbles, to aid

us in the process ; and use the word " stipulation," though the cus-

tom of handing a stipula or straw from the seller to the buyer of a
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piece of land, in attestation of the contract, is no longer used. We
count by " scores," meaning twenties, although Ave have more con-
venient methods of reckoning than our ancestors, Avho counted by
notches, and when they had reached twenty, scored ; that is, cut off

the tally, from the old verb scitran, to cut off. The laying aside of
this method of reckoning was adduced by Jack Cade as one of the
misdemeanors of the Lord Say in Henry VI. :

" Thou hast most
traitorously corrupted the youth of this realm, in erecting a gram-
mar school ; and whereas before, our forefathers had no other books
but the score and tally, thou hast caused printing to be used; and
contrary to the king, his crown, and dignity, thou hast built a paper-
mill." So we use the phrases " signing our name," " signature," <k.c.,

notwithstanding we no longer make the si,gn of the'cross, as our
unlettered fathers did ; when, unable to write their names, they made
a sign for them, or signed instead of Avriting them. And the ten-
acity of these ancient customs is indicated by the fact, that when a
man is compelled to make his mark, we find him, Protestant though
he be, making the sign of the cross, as duly as the devoutest
Catholic; although in the very act he seems to confess to being a
know-nothing.

There are also national and social customs that are embodied in
words. Thus "candidate" is from Candida, white, because a
Roman aspirant to ollice always wore an unusually white toga ; a
custom that is perhaps perpetuated in modern times bv the white-
washing that is commonly given to these gentlemen by their friends.

From the same source wc liave the word "ambition,"\vhich is liter-

ally a going about, {ambitw,) and was applied to that patriotic
impulse that led men to desire to sacrifice themselves to the service
of their country on the altars of one of her fat offices, and hence to
go about soliciting votes; a sort of pilgrim's progress that our
annual elections show has not yet become wholly obsolete. So a
"clerk," at one stage of the changing liistory of it's meaning, meant
any one who couM read, although now it means any one who can
write; and when the phrase "benefit of clergy" was first intro-
duced, clerks and clerirv' were the same class ; although in our day
the clerks would be very unwilling to be held to all the restraints
that are imposed upon the clergy. A "husband" was so called
becausehe was regarded as the "house-band," as old Tusser has it:

" The name of a husband, vrhat is it to say,

Of -wife anil of household the band and the stay."

And yet in spite of old Tusser's authority we know that often the
stay of the house comes from the other side. The "wife" was so
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called from a-eben to ^Yeavc, because among our simple Saxon ances-

tors, she did the weaving of the household ; and the unmarried lady

was called " spinster," because she did the spinning. AVe retain the

terms wife and -spinster, although these operations have long been

laid aside, except in the insinuations of crabbed satirists, who are

fond of charging modern spinsters with the manufacture of a less

profitable kind of yarn, outside of the house, than that which is pro-

duced hj the stationary spinning jennies. The word "bonnet" is

derived from honud, a covering; it being an antiquated prejudice

that this article of dress was designed to cover the head; a blunder

of our grcat-gi'andmothcrs that is exposed now in the most bare-

faced manner. The word '-'bead" comes from oede?i, to pray, and

had its origin in the use of the rosary in praying, when one bead

was dropped for every petition. In our day, however, wearing

beads and saying prayers are things that have no necessary con-

nexion. The word '"gossip" has also wandered very far from its

original meaning. It meant originally a sponsor for a child in

baptism. These sponsors were supposed to acquire a spiritual

relationship to the child that created a Idnship with each other that

made intermarriage unlawful. Hence, as the male sponsor was

called the godfather, and the female the godmother, their relationship

was called godsibb, or kin in God, using the old word sibb, which

meant kindred. The christening days and birthdays naturally

brought these spiritual relations together in a festive manner, and

as Junius very ungallantly observes, they soon came together to tell

stories and to tipple over them. Thus by an obvious process the

word gossip acfjuired its present meaning; which involves a very

different kind of sponsorship, ofttimes, than that which is assumed

at the baptismal font. Thus it is that words remain as witnesses

of facts long after those who acted in them have passed away ; thus

verifying in a remote sense the declaration of Scriptui'e, "By thy

words shalt thou be justified, and by thy words shalt thou be con-

demned."

A number of words carry in their structure the history of the

places from which the articles described by them had their origin.

Thus the damson, or damascene plum, tells us that it came from

Damascus: while the cloth called "damask" tells the same story.

The "bayonet" proclaims that it was made originally at Bayonne;

"cambric," at Cambray; "dimity," at Damietta; "carpet," at

Cairo, {Cairo tapcl, or Cairo tapestry;) "muslin," or r/wusseline,

that it came from Moussul ;
" calico," from Callicut ;

" gingham,"

from Guinchamp; "gau?:e," from Gaza; "arras," from Ai-ras;

"holland," from Holland, though now it comes mainly from Ireland;
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"currants," from Corinth; "f:;uinea," from Guinea gold; "camlet,"

from camel's hair; and "artesian wells," from Artois, -where they

•were first made. The same process is going on at the present time

in such things as Petersham coats, Mackinaw blankets, Lowell cot-

tons, and other commercial articles, where the adjective is gradually

absorbing to itself all the force of a name. The word "bedlam"
had an original of this kind. It is simply a corruption ^ Bethle-

hem, the ho.=pital of St. Mary, ]>ethlchcm, having been given to the

city of London, in 1.045, as a receptacle for lunatics, whence a mad-
house is called a bedlam. The word "tariff" has had a parentage

that will rejoice the encmic? of a protective system. It comes from

Tarifa, the promontory that juts out from Spain into the Straits of

Gibraltar, where the piratical Moors were in the habit of arresting

all ships entering the Meilitcrrancan, and compelling them to pay
toll for the privilege. This levying of black-mail was called tariff-

ing, from whence we h.ave our word tariff; a derivation which the

fiery free-trader will think to be a very appropriate one for what
he regards as a sy.^tem of legalized piracy.

But we must pause in our fossil hunting, not, however, for want

of material, for we have left some of the richest veins of this great

deposit untouched. There are mournful chapters of national history

contained in the changfs tliat have occurred in the meanings of

words. What volumes of 1 Ionian history are contained in the word
virtus every Latin scholar knows. It is a cameo-picture of Roman
history for many centuries. But what a mournful proof of change

is evinced by the fact that the people who tread on the ashes of

Brutus and Cato, now mean by vertu, not the stern manliness of its

old Roman original, but tit-bits of rarity, gimcracks and old curiosi-

ties, as if to possess these was the highest attainment of man. It

is a further proof of Italian degeneracy that by a virtuoso they

mean not a brave, or even a virtuous man, as the old Latin viriuo-

sus meant, but a man skilled in the fine arts ; by a bravo, not a hero,

but a brigand or an assas.-in; and by a cicerone, not a Ciceronian

in the choice and utterance of eloquent words, but the glib and gab-

bling showman who pilots stranger_s around the relics of their nobler

ancestry. One is painfully reminded of those Dead Sea apes, of

which Carlyle makes so much use in some of his writings. The
French language has a number of such indications of national

character. Such words as pcrjide, roue, beau, belle, hotel, reli-

gieuse, chevalier d'industricfdle de joie, pondre de succession, and

the whole vocabulary of mockery in which this language is so rich,

give" volumes of insight into the interior life of the people whose
thoughts are either expressed or concealed by such words. Nor is

Fourth Series, Vol. VU.—37
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our English language wanting in such tokens of degeneracy. There
are in English history as roarked eras of degradation as Hugh Mil-

ler has ever discovered in the records of the old red sandstone. We
have a number of words, that now convey a degrading sense, in the

meaning of which there was once nothing at all derogatory. Thus
maudlin is from Magdalen, a weeping penitent; cant from chant,

or canticle, a solemn hymn to God; prude once meant only one

who y,-ixs prudent ; demure, (from des mceurs,) one who was regard-

ful of morals ; sai/tt and godly had no more lurking sarcasm than

their synonymcs, holij and godlike; Jiomehj once meant simply

homelike ; gallantry meant only a chivalrous bravery, and had no
equivocal sense; resentment, even as late as the time of Bacon,

was used in its primitive sense of reflection, from re-aentire, to think

again, and had no auger involved in it whatever. A rake once

meant only a reckless, and not necessarily a debauched person; a

varlet was only a valet or hireling; a villain, only a villanus, a

country labourer or servant ; a toench, a young girl ; an imp once

meant only a descendant. So that Lord Cromwell, in writing to

fierce old Ilenry YIII., could call his sainted son, Edward VI., in a

phrase meant to be highly complimentary, " that goodlie imp ;" a

libertine once was only a liberal or free-thinker on religious sub-

jects, and not one whose creed had crept into his life; paraphernalia

was originally only a woman's dower, and had no sense of tawdry
ornament; and the word tawdry itself only m.eant originally those

ornamental things that were sold at the fair of St. Audrey. Thus
it has been with many words, that once had a primeval innocence of

meaning, but, like the race that used them, have had a fall. Many
of them may be found changing about the time of the restoration of

the Stuarts, recording thus the influx of corruption that came in with

the witty and wicked Charles. Indeed, the very process of transi-

tion in some cases may be traced in the pages of Dryden, evincing

the mournful degradation that was then occurring in the English

character. In the reaction from Turitanism, honour, virtue, religion

and purity were becoming mere mockeries ; all belief in their very

existence was dying out among the classes that gave currency to

language, and hence by an obvious process the names of these qual-

ities became terms of sneering contempt, and now stand as ghastly

memorials of the degenerate days of the Restoration.

The mere absence of words in a language often indicates national

character most strikingly, for it indicates the absence of the things

expressed by those words. How significant a fact is it that only in

our English tongue do we Gnd that rich word home, a word so full

of the music of household joys and fireside memories. What a
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Btriking fact is it that most heathen languages, even so cultivated a
one as the Chinese, have no ^Yord expressing the name of God; and
yet one Australian tribe has a -vvord to express a form of infanticide

for which we have not coined a term ; •while another has four words

to express as many different kinds of murdci', none of which involve

any moral disapprobation, and yet has not one word to express love.

Nor is our own langungc Avithout these ethical indications. What
an argument for the Maine law may be found in the opulence of our

vocabulary respecting the immoderate use of strong drink. Men
speak in the most gingerly terms of a man as being " in liquor, the

worse for liquor, shot in tlie neck, half seas over, a brick in the hat,

how came you so, on a frolic, on a spree, disguised, inebriated, intox-

icated, funny, joyful, muddied, jolly, corned, tight, boozy, slewed,

fuddled, high, sweet, soaked, drunk," down to " dead drunk," and
yet the remarkable fact is, that many of these terms are absolutely

apologetic, and not one of them implies disapprobation, except the

Latin derivative " intoxicated," from toxicum, poison. But on the

other hand how discouraging are the prospects of the Maine law
among a people that have more than two dozen terms to describe

getting drunk, and only one to describe staying sober.

We have purposely left untouched some of the profoundest ques-
tions of history connected with the study of words. AVe refer to

the ethnological aspects of philology. These are among the most
absorbing questions of science in our day. As the geologist may
trace the path of a boulder, or the drift of a diluvium back to the

rocky bed from which they were originally torn, though leaiiues dis-

tant; so the comparative philologist is now tracing the relations of
different languages, not only in the meaning of particular words, but
also in their grammatical structure, and then reaching facts of pri-

meval history that have no other record on earth. Nations as widely
separated as the Ganges and the Ehine are thus found to have a
common origin ; and grammatical peculiarities that have puzzled the
English, Latin and Greek scholar, are found to bo explained by that

old and sacred tongue in which the Hindoo religion and philosophy
have been sealed up for so many centuries. Thus, like the sea-shell

that murmurs to the car of the chiming waves of the far-off ocean
home of its earliest life, our western languages are found tellino-

the story of their origin in that ancient homestead of the race, the

beautiful valleys of Central Asia.

There are also rich ethical treasures found in words, containing as
they do the profoundest moral judgments of the race, the more forci-

ble because undesigned. How emphatic the testimony, to the tend-
ency of all passions to make their possessor wretched, that is found
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in the word passion, which originally meant suffering, a meaning

"which we still retain in speaking of "the passion of our Lord;"

also, in the word anger, which has the same root with anguish

;

also, in calling a covetous man a miser, that is, a miserable man ; and

a penurious or parsimouious man, a man of penury or scarceness,

(parcitas,) though he may possess gi-eat wealth. By many such

words men have thus recorded their own condemnation.

Rich gems of poetry are also embedded in language, especially in

the more impassioned languages of the East. Row full of poetry is

our word/o//, that echoes Avith the rustling of the falling leaf, com-
pared with autwnn, which tells only of the auctum, the adding or

increase then given to the fruits of the earth ! How beautiful is the

German morgen-laiul, (morning-land,) applied to the East; fader-
land, (father-land,) to one's native country ; and our ?7iother tongue,

as applied to the language that we learn from the lips of a mother.

How full of poetry, also, is our word cemetery, literally sleeping-

place, applied to the last resting places of the dead ; a Christian

thought that rises still higher in its range of poetic imagery in the

beautiful Saxon name God's acre, by which was designated the hal-

lowed spot where the dust of dear ones was laid in hope.

There is also music in words. Indeed, much of the melody of

poetry is in the music that is contained in the words.

But all these and other topics must be omitted. Our object has
been mainly to induce those whose attention has never been directed

to these studies, to turn it thithcrvrard, and to show how richly our
noble English tongue has come down to us laden with the treasures

of an undated past, and what glorious promise is thus given of its

future. Indeed, the very composite character that has°been often
urged as one of its defects is one of the very attributes that seem to

mark it as yet destined to be the universal language of the earth.

It descends to us like some magnificent array of occupation, gleam-
ing Avith the armour and banners of. every race that has been might-
iest on earth. Central in its solid columns do we sec the stalwart forms
of the Angle, and the Saxon, and the Jute, whose brawny muscles
have gathered thew in the dark forests of the Js'orth. Glittering on
one of its wings we see the nodding plumes and prancing steeds of
the Norman Frank, as he links his fiery chivalry with the serried

squadrons of the Anglo-Sa.xoji; on the other we'descry the stately

maniples of Rome, tlic compact phalanxes of Greece, the stern and
solemn tribes of the Hebrew, and the gorgeous array of the Orient-
als. All these mighty and magnificent elements we see moving in

steady, calm, and unbroken march along the plains of Europe "the
continent of America, and the colonial occupations of Asia, Africa,
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and Australia, carrying, as we believe, by a more resistless might

than that of armies and navies, Anglo-Saxon literature. Anglo-

Saxon science, Anglo-Saxon civilization, and Anglo-Saxon religion

to the destined conquest of the world.

Since writing these pages, we have seen another of i\Ir. Trench's

admirable books, in which some of our previous remarks have been

anticipated ; but as our obligations to him have already been so great,

"we have not thought it needful to make any change in what is

written, even at the risk of making those obligations seem greater

than they really are.

Art. VI—life AND TEVIES OF BISHOP HEDDING.

Life and Times of Rev. Elijah Hrdding, D. D., late Senior Bishop of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. By Rev. D. AV. Ci.auk, D. D. AVith an lutroduction. by
Rev. Bishop E. S. Janls. 1 vol., Svo. New-York : Carlton & PMUips. 1355.

Methodist denominational literature is especially rich in the

department of biography. This results directly, and almost neces-

sarily, from its genius, which is an individual life, tending powerfully

to bring out the individual character. In this particular, as in many
others, Methodism attests its identity with simple and unrestrained

Christianity, which, to an eminent degree, addresses itself to the

individual conscience, and manifests its saving and elevating power
iu the life and character of its subjects. By virtue of this peculiar-

ity, our holy religion, whether called by its catholic or by some sec-

tional name, has ever been a revolutionary power—destructive
indeed toward venerable abuses, but potently reconstructive of what-

ever is valuable—and then equally conservative of what is thus pro-

duced. From the nature of the case the stores of this- department
of our literature must be steadily augmenting. The hidden power
of the Gospel, operating in many hearts, is constantly producing its

fruits, in the holy lives and virtuous deeds of its subjects. Such
lives, and the noble actions that adorn them, ought not to perish with

the fleeting breath of mortality. It is one of the high purposes of a

sanctified literature to embalm the memory of the good, and thus to

give to all ages of the Church the virtuous deeds and holy examples
of the great and wise of other times.

We are not, however, of those who think that a biography of every

good man should be written and published; simply because the thiag
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is impossible. Tbere is a limit to the reading capabilities of the world,

however the case may be as to the -writing. There arc more things

intrinsically worthy to be remembered, than the minds of men can

receive and retain. 'Some things, therefore, must be consigned to

oblivion. It is quite possible that what is intrinsically worthy to be

retained, may be also relatively unworthy, and therefore ought not

to be remembered. Ilcncc it is a real misfortune when misdirected

genius sets the seal of indcstructibleness upon inferior objects, and
thereby excludes superior ones from the stores of literature. Only
great men should be honoured with monuments—whether material

or literary—for monumouts are designed for posterity to study; and
for this purpose.only greot examples should be used. The study of

greatness embodied in character tends naturally to engender like

qualities in the mind of the contemplator. Not so, however, with

goodness, (so vitiated is human character,) unless it is adorned and
rendered attractive by a coexistent greatness. It may therefore be

questioned whether the memoirs of many pious persons of moder-
ate intellects and narrow fields of action are not a real disservice

to the cause of religion. Greatness, however, should in this esti-

mate be measured by its true standard ; and probably in not a few

cases it would be found that real magnanimity exists where the glare

of external splendour is wanting.

To write the bio,i,Taphy of a recently deceased person is always a

difficult and delicate ta.sk. Time, the great arbiter and the only reli-

able judge of what ought to be remembered or forgotten, has not yet

made his decisions. Tiie newly-gathered fruits are yet crude, nor

can it be determined which will mellow into richness and which will

decay in the process. It seems to be conceded that none but a

friendly hand should compose such a work, and yet that very friend-

ship must interfere with the cool and unprejudiced action of the

writer. But when not only the individual, in his actions and charac-

ter, is made the theme of the disquisition, but the whole field of his

relations is contciuplated, and the related things in their connexion

"with the subject of the memoir, the difficulty becomes greater in

proportion to the greatness of the theme. Nearly all subjects of

public interest have their partizan aspects, and upon any contempo-

rary subject all who may be sufficiently interested to read a book
relating to it, may bo supposed to belong to one or other party. To
discuss, to the satisfaction of all parties, the questions that must come
under notice in such a vrork, is quite impossible. If the writer pur-

sue only the truth, without fear or favour, even were he infallible in

his determinations, he can satisfy only those with whom he may
agree. If he compromise the existing differences—the favourite
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method "vvith soinc—he would probably offend all, and at the same
time violate truth and rii:;ht ; for it is far from being the case that

these always lie midway between extremes. Such are some of

the difEcultics to be encountered in such a work as is the volume

named at the head of this paper. How well the writer has managed
them will be seen only by a perusal of the volume itself; though

"we shall endeavour in this paj)er to aid our readers somewhat in

the matter.

Our first reflection on taking the book in hand was, that it is too

large. So we still think, h;id it been only a memoir of Bishop Red-
ding. But when its design, as indicated by its title, is seen to be to

review and discuss the character and progress of American Meth-

odism during the first half of the present century, the objection

changes sides. Such a discussion at this time must necessarily be

partial as well as crude; and though it could not be entirely avoided,

yet it was neither needful nor desirable to attempt to exhaust the

subject. As to the form of the work, the author had no election;

its character compelled him to follow the order of time in the distri-

bution of his matter : a very natural, but generally a very uninter-

esting method. Yet the succession of events in the history of the

illustrious deceased, or the evolution of periods in the history of the

Church, permitted some dogrce of distribution beyond that of mere

annals. Probably, in this matter, all that the case allowed has been

done.

As to the style of the work and its literary merits we must speak

sparingly. The author is i\o'i unknown to the Methodist public as

a writer of a good degree of celebrity, who is steadily adding to his

well-earned reputation, both as author and editor, by successive con-

tributions to our literature. lie is yet in the prime of life, in the

noonday of intellectual manhood ; and we doubt not that should he

be favoured with life and healtii, the world will hear from him again.

Perhaps on account of the personal relations of the reviewer nnd the

author, our commendations would be received rather as the results

of personal favour than of calm, discriminating criticism ; at any rate,

•we willingly leave this volume to speak for itself No one, however,

can deny his honest and open-handed dealing Avith the subjects that

come under his hand : and while, secundum arfem, to say nothing of

higher motives, he is the steady friend and advocate of his honoured

subject, he nevertheless deals fairly and kindly—often remarkably

so—with those of the opposite party. He is unwavering in his

attachments to Methodism, as it is, in all its essential features, yet

not so blindly wedded to its accidents, as to be precluded from a

fair and mauly examination of any proposed improvements or
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reforms. We may venture, however, to add, that -we should not

generally consider it a fortunate event, so far as his literary repu-

tation is concerned, for any writer to be flattered by being selected

for such a work. Valuable as we confess the work to be, and hon-

ourable to both the mind and heart of the Avriter, it is, nevertheless,

of necessity wanting in many of the essential properties of a work
of high literary merit. This remark, however, lies wholly and exclu-

sively against the work, and not against the writer. The Realists

tell us that the great Crc'att)r could only produce the imperfect world

in which we live because of the perversity of the materials with

which he wrought, and of the forms into which they were cast. A
like consideration should be used in the case before us.

The life of Bishop Hedding presents a number of prominent points

inviting our remarks. Several important questions of Church polity

and administration are immediately connected with his history ; and

some of the most exciting events in our ecclesiastical annals for the

last half century are brought fully before us in his personal biogra-

phy. To some of these, as discussed in this volume, we purpose to

direct attention; to examine the method in which they are here dis-

posed of; and perhaps to rediscuss the principles involved, and "so

far forth" settled. These things, together with some brief refer-

ence to matters more exclusively biographical, will make up the sub-

stance of this paper.

Elijah Iledding. late senior bishop of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, was born in Dutchess county, New- York, June 7th, 17S0.

His ancestry, three generations back, was English, and the family

was strongly marked with their national peculiarities. The state of

society in that region of country was at that time, and had been

from the beginning, strangely anomalous. The country on the

banks of the Hudson, constituting the original Dutch province of

JS^ew-Amsterdam, afterward New-York, was originally occupied by
a mixed population from nearly all the countries of western Europe,

and of every religious sect that then divided and distracted those

countries. The eastern bank of the river, originally divided into

the counties of AVestchcster, Dutchess, and Kensselaer, was chiefly

occupied by an English population. The Dutch occupied a few

towns near the river, but the whole interior was settled by persons

speaking the p]nglish language. The course of settlement was
usually left to the direction of accidents or individual caprice. The
original settlers were generally very poor, uneducated, and exceed-

ingly rude. Schools were long unknown, and few of the first gen-

eration reared in that region, knew anything of letters. The re-

ligious condition of the people was, for a hundred years after the
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province fell into the hands of the English, or even to tbe close of
the war of Independence, raost deplorable. In the Dutch to^ns
there were generally a minister and Church of the Reformed order,

but, for the most part, very little of the form and less of the power
of religion was found in them. The English Episcopal Church,

though constituted by law the religion of the province, had but very
few parishes iu all this region. The Quakers had made several

settlements, and though they of course brought with them their

peculiar faiih and modes of worship, yet from their uon-acr^es-

sive habits, they exerted but little inflaence on any beyond them-
selves, and indeed their system has proved insufficient to sustain

itself against external iniiuences. A few Presbyterian churches
scattered over the country, in remote parts, and in the portions

bordering on Connecticut and Massachusetts a few of the Congre-
gational order, and also a very few Baptists, though all of them
commonly overcharged with high Calvinism, served to keep alive

the flickering light of Christianity among a simple, but extremely
rude population

It was of this heterogeneous race that our subject came. After

the war of the Revolution great advancements had been made,
and most of the young people of the better families had learned

to read. The neighbourhood in which young Hedding was born
and reared, bordered on a Quaker settlement and felt its influ-

ences. The people were generally irreligious, both in character and
manners. Wide extents of country were wholly destitute of reli-

gious provisions. The Sabbath was a day of idleness, pleasure,

and dissipation ; and it was iiu iafrciiuent thing for persons to have
grown up to mature age without having ever heard a prayer or at-

tended any religious exercises. Yet we should greatly err sliould

we hastily conclude that true religious feeling and sentiment was
unknown among them. Man is naturally a religious being, and
where the light of revelation is not wholly wanting, his soul will

often respond in secret to its inward callings. This truth, so deep

and instructive to the philosophic inquirer into the elements of

man's character, is well illustrated in the narrative of the early life

of our subject:

—

" Neither of the parents of Elijah vras a professor of relicrion at the time of
his birth ; but his inothor was the subject of deep rehnloiis convictions, and
was evidently a Tvonian of prayer. She took great p.iius to suard his moral
character, and to instruct him in the trutiis and duties of the Chrisiian reli-

gion. The elements ot a re!i;^ious ttluL-ation were so clearly imparted by
even this unconverted mother, and so firmly grafted into his yontht'ul mind,
that, at the early age of four year?, lie was able to pray v,-ith a tolerable un-
derstanding of the nature and obligations of prayer.

' The habit of secret
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prayer, tbus formed in early childhood, was maintained for several years, and
until, through the infiuoncc of evil associates, he had in a measure thrown off

the restraints of religion."

—

V. 14.

The story of the introduction of Methodism into the region along

the Hudson, makes one of the most attractive chapters in its

deeply interesting history. We have seen the waste condition in

which it lay at the time that jMethodism began its mighty march

over the country. At the conference held in Philadelphia, Septem-

ber, 1T8S, the -whole region from New-York city to Canada, along

the line of the Hudson river and Lake Champlain, was laid out in

six circuits, and the whole committed to the superintendence of the

Rev. Freeborn Garrcttson, with nine or ten young men as assist-

ants. This was the practical beginning of the office of presiding

elder. The whole enterprise was conceived and executed with a

boldness and energy characteristic of the times and the men,—

a

Jiigher style of chivalry docs not illumine the annals of knight-

errantry. Turning to the memoirs of the leader of this invading

corps, we find a brief account of the affair, which we adopt as better

than any we might write:

—

" After conft'ron<.e a.ljourncd, I requested the young men to meet me.
Light seemed rotl.^ t.-d on my path [he had never seen the country], that I

might givo them dirciiir.n-; wIktc to begin, and which w'ay to form their cir-

cuits. I aI>o a].t>oint«d a time fur eacli quarterly meeting, requested them to

take up a collectidn in fvi-ry })lace where they preached, and told them I
should go up the Xr.rth Hivcr to the extreme parts of the work, visiting the
towns and cities in the way, and on my return J should visit them all, and
hold their quarterly-meetings. I had no doubt that the Lord would do won-
ders, for the young men were pious, zealous, and laborious."

Of the list of circuits making up this earliest presiding elder's

district, Dutchess was the second in geographical order, extending

some forty miles nurtluvard from the Highlands, and including the

whole of the vast county from which it was named, with large por-

tions of coiitigii"US t'.'n-itory. A slight inroad had been made into

it before this conference, and ten members were set down to it.

All to the north of this was entirely new ground. This arrange-

ment included the residence of the parents of the future bishop

within a Methodist circuit, and presently brought the news of salva-

tion into their very neighborhood. The power of the divine Spirit

powerfully accompanied the word, and many were thoroughly con-

verted to God. Among the most successful agents under God, in

this great work, was the truly wonderful Benjamin Abbott, who was

sent to Dutchess circuit in ITSO, and was honoured of God in

bringing the mother and grandmother of young Hedding into the
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Church, as well as of deeply impressing his own mind, though a

child of only nine or ten, with a solemn sense of religion.

A few years later (in 1791), his parents removed to Starksbor-

ough, Vermont, then a new and sparsely-settled country, beset with

all the discomforts and disadvantages of a frontier settlement. The
morals of the people were even worse than were those of his native

place, and the partial provision for religious instruction of his for-

mer residence, was replaced by almost entire destitution in this.

Among such influences—as bad, it would seem, as Satan himself

could have selected—was the tender mind of this youth to receive

its fashion and impress. To human judgment his ruin would have

seemed inevitable; but God had better things in store for him, and
for his Church through him. Of this part of the narrative we shall

favour the reader with one or two pretty long extracts, though they

trench rather largely upon our room :

—

"Four or five yenrs after tlio Hedding family settled in Starksborough, the
entire town remained nearly destitute of religious meetings and privileges.

The Methodist itinerants, though ranging the country in every di-

rection, had not as yet penetrated into that part of the State. About' this

time, however, a ^lethodist family moved into the neighbourhood. The man
and his wife were both devotedly pious. Finding that there "were no Sab-
bath-meetings in tlie community, they Invited their neighbours to meet at

their house, and regular Sabbath services were kept up by them for two or

three years, and until the app-jintment became regularly included within the

newly-formed circuit of Vergennes, in 1798. The meetings were usually

opened by singing and pra}-er, conducted by the man liimself, and afterward
one of Wesley's .Sermons or a portion of Baxter's Call would be read by some
one appointed for that purpose. Young Hedding was usually called upon
to read on these occasions; and though reluctant at first, theexercise soon
became far from di-^agreeahle By these means he became intimately i

acquainted with this pious couple. They were thorough Methodists, experi- i

mentally and practically. They were intelligent, well versed in Methodist I

theology, and \u-ll supplied with Methodist bonks. In these. books, which
j

were loaned to him, young H.-dding Ibund a new source of nie'iital improve-
!

ment They were read through and through, conned over and discussed, till
\

he had not only read every lx)ok published by the Methodists, but absolutely }

mastered their contents. Tlius did he early, and before his heart was renewed
by grace, bc'-orac thoroughly conversant with the system of W'esleyan the-

ology ; and, in preference to every other, he embraced it heartily, and without
the least mental reserve, as combining the grand truths embodied In the
Bible."—Pp. 57-S.

We ne.xt change the scene, and by advancing one stage forward,
j

present another living picture in this spirited panorama.

" In the year 179S,_the aggressive spirit of the IMcthodist itinerancy began I

to make systematic inroads into Vermont '. Up to this time the
mother of young Hedding, and the pious couple of whom we have sjjoken,

virere the only Methodists in the town of Starksborough. But now a host was
raised up. The revival was remarkable, not only for'the number of its sub-
jects, but also for the variety of their characters, and the powerful manlfes-
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tations of the Spirit of God, in many of their meetinjis During the
first six months of the work of grace that was spreading through the region,
young lledding attended the nu-etiiigs, but obstinately resisted the strivings

of the Holy Spirit One Sabbath, after he had been reading m
meeting, this pious woman, after the congregation had separated, addressed
him with such an earnest exhortation that his heart was deeply aft'ectcd ; and
as he journeyed homeward, lu- turned into a grove, and kneeled down by a
large tree, and covenanted with (Jn(J to cease from his follies and sins, to part
•with all his idols, and to devote himself sincerely and earnestly, and at any
and every cost God miglit require, to the great work of his soul's salvation.

Over fifty years at'ter, and luit a short time before he was gathered to his

fathers, referring to this event, he said to the writer : ' In that hour I sol-

emnly made a dedication of myself to God. I laid my all—soul, body, goods,
and all—for time and i\n- eternity, upon the altar, and I have never, Vicrer,

taken them back.' He diil not then, however, find relief, aside from the con-
scious satisfaction of iiaving done his duty, nor did he receive any satisfactory

evidences of his aceei.taneu with God. 'This,' said he, 'was the first time
in my life that I renieniljcr to have had the full consent of my will to part
with all my sins for Christ's sake.'"—Pp. 64-5.

This -was the turning point in his life, the event -which in its in-

fluences and results made him ^vhat he became. It should be here

noticed that neither then, nor even afterward, did he look upon this

as the time of his spiritual regeneration and adoption of God; he
still recognized himself as a lost and unforgiven sinner. But
through grace he had chosen the better part, and that choice,

steadily persisted in. necessarily, in the economy of grace, resulted

in his conversion and salvation. We direct attention to this point,

more particularly, from an apprehension that it is often overlooked

or undervalued. The most interesting point in the history of a

redeemed sinner, is that in which the unsettled impulses vibrate

between the opposing influences of good and evil, and the will, like

a balance, trembles with almost equal tendencies to either side, while

the destinies of eternity hang upon the decision. Compared with

this, even the hour of earnest prayer, and the moment of faith's

first great triumph in the power of the cross of Christ, are of less

earnest interest. These are but stages in the development of the

great work of pcrson.d salvation,—that is an initial, and in an import-

ant sense, a self- originated process. Having taken this step, and;

being f-ivourcd with religious instructions and stimulants to earnest

efforts for a conscious assurance of the divine favour, it was not

long before Hedding was enabled to rejoice in God his Saviour.

It is an employment altogether worthy to engage the meditations

of a devout and philosophic mind, to examine and elucidate the

mental processes which have occurred in innumerable instances and

with great uniformity of manifestation, by which young persons

have been led forward, often against strongly opposing circum-

stances, and still stronger personal disinclinations, to devote their
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lives to the labours and sacrifices of the Methodist itinerant minis-

try. It is vain to attempt to account for these things by any merely
psychological theory, ^Yhich ignores the distinctively religious ele-

ment, or refers the whole to subjective causes. The evidences of

objective spiritual intluenccs, and of the directing agency of an un-
seen Providence in these things, are too patent to be overlooked by
any but the perversely blinded; and only by recognizing these

things can vrc account for the clhciency of the incidental agencies

by which the manifest results arc produced. The history of the

subject of these pages, is one of the many that illustrate this mat-
ter, and brings it within the sphere of our observation. We again
avail ourselves of the language of our author, to present our sub-

ject :—

" The economy of the ^Motluxlist Church \\-as well calculated to develop the
talents of such youncr men. It trained them not in seminaries and coiieses
but in the field of action. However indispensable the former have become'
hi a later age—an a^o of more refiiicmont and of more general intclii:rence
the latter was tlie on!\- one that could meet the emergencies of those times.
First, the simple narration of Christian experience—the tale of spiritual con-
flicts and triumphs, of sorrows and heavenly joys, uttered weekly among svm-
pathizing and encouraging brethren in the class room; then the exercise' of
prayer in the social assembly, ot'ti-n gatiiered to mingle in songs of praise and
fervent intercessions at the men-y-scat; next the exhortation in the public
assembly

;
and finally, the ministration of the word to assemblies, convened

often in private houses, rustic iu their character, but hungering for the bread
of life—such a training kept alive the holy fire in the heart, and at the same
time developed that ready and effective practical talent admirably adapted to
the times.

'• Such was the school in which young TIedding was being trained for the
great work of God in which he was afterward to'take so conspicuous a part
At first his own convictions in relation to his duty were not clear; and he
determined tliat nothiuLT slmuM induce him to enter the ministry before he
•was clearly convinced that he was called by God to the work. The preachers
sometimes told him that it was his duty to preach, and once, at a quarterlv
conference, a license, was ofFiTed him; but he uniformly replied that he was
not satisfied diar Go 1 Iiad called him, and he was not wlllijifr to run before he
was sent. His views of the great responsibilities of the minister's callin^r. and
the necessity for eminent .luiiili.-ations as well as a special call t'rom God
liimself for the work, and, withal, his views of personal unfitness, made him
unwilling to believe it his duty whenever the subject was presented to him.
Still he could not divest his mind of the impression that he ought to preach,
and waited for (jod to make known to him his duty iu such a manner as
would remove all doubts. In the mean time he was constantiv, and witii ab-
sorbing interest, en^jnged in the study of the Bible. He continued also to
exercise his talents in public prayer and exiiortation as opportunity offered.
The love of Christ fired his iieart, and his fin^i and already somewhat exer-
cised talents were often employed with powerful etl'ect."—Pp. ll-li.

The convictions of the Church in this case seem to have outrun
those of the young man himself, as to his call to the ministry; and
accordingly, in less than a year after his conversion, he Avas licensed
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as m exhortcr. and be^an to hold religious meetings. The nextyear avaeanevhavmg occurred in a neighbouring circuit causedby the departure from it of the eccentric Lorenzo Dow under anlmpress>on of duty to preach the Gospel in Ireland, the Voire,
horter.then less than twenty years old. was thrust out, mu^h™°ains

trsV:z^i^:..^e'M:thS;^:e^"r----

-

During all this tin,e he had carefully excluded from his own mind
all notion that he was, m fact or in office, a preacher. He recorded
the m,n,ster,al character with an awful reverence, and conf^^vcd

YeThi mini" "'"ff """"rl
'" "^ -'-"" -^ponsibili ielret h,s mind was not at ease. He could not help lookin- forwardhe t,„,e when he should be thru.st out into its 'duties, thou h he

himself nl'"',!;'''"''""''""^'"^"'''-'^'™' »^ 1"^ ^sideredhimself could be ca led to such a work. At length he so far yielded

"f
'7"'"^'

.'l
'"' ''™. ^Pi*. ^^conding tlfe frequent

^

tions of his Christian associates, as to atfem^t t„ „„li. .,
susses-

,.,, , ,
.- -=''''^. "S to attempt to preach at a iMet-ing which he had appointed for exhortation ind player. Thirez-

fheTtt^f't
" '"• " '""";?'--i^»^^ "»'-- of e' cmption fromhe duties of the ministry. • F^m that time," says the bio^rapheThe never doubted but tiat he was called to the 'work of the mil'

.stry • He now only a>vaited the call of Providence to ent r nponbis designated w<.rk. Nor was this long delayed: he was soonafteri^rd called for by the presiding elde? to supply a vaeaL; onPlattsburgh circuit and was soon after permanently appointed forthe remainder ol he conference year, as junior preache"^- on Cam-bridge circuit, on the east side of the Hudson River
In this iiilbniKil manner was begun that course of ministerial lifeand labours m and for which he became so deservedly ceieWteiHe had not chosen the work, but had evidently been pfov denMltprepared for it and now led into it; on the one hand the'S g; "u
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by degrees made his path of duty plain, and on the other he was not

disobedient to the heavenly vision. On the IGth of June, ISOl, he

•was regularly admitted, by the New-York annual conference, on

probation in the travelling connexion; and thus was formally initi-

ated into that career which during his subsequent lite filled both his

heart and his hands.

Some notice of the work upon which he thus entered may not be

inappropriate in this place ; and we again avail ourselves of our

author's remarks :

—

" The circuits were largo, often re([uinn2 three to five hundred miles to com-
plete one round, and this round v.as completed in from two to six weeks, dur-

ing -which a sermon was to be preached and a class met daily ; and often three

sermons and three classes to be attended on the Sabbath. The journeys, too,

were performed ... on horseback, through rough and miry ways, and through
wildernesses where no road as yet had been cast up. Rivers and swamps were
to be forded. Nor could the journey be delayed. On, on. must the itinerant

press his way, through the drenching rains of summer, the chiUins: sleet of
spring or autumn, and the driving bla«ts or piercing cold of winter ; lind oft.en

amid perils, weariness, hunger, and almost nakedness, carrying the bread of
life to tlic lost and perishing. And then, when die day of toifwas ended, in

the creviced hut of the frontier settler, the weary itinerant, among those of

kindred hearts and sympathies, found a cordial though humble place of
repose." ...

" The people, though willing, were poor, and the support was often inade-
quate to meet the neccssilir.s of even a single man ; but woe to the man ;ind

the family that were dependent htr a livelihood upou the compensation received
for such labours as these. And yet these were men—men sensible to suilering

and want—men of tender sympathies for wives and children' . . . Such were
the toils, hardships, and privatinns endured by our fatliers in transforming the
waste wildernass into a delightful vineyard, and making it as the garden of
God."—Pp. 84.-6.

The ^Eethodist itinerancy has always been a school as well as a

service; though in those early times its facilities for self-culture

were as imperfect as were its other appliances. Yet in not a few

instances did these hardy itinerants surmount all its difficulties, and
acquire not only great practical knowledge, but also very respecta-

ble literary attaininents. How these things were managed in the

case in hand our author thus states :

—

" His almost daily public labours, the long and toilsome rides between
his appointments, the great scarcity and higli price of books, the dllTicuity of
obtaining suitable accoumiO<I.itions for study, and the almost utter impo>sibiiity
of obtaining any adequate lielp by way of'instruction, were some of the dliE-

culties that were to be encountered and overcome by him who would show
himself to be a workman that needed not to be ashamed. With these difficul-

ties Mr. Ili^dtling resolutely grajipled. The woods were often his stu^lv ; the
Bible, and '-that elder scri[)ture," also written with God's own hand, were the
great tc.xt-books from which he drew forth the treasures of knowledge and
truth. ' I was glad,' says he, ' during the summer, to get into the woods, and
find an hour or two to read my Bible and some other religious books that I
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could carry in my saddlebags. In the winter, I was equally glad to get the
same privilege by the firt>ide in a small log-cabin of but one room, and the fire
surrounded by a family of children."—Pp. 90-1.

It is well known to those who knew him, that Bishop Hedding was
no mean scholar, even if measured by the advanced standard of our
times, and that thoroughno.^s rather than comprehensiveness was the
characteristic of his schohirship. The secret of his success gene-
rally we see in the foroLrning statements; the means by which he
attained to his characteristic thoroughness is shown in what fol-

lows :

—

"It was thus, step by stop, that young Hedding plodded his way along, iising
his little leisure and his few IkkiIcs to the best po'ssible advantage. "Wh'enever
he encountered a dilhculty, he ceased not to grapple with it till it was fully
overcome

;
nor did Iio lay down a book until its contents had been thoroughly

mastered, and it will be scarcely too much to say, permanently stored awa'v' in
his own mind."

—

V. 93.

For a period of twenty-four years. Bishop Hedding, before his

election to the opi.^copacy, received his annual appointments at

conference, and prosecuted the duties assigned him, on circuits, and
stations, and presiding elders' districts. The. fields of his labour

lay, after the first few years, wholly in the Kew- England states;

d when the ISew-England conference was separated from 2s(an lew-

York, he became idetitifiod with that work. In the introduction

and establishment of Methodism in Ts'ew-England—itself one of the

most romantic, as it is perhaps the best recorded portion of

our denominational hi.-;tory—he was an active and most efficient

agent, and in its stirring scenes and forlorn but heroic labours he
spent the flower of his manhood ; and upon it no doubt he left the

impress of his own great spirit, which remains his noblest and most
enduring monument.

From the beginning of the quadrennial series of general confer-

ences in leOS, till his election to the episcopate, Mr. Hedding was
at each session a delegate from the ]Sew-England conference. He
was thus brought into contact with the ruling minds of the Church,
and his attention was directed to its governmental polity. A sub-

ject so well adapted to his modes of thought could not fail to

engage his attention and to receive in turn the advantage of his

enlightened and comprehensive counsels. Among tlie questions of

Church polity which during this period engaged the attention of the

great council of the Church, no other elicited so much interest as

that familiarly known as the Presiding Elder question. This sub-

ject is pretty fully discussed in these pages. In giving an account

of the General Conference of 1S24, Dr. Clark remarks:

—
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"Several new measures were proposed for the action of tliis Conference;
but none created greater excitomctit. or occupied more tlio attention of the con-
ference than an eli'ort to make pri_~icling elders elective by the conferences. A
motion to this eilect had first been intro.luccd into the General Conference of
1808, and was thoroughly discussed by the ablest men of that body ; but it was
decided^ in the negative, by a vote of lifty-two in favour, to seventy-three
against it. . . . At this ses.-ion of the General Confi-rcncc the subject was again
introduced by a motion from one of the New-York delegate?, [Ilev. Laban
Clark.] As before, it elicited a great deal of discussion. Able and eloquent
speeches were made both for and against it. The measure was asrain lost,

though by a d-.v-rcascd majority—furty-two voting in its favour and forty-five
against it. It appears that tlie di'h-gat'es from the"" Philadelphia, New-York and
Genesee Conferences wore unanimous in its favour. The Xew-Enuland con-
ference delegates were we bi'lieve. mostly in iavour of it; but the Southern
delegates were generally united in o])position to tlie measure."—Pp. 211-12.

The further history of this affair is, that, in 1816, -when the meas-
ure was agaiu broui^ht to a vote, it was for the third time defeated by
the decisive vote of si.xty-threo ai^ainst it to thirty-nine for it; but
in 1S20, the other side h;id the preponderance, and on a division the

measure was carried (modiiied somewhat in form but unchan^^ed in

its general character) by a vote of si.\ty-one against twenty- five.

At this point the issue of the matter in wiiich the conference seemed
so nearly to harmonize was interrupted by episcopal interference.

Bishop McKendrce entered iiis protest against the measure as

unconstitutional, in which step he hail been preceded by Rev. Joshua
Soule, who had just before been elected bishop, but now refused to be
ordained because of this action of the conference. Deference to the

episcopacy has always characterized the Methodist ministry
;
yet in

this case, the convictions of the conference as to their rights in the

matter, and of the expediency of the measure, were too clear to allow

them to entirely recede from their position. They, however, con-
sented to suspend the operation of the new law for four years, at

which time it was further su.'^pended till the next General Conference,

in 1S28, when, under the pressure of the great Radical controversy,

it was finall}^ repealed.

This quesnon jioisesses an interest at this time, chiefly, though
not exclusively, historical. It belongs to the past, but is not wholly
remote from the present status of the Church. As a question of

right, the whole power of the Church, in all matters of administra-

tion, whether exercised by the episcopacy or by the annual confer-

ences or the General Conference, belongs to the presbytery,—the

aggregate body of the ministers

—

ciders, it should be. This body
is present by representation in the General Conference, and there

they have all power pertaining to the ecclesiastical corporation, ex-

cept wherein they are expressly limited by their constituents. On
what ground then such a measure could be said to be unconstitu-
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tional, we are wholly at a loss to conjecture. It is, however, almost

universally the case, that all new measures of legislation are met
with this objection, by the opposing party.

As the inherent right of the ministry in this matter is obvious,

so it seems most reasonable that they upon whom the tremendous
appointing power is to be perpetually exercised, should be in the

most intimate and sympathetic connection with those who exercise

that power: nor is it strange that those truly great men, who car-

ried this measure through the General Conference of 1S24,—the

greatest, as a class, we verily believe, that ever directed the affairs

of American ^Methodism,—thought they should best accomplish

this purpose by having the appointing povrer lodged in hands se-

lected by themselves for that immediate purpose ; men directly of

themselves, and presently to change places with those whose desti-

nies for a season were now at their disposal. That men should in

any case submit themselves to such an arrangement, e.xcites the

wonder of all who consider the subject from without ; and it is cer-

tainly due to tho<o who do this for the good of the Church, that

they should have credit for their loyalty in waiving their rights

for the common good ; and not that they should be told in effect

that their only right in the matter, is to obey the dicta of a superior

order of ministers. We rejoice, however, to know that no such

pretences are now made, either by the bishops of the Methodist

Episcopal Church or in their behalf. The same scape-goat that

bore away from us a large share of another " great evil," took away
also with it the soul of this Methodistic prelacy. Our ministers

have hitherto submitted cheerfully to the present mode of appoint-

ing the presiding elders, and of fixing the annual appointments of

the preachers,—because they have confidence in the wisdom and
fidehty of their bishops,—and while they do so Ave do not see that

any third party need trouble themselves with the subject. But if

at any time they should prefer some other method of doing this,

they have an undoubted right to their choice in the matter.

There is another view of this subject, of which but little is said,

but which we believe demands the most serious attention from all

concerned. There arc those who believe that in a large and influ-

ential portion of the Church, the appointing power is steadily, not

to say rapidly, departing from the hands of the bishops, but not to

fall into those of tlie presbytery, nor of their representatives. These
tell us that imlccd our bi.^hops still sit in the chair of authority,

surrounded by their unauthoritative council of presiding elders ; but
in many cases, for but little more than to make formal registrations

of the informal but efficient decrees of a power unknown to the
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theory of our Church government. This external pressure is said
to be at this time steadily felt in all the Northern and Eastern con-
ferences, and each year we are told, carries it further Southward,
and in the West its development is rapid in proportion to the growth
of everything:; that takes root in that prolific region! Our bFshops,
even now, say they, are unable to withstand it, and the presiding
elders—the mere crc^aturcs of episcopal authority, as to their official

being—bring them no additional power. Such a state of things
may well be satisfactory to that portion of the Church who so po-
tently though inostensibly dispose of its affairs ; and also, as far as

mere worldly considerations are concerned, to those who receive the

appointments, since now they have ready access to those with whom
are lodged their future worldly interests. We honestly believe, that at

this time there is in this very thing more latent danger to our itiner-

ancy than in any other. Our Episcopacy is grappling with a ubi-

quitous, intangible, but most potent rival, and there is cause to fear

the issue will be against thorn unless they be aided. Whence that

aid may come from we sliall not attempt to determine; nor shall we
insist that this fearful tendency could be withstood were the appoint-
ments made by the united power of the bishops and the conference.

It is not at all wonderful that Bishop Redding, as have some
others, changed his views on this question as he advanced in years.

It is no unusual tiling for the successful favourite of a popular
movement, when invested with power, to abandon the cause by vir-

tue of which he was elevated. Nor is this necessarily a cause of
reproach, but often otherwise, since the more comprehensive views

of the subject gained from his new position, often change the whole
aspect of the case. But apart from this ; power tends directly to

make men careful, so that frequently the greatest radicals are

effectually cured by charging them with responsibilities. But that

which, when properly tempered, may be a cardinal virtue, sometimes
becomes no virtue at all by its excess ; and hence conservatism

is at best of a doubtful character. That old men, and men of cool

temperaments, especially when they are charged with weighty re-

sponsibilities, incline to this extreme rather than the other, cannot be
denied ; nor will the utterance by us, of so patent a fact, be con-

strued offensively. If, therefore, we use this consideration in ex-

planation of the fact that Bishop Hedding changed sides on the

famous " Presiding Elder Question" as he advanced in years, we
have a philosophic basis for our theory; and, without passing any
judgment upon his earlier or later opinions, we in so doing cast no
reproach upon his good name.

But while we most cheerfully concede the good bishop's honesty
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of purpose in the matter, (we would contend for this, were it ques-

tioned,) and freely consent that this superannuated question should

still enjoy its " quietus." we are not altogether pleased with the

reasons assigned against the proposed change. It is assumed that

our annual conferences are incompetent to make such elections with

discretion,—that all elections in the conferences are great evils, and
that the infusion of the popular clement into our ecclesiastical affairs

is to be deprecated. Such an assumption, we believe, is not sus-

tained either in theory or by the evidence of facts. That it is

prelatical and despotic in its tendencies is obvious, and we insist

that the general results of experience go to prove the trustworthi-

ness of Methodist ministers in these things as well as in all others

pertaining to their legitimate functions. Our British Wesleyan
brethren have exercised a like power, and to a much larger extent,

ever since the death of ^Ir. Wesley, and we have yet to learn that

any great inconvenience has arisen from this source. And we are

not prepared to grant that American Methodist ministers are not fully

Uieir equals in this thing. But the argument, if sound, proves more
than probably any one is ready to admit. If "the bad eifects of

electioneering in selecting delegates for the General Conference," give

evidence that the election of presiding elders by the annual con-

ferences would be an evil, they also, and a fortiori, prove that the

election of delegates to General Conference, by the annual con-

ferences, is an evil. What then '? Shall they too be appointed by

the Episcopacy V Or rather, shall we do without General Confer-

ences, and cunmiit the legislative, as well as the executive and judi-

cial power of the Church to the bench of bishops ? Probably Bishop

Hedding would have resisted such a proposition had it been made
in his time, as decidedly as any man ; and yet his arguments neces-

sarily lead to that result. But his heart was right even when his

head got slightly wrong, and though he might argue faultily, his

administration was always liberal and in perfect integrity of pur-

pose. We regret th;u this doubtless well-meant, but really ill-

favoured argument has been given to the public, not only because

it is naught in itself, but especially because it does injustice to its

illustrious author.

At the General Conference of 1824 two bishops were to be chosen,

and party lines were drawn to some extent upon the Presiding Elder

question, though not very strictly, especially by the majority. As
an interesting pa?.=age in Methodist history we give -the following

statement of the election :

—

" This question entered Iftrp'ly into the canvass for the election for bishops.

The coDferoncc having determined upon the election of tv.'o, each party brought
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forward their strong candidates. On the one side Joshua Soule and William
BeaucLnmp, and on tlie other Elijali iloddin;.' and John Emory were brought
forward for the suliragos of tlieir brethren." On the first ballot there were
one hundred and twenty-eight votes cast, recjulring sixty-five for an election.

Joshua Soule had sixty-four, Elijah Iledding si.\ty-one, AVilliam Beaiichamp
sixty-two, John Emory fifty-nine, and ten scattering. On the second ballot

Jothua b^oule had sixty-five, and was elected ; Elijah Iledding sixty-tour, AVil-

ham Beauchamp sixty-two, and John Emory fifty-eight, and five scattering.

[Query :—Were there more than one name on a ballot y If not, how did oiTe

hundred and twenty-eight votes count one hundred and eighty-nine ? If so,

(and how could that bo when mily one was to be chosen,) why were tliere not
two hundred and fil*ty-six as on the first ballot ?—iiVr.] Kcv. John Emory
withdrew his name from the canvass; and on ballotting a third time^ Elijah
Hedding received sixty-sLx. votes and was elected."—Pp. 300-1.

The office to which ho was thus chosen was not only unsought,

but sinccrclj undcsired by the bishop elect. In his views the office

was indeed entirely non-jjrelatical, yet he considered the Methodist

episcopacy a valuable prudential arranj^ement, but believed that his

circumstances rendered it inexpedient, if not impracticable, for him
to assume its duties ; and so he, soon after his election, declared to

the conference. But fre([uently it is as difficult to get rid of

unsought honours as generally it is to obtain coveted ones. His
convictions were overruled by the persuasion of his friends, and at

length, after the conference liad b}' a unanimous vote invited him to

do so, he assented, declaring •' that he must receive the voice of the

Church as the voice of God in the matter."

As to his suitableness for the elevated post in the Church thus

assigned him, the biograj>her Iiappily remarks—and the whole Church

will respond to the trutht'ulnes.s of his utterances ; the picture is truly

that of a model bishop :

—

" Bishop Ilediling brought to the cj.iscopal oflicc a sound and deep pietv',

•whose ardour had not been abated through a pcriofl of nearly twentv-six years,

most of which had been spent in laborious service, and in the midst of many
trials and privations in the cause of Christ. Ilis mind, naturally clear and dis-

criminating, had been well matured by reading and study, by intercourse with
men, and by a lar;:e and w..ll improved exporience. lie was possessed of
great simplicity and sincfrity nl' ni.imirr—a peculiar and confiding openness in

his intercourse with his brethren, that at once won their confidence and aflec-

tion. At the same time, his natural ilignity and great discretion made him an
object of reverence as well as of alfeclion. Also his great shrewdness, and his

almost instinctive insight into the characters of men.gnarderl him from becom-
ing the dupe of the crafty and designing. His heart was as true as it was
large in its sympathies. His brethren never in vain sought his counsel or his

sympathy. It wa'* evident to all that he had one object in view, the salvation

of men and the glory of (jfTl. In the exercise of the episcopal functions he
developed [illustrated] those rare qualifications that had distinguislu'd him as

a presiding ollicer, and especially as an expounder of ecclesiastical law. The
soundness of his views ujion the doctrines and discipline of the Church has been
so fully and so universiiUy conceded, that in the end he became almost an
oracle in the Church in these respects ; and his opinions are [still] regarded
with profound veneration."—Pp. 303-4.
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Of Bishop Hedding's labours in the episcopacy -n-e shall attempt

no history. Nor need we; for whoever would see the whole in its

details must read Dr. Clark's biography of him ; or if only the gene-

ral summing up of the matter is called for, who that has the least

smattering of Methodist ecclesiastical history has not heard of his

diligence, fidelity and self-sacrifice in the service of the Church?
Certain matters relatively incidental but really not the less valu-

able, may properly engage a passing notice. Among the duties

devolving to a large degree upon the bishops at this time, was the

settling of the character of our ecclesiastical law, and of its practical

administration. The cast of Bishop Hedding's mind eminently fitted

him for this work, which afterward occupied a large share of his atten-

tion. His recorded "decisions," and especially his "Discourse on

the Administration of Discipline," have doubtless done much toward

establishing our economy upon a uniform and equitable basis. The
great confidence reposed in his judgment in such matters occasioned

him much labour, especially during the later years of his life, in

answering the numerous inquiries, and solving a multitude of cases,

real or supposed, which were submitted to him. But it may be

questioned whether decisions given in such circumstances have any
general practical value. A case made up for the purpose, or a real

one known only by a brief and often ambiguous ex parte statement,

can form a very in.=5unieient basis for a judicial decision ; and it is

obvious that to have an intelligent decision the case on which it

rests must be well understood. The exposition of law is a function

of the judiciary, and it«would seem that only when acting in that

capacity, that is, when presiding in an annual conference in judicial

session, is it proper that a bishop should authoritatively " answer a

law question." The multitudinous decisions found scattered upon

the journals of nearly forty annual conferences must, from the nature

of the case, be of very little value, and perhaps in many cases mis-

chievous. These remarks, however, do not apply to such discussions

of general principles and expositions of the spirit of our disciplinary

statutes, as are found in many of Bishop Hedding's letters, and still

more at large in his " Discourse." These constitute an invaluable

commentary upon our ecclesiastical code, and should be carefully

studied by every administrator of the Methodist discipline.

The cause of academical and collegiate education in the Church,

always found in Bishop Hedding a steady and consistent supporter.

Though both his official duties and the want of early academical

advantages, precluded him frona any very intimate connection with

the internal arrangements of institutions of learning, yet he ren-

dered the most efficient and timely aid to the cause, by his personal
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influence and judicious approval of them, at a time when such help
was especially needed. A prejudice not wholly unreasonable, and
certainly venial in those who entertained it, had grown up among
our people, against the Church's engaging in that enterprise, to re-

move which and bring about a better conviction, required both deci-

sion and discretion. The business, however, was most effectually

accomplished, but not by one or two men alone, but by many,
among whom their sons in the Gospel, and the recipients of the early

fruits of their enlightened policy and zealous perseverance, love to

recognise the names of a Fisk, an Emory, a Piuter, and a Bangs,
—and though not so directly prominent yet equally conspicuous,

that of Hedding.

It was impossible to write a biography of 13ishop Hedding, and
entirely avoid the ever-present and interminable slavery question.

and we must do Dr. Clark the justice to say that he has evinced a
greater degree of straightforwardness in his remarks on the subject

than we have been accustomed to find in similar productions. The
bishop's connexion with the question, both officially and personally,

was too intimate to allow the subject to be passed over in silence.

To have said that from his youth he considered slavery a icrong,

both morally and politically, would have been saying very little; for

this was at that time the common sentiment of the whole Is'orth,

and to a good degree of the South too, especially among the
Methodists. His own personal observations of the practical work-
ings of the system, cuuld have had very little tendency to mitigate

his early dislike of it ; though the complicity of the Church with
the " gi-eat evil," and the difficulty in the way of its " extirpation,"

may have somewliat unsettled his convictions and inclined his mind
to seek out some apology for its manifest iniquity. If, however, he
was at any time, under the force of circumstances, made to seem
to be an apologist for slaver}', his position belied his character, and
could be occupied only so long as prejudice or passion should ob-

scure tlie face of truth. 'J'lic anti-slavery agitation in the confer-

ences of New- England and northern New-York, beginning about
twenty years ago and continuing about ten years, and eventuating
in the secession of several prominent ministers and a large number
of lay-members from the Church, forms a painfully interesting

chapter in our denominational history. The time to write that his-

tory is not yet ;
nor will it be till the great conflict between free-

dom and slavery shall have reached the " beginning of its end."

In this great agitation, Bisliop Hedding became deeply implicated

in the prosecution of his official duties, and of course his actions

and motives were at times subjected to severe and often intemperate
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animadversions. Choosinf^ neither to re-discuss nor yet to seem to

dodge this subject, ^vc will here quote at large Dr. Clark's 'well-

timed observations, made at the conclusion of his account of this

affair, agreeing as we do most heartily, with what is there pre-

sented :

—

" It is but just to say that we have felt no disposition to impugn the motives
of the men -vvho took the Iciul in this movement. We cannot doubt the hon-
esty of their convictions and the sincerity of their motives. Could they at

the outset—before thoir minds hnd becomo jirejuJiced by opposition to their

measures, and their aflections alienated from the Church—have seen the in-

evitable results to which their coui-se tended, they would undoubtedly have
()aused, and at least assumed po>itions and adopted measures less olFensive and
ess perilous. Or while their hearts were yet imbued with the tender senti-

ments of brotherly love, could they have foreseen the alienation of Christian

feeling, the turmoil and stiifc that would be engendered in the Church, they
would have hesitated. And, indeed, it must not be concealed that they were
often gaaded by the rude pcrs<onalities with which they were assailed, and
also by the opprobrious epitliets that were heaped upon them. We confess
that at this distance of time, on looking through the files of the current news-
papers of that day— tlxi-o which took the lead in opposition to tliese radical
movements—we are iiaini'iilly impressed with this fact. Many things were
written and said that it would have been well for the fair fame of Christian

love if they had never cxi.-tod.

" So also, on the other hand, Bishop Iledding may have uttered or written
some things too palliative in rL-latlon to slavery, and may have seemed more
anxious to vindicate the South—especially Methodists who were involved in

"the great evil"—than at the ])resent day seems fit or appropriate. But it

must bo recollected that tlie evils inseparable from the system have since been
more fully developed, and in that day the existence of slaverv was "-enerallv

dcplored by good men in the K»uth as an evil ; and also that its enshrinement
as a " divine in.-^tltutiou" is of more recent origin. Taking all these facts into

the account, we then have a ready interpretation and vindication of his action

in the fact that the C'hun-h was placed in great peril, and ho was bound by
the most sacred obligations to guanl its integrity. Bather than compromise
the well-being of the Church, he sutTered himself for a time to be placed in a
false position before thr world, and to suifer obloquy such as has rarelv fallen

to the lot of a good man in this age to sutler. These things he endured—not
doubting of the present a^iprovafof Heaven, and of the uTtimate approval of
the Christian world. By his firmness in this hour of trial he perlbrmed a
great service for the Church and for the cause of God."—Pp. 5o4-5.

Incidental to this quc.-tion of slavery, was another not at all re-

lated to it, and yet, in the sequel, closely entangled with the contro-

versies to which it gave rise—that of the extent and limitations of

the powers, severally, of the presiding bishop, and of the associated

body of ministers in an annual conference. These mutual rights

have never been very clearly defined—perhaps they cannot be

—

and so while they call for courtesy and mutual forbearance, they

also maybe the occasion of contentions, and mutual encroachments

and resistance. If pressed to one extreme the bishop would be

utterly powerless; and whether the business, to accomplish which
the conference is called, and for the doing of which the bishop
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is responsible to the General Conference, slioull be done at all,

would bo a matter wholly subject to the Avill of an irresponsi-

ble majority of the conference. Such surely is not the design of

the law in the case, though much has been said, and that very

plausibly, in its defence. On the other hand, it is equally evident

that an annual conference is not a powerless assembly, incapable of

acting in anything except by virtue of certain definite grants of

privileges, beyond which it may not, only by special fiivour, express

an opinion nor recommend a course of action ; though possibly by
a rigid construction of certain provisions of the Discipline, such
might seem to be the law in the case. If such a construction were
indeed to become established as the law of the Church, and were
the usages of the administration conformed to it, probably very
few, beyond the merest- sycophants, would ever be found a second
"time in such a body. There is danger, therefore, in either extreme,
and unquestionably our admirable Church regulations would be
powerless for good, were they not administered and executed in the

spirit of peace and mutual confidence.

That some of the anti-slavery leaders, especially in the New-
England conference, claimed too much for themselves in the shape
of conference rights, is very probable; that the bishops, following up
the unusual, and, wo must think unwarrantable, action of the Gene-
ral Conference of ISoG, en-leavourcd to extend their prerogatives a

little too far, is not altogether improbable. A strange infatuation,

at that time, possessed the public mind, from Avhich the wisest and
best were not wholly exempt; an indefinite but most potential notion

that '"abolitionism," like treason in despotic nations, worked a uni-

versal forfeiture of human rights. That such epidemic delusions do
prevail at certain seasons must be confessed in order to explain the

otherwise inexplicable actions of good men. At such times, too,

men of the proscribed party take the prevailing influence by con-

traries, and are diiven to the opposite pole of the sphere, to abide

their time of recouq)ense, or to be overcome in the conflict. To give

to the parties to this unhappy contention the advantage of these

considerations is no loss just than charitable.

With a brief notice of one further cage, that of the celebrated

John Newland Maffitt, we must pass from the consideration of

Bishop Ilcdding's administrative acts. For nearly a quarter of a cen-

tury that strange individual had ranged the whole field of the Church,

ecclesiastically a local preacher, and ostensibly an evangelist, but

really a professional revivalist working for pay. His course was the

occasion of much scandal to the Church from without, and of great

grief to those who watched over its welfare from within ; but it was
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found exceedingly difficult to remedy the evil. Toward the end of

the year 184G, Mr. Maflitt came to JSew-York, bringing a certificate

of Church membership, and united with one of the churches in that

city, as a local elder. Here charges involving his ministerial and

moral character were presently preferred against him, to which he

was required to plead. This, however, he chose not to do, but asked

of his minister a regular dismission from the church. That, of

course, could not be granted while charges were pending against

him ; but the minister, willing to be rid of a disagreeable duty,

returned to him the paper on which he had been received in that

church, with which he sought and obtained admission to a church

in Brooklyn, then in charge of one of his partizans. The Brooklyn

minister now notified the complainants that he was ready to try the

case on the charges they hud made ; but they denied his jurisdiction

in the matter, and held ]Mr. Maffitt to his responsibilities to the'

Church before which he was first accused ; thus giving rise to a

complicated question of jurisdiction. In this emergency the inter-

ference of Bishop llediling was invited; and he, seeing the necessity

of the case, consented to bring to bear upon it the power of his ofBce

in an unusual, but as he believed, a wholly legitimate form. He
accordingly examinc<l into all the facts of the case, and then author-

itatively declared that Mr. Maffitt's membership had been legally

fixed in the New- York church, and never legally removed, and
therefore it remained there still ; so that there, and not elsewhere,

might he answer to the complaints laid against him.

The action of the bisliop. in this business, was, at the time, vari-

ously estimated by difl'creut persons, and certain questions of admin-

istration involved in it arc yet unsettled. As to the goodness of his

motives there can be but one opinion. That the case presented a

real emergency is scarcely less certain ; and all must honour him for

his moral courage in meeting the storm before which others—and

some of those to whom the business primarily belonged—had suc-

cumbed. But the question as to the legality of his mode of pro-

ceeding is not so clear. To determine the question of a person's

membership in a particular church or society, pertains to the inte-

rior administration of such church or society, and for this, as for

other cases of administration, the preacher in charge is responsible

to his annual conference. How then, it is asked, does it belong

eminently to the episcopacy ? Our bishops are indeed pastors of

the whole Church, but their pastoral oversight extends to the church-

members througli their duly- appointed pastors; that is, not imme-
diately in any cnse, but always through the exercise of the appoint-

ing power. By this power too, such a case as that imder notice,
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could be fully reached by the episcopacy, for if the incumbent min-

ister refused or failed to do his duty he could be replaced by
another.

We are entirely uninformed as to the grounds taken by ^Ir. Maf-

fitt's friends ap:ain3t the bishop ; but whether they were, or were not

valid, would not have availed much. When people are satisfied that

the right end has been readied in such a case, they are not apt to

be over- scrupulous about tlie process. So in the General Conference

of 1848, some who openly dissented from the report of the Commit-
tee on the Itinerancy a]i]n-oving this action, waived all opposition,

presuming that " the emergency of the case may have justified the

irregularity of the proceeding."

Omitting whatever el.^c in the active life of Bishop Iledding

might seem to deserve attention, we pass on, to contemplate him
in the final chapter of his earthly history. Though often a great

sufferer from painful chronic complaints, the results of exposures

and privations in early life, he nevertheless continued his active

duties till he was a little pa.st seventy years old, or till near the

close of the year 1S50. About that time his strength suddenly and
almost entirely gave way under an attack of acute disease, from

which he never recovered, though he continued to suffer for more
than a year and a quarter. To contemplate him in the condition

into which he was thus brought, may constitute a fitting close to this

hasty review of his life.

First, it should be observed, that though Bishop Eedding was
most thoroughly a Avorn-out man, as to his physical system, and
though he had attained to an age at which most men have entered

upon a state of manifest senility, yet, to all appearances, his intellect

suffered neither weakness nor ob.'^curation to the last. It is a ques-

tion not wholly unworthy of examination Avhcther the distressing

decay of the mental faculties so common with old people is really

unavoidable. Two classes of persons are especially liable to this

calamity: those who never really think at all, with whom the brain

is an unused organ, and therefore never well developed, and so most
certain to fall into premature decay ; and those whose minds are over-

worked by intense and protracted excitements, inducing a monstrous

and unequal development, till at length outraged nature refuses to be
thus overtaxed, and a more or less violent collapse ensues. A vast

amount of both phj-sical and mental labour may be performed, by
persons of only ordinary abilities, if undue efforts be avoided, and the

powers of action be well husbanded and diligently exercised. The
promises of long life, and of strength in old age, depend for their

fulfilment, perhaps, not less upon the general arrangements of Prov-
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idence, than upon any special interpositions in behalf of the virtu-

ous. Nor is it neccss;try that the mental powers should decay with
the physical. The relations of the soul to the body are such that it

may rise undimmcd from the ruin of the latter. It indeed seems to

be the normal condition of the case, that when the body falls, like the

ripe fruits of autumn, in healthy maturity, it should leave the soul—of

which it is only an appenda;^'e—uninjured by the separation. It is

that forced maturity which arises from blighting or disease that car-

ries down soul and body together into feebleness and drivelling sen-

ility. Bishop Ilcdding at threescore and ten, though physically

worn out, possessed his mental powers unenfeebled, and buoyant
with instinctive energy, as the result and recompense of temperance

and well-regulated mental and bodily activity.

It is often found to be the severest trial of faith to which the

Christian minister, who loves the work of his calling, is subjected,

to be forced to believe that his work is done. It was probably not

less the blameless promptings of nature, than zeal for the cause of

God, that suggested to the poet of Methodism the prayer, that he

might

"His bo'Jy with bis cross lay down,

And Cease at once to work and live."

The conflict of that lu-ur is often most painfully severe, especially

when it comes suddenly and unexpectedly. Such, however, was
not Bishop Ileddings case, {ov he had long awaited that solemn

crisis with a cheerful expectation. At first, from the violence of

the attack that prostratrd hira, it appeared that his release was
about to be sudden ; and with this prospect before him his soul ex-

ulted in holy joy. And when, by the mitigation of his malady, a

temporary reprieve was granted him, his spirit still enjoyed the

imutterablo peace of the Gospel. But the last spiritual conflict was
not yet past. After resting in this heavenly frame of mind for

three months frcin his first attack, he became the subject of the

most fearful temptations. His heart seemed to misgive him; the

evidences of the truth of Christianity, though logically conclusive,

failed to sustain him ; and even his own experience of the divine

faithfulness became unavailing. But he who through grace, had

foiled the adversary in a thousand conflicts, was not now " ignor-

ant of his devices."" Seeing that the tempter had attacked not the

judgment, but tlie feelings, he did not attempt to reason himself

out of his painful doubts, but called mightily on God for the aid

of the Spirit, to di.-pel these fearful clouds from his soul ; and the

triumph presently granted him, was as complete as the conflict had
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been severe. From that time till bis decease, his peace was umnter-

rupted, and his assurance unclouded. Seldom, perhaps, has the poet's

picture of " the chamber where the good man meets his fate " beer

more fully realized, than in his case. There were witnessed the

holy quiet, the immovable calmness, and the profound peace Avhich

distinguishes that most heavenly of earthly scenes. Yet in all this

holy peace, there was no mingling of self-commendation or confi-

dence in what he had done ; but the deepest humiliation and self-

abasement, coupled with a simple reliance on the atonement for

present and eternal salvation.

" I have been a most folliblo creature," were his own words, uttered bnt a
short time before his doceiise :

• I liave always needed the aronement of
Christ, and have truattd in that alone for the forgiveness of all my short-
comings. I used to wonder how it eould be that Christ could have rnercy on
such a poor miserable sinner as 1 am, and save me. There Avas a kind of
mist over the subject ; but within a few days this has all been cleared away.
I now see such goodness, such glory, such power in the Redeemer, that there
is now no diniculty in it."

The closing scene shall be presented in the biographer's own
words :

—

" About three o'clock on the morning of the ninth of April, 1S52, a chanjje

took place betokening the near approach of death. Early in the morning his

sufferings were gn-ut ; his fxtrcniiiles were cold, and Jils death agony was
upon him; but his intellectual pov.ers—consciousness, pcrce]>tion, "memory,
reason, were unalVected. Several Christian friends witnessed his dving strug-

gles, and the glorious trlumpli of his abiding faith. The l»ev. M. Eichardson
came in, and inquired whether his prospect was clear; he replied with great
emphasis: ' O, yes, yc^, vr.s ! I have been wonderfully sustained of latt\ be-
yond the usual degree.' Aftrr a pause, he added: / trmt in Christ, and he
does not disappoint inc. IJed him, I cnjoij him, and I look foricard to an in-

heriiance in Ins kiuf/dom."

* * * * » * *
" Thus passed away one of the purest and noblest spirits of our earth. He

died as might have been augured iVom his character and life; he died as the
Christian only can die. Up to the last moments of earthly communion, ho
was calm and sc-reno. Kternity was breaking upon his view', but he knev/ in

whom he had bi'licvcH. To see thi' Cliristlan, who, wiili the intellect of a
philosopher and the Avi<dom of a sage, had scanned the evidences and the doc-

trines of the (iospel to their very depths; to see such a one maturing for the

skies, going forth to tlie la-t contlict with no niisiilvings of spirit— cahnly,

firmly, constantly trusting in the atonement of his Saviour ; to mark his

trembling humility, tlie low estimate hu placed upon his services in the Church
of Christ, and u]»ou his Christian piety—tlie:»e were privileges of no onlinary
moment, and afforded lessons of iiulescrlbable value."— PpTG.'>.'S-GG2.

Long as thisarticle has become, we find ourselves compelled to close

it abruptly, omitting several important points which we had marked
for notice—especially the author s estimate of Bishop Hedding's

character, found in the last chapter of the volume, and the Introduc-
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tion by Bishop Janes. We, however, regret these omissions the less

since it is not our purpose to make this paper a substitute for the
volume itself, but rather to invite the reader's attention to it, and to

excite in him a desire to peruse it. There only can he find full

satisfaction upon the subject.

Art. VII.—IIUC'S TRAVELS IN CHINA.

J Journey through the Chinese Empire, by M. Hue, author of Recollections of a
Journey through Tartary and Thibet. New-York : Harper i: Brothers. 2 vols.

I2mo.

M. Hue's volumes j.resent a picture of Chinese morals and manners
which would furm one of the most amusing publications of the day
if it Avere not at the same time the most revolting and saddening.
The sight of a vast empire demoralized and brought into a state of

practical—nay more, even tlieoretical—disbelief of justice, mercy,
and truth in tliis world and the next, is surely enough to make the

light heart heavy. All this is none the less painfuT from the evi-

dence these volumes afford of the general diffusion of education,

industry and ingenuity among the Chinese. M. Hue has evidently a

strong and serious feuh'ng with regard to the condition of this great

people, and a wish to make them better. Of this we need no
stronger proof than the earnestness with which he devoted himself
to the missionary work among them ; enduring on this account a
voluntary exile of many years from his native land. As a Roman
Catholic propagandist, he cannot, of course, command our sympa-
thies; nor, indeed,, would he thank us for them. Whatever of

Christian feeling uv thought may exist in China, he ascribes, every-

where and always, to his own Church. Thus, for instance, after

speaking of the prevalence of Christian doctrines among the Chinese
insurrectionists, lie says :

—

" The Chinese have- al~o for a Ion;; time had at their command a precious
collection of books of Chri-tian doctrine, composed by the ancient mission ario?,
and whlch^cvcn, in a purely literary point of vle'vv, are mucli esteemed in the
Empire. These lj{>'jks are diilused in great numbers throi]i:^liout all the pro-
vinces, and it is more j.robable that tlie Chinese innovators'! have drawn the
ideas in quc.>tio[i IVom these sources than from the Bibles prudently deposited
by the Methodists on the sea-shore."

Yet M. Hue is wonderfully charitable for one of his faith; or
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rather, he means to be so. His sins generally lie more in the way
of omission than of commission ; and consist in a total forgetful-

noss of any Christian labours -without the pale of his own com-
munion. In truth, these volumes say little about M. Hue's mis-

sionary labours, or about religion in any sense, for reasons thus

assigned ;

—

" It is our purpose to address readers of all opinions, and to make China
known to all ; not merely to preserve the memory of facts connected -with our
mission. These int.-restiTi.,' pariicular, niu^t he sought in tlie " Annals of the
Propagation of the Faith," those veritable bulletins of the Church militant in
Tvhich arc recorded the acts of apostles, the virtues of neophvtes, and the
strug,irles and sutlerir.gs of martyrs. Our object in these volume's has been to
describe the theatre of this peaceful warfare", and to make known the popula-
lations that the Church of God desires to subject to her rule, and bring whhin
her fold.

_
We hope it will then be more easy to understand the long s^rucr'^les

of Christianity in China, and to appreciate its victories."—P. xxi.

Opportunities for accurate observation have seldom or never been
enjoyed by travellers in China, who are restricted by the exclusive
spirit of the Chinese, to a stay in Macao and Canton, with, perhaps,
a visit of form to Pekin. M. Hue gives so good an account of their

privileges that we quote his words :

—

"The situation of travellers in China is not usually an enviable one. At
their departure from Canton tiiey are imprisoned in closed boats; thev are
guarded carefully from siglit all along the great canal; they are what we mav
call put under arrest imnu'diatcly on their arrival at Pekin"; and, at'ter two or
three odicial receptions :\\A interrogatories, they are hastily sent back again.
As they are not allowed the slightest communication with the outer world, Uiev
can really describe fr.-m their own knowledge nothing more than the hedge of
soldiers by wliich they have been .Mirrouiuled, the sou'js of the boatmen'^who
have accompanied them, the formalities employi'd by the inspectors who have
searched them, and the evohitiDns of the grandees who prostrated themselves
with them before the Son of Heaven. The history of the Avhole atHiir has
been given by one of tlie.se travellers with as much 'miivetc' d.s precision. He
says, ' They entered Pekin like beggars, staid in it like prisoners, and were
driven from it like thieves.'"*—Pp. xix, xx.

Over travellers such as these our author has certainly great advan-
tages ; a ten years' residence in the celestial empire, with French
manners, Jesuitical cunning, and perfect command of the lan<Tuao-e,

gave him opportunities for familiar intercourse with Chinese society,

even in its higher ranks, which no otlier European has ever enjoyed.

Kor was the author's long stay his only advantage. He and his com-
panion travelled from the borders of Thibet to Canton as state pris-

oners, with all their expenses paid in the most liberal manner from the

imperial treasury. They were lodged everywhere at the " Communal
palaces," at which only the grandees of the empire or envoys of gov-

ernment are entitled to be entertained. The account of this triumphal

^ Account of the Embassy of Lord JIacartuey.
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tour (for thus the genius of M. Hue developed it) is indeed marvel-

lous. Many a time docs he make large drafts upon our faith, causing

us to remember the parting paragraphs in the preface uhich be quotes

from the scarcely more marvellous accounts of the Venetian, Marco
Polo. Yet, withal, ue are inclined to give M. Hue credit for a good
share of veracity, unle.-s Avhere the '•honor and glory of his Church
and her orders" are concerned.

The portion of his Chinese experience which our traveller does

give us here, is incomparably interesting; narrated, moreover, in a

most readable manner, which is a great consideration. The clear,

logical Frenchman, with all his tact and talent, is visible in every

page. Quick-witted and quirk-sighted, he seizes and displays the

novelties which China is so rich in, with graphic and even dramatic

skill. His coolness and ready repartee stood him in good stead in

dealing with the mandarins, for they respect courage and enjoy wit.

Moreover these Mandarin directors of society are not accustomed to

equals; to superiors they give implicit reverence; inferiors they

govern with an iron hand. Travellers generally fall into the last

category; but M. Hue was too wary even for the serpentine Manda-
rins ; and they always appear hors du comhat at the close of these

laughable encounters. His perpetual good humour is also a marked
characteristic, which makes him a most desirable travelling compan-

ion. i\lways taking the soft side of inconveniences, and the bright

side of disappointmeuts, his cheerfulness is quite infectious, and
keeps the reader good humoured in spite of himself When the

Chinese, under pretence of treating them better, Avould treat them

worse than their written instructions warranted, the polite Frenchman
could not think of giving so much trouble, and insists upon his courte-

ous hosts doing "nothing more than the viceroy has directed." Again

when the travellers are taken to a miserable inn, (though by name the

"Hotel of Accomplislied Wishes,") instead of the communal palace

at which they should have been lodged, the missionary could not

think of remaining there, because " it would so much grieve the

viceroy to hear how his commands had been disregarded." The
prefect who has charge of the palace does not decline this great

honour by telling the truth, and saying it costs too much money

;

that woulil be entirely unlike a Chinese, to whom a lie seems always

best. He declares how unbounded would be his joy at entertaining

(for even a day ) men from the great kingdom of France, but, alas

!

the palace is in such fearful disorder from workmen ; and, moreover,

there are in the grand saloon seven or eight coffins containing the

dead bodies of official persons of the district, waiting till their fami-

lies should come to remove and bury them. This last argument
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would indeed have proved conclusive to most Europeans; but, alas

for the prefect's pocket, he had found his match in diplomacy for

once. The missionary replies,

" That since probably the viceroy was not a^vare of the communal palace
having been ponvcrtcd into a cemetery, it would be Avell to v.-ritc to liim to
that eliect ; since, if he happened to traVcl this way himself, he mijrlit not, per-
haps, find it pleasant to take up his abode amomt coffins and dead" bodies ; but
that as far as we were concerned it did not make the slightest difference, a?
we were not much afr;u<l cC the livin-, and not at all of the dead. AVe should
go to the palace, therefon-, and did not doubt but we sliould be able to make
ourselves very comfi^rtable thtTO. The {ireft-ct did his utmost to deter us from
this " abnost insane" project ; and at la.-t, to have done with him, we told him
that he might settle the matter at his pood pleasure, provided only that he
would w-rite and sign a^ statement that we, having wished to rest for a day at
the communal palace of ]vien-tcheou, had not been allowed to do so on account
of its being in an uninhabitable state. The prefect perfectly understood our
meaning; and turning to some subaltern oflicerswho were in waitin^r, he said:
' I am of the same way of thinking as our guests; it is absolutely necessarv*
they should have a da}- of repose. Let orders bo immediately sent to Kounsr-
kouan to take away tiie collius and put things as they ought to be, and let tlie

guardians take care not to be again guilty of the same fault.' Ten minutes
afterward we were proceeding in state, in our new palanquins, to the communal
palace. As wo went out we just whispered in the ear of [Master Tincr,

» Remember, if we arc not projierly treated, we will remain two days instead
of one.' Strange country, in which it is necessary to behave in this %vay in
order not to be oppressed and ill-treated yourself."—Vol. i, pp. 200, 201.

The result proved the Frenchman's sagacity, for the palace was
by far the most elegant they had yet seen, and they were treated with
gre^t distinction. Tliis capacity for outmanoiuvring even the wily
Chinese would indeed make our traveller seem contemptible, if we
did not keep in mind, tiuit he was playing for his life, which was in

the hands of his escort ; and one false or timorous move would pro-
bably have ended their pilgrimage in some ditch behind the ramparts
of a Chinese toAvn, as many of their worthy predecessors had fin-

ished theirs.

Let us leave M. Hue's personal narrative for a time, that we may
look at the ftcts he gives in reference to these curious people. The
most striking feature of the Chinese is their entire dissimilarity to
every other nation. All their habits and customs appear to U9
inverted. Whether we take externals — wliich display the hair
removed from the crown and eyebrows and falling below the knees
in long tails, the faces stained an orange colour to increase their

beauty—or conquering our antipathy for these strange looking speci-

mens of humanity we follow our author into the dining saloon, to

the school, or to the state apartment, there is the same feeling of

contrast and opposition. True, we have been told wonderful stones

of the Chinese cuisine; of the dishes prepared with castor oil,

Fourth Series. Vol. YII.—ao
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of shai'k fins, fish elzzards, goose feet, peacocks' combs and other

delicacies of the same sort ; but all these wonders exist, acccording

to M. Hue, in the imagination of the traveller, or perhaps in the

mischievous attempts of tiie Canton merchants, -who sometimes

amuse themselves b^juventing dishes for Europeans "which a China-

man has never seen. Surely, however, to begin dinner with the

dessert and end it with soup; "to drink wine smoking hot out of

little China cups, nnd have your food brought to you ready cut up
into small pieces: to be presented with a couple of sticks instead of

a knife and fork to cat with; to have a quantity of little bits of

coloured silk paper beside your plate, instead of napkins, which are

carried off by the attendants as soon as used ;" to leave your place

between the courses to smoke or amuse yourself; to put your chop
sticks on your head and then across your tea cup as an indication

that you have dined; all these are enough to satisfy the most
inveterate searcher f<3r novelties, without need of further wonders in

the quality of the viands.

In the paying of visits, everything is prescribed by a code of etiquette
called " the Rites," wliich details the minutest particulars, and is

obeyed with religious exactness ; a great saving of embarrassment,

doubtless, but a wonderful expenditure of ceremonious words and
genuflections; in flexions of all sorts, in fact; for hands, head and
knees have alike an active part to perform. In some of these polite

phrases we are reminded of the French leaders of ton and our

own followers of them ; who, in striving to follow, far outstrip their

more graceful masters. The Chinese "gentleman," when intending

to call upon a friend must despatch a servant several hours before

hand with a note, which is apt to run thus :
" Your disciple, or your

younger brother so and so has come to bow his head to the ground
before you and to oflcr you his respects." This phrase implies an
inquiry as to his friend's willingness to receive him ; it is written on
red paper; the size of the sheet being regulated by the rank of the

person addressed and the degree of Trespect to be testified. Even
the size of the letters bear the same proportion to the magnitude of

the individur\l. Large characters must be used when you wish to

mingle a certain air of " stateliness with your courtesy," and the

characters diminish in proportion to the interest one has in appear-

ing humble and respectful. The conversation must always begin

on indifferent, mostly msignificant subjects, and gradually rise in

importance till the last moment when you may explain what really

brought you there. M. Hue concludes his account of one of these

ceremonies ;
" The visitor then rises and says, ' I have been trouble-

some to you a very long time ;' and doubtless of all Chinese compli-
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ments, this is the one that most frequently approaches the truth."

Another part of this pantomime requires that ^vhcn invited to stay;

one should have the politeness to go immediately. Our good mission-

aries, under cover of their want of Chinese breeding, often opposed
these exactions ; and many a laugh have -vrc enjoyed at the expense
of these unwilling hosts, who '• were so overwhelmed with shame at

these undeserved honours to their mean and unworthy selves."

As to the state of the people generally, M. Hue's narrative gives us

little cause for hopefulness; a supreme indid'erence to truth, and
capacity for lying, seems to pervade the whole vast empire. Whether
we look at the officers of state or their menials, the gentleman or the

tradesman, prefects or mandarins, all are alike (with a very few 1

exceptions) deceitful and treacherous. The mandarins with whom
j

our traveller had to deal, were almost universally of this char- j

acter; lying to and cheating each other and the travellers with
j

equal assiduity; yielding only to superior cunning or superior
\

strength. There is one exceptional case, however, which is so !

pleasing that we quote the account of the interview :

—

I

" The first magistrate of I-tou-liien Is, unquestionablj-, the most accomplished i

person we ever met among the Chinese functionaries. He was quite a young \

man, somewhat -weakly, with a pale tbcc, apparently attenuated by study', lie
j

had obtained the degree of doctor in Pekin,-vvhen he Avas scarcely more' than a !

child: and his gentle and Jpiritual-l.xikingcoTmtcnance was rather set oii' than :

otherwise by a ]>air of guM-riumied spectacles of European manufacture. His !

conversation, full of gocxl sense, refinement, and modesty, was really delightful

;

•

and the exqui-ite politene.-s of his manners might have reconciled any one,
ever so averse to them, to the Cliinese rites. On our arrival we found a
splendid collation of (k-lirious fruit, laid out in a cool, fresh pavilion, in the
midst of a garden shaded by lar_rc trees. Among the rarities of this rich des-
sert we remarked with pleasure cherries of a brilliant red colour, fine peaches,
and other fruits that do not grow in the province of Hou-pe', and we could not
help e.xpressing our suqjrise at the circumstance. ' How could you possibly
procure such rare fruit V said we to our amiable Mandarin.
"'^yhen one wishes to please friends,' said he, 'one always finds means

to do so. The resources of the heart are inexhaustible.'
" AVe passed the whole day and part of the night in talking to this interesting

Chinese. He ha-1 many que^iiuiis to a.-k concerning the "various nations of
Europe; and he always made his inquiries in a serious, judicious manner,
worthy of a man of high intelligence. He did not ask one of the puerile,

silly questions to whieh his brother 3Iandarins had accustomed us so much.
Geography appeared to be the subject that most interested him, and he had a
great deal of very accurate knowledge concerning it. He surprised us very
much by asking whether the European governments had not yet realized the
project of cutting through the isthmus of Suez, so as to connect the Medi-
terranean with the Indian Ocean ; and we Ibund him very well intbrmed con-
cerning the extent and importance of the five parts of the world ; and the
space ithat China occupies upon the globe."—Vol. i, p. 340.

It may surprise our readers a little to hear of a great difference m
manners and customs in different parts ofG^a ; "Jjese vary as much.
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perhaps, as in Europe. Yet it is not really surprising vrhen we remem-
ber the vast extent of the empire, and that it is composed of a num-
ber of kingdoms, under the dominion of various princes, and ruled""

by distinct legislation. All these governors are under the rule and
appointment of the emperor, who calls himself the " Father of his

people." He is also called " August Elevation," and " August Sov-

ereign;" "but his title par excellence is Tien-tze, or Son of

Heaven."

"Being tlie son of Heaven, and consequently, according to the Chinese
expression. Father and ]\Iotlier of the Empire, the Emperor has a right to the
respect, the veneration, the worship even of his children. His authority is

absolute ; it is he who makes and who aljolislies the laws, who grants privileges

to ]\Iandarins or dogrados ihiin, to wliom alone belongs the power over life

and death, who Ls the source of all administrative and judicial authority, who
has at his disposal the whole puwcr and revenues of the empire ; in one word,
the state is the emperor. His omnipotence, indeed, extends even farther, for

he can transmit this enormous power to whom he pleases, and choose his suc-

cessor among his children, without any law of inheritance imposing a restraint

upon him in his choice."—Vol. i, p. 106.

Absolute as this authority is, it has limits ; the appointment of all

oflBcers, civil or military, is in the Emperor's hands, but he must make
bis choice from the " lettered class o/z/y," and in conformity to certain

established arrangements. Universal suffrage is granted to the threo

bmidrcd millions of mortals this father numbci'S in his family ; and
every distinction is accessible to all, without regard to wealth or

position. One i,inc qua non there is, however; applicants must
undergo an examination upon literary subjects, and the result of

this proves them wortliy of an appointment in the first, second, or

third ranks. All oflicers, civil and military, are divided into nine

orders, which arc distinguished from each other by coloured balls

the size of a pigeon's egg. worn above the official caps. Plain red

coral marks the first order; carved, the second; deep blue the

third
;
pale blue the fourth ; crystal the fifth ; white the sixth

;
gilt

and wrought copper the remainder. Here we have another instance

of the inverting genius of the Chinese—for titles are not heredi-

tary, nor do they bestow any rank upon the sons ; but look back-

ward and ennoble the ancestors of the fortunate individual; an

idea too whimsical for any but the retrograde brain of a Chinese.

Yet we must look with a little respect upon this literary aristocracy.

Surely the organization of the government of a vast empire by literary.

qualifications alone, is a grand thought, if the material for its execu-

tion were equal to the conception. The government of China is

indeed a vast system of centralization, of which the emperor is the

centre. Invented many centuries ago, and preserved almost intact

by the blind veneration of the people for what has been handed
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down to them, numberless revolutions have served to modify it a

very little, without ever once shaking its foundations. Of the pres-

ent revolution M. Hue is very chary in giving judgment ; leaving

time to give a verdict for him ; a species of wisdom we shall do well

to imitate.

Let us look for a moment at the educational advantages M. Hue
sets forth as belonging to the Chinese. " There is no country,"

he says, " in which primary instruction is so widely diflused as this;

there is no little village, not even groups of houses in which a teacher

is not found, and every Chinese knows hovr to read and write. On
their junks, even on the small canal boats, one is sure to find an

arithmetical machine, an annual register, pamphlets, a writing-desk

and writing (not pens but) brushes for the use of the sailors." The

Chinese tutor is charged " not only with the instruction (as our

author expresses *it) but also with the education of his pupil.''

Morals and manners, with the forms and ceremonies of both public

and private life, all come within his jurisdiction. Their chief branches

"of instruction are writing, reading, and a good deal of learning

by heart; which last the Chinese insist is the true method for

elementary instruction. Their most popular primary work is a

sort of encyclopaedia called the Sacred Trimetrical Book, which is

a concise summary of the chief branches of knowledge the Chinese

call science. This, well committed to memory, is followed by the

"classical" books, which are mostly composed from the te.\t of

their great philosopher Confucius. Amid masses of rubbish there

are here some gems of real worth which we thank M. Hue for giv-

ing us. But our limits forbid more than one quotation erdiibiting a

school in progress :

—

"For the knowledge and good pronunciation of the character, the master at

the beginning of the lesson, repeats a certain number to each pupil, according

to his capacity. They then all return to their places, repeating their Ics.^mi in

a chanting tone, and rocking themselves backward and forward. Tlic uproar

and confusion of a Chinese school, in which every pupil is vocifcratii-.Lr Ins own
particular monosyllables in his own particular tone, without at all troubling

himseh' about his neighbour, may easily be imagined. While they are thus

chanting and rocking about, the master of the school, like the leader of a band,

keeps his ears pricked and attentive to all that is going on, shouting out his

amendments from time to time to those who are missin'T the true intonation.

As soon as the pupil thinks he has his lesson perfectly impressed on his memory,
he goes up to the master, makes a low bow, presents his book, turns his Lack,

and repeats what he has learnt. This is what they call pcy-chou, ' tuniing the

back on a book ;' that is, saying a lesson.
" The Chinese character is so large, and so easy to distinguish, even at a

great distance, that this method does not appear superfluous, if the point is to

ascertain whether the pupil is really repeating from memory. The bawling

and rocking themselves about is considered to lesson the fatigue of study."

—

Vol j, pp. 133, 131.
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And now, a brief survey of the religious elemenl; in this vast

empire, must conclude this paper. If we glance first at the Chris-

tians of China, we canoot come to any favourable impression from

the narrative of the French missionary. In point of numbers he

rates them at about eight hundred thousand, which sounds well onlij

when far separated from the three hundred millions which inhabit

tbis country. Then, too, if we inquire yet more closely we find that

but a very small proportion of these know anything more than the

mere name, which their baptism (it may be in childhood) has imposed

upon them. These same Christians profess Buddhism or Moham-
medanism if it seems profitable, and again Christiauit}'' if they wish

to get married or reroive some favour at the hands of the priest.

Romanist as he is, r\l. Hue rarely speaks with satisfaction of their

sincerity or faithfulness. It is to be hoped, however, that the fruits

of Protestantism do not so nearly resemble apples of Sodom, as

(from these accounts) do those of Romanism in China. The gov-

ernment, professedly tolerant of all religions, under the avowed belief^

that all are alike false, looks upon Christianity with an evil eye,

under the belief that its missionaries are seci^etly agents of their

governments at home, who are sent with the hope of making sub-

jects for an earthly iustcad of a heavenly king. An instance we
give below:

—

" The Christian religion i> dosi^jnated in China as Tien-tchou-kiao, that is to

say, the reli'jlnn of tlie Lord of Heaven
; the idea of God being expressed by

the Tiord Tien-tfhou. One day we -wore speaking of religion with a really
superior sort of Mandarin, a very intelligent fellow. He asked lis who was
that Tien-tehou, whom the Christians adore and invoke, and who had promised
to render them rich and hajipy in such an extraordinary manner. 'Why,'
said we, ' do you, a learned man of the first class, a well-instructed man, and
one who has read the books of our religion, do you ask this? Do you not
know who is the Tien-tchou of the Christians ?'

« « Ah, you are right,' Kiid he, putting his hand to his forehead, as if to recall

a half-vanishing recollection ;
< you are "right, I ought to know ; but I really had

forgotten all al:>out this Tien-tchou.'

" ' AVell. you know now ; who is he then ?'

« ' Oh, to be sure, everybody knows—he is the Emperor of the French !' "

—

Vol. i, pp. 173,171.

The Cliinese feeling in regard to religion is generally that of

supreme indifference. Materialism seems rooted and grounded in

the very nature of the people. They have many animal enjoy-

ments, and a few intellectual; but the idea of God, the soul, or

a future state seems incomprehensible to them. True, they will

talk on all these subjects with not a little show of sense, but

you discover at last that your most earnest efforts have been
thrown away and your listener is just where you found him.

Nothing more plainly indicates this desolating scepticism than a
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are perishable ; and it is for that very reason that \ve should do better to concern
ourselves about our souls, •which are immortal, and which certainly exist, thou<^h

we cannot sec them. Our present life, you say, is a tissue of paltr*- cares.

Undoubtedly it is—and that is precisely -why it is reasonable to think of that

future life which will have no end. What would you think of a traveller who
^

on finding himself at a dilapidated inn, open to all the winds and deficient in
*

the most absolute necessaries, should spend all his time in trying how he could
make himself most comfortal)le in it, without ever thinking of preparing for his'

departure, and his return into the bosom of his family? Would this traveller

be acting in a wise and reasonable manner ?'

" 'No! no!' replind fhi' doctor; 'one' must not travel in that way; but man,
nevertheless, ought to continc hiin.-elf within proper limits. How can he pro-
vide for two lives at the same time '? If the traveller ought not regularly to

take up his abode at an inn, neither ought he to travel on two roads at the
same time. When one wishes to cross a river, one must not have two boats,

and set a foot in each ; one would run the risk of tumbling into the water, and
drowning one's self.' This was all we could get out of the doctor, who never-
theless was reallv a worthy fellow enough, biit a most thorough Chinese.'

"—
Vol. i, pp. 177-l'79.

But the capstone of all their curious customs and ideas, is the

popular belief concerning the soul's escape from the body, wliich

they look upon as a voluntary thing on the part (not of the individ-

ual) but of the obstinate soul, -which has a will of its ovrn to carry it

away from its mortal tenement. Therefore, in case of serious ill-

ness, all means must be tried to detain the unwilling guest, or compel
its return if it has started upon its journey. Prayers and persuasion

are tried; then the sutTerings of the bereaved family, with ample
promises of good treatment from all arc detailed. If these means
are not successful, force must be used to retain, or threats to frighten

back the prisoner. Doors and windows are closed, and the family

and friends rmi in all directions through the room, uttering most
fearful cries. Mourning is systematized into a grand farce. Hired
mourners fill the air with lamentations and quite reheve the bereaved

from the necessity of having any feeling at all. Death is viewed by
the Chinese M'ith a sort of animal indifference which is truly shock-

ing. A fine cofiin, however, is considered an indispensable part of

the household furnishing of all, juore or less ornamental, according

to the circumstances of the possessor. Children often, when wish-

ing to make their parents a valuable present, put it in this shape,

without a fear of its pronng an unwelcome remembrancer of mor-
tality.

We should be glad, if it were possible, to lay hold upon one lofty

principle in this demoralized people, to wind up our brief summary
of their habits ; but great as is our inclination, we have no facts, and,

therefore, can only hope that this gross darkness is an indication of
'

the dawn of a brighter day.
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Abt. VIIL-SIIORT IIE\1EWS AND xXOTICES OF BOOKS.

^Vve'how1"\"7""°""V'" *^' ^^'"''=^ '^"^ Commonwealth to have a vigilant

(1.) " ne nich Kinsman, by S. H. Tyxg, D. D," (New-York: K. Carter &Lro her. ISoo
;

12mo., pp. 425,) contains a series of lectures on the bJok ofKutb. dehvered to tbo youtb of the attthor's congregatiot. on Su av 4er'noons. Some parts of the story are made to bear a little too nu.eh w.lSt intheway of aUegonzmg interpretation; bat the book abounds in ThHstian
exhortation and instruction, conveyed in a very pleasing form.

(2.) ".1 Treatise on English Punctuation, by John Wilsox," (Boston- Wil-

Tt ;t°d"'IT '?""' ^^' ''''^ " ^'^ "^^^ '^^"P^^*^ ^-^^^-« - ^he sub.

a great deal of information about proof-reading, .S:c., and, as a ^vhole, is a book
vv-hich every man who thinks fit to write for the press should make use of.

g.) " The Bible defended against the Objections of Infidelity, by the Ecv WH B..sB^VK," (Philadelphia: Higgins & Perkinptne, lS.55f 12mo., pj. Ka)'Tins book IS prepared, as the author modestly tells us, in view of "the want,of Sunday-school teachers and scholars;" but it has merit sufficient to com-mand readers ot other classes as well. It does not aim to exhibit, in detail,
he evidences of Christianity, but to refute certain infidel objections to the

dl If r'"P'"''' '"'^ "' '''°'' '"'''^''•^'
^^^'S^'^ ^S^^'-t '"^^ ^^'^^^nt o''t!io

m . : H f"' "?:,' % ^' ''' "^ ^''^' " ^'^""^^ commentary upon many
pas^^ge. that present difhculties to unlearned readers, and which are, therefore,
dexterously made use of by cavillers.

01.) ITie issues_ of Bonn's Librauif.s are7ontinued with nnvaryin^ punctual-
ity and promptltud.^ and the excellence of the series appears to grow with its

%r^' ^^^^.fV^^''^"'"'^*^^''^'^'^'-''^'-^-"
^« ^^-^ recently received " T/.e

Tror^-.o/P;.,/o J.J^-...,» translated by CD. Yonge, (3 vols., 12mo:) and "77<e

wt'T'r
/^.^or^. ofSozomcn and PhiloMorfiu^r translated bv Edward

vyallord, (1 vol 12mo.) These editions are more complete and convenient
than any that have heretofore appeared.-Of the "Classical LiLrarv" we
have just received '•/).«o.s7^..e.' Orations on the Crou:n and on the Ln^a^s^r
ransLa ed by C.

11^ Kennedy, (1 vol., 12mo;) " Suetonius's Lives of the a..!;',"
translated by Dr. Ihomson, (1 vol., 1 2mo. ;) ^^PUnfs Xatural Ilistor.r translatedby Dr Bostock (1 vol 12mo.) la the " Standard Library" we find a reprintof 1 rofessor ^A illiam Smyth's -Lectures on Modern UUtor^r vol. i, which isto bo completed in two volumes. One of the most useful Wks yet publishedby Mr. Lohn is the ^- Iland-Book ofProcerbs;' (l vol., 12mo., pp 682.) which

leTted bv M tt '' '^''^' '"^'^'^^ °^' P^«^-^^^^' -'^'' ^--.-ddition: col-lected by Mr. Bohn, and a copious alphabetical Index. All these publications
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are constantly kept on sale by Slessra. Bangs, Brother & Co., 13 Park Row,
New-York.

(5.) "A Treatise on Land Surveying, by W. M. Gillespie, A. M., Profes-

sor in Union College." (New-York : D. Applcton & Co., 1855 ; 8vo., pp. 450.)

Tliis is certainly the nior;t complete manual of surveying that has yet
appeared. It gives a full view of the theory deduced, with much skill and
originality, from the elementary principle of coordinates ; and the practice is

taught in clear and simjile language, with ample illusti-ation. We have not
space to give any analy^i.-, of this excellent book, but we earnestly commend
it to all teachers in schools and cnUcses.

(6.) " Rich and Poor, and other Tracts for the Times, by the Eev. J. C.
Kyle," (New-York: Carter & Brothers, 1855; ISmo., pp. 3G0,) appears to

contain a series of lectures by the author, who writes many books, but yet

"wiites some good ones. This strikes us as one of his best, both in its doctrinal

j.
and practical tendencies. The essay on the " Church" is sensible and timely:

I Mr. Ryle, though an Episcopalian, is too much of a Christian to assert that all

who are not members of his own sect are guilty schismatics.

(7.) " 77ie Philosophy of Scctariani.'^m, hy the Rev. Alexander Blaikie,"
(Boston : Phillips, Sampson & Co., 1855 ; 12rao.,) is written by one of the most
bigoted sectarians that ever put pen to paper. Every man, in his view, is a
sectarian who is not a Presbyterian, and a Scotch seceder at that.

(8.) " The Chemi-'lry of Common Life, by James F. Johnston, M. A.," (D.
Appleton & Co., 1S55; 2 vols., 12mo.,) is an admirable book. It furnishes

precisely the kiml of knowledge about the world we live in, and the means and
conditions of our living, which we most stand in need of, and in which man-
kind are generally mo<t strangely deficient. It should be a text-book in every
family and in every school.

(9.) " Wemann's Syriac Grammar, translated from the German by E.
HuTcniNSOX." (New-York: D. Appleton & Co., 1855 : 8vo., pp. 357.) Ac-
cording to the testimony of the most competent teachers and scholars, Uhle-
mann's Grammar of the Syriac Language Is the best extant. :Mr. Hutchinson
has not only transl.Ucd it wdl, but has added a course of "exercises in Syriac
Grammar,*with a chrcstomathy and brief lexicon. AVith the aid of this book,
any one tolerably versed in Hebrew can acquire Syriac with great rapidity.

(10.) " Tlie .WndofJe.<us," (New-York : Carters; 18mo., pp. 132,) contains a

series of practical essays on the principal traits in the character of the Saviour.

(11.) '< Mdltodii't Family }ranuaf. by the Rev. C. R. Lovell," (Cincinnati:
Applegate & Co.,) contains the articles of religion, with scriptural proofs, the

rules of the societies, with practical notes, and a brief catechism of experimental
icligion. It is adapted to be very useful as a family book.
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(12.) " The Universe no Desert, and the Earth no Monopobj." (Boston: James

Munroe & Co., 1855; 2 vols, in one; 12mo., pp. 130 and 239.) The chief

object of this treatise is to prove that the planetary and stellar orbs are habit-

able ; but we do not think it successful. The best part of the -work is the pre-

liminary volume, -which treats of the unity of plan in the creation as exempli-

fied by the comparison of the sciences.

(13.) Kirwax's Letters have had a world-wide circulation. They are now
republished, under an enlarged form, under the title of " Letters to the lit. Rev.

John Hughes." (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1855; 12mo., pp. 370.)

Prefixed to the letters is an introduction, showing that " Romanism is not the

religion for America ;" and the valuable essay on " The Decline of Popery, and
its Causes," by the same author, is printed at the end. In its present form, the

work will find, as it deserves, a permanent place on the library shelves.

(14.) " Reply to Hoicell on the Evils of Infant Baptism, by the Rev. L. Ros-

SER, A. M." (Richmond : 1855 ; ISmo., pp. 160.) Of Dr. Howell we know
nothing, except that he is pastor of a Baptist church in Richmond, and has

written a most truculent book against baptism as practised by the evangelical

Church in all ages. Mr. Rosser gives a thorough review of the book, and sets

forth its sophistical and even slanderous character in strong language ; but not

stronjrer than the case demanded.

(15.) ^^ Speeches and Addresses, hy Hexry "\V. Hilliard." (New-York:

Harper & Brothers, 1855; 8vo., pp. 4i)7.) The interest of the tojiics dis-

cussed in many of these speeches has passed away; but they deserve preserva-

tion from their beauty of form, and from the good principles which generally

underlie them. !Mr. Hilliard is one of the most liberal and national of the

Southern statesmen, and would go as far, perhaps, as any other of his class, in

recognising the existence and the rights of the free states; but even /kV nation-

ality, as shown in certain passages in this book, is always limited, when the

interests of slavery are involved. He would regard the dissolution of the

Union as a calamity ; but he would consider the exclusion of slavery from new

territories by act of Congress as a greater! Mr. Ililliard's tone, throughout, is

that of a sincere and earnest man ; and his style has a degree of dignity in

accordance with the character of the man and the elevation of bis line of

thought.

(16.) ^^ Memoir of Mrs. Lucy T.Lord." (American Baptist Publication Society,

1855; 18mo., pp. 288.) This little volume contains a precious record of

Christian courage and devotion. ^Nlrs. Lord was the wife of the Rev. E. T.

Lord, of the Chinese Baptist Mission, and died in 1853, shortly after returning

from Ningpo. The book is simple, unpretending, even careless in style; but

it Ls full of Christian feeling and missionary spirit.
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(1 7.) " JTie Six Days of Creadon : or, the Scriptural Cosmology, u-ith the ancient

idea of Time-Worlds, as distinr/uished from Worlds in Space, by Tayleu
Lewis." (Schenectady: G. F. Vandebogort, 18.55; 12mo., pp. 407.) What-
ever may be thought of the results reached by Professor Lewis in this volume,

it is very certain that it contains the most elaborate and thorough investi2:ation

of the question, from the j)liiIulogical point of view, that has ever appeared.

Its aim is to show that '• tl;e creative periods are indefinite, or of a duration

not measurable by any subordinate divisions of time derived from the present

settled constitution of things." The author's procedure is sti'ictly philological

;

his object is to find out wliat the Sciiptures really teach on this subject; not,

to evade or explain away the force of their teachings.

(18.) " Support of the Ministry, by A. D. Williams." (Providence : Day
& Co., 1855; r2mo., pp. 72.) This well-concei%-ed essay is divided into threo

parts, of which the fii^t shows that " the ministry should be supported ;" while

the second gives an estimate of the proper amount of such support; and the

third discusses the methods by wliich it should be raised.

(19.) ^^ Art-Hints: Architecture, Sculpture, and Pcdnting, by J. J. Jakves."
(New-York: Harper i*^ Brothers, 1855; 12mo., pp. 398.) The aim of this

book is to present, in a popular form, the abstract principles and rules of art,

•with an outline of its historical progress and social relations. So much non-

sense is littered alxjut " high art," that it is refreshing to get hold of a book
treating sensibly, and yet with adequate enthusiasm, of a subject with regard

to which the American people are, as yet, intensely ignorant. !Mr. Jarves is a

thinker as well a-s an observer; he has studied well the relations of art to

Christianity an.l civilization, and sets them forth in simple, yet man'y and
forcible language. 2so single book yet published will do as much as this to

foster a genuine love of art, founded upon a just appreciation of its necessity

to the complete and healthful development of humanity.

(20.) ''The Hebrew Missionary, by the Rev. Joseph Ceoss, D. D.," (Nash-

ville: Stevenson & Owen; ISmo., pp. 242,) contains a series of essays, exe-

gctical and practical, on the book of Jonah. Dr. Cross has made use of the

recent di^coverii-s in Nin-veii for the illustration of Jonah ; and has, in fact,

made an excellent practical commentary- on the book.

(21.) ".4 Visit to the Camp before Sevastopol, by K. C. McCormick, Jr."

(New-York: D. Apploton & Co., 1855; 12mo., pp. 212.) Mr. IMcCormick

spent several weeks in the camp before Sevastopol, and had remarkable oppor-

tunities for seeing all that could be seen. The officials, English and French,

seem to have spared no pains to facilitate his movements. His book gives as

clear an account as could be expected of a camp where everything was confu-

sion at the time of his visit. The excellent cuts that accompany the text make
it thoroughly intelligible.
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(22.) "We have received Parts XXHI and XXIV of Coplaxd's "Dlctionart/ of

Practical Medicine" (Xew-York : Harper & Brothers,) coiitaining the heads

from " Scrofula" to " Symptomatology." Of the merits of this cyclopaedia "sve

can only speak from hearsay ; medical men give it high praise. The Ameri-

can edition is carefully edited by Dr. C. A. Lee.

(23.) "Ze Cure Manque: Social and Religious Customs in France, hyllvGKyE
DE CouRCir.LOX." (Xcsv-York : Harper & Brothers ; r2mo., 1855.) Under

a thin veil of story, this little book gives a great deal of minute information

with regard to every-day hfe among a Roman Catholic population. It is as

attractive, also, as it is instructive.

(24.) ''An Offering ofSympathy to the Afflicted, by Francis Paekmax, D. D."

(Boston: James Munroe & Co.; 12mo., pp. 259.) This volume is chletly a

compilation, from various writers, (mostly Unitarian,) of consolatory- thou;:;hts

and reflections, especially adapted to the grief of parents suffering under the

loss of children. The sudden death—by burning—of Dr. Parkmau's cliild,

first suggested the preparation of this book, and " taught him more eiloctually

how to sympathize with the sorrowful."

(25.) Messrs. Muxroe & Co. have published a new edition, from the ster-

eotype plates, of " Virgil, icith English Notes, by Francis Bowen, A. M."

(1855 ; 8vo., pp. COO.) With a carefully printed text, this excellent sih.xtl

edition of Virgil offers a body of notes specially adapted to the wants of young

students : sufficiently ample on the one hand to afford the aid indlspcnsaMt- to

the beginner, and yet avoiding, on the other, the extreme of overloading the

commentary. The work is the fruit of ripe scholarship and a ti'aiued and

sober judgment.

(26.) " The Magic Word, by Alton," (Boston: James l\Iunroe & Co., 1P55
;

12mo., pp. 183,) contains a collection of verses of various merit. Some of them

evince considerable poetic power, while others are worthless.

(27.) " Mountains and Molehills, by Frank Marryatt." (New-York : Har-

per & Brothers ; 12mo., pp. 393.) This book contains the " recollections of a

journal burnt;" as the notes collected by the author during three yeai-s* rough-

ing it in CallfiDrnia were destroyed by one of those fearful conflagrations which,

some years ago, periodically laid San Francisco in ashes. The book is proba-

bly all the better for the loss ; it seizes upon the prominent i)oints that have

remained in the author's memory, and his power of description is so graphic

that he makes his pictures live betbre you. Personally, ^Ir. ^Marryatt w;\s an

unsuccessful adventurer; but he carried with him to the mines, and brought

away, a treasure of good humour, endurance, and hopefulness far richer than

the gold for which he worried the hills in vain.
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(28.) We have before spoken, in terms of strong commendation, of Cornell's

Primary Geogi-aphy, and have now to commend, as unreservedly, " Corncirs

Intermediate Georjraphj.'' (New-York : D. Appleton & Co., 1S55 ; folio, pp.

84.) The peculiar merit of the book lies in the adaptation of the text to the

maps, and of both to the waais of young students. The maps, instead of

being crowded with names of towns, rivers, &c., contain only such as the

pupil ought to learn by heart ; so that his work is always before him, and no

more. We conmaend the book to the careful scrutiny of all teachers.

(29.) " Outlines of Chemical Anal>/sis, by Dr. Heixrich Will, translated

by D. Breed, M. D., and L. II. Steiner, i\I. D." (Boston : James Munroe &
Co., 1855 : 8vo., pp. 297.) This translation is made from the third edition of

Will's Outlines, which was prepared originally for the use of the celebrated

chemical laltoratory at Giessen. It aifords the student all necessary aid in con-

ducting analysis, giving the very latest and best processes in the simplest and

clearest forms.

(30.) M. W. DoDD has published a new edition of" Tie Papal Conspiracy

Exposed, by the llev. Edward Beeciier, D. D" (Xew-York : 1855
;

12mo., pp. 432.) As we gave our judgment of the former edition, we only

need say of this that it contains, besides the matter of the former, an excellent

letter to the lion. Joseph R. Chandler, in reply to his speech on the Temporal

Power of the Pope.

(31.) Messrs. Stkvensox & Owex (for the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South,) have republished Watson's " Apology for the Bible" with a " Refuta-

tion of the Theological \Vorks of Thomas Paine not noticed by Bishop Watson,

by J. O. SuMMKUs, I). D." (Nashville: 1855; ISmo., pp. 228 aud 284.)

Dr. Summers has made a valuable addition to Watson's sensible book. Paine's

Works are more read in certain parts of the country than many people are

aware ; aud the little book before us affords a complete antidote to their

poison.

(32.) We have received " .1 Monograph on Mental Un-^oundness, hy Tra'SCIS

Wharton." (PLIIadt-lphla: Kay & Brother, 1855; 8vo., pp. 223.) It

forms the first part of a forthcoming treatise on medical jurisprudence, and is

printed for private circulation only. If the whole work equals this part in

clearness and comprehensiveness, it will supersede all other text-books on the

subject. Besides a thorough statement of the legal relations of insanity, the

work contains a psychological investigation of the subject, which will reward

the attention of all who are interested in the study.

(33.) " Demosthenes on the Crown, with notes, by J. T. CirAMPLlx," (Boston :

James Munroe & Co. ; 12mo., pp. 261,) is the best edition of this great oration

accessible to American students.
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(34.) The second Burnett prize, in Aberdeen, for the best essay on tlie evidence

of the *' Existence, Wisdom, and Goodness of God," was awarded, last year, as oux

readers have already been informed, to a treatise entitled " llieism : the Wit-

ness of Reason and Nature to an All-Wise and Beneficent Creator,hy thcKev.

John Tulloch, D. D." (New-York: Carter & Brothers, 1805; 12mo., pp.

431.) The aim of this book is to offer a complete and comprehensive view of

natural theology. The first part treats of the principles on which the science

rests, namely, the doctrine of causation and that of final causes. The author

seeks to establish these against the objections of Mill, and the positivists gene-

rally ; and so to veriiy the fundamental theistic conception of a First Cause.

The second section illustrates these principles in a comprehensive exhibition of

the phenomena of the universe, beginning with the cosmical arranijements,

and ending with the mental and moral constitution of man. The third part

gives a moral argument from freedom, conscience, and reason. The final sec-

tion treats of the difficulties which the order of human affairs, in connexion

with natural phenomena, throws upon the question of the divine wi.-dom and

goodness : for example, pain, sin, death, &c. It will be seen from this outline

that the author embraces the whole field of argument, both a priori and a

posteriori, for the being of God ; and that he sets himself, also, to meet espe-

cially the forms of materialistic scepticism which particularly characterize our

own age. As a whole, the book does not come up to the high expectations we
had formed of it ; but it is, nevertheless, a very valuable contribution to natural

theology, and deserves the careful study of every theologian.

(35.) " .-1 Tri/olium, by Henry W. Carstexs." (Boston : James JIunroe

& Co., 1855; r2mo., pp. 197.) The three "leaves" of this trifolium are, first,

a translation from the German of some very pretty allegorical stories ; second,

a scries of original compositions on various topics, by the author; and third, a

lecture on the study of the German and other languages. For a foreigner, Mr.

Carstens writes Aery good English.

(36.) "Star Papj;rs : or, Experiences of Art and Nature, by Henky Ward
Beeciier." (New-York: J. C. Derby, 1S55; 12mo., pp. 359.) It is hardly

necessary for us to notice a book which everybody will have read before our

journal can appear. These Beechers arc certainly wonderful p-'OpIe, and

Henry is the most wonderful of them all. A\'ith exuberant fancy, imxhausti-

ble feeling, overflowing natural spirits, and keen powers of obscr\ation, he

unites a faculty of description, of word-painting, unrivalled among recent

TPriters. Above all, he is rich in that abounding sympathy with " man and

woman, and sun, and moon, and stars, and trees," which is the essential attri-

bute of true genius. If, by chance, there be any among our readers that have

not read " Star Papers," we advise them, at once, to buy, beg, or borrow it.

(37.) " lite Life of the Rev. Robert Neidon, D. D., by Thomas Jacksok,"

(New-York: Carlton & Phillips; 12mo., pp. 427.) will be treated in an
extended article in our next number. In the meantime we commend it to our

readers as a .sensible narrative of the life of a very remarkable man.
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(38.) " Essa;/s on the Prcncliinfj Required hy the Times, by Abel Stevens."
(New-York: Carlton & Phillip?, 1S55; 12mo., pp. 2GG.) This volume con-

tains several articles originally published in this Journal in 18.52, together with

a series that appeared in the National Magazine in 1854. The papers have

been thoroughly revised hy the author, and, in their present shape, they ofT'er

a homiletlcal treatise of rare value. In spite of the periodical form in which

they were fii-st published, the Essays develop a continuous and connected line

of thought. The first three treat of the comparative inefficiency of the modem
pulpit, and assign certain causes for It

;
proposing, at the same time, definite

and well-considered remctlics. The fourth and fifth ess<»ys set forth, in a very

masterly manner, the ailvantagos of extemporaneous preaching. The three fol-

lowing chapters exhibit the characteristics of Methodist preaching in particular,

as it was, is, and ought to be. The concluding chapter illustrates the princi-

ples taught in the liody of the work, by the examples of five of the most emi-

nent preachers that ^Methodism has produced—Summerfield, Cookman, Bascom,

Olln, and Fisk. Prefixed to the work is an excellent introduction, by Dr.

Bond.

(39.) " The Amcritan Dtbater, by J. K ]McElltgott, LL. D.," (New-York :

Ivison & Phinney, l.'^j.'); r2mo., pp. 312,) Is a manual for debating societies,

containing rules of order, questions for debate, &c.

(40.) " Pror/re.-s. comidered u-ilh particular reference to the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, by the Pvcv. AVilliam J. Sassxett, of Emory College."

(Nashville : Stovcnsou Sc Owen ; ISrao., pp. 320.) This book is, In itself, an
indication of "])rogress" such as we should hardly have looked for in the

quarter from which it comes. It .starts from the proposition that "Mctho(Usm,
though once all that the age demanded, is now, relatively, a narrow, restricted

system," and that there is, therefore, need of development and expansion. The
author thinks that Methodism is hindered and hedged in by its devotion to " the

one-idea enterprise " to which it was consecrated in the beginning. The needed

development must take place in the spheres of " education, literature, charltv-,

missions, and the ministry- ;" and these titles constitute the heads of the book.

The writer's views of education are verj' thorough, and they are very boldly

expressed. He thinks that all education should be controlled by the Church,

and that tlie minl.-tors ^licnild be more completely identified with the work of

teaching. He condemns common-school education under state control ; and

lays down a vast plan, extending from the university, with large endowments,

fellowships, &c., down to the parish school. Under the second head—litera-

ture—Professor Sassnett again finds signal deficiencies to note ; the Methodist

Church, he thinks, has never come up to her duty in this respect. He tells

us, what may readily be believed, that the disruption of the Church in 1844,

was fraught with evil to the South in cutting oiT the people from their old

sources of supply in the way of religious literature, while the new fountains

have hardly yet been opened. The Book Concern, he thinks, should never

aim at making money, but should now, and forever, discard all idea of profit

beyond the mere demand for sustaining the business.
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As to the function of the pulpit, the author utters some doctrines which must

grate harshly upon Southern ears. He holds that its range of topics has been

altogether too narrow ; that it should adapt it=elf to the times, and " address

itself to the entire sum of the popular wants." In a Northern writer this lan-

guacre would look very su.'pkiou^ : certainly it docs not harmonize with the

so-called conservative view, generally maintained in the slaveliolding region,

that the preacher should confine himself to strictly religious themes, in the nar-

rowest sense of the phrase. But Mr. Sassnett, in other placo5, " defines his

position" in a way to satisfy the most violent and oppressive pro-^lavery men.

lie holds that " slavery, both abstractly and concretely, is defensible on the

ground of both philosophy and Scripture." Alas! In his concluding chapter

the writer enforces his argument by an earnest exhortation to the Church,

founded, among other considerations, on the fact that America holds the

" most commanding position " possible, for carrving Christianity to all lands.

He tells us that

"the eyes of the civilized world are turned to our own country. So elevated and
commanding is its position, that from it are perpetually going out influences, tliat

control larfjely the current history of the world. If, then, her light be a tnje

light—the light of an exalted Christian civilization—how great and universal arc
the blessings which it confers !"

How bitter is the unconscious satire of this passage ! Professor Sassnett

cannot foil to know that in no ci-\-ilized conntrv*—except, perhaps, Russia,

really no exception—would or could evangelists holding the Southern doctrine

on slavery be received as teachers of morality-, much less of "an exalted

Chi-jstlan civilization."

(41.) "Memoirs of William Wilb'^rforce, by !Maey A. Collier." (New-

York: Pt. Carter & Brothers, 1855; ISmo., pp. S.35.) This Is a neat and

well-prepared abridgment of the larger life of "Wilberforce, compiled by his

sons. The selections are judiciously made, and the flow of the narrative is

equable and agreeable. This life of one of the few Christian statesmen of

modern times deserves to be widely circulated annongthe youth of this country.

(42.) ^^ Lays of Ancient Virginia, by J. A. Baktley." (Eiohmond ; J. W.
Randolph, 1855 ; pp. 204.) We give the following specimen of Mr. Bartley's

lyrics :

—

" freedom's home ! Thy banner streams,
A meteor on the gale

;

And I behold the haughty flags

Of Europe fade and pale :

And, crowding on the surging seas,

They cleave the billows bright

;

They come to rest beneath its folds,

Attracted by its light."

From this example our readers can judge tolerably well of Mr. Bartley's

poetical capacity.

Fourth Series, Vol. VII.—40
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(43.) " Slavery Examined m the Light of the Bible, by Luther Lee." (Syra-
cuse: 1855; 18mo., pp. 185.) This book is divided into three sections. The
first aims to demonstrate the sinfulness of slavery by moral arguments ; the
second, to show that slavery finds no justification in the Old Testament; the
third, that it finds no refuge in tlie IS'ew. In his zeal for the cause, Mr. Lee
adopts several qucstionabl.; interpretations of Scripture passages. The only
safe and tenable ground is, wc think, that the principles of the Gospel are
opposed to slaverj'. Attempts to show that 1 Cor. vii, 21, and similar passac'es,

do not refer to slaves, as such, must always react against the cause they are
meant to support

(44.) " Internal Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels, by Andrews
Norton." (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1855; pp. 309.) This work con-
sists of two parts, the first being In substance a critique on Strauss's " Life

of Jesus," (pp. I-ISD.) The work was left unfinished by the author, but bears
throughout the marks of his large erudition and careful mode of thinkin"-. The
first chapter gives a general view of Strauss's theory, showing that it is essen-

tially coiucideat witli eortain speculations of Volncy in the " Ruins of Empires."
The third chapter gives a thorough examination of Strauss's fundamental prin-

ciples of criticism, and sliows their entire want of soundness. The peculiar
stand-point of Mr. Norton with regard both to orthodox Christianity and to

Kationalism, is clearly manifested in his fourth and fifth chapters ; in the latter

of which he shows that the essential value of Christianity consists in its being
a miraculous revelation of God, without which human reason alone could do
nothing towanl establisliing the facts on which religion is founded. His esti-

mate of the value of German nationalism, in general, may be gathered from
the following piv^.^ge :

—

"Every or.e vrhosf nttenfion has been dravrn to the strange and multifarious
doctrines that Lave obtaiuc-i currency in our d.iy, has heard" of the speculations
of German philosophers (so called) iu theology and metaphysics, an.! knows some-
thing of tlu.ir pretensions and of the boasts of their admi'reis. The con.luding
dissertation of Strauss affonls abundant materials for forming a juf!gmentof
the character and r^s-ulls of those speculations, which all our further knowledge
of them may serve to confirm. In this case, if in any, the old proverb holds true,
that it is not necessary to drain the ocean to learn that its waters are salt. The
materials for formin-j a judgment of this philosophy are cot furnished by an
opposer of it, hy an aib-T. nt of common sense, nor hy a neophvte giving his
crude, mistaken imaginations of what he has imperfectly leanu-d, but by one
initiated in its mysteries, who is liable to no suspicion of intending to expose
them to reproach or derision."

Nevertheless, Mr. Norton's views of the substance of divine revelation and of

the character of Christ are so far remwed from those of orthodox Christianity,

that his writings, valuable as they are, shouM be studied with great caution,

and are not to be recommended to novices in thcoloiry.

The second part of the work consists of a treatise, also unfinished, on the

Internal Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels. The aim of the first

chapter is to show the consistency of the Gospel narrative with itself, and
with all our knowledge bearing on the subject. The second chapter treats of the
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objections commonly brought against the consistency of the narrative ; and the

third sets forth the strong internal evidence contained in the character of

Christ itself. The task of editing the posthumous papers has been executed

with great ability.

(45.) " A Translation of the Gospeb, tcith Notes, by AxpnEwg ]^ORTOX.''

(Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1855; 2 vols., 8vo.) This work, like the one

just noticed, is posthumous. The translation, however, which occupies the

first volume, was completed and revised by the author before his death. Its

aim is to " express clearly the meaning of the text, preserving as far as possi-

ble the simplicity which characterizes the style of the evangelists." We need

not say that the version is made in a careful and scholarly manner throughout;

but, as might be supposed, it Is tinged occasionally by the author's Unitarian

views. These are shown still more strikingly in the " Notes," which make up

the second volume of the work. Thus, for instance, in commenting upon John

ij 1, Mr. Norton endeavours to show that the word "Logos," as used bv the

apostle, merely denotes the attributes of God manifested in his works ; and

that it was John's purpose, in the introduction of his gospel, to declare that

Christianity had the same divine origin as the universe itself The spirit of

this note pervades the whole commentary. Apart from this dangerous peculiar-

ity, the work deserves a place in everj- theological llbrarv-, and Avill long remain

a monument of the learning and industry of its lamented author. In point of

mechanical execution these books are brought out in a style that has never

been surpassed, if equalled, by the American press.

(46.) "Bibliographisch-statistishe Uebersicht der Literatur des ostreichischen Kai-

serstaatcs. lurster Bericht. You Dr. C. von Wurzuach. (BibllographiL-al-

statlstlcal Review of the Literature of the Austrian Empire. First report.)

Fragmente ubcr das Unterrichtsicesen in Oestreich. L. R. vox HeL'KLKK."

(Fragments on the Educational Affairs of Austria.) (Vienna : 1854.) The

authors of both these works are subaltern officers in the Austrian state-minis-

try, and their reports bear, therefore, an official character. The first gives the

highly important statistics of Austrian literature from September 1, 1852, to

December 31, 185.3 ; the other explains the principles on which the Aii.-trian

government proceeded in attempting, after the revolution of 1848, to rcorgan-

Tze the educational department. Both works bear witness to Austria's great

inferiority in literature and education to Protestant Prussia.

When the revolution of 1848 awakened Austria from her lethargy-, the

whole nation became aware of the sad condition of Austrian literature. In

the other German universities half of the professors at least were authors of

some note ; in Austria hardly one among ten. Among the other German gym-

nasia there were few that could not boast of at least some one illustrious name
in literature ; the two hundred and sixty-two gymnasia of Austria saw many a

year elapse without recording in the annals of literature one of their members.

It was confessed that something must be done. An able minister of pubb'c
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education could Lnve remedied the evil in a short time ; for the other German
states, especially Prussia, eduratcd a sufficient number of young scholars to

supply, in the course of a few years, all Austrian institutes of learning with

able teachers. Unfortunately, however, several reasons -worked together to

induce the Austrian government to enter into a closer union with the Catholic

party than had existed before. They wanted aid from abroad, and applied to

the least able foreigners, the Romanists. The selection of men like Phillips,

LJoy, Hofler (formerly from ^Munich), Aschbach, (from Bonn,) Weiss, (from

Friburg,) Tehr, ^^from Tubingen,) set the intention of the government in a

clear light. It must, however, be said that some Protestants were called to the

Catholic-Austrian universides, because in some departments Tlomanism has

almost no representatives at all in the universities, (cx.gr., in those of classical

and oriental languages.)

A great difilculty presented itself in the reorganization of the gjTnnasIa. In
the other German states the faculty of the gymnasium had almost full liberty

to select the text-books ; in Austria they were prescribed, even for the univer-

sities. Those heretofore in use were so utterly worthless, that a change in this

respect appeared even to the government as unavoidable. It encouraged,

therefore, the elalx)ration of new text-books, and allowed the faculties of the

gj-mn£isla a little more liberty in choosing among them. ]Jso text-books, how-

ever, can be introduced without the authorization of the government. A
cloud of new books has since made its appearance, which, however, for the

greater part boar wituess more of the partiality of the ministry which recom-

mended them, than of tlic scholarship of their authors. As a specimen of this

kind of literature a "Manual of Ancient Geography and Hlstorv," by Bumil-

ler, is reviewed by the " Literarischc Centi-alblatt," of Leipzic, which gathers

from it very strange and new discoveries in history ; ex, gr., that the Iloman con-

suls and dictators were chosen by the Senate, that a lustrum lasted /ojir years, &c.

As the book is Roman Catholic, of course the apostles Peter and Paul must a^ain

die as martyrs in Rome, &i-. Such books are recommended because they are

Catholic, and are freijucntly, as also this Manual is, translated into Italian and
Hungarian. Of course the German periodicals ai-e indignant that the name
of German literature is thus exjujsed to disgrace among nations who are accus-

tomed to look up to it as to a model.

Bad as this situation is, Austrian literature is growing better than it was
before 184S. The niiinhor of books has been doubled since 1S44. In the

space of the sixteen months mentioned above, the number of books allowed to

be printed was fi874
;
of which 2787 were in German, 2723 in Italian, 428 in

Hungarian, C5f) in Sclavonic, 24 in French, 4 in English, 1 in Swedish,

173 in Latin, 7 in Greek, and 14 in Hebrew.

(47.) A Tnor.ouon work on the " Illstor}- of the Councils" had long been a
desideratum. The manuscripts discovered in late years have been so numer-
ous, the application of a keen crltieism to Chuich history has been so productive,

and the insight gained by It into the inner development ofthe Christian Church
is so much more profound than formerly, that none of the older works on tliis
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subject could any longer bo considered as sufiicient for our times. Dr. C. J.

Hefele's (Professor of Roman Catholic Theology at Tubingen) new work,

*^ Conciliengeschichte, (RistoTy of the Councils: Friburg, 185j,) is, therefore, im-

doubtedly a very seasonable one. Professor Ilefele is one of the few Catholic

authors who, instead of disdaining to look at the literary products of learned Prot-

estants, acknowledge their superiority in many respects, and endeavour to reach

their profoundness. He is a thorough scholar, whose preceding works (Patres

Apostolici, Cardinal Ximcnes,) have won for him a well-dcscrvcd reputation

among Protestants as well as Romanists. The Protestant litrrary papers of

Germany have, therefore, not hesitated to acknowledge the estimable erudition

displayed also in his new work. The first volumes bring the subject up to the

end of the fourth century. The whole work will consist of five volumes, four

of which are ready for printing.

(48.) One of tho last survivors of the Romantic School in Germany, Joseph

Feeiherr von EicnENDORK, himself a celebrated poet, many of whose

poems are, and always will be, among the favourite songs of the German

nation, endeavours to show in one of his last works, "J^ur Geschiclite dcs

Dramas" (Contributions to the History of the Drama. Leipzic: 18J4,) that

the highest development of the drama can take place only in Romanism. At

tlie head of the dramatists he places the Spaniards, (Calderon.) Shaks[)eare is

highly estimated by him, as by sdl the Romantics, which school he also follows

m the ridiculous assertion that Shakspeare's contemplation of life was at bottom

the Roman Catholic one. From a man like Eichendorf we can of course expect

that, where his partial stand-point does not blind him, he frequently succeeds in

giving graphic sketches. It has created a little surprise that Ofcar von Redwitz,

the young Roman Catholic poet whose " Amaranth " went, in a few years, through

ten editions, and made qiiite a " furore," does not meet with his approval.

(49.) Romanism in Germany and France has for some time been very pro-

ductive of works on Christian art The European Protestants have acknowl-

edged their inferiority in this department, a sincerity which the Catholics are

far from imitating with reference to the many sciences .where they are not

represented at all. Thus two recent works from a strong Roman Catholic

stand-point are, notwithstanding their unjust representation of Protestantism,

welcomed for their ability in general by the Protestant press. The one, " Fin-

gcrzeige auf dem Gehiete der kirchlichen, Kunst" (Hints in. the Province of

F^clesiastical Art,) by A.RF.isCHENSPEUGER,an influential leader of the Cath-

olic party in Prussia, treats of the rules to be observed in buikling, repairing,

and arranging churches and other relidous edifices. The other, " Chrisiliche

Si/mboHc," (Christian Symbolic,) Regcnsburg, 1834 and 18j5, is by Wolf-
gang Menzel, the well-known author of a "History of Germany" and a work

on " German Literature," both of which have also appeared in an English
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translation. Menzel is a Protestant, but with Catholic tendencies, which

of late seem to have considerably increased. This new work of his prom-

ises to explain, in alphabetical order, all Christian emblems contained in

the Holy "Writ, in dogma and cult, in the legends, in the architecture, sculp-

ture, painting, and poetrj- of the Church. As Menzel has been for many
years the editor of a peric«Jical devoted to art, he is a man of almost unparal-

leled reading in this department, and cannot fail, therefore, to furnish most

ample materials.

(50.) " Literary and Historical Miscellanies, by Geokge Bancroft." (Xew-
York: Harper & Brothers, 18j5; 8vo., pp.517.) This volume is made up
of essays, review articles, translations, and occasional addresses. The earliest

paper bears the date of 1818; the latest is the remarkable address on the

"Progress of Mankind," delivered before the New-York Historical Society in

1854; so tliat the volume presents us the opportunity, rare in literature, of

studj-ing the development of an individual mind largely endowed by nature,

and enriched by liber;d and varied cultivation. It is a little remarkable that,

in point of style, there is not much change to note between ]\Ir. Bancroft's

earliest printed essays and the last volume of his History, unless, indeed, it be

a change for the worse. Thus the essay on the " Doctrine of Temperaments,"

1824, is freer from rhetorical errors and excesses than any part of the History

containing the same number of pages. Another remark suggested by this col-

lection is, that while it clearly manifests Mr. Bancroft's aptitude for general

literature and crltiuism. it shows also that his mind received a bent toward

history at a very early period, and tliat his studies, multifarious as they have been,

have all been tributary to this one branch, on his success in which bis permanent

fame is to rest. Of the sulwtantlal merit of the volume, we shall indicate our

opinion sufliciently by saying that it has largely increased our estimate of

Mr. Bancroft's intellectual power. Although M-e must dissent from many of

its political and philosophical views, we yet commend it to our readers as a

collection of writings as well worthy of study, both for form and substance, as

any that have been produced on American soil.

(51.) **A Treatbe on the Need of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli tcith Respect

to her Ministry, by R. S. Foster, D. D." (New-York: 1855 ; 18mo., pp. C2.)

Dr. Foster's first proposition is that the " Church needs a thoroughly-educated

and liberally-infomied ministry ;" the second, that she needs " a more spiritual

and consecrated ministry." With positions thus stated no one could find fault

;

but when Dr. Foster comes to set them forth in detail, he gets upon dcbatiible

ground. It is to be regretted that Dr. Foster does not accurately define what

he means by a thoroughly-educated ministry. If It be his purpose to advocate

an absolute requisition of liberal training (say in college and in the Tlieologi-

cal Seminary) from all candidates for the ministry', he has failed signally, and
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yn[\ always fail in accomplishing it. If, on the other hand, he means simply
to assert that the Church should furnish the amplest means of culture for such
of her young men as may have the opportunity to make use of them, he will

find few to dispute with him. But the whole tenor of his ar^jument seems to

imply the former doctrine
; and, for this reason, the discourse, though abound-

ing in earnest and urgent appeals, which, if put forth simi)ly with a view to

stimulate our candidates and younger ministers to more enlarged and Hbcral

studies, would be signally efficacious and useful, will now, wo fear, only excite

an opposition, to which his broad and often unguarded statements lav him
abundantly open. As a specimen of the force of his stvie, and of the

strength with which he sets forth and illustrates his position, we give the

following:

—

"II. Oar second proposition is, Methodism needs a more spiritual and consecrated
ministrj.

"Vain were learning without spirituality and consecration. No accomplishments
can be substituted for tbese : nothing will answer in their place, or atone for their

want. Though we might preanh like anjels from heaven, we would be but "sound-
ing br.'-.ss an<I a tinkling cymbal." Our polished and literary declamations would fall

like moon-beam.i on glacier mountains, or harmlessly as snow-tlakes on the 'p'r.tnitc.

Sharpness of logic, brilliancy of imagination, ornateuess of diction, powerful elocution,

strength and force of argumentation, v. ith whatever makes up scholastic opulence and
faultless discourse, however admired and however needed, alone will be of sm:ili value:

nay, may be an absolute curse. We waut them, but we want them fused ; we want thtm
not alone, but in a!i;algara ; not for their splendour as principals, but for thtir use as

instruments. We want them glowing and tlaming like the top of Sinai, full of thun-

ders and earthquakes !

"We want prophets of the closet as well as study; men whose hearts glow whils

their intellects shine: who feel deeply, as well as think profoundly: who exi'cri.nc-j,

as well as theorize : consecrated, as well as ordained : men who walk with God and who
are intrusted with his secrets: who go before the Church, and say, 'Follow us as we
follow Christ.'

"Such men are they who are the want of the times: men whose hearts and miuas

quiver with the earnestness of the age, and sympathize with the all-pervading eicito-

ment moving the world around them ; but who direct all their earnestness, and expend

all their excitement, in behalf of souls, and with reference to eternity: who c.ime forth

to the people, like Moses from the mount, glowing with inspirations and burning with

mes.sages; who, when they speak, cause the people to cover their faces, and bay, ' I^,

Grod hath spoken.*

" A ministry who enjoy religion, and love its ordinances ; whose lives, and tempers,

and words are umbhimable patterns of excellence ; whose only ambition is to coniniond

their Master, and transform the world by his exhibition; wlio live and mo\c a.-nong

men as ambassadors from heaven, legates of the skies ; who love souls, and feel th<'ir

worth, as the ' travail of the Redeemer ;' and who, to save men, count no toil, no effort,

no sacrifices too great; who are penetrated with the awfulness of the divine doctrines,

and hold and dispense them as a sacred trust for mankind; who feel a burning furnace

of love and grace within them, and hear a voice, ever saying unto them, Go, preach ! to

whom it is a ' woe ' if they ' preach not the Gospel ;' who weep over the world a.s their

Saviour wept over Jerusalem, and who would die for it, as he did upm Calvary, if they

might win it to him ; who preach not of envy cr strife, or worldly giory, but for a love

of souls; not men-pleasers; not careful of their own name ; not time-servers ; not indo-

lent, or seekers of ease ; not mere word-venders or declaimers; ni't men who mount the

pulpit asaprofersion, or employ it as an engine of ambition ; not blusterers or enthusiasts,

who give out sound for sense, or vainly expect from inspiration what they should seek
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by labour ; not empty-hearted and empty-headed pretenders, who run before they are

sent to proclaim xvhat they neither feel nor understand ; not such—of which the high-

ways and byways are full— but men—men of God—men whose hearts glow with a

deathless flame, and whose tcmgues burn with messages ; who stand in their pulpits as

watchmen, and thunder in Zion; whose polished and cultivated intellects, full and
shining with the truth, skilful and mighty in its exhibition, are moved and impelled by
hearts running over ^^itll lovo, and resplendent witli holiness; as the prophets, apostles,

and the fathers before tliiin ; Salem mourns in all her borders, and weeps at all her

altars for a ministry like this; and the earth and the world languish for them. How
would such a host cause the wilderness to bloom, and the desert to blossom as the rose !

How would they carry the truth in triumph through the world, and cover it over with
the verdure of a fruitful sjiriiig ! How would the nations rise up at their coming, and
the mountains and the floods sing at their approach ! How would intidelity fly before

such a ministry, scathed by its lightnings; and error, obduracy, and sin, how would they

disappear amid its light, and melt away in its beams! How, under its instruction, and
infused with its spirit, would the Church rise up, and shine with the radiance of heaven 1

How would it penetrate comnieree, and impress professions, and affect governments, and
send the aliment of a new life through the entire tissues of society! How would it rise

above thrones and dynasties, and prejudices stronger and older than these, and rule, and
fashion, and sanctify all ! Such is its mission and ordination. And what, were the

pulpit what it should bo, should hinder?

"Is any one about to s:iy. The thing can never be: a ministry of this kind? a minis-

try so learned, and yet so consecrated; so intellectual, and yet so spiritual; so much
culture, and yet so great zenl. AVhy not? Has history recorded no examples? Have
the instances been few of great learning, and yet great devotion? Couut up the heroes

of the Church, and what do you find? Whence have come the great lights, whose names
gleam on the martyrs' page and reformers' roll? Who are they who have braved kings

and senates, and who paled not at the stake and wheel? And why not? Is education

a foe to religion? Is enlargement of the intellect inimical to devoutness of the heart?

Are they who are l>cst capable to understand the truth, and who take in more of its

efTulgenee, less likely t') be faithful to it, to love it, and with zeal to propagate it?

Surely these things caiaiot lie a necessity. To believe so for a moment would extinguish

our lights of hope for the future, and overthrow our faith in the history of the past.

The things are not irrecr.ueilable. Light and beat do blend in the same beam ; and so

wisdom and love animate the same soul, and spread their effulgence and power over the

same ministry.

" We must have it : culture and zeal, light and heat, mind and heart! Blended, they

will give us power with mm and power with God, and we shall prevail. Deprived of

them, we shall sink down, down, down in weakness and imbecility, until not a historic

vestige will be loft of a people who might have been great for God in the earth."

—

Pp. 51-60.

Dr. Foster thinks vigorously and expresses himself boldly, but not always

clearly or accurately ; indeed, there are so many verbal and rhetorical errors

in the discourse, that wf !-houId judge it to have been prepared and carried

' through the press with undue haste.

(52.) The oi)posidon to Dr. Foster's views, anticipated above, has speedily

shown itself in ".1 Defence of the Present Mode of Training Candidates for

the Ministry in the Melliodist Episcopal Church, by J. H. Perky, D. D."

(New-York : 1855 ; ISmo., pp. 71.) The defence takes the form of a review

of Dr. Foster's treatise, and criticises It stringently, not only as to its doctrine,

but also as to its style. Dr. Perry docs not so much dispute Dr. Foster's posi-
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tions, as the arguments and statements by which they are supported. Tho
review is very adroitly conducted, and attacks Dr. Foster's vulnerable points

•with great ingenuity. The following remarks upon the passage from Dr.
Foster's sermon quoted above, will give our readers a fair sample of the
*' Review ;"

—

" The second proposition of Dr. Foster's Treatise affirms that ' Mdhodisvi ncecU a more
tpiritiial and consecrated ministry.'

"If by this proposition it is meant simply to declare as a general principle that the
efF.ciency of the Cliriitian ministry is in proportion to its piety, wo very corJi.tllv concur

iu the remark ; for we are fully satisfied that the agg:ressive power of the Church con-

sists now, as il has in every age, in its spirituality and purity. But, if an impeachment
of the piety of our preachers is intended, as mijrht be inferred from his censure of 'men
who mount the pulpit as a profession, or employ it as an engine of ambition,' and 'blus-

terers or enthusiasts, who give out sound for sense, or vainly expect from inspiration

what they should seek by labour,' and 'empty-hearted and empty-headed pretenders who
run before they are sent, to proclaim what they neither feel nor understand, of which
the highways and byways are full,' then we again take issue with Dr. Foster, and pro-

test against his accusation as baseless and visionary.

" We see not well how this inference can be avoided. He is discoursing npon the need

of ^lethodism; and when he speaks of the highways and byways being full of certain

classes of preachers, must we not understand that he means the ' highways and by-

ways ' of Methodism? How could it affect the argument to afiirm that the w-orld is fall

of this class of persons? Not at all. But if our Church were filled with th- m, then

indeed would the argument be valid and startling. But we deny the premises, and, of

course, dispute the conclusion.

" We admit that a Church may possess all the outward forms of devotion while desti-

tute of vital piety. She may boast a learned ministry and a pompous ritual ; the bended

knee, the rising incense, and the bleeding victim may be at her altars, while her l-cst

services are but 'as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal' in the ear of God. Still we
cannot yet believe that this is the condition of our Church, or that ' she mourns in all

her borders and weeps at all her altars' in conseijuence of her desolation. Wc have

surely no occasion to sit down by the rivers of Babylon and weep when wo reineraUr

our Zion. On the contrary, iu view of the past and the present, we shall bo uugrat^.ful

indeed if we do not thank God and take courage; and as we contemplate the veiled

future, and reconnoitre the yet uuconquered territories of our king, vainly do croakers

among us proclaim our weakness and ineffioieucy, and magnify the strength of our tiie-

mies. They may oracularly warn us of the strength of the people who dwell in the

land, number their walled cities, and tell us of the gigantic sons of Aiiak, who dwell

there, in whose sight we are but as grasshoppers; but perjured and faithless is that

son of Wesley whose heart fails him in this crisis. 'If the Lord delight in us, then he

will bring us to this land.' Let us, therefore, be strong and bold, walk hy the samo

rules and mind tl:c same thing-; as the fathers of blessed memory did, aiiu, «iih li\e3

hid with Christ in God,' go forward to victory and to triumph.

"With the exception mentioned, we have no word of censure for the sentiments con-

tained in the brief, but fervent and glowing exhortation which Dr. Foster has given ns

as the discussion of his second proposition. Its rhetoric and grammar are open to

exceptions ; but, redeemed by its energy and warmth, we hesitate to place it in the

crucible of a rigid criticism."—Pp. 45-48.

"We think, however, that in his minute verbal criticism Dr. Perry has some-

what overshot the mark; a general statement on this head miglit have perhaps

accomplished his purpose, and would have left no stir.g behind. Dr. Perry's

own stj-le in this "Defence" is not altogether free from inaccuracies.
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(53.) We earnestly call the attention of our readers, and especially of Biblical

students, to an edition of the New Testament recently published under the

title of " Novum Testamcntum Te(raglottun, edendura curaverunt C. G. G.

Theii.e et R Stier." (Bielefeld: Velhagen & Klasing, 1855; 8vo., pp.

1060.) It contains the Greek toxt,'the Vulgate, the German version of Luther,

and t!ie English translation in parallel columns. "With regard to the accuracy

of the text, the convenience of the volume as to size and shape, and the clear-

ness of the typography, it is by far the best and most commodious edition of

the New TesU'imfnt which has over appeared. It forms the fifth volume of the

" Polyglotteu Bibel," by the same editors, which we have repeatedly noticed

during its progress, and which has just been completed. AVe purpose to give

an extended review of the whole work at an early period ; but must now men-
tion, for the information of our readers, that besides all its other excellences,

the work is a marvel of chcipncss. The five volumes can be had in paper

covers for §12, and in strong binding for S15, of Messrs. Westermann & Co.,

New-York.

(54.) ^^ History of the Council of Trent. From the French o/L. F. Bcngexer.
Edited from the second London edition, with a summary of the Acts of the

Council, by Joiix M'Ci.intock, D. D." (New-York: Harper & Brothers,

1855 ; 12mo., pp. 5tC.) The writer of this work is well known as the author

of several brilliant books illustrative of the history of Protestantism in France.

Two of tliese have been translated, and published in this country under the

titles of " The Priest and the Huguenot," and "The Preacher and the Kin^;"

and their wide popularity sufliriontly attests their merit as books for the peo-

ple. I\I. Bungencr has great dramatic power; his personages live and move
before the reader; he distinguishes each with something of Homer's individ-

ualizing pewer. This faculty, combined with the power of seizing upon salient

facts, and of grouping thtm into pictures, is one of the essential qualities for a

writer of history ; and it is precisely that in which most of the historians, especially

of the Church, signally fail. Skeletons of history we have in abundance ; it is

for men of genius, like our authoi-, to reproduce the life. But the present

•work, in addition to the merits of style which characterize M. Bungener's other

•works, has peculiar excellences of its own. He has used his sources carefully

and consciontiou~iy ; few fai-ts of any importance in the acts and doings of

Trent are omitted; few arc stated out of their proper and living connexions:

none we think are distorted for polemical purposes. The intrigues and the

chicanery of the popes and their legates on the one hand, and of the princes

and their ambassadors on the other, are laid bare in a masterly manner. The
reader gets behind the scenes, and sees all the secret machinery by which the

puppet bishops were puIK'(I, unwittingly, this way and that ; but nothing is set

down in malice. ^I. Bungener shows himself to be also, to a great extent,

master of the controversy between Rome and the Church of God. The reader

will find that he not merely states the doctrinal decisions of the Council clearly,

but that he shows their general inconsistency with the word of God, and even
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•with the stream of pure tradition. In this respect, the work has a value to

which no other history of the Council can lay claim.

In the present state of the Church and the world, few clergymen can afford

to be ignorant of the character and the doctrines of the Church of Rome. No-

where -n-ithin small compass can this knowledge be so well obtained as from

this single volume. It will also make an excellent text-book for the use of

theological students, while its graphic and even entertaining style adapts it to

the use of intelligent readers of all classes.

(65.) "Christian Benejicence ; or, the Meafiure, Manner, Uses, and Misuses of
Giving, as prescribed in the Neiv Testament. By William Hosmkr." (Auburn

:

William I. Moses, 1855; 18mo., pp. 219.) Our readers will remember that

a prize was offered some time since by the Tract Society of the Jlothodist

Episcopal Church for a small volume on systematic beneficence. Mr. Hosmer
commenced this work with a view to meet the call of the Tract Society, but

soon found, to use his own language, "that he could not satisfy himself and
adhere to the plan marked out by those who offered the prize. He was not

willing to confine his work to a single feature of the great duty of beneficence,

and hence he did not feel at liberty to present his essay for examination ; it

was not according to the scheme proposed, and he had no right to tax the

committee with labour which they were not appointed to do." After a brief

introduction, defining very aptly the terms employed, the work is divided into

four chapters, of which the first sets forth the Scriptural standard of benefi-

cence. The lines are drawn here very strongly. The second chapter treats

of the method of benevolence, the third of its uses, and the fourth of its

abuses; and each of these topics is discussed with force and vigour. We trust

that this little work -will be widely distributed, and will bear ample fruit in

the life of the Church.

(56.) " The History of Xapoleon Bonaparte. By JoHx S. C. Abbott." (New-

York: Harper & Brothers, 1855 ; 2 vols., 8vo.) The mechanical execution of

this work leaves nothing to be desired ; it is beautifully printed and r.mply illus-

trated. \\'e should be glad to use the same unqualified terms of praise with

regard to the substance of the work itself; but it is impossible. ]Mr. Abbott's

stj'Ie is graphic and picturesque. He writes with the case and fluency of a

man inspired by his subject, and the work abounds with brilliant descriptions

and striking pictures. The facts of the history are well arranged, and with

the construction of the work, considered simply as a narrative, no fault can be

found. Mr. Abbott appreciates, far more justly than most of the writers who
have written of Napoleon in the English tongue, the true excellences, both

moral and intellectual, of that great man, and has amply vindicated his mem-
ory from many of the false charges brought against him by previous writers.

But he has allowed his enthusiasm so far to prevail over his judgment as to
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blind him, to a great extent, to the fearful defects and faults of Xapoleon's

character, and the book, as a -whole, must be pronounced a pauegj-ric rather

than a history.

(57.) Sydney Smith abused the Methodists, but that is no reason why Meth-

odists should abuse him. We have read with great amusement and equal

instruction "^-1 Memcir of the Rev. Sijdney Smith, by his daughter, Lady
Holland." (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1855; 2 vols., r2mo.) Sidney

Smith was not only the wittiest but one of the wisest men of his age, and the

more we know of him the more we admire his great and noble qualities. His

life was devoted to the removal of great abuses, and to the exposure of public

vices and crimes at a time when vice was enthroned in high places, and when

BO many perils environed the path of a reformer as to require, in even the

mildest innovator, a large stock of humanity and an equal share of courage.

Without the power and prestige which in England usually follow high birth

or wealth, he exercised a greater influence over the public mind of his day

than any man except, porliaps, Lord Brougham. These volumes put his

religious character in a lar better light than it has ever appeared in before;

and although his Christianity partook of the temper of the time and circle in

which he moved, and had therefore far less of tlie evangelical element than

could be desired, it is yet clear that his life was mainly regulated by a strong

sense of duty, and that he found peace and comfort in his abiding faith in the

great truths of religion.
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Hebrews. (See Jeica.)

Heddin^, Bishop, Life and Times of, re-
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, merits of the work
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, his conversion
, his early labours——, his services in the General Con-

ference

, his change of views ou the Pre-
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, his decision in MafBtt's case

, his last sufierings and death
Hedge's Prose Writers of Germany
Hefele's History of the Councils
Henry's (Matthew ) Miscellaneous works
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Hilliard's Speeches and Addresses
Hippodamus, his political system

I History as an instrument of education
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Hodgson on Predestination ^...
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Hosmer's Christian Beneficence
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Hue's Journey through the Chinese Em-
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Immaculate Conception, dogma of

, Biblical argument against
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Inspiration, J. Pye Smith's view of
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, Ezekiel's prophecy with regard to

Itinerancy, merits of 347,
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ministrjr
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Jay, William, his autobiography... 139,
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, his ciiaracterand ministry... 230,
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, his defects
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Jay's Morning and Evening Exercises..
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, Dr. Kilto's interpretation of.
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JephthaH's vow, true view of Page 563
Johnsou's (H. M.) Herodotus lU
Johnstone's Israel iii the World 32S
Johnston's Chemistry of Common Life.. G:2i3

John-street Church in New-York, first

buildinsr of 491
Jews, political constitution of the -19

, restoration of the 4i23

Kansas and Nebraska, Hale's 135
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Kirwan's Letters to tishop Hujbes... 6-7
KitLo, (John, D. I).,) brief sketch of... 4S.J

Koppen's M'orld in the Middle Ages... 3i'0

Lamartine's jlemoirs of Celebrated
Characters 133

History of Turkey 484
Languai:e, tacts of history embodied in 573
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Languages, ancient, as an instrument

oT education 515
Lee's Slavery examined 634
Lewis's Six Days of Creation, noticed... 628
Liberal and Evangelical Christianity... 246

(See Cnitariaiuein.)

Liguori, Life of 321
Loomis's Practical Astronomy 430
Lon:rfellovv's Poets and Poetry ofEurope 327

Level's .Methodist Manual 626
Lying severely punished iu English

schools 525

Madden 's Memoirs of the Countess of

Blessington 470

Maffitt, (John X.,) exercise of discipline

in his case 611
Malachi, new translation and exposi-

tion of 9, 160
, canonical authority of 12

, meaning of the name 10

, outline of the prophecy 12

Mathematics as an instrument of edu-
cation 519

Maurice, (Mr.,) and his writings... 26, 201

, his exclusion from King's College 3S

, his Platonic realism 206
, his rationalism 202
, his style 204
, his theological essays 201
, his view of eternal punishment 33, 226
, his view of the atonement... 216, 2Jl
, his want of orthodoxy 32

Maury's Physical (ieography of the Sea 477
McCoitnick''s Visit to Sevastopol 628
M'llvaine's Sermons on the Truth and

Life 475
Meagher, (T. F.,) relation to Romanism 83

Mercein on the Baptism of Children... 90
on Natural Goodness 144, 246
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, substantial elemenU of 346
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Methodist Episcopal Churcli, history of

the great Secession from the 319
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402
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dent Ill
!
Missions, Methodist, in New-Zoaland... I24

j , Newconib's Cyelojicdia of 324

I

Jlonarchy, origin of 46
Morality apart from reliu'ion, value of.. 254

, its natural consequences not
moral 257

, its relation to religion 261
, its relation to intellectual develop-
ment 413

, low state of, in Catholic countries 415
Miiller's Geschichte der Americauis-

chen Urreligion 487

Names, origin and history of.
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in Catholic countries

Newconib's Cyclopedia of Missions

: New South Wales, Methodism in

Niebuhr's Life and Letters, reviewed...

, his birth and early education

, early developm»nt of his faculties

, his embassy to Rome
'

, his entrance into public life
'

, his death
, his lectures on Roman History...

, his mode of studying history

, his power of nvemory
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, his retirement to Bonn
, his visit to England

Norton on the Genuineness of the Goj

rNorton s Translation of the G'^pels....

Novum Testamentum Tetraglotton
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OJcnheimer's Jerusalem 1'

Owen on the Unity of the Human Pjce i<

Palatines of Ireland, their ori-ln 4-
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Perrone on the Immaculate Conception 1,''

Perry's Review of Foster 6.
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, progress of .Methodism in, under
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Fillmore, (Joseph,) his early labours in
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Pius IX. a devoted worshipmr of Mary.
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Plato, his political system
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Press, Roman Catholic, in the United
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, influence of the, in the iiinetPL-nth

century 411

Pridham on lloraans 473

Prime's Travels in Europe anil the East 484
Protesti^ntism compared with Ilonian-

ism as to civilization 411

Bavignan's Clement XIII. ct Clement
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Eeason and Religion 249
EenouvifT's Essays on General Criticism 150
Roman Catholic press 72

, its feebleness in Eurojie 72
missionaries intcrfcrin,^' u ith Meth-

odists
.' 120

worship of the Vir^'in 277—— dogma of the Immaculate Concep-
tion 275

Catholics, coercive power claim-
ed l.y 312

Romanism and Protestantism, their re-

lations to civili;:ation 408
, its eltects in Ireland 416
, its death stingi-lc, 417
, its literary ili-ricienov 476

Rome, Niobulir's Hi^ory of OlS, r>.-,0

Rosser on Bajiti-ni, noticeil 475
on cLiss-mectiu'js 483
on experimental religion, noticed 475

Rosser's reply to Howell...' C27
Roussel sur les Nations CatlMliques.... 4()S

Rutherford on Election 480

SacranT-ntariaii partv in the Church of
England .! 27

Sanderson, (Clshop.l new editiuuof his

vvorl<<^ 4'5r,

Rasnett's Progre*^^;, notictd 632
Sawyer's Organic (Jliristiauity 148
Schools, EnL'lish, rnuipan'd with (Ger-

man Gymnasia 50!)

, mode of ivorking in 512
, punishments in 525

Simon sur le Devoir 157

Sixtus jy., his CoM^titucions 282
Slavery among the KomajK 441

, agitations in the Methodist Epis-

copal Church on 608
, civil effects of.... ...._. 45t
, niodts of ni.inuniission frum 4."i)

, politioa! perils of 4".2

, severitv of 443. 4U
Smith,(John'Pye,l his Life and Writings 370
——, cliaracler of his thfology W"i4

, extent of his learning 3^1

, his early training 380
, his Scripture Testimony to the

Messiah 394
, his Sacrific..' and Priesthood of

Christ 3!)7

.his studies in Geology :?98

Smith's (Moses) .Mciit d Science '.. 476
Smith, (Sydney,) Life of, noticed 6-11

Social Sciences, scientific mode of treat-

ing Page 42
Socratic system of politics 66
Sovereignty, princijtles of 41
Stevens on the Parables 136
Stevens's Preaching for the Times 632
St. John's Nemesis of Poiver 132
Stockton's Sermons for the People 147
Strawbridcre, liobert, his first preaching

in Maryland 494
, his character and labours 495

Sqnier's Problem Solved 323
Sudre on Sovereignty, reviewed 41

Taylor's Wesley and Methodism 329
, his misrepresentation of Wesley.. 333
, his sivcalled philosophy 354

ThornwelPs Discourses on Truth 323
Tregelles on the printed text of the Xew

Testament 486
Trench, Professor, his theological posi-

tion 30
, his synonymes of the New Testa-
ment 136

on the Study of 'Words, reviewed 566
Tulloch's Theism 631
Tyler's Prayer for Colleges 322

Uhlemann's Syriac Grammar 626
Unitarianisni. its ^Esthetic Culture 264

, its religious deficiency 266
(See Lilcml Chriitianity')

Unity of the Human Race, Owen on the 167

Vail's Life of Zenas Caldwell 482
Van Uiemeu's Land, progress of Metho-

dism in 122
——. people of, their char.acter 124
Virgin M.iry. origin of the worshipof the 276

, Pagan tendency of the 277
, recent revival of her worship 281

Wakeley's Ethics of Eunerals 482
Wallace's .\rt, Scenery, and Philosophy

in Europe 322
Webb, (Captain Thomas,) his first

preaching in America 491
, his labours on Long Island . 492

Wesley. (Jcdiii,) misrepresentations of
his character 331

, his early religious course 337
, his relation to the Moravians... 340
, his rel.itiou to the Established
Church 349

Wharton on Mental Unsoundness 630
Whitetield, his labours in America 504

, his last labours and death 507
Wiese. (Dr.. 'I on En<:lish Public, Schools 510
Willson s Outlines of History 140
Wilson's Treatise on Punctuation 625
Words. Geology of 567

, facts embodied in 573
, origin of every-day 563

Young, (Rev.R.,) his mission to Austra-
lia and Polynesia Ill
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